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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an anomaly detection module that uses 
information-theoretic measures to generate a fault indicator 
from a particle-filtering-based estimate of the posterior state 
pdf of a dynamic system. The selected measure allows 
isolating events where the particle filtering algorithm is 
unable to track the process measurements using a 
predetermined state transition model, which translates into 
either a sudden or a steady increment in the differential 
entropy of the state pdf estimate (evidence of an anomaly on 
the system). Anomaly detection is carried out by setting a 
threshold for the entropy value. Actual data illustrating 
aging of an energy storage device (specifically battery state-
of-health (SOH) measurements [A-h]) are used to test and 
validate the proposed framework. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Anomaly detection modules (Zhang et al., 2011; Orchard et 

al., 2011) play an important role within Prognostics and 
Health Management (PHM) systems since they constitute 
the first step in the implementation of fault diagnosis and 
failure prognosis schemes (Orchard and Vachtsevanos, 
2009). In most real applications, the anomaly detector 
requires to perform its task simultaneously minimizing both 
the false alarm rate and detection time (early detection). The 
latter is of paramount importance since the setup of online 
prognostic algorithms, and particularly those based on 
particle filtering algorithms (Orchard et al., 2008; Orchard 
et al., 2009), requires a proper characterization of the initial 
state pdf to provide adequate estimate of the remaining 
useful life (RUL) of monitored equipment. 

Classical anomaly detection methods rely on a model of the 
system to measure a discrepancy between the actual 
measurements and a predetermined pattern of operation. A 
variety of techniques have been proposed to achieve this 
task, including tools from estimation theory, failure 
sensitive filters, multiple hypothesis filter detection, 
generalized likelihood ratio tests, and model-based 
approaches (Isermann and Balle, 1997; Ayhan et al., 2006; 
 

Zhou et al., 2008; Khan and Rahman, 2009). Other methods 
focused on statistical analysis techniques, reasoning tools, 
spectral methods and information theory (Tolani et al., 
2005; Zhou et al., 2008; Ibrahim et al., 2008).  

In the particular case of the battery state-of-health (SOH) 
monitoring and prognosis (Orchard et al., 2010; Orchard et 
al., 2011), there are still issues regarding the proper 
representation of regeneration (self-recharge) phenomena. 
Self-recharge phenomena are characterized by sudden, 
momentary, and occasionally considerable regeneration of 
the battery capacity that tends to fade in time faster than the 
typical SOH degradation time constant. These changes, 
related to physicochemical aspects and temperature/load 
conditions during charge and discharge cycles, are 
particularly important in the case of Li-Ion batteries because 
they often alter the trend of the SOH prediction curve, thus 
affecting the performance of prognostic modules that 
depend on Bayesian estimation algorithms to compute 
initial conditions for their associated predictive models. 

This paper presents a solution for this problem that is 
based on a combination of a PF-based state estimators and 
information-theoretic measures that allows to detect rare 
events within the evolution of the fault condition under 
analysis. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 
introduces the basics on particle filtering (PF) anomaly 
detection modules, as well as information-theoretic 
measures applied to sequential Monte Carlo algorithms. 
Section 3 focuses on describing the case study that is used 
in this research to illustrate and validate the potential of the 
proposed detection approach, which corresponds to the 
analysis of capacity regeneration phenomena in a set of data 
depicting the battery state-of-health (SOH, [A-h]) 
degradation. Section 4 presents the proposed anomaly 
detection scheme and the results obtained for the case study 
of interest. Finally, Section 5 states the main conclusions. 

Marcos E. Orchard et al. This is an open-access article distributed under 
the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any 
medium, provided the original author and source are credited. 
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2. PARTICLE FILTERING, ANOMALY DETECTION AND 

INFORMATION-THEORETIC MEASURES 

Nonlinear filtering is defined as the process of using noisy 
observation data { ,  }tY y t= ∈�  to estimate at least the first 

two moments of a state vector { ,  }tX x t= ∈�  governed by a 

dynamic nonlinear, non-Gaussian state-space model.  

From a Bayesian standpoint, a nonlinear filtering 
procedure intends to generate an estimate of the posterior 
probability density function 

1:( | )t tp x y for the state, based on 

the set of received measurements. Particle Filtering (PF) is 
an algorithm that intends to solve this estimation problem 
by efficiently selecting a set of N >>1 particles ( )

1{ }i

t i Nx =�
 

and weights ( )
1{ }i

t i Nw = �
, such that the state pdf may be 

approximated (Doucet, 1998; Doucet et al., 2001; Andrieu 
et al, 2001; Arulampalam et al., 2002) by the empirical 
distribution: 

( ) ( )

1

( ) ( )
N

N i i

t t t t t

i

x w x xπ δ
=

= −∑� ,               (1) 

and the values of the particles weights ( ) ( )( )
t

i i

t
w w x∝  can be 

computed by: 

     
1

1

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 1

1 ( ) ( )
1

( ) ( | ) ( | )
( )

( ) ( | )

( | ) ( | )
( )  {1, , }

( | )

t t t t t t
t

t t t t t

i i i
i i t t t t

t t i i

t t t

x p y x p x x
w x
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p y x p x x
w x w i N

q x x

π −

−

−
−

−

= ∝

= ⋅ ∀ ∈ �

,           (2) 

where ( )t tq x denotes the importance sampling density 

function (Arulampalam et al., 2002; Doucet et al., 2001). 
The choice of this importance density function ( )t tq x  is 

critical for the performance of the particle filter scheme. In 
the particular case of nonlinear state estimation, the value of 
the particle weights ( )i

tw  is computed by setting the 

importance density function equal to the a priori pdf for the 
state, i.e., 

1 1( | ) ( | )t t t t tq x x p x x− −=  (Arulampalam et al., 

2002). Although this choice of importance density is 
appropriate for estimating the most likely probability 
distribution according to a particular set of measurement 
data, it does not offer a good estimate of the probability of 
events associated to high-risk conditions with low 
likelihood. In this sense, this paper explores the possibility 
of using information-theoretic measures to analyze PF-
based estimates of the state pdf in a dynamic system, with 
the purpose of detecting this type of events in a timely 
manner. 

2.1 Particle Filtering for Anomaly Detection 

PF-based anomaly detection modules (Kadirkamanathan et 

al., 2002; Verma et al., 2004; Orchard and Vachtsevanos, 
2009; Zhang et al, 2011; Orchard et al., 2011) have been 
used in the past to identify abnormal conditions in 

nonlinear, non-Gaussian dynamic systems. The objective in 
this type of implementations is to fuse the information that 
is available at a feature vector (measurements) to generate 
estimates of the a priori state pdf that could be helpful when 
determining the operating condition (mode) of a system and 
deviations from desired behavioral patterns. This 
compromise between model-based and data-driven 
techniques is accomplished by the use of a PF-based module 
built upon the nonlinear dynamic state model (3): 

( )( 1) ( ) ( )

( 1) ( ( ), ( ), ( ))

Features( ) ( ( ), ( ), ( ))

d b d

c t d c

t d c

x t f x t n t

x t f x t x t t

t h x t x t v t

ω

 + = +


+ =
 =

,        (3) 

where fb, ft and ht are non-linear mappings, xd(t) is a 
collection of Boolean states associated with the presence of 
a particular operating condition in the system (normal 
operation, fault type #1, #2), xc(t) is a set of continuous-
valued states that describe the evolution of the system given 
those operating conditions, ω(t) and v(t) are non-Gaussian 
random variables that characterize the process and feature 
noise signals, respectively. Since the noise signal n(t) is a 
measure of uncertainty associated with Boolean states, it is 
recommendable to define its probability density through a 
random variable with bounded domain. For simplicity, n(t) 
may be assumed to be zero-mean i.i.d. uniform white noise.  

PF-based detection modules provide a framework where 
customer specifications (such as false alarm rate and desired 
probability of detection) can be easily managed and 
incorporated within the algorithm design parameters. 
However, the analysis of the relationship that exists between 
the number of particles and the detection time still depends 
on general guidelines inspired in empirical experience (for 
example, “the more particles are used, the longer is the 
detection time”). 

The problem of early detection using PF-based approaches 
has also been discussed in (Orchard et al, 2008), where a 
Risk-Sensitive PF (RSPF) framework complements the 
benefits of the classic approach by representing the 
probability of rare and costly events within the formulation 
of importance density function to generate more particles in 
high-risk regions of the state–space. Mathematically, the 
importance distribution is set as: 

 ( ) ( )( ) ( )
1 1 1:, | , , ( ) , |i i

t t t t t t t t t tq d x d x y r d p d x yγ− − = ⋅ ⋅ ,        (4) 

where dt is a set of discrete-valued states representing fault 
modes, xt is a set of continuous-valued states that describe 
the evolution of the system given those operating 
conditions, r(dt) is a positive risk function that is dependent 
on the fault mode, and γt is a normalizing constant. 

Although the approach presented offered better performance 
in terms of the detection time, it still required the definition 
of a risk importance sampling distribution. 
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In this sense, the use of information-theoretic measures 
offers an interesting alternative that complements the 
paradigm of PF-based anomaly detection modules, under 
the assumption that an anomaly should affect the qualitative 
behavior of the state pdf estimate. The following section 
focuses on the most important concepts that need to be 
taken into account when implementing these measures to 
analyze and characterize sampled versions of the posterior 
distribution.             

2.2 Information-Theoretic Measures Applied to 

Particle-filtering Algorithms 

Several examples that incorporate information-theoretic 
measures to analyze the outputs of particle filtering 
algorithms can be found in literature (Ajgl and Šimandl, 
2011; Lanz, 2007; Boers et al., 2010; Skoglar et al., 2009). 
Most of those are related to uncertainty characterization, 
optimality testing, and evaluation of control strategies. In 
particular, this research focuses on the widely known 
differential entropy measure (Cover and Thomas, 1991).  

Entropy is a measure of uncertainty that is associated to a 
probability measure. In particular, the differential entropy H 
of a probability density function p(x) is given by: 

( )( ) ( ) log ( )H p p x p x dx−∫�          (5) 

Entropy-related applications for particle filtering algorithms 
generally aim at evaluating how many i.i.d. samples does 
the filtering algorithm require to represent regions of the 
state space that accumulate the majority of the probability 
mass, for a given state pdf estimate  p(x). For example, in 
(Liverani et al., 2006) the authors propose the use of 
entropy to evaluate the pertinence of resampling procedures 
in a particle filtering algorithm aimed at estimating the 
states of a partially observed Markov chain. Instead, it is 
sought to generate an average weight for sampled particles, 
which depends on the distance that exists between the 
estimated and the actual value of the states. 

In other applications, such as in (Ryan, 2008), the authors 
formulate a control strategy for a mobile sensor that intends 
to track an object, where the merit function depends on 
particle-filtering-based estimates and information-theoretic 
measures. Basically this approach uses entropy to 
characterize the uncertainty of the estimated pdf, and 
proposes a resampling method that intends to minimize the 
conditional entropy between the state of the tracked object 
and observed data, for a given control strategy. 

Although the definition of differential entropy introduced in 
(5) allows straightforward computation in most cases, few 
considerations are required when trying to compute it in the 
case of particle-filtering-based estimates of the conditional 
state pdf’s. Indeed, using (5), the differential entropy of the 
conditional state pdf estimate, given a set of measurements 
y1,…, yt, is defined as:  

( ) ( )( | ) ( | ) log ( | )
t t t t t t t

H p x y p x y p x y dx= −∫ ,       (6) 

where the a posteriori state pdf estimate can be inferred 
from the likelihood of measurement yt, the a priori state 
estimate p(xt|yt-1), and the probability of acquiring the 
current measurement using Bayes Theorem:  

1
1

( | )
( | ) ( | )

( | )
t t

t t t t

t t

p y x
p x y p x y

p y y
−

−

= .         (7) 

Thus, replacing (7) in (6) and applying properties of the 
logarithm, it is possible to write: 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1

1

( | ) log ( | )

( | ) log ( | ) log ( | )

t t t t

t t t t t t t

H p x y p y y

p x y p y x p x y dx

−

−

= +

 − + ∫

�       (8) 

In addition, given that in this specific case all distributions 
correspond to particle-filtering estimates, both the a priori 
state estimate and the probability of measured data can be 
approximated by their corresponding sampled versions, as 
in (9)-(10): 

( )( ) ( ) ( )
1 1/ 1 1

1

( | ) |
N

i j i

t t t t t t

i

p x y w p x x− − − −
=

∑� ,         (9) 

    ( ) ( )
1: /

1

( | ) ( )
N

i i

t t t t t t

i

p x y w x xδ
=

≈ −∑ ,                           (10) 

where ( )
1/ 1

i

t tw − −

 

and ( )
/
i

t tw

 

are the a priori and posterior weight 

of the particle (i), respectively. After using (9)-(10) in (8): 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 /

1

( ) ( )
1/ 1 1

1

( | ) log ( | ) log( ( | ))

log ( | )

N
j j

t t t t t t t t

j

N
i i

t t t t

i

H p x y p y y w p y x

w p x x

−
=

− − −
=

= + +

 
+  

 

∑

∑

�   (11) 

The term p (yt | y1:t-1) in (11) can be computed through its 
sampled version: 

( )( ) ( )
1 / 1

1

( | ) |
N

i i

t t t t t t

i

p y y w p y x− −
=

∑� ,                    (12) 

where ( )
/ 1
i

t tw −
 are the particle weights. As a final result, the 

differential entropy of the particle-filtering estimate of the 
posterior state pdf can be computed as in (13) (Orguner, 
2009): 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
/ 1

1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
/ 1/ 1 1

1 1

( | ) log |

log ( | ) log |

N
i i

t t t t t t

i

N N
j j i j i

t t t t t t t t

j i

H p x y w p y x

w p y x w p x x

−
=

− − −
= =

 
= + 

 

  
− +  

  

∑

∑ ∑
  (13) 

The latter expression will be of use when evaluating the 
uncertainty associated to online estimates in dynamic 
processes.  
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3. CASE STUDY: PF-BASED SELF-RECHARGE 

DETECTION IN LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES 

An appropriate case study has been selected to demonstrate 
the efficacy of an anomaly detection module based on a PF 
state estimator and information-theoretic measures. 
Consider the case of energy storage devices, particularly of 
Li-Ion batteries, where continuous switching between 
charge and discharge cycles may cause momentary 
increments in the battery SOH (capacity regeneration). 
These sudden increments directly affect RUL estimates in 
classic prognostic schemes since the state pdf estimate has 
to be adjusted according to new measurements (thus 
modifying long-term predictions), while the observed 
phenomenon typically disappears after a few cycles of 
operation. Particularly in the case of Li-Ion batteries, the 
regeneration phenomena can produce an unexpected short-
term increment of the battery SOH of about 10% of the 
nominal capacity. 

The analysis of the aforementioned phenomena will be done 
using data registering two different operational profiles 
(charge and discharge) at room temperature. On the one 
hand, charging is carried out in a constant current (CC) 
mode at 1.5[A] until the battery voltage reached 4.2[V] and 
then continued in a constant voltage mode until the charge 
current dropped to 20[mA]. On the other hand, discharge is 
carried out at a constant current (CC) level of 2[A] until the 
battery voltage fell to 2.5[V]. Impedance measurements 
provide insight into the internal battery parameters that 
change as aging progresses. Repeated charge and discharge 
cycles result in aging of the batteries.  Impedance 
measurements were done through an electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) frequency sweep from 
0.1[Hz] to 5[kHz]. The experiments were stopped when the 
batteries reached end-of-life (EOL) criteria, which was a 
40% fade in rated capacity (from 2[A-h] to 1.2[A-h]). 

Two main operating conditions are thus distinguished: the 
normal condition reflects the fact that the battery SOH is 
slowly diminishing as a function of the number of 
charge/discharge cycles; while the anomalous condition 
indicates an abrupt increment in the battery SOH 
(regeneration phenomena). These phenomena, which are 
characterized by sudden, momentary, and occasionally 
considerable regeneration of the battery capacity, are related 
to physicochemical aspects and temperature/load conditions 
during charge and discharge cycles. In the case of Li-Ion 
batteries, the detection of such events is extremely important 
for a proper implementation of prognostic schemes since 
they often alter the trend of the SOH prediction curve, thus 
affecting the performance of prognostic modules based on 
Bayesian algorithms to estimate the initial conditions of 
their predictive models. 

The study of battery SOH involves the analysis of many 
different factors, but this research is focused on one of the 
most critical features associated to it: the life cycle. Life 

cycle models usually consider a specific term that aims to 
incorporate part of the phenomenology that is present in the 
battery degradation process. This term is the Coulomb 
efficiency, ηc, which is a measure for the amount of usable 
energy that is expected for the discharge cycle in progress, 
compared to the capacity exhibited by the battery during the 
previous discharge cycle (Orchard et al., 2010). Equations 
(14)-(15) show how this term can be included in a nonlinear 
dynamic model that can be used for SOH estimation 
purposes: 

1 1 2 1 1

2 2 2

( 1) ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( )

( 1) ( ) ( ) 
c

x k x k x k x k k

x k x k k

η ω

ω

+ = + − +


+ = +
      (14) 

1( ) ( ) ( )y k x k v k= + ,        (15) 

where k is the cycle index; 1x  is a state representing the 

battery SOH; 2x  is a state associated with an unknown 

model parameter that is required to explain minor 
differences with respect to the expected behavior (which are 
specific to the monitored battery); y(k) is the measured 
SOH; 1ω , 2ω and v  are non-Gaussian noises. 

Although model (14)-(15) enables the implementation of 
Bayesian filtering techniques to monitor degradation 
processes in Li-Ion batteries, it results inadequate when 
trying to detect and isolate the short and long-term effect of 
regeneration (self-recharge) phenomena. This fact motivates 
the development of anomaly detection modules, either based 
on PF-algorithms as in (Orchard et al., 2011), or 
information-theoretic measures as the present research 
proposes. 

4. ANOMALY DETECTION MODULE BASED ON 

INFORMATION-THEORETIC MEASURES AND 

PARTICLE FILTERING ALGORITHMS 

The primary concept behind the proposed anomaly detection 
scheme is that any sudden abnormal behavior in the system 
should affect the distribution of the PF-based posterior state 
estimate. This is caused by the fact that, under abnormal 
operating conditions, the system model no longer represents 
the best choice for the importance sampling distribution. As 
a consequence, the weights associated to particles with low-
likelihood undergo strong corrections, increasing the 
differential entropy of the aforementioned conditional state 
pdf. 

In this sense, the proposed detection module considers a 
particle filtering algorithm based on model (14)-(15), as 
state estimator module, and a stage where expression (13) is 
used to compute the differential entropy of the posterior pdf 
estimate. The resulting entropy (which is computed at each 
cycle of operation) corresponds to the output of the 
detection module. Anomaly detection is carried out by 
setting a threshold for the entropy estimate. It is of special 
interest to isolate events where the entropy increases in a 
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sudden manner, or where steadily increases since in both 
cases it evidences that the particle filtering algorithm is 
unable to track the process measurements using the 
predetermined state transition model.  

Validation of the proposed scheme is performed on SOH 
degradation data from an accelerated test at Prognostic 
Center of Excellence at NASA Ames, where it is of 
particular interest to detect the moments when battery SOH 
measurements evidence the existence of capacity 
regeneration (also known as “self-recharging”) phenomena 
(Orchard et al., 2010). Furthermore, as an additional 
contribution of the analysis, we will assess what is the 
actual impact (in terms of early detection) that is associated 
to an increment in the number of particles in the PF state 
estimator; taking into account the performance of the 
proposed entropy-based indicator as the filter uses more 
particles.     

Figure 1 shows the actual SOH degradation data and the 
results obtained by the proposed detection scheme when 30 
particles are used in the implementation of the PF algorithm. 
In particular, Figure 1 a) illustrates on the difficulty the PF 
estimator undergoes when the a priori transition model 
(14)-(15) is used to track the degradation of battery capacity 
in the presence of self-recharge phenomena (for example at 
the 19th, 30th, and 47th cycles of operation). As it has been 
mentioned before, the concept behind the entropy-based 
detection module is to recognize these issues, providing in 
those cases an indicator that may be used as alarm signal.  
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Figure 1. Evolution of the entropy of the posteriori state pdf, 
using 30 particles within the implementation of the particle 

filtering algorithm 

Figure 1b) depicts the evolution in time of the entropy of the 
posterior PF-based estimate, for the case of battery SOH 
degradation. On the one hand, it is important to note that the 
entropy of the posterior state pdf, in absence of self-
recharge phenomena, tends to stabilize until it almost 
behaves like a constant function of time. This stabilization 

value directly depends on the variance of process and 
observation noise kernels in equations (14) and (15), which 
are the actual sources of uncertainty within the 
implementation of the particle-filtering-based estimator.  On 
the other hand, Figure 1b) also shows that the entropy-based 
indicator experiences strong modifications on its value in 
the event of a self-recharge phenomenon (more than eight 
times in some cases, as in the 19th, 30th and 47th cycle of 
operation). This fact validates the use of the proposed 
approach for anomaly detection purposes, triggering the 
alarm whenever the differential entropy of the posterior 
state pdf is bigger than a given threshold (e.g., twice the 
stabilization value for the entropy of the estimate in the 
absence of capacity regeneration phenomena). However, it 
is still not clear if an increment on the number of particles 
would allow computing a lower threshold for the detection 
module, while simultaneously avoiding the generation of 
false alarms.  

Figure 2 and Figure 3 provide critical information to answer 
the latter inquire. On the one hand, Figure 2 depicts the 
obtained results when using N=100 particles in the PF-based 
estimator, which implies that the computational complexity 
of the algorithm increases more than three times. On the 
other hand, Figure 3 shows the case when 500 particles are 
used. 
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Figure 2. Evolution of the entropy of the posteriori state pdf, 
using 100 particles within the implementation of the particle 

filtering algorithm 

Although an increment in the number of particles N reduces 
the amount of time that is required to reach a stabilization 
value for the entropy of the posterior pdf, it does not 
necessarily increase the capability of the filter to track the 
evolution of the system in the event of capacity 
regeneration. As a consequence, the proposed anomaly 
indicator improves its detection capability (and reduces the 
probability of false alarms) as the number of particles 
increases. Moreover, the resulting fault feature (either in the 
case of N=30 or N=100 particles) allows to easily 

a) 

b) 

a) 

b) 
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implement an anomaly detection module based a PF-based 
detection module (Orchard et al., 2011), which uses the 
entropy indicator to perform the hypothesis testing and 
declare the anomaly, for a given false alarm rate. 
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Figure 3. Evolution of the entropy of the posteriori state pdf, 
using 500 particles within the implementation of the particle 

filtering algorithm 

Finally, it is important to note that a drastic increment in the 
number of particles (as shown in Figure 3) does not 
necessarily imply equivalent improvements in the capability 
of the anomaly detector. Furthermore, this research shows 
that using less than 100 particles is enough to achieve 
adequate performance both in terms of detection capabilities 
and computational effort for the estimation algorithm.    

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents an anomaly detection module that is 
based on a PF state estimator and information-theoretic 
measures, which aims at isolating self-recharge phenomena 
within the SOH degradation process of an energy storage 
device (Li-Ion battery). From obtained results, we surmise 
that the proposed anomaly detection approach, which 
computes a fault indicator from the entropy of the PF-based 
posterior state pdf estimate, is capable of isolating rare and 
sudden events –such as self-recharge phenomena in the 
degradation curve– in a simple and efficient manner. 
Empirical analysis on actual data from acceleration test 
shows that  although an increment in the number of particles 
within the proposed scheme does improve the detection 
capability of the proposed approach (also reducing the 
probability of false alarms), although it does not necessarily 
compensate the raise on the computational cost of the 
estimation algorithm. As a result of the aforesaid analysis, 
an appropriate range for N (number of particles) is defined 
for the case study hereby described.  
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ABSTRACT

NASA Ames Research Center’s Sustainability Base is a new
50,000 sq. ft. LEED Platinum office building. Plug loads
are expected to account for a significant portion of the overall
energy consumption. This is because building design choices
have resulted in greatly reduced energy demand from Heat-
ing, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) and lighting
systems, which are major contributors to energy consumption
in traditional buildings. In anticipation of the importance of
plug loads in Sustainability Base, a pilot study was conducted
to collect data from a variety of plug loads. A number of cases
of anomalous or unhealthy behavior were observed including
schedule-based rule failures, time-to-standby errors, changed
loads, and inter-channel anomalies. These issues prevent ef-
fective plug load management; therefore, they are important
to promptly identify and correct. The Inductive Monitoring
System (IMS) data mining algorithm was chosen to identify
errors. This paper details how an automated data analysis pro-
gram was created, tested and implemented using IMS. This
program will be applied to Sustainability Base to maintain
effective plug load management system performance, iden-
tify malfunctioning equipment, and reduce building energy
consumption.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years there has been tremendous in-
terest in green technologies and sustainable practices within
the building industry. As technology improvements have re-
duced energy consumption from Heating, Ventilation, and Air
Conditioning (HVAC) and lighting systems, plug loads con-
stitute larger percentages of a building’s total load. Manag-
ing plug loads can lead to dramatically reduced building en-
ergy consumption (Lobato, Pless, Sheppy, & Torcellini, 2011;

Christopher Teubert et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, pro-
vided the original author and source are credited.

Kaneda, Jacobson, & Rumsey, 2010).

In preparation for deploying a plug load management sys-
tem in Sustainability Base, which was not yet occupied at the
time of this investigation, a pilot study was conducted in an-
other office building on the NASA Ames campus (Poll & Teu-
bert, 2012). The system monitored and controlled plug loads
through the use of smart power strips, each of which had four
channels (receptacles) for devices to be plugged into.

Over the course of the pilot study several issues were ob-
served. Most serious of these were (i) failure of schedule-
based plug load management rules to go into effect, (ii) fail-
ure of a device to go to low-power or standby mode, (iii)
changing a device plugged into a channel, and (iv) inter-
channel load relationship anomalies. These issues prevent
effective plug load management; therefore, they are impor-
tant to promptly identify and correct. We describe each of
these issues in greater detail in the following paragraphs.

Schedule-based rule failures occur when rules to turn devices
off or on at specified times, as commanded by the plug load
management system, fail to go into effect. This could hap-
pen as a result of loss of communication or faulty hardware.
These failures reduce the effectiveness of active plug load
management, thereby increasing energy waste.

Time-to-standby failures are when a device fails to enter a
low-power mode. This error, which can be symptomatic of
a device malfunction, leads to greatly increased energy con-
sumption.

Changed loads refers to a configuration change of the devices
plugged into a power strip. Usually this means that a device
has either been replaced with a newer model or that a different
device has been plugged into that channel. A configuration
change such as this is only an issue if the system adminis-
trators are not notified of the change. For example, changing
loads without updating the associated schedule-based rules
could lead to data loss or damage if a computer is inadver-

1
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tently de-energized.

Inter-channel anomalies refer to a situation where the rela-
tionship between two channels is undesirable. One example
of such an anomaly would be if a monitor is in active mode
while the computer is off. The error could be symptomatic of
malfunctioning equipment. In the future, this could also in-
dicate failure of load-sensing control, which turns off devices
based on the behavior of a ’master’ device. For example, a
rule could be created so that when a computer is off, the pe-
ripherals (speakers, printer, monitor) would be powered down
as well. Load-sensing control was not investigated for the pi-
lot study but it will be in Sustainability Base.

Developing a model-based system to identify the aforemen-
tioned anomalies for each channel would be labor intensive
and would not scale to a plug load management system for an
entire building with hundreds or thousands of loads. There-
fore, it was decided to use a data-driven approach to do au-
tomated analysis. Data-driven algorithms (Kantardzic, 2011)
are capable of analyzing vast amounts of data to pick out un-
usual or unhealthy behavior and therefore lend themselves
nicely to building plug load management at NASA Ames’
Sustainability Base.

The Inductive Monitoring System (IMS) tool (Iverson, 2004)
was chosen for this application because of its ability to learn
healthy behavior without having to create a complex model
for each channel. IMS creates a knowledge base of nomi-
nal behavior from judiciously chosen training data sets. New
plug-load data are then compared to healthy behavior to pick
out anomalies. If not addressed, these anomalies could lead to
increased power consumption, decreased effectiveness of the
plug load management system, or even damage to plug load
devices. Once an anomaly is identified, building personnel
are automatically notified so that they may address the issue.

The Sustainability Base IMS application uses device power
draw data collected by plug load monitoring power strips lo-
cated in copy rooms, break rooms and at workstations. The
power strips measure and transmit power draw once per sec-
ond to a cloud-based data service which records minimum,
mean, and maximum power draw at one minute intervals. The
volume of the data (1440 records per device each day) makes
it necessary to implement automated analysis.

The main contributions of this research are (i) observation of
potential issues with plug load management, (ii) definition of
raw and derived plug load parameters that identify different
anomalies, (iii) application of Inductive Monitoring System
to identify faulty plug load devices or improper usage, and
(iv) development of an automated program to process plug
load data and notify appropriate personnel of problems that
require attention.

2. INDUCTIVE MONITORING SYSTEM

Inductive Monitoring System is a data mining algorithm de-
signed to detect deviation from healthy system behavior. The
first step in using IMS is off-line learning, or the establish-
ment of a knowledge-base of healthy behavior. To do this a
series of vectors of data previously determined to be healthy,
or training data, are fed in one-by-one to the program. K-
means clustering (Bradley & Fayyad, 1998) is used to group
data into multi-dimensional clusters; different regions of the
cluster space may represent different operating modes of the
system. If the vector is determined to be close to one of the
existing clusters, the cluster is expanded to include it. If the
vector is too far from the clusters it becomes the beginning
of a new cluster. Parameters are used to control how the clus-
ters are expanded or created; the default IMS parameters were
used in this study.

Once the healthy clusters are fully formed, new data sets are
then analyzed. Each vector of the testing data is compared
with the formed clusters, and the closest cluster is determined
for comparison. The composite score is defined as the Eu-
clidean distance between the vector and the closest point on
the nearest cluster in multidimensional space. IMS also cal-
culates the contribution, or local score, of each individual pa-
rameter to the composite score.

The IMS tool has been used in a number of complex sys-
tems. Following the Columbia (STS-107) accident in 2003,
IMS was used to analyze the telemetry from four temperature
sensors located in each wing of the orbiter. IMS analyzed
data from launch/ascent and on-orbit and was able to detect
anomalies much earlier than the monitoring systems used in
mission control (Iverson, 2004).

An IMS based program has been used by the International
Space Station (ISS) flight control team in mission control to
monitor operations the Control Moment Gyroscopes (CMGs)
and External Thermal Control System (ETCS). This program
has successfully identified multiple anomalies in these sys-
tems (Iverson, Spirkovska, & Schwabacher, 2010).

2.1. Sustainability Base Plug Load IMS Application

Sustainability Base IMS will be used as an important tool for
the building’s health management. Output from IMS will al-
low operators to identify and address unhealthy plug load be-
havior promptly, thereby increasing the effectiveness of the
plug load management system and maintaining high system
efficiency. The most critical element in ensuring useful re-
sults from the IMS algorithm is the definition of input vec-
tors. Sample training vectors are shown in Table 1. Each row
is an input vector whose parameters are defined by the column
headers. Combining raw and derived quantities is essential to
permit visibility of different failure types. For Sustainability
Base three parameters were chosen:

2
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• Raw power draw: This is employed to discover cases of
changed power loads. Changed power draw could also
be symptomatic of a larger problem, or an example of
normal behavior that has not been previously observed.

• Consecutive minutes in the idle mode power range, as
applicable: This feature is meant to find cases where a
device fails to go to standby or low-power mode. The
ranges for idle modes were defined a priori.

• Piecewise function corresponding to the time when the
device is drawing power, and zero, otherwise: These val-
ues are used by IMS to find cases of schedule-based rule
failures, or times when the device is drawing power when
it should not.

Power Draw (W) Idle Time (hrs) On Time (hrs)
100 0.54 10.33
102 0.56 10.35
160 0.00 10.36
102 0.02 10.38
... ... ...

Table 1. Sample Training Vectors

The power strips transmit power draw measurements every
second to a cloud-based data service, which records data at
one minute intervals. During mode transitions a device will
sometimes spend parts of a minute in different modes, caus-
ing the system to record an average power draw value in a
range where the device does not typically operate. If included
in the training data, these transitory values can prevent the
IMS system from detecting anomalies when a changed de-
vice draws steady-state power in these intermediate ranges.
Recall from the input vector that duration is only captured for
the idle mode in the second parameter, the first parameter of
the input vector is only raw power draw.

In order to eliminate this phenomenon the raw power draw
is filtered to remove intermediate values. Values where the
relative difference is greater than 10% are filtered out, where
the relative difference is defined as the change in power draw
divided by the average, as shown in Eq. (1). The raw power
draw of an example load before and after applying the filter
is shown in Figures 1a and 1b, respectively.

RD =
Pi+1 − Pi

(Pi+1 + Pi)/2
(1)

The formed vectors are used as input to the IMS algorithm
and the resulting three local scores are used for post process-
ing. Each local score corresponds to the distance, expressed
as a percentage, from an input vector parameter to the closest
cluster of the healthy training data. A simple filter is applied
to remove occasional misleading spikes in the local score that
do not correspond to legitimate errors.

(a) Before Filter

(b) After Filter

Figure 1. Results of Power Draw Filter

An error is indicated when there are more than 5 consecu-
tive minutes in which the resulting changed power load lo-
cal score (corresponding to first parameter of input vector)
is above 3%, time-to-standby local score (second parameter)
above 10%, or rules local score (third parameter) is above 5%.
Thresholds for individual IMS local score parameters were
obtained by observing the noise fluctuations in the three pa-
rameters. Adjustments were made manually until the thresh-
olds were at a level where the IMS program reliably filtered
out noise while still detecting anomalies.

These thresholds will likely have to be adjusted for the Sus-
tainability Base deployment. Monitoring the plug loads as
described above allows the appropriate personnel to be noti-
fied of errors so that they may be corrected, thereby prevent-
ing power waste, optimizing plug load management system
performance, and possibly extending the life of the devices in
question.

In the case where the day’s local scores are all below 1% (i.e.,
the system never deviated more than 1% from nominal behav-
ior) the day’s behavior is considered healthy and is added to
the training vector for processing the next day of data. This
allows the program to better define healthy behavior as time
goes on, and prevents the system from picking up deviations
in power draw that come from gradual normal system behav-
ior changes.

3
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Figure 2. Sustainability Base IMS Program Flow

A separate IMS build may be used to monitor other Sustain-
ability Base subsystems. For example, sensor measurements
from the lighting, ground source heat pump, underfloor air
distribution, and photovoltaic systems can be used to create
additional knowledge bases. The IMS capability will be ex-
panded to incorporate additional systems as they are intro-
duced to the building and as the needs of Sustainability Base
change.

2.2. Automated Sustainability Base Plug Load Monitor-
ing System

An automated IMS system analyzing plug load system health
(see Figure 2) will be implemented by running the Perl pro-
gram every morning on a server to analyze the past day’s data.
It will then find unhealthy behavior and notify building per-
sonnel by email as necessary. The program is modular, al-
lowing for future additions as new needs arise.

The first task that the program executes is downloading the
previous day’s data from the cloud server using the system
API. Each channel’s plug load information is imported and
parsed into the test vectors.

The stored knowledge base of nominal behavior is read from
files for each channel. The test vectors and nominal clusters
are fed into IMS. An additional test is done to find cases of
missing data using the timestamps included in the raw data.

If all local scores are below a certain threshold the vectors are
appended to the training vectors for use in future days’ analy-
ses. This allows the system to learn so that it may better char-
acterize nominal behavior, thereby both reducing false pos-
itives and more accurately recognizing errors. Additionally,
allowing the individual to mark the identified false positives,

-----------------------------------------
Plug Load Monitoring
Weekly Report
-----------------------------------------

November 8, 2011

ERRORS
High Priority:
- Nodes 1-5: Continued communication error
11/6/11 - 11/13/11
- Workstation Rm 288/Ch3.0, Desktop Computer:
Sustained unusual behavior from 11:36
11/8/11 - 15:22 11/8/11

Low Priority:
- Copy Rm 287/Ch5.0, Shared Copier:
Failure to reach standby mode from
06:00 11/7/11 - 22:00 11/7/11

STATISTICS
Total Energy Use: 3243 kWh
Last Week’s Energy Use: 3254 kWh
Energy Difference: 11 kWh

Report generated automatically at 02:33
on November 8, 2011
-----------------------------------------

Figure 3. Sample Weekly Report

and having the system then add the marked data to the train-
ing vectors could lead to a greater reduction in the frequency
of false positives.

The resulting local score vectors are processed using the
methods described in Section 2.1. Errors are then separated
into three categories based on priority of notification. For
high priority errors, such as prolonged communication errors
or drastically changed loads, a notification is emailed imme-
diately to the system administrators so that the issue may be
resolved. Medium priority errors, such as rule failures, are
saved as part of a weekly report emailed to the system admin-
istrators. Low priority errors, such as short time-to-standby
delay or short-lived communication errors, are saved in a log
file located on the server.

A sample weekly report generated using pilot study data is
shown in Figure 3. Such a report tells the contact what errors
are occurring in the system, where they are occurring, and
when they occurred. Errors are sorted by seriousness of the
anomaly. The report also includes some statistics on power
use and difference from the previous week so that the user
may better understand their environmental impact.

Note that we deliberately chose a weekly report that showed
several alert types (communication failure, failure to reach
standby mode, etc.). Consequently, the energy difference in
Figure 3 does not represent the energy savings from a week
that employed rules versus a week that did not. In fact, in
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this report the week of November 8 and the previous week
had no rules in place, hence the similar energy consumption.
Nor does it represent the difference in energy consumption
between a week in which the identified anomalies were re-
mediated and a week where the anomalies were not reme-
diated. Assessment of remediation of identified anomalies
was beyond the scope of this study. As the system is de-
ployed in Sustainability Base, each identified anomaly and
potential remediation will be individually assessed so as to
not adversely affect system operations in the event that the
identified anomaly is insignificant.

This program was found not to require a large amount of
time or processing ability. However, significant data stor-
age is necessary to cache plug load data, training vectors, and
program logs. Each channel requires on average 126 kB of
storage each day for the plug load data at one minute resolu-
tion. System cost and impact can be reduced by employing
a multi-purpose server, running additional programs for other
functions, rather than a dedicated server.

3. RESULTS

Findings of applying IMS to pilot study plug loads are dis-
cussed in this section. During the pilot study examples of five
types of errors were found: changed loads, time-to-standby
errors, rule failures, inter-channel anomalies, and missing
data. For missing data it was not necessary to use IMS so
it was analyzed using a simple anomaly detection scheme.

These errors are discovered without defining a priori what
types of errors to expect or any model attributes such as rule
times, time to transition to standby mode, or normal power
draw. The only information that is needed is a sample of
healthy data and a range of idle mode power draw for each
channel, as applicable. The IMS program is then able to find
unusual behavior by comparing new data to the knowledge
base learned from the sample data. IMS is capable of discov-
ering errors that have never been seen before in the system.
Additional investigation of such cases can determine whether
the new behavior is detrimental or insignificant to system op-
eration.

Examples of schedule-based rule failures, time-to-standby er-
rors, changed loads and inter-channel anomalies are provided
in the following subsections. In each case the raw data are
plotted together with an indication of the points that have
been flagged by IMS as being abnormal. The dominant IMS
local score output is also presented in a corresponding plot as
percentage relative error, which is a normalized distance from
the relevant test vector parameter to the nearest cluster in the
knowledge base.

(a) Power Draw

(b) On Time (Third Vector Parameter) Local Score

Figure 4. Case of Rule Failure

3.1. Schedule-Based Rule Failures

The first error revealed during the plug load management trial
was the occasional failure for schedule-based rules to go into
effect. This is likely because of loss of communication or a
malfunctioning channel.

An example of this was observed with a printer. Schedule-
based rules were set up to turn off the printer between the
hours of 10PM and 6AM to conserve power, but failed to
go into effect because of communication issues. Figure 4a
shows the power draw of the printer. The black dotted line
is the raw power draw for the printer and the red points have
been flagged by IMS for schedule-based rule failures; note
that because of the threshold applied to the IMS local score
output, not all points from 10PM (0.92) to 6AM (0.25) are
highlighted. The local score over the same time period in
Figure 4b increases the longer it has been since the device
was supposed to be powered down.

The Sustainability Base IMS found when rule failures oc-
curred for all cases tested. Fixing this type of error would en-
sure that the plug load management system eliminates power
consumption during non-business hours, when the device
should be turned off, and maintain the system effectiveness.
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(a) Power Draw

(b) Idle Time (Second Vector Parameter) Local Score

Figure 5. Case of Time-to-Standby Error

3.2. Time-to-Standby Errors

Time-to-standby errors were observed in a couple of cases.
They can occur as a result of device malfunctions and often
require equipment maintenance or possibly replacement.

The power draw for a malfunctioning copier from the pilot
study can be seen in Figure 5a. The black dotted line is the
raw power draw for the copier and the green points corre-
spond to instances where IMS has found time-to-standby er-
rors. Note that the device fails to enter low-power mode for
several days. These cases correspond to an increased local
score during the same time periods as seen in Figure 5b.

IMS was able to reliably pick out when time-to-standby er-
rors occurred in all cases tested. Using built-in low power
functionality was found in the pilot study to be one of the
most effective methods of reducing power draw. Therefore,
it is important to identify cases of this anomaly and correct
them.

3.3. Changed Loads

During the pilot study there were occasions when occupants
changed the devices connected to the power strip. They did
this in order to replace or change the location of their devices.
This can result in data loss or damage if a computer with par-
ticular shutdown procedures is plugged into a controlled out-
let instead of an uncontrolled outlet.

(a) Power Draw

(b) Power Draw (First Vector Parameter) Local Score

Figure 6. Case of Changed Load

IMS revealed several cases where a device was swapped with
another device. The power draw for one such channel can
be seen in Figure 6a. This channel originally had a set of
speakers (days 1-13), but they were replaced with a computer
(days 13-31). The data points that IMS has picked to be the
changed load have been marked with blue points. Figure 6b
is the local score of that channel during the time period; the
output prior to day 13 is near zero, meaning that IMS had
seen similar data before.

IMS was able to pick out that the active mode of the com-
puter was a changed load, but the phantom load of the com-
puter was too close to the active mode of the speakers and
therefore was not detected. Similarly, the only case that IMS
was unable to detect was when a computer was replaced with
speakers. The active power draw of the speakers matched
the phantom load of the computer previously on that channel.
This points to the need of active configuration management.
It is likely that additional derived quantities could be used to
find the changed load in this case. This is discussed further in
the Conclusion Section.

3.4. Inter-Channel Anomalies

We also did a preliminary investigation of detecting inter-
channel anomalies. These anomalies could indicate that a de-
vice is malfunctioning or that load-sensing control rules have
failed to go into effect.
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(a) Power Draw

(b) Global Score

Figure 7. Case of Inter-Channel Anomaly

An example of this can be seen in Figure 7a, which shows the
power draw of a printer. In this example the printer (the black
dotted line) has three large spikes in its power draw. The
first spike occurs when the device is re-energized, while the
second and third are from print jobs. In this case the printer
was receiving print jobs while the associated computer (the
green dashed line) was off. The IMS algorithm saw this as
unusual and flagged the points noted in magenta.

Figure 7b shows the IMS global score during that same time
period. Note that IMS was able to distinguish between the
typical start-up load and the anomalous print jobs. The time
stamp in the third parameter of the IMS vector allowed IMS
to distinguish between the start-up power spike, which oc-
curred at the same time every day, and potentially anomalous
behavior.

Note that the data for these channels considered individually
are normal, it is the correlation between the channels that has
changed relative to the knowledge base. Detecting these inter-
channel errors can uncover abnormal device usage or behav-
ior. For the example shown here the behavior actually reflects
the fact that this was a shared printer which received a print
job from another computer, but it was presented to IMS in
such a way as to make it a test case for inter-channel anoma-
lies.

4. CONCLUSION

These results from the pilot study have proven the effective-
ness of IMS for plug load health monitoring. Sustainability
Base IMS successfully detected schedule-based rule, time-to-
standby, changed load and inter-channel errors in the system.
Such a system is expected to be an effective aid in prevent-
ing energy waste, improving plug load management system
effectiveness, and avoiding system damage. The IMS is cur-
rently being deployed to Sustainability Base. Some fine tun-
ing is expected to strike the right balance between flagging
irrelevant issues and missing relevant ones.

The Sustainability Base IMS system will provide support to
facility managers and occupants to identify usage anomalies.
For this study it was not directly tied into the plug load man-
agement system, which employed only schedule-based rules
to change the on/off state of the channels. The commercial
plug load management system was not able to identify the
anomalies noted by the IMS system and so was unaware of
operational faults that negatively impact energy usage and
system usability.

The results from the pilot study (Poll & Teubert, 2012) show
that proper setup of device power management settings lead
to significant energy savings. The IMS can be employed to
find cases of incorrect setup or malfunctioning equipment.
Additional analysis would be required to accurately estimate
the magnitude of this savings.

Additional research is planned to extend the Sustainability
Base IMS to detect other types of errors. The programs were
created in a modular fashion to allow for such expansions.
These could include additional derived quantities in order to
better pick out device changes where the power draw closely
matches that of the previous device, or to detect new errors as
the needs of the system change.

Another future addition to the Sustainability Base IMS pro-
gram is the ability to do real time analysis. This will require
a fast and reliable method of accessing plug load data. En-
abling such a system will increase its effectiveness by noti-
fying system administrators and occupants sooner of poten-
tial problems and will allow for some real-time system health
statistics to be displayed for Sustainability Base.
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ABSTRACT

The health assessment of composite structures from acous-
tic emission data is generally tackled by the use of cluster-
ing techniques. In this paper, the K-means clustering and the
newly proposed Partially-Hidden Markov Model (PHMM)
are exploited to analyse the data collected during mechani-
cal tests on composite structures. The health assessment con-
sidered in this paper is made difficult by working in uncon-
strained environments. The presence of the noise is illustrated
in several examples and is shown to distort strongly the results
of clustering. A solution is proposed to filter out the noisy
partition provided by the clustering methods. After filtering,
the PHMM provides results which appeared closer to the ex-
pectations than the K-means. The PHMM offers the possi-
bility to use uncertain and imprecise labels on the possible
states, and thus covers supervised and unsupervised learning
as special cases which makes it suitable for real applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Context and motivation

The use of organic matrix composite materials has seen con-
siderable growth in many industry sectors in the last decade.
The very high specific strength and stiffness and the low-
weight of carbon fibres composites has catapulted the use of
these materials into the aeronautic market. Their use is also
increasing in automotive and railway industries. However,
challenges remain to predict their durability, their multiple
failure modes over long in-service conditions, to assess the
remaining lifetime and to detect damages requiring immedi-
ate repair in mobile structures. The main issue is to better

Emmanuel Ramasso et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, pro-
vided the original author and source are credited.

understand the damage mechanisms and kinetics.

Typically the observed failure consists of inter-fibre matrix
cracking, fibre breakage and a variety of interfacial failure
(like fibre-matrix debonding, splitting or inter-ply delamina-
tion). These damages are almost always accompanied by re-
leases of heat and stress-wave propagation due to microstruc-
tural changes.

Detection and analysis of acoustic emissions are powerful
means for identification of damage phenomena and moni-
toring of their evolution (Huguet, Godin, Gaertner, Salmon,
& Villard, 2002; Barr & Benzeggagh, 1994; Huguet, 2002;
Momon, Godin, Reynaud, RMili, & Fantozzi, 2012; Momon
et al., 2010) and generally, a standard method based on only
one or several features of waves is inadequate for compos-
ite materials submitted to complex loadings (Momon et al.,
2012). Pattern recognition techniques are thus considered to
identify distinct types of AE-signals based on a large number
of features obtained from recorded wave hits. However, the
formation of AE-signal clusters highly depends on:

• The experimental configuration,

• The material,

• The geometry of the specimen,

• The existence of AE-sources not correlated to specimen
failure,

• The criterion to identify the particular failure mecha-
nisms from AE-clusters.

Recent works clearly show the assets of supervised tech-
niques to better identify AE signals regardless of test con-
ditions (Momon et al., 2012).

This work deals with the health assessment of tubular com-
posite structures based on data-driven approaches. Such
structures are used in many application fields, such as speed
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rotors, flywheels, pressure vessels, transportation systems
and so on. In these applications, many sources related to the
operation of the structure can generate an acoustic activity in
addition to the material deformation and degradation. The
surrounding electric and electronic appliances can also gen-
erate spurious signals at level of acquisition cards used with
acoustic sensors. Moreover, the stress state in these compos-
ite structures is most of the time complex (multiaxial and het-
erogeneous) due to the combination of in-service loads and
environments. These conditions make particularly difficult
the prediction of damage occurrence.

1.2. Related work on data-driven approaches for damage
phenomena identification and monitoring

State of the art data-driven approches for tackling the prob-
lem of identification and monitoring of damage phenomena
can be found in (Momon et al., 2012) where two families of
pattern recognition approches are considered:

• Unsupervised approaches, in particular a K-means clus-
tering algorithm.

• Supervised approaches, in particular the K-Nearest
Neighbours classifier.

In unsupervised approaches, the data feed a clustering algo-
rithm which finds out the underlying data structure. The term
unsupervised specifies that no prior is available concerning
the potential membership of a datum to a particular class (also
called clusters or group). Generally, unsupervised techniques
require to tune the number of possible clusters, either empir-
ically or automatically based on a given criterion (Momon et
al., 2012). Many unsupervised techniques have been devel-
oped, in particular the K-means algorithm used in (Momon et
al., 2012) where the optimisation relies on the Euclidean dis-
tance which defines circle-shaped clusters. Other algorithms
exist, and some are able to manage the number of clusters
sequentially while relying on the Mahalanobis distance to
fit ellipsoid-shaped clusters with any orientation (Serir, Ra-
masso, & Zerhouni, 2012).

In supervised techniques, each datum is accompanied by a la-
bel which represents the class. Data and labels are then used
to train a classifier which roughly consists in finding the fron-
tiers between the classes. Given a testing instance, the classi-
fier infers membership degrees to all possible classes, and the
class with the maximum membership can be selected. Many
classifiers have been proposed in the literature, in particu-
lar the K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) (Momon et al., 2012)
which is a model-free classifier which assigns to the testing
instance the most similar datum found in the training dataset.

1.3. Problem statement and contribution

Instead of considering a binary situation where one has or
does not have labels of damage, we consider a more general
case called partially-supervised modelling which consists in

assuming that the prior on labels is now encoded with impre-
cision and uncertainty. The introduction of this soft comput-
ing part enables one to cope with variable situations:

• If the labels are precise and certain for the whole dataset,
then one retrieves the supervised case.

• If the labels are fully imprecise and certain for the whole
dataset, then one retrieves the unsupervised case.

• If the labels are fully imprecise and certain only for a part
of the dataset but precise and certain for the other part,
then one is facing a semi-supervised case.

• If the labels takes the form of an uncertainty measure
such as a probability, a possibility or a belief mass dis-
tribution (Klir & Wierman, 1999) over the set of labels,
then one is facing a partially-supervised case.

Therefore, the partially-supervised case is the most general
situation and enlarges the binary situation (supervised or un-
supervised) by considering a soft case. It paves the way for
the development of algorithms able to manage supervised or
unsupervised cases.

Partially-supervised learning was considered in several algo-
rithms such as the K-nearest neighbours classifier (Denoeux,
1995), decision trees (Vannoorenberghe & Denoeux, 2002)
and mixture models (Vannoorenberghe & Smets, 2005;
Come, Oukhellou, Denoeux, & Aknin, 2009; Denoeux,
2011). In these algorithms, the uncertainty measure is repre-
sented by belief functions which generalise probabilities and
set-membership approaches (Dempster, 1967; Shafer, 1976;
Smets & Kennes, 1994; Smets, 1994). For prognostics and
health management applications, it was exploited more re-
cently in (Ramasso, Rombaut, & Zerhouni, 2012) where the
authors proposed to combine discrete and continuous predic-
tions.

More recently, the procedures of inference and training in
Hidden Markov Models (Rabiner, 1989) were extended to
the partially-supervised case and the resulting model, called
a Partially-Hidden Markov Model (PHMM) (Ramasso, De-
noeux, & Zerhouni, 2012), is able to perform clustering and
classification. This model appears to be well-suited for data-
driven identification and monitoring of damages in compos-
ites, in particular because:

PHMM manages uncertainties on labels: It is a partially-
supervised technique, managing uncertainties using be-
lief functions which is an original approach compared to
the literature on composites analysis and health assess-
ment.

PHMM considers time-dependency of features: The un-
derlying statistical modelling takes explicitly into ac-
count the relationship between consecutive data, in oppo-
site to previous approaches. This specificity, combined
with the Evidential Expectation-Maximisation algorithm
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(E2M) used to estimate the parameters in the PHMM,
makes it practically more robust to initial conditions than
usual methods.

PHMM is flexibility to represent distributions: The dis-
tributions of features conditionally to the damages can
take various forms, in particular the mixture of Gaussians
which allows to represent ellipsoid-shaped relationships
between features with different orientations, in opposite
to usual approches of clustering based on the Euclidean
distance.

PHMM can be used for prognostics: Usual HMMs were
already exploited for prognostics and the extension to
PHMM can be straightforward. Note that prognostic is
not considered in this paper.

Usual probabilistic HMM were exploited for damage mod-
elling in some recent works, in particular in (Zhou et al.,
2008, 2009). To our knowledge, the most related work can
be found in (Wang, 2011) where imprecise probabilities are
used for composite materials analysis based on HMM. Belief
functions are different from imprecise probabilities (Shafer,
1976; Smets, 1994), the only mathematical link holds in the
lower probability measure which represents a belief measure.
The tools developed in the the theory of belief functions as
considered in Shafer and Smets’ mind (Shafer, 1976; Smets
& Kennes, 1994) are now well recognized are suitable ones
for pattern recognition and are generally developed to allevi-
ate probabilistic assumptions.

The contribution of this paper lies in two main aspects:

• The introduction of PHMM for health assessment of
composites (with the aforementioned assets).

• The proposition of a filtering approach adapted for clus-
tering methods.

• The testing and validation of PHMM and filtering results
on a real-world case.

A plot chart of the proposed methodology is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Plot chart of the proposed methodology.

2. EXPERIMENTS

2.1. The material

Health was assessed on composite split disks when submitted
to mechanical loading. The tests were performed according
to ASTM D2290 “Apparent hoop tensile strength of plastic or
reinforced plastic pipe by split disk method” (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Experimental set-up for tensile test on split-disk
specimen.

Rings were produced by cutting and machining filament-
wound carbon fibre reinforced epoxy tubular structures in-
tended for the manufacturing of flywheel rotors. Three
different lay-up configurations, namely [(90o)6], [(90o)2/ ±
20o/(90o)2] and [(90o)2/ ± 45o/(90o)2] lay-ups were stud-
ied.

The transient elastic waves were recorded at the material sur-
face using a multi-channels data acquisition system from EPA
(Euro Physical Acoustics) corporation (MISTRAS Group).
The system is made up of miniature piezoelectric sensors
(µ− 80) with a range of resonance of 250− 325 kHz, pream-
plifiers with a gain of 40 dB and a 20 − 1000 kHz filter, a
PCI card with a sampling rate of 1 MHz and the AEWin soft-
ware. The sensors were coupled on the specimen faces using
a silicon grease. The calibration of the system was performed
after installation of the transducers on the specimen and be-
fore each test using a pencil lead break procedure. Ambient
noise was filtered using a threshold of 40 dB. The acquisi-
tion parameters: PDT (Peak Definition Time) = 60µsec; HDT
(Hit Definition Time) = 120µsec and HLT (Hit Lock Time) =
300µsec were identified using preliminary measurements.
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2.2. Identification of damage mechanisms and their hap-
pening under mechanical loading using Non Destruc-
tive Technique (NDT)

The damages of ring specimens caused by the mechanical
loading were first identified by cautiously inspecting the in-
ner, outer and width surfaces of the specimen following the
mechanical tests. Pictures in Figure 3 and their legends pre-
cisely detail the identified damage mechanisms.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Photograph of the observed macro-damage on split-
disk specimen after failure. Evidence of splitting in UD struc-
tures lays-up, ply delamination in multidirectional structures
and fibre failures.

Some of them could have been induced by the very high level
energy release at the specimen failure. To avoid any confu-
sion and misinterpretation, some tests were also stopped just
before the specimen failure (at approximately 95% of the ulti-
mate tensile stress), and the composite observed using an op-

tical microscope (Nikon Eclipse LV 150). These microscopic
observations allowed the damage mechanisms observed from
fractography images to be confirmed (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Micrograph of the surface of a [(90o)2/ ±
45o/(90o)2] specimen (thickness side) loaded at 95% of the
maximum strength. Evidence of Matrix cracking, ply delam-
ination and fibre breakage.

The occurrence of the damages according to the stress level
were identified for each lays-up configuration using a com-
bination of information obtained from NDT techniques, i.e.
AE, IR (Infrared) thermography. A CCD Kodak Megaplus
4.2 camera was also used to record specimen pictures with a
frame rate of 1 frame per second. Infrared thermography pro-
vided high resolution thermal maps as a function of loading
time and allowed the damages, characterized by a heat release
on the surface of the specimen, to be located (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Infrared map during split-disk tests (specimen
[(90o)2/ ± 45o/(90o)2]). Evidence of matrix cracks (split-
ting) and radial delamination.

The used apparatus was a Mid-Wavelength InfraRed camera
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with 3− 5µm spectral response (MWIR3 JADE from CEDIP
Company). It has a focal plane array detector with 320× 256
(InSb) and provides high sensitivity of less than 20mK at
300K at high speed frame rate of 150 Hz. Altair software
was used to control the camera and acquire and process the
infrared images. A calibration was done on the specimens in
order to be able to determine absolute temperatures from the
radiative measurements. It takes into account the emissivity
of the material at ambient temperature and the radiation con-
ditions of the environment. Figure 6 provides an example of
the signals recorded on a [(90o)2/± 45o/(90o)2] specimen.

Since approximately 550MPa (20 seconds), IR images clearly
show the emergence of matrix cracks, growing in the hoop
direction up to the outer 90o layers splitting. A good cor-
relation is observed between acoustic activity and tempera-
ture increase. Each crack propagation can easily be located
on the outer surface of the specimen using IR images. A
temperature increase of several degrees goes with the crack
propagation in this sample area. A significant increase in the
absolute energy from AE of a magnitude order of 109 aJ is
recorded. Since approximately 850MPa (52 seconds), a dam-
age increase, traduced by a quick increase in temperature and
in absolute energy (of about 1010aJ order) was recorded. By
means of macrography images, this damage was identified to
be due to bundles of fibres fracture.

The evolution of the increase in the acoustic activity and tem-
perature at the outer surface of the specimen and the optical
images allowed the different damage modes to be identified
during tensile loading for each specimen. Tables 1, 2, 3 syn-
thesised the results for each specimen family.

In the first table (Tab. 1), the damage modes and onsets as a
function of mechanical stress of the UD specimen are listed.
In addition to fibres breakage just before the final failure,
macrocracks with specimen hoop splitting occur since 450
MPa.

The second table (Tab. 2) and the last table (Tab. 3) show
that for the others stacking sequences, in addition to the hoop
splitting of UD layers, inter-laminar ply delamination is de-
tected. Experimental data do not provide enough information
to clearly distinguish the onsets of each variety of interfacial
failure. Ely and Hill (Ely & Hill, 1995) showed that the signal
amplitude can be used as a filter criteria to distinguish fibre
breakage and longitudinal splitting. Unfortunately, analysis
based on only one or several of the most used parameters,
such as amplitude, energy and duration as a filter criteria do
not allow hoop splitting and ply delamination to be discrimi-
nated.

2.3. Identification of damage mechanisms based on acous-
tic emission data using pattern recognition tools

The following tests are focused on the configuration [(90o)6].

[(90o)6]
Event Loading onset (MPa) Detected damage mode

1 450− 480 Specimen hoop splitting
3 1300− 1610 Fibres breakage
4 1340− 1660 Final failure

Table 1. Damage onsets and modes as a function of lay-
up configuration [(90o)6] determined during quasi-static SD
tests using NDT.

[(90o)2/± 45o/(90o)2]
Event Loading onset (MPa) Detected damage mode

1 470− 550 Hood splitting in 90o layers
2 ? Ply delamination
3 1230− 1310 Fibres breakage
4 1250− 1380 Final failure

Table 2. Damage onsets and modes as a function of lay-
up configuration [(90o)2/ ± 45o/(90o)2] determined during
quasi-static SD tests using NDT.

2.3.1. Features extraction

Acoustic emission signals obtained from the acquisition
board can be transformed into features which provides rel-
evant information about the wear mechanisms.

Several features can be extracted and we refer to (Hadzor et
al., 2011) for a detail overview. Figure 7 (taken from (Huang
et al., 1998)) summarized the most relevant ones. There are
about 22 well-known features and the most used ones are
in particular: amplitude (in decibels), duration, rise time,
strengh, energy, counts, counts to peak, and some frequency-
based features.

Figure 7. Features of typical AE signal.

The principal components of features were studied via a PCA
with the aim of reducing the number of features by select-
ing the most relevant ones. Using the PCA results, 7 features
were selected, accounting for 95% of the variance. An exam-
ple of PCA is given in Figure 8. As underlined in several pa-
pers on AE-based materials analysis, this figure depicts that
frequency-based features as well as signal energy, duration
and amplitude brings most of the variance and appear as rel-
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Figure 6. Evolution of the damage as a function of time during tensile tests on rings. Lays-up: [(90o)2/± 45o/(90o)2]. Hoop
stress, acoustic activity and temperature increase vs. time and infrared maps at different times.

[(90o)2/± 20o/(90o)2]
Event Loading onset (MPa) Detected damage mode

1 480− 520 Hoop splitting in 90o layers
2 ? Ply delamination
3 850− 1020 Fibres breakage
4 900− 1120 Final failure

Table 3. Damage onsets and modes as a function for lay-
up configuration [(90o)2/ ± 20o/(90o)2] determined during
quasi-static SD tests using NDT.

evant features for composites analysis.
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Figure 8. The principal components.

2.3.2. Noise removal

Need of noise removal When the pre-processing of data is
completed (features extracted followed by a PCA), cluster-
ing algorithms can be applied in order to identify families of
degrading modes. However, due to the unconstrained envi-
ronment, a lot of waveforms can be registered, among which
only a few represent damage mechanisms in the composite
structure.

To illustrate the amount of waveforms which can be consid-
ered as false events, we simply applied the K-means cluster-
ing algorithm with K = 10. To cope with the dependency
on the initial conditions of the K-means clustering, 200 itera-
tions and 10 different initialisations were considered and the
partition minimizing the average within-cluster distance was
chosen.

The evolution of the logarithm of the cumulated sum of clus-
ter appearance (logCSCA) along time is represented in Fig-
ure 9(a) for a configuration [(90o)6]. In this configuration,
three main families of damage is generally encountered, but
it is expected that each family can be represented by members
with particular properties, accounting for the choice 10 clus-
ters. This number also well illustrates the influence of noise
as described hereafter.

The logCSCA is defined as follows. Let Ω =
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{1, 2, . . . , k, . . . ,K} be the set of clusters, the following ma-
trix:

S(t, k) = 1 if cluster k is activated at sample t (1)

where t is the sample index, represents the cluster appear-
ance. The logCSCA can be computed as:

log CSCA(t, k) = log10

t∑

x=1

S(x, k) (2)

The result is depicted in Figure 9(a). This result is far from
one can expect. Actually, the number of clusters located at the
beginning of the experiment can not reflect a damage mecha-
nism because this area corresponds only to the seating of the
specimen in the grips. The initial portion of the stress-time
curve is clearly non-linear. The material is not significantly
stressed, the applied load at this point just allows the grips to
be straightened. Moreover, only a few phenomenons are de-
tected after the half of the duration of the experiment which
is also unexpected since this area should be one of the most
active ones.

A simple noise removal procedure enables one to obtain a
much more satisfying result as depicted in Figure 9(b). The
procedure is detailed below.

Noise removal procedure Since it appears difficult to au-
tomatically identify a noise waveform from other types of
waveforms directly from the features, the noise removal pro-
cedure is applied after the clustering phase, i.e. in the clus-
ters space. The noise is removed by a simple majority voting
scheme in a given window with size W . The basic assump-
tion is to consider that a mechanical phenomenon implies sev-
eral consecutive waveforms with similar properties. Let Sf
be the filtered matrix of cluster appearance:

Sf (t, k∗) = 1 (3)

where
k∗ =

K
argmax

j=1
Cj (4)

and

Cj =

t+W
2∑

i=t−W
2

S(i, k) (5)

To speed up the processing, the sliding window of size W
can be moved by step equals to P = W/2. In this case
Sf (t

′
, k∗) = 1,∀t′ ∈ [t, t+ P ].

Setting up the window size At the beginning of an experi-
ment, most of waveforms come from the straightening of the
grips. This phase generates a lot of waveforms (about 20%)
with small energy and small amplitude. Therefore, in this
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(a) K-means: Before filtering.
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(b) K-means: After filtering.

Figure 9. Evolution of the logarithm of the cumulated sum
of cluster appearance along time using the K-means with 10
clusters.
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phase, the window size can be large (here chosen equal to 256
points). Then, the specimen start to be notably loaded which
induces more complex mechanical phenomenons generating
waveforms with particular properties until the final failure.
We assume that the damages appearing along time have an
increasing importance as the load increases. Therefore, in or-
der to not filter out these potentially important phenomenons,
the window size decreases along time. The decreasing rate of
the window size is, for the moment, set manually, as depicted
in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Evolution of the size of the window used in the
noise removal procedure. The time axis represents the per-
centage of experiments’ duration.

This noise removal procedure is illustrated in Figures 9(a)-
9(b) for the K-means algorithm.

2.3.3. Clustering results

Test on [(90o)6] with 10 states For comparison purpose
(based on the aforementioned K-means results), the Partially-
Hidden Markov Model (PHMM) was tuned with 10 states, 1
component for each state, using mixture of Gaussians to rep-
resent the distribution of features conditionally to the states.
10 different initialisations were used and the PHMM with the
highest likelihood was selected. On the selected model, the
Viterbi decoder was applied to obtain the sequence of states
along time. The state sequence is then processed by the noise
removal procedure. In the PHMM, two sets of partial labels
were used:

• A set of labels in the 3 first seconds of the experiment,
which correspond to the seating of the specimen in the
grips and to the straightening of the grips.

• A set of labels in the 3 last seconds of the experiment,
which correspond to the fibre breakage.

For these two areas, the plausibility of the two states was
set to 1. Since other mechanical phenomenons can appear

in these areas, a random noise drawn uniformly in [0, 1] with
σ = 0.1 was added on the labels, followed by a normalisation
of the plausibilities which must be in [0, 1].

Figures 11(a)-11(b) pictorially depict the clustering result be-
fore and after noise removal.

The result provided by the (post-processed) PHMM appears
to be different from the K-means ones. The cluster of noise,
which starts around t = 5 for PHMM, is well isolated by
this method. This result is much more satisfying than the one
obtained by the K-means which is more affected by the noise
since several clusters starts very soon while there is almost no
constraint. Compared to the K-means, the cluster of noise de-
tected by the PHMM also depicts a stationary regime (around
t = 40) which is attributed to the end of the seating of the
specimen in the grips.

Moreover, the K-means seems to provide clusters with quite
periodical starting points (the period seems to be close to 35
seconds on Figure 9(b)) which does not reflect the real behav-
ior of the material. In comparison, the PHMM emphasizes
that in some intervals of time, several damages appear, which
seems more credible. For example, in the last 30%, several
clusters have been identified, which is coherent with the fact
that the material is approaching the fibres breakage and the
final failure.

The results provided by the PHMM are also closer to the ex-
pectations detailed in Table 1 since three main families ap-
pear: around t = 5, t = 30 and for t > 60. The following
tests emphasize this conclusion.

Test [(90o)6] with 3 states The PHMM was run on the con-
figuration [(90o)6] with 3 states and 2 components per state
and using a similar labeling process as proposed in the previ-
ous test. The number of states corresponds here to the num-
ber of expected families described in Table 1 and the number
of components to different possible members to these fami-
lies. Figure 12 represents the logCSDA criterion along time
for this set-up. The noise removal procedure again improves
the detection by separating the clusters. The first cluster still
presents the stationary regime around t = 40 and could also
includes the signature of the matrix microcracking. The sec-
ond cluster may represent the hoop splitting with propaga-
tion of macrocracks, while the third may characterize the
fibre breakage which, as expected, seems to generate some
“jumps” in the evolution of the logCSDA.

Figure 13 also presents the results of clustering jointly with
report to the mechanical stress and the cumulated energy. The
positioning of the clusters is here well justified: the first clus-
ter gathers the waveforms corresponding to the seating of the
specimen in the grips where the stress is minimal, the second
to possible splittings and the third to fibre breakage.
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(a) PHMM: Before filtering.
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(b) PHMM: After filtering.

Figure 11. Evolution of the logarithm of the cumulated sum
of cluster appearance along time using the PHMM with 10
clusters and 1 component.
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(a) PHMM: Before filtering.
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(b) PHMM: After filtering.

Figure 12. Evolution of the logarithm of the cumulated sum
of cluster appearance along time using the PHMM with 3
clusters and 2 components.
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Figure 13. Viewing the results presented in Figure 12(b)
jointly with the mechanical stress and the cumulated energy.
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3. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered the problem of health assess-
ment of composite structures in applications where the noise
is present and can strongly influence the results. Considering
the noise in composite structure analysis is a difficult task due
to the number of data to process and to the lack of knowledge
about the damage appearance and evolution. To cope with
this problem, a filtering procedure working in the space of the
clusters (which can be estimated by any clustering approach)
is developed and applied on the K-means and on the the newly
proposed Partially-Hidden Markov Model (PHMM). The re-
sults of the latter are shown to be closer to the expectations
than the former.

As perspectives, several tracks are currently tackled:

• How to automatically set-up the window’s size in the
cluster filtering process? Various experiments let us think
that one solution is to consider the level of energy re-
leased during the experiment. To make it more reliable,
a combination with other features should be used.

• How to obtain a better description of some particu-
lar damages and a better discrimination of the mecha-
nisms of a same damage family, such as ply delami-
nation and splitting, in order to improve the interpreta-
tion of the damage process? The labelling process al-
lowed in PHMM can be exploited to emphasize some
kind of “macro-states” and a hierarchical processing of
these macro-states could give some useful information
about finer degradations.

• On the opposite to the previous item, given a large
number of clusters representing micro-states, how to
gather them into families of damages? Partially super-
vised learning in PHMM can be exploited to assign un-
certain and imprecise prior on some waveforms about
their membership to some predefined macro-states. The
PHMM could then be applied to estimate if “compo-
nents” have to be gathered (Serir, Ramasso, & Zerhouni,
2011).

• How to exploit the model-based approach (Rabiei,
Modarres, & Hoffman, 2011) jointly with data-driven
ones using possibly distributed sensors (Daigle, Bregon,
& Roychoudhury, 2011) for a better health assessment
and prognostics (Kessler, Flynn, Dunn, & Todd, 2011)?
Many information fusion tools were developed in the lit-
erature (Ramasso & Jullien, 2011; Ramasso, Rombaut,
& Zerhouni, 2012) and experiments are now necessary
for a validation on composite structure analysis presented
in this paper.
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a new approach to the development of 

health management solutions which can be applied to both 

new and legacy platforms during the conceptual design 

phase. The approach involves the qualitative functional 

modelling of a system in order to perform an Integrated 

Vehicle Health Management (IVHM) design – the 

placement of sensors and the diagnostic rules to be used in 

interrogating their output. The qualitative functional 

analysis was chosen as a route for early assessment of 

failures in complex systems. Functional models of system 

components are required for capturing the available system 

knowledge used during various stages of system and IVHM 

design. MADe™ (Maintenance Aware Design 

environment), a COTS software tool developed by PHM 

Technology, was used for the health management design. A 

model has been built incorporating the failure diagrams of 

five failure modes for five different components of a UAV 

fuel system. Thus an inherent health management solution 

for the system and the optimised sensor set solution have 

been defined. The automatically generated sensor set 

solution also contains a diagnostic rule set, which was 

validated on the fuel rig for different operation modes taking 

into account the predicted fault detection/isolation and 

ambiguity group coefficients. It was concluded that when 

using functional modelling, the IVHM design and the actual 

system design cannot be done in isolation. The functional 

approach requires permanent input from the system designer 

and reliability engineers in order to construct a functional 

model that will qualitatively represent the real system. In 

other words, the physical insight should not be isolated from 

the failure phenomena and the diagnostic analysis tools 

should be able to adequately capture the experience bases. 

This approach has been verified on a laboratory bench top 

test rig which can simulate a range of possible fuel system 

faults. The rig is fully instrumented in order to allow 

benchmarking of various sensing solution for fault 

detection/isolation that were identified using functional 

analysis.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Initial research on development of IVHM solutions focused 

on fault identification during operations and maintenance. 

This research direction culminated with the development of 

model-based reasoning software tools capable of comparing 

the observed behaviour with the expected behaviour of the 

system in order to identify abnormal conditions and 

eventually performing run-time repairs. Livingstone and its 

extension L2, HyDe from NASA, Rodon™ from Combitech 

(2012), TFPG FACT, ReasonPro™ (2012) from Impact 

Technologies are just a few COTS and open source model-

based reasoners that use system configuration and 

qualitative or quantitative behavioural models for 

developing fault detection/isolation procedures. A second 

research direction in developing IVHM solutions is 

supported by design analysis. These types of analysis are 

typically carried out for either investigations regarding 

system‟s potential to realize the health management goals – 

as a system design aid. Many different software tools like 

eXpress™ from DSI Int. (DSI, 2012), TEAMS™ from 

Qualtech Systems Inc. (QSI, 2012), ADVISE, Design 

PHM™ from Impact Technologies have been developed to 

aid the design of IVHM solutions, to minimize diagnostic 

ambiguity and to optimize diagnostic tests for sensitivity 

and accuracy (Keller, Baldwinm Ofsthun, Swearingen, 

Vian, Wilmering & Williams 2007). The reasoning and 

testability tools can be utilized during the Detailed Design 

phase of a system. 

 

The first response in the research community to shift the 

assessment of failures and associated risks into the 

Preliminary Design phase focused on employing safety and 

_____________________ 
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reliability analysis. System safety analyses typically include 

Fault Tree analysis, Event Tree analysis, and Probabilistic 

Risk Assessments. The most common of these is the Fault 

Tree Analysis (FTA), which is constructed to perform a 

Functional Hazard Assessment (FHA). In an FHA, safety 

engineers identify unacceptable design features and propose 

design or usage changes that will mitigate the failure effects 

and satisfy safety requirements. FTA identifies system high- 

level failures that could result in loss of life or costly system 

equipment.  For each of these critical functions, the safety 

engineer performs a functional analysis of how the system 

works in normal operating conditions, then determines 

which failure modes could lead to the occurrence of the 

critical system functional failure. FTA are characterized by 

a top-down approach, which starts with the identification of 

a high-level failure event continued by the revealing of the 

contributing events that could lead to the occurrence of that 

high-level event. Software tools supporting the Safety 

Analysis process include but are not limited to CAFTA™, 

Fault Tree +™, and Saphire™. The most frequently types of 

reliability analysis are carried out using Failure Modes and 

Effects (Criticality) Analysis and System Reliability 

Predictions. FMEA/FMECA typically starts with the lowest 

level hardware (piece-part FMEA/FMECA) or system 

functions (functional FMEA/FMECA), by determining the 

fundamental failure modes that have a direct effect on those 

piece-parts or functions. The next FMEA step is the 

representation of system functional effects at successive 

indenture levels of the system. A FMECA adds the notion 

of failure criticality to a FMEA The failure rates of the 

associated failures are often taken into consideration. 

Software tools supporting the Reliability Analysis process 

include but are not limited to OCAS™, Isograph™, 

Relex™.  

 

Over the last decade, industry and academia have tried to 

integrate conceptual system design and diagnostic design 

into a common platform, in order to improve the overall 

system performance and availability (Brignolo, Cascio, 

Console, Dague, Dubois, Dressler, Millet, Rehfus & Struss 

2001; Kurtoglu, Johnson, Barszczm Johnson, & Robinson 

2008; Glover, Cross, Lucas, Stecki, and Stecki, 2010). A 

necessary condition for creating this platform is the 

adoption of a recognised common ontology (Wilmering, 

2008). Wilmering highlighted that the two main challenges 

in the development of this ontology:  

• Information re - use;  

• Integration of the tools.  

Each manufacturer of complex systems seems to have 

developed their own methods and apparatus for integration 

of system engineering, testability, diagnosability and 

reasoning tools.   

 

Since most of the IVHM related research focuses on fault 

detection and isolation during system operation and system 

maintenance, approaching the IVHM design stage is still in 

its early beginnings (Walker & Kapadia, 2010). Existing 

tools use different techniques and methods for system 

representation and diagnostic development and have a wide 

range of capabilities and performance. There is still the need 

to develop reliable benchmarks to quantitatively assess tool 

performance and effectiveness. The Diagnostic Competition 

defined by NASA Ames Research Centre is a good example 

of how to find the best diagnostic solution among tools 

generally used during the Detailed Design phase (Kurtoglu, 

Narasimhan, Poll, Garcia, Kuhn, de Kleer, van Gemund, & 

Feldman, 2009). Our research is trying to complement the 

above mentioned research, by evaluating various COTS 

software tools capable of integrating IVHM development 

process into Conceptual Design of a high-tech high-value 

system. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. COTS IVHM Design software tools 

 

This paper focuses on the use of functional analysis for the 

development of IVHM solutions. This type of analysis 

enables the integration of system failures analysis 

(traditionally carried out during the Preliminary Design 

phase through safety and reliability analysis) into the 

Conceptual Design phase for a new system. This approach 

allows for a better understanding of the failure mechanism, 

for a more precise identification of fault propagation paths 

throughout the system, and for a better system design 

against the faults that might arise once the system is 

deployed into operations. 

 

When developing a reliable functional model for a complex 

system it is necessary to have access to a rigorously defined 

taxonomy. The origins of the functional approach used in 

design dates back to the mid „80s (Hubka, V. & Ernst Eder, 

W., 1984) (Pahl, G. & Beitz, W., 1988) and it is attributed 

to the European schools of design as identified by Stone & 

Wood (2000) and Malin, & Throop (2007). Pahl states that 

the quality of a system has to be built-in from the beginning 

of the design process and maintained throughout the whole 

production process. This will insure a high degree of 

availability, once the system is deployed into its operational 

environment He goes even further; emphasizing that up to 

80% of all system faults can be traced back to insufficient 
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planning and design work. Assuming this, it can be 

stipulated that initiating a failure analysis from the 

conceptual  design  phase will  have  a  positive  impact  on  

the  quality  of  the  system  being designed. Later on, this 

approach generated different views (Ulrich & Eppinger, 

1995; Ullman, 1997) in the USA.  A consistent review of 

the ontology of functions, entities and problems, relevant to 

the engineering world and used by FMECA was carried out 

by Rudov-Clark, Stecki, and Stecki (2009) and it was 

concluded that the taxonomy built by Stone was the most 

generic taxonomy, suitable for a wide range of engineering 

applications, so it was used in supporting the functional 

analysis inside MADe™. It has been demonstrated in the 

last decade that functional modelling is a key step in the 

system conceptual design process, whether original or 

redesign (Stone & Wood, 2000). Stone‟s original taxonomy 

was considerable extended in the last years by exploiting 

component function-based behavioural modelling as part of 

the system engineering process (Hutchenson, McAdams, 

Tumer, 2012). Functional representations can be identified 

in both domains of software and hardware safety and 

reliability. The many forms of system safety and reliability 

analysis such as Fault Tree, Event Tree, FMECAs and 

Probabilistic Risk Assessments are important stages during 

system development as part of the Preliminary Design stage. 

The main drawback of these methods is that they cannot be 

applied at the Conceptual Design stage, since at this point 

models are not fully documented, the knowledge repository 

is not available, and accurate probability numbers are not 

defined with confidence.  The function based design 

paradigm was further explored by Tumer, as part of the 

research focused on failure analysis of complex systems. 

She emphasized the integration of failure analysis for 

software driven hardware systems into the Conceptual 

Design stage (Tumer & Smidts, 2011). Kurtoglu and 

Tumer‟s research formed the baseline for the creation of a 

unified functional fault identification and propagation 

framework as part of early design stage of a new generation 

of high tech high value systems (Kurtoglu & Tumer, 2008).  

 

The use of system functional analysis as part of the system 

design can enhance the confidence of safety analysis at the 

early stages and aid throughout the development of system 

health management capability. Health management design is 

generally undertaken in order to support fault detection 

strategies, fault isolation strategies and design of testability 

solutions. Fault detection analysis calculates the percentage 

of system faults that can be detected by defined tests. Fault 

isolation analysis determines the failure ambiguity groups 

that will result from exercising the defined tests over the 

fault universe. Testability analysis sometimes associated 

with sensor set definition and optimization will determine 

the optimal sequence of tests to be implemented based on 

the fault space, defined tests, and other optimization criteria 

(practicality, cost, weight, reliability). As designs become 

more complex, defining and implementing a testability 

solution becomes more challenging. Ideally, health 

management capability must be developed concurrent with 

the design itself. Current practice does not facilitate an 

automatic feedback loop between test engineers and system 

design engineers. This feedback can be achieved through the 

incorporation of health management development process in 

the early design stage of the asset.   

 

The functional modelling approach uses functions and flows 

to describe the system. Clear ontology should be provided 

with each functional model in order to ensure others can 

read it, as they might represent a blueprint of the system 

using a different ontology.  

 

MADe™ software tool was selected for being the only 

COTS software that employs functional analysis as a 

method to design IVHM solution during the Conceptual 

Design phase of a new asset. The software provides a clear 

ontology, which can be used simultaneously by system 

designers, reliability-availability-maintainability engineers 

and IVHM designers in modelling the real asset and running 

specific type of analysis for each individual field. Another 

reason behind the selection of this package is the built-in 

connection between functional modelling and behavioural 

modelling within the same model. This connection allows 

for a fast and robust identification of the fault propagation 

paths throughout the system. Additional reasons behind the 

selection of this tool were the early validation and 

reusability of models, its ability to model systems/sub-

systems/components/parts and the automated support for 

safety/reliability analysis. 

 

This paper is the first of a series which highlights the pros 

and cons of existing COTS software tools employed during 

the health management development process. The objectives 

of this particular research are to establish the capability and 

utility of the MADe implementation of functional analysis 

in conceptual design of a health monitoring system for a 

laboratory based fuel system typical of that found on UAV 

aircraft.  The items considered are: i) development of the 

fuel system functional and behavioural model ii) sensor set 

optimization for identification of selected faults and iii) 

challenges encountered throughout the implementation of 

the health management solution. 

 

This paper contributes to the transformation of state of the 

art software tools into state of practice by identifying the 

advantages and shortcomings in building a functional model 

to aid the development and integration of IVHM Design 

into the Conceptual Design phase of a complex system.  

2. FUEL SYSTEM  TEST BED 

Integrated systems such as those supplying fuel to aircraft 

engines are evolving to higher complexity with each 

generation and their faults are consequently becoming more 
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difficult to diagnose. On the other hand, the demands for 

extreme reliability imposed by the regulators and 

maximized availability imposed by the operators are 

continuously increasing. 

We aim to take a relative simple fuel system, to illustrate the 

key steps of the diagnostic analysis using functional analysis 

and to implement the output of this analysis within an 

IVHM solution which meets the initial fault detection and 

isolation requirements. A schematic diagram of the fuel 

system is presented in Figure 2a. The fuel system contains a 

motor driven external gear pump with internal relief valve, a 

shut off valve, one filter,  two tanks (main tank and sump 

tank, the last one emulating the engine), non-return valve, 

three-way valve to switch between recirculation and engine-

feed mode, variable restrictor to simulate engine injection 

and back pressure when partially closed. The fuel system is 

representative of a small UAV engine feed. The diagnostic 

analysis will focus on the filter, pump, shut-off valve, pipes 

and nozzle failure modes. Five failure modes that are 

emulated on the rig are: filter clogging from foreign matter, 

pump degradation, valve stuck in a midrange position, leak 

in the main line, and a clogged nozzle. 

 

Figure 2a. Fuel system schematic 

The fuel rig can accommodate various faults with different 

degrees of severity. When a filter clogs, the flow through 

the filter reduces and the pressure difference measured 

across the filter increases. The filter failure was emulated by 

replacing the filter component with a Direct-acting 

Proportional Valve (DPV1). Valve position fully open is 

equivalent to a healthy filter; partially closed being 

equivalent to a clogged filter with a particular degree of 

severity. Various degrees of severity of this fault can be 

simulated by varying the DPV position.  In this manner, 

incipient, slow progression, cascading and abrupt types of 

faults can be simulated on the rig and the ability of the 

functional approach to model and address such conditions 

can be assessed. The physical implementation of the fuel 

system test bed is depicted in Figure 2b. 

The physical system allows the testing and validation of 

various IVHM models and the assessment of the analyses 

carried out using such models. Prior the construction of the 

physical system, a physical simulation model was developed 

during the fuel system design phase using a CAE COTS 

software tool: SimulationX™ from ITI. This modelling 

phase encompasses basically the sensibility studies carried 

out during the fuel system design phase in order to specify 

in a correct manner the components/system performance in 

order to meet the specified system requirements. 

 

Figure 2b. Fuel system test bed 

The fuel system designer is the one who can get the first 

insights into the system failure world, by using physical 

simulation models (as fluid-flow SimulationX™ model) to 

recreate various faulty scenarios. This knowledge should be 

incorporated into the diagnostic analysis models in order to 

ensure the consistency and accuracy of such models. The 

novelty of this work resides in the ability of simultaneously 

simulating various fuel system faults on the real system, in a 

simulation environment and in a functional model. The next 

section will describe the development of a functional model 

capable of aiding the development of the fuel system IVHM 

capability. 

3. MADE FUNCTIONAL MODELLING FRAMEWORK APPLIED 

TO THE FUEL SYSTEM    

Functional modelling makes use of a system model which 

decomposes the main system function(s) into smaller 

functions which are well defined for each component. This 

enables the assessment of the correct functionality of the 

system. The taxonomy used by this software package has 

nine major classes of functions, presented in Table 1.  Each 

class further expands to other functions.  

A primary element of any functional modelling approach is 

the representation of real world information corresponding 

to the input and output for the previously defined functions.  

These elements are represented by flows.  

Three categories of flows, namely energy, signal and 

material were employed to capture system‟s characteristics. 

Some of the previously defined functions can accept any 

category of flow but others can deal only with particular 
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types (e.g. all three functions - to transfer, to transmit, and to 

transport belong to the same functional class - to channel, 

but, the transfer function accepts all type of flows; the 

transmit deals with energy or signal types of flow, while the 

transport can be used only in conjunction with material 

flow). Energy flows are depicted with red, signals with blue 

and material with green in later diagrams. 

For the functional layer to be completed according to the 

method described in section 3, the links between all 

components have to be defined. This is achieved by 

translating the real world information exchange into distinct 

type of flows and by associating these as inputs and outputs 

for the functions defined already. These flows represent a 

measurable characteristic for the function (Kirschman, 

1996) and are used during the Preliminary Design phase. 

The flow related information is mainly useful in supporting 

Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA), 

where failures are related to the discrepancy in flow 

properties.  

Class Description 

Branch To cause a material or energy to no longer 

be joined or mixed 

Channel To cause a material or energy to move from 

one location to another 

Connect To bring two materials or energies together 

Control To alter or govern the size or amplitude of 

material, signal or energy 

Convert To change from one form of material or 

energy to another 

Provide To accumulate or provide material or energy  

Signal To provide information 

Stop To cease or prevent the transfer of material, 

signal or energy 

Support To firmly fix a material into a defined 

location or to secure an energy into a 

specific course 

Table 1: Function classes provided by MADe 

Figures 3a and 3b are two snapshots of the fuel system 

functional model. Figure 3a describes the function of the 

pump motor: to convert the electric energy and a specific 

analogue value into mechanical rotational energy. 

Components can be fully described following this functional 

approach by a single function (e.g. gear pump motor) or a 

combination of function (see the shut-off valve functions) as 

described in Figure 3b. 

 

To convert – to change from one form of energy (electrical 

energy) or material to another form of energy (mechanical – 

angular velocity) 

Figure 3a. Functional model schematic for gear pump motor 

component 

The gear pump supplies the system with the hydraulic 

energy necessary to provide the flow rate and to transfer the 

potential contamination down the line.  

The pipe between the pump and the shut-off valve transmits 

the hydraulic energy received from the pump while the 

shut-off valve has a suite of two different functions as 

follows: to channel the hydraulic energy down the line in 

the next pipe and to regulate the hydraulic energy in 

response to the information received from the solenoid. 

Both components (the pipe and the shut-off valve) have an 

extra function: to transport the potential contamination in 

the system, if such type of analysis is to be taken into 

consideration. 

 

 
Figure 3b. Functional model schematic for gear 

pump motor, gear pump, pipe and shut-off valve 

components 

Within a functional model, the inputs and output are 

connected inside each component by a causal link. The 

model can capture the polarity of these causal links 

depending on the effect of the input on the output (Figure 

4a-Figure 4d). Each component functional model 

encapsulates the causality connection between two different 

types of flow. The pump motor functional model contains a 

positive connection between the voltage (the input flow 

presented as electrical energy) and the angular velocity 

(output flow presented as mechanical rotational energy). 

The same positive connection is found in the second 

connection (value-angular velocity). 
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Figure 4a. Causal links between inputs and outputs flows for 

filter component 

 

Figure 4b. Causal links between inputs and outputs flows 

for pump motor component 

The function of the pump will be to supply flow rate as 

hydraulic energy by making use of angular velocity 

(provided by the motor) and the flow rate (provided by the 

inlet pipe). In order to obtain a consistent model, the output 

flows of a component have to match the input flows of the 

component positioned downstream.  

Figure 4c. Causal links between inputs and outputs flows for 

external gear pump component 

 

Figure 4d. Causal links between inputs and outputs flows 

for valve solenoid component 

Figure 5 presents the full functional model at the system 

level and also presents the exchange of information between 

components using specific types of flow.  

The reticence in using this tool is the fact that requires a 

change in failure addressing approach from physical to 

functional. Therefore it requires a fully adoption of its 

functional taxonomy in order to be able to emulate the real 

system into viable models. 

 At this point, a functional model can answer the questions 

related to fault propagations paths throughout the system 

(Glover, 2010). However some queries still remain about 

the causes of failures, how a system can fail, how critical 

each failure is and about the interaction between failures and 

their impact on the overall system capability. The answers 

to these questions can be revealed by populating the 

functional model with failure modes for all components and 

by focusing the analysis on the most critical or ones likely 

to be the most frequent. The functional model was 

populated with failure diagrams for five of the fuel system 

components: the filter, the gear pump, the shut-off valve, the 

pipe 04, and the nozzle. Once all the failure modes are 

defined, the system functional model is considered as being 

complete. 

Our main goal is to design an IVHM solution capable of 

discriminating between nominal/faulty cases and also 

capable of isolating all five faults. Since the fault universe is 

relatively small (five faults) we aim for 100% fault detection 

and isolation (no ambiguity groups).  

Often the failure modes are confused with failure 

mechanisms or the failure causes. To overcome this, the 

software under investigation uses a rigid terminology for 

failure descriptions: these must be characterized by causes, 

mechanism, faults, and symptoms. These four elements 

form a low level of abstraction regarding system knowledge, 

while the functional failure mode is considered to be a high 

level and will define the basis of the functional analysis.  

For example: a pipe component can leak or be clogged. 

These two failure modes are captured by the behavioural 

taxonomy as shown in Figure 6a.  

Causes are linked to mechanisms, which then lead into 

faults that are ultimately connected to functional failures. 

Mechanisms and faults can present particular symptoms and 

these are captured accordingly in the failure diagram. These 

symptoms are the expression of unintended/emerging 

behaviour of a faulty system. Figure 6b depicts the 

functional model of a pump, highlighting the inputs (speed, 

back pressure, and pump characteristic), the function (to 

produce flow), the intended output (the flow rate response 

including the normal/abnormal behaviour effects (flow rate 

OK, too high or too low)), the failure modes and their 

unintended/emerging behaviour (classified as symptoms). 

One of the failure modes affecting the pump is represented 
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through a failure diagram by defining the cause(s), the 

mechanism(s) and faults that can be linked to the functional 

failure (of not supplying the required amount of hydraulic 

energy as volumetric flow rate). Due to the restrictions of 

the physics for this failure mode, this flow indicator can 

display either OK or too low, hence the negative causality 

between the fault concept and the functional failure concept. 

Three types of failure side effects are captured by linking 

the symptom concepts to the functional failure diagram 

previously defined as in Figure 6c. 

 

Figure 5. Fuel system functional model 

The unintended/emerging behaviours complement the 

development of the health management solution, as they 

allow the user to define built-in tests for the components 

affected by such behaviours in order to obtain a higher 

probability of detection. These sensing capabilities will 

work in conjunction to the functional sensing capabilities 

identified using the functional analysis. Symptom driven 

reasoning modules were proved to be extremely useful for 

discrimination between members of the same ambiguity 

group. 

Causes, mechanisms and faults are all external inputs to the 

model and do not arise from the intrinsic functional 

representation of the components. Causes and faults selected 

for inclusion might be the ones which most frequently occur 

(based on service experience) or the ones which the safety 

analysis considers most dangerous. 

 

Figure 6a. Failure mode diagram, pipe example 

 

 

Figure 6b.  Pump component, functional model 
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Figure 6c.  Pump failure diagram, symptoms capturing 

All elements of a failure diagram can be characterized by 

criticality numbers for difficulty of detection, occurrence, 

probability, progression rate and severity. We will first 

consider the functional failure of a pipe of not being able to 

transport the hydraulic energy as pressure. The criticality 

settings for this functional failure are shown in Figure 7. 

System Designers, Reliability Availability and 

Maintainability (RAM) analysts, IVHM designers and 

logisticians are able to populate the failure diagrams through 

criticality coefficients using their own experience and 

information expertise. Variability in detection difficulty can 

be represented within the functional model by choosing the 

functional failure to be detectable either during a flight test 

or a ground inspection or by setting it as a non-detectable 

type of failure.  Occurrence, frequency and severity of a 

failure may be treated using the same approach. These 

settings will be directly fed into the calculation of Risk 

Priority Number (RPN) for each individual fault, enabling 

the realization of a complete map for safety, reliability, 

availability and IVHM design analysis.  A real advantage of 

this procedure is the consistency obtained by using the same 

tool across the entire development process.   

 

 

Figure 7. Failure diagram - criticality settings 

By accommodating this system knowledge, the model 

generates a propagation table describing the effect of all 

failure modes on the system. This operation is undertaken 

by propagating the erroneous output flow of the components 

through the software Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) 

capability. The propagation table represents the baseline for 

generating the list of the functional failures. Previous 

research proved that the IVHM design process built on 

physical failure assessment is highly error prone as it does 

not take into account the impact of failures on other system 

components. 

The functional model also supports safety and reliability 

analysis by performing the most common type of analysis: 

Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and FMECAs. It is not meant to 

replace the detailed analysis carried out by dedicated safety 

tools like: Isograph™, Relex™, CAFTA™, Saphire™ or 

Fault Tree+ but having these features as part of a functional 

modelling tool enhances the health management 

development process.  

Figure 8 illustrates the fault tree analysis for the fuel system 

with five faults: clogged filter, faulty gear pump, faulty 

shut-off valve, leaking pipe, clogged pipe. The five faults 

were propagated through the model using these failure 

diagrams in order to determine their end effects. The FTA 

incorporates a list of failure routes, which describes a 

sequence of events, eventually leading to a system failure. 

Figure 8a shows the fault tree display of a cut set with the 

failure of the filter marked in orange. The top element of the 

FTA is the function of the overall fuel system – to provide 

fuel – which in the case of a filter failure would be lost. The 

cut set represents the route through a fault tree between an 

event (system failure) and an initiator (component failure 

mode). 
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Figure 8a. Fault tree displaying the cut set for filter failure 

The FTA is accompanied by the decomposition table of 

probability of occurrence (P(f)) and relative importance of 

each individual failure mode (RI%(F)) as in Figure 8b.  

Each component of the functional model is characterized 

from the criticality point of view by the duration of 

operation, mean time to repair and a failure distribution type 

(exponential or Weibull). A criticality analysis can be 

carried out by establishing a minimum threshold for 

criticality indicators or by activating the failure modes only 

for the components under investigation. The second option 

was selected for this study. Two types of reliability analyses 

were carried out using this software: functional reliability 

and hardware reliability. The results of the hardware 

reliability calculated using block diagrams are depicted in 

Figure 8c. Only the components that can be simulated on the 

test bed as being faulty were characterized through an 

exponential failure distribution defined by the part failure 

rate(\   hours), mean part failure rate (\   hours) and 

standard deviation (failure rate).  

 

Figure 8b. FTA results 

Within the same module of the software, the reliability 

analysis results can also be complemented by Monte Carlo 

simulations.  

The functional analysis allows for the automatic 

identification of the required set of sensors and the 

associated logic capable of detecting and isolating each fault 

within the fault universe. In the case of this study, the fault 

universe is constituted by a clogged filter, a degraded gear 

pump, a shut-off valve stuck mid range, a leaking pipe and a 

clogged nozzle.  

The sensor identification analysis enables the calculation of 

Fault Detection and Fault Isolation coefficients with 

reference to the entire fault universe. Fault Detection 

analysis calculates the percentage of system faults (defined 

as specific component failure modes) detected by the 

proscribed tests.  Fault Isolation analysis determines the 

failure ambiguity groups that will result from exercising the 

tests over the fault universe. 

 

 

Figure 8c. Fuel system - Hardware reliability 

IVHM designers require tools able to run what-if type of 

analyses in order to identify the optimum health 

management solution meeting the fault detection and fault 

isolation requirements.  Due to different types of restrictions 

in terms of weight, costs, performance, probability of 

detection of the HM solution on one side and sensor 

reliability on the other side, FDI coefficients might have to 

be dropped below the required figures. Ambiguity groups - 

collections of failure modes with the same system response - 

will appear in such situations. Once sensors have been 

identified, the diagnostic analysis also provides the core 

elements for a reasoning capability/expert system. Once a 

deviation of a particular parameter outside its nominal range 

is detected, the function of that component will be evaluated 

by examining high-level functional failure mode layers and 

the causes, mechanisms, faults and symptoms described in 

the lower levels of the model. 

4. SENSOR SET OPTIMISATION  

The fuel system sensor set optimization analysis is based on 

the functional model developed in the previous section. As 
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mentioned before, the overall function of the fuel system is 

to provide a volume of fuel when commanded by an electric 

signal assuming that it was powered up.  

When each of the five faults is injected in the system 

through its own failure diagrams, the tool will generate a 

propagation path of the failure. The propagation paths are 

collated into a propagation table which will form the basis 

for the sensor set optimization process. Each line from the 

Table 2 represents the effects of the five failure modes on 

the output flow(s) of the other components.  

The vector (F.G.P.P.P.P.S.S.) represents the Filter pressure, 

Gear pump flow rate, Pipe 02 flow rate, Pipe 03 flow rate, 

Pipe 04 pressure, Nozzle flow rate, Shut-off valve flow rate, 

Sump tank volume output parameters. The arrow-up and 

arrow-down symbols mark the deviation of these parameter 

outside normal boundaries when a particular failure mode 

was injected and propagated throughout the functional 

model. 

For example, the first row of Table 2 shows the effects of a 

clogged filter on the system response. A clogged filter 

determines the flow rate in pipe 02 to decrease; this will 

impact the flow rate down the line in the gear pump, pipe 

03, pipe 04, shut-off valve and the sump tank.  

 

Table 2. Fuel system propagation table obtained using 

functional analysis 

The functional modelling technique (input flows linked to 

output flows throughout the functional layer) might induce 

the designer to model only the downstream effects of a 

particular fault. The Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM) method 

employed by this tool also allows for modelling of upstream 

effects. The dotted red line in Figure 9 is the causal 

connection representing the effect of a clogged nozzle on 

the upstream component (Pipe 04). If a nozzle is getting 

clogged, the output parameter (flow rate) decreases. The 

variation of this flow rate parameter has an inversely 

proportional effect on the Pipe 04 input flow rate parameter 

increasing afterwards the output pressure. This behaviour 

could not have been achieved without the negative feedback 

loop depicted in Figure 9. The same technique will be 

replicated upstream using iterative loops throughout the 

system until all the effects of a clogged nozzle would be 

captured by the model. 

 

Figure 9. FCM Feedback loops 

A functional model will therefore be consistent when the 

propagation table generated by the model will replicate from 

a qualitative point of view the physics of the system under 

similar faulty conditions. 

The qualitative characteristics of each individual failure 

contained in the propagation table are processed by an 

optimization algorithm in order to identify the combination 

of elements which allow discriminating between them. The 

elements mentioned above are in fact the flows captured in 

the functional analysis and the type of flows will determine 

the type of sensors to be used to identify a particular fault. A 

detailed description of the sensor set discrimination analysis 

using this software is presented by Rudov-Clark (Rudov-

Clark, 2009). 

Functional analysis is a qualitative analysis. This type of 

qualitative analysis identifies the foundation of an HM 

solution for a given system for a known fault universe. As 

mentioned in the previous section, for this particular 

scenario of the fuel system, the fault universe is composed 

by five distinct faults. The optimization algorithm generates 

6 sensor set solutions, with maximum coverage and no 

ambiguity groups. One of the solutions contains four 

sensors and is presented in Figure 10 and it comprises of: 

S1 - a sensor measuring the static pressure after the Filter, 

S2 - a sensor measuring the flow rate after the Gear pump, 

S3 - a sensor measuring the flow rate after the Shut-off 

valve 

S4 - a sensor measuring the pressure in the Pipe 04. 

 

The components that need to be monitored are marked with 

green. The type of sensor is determined by the type of the 

output flow of those components. By making use of the 

output from these sensors, the analysis shows that it is 

possible to discriminate with 100% confidence between all 

five faults by using a particular diagnostic logic.  Obviously, 

this was expected as the structure of the fuel system is quite 

simple, and there are only five faults.  

Based on this analysis, the IVHM designer has information 

about the location of the sensors contained in each sensor 

set, and also information regarding the type of the 

monitored flow. All the sensor set solutions are 

complemented by fault detection, fault isolation and 

ambiguity group indicators (if any).  

Each sensor set also contains the diagnostic rules to be 

implemented on the real system to enable the fault 
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identification. Most of the time, the diagnostic rules are 

associated with tests that are carried out during the 

diagnostic and troubleshooting procedures. 

Functional models are typically used for either analysis of a 

system‟s potential to realize health management goals – as a 

design aid - or to support execution of fault isolation 

reasoning. The output of the functional analysis represents 

the input to other tools that actually create, or help direct the 

creation of, executable system diagnostics.   The qualitative 

diagnostic layer produced by MADe will have to be 

complemented by a quantitative layer obtained by physical 

simulation of the system flows.  

 

  

Figure 10. One of the functional sensor set solutions 

Figures 11 shows the diagnostic rules associated with the 

sensor set solution from Figure 10.  

 

Clogged filter: 

 

 Degraded gear pump: 

 

 

Shut-off valve stuck mid range: 

 

 

Leaking Pipe: 

 

 

Clogged nozzle: 

 

Figure 11. Diagnostic rules for the optimized sensor set 

solution depicted in Figure 10 

 

These rules form the baseline for diagnostic engine of the 

fuel system. For example the function of the gear pump (to 

deliver a specific amount of flow rate) is classified as lost if 

the sensor monitoring the shut-off valve flow rate has an 

output value below nominal, the pressure in pipe 03 below 

nominal  and the static pressure at the filter is below 
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nominal values. In all other cases, the function is considered 

to be operating normally. In a similar manner, the other four 

diagnostic rules describe the lost of filter, shut-off valve, 

pipe and nozzle‟s functionality by making use of the output 

of the sensors (S1-S4). 

Information on weight, cost and reliability can be associated 

with each sensor in order to get a clear image of the 

comparison between different IVHM solutions (as in Table 

3). The software might further generate queries about 

various sensor set solutions as in Figure 12. 

 

 

Table 3. Sensor set additional information 

 

Figure 12. Sensor set comparison query 

The information generated by functional analysis can be 

further used by the HM designer in developing the 

executable HM solution and also by the system designer in 

analyzing the impact on the overall design once this solution 

is integrated with the asset. 

5. IVHM SOLUTION – VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION 

The sensor set solutions identified and highlighted in the 

previous section were embedded in the physical test bed and 

the functional diagnostic rules were assessed against 

physical simulation results. 

For each component, a physical degradation scenario was 

simulated and system behaviour in terms of pressure and 

volumetric flow rates were captured.   

Figure 13 shows the variation of the pressure parameters in 

various points of the system vs. the degradation of the filter. 

As described in section 2, the filter degradation was 

emulated by gradually closing the DPV1 (see Figure 2a). 

Nine degrees of severity were generated corresponding to 

100%, 90%, 80%, 70%, 60%, 50%, 40%, 30% and 

20%valve opening. Position 100% valve open corresponds 

to a healthy filter, 20% valve open corresponds to an almost 

clogged filter. The mean values of the volumetric flow rate 

and pressure for each set of data (1 minute at 1kHz) were 

plotted against valve opening coefficients and the results 

were interpolated.    

 

Although, a real operating environment might present more 

noise and the sensor sensitivity and accuracy as well as the 

parameters magnitude levels might be different on a real 

fuel system that in the test-bed, the effects of a failure mode 

on the real asset will be similar in both cases from a 

qualitative point of view. 

 

Clogged filter diagnostic rule: 

 

 

Figure 13. Pressure rates under a filter degradation scenario  

 

From a diagnostic perspective, the pressure drop across the 

filter is generally used for the identification of a clogged 

filter (SAE J905, 2009). Functional approach demonstrated 

that by using strictly the pressure after the filter (the green 

signal in Figure 13), this failure can be fully detected and 

isolated. This quantifies in the reduction of the number of 

sensors required to identify a clogged filter. It is widely 

accepted that the reliance on one fault indicator (pressure 

after the filter) is not a robust detection method however one 
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potential solution to make the indicator more reliable might 

be the use of multiple redundant indicators that provide a 

means for resolving differences (e.g. by “voting”). 

 

The degraded pump scenario was implemented by creating a 

leak after the pump component through the DPV2 (see 

Figure 2a). Initially, for the healthy situation, this valve was 

fully closed. Gradually, the DPV2 position was set to 10%, 

20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% and 100% 

open. The mean values of the volumetric flow rate and 

pressure for each set of data (1 minute at 1kHz) were plotted 

against valve opening coefficients and the results were 

interpolated.  As in the previous case, difference between 

the emulation approach adopted here and the degradation of 

a real pump might exist however from a qualitative point of 

view, a degrade pump will provide a lower flow rate for the 

same load (system configuration) and same pump speed. On 

the test-bed, the pump controls have a feedback loop which 

keeps the pump speed constant at all time. 

The diagnostic rule for detection and isolation of a degraded 

pump combines the variation of three parameters: the 

increase of the flow rate through the shut-off valve 

(equivalent to a decrease in pressure difference across the 

shut-off valve), the decrease in the pressure measured after 

the pump and the decrease in the pressure after the filter. 

The consistency of the diagnostic rule can easily be verified 

by observing the variation of parameters P2, P3 and the 

difference between P2 and P3 in Figure 14. 

Degraded pump diagnostic rule: 

 

 

Figure 14. Pressure rates under a degraded pump scenario  

The malfunction of the shut-off valve (stuck in a midrange 

position) was implemented by adding the DPV3 in line with 

the shut-off valve (see Figure 2a). Initially, for the healthy 

situation, the DPV3 was fully open. Gradually, the direct-

acting proportional valve was closed and data was measured 

on the rig for 1 minute at 1kHz for the valve being 100%, 

90%, 80%, 70%, 60%, 50%, 40%, 30%, and 20% open. The 

mean values of the volumetric flow rate and pressure for 

each set of data were plotted against valve opening 

coefficients and the results were interpolated.   

The diagnostic rule for detection and isolation of a stuck 

shut-off combines the variation of two parameters: the 

increase in the pressure measured before the valve and the 

decrease in the pressure measured after the pump. The 

consistency of the diagnostic rule can easily be verified by 

observing the variation of parameters P3 and P4 in Figure 

15. 

Shut-off valve stuck mid range diagnostic rule: 
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Figure 15. Pressure rates under a degraded shut-off scenario 

The leaking pipe scenario was implemented by creating a 

leak after the pump component through the DPV4 (see 

Figure 2a). Initially, for the healthy situation, this valve was 

fully closed. Gradually, the DPV4 position was set to 10%, 

20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% and 100% 

open. The mean values of the volumetric flow rate and 

pressure for each set of data (1 minute at 1kHz) were plotted 

against valve opening coefficients and the results were 

interpolated.   

The diagnostic rule identifying a leak in the Pipe 04 implies 

the drop in the flow rate through the shut-off valve 

(equivalent to the flow throughout the system). The 

consistency of the rule can be verified by observing the 

variation of flow in Figure 16a. The flow rate through the 

shut-off valve parameter can be interpolated from the 

pressure difference across the shut-off valve as per Figure 

16b. The decrease of the flow rate through the shut-off valve 

is equivalent to the increase in the pressure drop across the 

valve (the difference between parameters P3 and P4).  

Leaking pipe diagnostic rule: 

 

 

Figure 16a. Flow rates under a leaking pipe scenario 

 

Figure 16b. Pressure rates under a leaking pipe scenario 

The clogged nozzle scenario was implemented by replacing 

nozzle component with DPV5 (see Figure 2a). Initially, for 

the healthy situation, this valve was fully open. Gradually, 

the DPV5 was closed and data was measured on the rig for 

1 minute for the valve being 100%, 90%, 80%, 70%, 60%, 

50%, 40%, 30%, and 20% open. The mean values of the 

volumetric flow rate and pressure for each set of data were 

plotted against valve opening coefficients and the results 

were interpolated.   

The diagnostic rule identified by the functional model as 

being capable of detecting and isolating the clogged nozzle 

involves the pressure measured before the nozzle. When this 

parameter increases above normal limits, the function of the 

nozzle is considered lost (equivalent to the nozzle being 

clogged). The consistency of this diagnostic rule can be 

verified by observing the variation of this parameter for all 
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degrees of severity of a clogged nozzle scenario (P4 in 

Figure 17). 

Clogged nozzle diagnostic rule: 

 

 

Figure 17. Pressure rates under a nozzle degradation 

scenario  

To sum up, the sensor set solution identified by the 

functional analysis (four sensors – three pressure sensors 

and one flow meter) can be further minimized by inferring 

the flow rate from two of the existing pressure sensors. This 

second optimisation is strictly related to the implementation 

process of the sensor set solution on the real asset and is not 

part of the IVHM design process.  

In order to incorporate the sensor set solution on a real asset 

and to deploy the diagnostic rules as part of the IVHM 

solution, several calibration procedures have been 

performed. As implied in Figure 11, diagnostic rules for a 

sensor set solution contain qualitative information only. 

Faults are indicated by deviations from nominal healthy 

values using Low/High indicators without a quantitative 

threshold defining the separation between “normal” and 

“low” conditions or between “normal” and “high” 

conditions.  

6. DISCUSSION 

The fuel system test case demonstrates that functional 

analysis can support the initial evaluation and assessment of 

functional-failure risks of physical systems. Functional 

approach in general and MADe™ software in particular 

have interesting positive and negative characteristics. These 

are: 

 

Pros:  

1. Functional modelling brings a reasonable degree of 

methodology to the future automated processes of 

impact analysis.  By integrating its rigorous taxonomy, 

functional modelling solves one of the shortcomings of 

the current IVMH design approach: the lack of a clear, 

unified and widely accepted ontology. 

2. The whole reason for introduction of functional 

analysis was to offer designers a tool to be used during 

the conceptual design when there is no physical 

system. No previous information needs to be provided 

to the model regarding possible fault propagation 

routes. Diagnostic analysis tools like eXpress™ 

(Hilberth, 1995; Gould, 2004), ADVISE (Keller, 

2007), TEAMS™ (QSI, 2012) require IVHM 

designers to explicitly build the fault propagation 

model by using causal relationships between part, 

component, sub-systems and systems. Regarding 

functional approach, only the information related to 

structural topology and system functionality are used 

as input parameters for configuring the model.  

3. If combined with the appropriate information like 

difficulty of detection, progression rate, occurrence, 

probability, severity, functional analysis can 

complement and/or substitute safety and reliability 

analysis. It allows the designers to focus on functional 

failures rather than physical failures.  

4. Another important feature of the functional analysis is 

its capability to identify end-effects (upstream and 

downstream) of a particular component failure mode. 

By employing FCM (Fuzzy Cognitive Maps) 

techniques, MADe is able to identify functional 

failures resulting from component interaction.  

5. Functional approach can easily handle high complexity 

factors of the analysis. Any number of 

parts/components/sub-systems or system failures can 

be introduced in the model using failure diagrams 

(cause-mechanism-fault-functional failure). The 

advantages of modelling a system using a high degree 

of complexity remain though in discussion. 

6. The health management solutions developed using this 

COTS functional analysis software become more 

reliable as they are constructed using models that 

incorporate simultaneously design, RAM and IVHM 

information.  

7. Considering the multitude of multidisciplinary data 

incorporated into a functional model, it can be 
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concluded that functional analysis offers significant 

support for conceptual design analysis in vertical 

integration and system engineering. 

 

Cons: 

1. System designers might find the mindset shift from 

physical approach to functional approach difficult to 

adopt. The concepts underpinning the functional 

approach might be easier to be adopted by safety and 

reliability engineers. 

2. Functional failure analysis provides only qualitative 

predictions of system parameter changes. Further tests 

and calibration procedures have to be performed in 

order to transform the functional analysis output into 

executable code. 

3. It was demonstrated that the proposed instrumentation 

solutions obtained using functional approach are 

capable of detecting and isolating the faults defined in 

the fault universe. As they do not involve any physics, 

the authors have identified a drawback as no 

assessment can be undertaken regarding the efficiency 

of functional sensor set solutions for prognostic 

purposes at this stage. 

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS  

The paper has presented the results of an applied research 

project that combined functional analysis with behaviour 

simulation as a design aid for developing health 

management solutions. 

First of all, a functional model of a fuel rig was developed 

using MADe™ and a series of analyses to aid the health 

management development process were carried out. The 

model of the system incorporates all its components, 

topology, functions, failure modes and failure diagrams, in 

order to simulate failure propagation paths and local, next 

and end-effects on other components.  Care must be taken in 

setting up the functional model with the choice of 

component functions and inflow/outflow to these functions. 

The validation of the functional model consistency was 

made with reference to the physical simulation model of the 

same system. A functional model will be considered 

consistent when the functional propagation table 

incorporating failure effects on the system matches the 

physical propagation table containing the effects of similar 

failures. 

Secondly, functional modelling for IVHM design and fuel 

system design cannot be done in isolation. This paper 

described the steps required to correctly develop a 

functional model that will reflect the physical knowledge 

inherently known about a given system. This means that 

during this development process, the model required several 

amendments including the use of several feedback loops to 

replicate the upstream effects of a failure throughout the 

system in order to ensure good alignment with real physical 

behaviour. Since functional qualitative model makes explicit 

the essential distinction between normal and faulty 

conditions, it covers classes of components rather than 

individual ones, thus facilitating component libraries. The 

MADe™ framework employs modular, reusable function-

component-behaviour models that can be integrated using 

an industrial standard. 

Thirdly, the functional qualitative models offer means of 

expressing and exploiting approximate knowledge on a firm 

theoretical basis in a formal model.  For instance, 

knowledge about qualitative deviations of component 

behaviour is used to identify the detection and isolation 

diagnostic rules.   

If functional models are populated with reliability, 

availability and maintainability figures, the design engineers 

are able to systematically investigate functional-risks as 

early as possible during the design cycle. Simultaneously, 

the functional model increases the rate of success in 

deploying an IVHM solution with a reliable diagnostic 

logic. During the testing phase, the initial calibration of the 

diagnostic rules has to be done in conjunction with the 

physical simulation. This calibration will need further 

adjustments once the IVHM solution is fully deployed on 

the real system in real operating conditions.  

Besides functional analysis, a further input to the PHM 

community is the construction of physical fuel system test-

bed for assessment and validation of various IVHM design 

techniques. As future work, the diagnostic logic obtained 

using functional failure analysis will be tested on the real 

asset and the propagation of failures and assessment of their 

impact on the overall system capability will be compared 

with the results obtained by using other COTS IVHM 

design tools. 

Areas identified for future work include the implementation 

of the proposed functional techniques on a large-scale, 

highly complex landing gear system and on a central 

frequency changer house, both systems having huge 

downtimes and high repair costs associated. These systems 

will allow investigations regarding the efficiency of the 

functional approach when used in various domains 

(hydraulic and electric).  
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ABSTRACT

Test benches are used to evaluate the performance of new 
turbofan engine parts during development phases. This can 
be especially risky for the bench itself because no one can 
predict in advance whether the component will behave 
properly. Moreover, a broken bench is often much more 
expensive than the deterioration of the component under 
test. Therefore, monitoring this environment is appropriate, 
but as the system is new, the algorithms must automatically 
adapt to the component and to the driver's behavior who 
wants to experience the system at the edge of its normal 
domain. 

In this paper we present a novelty detection algorithm used 
in batch mode at the end of each cycle. During a test cycle, 
the pilot increases the shaft speed by successive steps then 
finally ends the cycle by an equivalent slow descent. The
algorithm takes a summary of the cycle and works at a cycle 
frequency producing only one result at the end of each 
cycle. Its goal is to provide an indication to the pilot on the 
reliability of the bench's use for a next cycle.

1. INTRODUCTION

This document follows two previous articles published in 
2010 and 2011 in the PHM Society. The first one (Lacaille
& Gerez & Zouari, 2010b) presents the health-monitoring 
architecture we deploy on one of our test benches and gives
clues about adaptation to context changes in the use of the 
machine. We proposed an algorithmic solution using 
simultaneously an autoadaptive clustering algorithm and 
local detection tools calibrated on each cluster. In the 
second paper (Lacaille & Gerez, 2011c) a lighter solution 
based on similitude computations and nearest neighbor 
algorithms was given. This implementation was essentially 
given to be embedded in the FADEC computer of the 
engine. In fact the algorithms used on test benches are also 

good prototypes for online solutions. It’s why a fast solution 
needed to be developed to check if it could also work on 
dedicated hardware when the engine is installed under an 
aircraft wing.

Those two previous propositions deal with online 
abnormality detection: during the execution of the test. They 
essentially detect fleeting events that suddenly appears 
without more warning. This paper presents a solution for an 
off line analysis. The algorithm was already implemented in 
a lighter form on operational data broadcasted via SatCom 
(as ACARS messages) to the ground. This limited version 
of the algorithms was partly described in (Lacaille, 2009c), 
the current proposition deals with automatic detection of 
stationary levels, building of temporal snapshots, analysis of 
the ground database of such snapshots with a clustering 
algorithm to detect recurrent configurations, and the novelty 
detection algorithm. Figure 1 shows the OSA-CBM 
decomposition of each layer of the algorithm.

Figure 1: OSA-CBM architecture of the algorithm.
_____________________
Jérôme Lacaille et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the 
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any 
medium, provided the original author and source are credited.
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The health-monitoring algorithms are developed by Snecma 
under the SAMANTA platform which was previously 
described in (Lacaille, 2009b). This environment 
industrializes blocs of mathematic processing tools in 
graphical units. Aeronautic engineers are able to exploit 
each mathematic module to build their own specific 
solutions. In our case this method uses signal filters to 
prepare the data, a stationary process detector, a clustering 
tool, some regression and dimension reduction algorithms to 
help normalize observations and make them as much 
independent of the acquisition context (bench cell driving) 
as possible. For the novelty detection part, it uses a score 
computation, a threshold based configurable statistic test 
and a diagnosis confirmation tool. The two first OSA-CBM 
layers (mostly signal filtering) are assembled apart from the 
rest of the algorithm. They produce an off line database of 
snapshots which is processed by the learning phase of the 
analysis layer (#3). The results from the data-driven part and 
the statistic test in last layer (#4) produce the diagnosis.

SAMANTA platform embed also some automatic validation 
layers (see Lacaille, 2010a and 2012) that helps compute 
key performance indicators (with precision) using cross-
validation schemes.

2. CONTEXT OF APPLICATION

A turbofan development test bench is subject to lots of 
changes in behavior. The interaction between pilot and 
engineers is really tense and the system may be stopped at 
any instant if some analyst finds an abnormality in the 
observations. The sensors are directly broadcasted to 
observations consoles and validated numeric solutions may 
launch alarms. The health-monitoring goal is not to stop the 
process but to provide information about the health of the 
test bench itself (or the tested engine part, but we give a lot 
more attention to the bench which is more expensive and 
less damageable than the tested prototypes). 

2.1. Implementation in the test cell

To minimize interactions between the driving of the system 
and the PHM algorithms we implement an execution driver 
of our SAMANTA platform on a separate server with a 
local memory buffer able to deal with days of high 
frequency acquisition data (50kHz) and weeks of low 
frequency acquisition (10Hz) and enough storage space to 
manage a big database of snapshots (some data vectors per 
cycle – with one or two cycles each day).

2.2. Reliability computation

The PHM algorithms should present computation results 
with a minimum of reliability because we don’t want to 
interrupt an expensive test experiment scheduled for weeks 
or months with bad reasons. Hence a very important 
attention is given to the false alarm performance indicator 
(PFA). The other indicator we follow is the probability of
detection (POD). It is a lot easier to compute because we 
have some past logbooks on which all historical events
where recorded. The main job in that case was to label those 
(handwritten) data and to compute the detection rate on past 
tests.

The PFA indicator is given by Eq. (1). If one writes 
P(�������� ) the probability that an abnormality is detected 
by the algorithm, P(�����ℎ�) the probability that the 
system is healthy. Then the false alarm rate is just the 
probability that the system is healthy but that an 
abnormality is detected. It is represented as the following 
conditional probability:

��� = P(�����ℎ�|�������� ) (1)

This is clearly different from the usual 
� = P(Detected|Healthy) which is the first species statistic 
error that one needs to calibrate to define the test rejection 
domain. This PFA value really represents the inconvenience 
of stopping a test for no reason.

The probability of detection is simply given by Eq. (2): 

Figure 2: Deployment of the PHM system on a distinct server.
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��� = P(�������� |������) (2)

It is the standard 1 − � value, usually called “test power” in 
statistical background. 

PFA can also be rewritten according to Bayes’ rule and a 
computation of � in Eq. (3) shows that the test threshold 
should be chosen very far from normal behavior when one 
intends to respect a small boundary constraint on the false 
alarm rate:

� = ��� ⋅ ���
1 − ��� ⋅ �

1 − � ≃ ��� × ��� × � (3)

where 	� = P(������) is usually very small for aircraft 
engine parts (less than 10-6 per hour). A very careful 
attention is needed for the choice of this detection threshold. 
It is why the decision part of the algorithm has two 
additional modules: one for confirmation by several 
successive detections and another for the optimization of the 
threshold, using a model of the score distribution queue with 
Parzen windows.

Figure 3 shows the meaning of the rejection threshold
computed from a choice of � and the power 1 − � of a 
statistical test.

Figure 3: Threshold selection for decision test.

2.3. Description of the bench data

The main element we have to monitor is the rotating shaft 
and the principal bearing (called #4 here). One of the 
exogenous information we have to deal with is the external 
loading applied on the right of this shaft. This is a 
longitudinal force which have a lot of influence on the 
system behavior because it may change the dynamic mode
positions.

Most measurements come from dynamic high frequency 
acquisitions. The corresponding low-frequency observations 
are filtered energy computations which may be either 
piloted by the shaft speed or be total vibration energy,
eventually quantified according to given bandwidths.

The table below (Table 1) gives the complete list of used 
sensors.

Index
ESN Engine serial number
CYCL Engine cycle reference
DATE Date of cycle (start to off)

N° Sensor Label Unit
01 XN Shaft rotation speed tr/min
02 XN_DERIV Accel. of the rotation -
03 TORQUE UI/w kg/h
04 P4 Pressure Piston #4 bar
05 PORSDE Position rectifier deg
06 VANPRIM Position primary vane %
07 P1 Pressure Piston #1 bar
08 K_0N Disp. Up Pilot mmDA
09 K_0T Disp. Up RMS mmDA
10 K_1N Disp. Down Pilot mmDA
11 K_1T Disp. Down RMS mmDA
12 ACC_4RN Accel. #4 Rad Pilot cm/s eff
13 ACC_4RT Accel. #4 Rad RMS cm/s eff
14 T4 Temp. #4 degC
15 ACC_1HN Accel. #1 Horiz Pilot cm/s eff
16 ACC_2VN Accel. #2 Vert Pilot cm/s eff
17 ACC_3VN Accel. #3 Vert Pilot cm/s eff
18 ACC_MN Accel. Engine Pilot cm/s eff
19 ACC_1HT Accel. #1 Horiz RMS cm/s eff
20 ACC_2VT Accel. #2 Vert RMS cm/s eff
21 ACC_3VT Accel. #3 Vert RMS cm/s eff
22 T1 Temp. #1 degC
23 ACC_MT Accel. Engine RMS cm/s eff
24 T2 Temp. #2 degC
25 T3 Temp. #3 degC

Table 1: List of sensors and corresponding units, blue and 
green backgrounds identify respectively a selection for the 

exogenous and endogenous variables.

The #1 to #4 numbers refer to the different bearings where 
accelerometers are measuring vibration data. Those 
vibration values are summarized as local energies for a 
frequency band that corresponds to the shaft speed (N) or a 
total amount of energy (T). The first sensors (blue 
background) are used as context information or exogenous 
variables. The corresponding data vector is used to identify
the context of the measurement. They are used to select 
stationary snapshots and to classify the snapshots into 
clusters. The others variables (endogenous) are used to 
monitor the bench when a context is clearly identified.

Other variables such as microphone band energies are not 
displayed in Table 1. Such selection of endogenous and 
exogenous variables defines an instance of the algorithm. It 
is possible to build different kind of instances (with 
corresponding algorithmic parameters) for any part of the 
test bench one selects to monitor.

The abnormalities may be very tricky to detect. For example 
on Figure 4 one can see measurements taken during a test 
cycle that contains such anomaly. Just looking the data is 
rarely sufficient to find the abnormal behavior. A 
mathematic comparative analysis is definitely needed.
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Figure 4: Example of measurements acquired during a 
whole cycle. The black stepwise line represents the shaft 

speed. Displacement (light blue and green) and 
accelerometers (dark blue and magenta) are highlighted. 
The other blue sensor is the load (the last data have no 

meaning since the shaft stopped). An abnormality is hidden 
in those data.

3. ALGORITHMS DESCRIPTION

The algorithm is made of two parts. The first one identifies 
stationary measurement intervals (in context data) and 
builds a snapshot of the endogenous measurements. The 
second part loads the database of snapshots, builds clusters,
and for each cluster search for abnormalities.

3.1. Snapshots extraction

Figure 5: Graph of SAMANTA modules to extract 
snapshots and build a database.

The first step of snapshot extraction is the selection of 
measurements to identify stationary data. The stationary 
measurement detector waits for a main control value to be 
almost constant and tests a vector of endogenous 
measurements for second order statistic stationarity. In our 
case we use the shaft speed as main control and test other 
endogenous data for stationarity.

Once a stable point detected, a buffer of observations is 
recorded and defines the snapshot. Figure 6 shows a list of 
snapshots detected on a symbolic cycle that may represent a 
real flight.

Figure 6: Example of snapshots identification, each star 
represents a point detected as a possible snapshot for the test 

cycle.

3.2. Novelty detection

The detection part uses three mathematic models: the 
clustering algorithm, the score algorithm and the decision 
algorithm. Each one needs a specific learning phase to 
calibrate.

Figure 7: The novelty detection graph of SAMANTA 
modules.

The clustering learning phase uses the whole snapshot 
database (eventually obtained from a sub-sampling of the 
snapshot buffers) but only exogenous vectors of values to 
isolate homogeneous clusters with an EM algorithm. This 
algorithm, as described in (Lacaille et al. 2010b), is a 
generative statistic model from a mixture of Gaussian 
distributions. Each Gaussian identifies a different set of 
snapshots. The number of classes is estimated by a BIC 
criterion and the unclassed snapshots are not used.

During the learning phase a database of snapshot buffers is 
used to define the individual classes which can eventually 
further be labeled as flight regimes or operating modes. To 
make this possible, each buffer signal curve is compressed 
into a set of shape indicators hence  replacing the 
multivariate temporal signal by a vector of indicators U. The 
compression scheme (Figure 8) uses specific algorithms to 
enlighten changes in the data: for examples an algorithm 
computes the trend of the signal, another looks for jumps 
and a generic compression uses automatic templates built
from a principal component analysis (PCA).

Shaft speed (XN)

Accel.

Disp
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Figure 8: Compression process that builds indicators from a 
multivariate temporal buffer.

The set of exogenous indicator vector U is then used by the 
classification algorithm to build classes as a mixture of 
Gaussians. The number of classes to build is controlled by a 
BIC criterion but may be also given by expert bounds as the 
snapshots are essentially identified as standard layers.

Each set of classed snapshots (the ones that belong to a 
cluster) are used to calibrate a score model. Once 
indentified in a specific class, each multivariate temporal
signal of endogenous data is compressed locally in another 
indicator vector Y (Figure 9). The score process has two 
steps; the first one normalizes the endogenous data 
suppressing disparities due to little variations in the context. 
This is done by a regression algorithm controlled by a L1
criterion (LASSO algorithm) as described in (Lacaille & 
Côme, 2011b). The second step is a model of the residual of 
this regression by a Gaussian score (a Mahalanobis 
distance) see (Lacaille, 2009c).

Figure 9: Score analysis after snapshot identification.

Equation 4 explains the mathematics of the regression 
model. Each parameter ��,� correspond to a combination j, 
non necessary linear, of exogenous variables in U used to 
predict endogenous observation ��,� of parameter k (or a 

function of endogenous parameters) for all snapshots i of a 
given cluster.

Argmin∑ ���,� −∑ ����,�� ��� 		 subject to ∑ |��| < �� (4)

The final and optimal constant C is chosen such that the 
generalization error of the regression is the smallest. The 
generalization error is computed by a cross validation 
scheme. The next graph (Figure 10) explains in 2 
dimensions why the constraint is to be chosen in absolute 
value instead of Euclidian norm. The figure schematizes the 
mean square regression coefficient as the point	�� and iso-
square errors as red ellipses (first part of equation 4). The 
blue shapes (disk for L2 constrain and square for L1
constraint) represents the value of the second part of 
equation 4. The value � to select is on a tangent intersection 
of an ellipse (ellipsoid in higher dimension) and the surface 
of the blue shape. The radius of the ellipse is the square 
error and the radius of the blue shape is the constraint. It 
appears clearly that with a square (cube, hypercube) the 
chance to find an edge point of the surface is important. As 
soon as those points are on the main axis, most of the 
coefficients of � should be zero. 

Figure 10: Minimization subject to L1 constraint (absolute 
value) instead of a L2 constraint (Euclidian norm) ensures
that most coefficients are set to zero, hence improving the 

regression robustness with a small loss in mean square error.

As this model automatically selects variables to ensure a 
good robustness, we may use a big set of computations as 
inputs. In fact the aeronautic experts give clues about the 
physic process and help the conception of a big vector X of 
indicator functions that makes a great uses of formal 
physical equations.

The final score s of a single observation is given by (Eq. 5) 
where �� = �� − ��� is the residual of the preceding 
regression for a variable k and a current snapshot and Σ is 
the matrix of covariance of the vector	� = (��).

� = ��Σ��� (5)

The score should follow a standard χ� distribution under 
very restrictive constraints on the model and residual 
distribution. In general those constraints are not completely 
respected, and in any cases as the real dimensionality of the 
problem stays approximate, an indetermination of the 
freedom level is possible. We use a last module of algorithm 
to establish a more precise decision rule. This decision rule 
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is not only based on one score computation but on a small 
list of successive scores. Each individual score is compared 
to a threshold � and the Boolean results are combined 
together by a vote process. The law of the scores is modeled 
with Parzen windows on healthy observations. Then 
artificial abnormal behaviors are produced with the help of 
aeronautic experts and a mechanical physic simulator. Using 
the empirical distribution of scores and the pseudo abnormal 
observations one is able to determine a good choice for the 
threshold for a given	� computed from equation 3. 

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Two campaigns of measurements where done on the same 
bench test cell. The first one was to challenge a civilian 
compressor and lasted almost 3 months. It was a bench 
calibration test. The second campaign uses a military 
compressor as an extractor for another development bench, 
we get also around 3 months of data. In each case, when the 
bench was working we may have one to three runs per day. 
Results cannot be presented in this article; the main goal for 
the PHM team was to validate the algorithm and the 
monitoring process.

4.1. Examples of detected abnormalities

Example 1. Normally, during a stabilized step, if the axial 
pressure on the shaft increases, the vibration level should 
decrease. It was not the case on Figure 11 and this was 
detected as an abnormal feature.

Figure 11: On that test run the vibration level, measured by 
an accelerometer (light blue), decreases when the pressure 
augments (dark blue) and during a stabilized level (XN in 

green).

Example 2. Figure 12 shows a sudden increase of the total 
vibration levels during a deceleration phase. This is also 
another kind of abnormal behavior which was not detected 
at first because the system was not able to differentiate 
between main accelerations and deceleration (begin or end 
of the run), but as soon as we enter this information as a 
context observation the detection is fixed.

Figure 12: A sudden augmentation of vibration was detected 
by vibration sensors (red and blue) during a deceleration 

(shaft speed in green).

4.2. Conclusion

The work was tested on data obtained during the 6 months 
of experimentation. The PFA indicators were computed on 
observed data with the prerequisite identification of all the 
real abnormalities referenced in the logbook. Then new 
simulated defects compatible with the real observations 
were artificially added to the data at known random 
positions on the signals. A false alarm rate of PFA=1.3% 
and a detection rate of POD=78% were obtained on high 
speed rotation clusters. On low speed clusters, too much 
variability of the endogenous variables was observed to give 
conclusive results. More work will be done on the 
identification of specific recurrent clusters, but in any cases 
the algorithm may still be used if some standard states are 
defined, and if one asks the pilot to reach those states at the 
beginning of each run.

Another model should also be defined for non-stationary 
measurements because some known difficulties may arise 
when the bench crosses a vibration mode during a transient 
phase such as acceleration or deceleration.

NOMENCLATURE

BIC Bayesian Information Criterion
LASSO Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection 

Operator
FADEC Full Authority Digital Engine Control
OSA-CBM Open Systems Architecture for Condition-based 

Maintenance
PFA Probability of False Alarm
POD Probability Of Detection
SAMANTA Snecma Algorithm Maturation And Test 

Application
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ABSTRACT 

The application of PHM (Prognostics and Health 

Monitoring) techniques can provide a wide range of benefits 

to aircraft operators. Since the primary goal of PHM 

systems is to estimate the health state of components and 

equipments, as well as forecasting their RUL (Remaining 

Useful Life), they are often closely associated with the 

reduction in the number of unscheduled maintenance tasks. 

Indeed, the avoidance of unscheduled maintenance is a very 

important factor, but this technology may potentially lead to 

considerable further savings in other fields. The usage of 

PHM information by the logistics team for spare parts 

inventory control is a good example to illustrate that a PHM 

system can potentially provide benefits for other teams 

besides the maintenance team. The purpose of this work is 

to present a comparison between two different inventory 

control policies for non-repairable parts in terms of average 

total cost required and service level achieved. The well 

known [R, Q] (re-order point, economic order quantity) 

inventory model will be used as a reference. This model will 

be compared with a model based on information obtained 

from a PHM system. Discrete event simulation will be used 

in order to simulate and assess the performance of both 

models. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

PHM technology is recognized by the members of the 

aeronautical sector such as aircraft operators, MRO 

(Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul) service providers, 

aircraft manufacturers and OEMs (Original Equipment 

Manufacturers) as a relevant tool that may lead to important 

competitive advantages such as reduction in operational cost 

and increase in fleet reliability. However, quantifying PHM 

benefits is not a simple task. Hess, Frith and Suarez (2006) 

stated that cost-benefit models are the key to estimate the 

value of PHM technology. 

In order to demonstrate the benefit of PHM technologies, 

many cost-benefit models have been proposed (Hess et al., 

2006; Luna, 2009; Sandborn & Wilkinson, 2007; Feldman, 

Jazouli & Sandborn, 2009). Some of these works (Luna, 

2009; Sandborn & Wilkinson, 2007) comprise discrete-

event simulation models. 

The objective of these models is to simulate the behavior of 

the maintenance or logistics departments when a PHM 

system is available for a set of components. Such models 

can be divided basically into three blocks: Fleet simulation, 

decision making and cost evaluation (Rodrigues, Gomes, 

Bizarria, Galvão & Yoneyama, 2010). Figure 1 shows how 

each simulation block interacts with others. 

 

Figure 1. Simulation block diagram 

 

 

__________________________________________ 

Rodrigues, L. R. et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the 

terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, 

which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any 

medium, provided the original author and source are credited. 
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The fleet simulation block comprises a simulation of a set of 

components that are monitored by a PHM system. Failures 

are inserted in the simulation based on historical rates and 

the PHM system is assumed to anticipate a given number of 

failures by providing PDFs (Probability Density Functions) 

of failure instant. 

Based on that information, the decision making block is 

responsible for defining which actions should be taken in a 

certain moment in time. The logic of the decision making 

block depends on the activities covered by the simulation. 

When the maintenance planning is simulated, the decision 

making block can define the best time and the best location 

to perform maintenance. If logistics department is 

simulated, the decision making block can define the best 

moment to place a new purchase order for spare parts and 

the ideal number of spare parts to be acquired. 

The cost evaluation block computes the total cost resulting 

from the actions taken during the simulation. Usually, this 

cost is compared to the cost obtained by using a 

conventional model in order to quantify the benefits due to 

the PHM system. 

This work presents a spare parts inventory control policy for 

non-repairable items. The proposed policy is based on the 

health condition information obtained from a PHM system. 

A discrete event simulation is performed in order to 

compute the costs associated with the implementation of the 

proposed method. A comparison between the proposed 

method and the classical [R, Q] inventory control model is 

made in terms of average total cost required and service 

level achieved. 

2. PHM BASIC CONCEPTS 

PHM can be defined as the ability of assessing the health 

state, predicting impending failures and forecasting the 

expected RUL of a component or system based on a set of 

measurements collected from the aircraft systems 

(Vachtsevanos, Lewis, Roemer, Hess & Wu, 2006). It 

comprises a set of techniques which use analysis of 

measurements to assess the health condition and predict 

impending failures of monitored equipment or system. 

The main goal of a PHM system is to estimate the health 

state of the monitored equipment and forecast when a failure 

is expected to occur (Roemer, Byington, Kacprzynski & 

Vachtsevanos, 2005). In order to accomplish this task, it is 

necessary to collect a set of data from the aircraft. The 

choice of the parameters that will be recorded is based on 

the type of equipment/system to be monitored (hydraulic, 

electronic, mechanic, structural, etc.) and the failure modes 

that shall be covered by the PHM system. These factors also 

guide the data collection specification (sample rate, flight 

phase, etc.). 

 

A health monitoring algorithm must be developed for each 

monitored system. Each algorithm processes the relevant 

data and generates a degradation index that indicates how 

degraded the monitored system is. A degradation index can 

be generated for each flight leg or for a defined period of 

time (a day, a week, etc.). 

In many cases it is possible to establish a threshold that 

defines the system failure. When the failure threshold is 

known, it is possible to extrapolate the curve generated by 

the evolution of the degradation index over time and 

estimate a time interval in which the failure is likely to 

occur (Leão, Yoneyama, Rocha & Fitzgibbon, 2008; 

Kacprzynski, Roemer & Hess, 2002). This estimation is 

usually represented as a probability density function, as 

illustrated in Figure 2. Due to the operational characteristics 

of some equipment – such as tires and the braking system – 

it can be useful to express the remaining useful life in terms 

of flight cycles. There is always a confidence level 

associated with the predicted time interval. 
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Figure 2. Degradation evolution and instant of failure 

prediction 

 

The term IVHM (Integrated Vehicle Health Management) is 

commonly used when the information generated by a PHM 

system is used as decision support tool. IVHM can be 

defined as the ability of making appropriate decisions in 

both strategic and tactic levels based on 

diagnostics/prognostics information, available resources, 

logistics information and operational demand in order to 

optimize the efficiency of operation (Puttini, 2009). 
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3. CLASSICAL INVENTORY MODELS 

Failure events occur during fleet operation and spare parts 

must be available to keep aircraft flying. To deal with these 

failure events and avoid AOG (Aircraft on Ground) 

situations, aircraft operators have to maintain a spare parts 

inventory. An inventory control program must be 

implemented in order to fulfill the highest possible number 

of spare parts demand at the least possible cost. 

There is a set of classical inventory control models 

described in literature that can be used to establish an 

inventory policy. Most of these models define an inventory 

policy based on total cost minimization. Inventory cost can 

be broken down into the following factors (Ballou, 2006; 

Hillier & Lieberman, 2005): 

Ordering Cost 

The cost of ordering an amount of Q spare parts is presented 

in Eq. (1). It is composed by two main components: The 

acquisition cost C (directly proportional to the amount 

ordered) and a constant term K representing the 

administrative cost of placing a new purchase order. 

 

QCKQOC ⋅+=)(  (1) 

 

Where OC is the ordering cost, Q is the number of spare 

parts to be purchased, K is the administrative cost and C is 

the unit cost. 

Holding Cost 

Holding cost is also known as storage cost and represents 

the aggregated cost related to the storage of the inventory 

until it is used. It comprises the cost of capital tied up, 

warehouse space leasing, insurance, obsolescence, 

protection, inventory management labor, etc. 

The holding cost can be computed either continuously or on 

a period-by-period basis. In the latter case, the cost may be a 

function of the maximum quantity held during the period, 

the average amount held, or the quantity in inventory at the 

end of the period. If holding cost is computed continuously, 

it can be calculate as indicated in Eq. (2). 

 

∫ ⋅= dttXHHC )(  (2) 

 

Where HC is the holding cost, H is the holding cost per unit 

per unit of time held in inventory and X(t) is the number of 

spare parts held in inventory at instant t. In some cases, H is 

defined as a fraction of the unit cost. 

Stockout Cost 

Stockout cost is the cost of not having a spare part on hand 

when it is needed. In the event of a failure, if the failed 

component cannot be replaced due to the lack of a spare 

part, it may result in an AOG situation. In this case, the 

stockout cost represents the losses in the aircraft operator’s 

revenue related to the aircraft unavailability. 

Some aircraft operators outsource the spare part inventory 

management. In this case, the stockout cost is also known as 

penalty cost and represents possible contractual penalties for 

the inventory owner. Indirect costs such as company 

reputation and damage to customer relationship may also be 

included as part of the stockout cost. 

Inventory simulation can adopt two different scenarios for 

stockout costs. In the first scenario, when a spare part is 

required and there are no spares on hand, the aircraft with 

the failed component remains unavailable until the 

inventory is replenished and demand for the failed 

component can be satisfied. This scenario is called 

backlogging. 

In the second scenario, when a spare part is required and 

there are no spares on hand, the inventory is no longer 

responsible for satisfying that specific demand. In this 

scenario, this demand is considered to be met by a priority 

shipment. This scenario is called no backlogging. 

In this work, the backlogging scenario is considered. The 

stockout cost is given by: 

 

∫ ⋅= dttYPSC )(  (3) 

 

Where SC is the stockout cost, P is the stockout cost (or 

penalty cost) per unit per unit of time and Y(t) is the number 

of spare parts requests not satisfied by the inventory at 

instant t. Sometimes, P is defined as a fraction of the unit 

cost. 

3.1. Deterministic Models and Stochastic Models 

Inventory models can be divided in two categories: 

Deterministic models and stochastic models, according to 

whether the demand for a specific period is known or is a 

random variable having a known probability distribution 

(Hillier & Lieberman, 2005). 

Deterministic inventory models are used when the demand 

for future periods can be forecast with good precision. An 

inventory policy can be developed in order to satisfy all 

spare parts requests. 
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On the other hand, when it is not possible to forecast future 

demand with acceptable precision, stochastic inventory 

models are used. These models assume that future demand 

is a random variable having a known probability 

distribution. The inventory policy is designed based on the 

service level desired. Service level is the percentage of spare 

parts requests that are satisfied immediately. 

In this work, demand is considered to be stochastic with a 

normal distribution. 

3.2. Continuous Review and Periodic Review 

Another common classification for inventory control models 

refers to whether the current inventory level is monitored 

continuously or periodically (Ballou, 2006). 

In continuous review models, a reorder point is defined as 

the quantity that triggers the need for a new order. Then a 

new order is placed as soon as the stock level falls down to 

the reorder point. 

In periodic review models, a maximum inventory level is 

defined and the current inventory level is checked at discrete 

intervals, e.g., at the end of each week or month. A new 

order is placed every time the inventory level is checked in 

order to replenish it to its maximum value. 

In this work, the inventory level will be continuously 

monitored. 

3.3. The [R, Q] Model 

A continuous review inventory policy for a specific 

component normally will be based on two critical numbers: 

The reorder point (R) and the order quantity (Q). That is the 

reason for calling this the [R, Q] model. In this model, 

whenever the effective stock level of the component drops 

to R units, an order for Q more units is placed to replenish 

the inventory. The effective stock is the total of spare parts 

in the warehouse and replenishments ordered but not yet 

received. 

In this work, a [R, Q] model will be simulated and the 

results will be compared with the results obtained when the 

proposed model used. The assumptions of the [R, Q] model 

used in this work are described as follows: 

 

• Each [R, Q] model establishes the policy for a single 

component. 

• The inventory level is under continuous review. 

• There is a lead time between when the order is placed 

and when the order quantity is received. This lead time 

is considered to be fixed. 

• The demand for withdrawing units from inventory 

during the lead time is uncertain. However, the 

probability distribution of demand is known. 

• If a stockout occurs before the order is received, the 

excess demand is backlogged, so that the backorders are 

filled once the inventory is replenished. 

• A fixed administrative cost K is incurred each time an 

order is placed (as described in Eq. (1)).  

• There is no discount for large quantity order. 

• A certain holding cost H is incurred for each unit in 

inventory per unit time. 

• When a stockout occurs, a stockout cost P is incurred for 

each unit backordered per unit time until the backorder 

is filled. 

 

To simulate an inventory model based on this policy, the 

only decisions to be made are to choose R and Q. The 

expression used to calculate Q is the EOQ (Economic Order 

Quantity) formula (Hillier & Lieberman, 2005): 

 

PH

PHKD
Q

⋅

+⋅⋅⋅
=

)(2
 (4) 

 

Where Q is the quantity of spare parts to be purchased when 

a new order is placed, D is the average demand per unit of 

time, K is the administrative cost of placing an order, H is 

the holding cost per unit per unit of time held in inventory 

and P is the stockout cost per unit per unit of time. 

The reorder point R is determined based on the desired 

service level (SL). In this model, service level is related to 

the probability that a stockout will not occur between the 

time an order is placed and it is received (called lead time). 

A managerial decision needs to be made on the desired 

service level. Since the demand probability distribution is 

known, R is chosen so that the area under the demand curve 

is at least equal to the defined service level. The procedure 

to determine R is illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Reorder point definition for the [R, Q] model 

 

3.4. Extensions of the EOQ Model 

Several works exploring the EOQ formula and some 

extensions have been published by the Operational Research 

community over the last decades (Syntetos, Boyland & 

Disney, 2009). In most of these works, continuous demand 

is considered (Yong, Ying & Bing, 2011). Other techniques 

such as Lot for Lot Ordering (Omar & Supadi, 2003), 

Wagner-Within Algorithm (Wagner & Whitin, 1958), Least 

Period Cost Model (Ho, Chang & Solis, 2006) and Silver-

Meal Algorithm (Omar & Deris, 2001) are also applied to 

deal with discrete demand problems. 

Although demand for spare parts presents characteristics 

similar to a discrete pattern, many studies consider the 

assumption that spare parts demand is continuous and apply 

the EOQ formula (Sakaguchi & Kodama, 2009). It happens 

because the EOQ model is very easy to understand and 

simple to implement, while most of techniques developed to 

deal with discrete demand are complex and hard to 

implement. 

Wongmongkolrit and Rassameethes (2011) proposed a 

modification to the EOQ model in order to adapt it to be 

used in discrete demand problems. 

4. PROPOSED MODEL 

This section describes the proposed model to control the 

spare parts inventory for a non-repairable item. All 

assumptions listed on section 3.3 for the [R, Q] model are 

valid for the proposed model, which also considers the 

following assumption: 

 

• The proposed model receives information from a PHM 

system that systematically monitors the health status of 

the items installed on the fleet. 

 

It can be noticed that the set of assumptions considered by 

the proposed model is very similar to the set of assumptions 

of the classical [R, Q] model presented in the previous 

section. In fact, the proposed model is essentially a [R, Q] 

model, but it differs from the classical [R, Q] model in how 

the reorder point R is calculated. 

In the classical model, reorder point R is fixed. It is only 

necessary to calculate R at the beginning of simulation 

because it does not change unless desired service level or 

demand probability distribution change during the 

simulation. 

However, in the proposed model, reorder point is obtained 

based on the information received from the PHM system. 

Since in this work PHM information is considered to be 

updated on a daily basis, the reorder point R will be also 

updated at the same rate. 

Figure 4 illustrates the procedure to calculate the reorder 

point R for the proposed model. Since the reorder point is 

systematically updated, it will called R(t). 

 

Time
Lead Time

Component 1 

Component 2

Component 3

t+LTt
Time

Lead Time

Component 1 

Component 2

Component 3

t+LTt

 

Figure 4. Reorder point definition for the proposed model 

 

Let’s assume that t is the current day and the curves showed 

in Figure 4 are the instant of failure probability density 

functions given by a PHM system for three similar 

components. The reorder point R(t) must be calculated in 

order to define whether a new order must be placed or not. 

An order placed on day t will be delivered on day t+LT, 

where LT is the lead time. The proposed model will 

calculate R(t) based on the probability that each component 

will fail before instant t+LT. These probabilities correspond 

to the gray area under each probability density function in 

Figure 4. 
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It can be seen that component 1 has a probability 80% of 

failing before instant t+LT. The probabilities for 

components 2 and 3 fail before instant t+LT are, 

respectively, 50% and 10%. 

Based on this information, the model calculates the 

probability of N components fail before instant t+LT. For 

instance, in the example above the probability of all three 

components to fail before instant t+LT is obtained by 

multiplying the probability of each component to fail before 

instant t+LT (i.e. 80% x 50% x 10% = 4%). The complete 

fail probability table for this example is shown in Table 1. 

 

Number of 

failures 

(N) 

Probability that 

exactly N failures 

will occur before 

instant t+LT  

Probability that 

at most N failures 

will occur before 

instant t+LT 

0 9% 9% 

1 46% 55% 

2 41% 96% 

3 4% 100% 

Table 1. Fail probability table 

 

The fail probability table and the desired service level are 

used to define the reorder point R(t). Let’s suppose that the 

desired service level for this example is 95%. The last 

column on the right in Table 1 shows that if there are 2 

spare parts in inventory, there will be a probability of 96% 

that stockout will not occur. In other words, having 2 spare 

parts on the inventory corresponds to a service level of 96% 

(higher than the desired 95%). Since 2 is the lowest number 

of spare parts that satisfies the service level requirements, 

the reorder point R(t) is 2. 

The EOQ formula will be used to calculate the number of 

parts to be purchased in the proposed model. The only 

difference between the proposed model and the classical [R, 

Q] model will be reorder point calculation. 

5. SIMULATION 

The spare part inventory control simulation is described in 

this section. As mentioned earlier, a comparison will be 

made between the classical [R, Q] model described in 

section 3 and the proposed model based on information 

obtained from a PHM system described in section 4. 

In order to compare the performance of both inventory 

models, two identical fleets will be simulated. The classical 

[R, Q] model will be used to control the spare part inventory 

of the first fleet, while the other fleet will have its spare part 

inventory controlled by the proposed model. 

5.1. Scenario Description 

The spare parts logistic network considered in the 

simulation is illustrated in Figure 5. There is only one 

supplier and the spare parts are held in only one warehouse. 

 

Supplier

Warehouse

Aircraft

Discard

Supplier

Warehouse

Aircraft

Discard
 

Figure 5. Spare parts logistic network 

 

Spare parts enter the system when a new order is placed. 

Supplier always delivers the spare parts to the warehouse. 

Even if there is an aircraft waiting for the part, it is sent to 

the warehouse and then to the aircraft. There is a lead time 

between when the order is placed and when the order 

quantity is received. 

When a failure occurs and a component has to be replaced, a 

spare part is supplied by the warehouse. Since components 

are considered to be non-repairable, faulty components are 

discarded. 

If a failure occurs and there is no spare parts at the 

warehouse, the aircraft with the faulty component waits the 

next spare part delivery. 

5.2. Simulation Parameters 

In order to run the simulation, there are some parameters 

that must be set. A list of the parameters used during the 

simulation is shown in Table 2. 
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Parameter Value  Unit 

Administrative Cost (K) 50 
Monetary Units 

(M.U.) 

Unit Cost (C) 500 M.U. 

Holding Cost (H) 1 
M.U. per day 

per unit 

Stockout Cost (P) 5 
M.U. per day 

per unit 

Fleet Size 10 Aircraft 

Lead Time 15 Days 

MTBF 180 Days 

MTBF Standard Deviation 30 Days 

Simulation Step 1 Day 

Simulated 

Period of Time 
15 Years 

Table 2. Simulation parameters 

 

5.3. Simulation Results 

Five different service levels were defined (80%, 85%, 90%, 

95% and 99%) and for each service level 15 simulations 

were run for each model (classical and proposed). 

For the classical model, the economic order quantity Q is 3 

units, calculated using Equation 4. The average demand 

used to calculate Q is the fleet size divided by the MTBF 

(Mean Time Between Failures). As mentioned earlier, the 

economic order quantity Q does not depend on the desired 

service level. 

On the other hand, the reorder point R changes according to 

the service level. Figure 6 illustrates an example of how 

inventory level changed over time for the classical [R, Q] 

model during a period of 300 days. In Figure 6, the desired 

service level is 80% and the calculated reorder point is 0.84 

units. In real systems, the reorder point is commonly 

rounded up. In this work, decimal values were kept. 

When the effective stock (dashed green) is lower than the 

reorder point R (dotted red), a new order of 3 units is placed. 

The ordered units are immediately added to the effective 

stock (dashed green). The stock on hand (solid blue), 

however, only receives the ordered units after the lead time. 

As mentioned earlier, in the proposed model the EOQ 

formula is used. So, the economic order quantity Q for the 

proposed model is also 3 units for all service levels 

considered in the simulation. The reorder point R(t) is 

updated on a daily basis according to the information 

received from the PHM system. Figure 7 shows an example 

of how inventory level changed over time for the proposed 

model during a period of 300 days. 

The desired service level in Figure 7 is 80%. When the 

effective stock (dashed green) is lower than the reorder 

point R(t) (dotted red), 3 spare parts are ordered. These 

spare parts are immediately added to the effective stock and, 

after the lead time, they are added to the stock on hand 

(solid blue). 
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Figure 6. Inventory level evolution for the classical [R, Q] model 
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Figure 7. Inventory level evolution for the proposed model 

 

For each simulation, the total cost required and the achieved 

service level were recorded for both classical and proposed 

models. Total costs are composed by ordering costs, holding 

costs and stockout costs. The results are shown in Figure 8. 

For all desired service levels, the proposed model presented 

a lower average total cost. For high service levels, the better 

performance of the proposed model is more evident. 

Figure 9 shows another comparison between the average 

total cost obtained during simulation of both classical [R, Q] 

model and the proposed model, where each cost component 

(ordering cost, holding cost and stockout cost) can be 

observed separately. For each service level in Figure 9, the 

bar on the left shows the average total cost obtained with the 

classical [R, Q] model, while the bar on the right shows the 

average total cost obtained with the proposed model. 

For all service levels considered in this work, the average 

ordering cost obtained with both classical [R, Q] model and 

the proposed model were very similar. This result was 

expected, since the EOQ formula was used by the two 

models to determine the number of spare parts to be 

ordered. The average stockout cost values obtained with the 

two models were also very similar. 

On the other hand, when the average holding costs obtained 

by simulating the two models are compared, it can be 

noticed that the proposed model allowed reducing this cost 

component in all service levels considered during the 

simulation. 
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Figure 8. Total cost comparison 

 

 

Figure 9. Average total cost components comparison 
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The proposed model differs from the classical [R, Q] model 

only in how the reorder point is calculated. This parameter 

determines when new spare parts shall be ordered and 

affects directly the average inventory level and the average 

holding cost. The information obtained by the PHM system 

allowed predicting future demands with better accuracy. 

Since parts are purchased closer to the instant when they 

will be used, the average period of time they stay in stock is 

reduced. Consequently, the average holding cost incurred is 

also reduced when compared to the classical [R, Q] model. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented a new inventory control model for 

non-repairable items, based on health condition data 

obtained from a PHM system. 

The results obtained by simulating the proposed model and 

a classical inventory control model showed that the 

proposed model allows satisfying a defined service level 

with a lower average total cost. For high service levels, the 

proposed model showed itself even more efficient. 

Future investigation could extend the idea presented in this 

paper by adapting the model to be used for repairable parts. 

Another opportunity to extend this work is to explore the 

performance of the proposed model when spare part 

inventories for multiple items are simultaneously controlled. 
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ABSTRACT 

The initial installation of a condition monitoring system 

(CMS) on a utility scale wind turbine produced a number of 

unexpected results. The CMS was installed on the 

TechnoCentre éolien Repower MM92. The installation 

allowed testing of a MEMS (microelecctromechanical 

system) based sensor technology and allowed and in-depth 

analysis of vibration data and revolutions per minute (RPM) 

data. A large 3/revolution effect, due to tower shadow and 

wind shear, required the development of an enhanced time 

synchronous average algorithm. The ability to easily 

measured changes in main rotor RPM, as a result of tower 

shadow and wind shear phenomenology, may also facilitate 

the detection of icing or blade pitch error.   

1. INTRODUCTION 

NRG System in collaborative partnership with 

TechnoCentre éolien, installed a CMS on a 2.05 MW 

Repower MM92 at the TechnoCentre‟s northern wind 

energy research location in Rivière-au-Renard. CMS allows 

operations and maintenance professionals to dramatically 

lower their costs by accurately predicting when components 

in the turbine‟s drive train are likely to fail months in 

advance. Maintenance and crane calls can then be scheduled 

at the most optimal time, such as during the low-wind 

season.  

The goal of this collaboration is to validate the performance 

of a new CMS architecture and gain experience of CMS on 

a wind turbine. During the validation processes, both raw 

and processed data is available to NRG System and the 

TechnoCenter. The CMS installation consisted of: 

 A two axis, low speed (1000 mv/g) MEMS 

accelerometer, used for measuring nacelle motion, 

 Seven, High Speed (50 mv/g, 0-32 KHz) MEMS 

accelerometers for drivetrain monitoring, 

 One tachometer (smart sensor), and 

 A local data concentrator, which provides sensor 

control, temporary data storage, and Ethernet 

access. 

The CMS was installed on a Repower MM92. This wind 

turbine uses a three stage, planetary gearbox with a total 

shaft rate increase of approximately 1:96. Power is 

generated from a double feed induction machine, allows the 

main shaft input rates to vary from 7 to 15 revolutions per 

minute (RPM, or 0.11 to 0.25 Hz). The CMS was 

configured to perform an acquisition every 10 minutes, and 

down load raw vibration data every 6 hours. 

Most industrial accelerometers have an operational range 

from 2 Hz to 10 KHz. The rates and frequencies associated 

with many of the gearbox components are below this rate. In 

order to do analysis on these components, the CMS used 

MEMS based accelerometers instead of traditional lead 

zirconate titanate (PZT) based accelerometers. The CMS‟s 

MEMS devices have a response to DC, which makes them 

appropriate for this application. 

It was important to validate this CMS on an operational 

wind turbine in that may many of the technologies have 

never before been implement in a CMS. For example, the 

CMS, in addition to validating MEMS accelerometers 

performance:  

 Tested new packaging design using conductive 

plastics to lower packaging cost of the sensor 

(approximately 1/7 cost of stainless steel 

packages), 

 Implemented all of the condition indicator (CI) 

processing and analysis (such as the time 

synchronous average, gear analysis (residual, 

energy operator, narrowband/amplitude 

_____________________ 
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modulation/frequency modulation) and bearing 

envelope analysis) on the sensors themselves. 

 Implemented a smart tachometer sensor which 

passed zero crossing data to all of the vibration 

sensors so that they can perform the shaft, gear and 

bearing analysis 

 A bused sensor system to reduce the weight and 

cost of harnessing, and 

 A cloud based user display, again to lower the 

setup and maintenance cost to the user.  

 A true prognostic capability by providing an 

estimate of the remaining useful life of a 

component based on a physics of failure model. 

Ultimately, it is anticipated that such architectures will 

deliver world class diagnostics/prognostic performance at a 

fraction of the cost of traditional, “star” architecture CMS 

using PZT accelerometers.  

1.1. System Considerations with Using MEMS 

The newest generation of MEMS accelerometers offers 

performance that in many cases is superior to traditional 

PZT devices if it is packaged correctly. MEMS 

accelerometers sense changes in capacitance, based on 

distance from a reference, instead of charge (piezoelectric 

effect) due to shear. Because of this physically different way 

to measure acceleration, these devices can measure from DC 

to 32 KHz. However, since MEMS accelerometers are 

capacitive sensor (vibration changes sensor capacitance, 

which is proportional to voltage), they are sensitive to 

electromagnetic interference (PZT have better 

electromagnetic noise immunity). As such, to ensure 

performance near a large generator, they must be packaged 

with an analog to digital converter at the sensor.  

One disadvantage of MEMS accelerometers is that they are 

noisier than PZT accelerometers. The power spectral density 

of a typical accelerometer at 1 KHz is 10 to 190 g/ Hz (see 

Analog). Compare this to a wideband MEMS device, such 

as Analog Devices ADXL001 with 4mg/ Hz, or 

approximately 2 to 40 times noisier. That said, from a 

system perspective the data acquisition, processing and 

condition indicator (CI) generation gives significant process 

gain and a large reduction in noise.  

As an example, a typical shaft analysis would result in a 

time synchronous average (TSA, Randal 2011, McFadden 

1994) of length 8196 for 20 revolutions. The reduction in 

non-synchronous noise (part of which is accelerometer self 

noise) is the product of the process gain due to the TSA 

(1/ rev or 0.2236) and the noise reduction of the spectrum 

of the TSA (1/ (length/2) or 0.011), which in total is 0.0025 

* the spectral density. This reduction is more than adequate 

for most CMS analysis. It was observed that use of a MEMS 

accelerometer does not significantly degrade the ability to 

detect component fault given the process gain of the CMS 

analysis. 

1.2. Opportunities for Using MEMS 

The MEMS accelerometer was packaged with the analog-to-

digital converter (ADC) because it is sensitive to 

electromagnetic interference. This necessitates RAM to 

store the vibration data during the acquisition, a 

microcontroller to drive the ADC, and a receiver/transmitter 

to move data. By selecting a microcontroller with a floating 

point unit, it was possible to perform all of the processing of 

the vibration data on the sensor.  

The sensor, when finished processing (about 20 seconds) 

sends condition indicator data to the local data concentrator. 

This greatly reduced to the overall system cost of the system 

by allowing the use of low cost microcontrollers vs. higher 

cost Intel or ARM based processors. 

1.3. Tachometer Function 

Because vibration processing is done locally at the sensor, 

the sensor will need zero crossing data to perform analysis 

on the components that it monitors. The zero crossing data 

is used for calculation of the time synchronous average.  

A tachometer sensor was developed that, instead of sending 

the digitized output of the Hall Effect speed sensor, 

measured the zero crossing times (ZCT). The ZCT was then 

broadcast by the tachometer sensor to all vibration sensors 

on the network. The output of the Hall Effect speed sensor 

was tied to the microcontroller general purpose input/oupt 

(GPIO) pin. When the GPIO pin went high, the 

microcontroller measured the time from the last interrupt. 

The clock on the microcontroller was 100 MHz, with a jitter 

20 parts per million.  

2. INITIAL VETTING AND VERIFICATION 

Following the installation in early December 2011, the CMS 

was evaluated to ensure: 

 That the system MEMS based sensors were 

measuring vibration data, 

 That the configuration was correct, and processing 

appropriate for Shaft, Gear and Bearing condition 

indicators. 

The CMS was configured to acquire data for 40 seconds. As 

noted, the generator is a variable speed system: a lower limit 

of 11,000 rpm was set on the CMS to ensure that the CI 

collected would be taken at similar torque/rpm values. This 

gave a range of 7 to 12 revolutions on main rotor. At the 

high speed side (total gearbox ratio of 1:96) the output shaft 

and generator has 105 to 150 revolutions.  
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2.1.  MEMS Accelerometer Accuracy 

There was an initial concern that the MEMS accelerometer 

would be too noisy to accurately measure the vibration on 

the gearbox. Shaker table testing found that the MEMS 

accelerometers where typically within 2% error. This testing 

was conducted at higher frequencies and G values (needed 

because of the feedback system on the shaker itself) than 

would be seen on the planetary section of the wind turbine. 

 

Figure 1 Comparison of Co-Located Sensor (1000 mv/g vs. 

50 mv/g) 

Two sensors where co-located on the main bearing of the 

turbine. The first sensor was a low frequency (0-20 Hz) 

sensor, 1000 mv/g, sampled at 1KHz. The second sensor 

was a high frequency (0-32 KHz) sensor, 50.4 mv/g, 

sampled at 3.3 Hz. This gives a time synchronous average 

(TSA) length of 32768 points.  Over the course of the 

winter, a large SO1 values was measured on both sensors 

(and on the planetary carrier sensor as well). It was 

suspected that this was an icing event, which was 

subsequently confirmed (Figure 2). Because this was real 

signal, the SO1 between the two sensors should be seen and 

were compared to see how the high frequency (low gain) 

sensor performed relative to the more accurate, low 

frequency sensor (Figure 1). 

The SO1 values were calculated from TSA with only 7 

revolutions, at a shaft rate of .25 Hz. The correlation 

between the two sensors was 0.98, with a 4% bias error in 

the high frequency sensor. The RMS error is 5e-4 Gs. This 

is remarkable performance in detecting low G signals at low 

frequency. More so in that the high speed sensor is 

operating at only 0.007% of full range. This suggests that 

the MEMS accelerometers are capable of detecting gear 

faults in the planetary section of the gearbox.  

 

 

Figure 2 Icing on Wind Turbine Blade 

2.2. Tachometer and Main Rotor Speed Variation 

It was immediately noted that the main rotor had large 

variations in speed over the 40 second acquisition. Because 

of the extremely low shaft rate (0.18 to .25 Hz), the 

acquisition must be extended long enough to capture an 

imbalance on the main rotor. Additionally, an acquisition on 

the Ring/Carrier/Planets must be long enough to generate 

valid TSA (admittedly, 7 revolutions is not a large number 

of revolutions).  Because of the large variance in wind 

speed, it was found that variation in main rotor RPM 

average 0.5%. Some acquisitions had variations in RPM of 

greater than 2.5% (Figure 3). 

These large variations in shaft speeds will be propagated 

throughout the gearbox, with the effect being greatest on the 

low speed shafts/gears. This is because the higher speed 

shafts require smaller acquisition times. As noted, the high 

speed shaft, which is turning 95.9 times faster than the low 

speed shaft, requires significantly less time to get one 

revolution. In fact, a six second acquisition results in 150 

revolutions of the shaft. 

Without some method to normalize the variation in shaft 

rate, there will be smearing in the spectrum (Figure 4). This 

example is taken from the planetary carrier sensor, where 

the 123 tooth ring gear frequency is clearly present at 27.2 

Hz. There are three planets, and which will result in 

sidebands at 26.53 and 27.86 Hz (+/-3 * shaft rate, which 

for this acquisition was 0.22 Hz). In the Figure 4 subplots, 

the spectral representation of the raw spectrum is smeared. 

At higher harmonics (2
nd

 harmonic at 54.4 Hz, and 3
rd

 

harmonic at 81.6Hz), the raw spectrum is hardly greater 

than the base noise. 
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Figure 3 Examples of Main Rotor Speed Variations 

This is in comparison to the TSA spectrum, which clearly 

shows the expected sidebands. Since many gear fault 

algorithms are based on the ratio of the gear mesh frequency 

to its sideband, without normalization, the ability to detect 

gear fault on the lower speed shaft is greatly reduced. 

 

Figure 4 Comparison of Spectrum of TSA vs. Spectrum of 

Raw Vibration Data 

2.3. The Need for Improved an TSA 

The observant reader will note that in Figure 3, there is a 

ripple in the rotor speed. On closer observation (Figure 5), it 

is seen that there is a 3/revolution change in RPM overlaid 

on the RPM change as a result of changes in wind speed. 

This phenomenology has been observed (Dolan, 2006) by 

wind turbine controls and power conversion engineers. 

These 3/rev oscillations are important from their perspective 

since they could have wide ranging effects on control 

systems and power quality. In systems connected directly to 

the grid, these torque oscillations could affect of grid power 

quality. For systems interfaced to the grid through 

converters, these torque oscillations would be more 

important in terms of converter control. 

 

Figure 5 Example 3/Rev Torque Ripple 

This torque ripple is the result of tower shadow and wind 

shear. Tower shadow occurs because the wind flow directly 

in front of the tower is stalled. As the blade passes in front 

of the tower at the bottom of the arc, it generates less lift 

which reduces the torque on the hub. Wind shear occurs 

because air is a viscous fluid: wind speed increases with 

height. As the blade reaches the top of the rotor arch, the 

blade generates more lift which increases the torque on the 

hub.  

From a condition monitoring perspective, there has been no 

reporting of this shaft behavior. This could have deleterious 

effects on the performance of the TSA. Typically 

(McFadden (1997), Bechhoefer (2009)) the model for the 

TSA assumes linear increase/decrease in rotor speed. TSA 

using Spline interpolation could control a 1/rev torque 

ripple. The 3/rev torque ripple violates both methodologies. 

This required the development of an “enhanced” TSA 

algorithm. 

Current TSA algorithms uses a tachometer input to calculate 

the time (and number of sampled data points) in one 

revolution of the shaft under analysis.  The sampled data 

points are then re-sampled using linear/spline interpolation. 

In the enhanced TSA algorithm, each revolution was 

partitioned into 16 inter revolution sections, on which the 

data points were re-sampled (Figure 6).  

16 inter revolution sections where used because: 

 From Nyquist, to reconstruct the 3/rev, at least 6 

sub-sections would be needed. 

 The Fourier Transform used in this implementation 

was a Radix-2, thus the TSA always is a power of 

2. To divide evenly, the sub-sections should also be 

a power of 2 
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 Both 8 and 16 inter revolution sections methods 

were tested, the 16 inter revolution section version 

had marginally improved performance (RMS error 

between re-sampled and original data). 

 

Figure 6 Comparison of the 3/Rev change in RPM, vs the 

TSA and "Enhanced" TSA 

For example, the TSA for the carrier sensor, based on a .22 

Hz shaft rate and a sample rate of 3296 sps, had 32768 data 

points. For each of the 16 inter revolution sections, the 

sampled vibration data was linear interpolated into 2048 

data values.   

In Figure 6, the TSA of the shaft RPM data was taken, and 

the result was de-trended.  This represents the change in 

main rotor RPM over one revolution. The old/current TSA 

algorithm would resample the data linearly between one 

revolution. The enhanced TSA represents the 3/Rev change 

in RPM by “chopping” one revolution into 16 pieces, and 

linearly interpolating. 

 

Figure 7. Difference in Phase Between Old and Enhanced 

TSA 

The enhanced TSA better represents the phase changes of 

the vibration signal better than the original TSA (Figure 7). 

In Figure 7, the two TSA algorithms start and end in phase 

(see subplot 1). However, the difference in phase soon 

becomes apparent. This phase error is similar to jitter, which 

reduces the ability of the FFT to produce an accurate 

spectrum. Similar to the comparison of a raw spectrum with 

a TSA spectrum, the enhanced TSA will show a better 

representation of the gearbox spectrum (Figure 8).  

 

Figure 8 Difference in Spectrum Between Old and 

Enhanced TSA 

Note that the enhanced TSA has more distinct side bands, 

and that the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 harmonics of the ring gear are clearly 

more prominent that in the old/current TSA algorithm. The 

enhanced TSA algorithm itself did not greatly add to the 

processing time. 

2.4. Inline Decimation in the TSA 

There are two contending system issues when selecting the 

accelerometer sample rate. For bearing analysis, one needs 

to sample at a high enough sample rate to capture the 

structural resonance of the bearing. This is needed for 

bearing envelope analysis. For the TSA, one needs to 

sample at a low enough rate such that the length of the TSA 

is less than the maximum allowable FFT length (which is 

32768 data points). 

This becomes a problem for larger wind turbines (2MW and 

greater) where the main shaft rate is a faction of a Hertz. For 

example, consider main shaft with turning at 11 RPM (0.18 

Hertz). For the main and carrier bearing, one would like 

capture the 2 KHz to 2.2 KHz window for bearing analysis. 

This requires sampling at greater than 4.4 KHz. The closest 

sample rate for the CMS is 6104 sps. For this shaft rate, the 

length of the TSA is: 

  (1) 
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This is longer the maximum allowable FFT. The next lower 

sample rate is 3052, but this is too low for the bearing 

analysis.  

Because there is limited processing resources on the sensor, 

an inline low pass filter and decimate capability was added 

to the TSA: 

 If the length of the TSA, n  > 32768, then   

o Decimate = n/32768,  

o Filter coefficients are derived for a 4 

point, FIR filter design, where the 

normalized frequency is 1/Decimate.  

o For Decimation of 2, b = [0.204 0.593 

0.204] 

The flow of the  enhanced TSA algorithm is: 
 
for 1 to # of TSA Revolution 
    for 1 to 16 (the number of sub sections to capture 3/rev 
    interpolate the vector of zero cross times 
    get the change in time between the re-sampled data, dt. 
      for the length of each sub section 
         if decimate = 1 (no decimation) 
             interpolate the data point at 
                 index, index + 1, for time dt. 
         Else  
              Interpolate the data point by filtering  
                 the data point at index -1,0,1 using b 
                 the data point at index 0,1,2 using b 
 

 

Figure 9 Effect on In-line Decimation on TSA Spectrum 

This inline process allows the higher sample rate required 

for bearing analysis, and does not greatly increase the order 

of operations for the TSA algorithm.  It does not affect the 

gear or shaft analysis at all. Shaft analyses measures the 1st, 

2nd and 3rd harmonics (bin 2, 3 and 4 of the TSA FFT), 

while the gear diagnostics, which analysis higher harmonics, 

is improved. This is because of the reduction in higher 

frequency noise (Figure 9). 

The ring gear is 123 teeth, giving the first 5 harmonics (up 

to bin 615). There are additional tones at 2382 through 2782 

(which represent 428 to 500 hz values) are undetermined. 

Above this frequency, the spectrum is measuring broadband 

noise.   

3. VALIDATION OF BEARING FAULT DETECTION WITH 

MEMS ACCELEROMETERS 

There is a concern that the high spectral noise floor of 

MEMS based accelerometers will make them an 

inappropriate sensor for bearing analysis. Early stage (stage 

3) bearing faults have spectral content typically 3 orders or 

magnitude smaller than spectral content of gears or shafts. 

This makes fault detection difficult with even the lowest 

noise PZT accelerometers. To verify the ability to detect 

bearing faults, a test rig was developed on which nominal 

and faulted bearing could be run.  

Both inner and outer races faults were developed. Testing 

was conducted with a shaft rate of 25 Hz, which is 

approximately the rate of wind turbine high speed shaft. The 

load on the bearing was varied from 0, 25, 50, 100, 150, 

200, 250 and 300 lbs of load (the design load of the bearing 

was 1025 lbs.).  Figure 10 is an example of the outer race 

fault. 

 

Figure 10. Example Outer Race Fault 

The outer race bearing fault rate was 80.4 Hz. Envelope 

analysis performed on the sensor was with windows of: 0.5-

1.5 KHz, 2.5-3.5 KHz, 4-5 KHz, 9-10 KHz, 10-11 KHz, 13-

14 KHz, and 22-24 KHz. Surprisingly, the envelope energy 

did not vary greatly with window, and was relatively 

independent of load. For the level of damage (Figure 10), it 

was found that the damage outer race energy was 

approximately 10x the nominal bearing energy and easily 

detected (Figure 11).   

Similar results were obtained for inner race fault. This data 

set will be made available at www.mftp.org. 
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Figure 11 Outer Race Fault Using MEMS Accelerometer 

4. ALGORITHM FOR THE DETECTION OF ICE/BLADE 

PITCH ERROR 

It has been shown that the main rotor is sensitive to both 

tower shadow and wind shear. These phenomena, due to 

changes in blade lift as a result of changes in wind speed, 

could be used to detect difference in lift between each blade. 

For example, if each blade is identical, then the lift 

generated on each blade would be identical at a given angle 

on the hub. This in turn would generate a sinusoidal 

3/revolution change in RPM. The amplitude of the Hilbert 

transform of this 3/rev sinusoid would be nearly constant 

(McFadden, 1986).  

 

Figure 12 Pre/Post Icing Change in RPM 

Consider what would happen if either the blades had icing 

or if the pitch angle of one blade was in error. The lift 

generated by that blade would be less. This blade would 

generate less torque, and as a result, there would a smaller 

increase in RPM due to when coming out of the tower 

shadow or as a result of wind shear.  

Most operators will not allow one to deliberately fault a 

turbine. But, as noted (see Figure 2) icing can occur. Since 

the CMS is down loading raw, time domain data four times 

a day, if one can capture a raw data collection during an 

icing event, one can test the proposed hypothesis. This 

occurred during the January 14 icing even (Figure 12). 

During an icing event, the balance of the rotor can be 

greatly affected. Prior to the icing event, the SO1 imbalance 

was .001Gs (about .25 ips). The peak-2-peak change in 

amplitude of the Hilbert transform of the main rotor RPM 

(AHT) was 0.5 RPM. Just after the icing event, the SO1 

acceleration peaked at 0.14Gs (3.5 ips!) with an AHT of 2.5 

RPM.   

Since blade pitch error is a common cause of 

underperformance in a wind turbine, this potentially could 

be a good indicator of that type of fault. 

CONCLUSIONS  

Condition Monitoring of wind turbines poses some unusual 

requirement on the CMS. The slow shaft rate of the main 

shaft results in low amplitude, low frequency vibrations, 

while the high speed side requires high bandwidth to detect 

gear and bearing faults. This in turn requires the 

development of highly sensitive accelerometer with a 

bandwidth from close to DC (0 Hz) to above 10 KHz. While 

MEMS sensors are typically noisier than PZT 

accelerometers, it was found that the MEMS sensors were 

both accurate, an have low enough spectral noise to capture 

the vibration features on the turbine. This was observed at 

very low signal intensities and frequencies. This would be 

difficult to replicate this performance with a PZT 

accelerometer.  

The extremely low frequencies on the main shaft required 

the development of an in-line decimation enhancement to 

the TSA. This allowed the sample rate of the sensor to be 

high enough for bearing envelope analysis, while limiting 

the length of the TSA to a maximum length of 32768. 

The ability of MEMS accelerometers to diagnose and detect 

stage 3 bearing faults was also validated. 

Other peculiarities of a wind turbine are: 

 The large change in main rotor RPM due to 

changing wind conditions over an acquisition, and 

 A smaller, 3/revolution change in RPM due to 

tower shadow and wind shear.  

This required the development of an enhanced TSA 

algorithm to accurately control the 3/rev change in speed.  
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The ability to detect small changes in main rotor RPM can 

facilitate icing or blade pitch errors. This was demonstrated 

during an icing event. This new algorithm will be deployed 

and verified in the near future. 
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ABSTRACT

Prognostics, which deals with predicting remaining useful
life of components, subsystems, and systems, is a key tech-
nology for systems health management that leads to improved
safety and reliability with reduced costs. The prognostics
problem is often approached from a component-centric view.
However, in most cases, it is not specifically component life-
times that are important, but, rather, the lifetimes of the sys-
tems in which these components reside. The system-level
prognostics problem can be quite difficult due to the increased
scale and scope of the prognostics problem and the rela-
tive lack of scalability and efficiency of typical prognostics
approaches. In order to address these issues, we develop
a distributed solution to the system-level prognostics prob-
lem, based on the concept of structural model decomposi-
tion. The system model is decomposed into independent
submodels. Independent local prognostics subproblems are
then formed based on these local submodels, resulting in a
scalable, efficient, and flexible distributed approach to the
system-level prognostics problem. We provide a formulation
of the system-level prognostics problem and demonstrate the
approach on a four-wheeled rover simulation testbed. The re-
sults show that the system-level prognostics problem can be
accurately and efficiently solved in a distributed fashion.

1. INTRODUCTION

Prognostics is the process of predicting the end of (useful) life
(EOL) and/or the remaining useful life (RUL) of components,
subsystems, or systems. The prognostics problem itself can
be divided into two distinct problems: (i) the estimation prob-
lem, which determines the current state of the system, and (ii)

Matthew Daigle et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, pro-
vided the original author and source are credited.

the prediction problem, which, using the current system state
estimate, computes EOL and/or RUL. In this paper, we focus
on a model-based prognostics approach (Orchard & Vachtse-
vanos, 2009; Daigle & Goebel, 2011b; Saha & Goebel, 2009;
Luo et al., 2008). In model-based prognostics, an underly-
ing model of the system, its components, and how they fail
is leveraged, where health state estimation is formulated as
a joint state-parameter estimation problem, typically using a
filtering approach, and prediction is formulated as a simula-
tion problem (Daigle, Saha, & Goebel, 2012).

To the best of our knowledge, all prognostics research to date
has been focused on individual components, and determining
their EOL and RUL, e.g., (Orchard & Vachtsevanos, 2009;
Saha & Goebel, 2009; Daigle & Goebel, 2011a; Celaya et
al., 2011; Bolander et al., 2010; Luo et al., 2008; Bying-
ton et al., 2004). However, in many cases, the desired infor-
mation is the EOL of the system, which is obtained through
system-level prognostics. Generally, the EOL of a system de-
pends on its constituent components and how they interact.
Approaching this problem from the centralized perspective
becomes very difficult, as common (centralized) prognostics
algorithms may not scale to the system level.

In order to address the problems with centralized approaches,
in recent work, we have developed a distributed model-based
prognostics architecture that allows the decomposition of a
large prognostics problem into several independent local sub-
problems from which local results can be merged into a global
result (Daigle et al., 2011; Daigle, Bregon, & Roychoudhury,
2012). Since each local subproblem can be solved indepen-
dently, each can be assigned to a different processing unit
and be solved in parallel. Such a distributed approach is in
contrast to other proposed distributed prognostics architec-
tures in which the global problem is not decomposed and
the computation is distributed onto multiple processing units,
e.g., (Saha, Saha, & Goebel, 2009). Our distributed approach
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scales well and the resulting subproblems are typically small
and easy to solve, resulting in an efficient and flexible dis-
tributed solution to the prognostics problem. Such an ap-
proach has obvious advantages when applied to the system-
level prognostics problem. In this paper, we formulate the
system-level prognostics problem and propose a solution us-
ing this distributed prognostics framework. We apply our
system-level prognostics approach to a rover testbed and pro-
vide results in simulation to empirically demonstrate and val-
idate the approach.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates
the system-level prognostics problem and overviews the pro-
posed distributed solution. Section 3 describes the estima-
tion problem, and Section 4 describes the prediction problem.
Section 5 presents the rover case study, and shows prognos-
tics results in simulation. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. SYSTEM-LEVEL PROGNOSTICS

While most prognostics approaches focus on individual com-
ponents, in most practical cases it is actually the EOL of the
system that must be determined. With this prediction, the
future usage of the system may be optimally planned to max-
imize system life and to schedule system-wide maintenance
activities. It is often important to take a system-level per-
spective of prognostics, because the degradation of individual
components is often coupled, i.e., the way one component de-
grades is dependent on how a connected component degrades.
This may occur, for example, if one component provides the
inputs to another component, in which case, prognostics of
the latter component cannot be performed in isolation.

In this section, we first define the system-level prognostics
problem. We then introduce the system-level prognostics ap-
proach and architecture using a distributed prognostics frame-
work that is based on structural model decomposition.

2.1. Problem Formulation

The goal of system-level prognostics is the prediction of the
EOL and/or RUL of a system. We assume the system model
may be generally defined as

ẋ(t) = f(t,x(t),θ(t),u(t),v(t)),

y(t) = h(t,x(t),θ(t),u(t),n(t)),

where x(t) ∈ Rnx is the state vector, θ(t) ∈ Rnθ is the
unknown parameter vector, u(t) ∈ Rnu is the input vector,
v(t) ∈ Rnv is the process noise vector, f is the state equation,
y(t) ∈ Rny is the output vector, n(t) ∈ Rnn is the measure-
ment noise vector, and h is the output equation.1 This model
describes both the nominal behavior and faulty behavior, in-
cluding the fault progression functions.

1Here, we use bold typeface to denote vectors, and use na to denote the
length of a vector a.

In system-level prognostics, we are interested in when the
performance of a system lies outside some desired region
of acceptable behavior. The desired performance is ex-
pressed through a set of nc constraints, CEOL = {ci}nci=1,
where ci : Rnx × Rnθ × Rnu → B maps a given point
in the joint state-parameter space given the current inputs,
(x(t),θ(t),u(t)), to the Boolean domain B , [0, 1], where
ci(x(t),θ(t),u(t)) = 1 if the constraint is satisfied. If
ci(x(t),θ(t),u(t)) = 0, then the constraint is not satis-
fied, and the behavior of the system is deemed to be un-
acceptable. These deterministic constraints may refer to
component-level, subsystem-level, or system-level specifica-
tions or requirements and define a fixed partition of the state-
parameter-input space into acceptable and unacceptable re-
gions of behavior. When the constraints are violated, it does
not necessarily refer to a hard failure, but any point at which
the operational risk is too large to continue system operation,
or future behaviors of the system will be in some way unac-
ceptable. At this point we say the system has no useful life
remaining.

These individual constraints may be combined into a single
system-level threshold function TEOL : Rnx×Rnθ ×Rnu →
B, defined as

TEOL(x(t),θ(t),u(t)) =
{

1, 0 ∈ {ci(x(t),θ(t),u(t))}nci=1

0, otherwise.

TEOL evaluates to 1, i.e., the system has reached an unac-
ceptable region of behavior, when any of the constraints are
violated. EOL is then defined as

EOL(tP ) ,
inf{t ∈ R : t ≥ tP ∧ TEOL(x(t),θ(t),u(t)) = 1},

i.e., EOL is the earliest time point at which TEOL is met (eval-
uates to 1). RUL is expressed using EOL as

RUL(tP ) , EOL(tP )− tP .

Note that because x(t) is a random variable, EOL and RUL
must necessarily be random variables also.

2.2. Prognostics Approach

In order to make an EOL or RUL prediction for the system,
the initial state from which to make a prediction is required.
In general, this initial state is not directly observed, and must
be estimated. Therefore, there are two sequential problems
for prognostics: the estimation problem and the prediction
problem. The estimation problem is to find a joint state-
parameter estimate p(x(t),θ(t)|y0:t) based on the history of
observations up to time t, y0:t. This estimate is represented
as a probability distribution because, generally, the system
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state is not directly observed, and there is sensor noise, n(t),
and process noise, v(t). At a given prediction time, tP , the
prediction algorithm uses the joint state-parameter estimate
p(x(tP ),θ(tP )|y0:tP ) and computes p(EOL(tP )|y0:tP ) and
p(RUL(tP )|y0:tP ). Along with the uncertainty in the state-
parameter estimate, process noise and uncertainty in the fu-
ture inputs to the system all contribute to the uncertainty in
the EOL/RUL prediction.

This system-level prognostics problem, consisting of estimat-
ing the system state and then predicting its evolution to EOL,
can be solved using component-level approaches by treating
the entire system as a single component and applying these
approaches directly. However, for a large system, both the es-
timation and prediction problems are correspondingly large.
Due to the large state-parameter dimension, a centralized ap-
proach does not scale well, and can be very inefficient.

Therefore, we propose to decompose the global system-
level prognostics problem into independent local subprob-
lems, such that the solutions to the local subproblems may
be easily merged to form the solution to the global prognos-
tics problem. This forms a naturally distributed approach in
which the local subproblems, since they are independent, may
be solved in parallel, thus providing scalability and efficiency.
Further, the approach allows different algorithms to be em-
ployed on each subproblem. The subproblems often corre-
spond directly to component-level prognostics problems, and
the approach provides a mechanism to combine component-
level prognostics results into system-level results.

In (Daigle et al., 2011), we developed such a distributed solu-
tion to the estimation part of the prognostics problem, based
on the concept of structural model decomposition (Pulido &
Alonso-González, 2004). In recent work, the same concept
was used to decompose the prediction problem (Daigle,
Bregon, & Roychoudhury, 2012). Structural model decom-
position allows one to decompose a system model into a set
of submodels for which local prognostics problems can be
directly defined. The global model of the system, denoted as
M, is defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Model). The model of a system,M, is a tuple
M = (X,Θ, U, Y, C), where X is the set of state variables
of x, Θ is the set of unknown parameters of θ, U is the set of
input variables of u, Y is the set of output variables of y, and
C is the set of model constraints of f , h, and CEOL.

Informally, a model consists of a set of variables and a set
of constraints among the variables. While technically f and
h themselves are (complex) constraints, we represent them
instead as sets of simple constraints. This view is also more
consistent with the way modelers describe f and h, i.e., as sets
of equations, each describing a single state or output variable.

Model decomposition is accomplished by assigning some
variables as local inputs for which the values are known (e.g.,

they are directly measured). In this way, the submodels are
made computationally independent of each other. Within this
scheme, a submodel is then defined as follows.

Definition 2 (Submodel). A submodelMi of a system model
M = (X,Θ, U, Y, C) is a tupleMi = (Xi,Θi, Ui, Yi, Ci),
where Xi ⊆ X , Θi ⊆ Θ, Ui ⊆ X ∪ U ∪ Y , and Yi ⊆ Y are
the state, parameter, input, and output variables, respectively,
and Ci ⊆ C are the submodel constraints.

For distributed prognostics, we find a set of submodels that
satisfy a certain set of properties. For distributed estimation,
the submodels use Ui ⊆ U ∪ (Y − Yi), and we find a set of
minimal submodels such that each Yi is a singleton, and over
all Yi, Yj where i 6= j, Yi ∩ Yj = ∅. So, each submodel uses
some global model inputs and some measured values as lo-
cal inputs, and, in this way, the submodels become decoupled
and may be computed independently from each other. By cre-
ating submodels with one output variable each, we maximize
the number of estimation submodels and the opportunity for
parallelization of the estimation task. By making the sub-
models minimal, they require no constraints or variables that
are not strictly necessary to compute Yi. An algorithm for
computing the set of submodels with these properties is given
in (Daigle et al., 2011), which is based on the model decom-
position algorithms presented in (Pulido & Alonso-González,
2004; Bregon, Biswas, & Pulido, 2012).

For distributed prediction, the submodels use Ui ⊆ UP ,
where UP ⊆ X ∪ U . Here, UP is a set of variables whose
future values can be hypothesized. In the centralized case,
UP = U . We find a set of minimal submodels such that
each submodel has at least one c ∈ CEOL belonging to Ci,
and over all submodels, CEOL is covered. This ensures that
TEOL may be computed for the system; since TEOL is 1
whenever any of the constraints inCEOL are violated, we can
independently evaluate when those individual constraints will
be violated and then take the minimum to obtain the system
EOL. An algorithm for computing the set of submodels with
these properties is given in (Daigle, Bregon, & Roychoud-
hury, 2012). Both decomposition algorithms work in a sim-
ilar way; essentially, they start with a variable or constraint
that must be computed in the local submodel, and then trace
the dependencies backwards until local inputs are reached,
including all variables and constraints found throughout the
search within the submodel.

Note that the problem of defining UP is critical to obtaining
accurate results for system-level EOL in a distributed manner.
On average, the most accurate result will be achieved when
the system model is directly used for prediction, because it
captures all the interdependencies between the components.
In the general case, damage could be progressing in multiple
components, and damage progression in one component may
have an effect on damage progression in another component
due to their coupling. In such cases, for system-level prog-
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Figure 1. Sample system-level prognostics architecture.

nostics the components cannot be decoupled due to these in-
teractions, and the prediction problem cannot be decomposed
into two independent problems, one for each component. It is
only appropriate to neglect these interactions when they are
either negligible or predictable a priori. It will be shown in
Section 5 how this is an important consideration.

2.3. Prognostics Architecture

A sample system-level prognostics architecture based on the
distributed framework is shown in Fig. 1. In discrete time
k, and using a discrete-time version of the model, the dam-
age estimation module takes as input both uk and yk and
splits them into local inputs and outputs for the submodels.
Estimation is performed for each submodel using an appro-
priate algorithm, computing local state-parameter estimates
p(xik,θ

i
k|yi0:k). Some of these local estimates are merged

corresponding to the prediction submodels. For example,
submodelM5 builds its local state using the estimates from
the estimators of M2, M3, and M4. The local predictors
compute local EOL/RUL predictions p(EOLikP |yi0:kP ) and
p(RULikP |yi0:kP ) at given prediction time kP based on the
local EOL constraints. Local predictions are then merged into
global predictions p(EOLkP |y0:kP ) and p(RULkP |y0:kP )
by taking the minimum of the local predictions.

3. DISTRIBUTED ESTIMATION

As described in Section 2, in our distributed estimation
scheme, the local estimator for each submodelMi produces
a local estimate p(xik,θ

i
k|yi0:k), where xik ⊆ xk, θik ⊆ θk,

and yik ⊆ yk. Here, the local inputs used, ui, consist of ele-
ments from both u and y, where measured values are directly
used as local inputs. The estimation problem is decomposed
by finding a set of minimal submodels that together cover the
subset of x and θ required for prediction, by using these local
inputs. This approach to distributed estimation is different
from approaches like the distributed decentralized extended
Kalman filter (Mutambara, 1998) or other estimation fusion

techniques (Sinha et al., 2008) where local estimates are com-
municated between local estimators. Here, local estimators
do not communicate and operate completely independently.

In order to effectively perform joint state-parameter estima-
tion, the system should be observable, among other require-
ments. If the global model is structurally observable, then we
are guaranteed that the local submodels for estimation are as
well (Moya et al., 2010).

Any suitable algorithm may be used for joint state-parameter
estimation. In this paper, we use an unscented Kalman fil-
ter (UKF) (Julier & Uhlmann, 1997, 2004) with a variance
control algorithm (Daigle, Saha, & Goebel, 2012). The UKF
assumes the general nonlinear form of the state and output
equations described in Section 2, but restricted to additive
Gaussian noise.

We summarize the main details of the UKF below, and refer
the reader to (Julier & Uhlmann, 1997, 2004) for details. In
the UKF, distributions are approximated using the unscented
transform (UT). The UT takes a random variable x ∈ Rnx ,
with mean x̄ and covariance Pxx, that is related to a second
random variable y ∈ Rny by some function y = g(x), and
computes the mean ȳ and covariance Pyy using a minimal set
of deterministically selected weighted samples, called sigma
points (Julier & Uhlmann, 1997). X i denotes the ith sigma
point from x and wi denotes its weight.2 The sigma points
are always chosen such that the mean and covariance match
those of the original distribution, x̄ and Pxx. Each sigma
point is passed through g to obtain new sigma points Y , i.e.,

Yi = g(X i)

2Sigma point weights do not directly represent discrete probabilities, so are
not restricted to [0, 1].
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with mean and covariance calculated as

ȳ =
∑

i

wiYi

Pyy =
∑

i

wi(Yi − ȳ)(Yi − ȳ)T .

In this paper, we use the symmetric unscented transform, in
which 2nx+1 sigma points are symmetrically selected about
the mean according to (Julier & Uhlmann, 2004):

wi =





κ

(nx + κ)
, i = 0

1

2(nx + κ)
, i = 1, . . . , 2nx

X i =





x̄, i = 0

x̄+
(√

(nx+κ)Pxx

)i
,i = 1, . . . , nx

x̄−
(√

(nx+κ)Pxx

)i
,i = nx+1, . . . , 2nx,

where
(√

(nx + κ)Pxx

)i
refers to the ith column of the ma-

trix square root of (nx + κ)Pxx. Here, κ is a free parameter
that can be used to tune higher order moments of the distribu-
tion. If x is assumed Gaussian, then selecting κ = 3 − nx is
recommended (Julier & Uhlmann, 1997).

In the filter, first, ns sigma points X̂ k−1|k−1 are derived
from the current mean x̂k−1|k−1 and covariance estimates
Pk−1|k−1 using a sigma point selection algorithm. The pre-
diction step is:

X̂ i

k|k−1 = f(X̂ i

k−1|k−1,uk−1), i = 1, . . . , ns

Ŷi

k|k−1 = h(X̂ i

k|k−1), i = 1, . . . , ns

x̂k|k−1 =

ns∑

i

wiX i
k|k−1

ŷk|k−1 =

ns∑

i

wiYi
k|k−1

with

Pk|k−1 = Q+
ns∑

i

wi(X i
k|k−1 − x̂k|k−1)(X i

k|k−1 − x̂k|k−1)T ,

where Q is the process noise covariance matrix. The update

step is:

Pyy = R +

ns∑

i

wi(Yi
k|k−1 − ŷk|k−1)(Yi

k|k−1 − ŷk|k−1)T

Pxy =

ns∑

i

wi(X i
k|k−1 − x̂k|k−1)(Yi

k|k−1 − ŷk|k−1)T

Kk = PxyP
−1
yy

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 + Kk(yk − ŷk|k−1)

Pk|k = Pk|k−1 −KkPyyK
T
k ,

where R is the sensor noise covariance matrix.

Joint state-parameter estimation is accomplished in the UKF
by augmenting the state vector with the unknown parameters,
and the corresponding diagonal elements of the process noise
matrix, Q, are set to nonzero values. In this way, the param-
eter estimates become time-varying and are modified by the
filter using the measured outputs.

The variance values in Q associated with the unknown pa-
rameters determine both the rate of parameter estimation con-
vergence and the estimation performance once convergence
is achieved, therefore, techniques have been developed to
tune this value online to maximize performance, e.g., (Liu &
West, 2001; Orchard, Tobar, & Vachtsevanos, 2009; Daigle,
Saha, & Goebel, 2012). We adopt the approach presented
in (Daigle, Saha, & Goebel, 2012), in which the algorithm
tries to control the variance of the hidden wear parameter
estimate to a user-specified range by modifying the process
noise variance. Effectively, the algorithm increases the vari-
ance when the relative parameter spread is below the desired
level, and decreases it otherwise. With the proper settings,
the parameter estimates converge quickly and track with high
accuracy and precision.

4. DISTRIBUTED PREDICTION

Each local prediction module takes as input local state-
parameter estimates formed from the local estimators, as dis-
cussed in Section 2. The required estimates must be con-
structed from the local estimates of the submodels used for
estimation. A prediction submodel has a set of states Xi

and parameters Θi, and it must construct a local distribu-
tion p(xik,θ

i
k|yi0:k). To do this, we assume that the local

state-parameter estimates may be sufficiently represented by
a mean µi and covariance matrix Σi. For each prediction
submodel Mi, we combine the estimates from estimation
submodels that estimate states and parameters in Xi ∪ Θi

into µi and covariance Σi. If there is overlap in the state-
parameter estimates, i.e., if two submodels both estimate the
same state variable x or parameter θ, then this may be re-
solved by a number of techniques, e.g., taking the estimate
with the smallest variance, or taking an average. Note that,
due to the decomposition into independent local submodels,
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Algorithm 1 EOL Prediction

Inputs: {(xi(j)
kP

,θ
i(j)
kP

), w
i(j)
kP
}Nj=1

Outputs: {EOLi(j)
kP

, w
i(j)
kP
}Nj=1

for j = 1 to N do
k ← kP
x
i(j)
k ← x

i(j)
kP

θ
i(j)
k ← θ

i(j)
kP

Predict ûi
k

while T i
EOL(x

i(j)
k ,θ

i(j)
k , ûi

k) = 0 do
Predict ûi

k

θ
i(j)
k+1 ∼ p(θi

k+1|θi(j)
k )

x
i(j)
k+1 ∼ p(xi

k+1|xi(j)
k ,θ

i(j)
k , ûi

k)
k ← k + 1
x
i(j)
k ← x

i(j)
k+1

θ
i(j)
k ← θ

i(j)
k+1

end while
EOL

i(j)
kP
← k

end for

we recover only an approximation to the joint posterior dis-
tribution as would have been found by a global estimator. In
particular, covariance information is lost due to the decou-
pling and will appear as zeros in the merged covariance ma-
trix. As shown in (Daigle et al., 2011) and as will be seen in
Section 5, the approximation still results in accurate predic-
tions.

Given the mean and covariance information, we represent the
distribution with a set of sigma points derived using the un-
scented transform. Then, as in (Daigle & Goebel, 2010), each
sigma point is simulated forward to EOL, and we recover the
statistics of the EOL distribution given by the sigma points.

The prediction algorithm is executed for each submodel i, de-
riving local EOL predictions using its local threshold func-
tion based on the local EOL constraints. The pseudocode for
the prediction procedure is given as Algorithm 1 (Daigle &
Goebel, 2011b). For a given submodelMi, each sigma point
j is propagated forward until T iEOL(x

i(j)
k ,θ

i(j)
k ) evaluates to

1. The algorithm hypothesizes future inputs ûik.

Each prediction submodel Mi computes a local EOL/RUL
distribution, i.e., p(EOLikP |yi0:kP ) and p(RULikP |yi0:kP ).
The system EOL is determined by the minimum of all the
local distributions, since TEOL of the system is 1 whenever
any of the local constraints are violated, and each local distri-
bution is associated with a subset of these constraints. Specif-
ically, for m prediction submodels,

p(EOLkP |y0:kP ) = min({p(EOLikP |yi0:kP )}mi=1).

To compute this, we sample from each local EOL distribution
and take the minimum of the local samples. This is repeated
many times and the statistics of the global EOL distribution
are computed.

5. CASE STUDY

In this section, we apply our system-level prognostics ap-
proach to a four-wheeled rover testbed developed at NASA
Ames Research Center. We develop a model of the rover, and
demonstrate the approach using simulated scenarios.

5.1. Rover Modeling

The rover model was originally presented in (Balaban et al.,
2011). In this section we summarize the main features and
include some extensions to the model.

The rover consists of a symmetric rigid frame with four
independently-driven wheels. The wheel speeds are governed
by

ω̇FL =
1

JFL
(τmFL − τfFL − τglFL + τgrFL) (c1)

ω̇FR =
1

JFR
(τmFR − τfFR − τglFR − τgrFR) (c2)

ω̇BL =
1

JBL
(τmBL − τfBL − τglBL + τgrBL) (c3)

ω̇BR =
1

JBR
(τmBR − τfBR − τglFR − τgrBR) (c4)

The F , B, L, and R subscripts stand for front, left,
back, and right, respectively. Here, for wheel w ∈
{FL,FR,BL,BR}, Jw denotes the wheel inertia; τmw =
kτ iw is the motor torque, where iw is the motor current and
kτ is an energy transformation gain; τfw = µfwωw is the
wheel friction torque, where µfw is a friction coefficient;
τglw = rwµgls(vw − v) is the torque due to slippage, where
rw is the wheel radius, µgls is a friction coefficient, vw is the
translational wheel velocity, and v is the translation velocity
of the rover body; and τgrw = rwµgrwω cos γ is the torque
due to the rotational movement of the rover body, where µgrw
is a friction coefficient, ω is the rotational velocity of the rover
body, and γ = arctan l/b with l being the rover length and b
being its width.

We consider here friction-based damage progression in the
motors, resulting in an increase in motor friction over time,
which will lead to an increase in power consumption. For
wheel w, µfw is governed by (Daigle & Goebel, 2011b)

µ̇fFL = νfFL µfFL ω
2
FL (c5)

µ̇fFR = νfFR µfFR ω
2
FR (c6)

µ̇fBL = νfBL µfBL ω
2
BL (c7)

µ̇fBR = νfBR µfBR ω
2
BR, (c8)

where for wheel w, νfw is an unknown wear coefficient.

The translational velocity v of the rover is described by

v̇ =
1

m
(FglFL + FglFR + FglBL + FglBR) , (c9)
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Figure 2. Rover forces.

where m is the rover mass, and for wheel w, Fglw =
µglw(vw − v) is the force due to slippage. The rotational
velocity ω is described by

ω̇ =
1

J
(d cos γFglFR + d cos γFglBR − d cos γFglFL

− d cos γFglBL − dFgrFL − dFgrFR − dFgrBL
− dFgrBR). (c10)

Here, J is the rotational inertia of the rover, d is the distance
from the center of the rover to each wheel, and for wheel w,
Fgrw = µgrwω is the force due to the rotational movement of
the rover body. The rover forces are illustrated in Fig. 2.

The wheels are driven by DC motors with PI control that sets
the voltages V applied to the motors. The motor currents are
governed by

i̇FL =
1

L
(VFL − iFLRFL − kωωFL) (c11)

i̇FR =
1

L
(VFR − iFRRFR − kωωFR) (c12)

i̇BL =
1

L
(VBL − iBLRBL − kωωBL) (c13)

i̇BR =
1

L
(VBR − iBRRBR − kωωBR). (c14)

Here, L is the motor inductance, kω is an energy transforma-
tion term, and for wheel w, R is the motor resistance. The
voltages applied to the motors are determined by the con-
trollers, where for wheel w, Vw = P ∗ (uw − ωw) + I ∗ eiw,
where P is a proportional gain, uw is the commanded wheel
speed, I is an integral gain, and eiw is the integral error term.
The integral error terms are governed by

ėiFL = uFL − ωFL (c15)
ėiFR = uFR − ωFR (c16)
ėiBL = uBL − ωBL (c17)
ėiBR = uBR − ωBR. (c18)

The motor windings heat up as current passes through them.

The temperature of the windings for the motors are governed
by

ṪdFL =
1

Jd

(
i2FLR− hdFL(TdFL − TmFL)

)
(c19)

ṪdFR =
1

Jd

(
i2FRR− hdFR(TdFR − TmFR)

)
(c20)

ṪdBL =
1

Jd

(
i2BLR− hdBL(TdBL − TmBL)

)
(c21)

ṪdBR =
1

Jd

(
i2BRR− hdBR(TdBR − TmBR)

)
, (c22)

where Jd is the thermal inertia of the windings, and for wheel
w, hdw is a heat transfer coefficient, and Tmw is the motor
surface temperature. It is assumed that heat is lost only to
the motor surface, and that winding resistance R is approx-
imately constant for the temperature range considered. The
surface temperature of the motor for wheel w is given by

ṪmFL =
1

Js
(hdFL(TdFL − TmFL)− haFL(TmFL − Ta))

(c23)

ṪmFR =
1

Js
(hdFR(TdFR − TmFR)− haFR(TmFR − Ta))

(c24)

ṪmBL =
1

Js
(hdBL(TdBL − TmBL)− haBL(TmBL − Ta))

(c25)

ṪmBR =
1

Js
(hdBR(TdBR − TmBR)− haBR(TmBR − Ta)),

(c26)

where Js is the thermal inertia of the motor surface, and for
wheel w, haw is a heat transfer coefficient, and Ta is the am-
bient temperature. Heat is transferred from the windings to
the surface and lost to the environment.

The batteries, which are connected in series, are described
by a simple electrical circuit equivalent model that includes a
large capacitanceCb in parallel with a resistanceRp, together
in series with another resistanceRs.3 The battery charge vari-
ables qi are governed by

q̇1 = −V1/Rp1 − (iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL) (c27)
q̇2 = −V2/Rp2 − (iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL) (c28)
q̇3 = −V3/Rp3 − (iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL) (c29)
q̇4 = −V4/Rp4 − (iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL). (c30)

3We use a simple model here only for demonstration purposes. More detailed
battery models for prognostics can be found in the literature, e.g., (Saha &
Goebel, 2009).
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Submodel Xi Θi Ui Yi Ci

M1 q1 Cb1, Rs1 i∗b V ∗
1 c27,c31,c35

M2 q2 Cb2, Rs2 i∗b V ∗
2 c28,c32,c35

M3 q3 Cb3, Rs3 i∗b V ∗
3 c29,c33,c35

M4 q4 Cb4, Rs4 i∗b V ∗
4 c30,c34,c35

M5 TdFL, TmFL hdFL, haFL i∗FL T ∗
mFL c19,c23,c36,c40

M6 TdFR, TmFR hdFR, haFR i∗FR T ∗
mFR c20,c24,c37,c41

M7 TdBL, TmBL hdBL, haBL i∗BL T ∗
mBL c21,c25,c38,c42

M8 TdBR, TmBR hdBR, haBR i∗BR T ∗
mBR c22,c26,c39,c43

M9 iFL, eiFL ∅ uFL, ω
∗
FL i∗FL c11,c15,c36,c44

M10 iFR, eiFR ∅ uFR, ω
∗
FR i∗FR c12,c16,c37,c45

M11 iBL, eiBL ∅ uBL, ω
∗
BL i∗BL c13,c17,c38,c46

M12 iBR, eiBR ∅ uBR, ω
∗
BR i∗BR c14,c18,c39,c47

M13 ωFL, v, ω, µfFL νfFL i∗FL, ω
∗
FR, ω

∗
BL, ω

∗
BR ω∗

FL c1,c5,c9,c10,c36,c45,c46,c47
M14 ωFR, v, ω, µfFR νfFR i∗FR, ω

∗
FL, ω

∗
BL, ω

∗
BR ω∗

FR c2,c6,c9,c10,c37,c44,c46,c47
M15 ωBL, v, ω, µfBL νfBL i∗BL, ω

∗
FL, ω

∗
FR, ω

∗
BR ω∗

BL c3,c7,c9,c10,c38,c44,c45,c47
M16 ωBR, v, ω, µfBR νfBR i∗BR, ω

∗
FL, ω

∗
FR, ω

∗
BL ω∗

BR c4,c8,c9,c10,c39,c44,c45,c46

Table 1. Estimation Submodels

The available sensors measure the voltages of the batteries,

V ∗1 = q1/Cb1 −Rs1 ∗ (iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL) (c31)
V ∗2 = q2/Cb2 −Rs2 ∗ (iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL) (c32)
V ∗3 = q3/Cb3 −Rs3 ∗ (iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL) (c33)
V ∗4 = q4/Cb4 −Rs4 ∗ (iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL), (c34)

the battery current,

i∗b = iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL, (c35)

the motor currents,

i∗FL = iFL (c36)
i∗FR = iFR (c37)
i∗BL = iBL (c38)
i∗BR = iBR, (c39)

the motor surface temperatures,

T ∗mFL = TmFL (c40)
T ∗mFR = TmFR (c41)
T ∗mBL = TmBL (c42)
T ∗mBR = TmBR, (c43)

and the wheel speeds,

ω∗FL = ωFL (c44)
ω∗FR = ωFR (c45)
ω∗BL = ωBL (c46)
ω∗BR = ωBR. (c47)

Here, the ∗ superscript indicates a measured value.

We are interested in predicting when any of the rover batter-
ies are at their voltage threshold, beyond which the batteries
will be damaged (Saha & Goebel, 2009). The constraints are

given as

V1 > V − (c48)

V2 > V − (c49)

V3 > V − (c50)

V4 > V −, (c51)

where the voltage threshold is given by V − = 9.6 V, and for
battery i, Vi = qi/Cbi−Rsi∗(iFL+iFR+iBR+iBL). We are
also interested in when the motor temperature gets too high.
The motor windings are designed to withstand temperatures
up to a certain point, after which, the insulation breaks down,
the windings short, and the motor fails (Balaban et al., 2010).
The constraints are given as

TmFL < T+
m (c52)

TmFR < T+
m (c53)

TmBL < T+
m (c54)

TmBR < T+
m , (c55)

where the temperature limit is given by T+
m = 70◦ C. The

rover cannot be operated when any of these constraints, c48–
c55, are violated.

In the general case, we consider uncertainty in the friction
wear parameters νfFL, νfFR, νfBL, and νfBR; the heat
transfer coefficients hdFL, hdFR, hdBL, hdBR, haFL, haFR,
haBL, and haBR; the battery capacitances Cb1, Cb2, Cb3, and
Cb4; and the battery resistancesRs1,Rs2,Rs3, andRs4. Sen-
sor and process noise were estimated based on data from the
actual rover testbed.

5.2. Results

To demonstrate the validity of the approach, we describe
two scenarios for system-level prognostics of the rover. In
the first, the rover is operating nominally without any faults
present, and in the second, friction damage is progressing
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Submodel Xi Θi Ui Yi Ci

M17 q1 Cb1, Rs1 iFL, iFR, iBL, iBR ∅ c27,c48
M18 q2 Cb2, Rs2 iFL, iFR, iBL, iBR ∅ c28,c49
M19 q3 Cb3, Rs3 iFL, iFR, iBL, iBR ∅ c29,c50
M20 q4 Cb4, Rs4 iFL, iFR, iBL, iBR ∅ c30,c51
M21 TdFL, TmFL hdFL, haFL iFL ∅ c19,c23,c52
M22 TdFR, TmFR hdFR, haFR iFR ∅ c20,c24,c53
M23 TdBL, TmBL hdBL, haBL iBL ∅ c21,c25,c54
M24 TdBR, TmBR hdBR, haBR iBR ∅ c22,c26,c55

Table 2. Prediction Submodels Using Motor Currents as Local Inputs

on one motor. In both cases, the rover travels between var-
ious waypoints, moving at an average speed of 0.5 m/s. The
unknown parameters are initialized incorrectly (with around
10% error) so that the local estimators must converge to the
true values. In both cases, the estimation step is performed
in a distributed manner using the set of submodels derived
by using measured values as local inputs, shown in Table 1.
For example, submodelM1 computes an estimate of V ∗1 us-
ing the measured value of i∗b as a local input, and using the
minimal set of constraints to do this. For the prediction sub-
models, as will be shown, the correct submodels to use de-
pends on the scenario, and illustrates when and when not the
prediction step can be decomposed.

5.2.1. Nominal Operation

We first consider a scenario involving nominal, fault-free op-
erations. In this case, EOL occurs around 3 h. An RUL pre-
diction is made every 500 s. With the rover traveling at an
average speed of 0.5 m/s, the motor currents average to about
0.15 A each and so the total current draining from the four
batteries is 0.6 A. Since these values do not vary much dur-
ing nominal operation, we can use the motor currents as local
inputs for the model decomposition. These submodels are
shown in Table 2. Note that the estimates from the estima-
tion submodels M1–M8 are used directly in the prediction
submodelsM17–M24, respectively, and that estimation sub-
modelsM9–M16 are not necessary. Note also that the pre-
diction submodels do not compute any outputs, rather, their
goal is to compute EOL constraints (e.g.,M17 computes c48).

The system-level prediction results are shown in Fig. 3. Pre-
dictions from the battery submodels are shown in Fig. 4. In
this case, the motor temperatures reach a steady-state that is
below the temperature threshold, so only the batteries have an
impact on system EOL, which is the minimum of the EOLs
predicted for the battery submodels. In particular, it is the
first and fourth batteries (corresponding to M17 and M20,
respectively) that discharge the fastest, as shown explicitly in
Fig. 4. The figures show the means of the predicted RUL
distributions, the true RUL, RUL∗, and an accuracy cone of
α = 10% around it. In Fig. 3, we show both the system-
level predictions using the distributed approach with M17–
M24 and the centralized approach using the global predic-
tion model M0. The global prediction model contains all

the states, parameters, and constraints given in the previous
subsection, minus the output constraints, and uses the com-
manded wheel speeds (known a priori) as hypothesized in-
puts. Since the currents are also known a priori, the system-
level prediction can be decomposed, and the predictions made
using the local submodels closely match those made using the
global model, as shown in the figure.

We use the relative accuracy (RA) metric (Saxena et al., 2010)
for prediction accuracy. Averaged over all predictions, RA is
97.48% for the distributed approach and 98.74% for the cen-
tralized approach. Using relative standard deviation (RSD) as
a measure of spread, and averaged over all prediction points,
RSD is 0.40% for the distributed approach and 0.43% for
the centralized approach. The distributed approach is only
slightly less accurate but has better precision. Here, both ap-
proaches are very accurate since the system state-parameter
estimates are very accurate, and there is only a small amount
of error associated with assuming a constant average mo-
tor current or wheel speed. Correspondingly, the prediction
spread is relatively small because the uncertainty in the state-
parameter estimate is very small.

5.2.2. Friction Damage Progression

We now consider a scenario in which for the front-left motor,
there is nonlinear friction damage progression with νfFL =
1 × 10−4 s. As a result of the continuously increasing fric-
tion, the current drawn by the motor increases as well in order
for the motor controller to maintain the same desired wheel
speed. Hence, the total current drawn from the batteries is
increased, and EOL occurs around 2 h. Because iFL is con-
stantly changing, and in a way that is dependent on the motor
state, it cannot be predicted a priori, and so cannot be used as
a local input because the resulting predictions will not be ac-
curate. Therefore, we require a submodel that estimates iFL,
and we so employ submodels using as local inputs average
values for the remaining motor currents, average commanded
wheel speeds, and average rover translational velocity v and
rotational velocity ω. The prediction submodels for this case
are shown in Table 3. For comparison, we demonstrate also
prediction using M17–M24, and, for this strategy, at each
prediction point the average value of current measured over
the last minute is used as the future hypothesized value. Of
course, this will not yield accurate results since future values
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Submodel Xi Θi Ui Yi Ci

M25 q1, iFL, eiFL, ωFL, µfFL Cb1, Rs1, νfFL uFL, v, ω, iFR, iBL, iBR ∅ c1,c5,c11,c15,c27,c48
M26 q2, iFL, eiFL, ωFL, µfFL Cb2, Rs2, νfFL uFL, v, ω, iFR, iBL, iBR ∅ c1,c5,c11,c15,c28,c49
M27 q3, iFL, eiFL, ωFL, µfFL Cb3, Rs3, νfFL uFL, v, ω, iFR, iBL, iBR ∅ c1,c5,c11,c15,c29,c50
M28 q4, iFL, eiFL, ωFL, µfFL Cb4, Rs4, νfFL uFL, v, ω, iFR, iBL, iBR ∅ c1,c5,c11,c15,c30,c51
M29 TdFL, TmFL, iFL, eiFL, ωFL, µfFL hdFL, haFL, νfFL uFL, v, ω ∅ c19,c23,c52,c11,c15,c1,c5
M30 TdFR, TmFR hdFR, haFR iFR ∅ c20,c24,c53
M31 TdBL, TmBL hdBL, haBL iBL ∅ c21,c25,c54
M32 TdBR, TmBR hdBR, haBR iBR ∅ c22,c26,c55

Table 3. Prediction Submodels Using Commanded Wheel Speeds and Rover Velocities as Local Inputs
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Figure 3. System RUL prediction performance under nominal
conditions with α = 0.1.

of the current will actually be larger. Note that the predic-
tion submodels used in this case do not correspond directly to
those used for estimation. So, when constructing the estimate
forM25, for example, it takes the estimates fromM1,M9,
andM13.

The system-level prediction results are shown in Fig. 5. Al-
though the increased friction causes the temperature of the
front-left motor to increase, it is still the batteries discharging
that dominates the system-level EOL in this case. We show
the predictions usingM17–M24,M25–M32, and the global
modelM0. ForM25–M32, average values of v = 0.5 m/s
and ω = 0 rad/s are used. Here, the predictions using the lat-
ter two approaches are virtually identical (the predictions us-
ingM25–M32 are hidden under those forM0), and fairly ac-
curate. In contrast, as expected, the predictions usingM17–
M24 are very inaccurate, and only converge towards the true
RUL at the very end. This quite effectively demonstrates
that, in this scenario, it is incorrect to use the front-left mo-
tor current as a local input for predictions, since it cannot be
predicted independently from the front-left motor submodel,
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Figure 4. Individual battery submodel RUL prediction per-
formance under nominal conditions with α = 0.1.

and therefore a submodel that itself predicts this current is
required to obtain accurate predictions.

Here, RA averages to 58.95% usingM17–M24, 94.24% us-
ing M25–M32, and 94.32% using M0. RSD averages to
0.76% using M17–M24, 1.62% using M25–M32, 1.73%
using M0. Here, we also observe an increase in prediction
spread using the centralized approach with only a slight in-
crease in accuracy over the distributed approach.4 Overall,
accuracy and precision are both decreased compared to the
nominal scenario because there is more uncertainty in the
state-parameter estimate, specifically, that dealing with the
estimate of νfFL. This uncertainty in the state-parameter es-
timate contributes to the additional uncertainty in the RUL
predictions.

4The RSD for M17–M24 is the lowest because those submodels do not
include the motor friction component, so do not have the additional uncer-
tainty associated with the estimation of the wear parameter.
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Figure 5. System RUL prediction performance with friction
damage progression with α = 0.1.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we formulated the system-level prognostics
problem and proposed a distributed solution based on struc-
tural model decomposition. Using a four-wheeled rover as
a simulation-based case study, we demonstrated the effec-
tiveness of the approach. Most importantly, the distributed
approach allows for, in many practical circumstances, the
decomposition of the system-level prognostics problem into
component-level prognostics problems and provides a mech-
anism to merge local prognostics results into a system-level
result. Further, since the local subproblems are independent,
this allows component experts to focus on prognostics solu-
tions for their components. However, we showed also that
this approach is not always possible if accurate results are de-
sired, since in some cases the prediction problem cannot be
so easily decomposed, and it depends crucially on correct as-
sumptions about what variables may serve as local inputs for
the prediction problem.

Although in this paper we focused on the model-based prog-
nostics paradigm, our approach is flexible in that data-driven
algorithms may be used also, once the local subproblems are
defined. For example, in previous works, structural model
decomposition was used to automatically design gray box di-
agnosis models that were implemented using different data-
driven techniques (for instance, state space neural networks
in (Pulido, Zamarreno, Merino, & Bregon, 2012) or machine
learning techniques in (Alonso-Gonzalez, Rodrı́guez, Prieto,
& Pulido, 2008)). By decomposing the system-level prob-
lem into independent subproblems through structural model
decomposition, we can apply similar ideas to solve each prog-

nostics subproblem by using the most appropriate technique,
whether it is a model-based, data-driven, or hybrid approach.

An important direction of future work is in algorithms for
optimal placement of sensors for model decomposition, be-
cause the level of model decomposition that can be achieved
is dependent on the number of sensors and where they are
placed. This results in the most efficient decomposition of
the system-level prognostics problem. Current work also
addresses combining the distributed prognostics framework
with a distributed diagnostic approach for integrated diag-
nostics and prognostics (Bregon, Daigle, & Roychoudhury,
2012).
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ABSTRACT 

Advanced vehicle diagnostics and prognostics (D&P) 

technology enhances ownership experience, and reduces 

corporate warranty cost. D&P performance optimization 

requires significant algorithm tuning and a large amount of 

test data collection, which is resource consuming. 

In this paper, we propose a novel D&P framework called 

Collaborative Vehicle Health Management (CVHM) to 

automatically optimize the D&P algorithms on a host 

vehicle, using the field data collected from peer vehicles 

encountered on the road. The carefully designed system 

architecture and learning algorithms enhance D&P 

performance without costly human intervention. The 

experimental results on battery remaining useful life 

prediction show the effectiveness of the proposed 

framework. This proposed framework has been 

implemented in a small test fleet as a proof-of-concept 

prototype.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Diversified passenger vehicle usage leads to diversified 

vehicle system failure modes and aging processes. As a 

result, it is very challenging to achieve accurate and robust 

diagnostic and prognostic (D&P) performance for vehicle 

systems in the field. In the state-of-the-art practice of D&P 

algorithm development, a large amount of data has to be 

collected through fault injection on bench or test vehicles 

for diagnostics, or through accelerated ageing tests for 

prognostics. And a significant amount of algorithm tuning 

work has to be done by development engineers.  

 

 

Motivated by this challenge, we propose a novel D&P 

framework called, Collaborative Vehicle Health 

Management (CVHM), where field data from peer vehicles 

are aggregated to automatically optimize the D&P 

algorithms for the host vehicle. This is an extension of the 

decade-long evolving research and development in the area 

of remote vehicle diagnostics (Millstein, 2002) (Kuschel, 

2004) (Carr, 2005) (You, Krage, & Jalics, 2005) (Zoia, 

2006) (Zhang, Grantt, Rychlinski, Edwards, Correia, & 

Wolf, 2009) (Byttner, Rögnvaldsson, Svensson, Bitar, & 

Chominsky, 2009). Three key enablers are needed to realize 

CVHM, 

1. An onboard CVHM architecture that facilitates peer 

vehicle data aggregation, and host vehicle D&P 

algorithm adaptation 

2. Intelligent data modeling and statistical decision 

making technologies that allow the extraction of fault 

signature, failure precursor, trending information, and 

other actionable knowledge to enhance the D&P 

performance.  

3. A heterogeneous wireless communication solution that 

combines cellular network, and opportunistic V2V 

(vehicle-to-vehicle) communication to allow the 

exchange of large-volume data between vehicles in a 

cost-effective way. 

In this paper, we present the latest development in the first 

two items above, using battery remaining useful life as the 

example application. The reader is referred to (Bai, Grimm, 

Talty, & Saraydar, 2011) for the background of item 3.  

This paper is organized as follows. The proposed CVHM 

architecture is introduced in Section 2, followed by the 

development of the prognostic algorithms in Section 3. 

Section 4 discusses the system implementation. Section 5 

presents the experimental results. Section 6 discusses future 

works. 

_____________________ 
Yilu Zhang et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms 

of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which 

permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original author and source are credited. 
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2. COLLABORATIVE VEHICLE HEALTH 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  

A typical vehicle health management system architecture is 

illustrated in Fig. 1. Sensor information regarding particular 

vehicle subsystem is either directly collected by the VHM 

ECU that runs D&P algorithms or is transferred from other 

ECUs through an in-vehicle communication network. Note 

that, in real implementations, the VHM ECU may be 

implemented as a functional module within an ECU, such as 

a body control module (BCM), that executes control 

functions. The D&P module has various D&P algorithms 

for different targeted vehicle components or subsystems, 

such as battery, electrical power generation and storage 

(EPGS) system, fuel delivery system, etc. The D&P module 

processes the sensor information, and generates D&P 

results, including the detected anomalies, isolated faulty 

components, and the predicted remaining useful life (RUL) 

of related components. The D&P algorithms are usually 

developed, calibrated, and tested through a sophisticated 

vehicle development process. Once the vehicle is released 

for production, the D&P algorithms and the associated 

calibration values are usually fixed. If major updates on the 

onboard algorithms are needed, an ECU reprogramming can 

be done after the vehicle is usually called to a dealer service 

shop. Lately, the technology of remote ECU refresh is 

maturing, which may allow the ECU reprogramming to be 

done remotely through telematics connections.  

The proposed CVHM system, as shown in Fig. 2, is built 

upon the existing VHM system architecture. The newly 

added V2X ECU provides the wireless communication 

interface in order to exchange vehicle health related data 

between the host vehicle and peer vehicles. V2X represents 

vehicle-to-vehicle or vehicle to infrastructure. The V2X 

ECU stores the data in an onboard database. The VHM ECU 

has an algorithm adaptation module and a learning 

algorithm library, in addition to the regular D&P module. 

The algorithm adaptation module makes use of appropriate 

learning algorithms to process the vehicle health related data 

stored in the onboard database in order to tune and optimize 

the calibration values within the D&P module. 

 

Fig. 1: A typical VHM system architecture in the state-of-

the-art 

 

 

Fig. 2: Proposed CVHM system architecture 
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The advantage of CVHM can be understood based on the 

following example. A battery life prediction algorithm 

usually implements an ageing model that specifies how the 

battery internal resistance grows given the number of 

charge-discharge cycles. There are parameters in the ageing 

model that specifies the growth rate of the battery internal 

resistance, which is critical in battery life prediction. These 

parameters are typically calibrated using accelerated ageing 

test during the vehicle development process, and applied to 

across the board to all vehicles. However, it is difficult for a 

pre-calibrated model to account for the intrinsic diversity of 

usage patterns and environment impacts. The fact is that 

batteries for the same battery/vehicle model may have 

different life span that ranges from 1 year to 10+ years. At 

the same time, with large enough vehicle population, for any 

given vehicle, chance is high that there are peer vehicles 

with similar usage profiles that have been used for longer 

time, and therefore have gone further ahead in the ageing 

process. With CVHM, field data from these peer vehicles 

can be used to fine tune the growth rate in the battery ageing 

model, and consequently achieve higher prediction 

performance. 

3. ALTORITHM DEVELOPEMNT  

The general framework to develop model-based prognostics 

for remaining useful life (RUL) prediction involves the 

following steps.  

First, one or more fault signatures are identified to 

characterize target system’s state of health,         . 

Depending on applications, these fault signatures may be 

assessed either directly or indirectly. For example, in the 

application of SLI (Starting, Light, Ignition) battery life 

prediction, multiple fault signatures have been proposed 

(Zhang, Grube, Shin, & Salman, 2008) (Zhang, Grube, 

Shin, & Salman, 2009) (Shin & Salman, 2010). Some of 

them can be directly measured by onboard sensors, e.g., 

minimum cranking voltage. Some of them can be directly 

calculated from other sensor measurements, e.g., cranking 

resistance can be calculated by      , where    and    are 

voltage and current changes in the beginning of the cranking 

process, respectively. There are also fault signatures that 

cannot be directly measured, and have to be estimated as the 

parameters in a system model, e.g., battery capacity. 

The second step is to establish the failure criteria for fault 

signatures with respect to specific applications. That is, if 

    , a system failure is declared, where    is a threshold. 

For example, one of the main functions for SLI battery is to 

crank the engine. As battery ages, its SOH deteriorates, and 

so does its cranking capability. One of the fault signatures, 

cranking resistance, increases during the ageing process. 

When the cranking resistance reaches certain level, the 

engine can hardly be started. This is when a battery failure 

is declared. The failure criteria are highly application 

specific, and usually require careful calibration. 

The third step is to establish a system-ageing model that 

specifies how the fault signatures evolve with respect to 

usage. That is, 

        , 

where   is a set of variables that characterize the usage 

profile of the target system, and   is a set of parameters that 

specify the detailed relationship between the usage and the 

fault signature evolution. 

The CVHM framework follows the above general model-

based prognostics framework. The main enhancement is that 

the system ageing model is updated as more data is made 

available from peer vehicles. In the next few sections, we 

take battery RUL prognosis as an example application to 

illustrate the development and implementation of the 

CVHM framework. 

3.1. Fault signature generation algorithms 

Extensive previous research has been conducted, and 

multiple SLI battery fault signatures have been identified,  

including minimum cranking voltage, delta V, cranking 

power, voltage residual, and cranking resistance (Zhang, 

Grube, Shin, & Salman, 2008) (Zhang, Grube, Shin, & 

Salman, 2009) (Shin & Salman, 2010). A brief description 

of these fault signatures are listed Table 1. These fault 

signatures change along with the battery age. For instance, 

the cranking resistance increases in an accelerated ageing 

experiment, as shown in Fig. 3. It’s worth noting that the 

battery capacity is also an effective signature. However, it is 

difficult to be estimated accurately online.  

Fig. 3 Cranking resistance change during the accelerated 

ageing test for 14 batteries from JBI_Aging_2008 data set 

(battery 9 does not have data) in the conditions of 100% 

SOC and 25°C 
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Battery Fault 

Signatures 
Formula 

Minimum 

cranking voltage 
                 

Delta V: the 

difference 

between the first 

and second 

minimum voltage 

                    

Where      and        are the first and 

second minimum voltages, respectively 

Cranking power 
  ∫             

     

 

 

                      

Voltage residual 

   
∑            ̂        

 
   

 
  

       ̂                                 

                           

Cranking 

resistance 

  
           

           
   

                        

Table 1: Battery fault signatures 

3.2. Prognosis algorithm with adaptation 

While fault signatures indicate the current status of the fault, 

failure prediction requires an ageing model to depict how 

the fault signatures evolve as the battery ages. Multiple 

ageing models have been proposed in the literature. Some of 

them are physics-based models, considering either specific 

ageing mechanism of battery (Schiffer, Sauer, Bindner, 

Cronin, Lundsager, & Kaiser, 2007), or general ageing laws 

for mechanical or electro-chemical systems (Edwin, Chiang, 

Carter, Limthongkul, & Bishop, 2005). In reality, these 

models are more or less hybrids of empirical and physics-

based models that have many model parameters fitted 

through experiments. Other models are purely data driven 

based on various linear or non-linear curve fitting 

techniques (Saha, Poll, & Christophersen, 2009). Due to the 

intrinsic complexity of the battery aging process, there is no 

clear winner in the proposed ageing models in terms of 

prediction accuracy. In this research, we adopted a few 

static parametric models, including polynomial curve fitting, 

exponential curve fitting, and support vector machine 

(Vapnik, 1998). There was not significant difference 

between these models in our experimental results. We 

present the algorithm development based on a 3rd order 

polynomial model due to its structural simplicity.  

Each fault signature is modeled by the following equation: 

 ̂       
     

         

where  ̂ is predicted fault signature value,   is the battery 

age in terms of service time, and                  are 

model parameters. Since both SOC and battery temperature 

can affect battery fault signature, different models have to 

be learned for different SOC and temperatures. The battery 

RUL is defined as  

           [ ̂      ]           

where    is a predefined threshold, and          is the 

current battery age. 

As discussed in Section 2, the ageing model calibrated with 

accelerated ageing test may not be able to characterize the 

ageing process in the field. In the proposed CVHM, the 

ageing model is adapted using the data from peer vehicles 

that have gone further in the ageing process. 

Let        be the fault signature value measured or 

estimated by the host vehicle at time instant   , where 

      and   is the current time index for the host vehicle. 

Let     ,     ,            be the ageing model parameters 

maintained by host vehicle, and      ,      ,      ,       be 

the ageing model parameters used by peer vehicle   , where 

      and   is the number of peer vehicles. The model 

adaptation procedure is as follows. 

 

1. Estimate host vehicle fault signature values using peer 

vehicles’ ageing model parameters, which yields, 

 ̂    
            

         
                

where  ̂    
     indicates the estimate of host vehicle fault 

signature using the ageing model from peer vehicle   .  

2. Calculate the corresponding estimation error for the 

ageing model from each peer vehicle    as, 

     
 ∑ [ ̂    

           ]
  

   . 

3. Pick   models with the smallest error. Without loss of 

generality, the corresponding peer vehicles can be 

represented as    
,    

,…,     
. In the experiment 

presented in this paper,   is set to 3. 

4. Calculate the adjusted host vehicle fault signature 

values,  ̅     , by averaging the fault signature values 

based on the selected peer vehicles’ ageing models, 

 ̅      
 

 
∑  ̂     

    

 

   

 

5. Update the host vehicle ageing model, using the 

adjusted fault signature values 

{                   }        
           

∑[ ̅       ̂    ]
 

 

   

 

where  ̂         
      

         . 
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The adjusted ageing model parameters 

{                       are used for future battery RUL 

prediction. 

4. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION  

The proposed CVHM architecture has been implemented in 

a three-vehicle test fleet for the battery RUL prognosis 

application. To reduce the development cycle and cost, the 

test fleet is constructed in the way that one host vehicle 

implements the full CVHM architecture, and two peer 

vehicles implement only the V2X module. Each of the two 

peer vehicles maintain a database of battery D&P data from 

multiple batteries, which simulates the situation where data 

from multiple peer vehicles can be transferred to the host 

vehicle for D&P algorithm adaptation. 

For the host vehicle prototype implementation, there are 

three major hardware components as shown in Fig. 4. The 

first one is a dSpace
®
 MicroAutoBox (MAB) that has direct 

connection with the sensors on the battery. It employs the 

functions of data acquisition, signal pre-processing, and 

fault signature generation. During each vehicle cranking 

process, the MAB generates multiple battery-status related 

parameters, including battery temperature, SOC, cranking 

resistance, minimum cranking voltage, cranking powering, 

delta V, voltage residual.  

Fig. 4: Overview of system Implementation 

The second major hardware component is a VHM laptop (an 

HP
®
 8440w laptop with Microsoft

®
 Windows XP) that 

connects with the MAB through a Vector
® 

CANCaseXL. 

The VHM laptop implements a VHM module that runs the 

adaptive D&P algorithms to predict battery RUL. The 

implementation of VHM module involves multiple 

operations, including the CAN (Control Area Network) 

communication with MAB, the D&P algorithms, the 

database manipulations, the communication with the V2X 

laptop, and a graphical interface for development users to 

conduct debugging and demonstration. A C++/MATLAB 

mixed programming technique is used to effectively 

accommodate different operation needs. 

The third major hardware component is a V2X 

communication laptop (an HP
®
 Compaq 6910P with the OS 

of Linux Ubuntu 10) that communicates with the VHM 

laptop through TCP/IP based connection. The V2X laptop 

implements the V2X module that interacts with peer 

vehicles and infrastructure through a wireless 

communication to exchange data. It maintains a MySQL
®
 

database server to organize the data as well as manage the 

retrieval requests from the VHM module. The details on this 

part of implementation will be covered in a forthcoming 

publication. The V2X laptop also serves as the driver 

interface module to provide battery health information to the 

end user.  

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The CVHM system has been validated using the 

JBI_Aging_2008 data set. In this data collection effort, 15 

batteries from different suppliers were aged from fresh to 

the end of life through an accelerated ageing process. The 

battery age varies from 8 to 16 weeks. During the ageing 

process, weekly cranking tests were conducted on a test 

vehicle for each battery after it was conditioned to 100% 

state of charge (SOC) and the temperature of 25°C. Battery 

current, battery voltage, and engine RPM were collected 

during cranking. After data cleaning, there are totally 1710 

cranking data files that have adequate data for 14 batteries 

(battery 9 has no data). Table 2 summarizes the battery 

information from this data set.  

Battery ID 
Indices of 

Battery Types 

Accelerated Ageing 

Life (weeks) 

1 

I 

13 

2 10 

3 8 

4 

II 

16 

5 16 

6 16 

7 

III 

14 

8 16 

9 No Data 

10 

IV 

10 

11 16 

12 12 

13 

V 

14 

14 13 

15 16 

Table 2: Summary of JBI_Aging_2008 data set 
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5.1. Fault signature 

Fig. 5 shows the fault signatures of the batteries in the 

JBI_Aging_2008 dataset, including minimum cranking 

voltage, delta V, cranking power, voltage residual, and 

cranking resistance. Among these fault signatures, cranking 

resistance appears to be better SOH indicators than others, 

due to its consistency and monotonic correlation with the 

battery age. Therefore, we selected the cranking resistance 

as the fault signature in the rest of the experiments. 

5.2. Remaining useful life (RUL) prediction  

In order to evaluate CVHM-based battery RUL prediction, 

we conducted the experiment as follows. We randomly 

selected a battery, battery #6, from JBI_Ageing_2008 

dataset, and loaded the cranking data from battery #6 to the 

local database on the host vehicle. At each ignition on, the 

cranking data at different battery age was fed to the VHM 

module in order to simulate the battery ageing process. The 

data from another randomly selected battery, battery #2, was 

used to calibrate the initial battery ageing model as 

described in Section 3.2. The data from the remaining 12 

batteries were loaded in the two peer vehicles in order to 

simulate the fact that the peer vehicle population carries 

different batteries, and has gone through the full battery 

ageing process on those batteries. The host vehicle 

experienced multiple encounters with the peer vehicles, 

during which the battery data stored in peer vehicles were 

transferred to the host vehicle through V2V communication. 

The host vehicle used the newly acquired data to update the 

ageing model and the battery RUL prediction. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the battery RUL prediction results during 

one particular ignition cycle. At this particular ignition 

cycle, the host vehicle battery has been in service for 540 

days, assuming each week of accelerated ageing 

corresponding to about 90 days of real-world driving. The 

cranking resistance has increased from the initial value, but 

is still significantly lower than the end of life threshold 

indicated by the black horizontal line in Fig. 6. The initially 

calibrated ageing model, as shown by the blue line in Fig. 6, 

predicts the RUL is about 250 days, since the cranking 

resistance is predicted to pass the threshold in about 250 

days. This prediction is very different from the actual 

cranking resistance data that are shown by the black cycles. 

At the same time, the host vehicle has access to the data 

from peer vehicles’ batteries, of which the data from nearest 

neighbors are shown by the green crosses in Fig. 6. 

Following the model adjustment procedure presented in 

Section 3.2, an updated battery ageing model is obtained, 

and shown by the green line in Fig. 6. The updated ageing 

model traces the actual cranking resistance very well, and 

provides a fairly accurate RUL prediction. Table 3 presents 

more detailed RUL prediction results. After the first 

encounter between host vehicle and a peer vehicle, the peer 

vehicle transferred the data of four batteries to the host 

vehicle. The updated ageing model had an RUL prediction 

error of 339 days. As more battery data was transferred, the 

RUL prediction error of the updated ageing model 

continuously reduced. So was the standard deviation of the 

prediction error, which suggests that the prediction is 

increasingly reliable.  

6. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

6.1. Preliminary penetration analysis 

One of the key factors to the success of the CVHM 

framework is the access to peer vehicles’ data. This is 

especially challenging in the early phase of CVHM 

deployment when the penetration of the CVHM system is 

low. We will try to answer the question that how many peer 

vehicles are needed to achieve specific RUL prediction 

performance. 

The performance of RUL prediction can be measured by the 

accuracy and the precision (Vachtsevanos, Lewis, Roemer, 

Hess, & Wu, 2006). The accuracy specifies the difference 

between predicted value and the actual value. The precision 

specifies the spread of the predicted values. Many different 

metrics have been proposed (Saxena, et al., 2008). In this 

paper, we define the RUL prediction accuracy as       

      , which is the expectation of the error between the 

predicted battery RUL,     , and the actual RUL of the host 

vehicle battery,       . And the precision is defined as 

            , which is the standard deviation of the error. 

With the adaptive prognostics proposed in Section 3.2,      

is obtained by the sample mean of the battery RUL from 

selected peer vehicles. That is     
 

 
∑      

 
   , where       

is the actual battery RUL for selected peer vehicle i. 

Assuming the batteries of the host vehicle and the selected 

peer vehicles have the same ageing behavior,        and       

follow the independent and identical distribution (i.i.d.) with 

the expectation    and the standard deviation   ,  

According to (Spiegel, Schiller, & Srinivasan, 2009), we 

have,   

 (         )   (
 

 
∑      
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(a) Min cranking voltage (b) Delta V 

(c) Cranking power (d) Voltage residual 

(e) Cranking resistance 

 

Fig. 5: Fault signatures at 100% SOC and 25C for batteries in JBI_Ageing_2008 data set. Same battery types share the same 

color in the figure.  
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Fig. 6: Comparison of battery RUL prediction with pre-

calibrated model and adaptive model 

 

Number of peer 

vehicles’ batteries 
4 8 12 13 

Actual RUL (Days) 

– Ground truth 
964 964 964 964 

Predicted RUL 

(Days) 
625 1143 1040 992 

Error (Days) -339 +179 +76 -28 

Sample Standard 

Deviation (Days) 
460 220 139 71 

Table 3: The relationship between the prediction power and 

the number of batteries whose data are transferred from peer 

vehicles. The results are based on the JBI_Aging_2008 

dataset. Note that the prediction error and standard deviation 

are relatively high, due to the fact that the batteries in the 

JBI_Aging_2008 dataset represent 5 totally different battery 

types. In real applications, data from same battery type is 

available, and the prediction performance will be better. 

 

In other words, under the i.i.d. assumption, the RUL 

estimation will have zero expected error, which is very 

desirable. And the error spread of the CVHM-based 

prediction is reduced by a factor of  
√   

 
 from the single 

vehicle battery RUL prediction, which shows why the 

CVHM framework enhances the prediction performance.  

If we further assume the battery RUL distribution is normal, 

the prediction error will be within the error bound [     ], 

where         
 

 
  (         ) at the confidence level 

 , and   is the cumulative normal distribution function. To 

achieve a specific RUL error bound   , we need to have 

    , which yields that the minimum number of selected 

peer vehicles is [      
 

 
      ]

 . To simplify the 

calculation, we approximate 
√   

 
 with 

 

√ 
. 

Here is a hypothetic example. Suppose the standard 

deviation of battery life for the whole population of a certain 

battery type is 35 days, i.e.,      . This means that the 

actual life of most of this battery population (95% if an 

normal distribution is assumed) fails within a range of +/-70 

days around the average battery life, which is a fairly wide 

spread. To achieve the RUL prediction error bound of +/- 7 

days (    ) with 95% confidence (      , the least 

number of selected peer vehicles is 100, according to the 

analysis above. As a comparison, Table 4 shows the number 

of potential peer vehicles with similar ageing behavior 

under different CVHM penetration rates.  

Vehicle 

population 

(within a 

Metro area) 

Penetration 

of CVHM 

systems 

Percentage of 

selected peer 

vehicles (with 

similar ageing 

behavior) 

No. of 

selected 

peer 

vehicles 

200 K 0.5% 5% 50 

200 K 1% 5% 100 

200 K 2% 5% 200 

Table 4: Number of potential peer vehicles with different 

CVHM penetration rate 

6.2. Sophisticated ageing model 

In a CVHM system, the ageing model is important for 

system efficiency and accuracy. As an initial attempt, we 

explored a few static parametric models in this project, such 

as 3rd order polynomial model, exponential model, and 

support vector machine, and obtained satisfactory 

experimental results. In the future, we plan to further 

investigate other physics-based models and pure data-driven 

models. We are currently in the process of developing a 

physics-based Lead-Acid battery ageing model. It models 

various aspect of battery behavior including electrical, 

thermal, and ageing. It covers major battery failure modes 

such as corrosion, sulfation, and water loss. It also models a 

very particular phenomenon in flooded Lead Acid batteries, 

called acid stratification, which is not a battery failure mode 

itself, but accelerates the battery ageing. 

System ageing depends on not only the intrinsic system 

property but also on its usage. Therefore, system RUL 

prediction has to be able to capture and predict time-
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dependent usage patterns, which is usually very difficult to 

do with physics-based models. On the data-driven side, 

time-series models (Brockwell & Davis, 1991) (Rasmussen 

& Williams, 2006) are among other candidate methods we 

are considering to capture more complex trends in field 

data.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper introduces a feature-extraction method to 

characterize gas turbine engine dynamics. The extracted 

features are used to develop a fault diagnosis and prognosis 

method for startup related sub-systems in gas turbine 

engines - the starter system, the ignition system and the fuel 

delivery system.  

The startup of a gas turbine engine from ignition to idle 

speed is very critical not only for achieving a fast and 

efficient startup without incurring stall, but also for health 

monitoring of many subsystems involved. During startup, 

an engine goes through a number of phases during which 

various components become dominant. The proposed 

approach physically monitors the relevant phases of a 

startup by detecting distinct changes in engine behavior as it 

manifests in such critical variables as the core speed and the 

gas temperature.  The startup process includes several 

known milestones, such as starter-on, light-off, peak gas 

temperature, and idle. As each of these is achieved, different 

engine components come into play and the dynamic 

response of the engine changes. Monitoring engine speed 

and exhaust gas temperature and their derivatives provides 

valuable insights into engine behavior. 

The approach of the fault diagnosis system is as follows. 

The engine startup profiles of the core speed (N2) and the 

gas temperature are obtained and processed into a compact 

data set by identifying critical-to-characterization instances. 

The principal component analysis is applied to a number of 

parameters, and the fault is detected and mapped into three 

engine component failures which are the starter system 

failure, the ignition system failure, and the fuel delivery 

system failure. 

In this work, actual engine test data was used to develop and 

validate the system, and the results are shown for the test on 

engines that experienced startup related system failures. The 

developed fault diagnosis system detected the failure 

successfully in all three component failures. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The gas turbine engine is one of the most vital aviation 

components. While the heart of this propulsion system is the 

gas producer that converts fuel into mechanical energy, 

several LRUs (Line Replaceable Units) contribute to the 

overall health and remaining useful life of the propulsion 

function. Although some LRUs may not be considered to be 

engine OEM parts, they nevertheless contribute to the 

prognostic health of the propulsion system. Consequently, 

any accurate estimate of propulsion remaining useful life 

calculation from a CBM (Condition Based Maintenance) 

perspective must account for all such LRUs (Parthasarathy 

et al., 2011). 

Current LRU fault detection is achieved using built-in-tests 

(BIT). Unfortunately, these BIT implement simple threshold 

checks (i.e., hard faults) without taking a systems 

perspective of the propulsion system. Significant 

maintenance effort is expended to troubleshoot and isolate 

in-range (i.e., soft) faults.  As a result, when the component 

fails, it is too late and manifests as an engine shutdown or 

loss of power control at the propulsion function level. A 

failed LRU will drive maintenance costs and operational 

interrupts in two ways: 1) an LRU failure is misdiagnosed 

as an engine problem and the engine is removed, and 2) the 

engine must be removed to access certain LRUs. 

Most engine fault diagnosis/prognosis is performed using 

measurement data from engines that are in steady-state 

conditions. The steady-state data is used for several reasons; 

most notably, system transients can confuse fault 

_____________________ 
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diagnosis/prognosis methods, giving incorrect results. A 

more robust approach to developing fault 

diagnosis/prognosis methods that explicitly accounts for 

transient data is required (Surender et al., 2005). 

Furthermore, most turbine engine fault diagnosis/prognosis 

methods are developed with engine performance models 

that have been validated only under steady-state conditions 

or with actual engine data at steady-state conditions. Engine 

models that accurately represent the system in transient 

conditions are difficult to develop. Nevertheless, developing 

fault diagnosis/prognosis methods designed to operate on 

system data during transient as well as steady-state 

operation has several important advantages; 1) Certain 

system faults have a distinct signature during system 

transient conditions that would not normally be discernible 

during steady-state conditions. 2) The effect of feedback 

control action is less dominant during transient conditions 

than during steady-state conditions. Because feedback 

control suppresses the effect of sensor and system faults, 

faults are more evident during transient conditions. 3) 

Certain engine component incipient faults are manifest only 

during transient conditions such as startup and shutdown 

(e.g., starter and igniter system faults) (Uluyol et al., 2006). 

Thus, for a vehicle health monitoring system that is 

comprehensive in its scope, and timely and accurate in its 

diagnosis, high fidelity engine models and a large amount of 

high-speed data both in steady-state as well as in transients 

are needed. However, limited computational resources 

available on-board, and the limited bandwidth capacity and 

the high cost of real-time data transmission place serious 

barriers to fulfilling that need (Kim et al., 2005). 

The approach presented in this paper seeks to overcome 

these barriers by separating the initial feature extraction 

stage of diagnostics algorithms from the modeling and 

trending stages. The first stage, which includes the detection 

of time instances that are critical to diagnosis and control, is 

performed on board, while the latter stages are performed on 

a ground station. This paper presents an approach that 

permits a much greater insight into the engine health than is 

possible with a couple of snapshots at takeoff and cruise, 

while keeping the data size much smaller than that of the 

complete high speed data. The fault diagnosis method for 

startup related components in turbine engines is developed 

using continuous time series data. The engine startup data 

set recorded with high speed sampling rate is analyzed to 

discover the best conditions for detecting the target 

component failure. Engine startup profiles of the core speed 

(N2) and the measured gas temperature (MGT) are then 

transformed into a compact set by a series of data 

processing steps. The processing is based on statistical 

characteristics analysis, and principal component analysis 

(PCA). The fault is detected and mapped into three engine 

component failures which are the starter system failure, the 

ignition system failure, and the fuel delivery system failure. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In 

Section 2, the functionality of startup related components is 

described. In Section 3, the engine startup process is 

described. Section 4 describes the engine startup profile and 

the critical-to-characterization (CTC) instances. Section 5 

presents the developed fault diagnosis/prognosis system 

with the steps of the algorithm logic. Section 6 shows the 

results of the developed diagnosis system. The data set used 

to develop the system is the actual engine data recorded in 

the test cell. Finally, Section 7 presents the summary and 

conclusions. 

2. ENGINE STARTUP SYSTEM AND COMPONENTS 

Gas turbine engines are complicated pieces of machinery, so 

fault diagnosis of these machines is enhanced by a detailed 

understanding of the equipment. The engine of interest in 

this work is a turbo-shaft engine. 

The startup system consists of the ignition system, starter 

motor and the fuel system. The engine ignition system 

requires an external source of power. The ignition system 

provides igniters and exciter output circuits, and each igniter 

and circuit releases sufficient energy for all ground and air 

starting requirements. The ignition channels are powered by 

28 V dc when the starter is energized. It supplies energy for 

spark at the igniter plugs. Adequate energy is supplied by 

the ignition system throughout its input voltage operating 

range to obtain successful engine starts. 

For starting on the ground, the automatic start sequence is 

enabled by the pilot placing the power level angle (PLA) in 

the IDLE position, and holding the momentary start switch. 

Given sufficient battery power, the gas producer will begin 

to accelerate with the ignition enabled. As the gas producer 

accelerates, the ECU commands introduction of fuel to the 

engine. Light-off is declared if a rise in MGT is detected 

based on the MGT rate of change or MGT increase since 

introduction of fuel, or if Ng is greater than some pre-

defined level. There is a start abort if any of the following 

are detected: excessive MGT, hung start, no light-off, or no 

Ng rotation. 

The fuel system on the turbine engine provides fuel to the 

engine for proper combustion under all circumstances. The 

fuel system comprises the FMU (Fuel Metering Unit), fuel 

pump, high-pressure filter, min-flow valve, and fuel 

manifold assembly. Fuel metering functions are provided by 

the FMU. In the installed condition, there is no accessible 

means for adjusting the FMU. The high-pressure fuel filter 

is installed upstream of the FMU. It is designed and 

constructed to minimize the release of contaminants 

upstream of the metering valve and the fuel manifold.  

3. ENGINE STARTUP PROCESS 

The key features of the transient startup process are captured 

and made available as enriched inputs to LRU fault isolation 
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algorithm. A typical engine speed plot during startup is 

shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Typical Engine Start Profile 

 

Startup includes several milestones such as starter on, light-

off, peak temperature, and idle. As each of these states is 

achieved, different components come into play, and the 

dynamic response of the engine changes. The gas producer 

core speed (NGG) and measured gas temperature (MGT) 

are two of the most informative measurements for detecting 

or verifying whether these states are achieved. Monitoring 

their derivates also provides valuable insights for engine 

behavior. 

In general, the automatic start is performed by latching a 

combined starter/igniter relay and starter/ignition systems 

are on. The maximum engine speed gradient occurs when 

the engine speed has its highest rate of change during 

startup—usually a few seconds after the starter is switched 

on. According to the engine control logic, the control system 

shall deliver regulated fuel flow at the fuel metering unit 

delivery port when core speed exceeds some pre-defined 

level of full speed. Light-off occurs when ignition 

successfully completes and the combustor is able to sustain 

combustion. The maximum temperature gradient that 

corresponds to the highest rate of change in MGT follows 

the light-off several seconds behind during startup. The 

power section then begins to provide rotational energy to the 

system. Peak temperature occurs when the engine reaches 

its highest temperature during startup. At some pre-defined 

level of engine speed, the starter system and the ignition 

system are disabled through the ignition/starter relay driver. 

Finally, the ground idle occurs when the engine reaches its 

idle speed.  

Figure 2 shows the time periods when the function of 

startup related LRUs is active during the startup process and 

they will be used to select the proper startup features. For 

example, the starter system anomaly can be detected and 

differentiated from the anomalies due to ignition and fuel 

systems, if the features are selected at ‘Fuel Enable’. For the 

ignition system anomaly detection, the features at ‘light-off’ 

and ‘peak MGT dot’ are more proper, whereas the features 

at ‘peak MGT’ and ‘idle’ are more proper for the fuel 

system anomaly detection. 
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Figure 2. Startup Partition According to LRUs Functional 

Activity 

 

By storing and analyzing engine sensor data taken during 

these key conditions of engine startup, the system and 

method is able to accurately characterize the performance of 

the engine during startup.  This information is the basis for 

LRU prognostics to determine when faults in the start 

transient regime are occurring or likely to occur.  

Furthermore, the approach provides this ability to 

characterize the engine startup performance using only the 

sensor data taken during the key conditions. 

4. STARTUP PROFILE 

In this section, we discuss how the startup can be 

characterized using a small number of data points rather 

than equally spaced time series data. 

The startup of a gas turbine engine from ignition to idle 

speed is very critical not only for achieving a fast and 

efficient startup without incurring stall, but also for health 

monitoring of many subsystems involved. The state of the 

art in monitoring engine startup is that engine parameters 

are sampled at regular frequencies and compared against 

fixed thresholds on these parameters. Often, the thresholds 

are set arbitrarily---monitoring parameters at 10%, 20%, 

30% engine speed, etc. Sometimes the thresholds are set by 

experts or based on design specifications. In either case, 

startup monitoring does not capture the changes in engine 

response accurately and in a timely manner, since the 

changes in engine response manifest as an engine achieves 

certain startup phases, and not necessarily as some arbitrary 

thresholds are reached. 

During startup, an engine goes through a number of phases 

in which various components become dominant. In the 
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absence of very detailed and costly engine models, the 

phases can be determined by monitoring the dynamic 

response of the engine. Our approach is the combination of 

monitoring physically relevant phases of a startup and 

monitoring the engine control schedule. The physically 

relevant phases can be obtained by detecting distinct 

changes in engine behavior as it manifests in such critical 

variables as core speed and exhaust gas temperature. This 

approach is superior to monitoring predetermined thresholds 

since the time the data should be captured is determined on 

the fly (hence, it varies from one flight to another). The 

engine control schedule can be obtained by the engine 

control logic. Some of the control logic provides additional 

insights of the engine operating conditions. For example, the 

engine control logic schedules the time when the fuel shall 

start to provide to the engine. This time of instance is very 

important since the performance of ignition system and fuel 

delivery system can be evaluated from this point of time. 

Unless you don’t have a very accurate fuel flow 

measurement sensor (in fact, this is not the case almost 

always), this information cannot be obtained. 

As described in the previous section, startup includes 

several known milestones, such as light off, peak MGT, and 

idle. As each of these is achieved, different components 

come into play and the dynamic response of the engine 

changes. The engine core speed (N2) and MGT are two of 

the most informative sensors. Monitoring their derivatives 

also provides, as we shall see below, valuable insights for 

engine behavior. Based on the derivatives of N2 and MGT, 

we can identify very precisely the time instances of light off, 

peak N2 dot, and peak MGT dot (Uluyol et al., 2005). 

 

Figure 3. Features Extracted from the Startup Algorithm 

 

When applied to actual startup data, the CTC instances cut 

across N2 and MGT profiles as well as other engine 

variables of interest depending on the failure type. An 

example of indication of CTC instances over the N2 and 

MGT startup profile plotted with actual data is shown in 

Figure 3. This figure helps the chronological understanding 

of the CTC instances occurrence. Notice that the CTC 

instances are nicely, but not equally, distributed between the 

start and idle speed. The distance between the lines changes 

as the startup profile changes. However, the simple patterns 

that each variable forms retain their shape, thereby allowing 

an automatic and consistent feature extraction. 

5. FAULT DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM 

The fault diagnosis system proposed in this work is 

presented in Figure 4. N2 and MGT, which are the two most 

important engine performance parameters, are processed at 

each flight to detect any startup related LRU anomalies.  
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Figure 4. Schematic description of the algorithm 

 

As emphasized earlier, the one of the ideas of developing 

fault prediction method in this work is based on the data 

reduction. The N2 and MGT startup profiles are continuous 

time series data. Considering the engine startup transient 

time, which typically takes 40-50 seconds, they consist of a 

large number of samples; the number depends on the 

sampling rate (for example, 2000-2500 samples with 50 HZ 

sampling rate, which was used in this work). Rather than 

analyzing whole continuous profiles having a large number 

of samples, the processing of a few points that represent the 

whole profile is much more efficient. In fact, there are two 

perspectives of data dimensionality reduction: technical 

perspective and practical perspective. In many problems, 

reducing the number of input variables can sometimes lead 

to improved performance for a given data set, even though 

some information is being discarded. The fixed quantity of 

data is better able to specify the mapping in the lower 

dimension space and this more than compensates for the 

loss of information (Bishop 1995). In the practical 

perspective, there are several more advantages to 

condensing the data: 1) It minimizes the cost and space for 

data collection and storage; 2) Computationally faster data 

processing makes for timely prognostic decisions; and 3) 

Not all of the engine data collection system can record 

continuous high speed data. Thus, a fault diagnosis system 

based on condensing the data set requires minimal 

modification of the existing data acquisition system. The 
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data reduction processing, which reduces the data size from 

the continuous time series data consisting as many as 2500 

samples into 2 - 6 samples, is accomplished in two steps; 

from the second step to the third step as described below. 

The first step in the algorithm covers data extraction from 

the engine and standardization of the extracted data. Since 

the startup profiles of N2 and MGT vary depending on the 

ambient conditions, the abnormal engine startup can result 

not only from the malfunctioning engine but also from 

ambient conditions. Correcting engine parameters against 

the standard condition is necessary to decouple the effect 

from the varying ambient conditions. The correction of N2 

and MGT is done using ambient temperature (T1). 

In the second step, we obtain the snapshot data at points that 

best represent the characteristics of a continuous N2 and 

MGT startup profile. The six CTC conditions, which are 

Peak N2 dot, Fuel Enable, Light Off, Peak MGT dot, Peak 

MGT, and Idle, are selected to represent the startup profile. 

The snapshot data set of five parameters---Time, N2, MGT, 

N2 dot, and MGT dot---are obtained at the six CTC 

conditions, resulting in 30 parameters per startup. 

As discussed in Section 3, the time periods when the 

function of startup related LRUs is active during the startup 

process are different depending on LRUs, the startup 

features shall be selected at different CTC instances for each 

LRU. The selection of proper features are done in the third 

step, and the resulting output from this step is the down-

selected startup features, which is represented by CI 

(condition indicator) in Figure 4. For the starter system 

anomaly detection, two CIs are selected at Fuel Enable 

condition. For the ignition system anomaly detection, six 

CIs are selected at Light-off and Peak MGT dotcondition. 

For the fuel delivery system anomaly detection, five CIs are 

selected at Peak MGT condition. 

The fourth step is to detect any anomalies related to starter 

system, ignition system, and fuel delivery system. The 

anomaly detection is done based on Principal Components 

Analysis. The output of this step is the HI (health indicator) 

indicating existence of any anomalies in the three LRUs. 

The PCA model establishes correlations between the 

features. The anomaly detection involves measuring the 

multivariate distance away from the center of the correlation 

observed from the training set. If the distance exceeds a 

given threshold, then an anomaly is flagged. 

The anomalies detected in the previous steps indicate faults 

in the startup process that encompass several components, 

including the engine. The last step is to isolate the possible 

root cause of anomalies further to subsystems or 

components, and to distinguish engine faults that manifest 

symptoms during the startup process. As shown in Figure 5, 

the fault isolation reasoner is composed of starter system 

anomaly reasoner, ignition system anomaly reasoner, and 

fuel delivery system anomaly reasoner. It also includes the 

battery fault isolation logic. The inputs to the fault isolation 

reasoner are the HIs generated from the anomaly detector, 

additional measurements of oil temperature and fuel 

temperature, and the output from a different algorithm 

detecting fuel system fault. The outputs of the fault isolation 

reasoner are HIs related to starter motor, battery, igniter, 

fuel delivery, and engine. The logic of reasoners to isolate 

the root cause of each LRUs is presented in Section 6. 
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Figure 5. Fault Isolation Reasoner 

 

6. FAULT DIAGNOSIS RESULT 

The proposed fault diagnosis system was developed and 

tested with actual engine data collected from a test cell. The 

tests were done at the various conditions such as different 

altitude, Mach no., ambient temperature, oil/fuel 

temperatures. The startup test includes the initial static start 

(both cold and hot starts), aborted take-off ground start, and 

in-flight restart. The sampling rate of this data set is 50 Hz. 

The extracted parameters are N2, MGT, and T1. The 

ambient corrected values of N2 and MGT are computed 

from the empirical correction models, which are functions 

of T1. 

Keeping the size of the data needed for the fault diagnosis 

much smaller than that of the complete high-speed data is 

advantageous and much more efficient. The rationale for 

extracting snapshot data is that a continuous startup profile 

can be represented by several points without losing its 

characteristics. Thirty snapshot datum per startup are 

obtained, each having six CTC conditions: Peak N2 dot, 

Fuel Enable, Light Off, Peak MGT dot, Peak MGT, and Idle 

for the five parameters of Time, N2, MGT, N2 dot, and 

MGT dot where Time, N2, and MGT are measured values 

and  N2 dot and  MGT dot are computed values. Table 1 

summarizes the 30 parameters showing the CTC conditions 

in the column level and the engine variables in the row 

level. In Table 1, the features selected for the starter system 

anomaly detection are marked in blue and they are the Time 
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at Fuel Enable, and N2 dot at Fuel Enable. The features 

selected for the ignition system anomaly detection are 

marked in green and they are the time interval between 

Light-off and Fuel Enable, N2 at Light-off, N2 at Peak 

MGT dot, MGT at Peak MGT dot, N2 dot at Peak MGT 

dot, and MGT dot at Peak MGT dot. The features selected 

for the fuel system anomaly detection are marked in yellow 

and they are time interval between Peak MGT and Light-

off, N2 at Peak MGT, MGT at Peak MGT, N2 dot at Peak 

MGT, and MGT dot at Peak MGT. As shown in Figure 2, 

the starter system anomaly detection is executed at Fuel 

Enable condition, the ignition system anomaly detection is 

executed at Peak MGT dot condition, and the fuel system 

anomaly detection is executed at Peak MGT condition. 

Conditions  
Parameters 

Time  N2  MGT  N2 dot  MGT dot  

@ Peak N2dot                 

@ Fuel Enable                 

@ Light-off                 

@ Peak MGT dot                 

@ Peak MGT                 

@ Idle                 

Table 1. Startup Feature Selection (Blue – starter system 

anomaly detection, Green – igniter system anomaly 

detection, Yellow – fuel system anomaly detection) 

 

The result of starter system anomaly detection is shown in 

Figure 6 - Figure 8. Figure 6 shows two startup features 

selected for the starter system anomaly detection. The upper 

plot shows the Time at Fuel Enable and the lower plot 

shows N2 dot at Fuel Enable. The x-axis represents each 

startup. The normal startup is marked with blue x and the 

abnormal startup is marked with red dot. Figure 7 shows the 

PCA model output for starter system anomaly detection. 

The red horizontal line represents the threshold for the 

anomaly and blue x represents normal case and red dot 

represents the abnormal case. From Figure 6, the features 

themselves are not so distinguishable between the normal 

and abnormal cases. But as shown in Figure 7, the PCA 

model generates a clear indication of the anomaly by 

showing the big variance from the normal correlation 

among the features. Figure 8 is the N2 startup profile 

showing differences in the case of typical normal startup 

(blue curve) and the starter system anomaly (red curve). The 

two curves are similar to each other except around the Fuel 

Enable instance; Time at Fuel Enable is much larger in the 

case of anomaly. This clearly demonstrates that the starter 

system anomaly shall be detected at Fuel Enable instance. 

The root cause of the starter system anomaly could be 

various. According to Figure 6 and Figure 8, the major 

anomaly signature is the large value of Time to Fuel Enable. 

The possible root causes of delayed Fuel Enable are the 

starter motor fault, the battery fault, the engine drag, and the 

engine rub. Figure 9 shows the logic to isolate the root cause 

of starter system anomaly. The ambiguity set is composed 

of the starter motor fault, the battery fault, the engine drag, 

and the engine rubs. When the starter system anomaly is 

triggered, two additional tests are to be done to isolate the 

root cause. If the oil temperature is too low and below a 

certain limit, then the probable cause of the delayed Fuel 

Enable is the engine drag. If the steady state scalar is higher 

than a certain level, then the Fuel Enable may be delayed 

due to the engine rubs. If none of those two tests are true, 

then the probable root causes of starter system anomaly are 

either the battery deterioration or the starter motor 

deterioration. The logic to isolate the battery problem is 

discussed later in this section. 

 

Figure 6. Startup Features for Starter System Anomaly 

Detection 

 

 
Figure 7. PCA Model Output for Starter System Anomaly 

Detection 
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Figure 8. N2 Startup Profile comparing Normal Startup 

(Blue) and Starter System Anomaly (Red) 
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Figure 9. Starter System Anomaly Reasoner 

 

The result of ignition system anomaly detection is shown in 

Figure 10 - Figure 12. Among six startup features selected 

for the ignition system anomaly detection, Figure 10 

presents the features that show the most distinguishable 

signatures between the abnormal and normal startups, which 

are the time intervals between Light-off and Fuel Enable 

and N2 at Peak MGT dot. Figure 11 shows the PCA model 

output for ignition system anomaly detection. Figure 12 is 

the N2 and MGT startup profiles showing differences in the 

case of typical normal startup (blue curve) and the ignition 

system anomaly (red curve). The two curves are similar to 

each other in the early stage of startup but show the big 

difference around Peak MGT dot instance. This clearly 

demonstrates that the ignition system anomaly shall be 

detected at Peak MGT dot instance. The root cause of the 

ignition system anomaly could be various. According to 

Figure 10 and Figure 12, the major anomaly signature is the 

large value of the time interval between Light-off and Fuel 

Enable. The possible root causes of delayed Peak MGT dot 

are the igniter fault, the battery fault, and the fuel/air 

mixture problem. The fuel/air mixture problem usually 

occurs at higher altitude resulting in denser fuel in the 

combustor chamber. Figure 13 shows the logic to isolate the 

root cause of ignition system anomaly. The ambiguity set is 

composed of the igniter fault, the battery fault, and the 

fuel/air mixture problem. There exists another algorithm to 

diagnose various fuel system faults (Mylaraswamy et al., 

2011). This algorithm is based on the performance of 

control loops by assessing the controller dynamics. This 

algorithm is called the fuel scout algorithm and it can isolate 

the fault according to the various fuel system components 

such as the stepper motor, metering valve, RVDT sensor, 

fuel manifold sensor, and fuel nozzle. When the ignition 

system anomaly is triggered, the output of the fuel scout 

algorithm is referred to confirm if the anomaly is due to the 

fuel/air mixture problem. If the fuel scout algorithm does 

not trigger, then the probable root causes of ignition system 

anomaly are either the battery deterioration or the igniter 

deterioration. Figure 14 shows the logic to isolate the 

battery problem, the starter motor problem, and the igniter 

problem. If the starter system anomaly reasoner concludes 

that the anomaly is due to either starter motor or battery, and 

the ignition system anomaly reasoner concludes that the 

anomaly is due to either igniter or battery, then the probable 

root cause of both anomalies is the battery, because the 

starter motor and the igniter are powered by the same 

battery. If the starter system anomaly reasoner outputs HI of 

starter motor and battery is true, whereas the ignition system 

anomaly reasoner outputs HI of igniter and battery is false, 

then the root cause of the starter system anomaly is the 

starter motor deterioration. If the starter system anomaly 

reasoner outputs HI of starter motor and battery is false, 

whereas the ignition system anomaly reasoner outputs HI of 

igniter and battery is true, then the root cause of the ignition 

system anomaly is the igniter deterioration. 

 

Figure 10. Subset of Startup Features for Ignition System 

Anomaly Detection 
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Figure 11. PCA Model Output for Ignition System Anomaly 

Detection 

 

 
Figure 12. Startup Profiles comparing Normal Startup 

(Blue) and Ignition System Anomaly (Red) 
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Figure 13. Ignition System Anomaly Reasoner 
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Figure 14. Battery Fault Isolation 

 

The result of fuel system anomaly detection is shown in 

Figure 15 - Figure 17. Among six startup features selected 

for the fuel system anomaly detection, Figure 15 presents 

the features that show the most distinguishable signatures 

between the abnormal and normal startups, which are the 

time intervals between peak MGT and Light-off and N2 at 

Peak MGT. Figure 16 shows the PCA model output for fuel 

system anomaly detection. Figure 17 is the N2 and MGT 

startup profiles showing differences in the case of typical 

normal startup (blue curve) and the fuel system anomaly 

(red curve). The two curves are similar to each other in the 

early stage of startup but show the big difference around 

Peak MGT instance. This clearly demonstrates that the fuel 

system anomaly shall be detected at Peak MGT instance. 

The root cause of the fuel system anomaly could be various. 

According to Figure 15 and Figure 17, the major anomaly 

signature is the large value of the time interval between 

Peak MGT and Light-off. The possible root causes of 

delayed Peak MGT are the fuel system deterioration, the 

engine deterioration, and the low fuel temperature. When 

the fuel is too cold and the amount of fuel delivered to the 

combustor chamber is not sufficient enough the secondary 

fuel nozzle begins to open. The size of secondary fuel 

nozzle is bigger so the size of the fuel droplet is bigger. 

Since the fuel is very cold, the colder and bigger fuel 

sprayed into combustor chamber results in the cool-down 

and the possible blown-out. Figure 18 shows the logic to 

isolate the root cause of fuel system anomaly. The 

ambiguity set is composed of the fuel system deterioration, 

the engine deterioration, and the low fuel temperature. If the 

fuel temperature is below a certain limit, then the probable 

cause of the delayed Peak MGT is the cold fuel. Similarly in 

the case of ignition system anomaly reasoner, when the fuel 

system anomaly is triggered, the output of the fuel loop 

scout algorithm is referred to confirm if the anomaly is due 

to the fuel system deterioration. If the fuel loop scout 

algorithm does not trigger, then the probable root cause of 

fuel system anomaly is the engine deterioration. 
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Figure 15. Subset of Startup Features for Fuel System 

Anomaly Detection 

 

 
Figure 16. PCA Model Output for Fuel System Anomaly 

Detection 

 
Figure 17. Startup Profiles comparing Normal Startup 

(Blue) and Fuel System Anomaly (Red) 
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Figure 18. Fuel System Anomaly Reasoner 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper introduces a method for gas turbine LRU 

anomaly detection during the engine startup. The approach 

seeks to strike a balance between the need for a large 

amount of high-speed data for accurately characterizing the 

engine condition not only at steady-state but also at 

transients, and the limited computational resources available 

on-board and the difficulties associated with storing and 

transmitting data. Extracting features based on actual engine 

dynamics and the engine control logic can be done with 

very minimal computational resources that are already 

available on most aircraft. 

The time that snapshot data is taken is as important as the 

engine variable that is captured in the snapshot. We have 

shown that the conditions of Fuel Enable is more useful for 

the starter system anomaly detection, the Peak MGT dot 

condition is more useful for the ignition system anomaly 

detection, and the Peak MGT condition is more useful for 

the fuel system anomaly detection. The logic to isolate the 

anomaly of each LRU is also presented. 

The approach has been applied on actual engine data 

collected in test cell. The measurements of interest are the 

N2 and MGT during engine startup. The developed system 

detects the anomalies related to the starter system, ignition 

system and fuel system. The main contributions of this 

paper are; 

 This paper identifies the CTC conditions by the 

combination of the engine control logic and the engine 

dynamics.  

 This paper provides the method to condense the data 

required to characterize engine dynamics from several 

hundred seconds of high speed data to about two dozen 

data points per startup, which has tremendous 

implications in engine health monitoring. Implementing 
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the approach on-board allows real-time data transfer 

and makes timely prognostics possible. 

 This paper is focused on the different stages of the 

engine startup process, which enables to cover multiple 

LRUs which are critically associated to the engine 

startup. This paper identifies the specific time intervals 

when the function of a certain LRU is dominant, and 

the fault detection of that particular LRU is done during 

the identified time intervals.  

 Identifies three different time intervals when the fault 

detection of three LRUs are done, the three LRUs 

include start system, ignition system and fuel system.  

 Identifies three sets of fault features that exhibit the 

symptoms of three LRUs most effectively. 

 There exist a number of causes that show the anomaly 

in the fault features. This is called the ambiguity set. 

This paper identifies the ambiguity set of each three 

LRUs and isolates the root cause of each anomaly. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an approach for the correction of data
gathered for damage prognosis (DP) in composite structures.
The validation setup consists of surface-bonded piezoceramic
(PZT) transducers used in a Structural Health Monitoring
(SHM) system with simulated bonding layer damage using
Teflon masks. The modal damping around PZT mechani-
cal resonance is used as a metric to assess and compensate
for the degradation of the adhesive layer of the transducers.
Modal damping is derived from electrical admittance curves
using a lumped parameter model to monitor the degradation
of the transducer adhesive layer. A Pitch-Catch (PC) con-
figuration is then used to discriminate the effect of bonding
degradation on actuation and sensing. It is shown that below
the first mechanical resonance frequency of the PZT, degra-
dation leads to a decrease in the amplitude of the transmitted
and measured signals. Above resonance, in addition to a de-
crease in signal amplitude of the transmitted and measured
signals, a slight linear phase delay is also observed. A Signal
Correction Factor (SCF) is proposed to adjust signals based
on adhesive degradation evaluated using the measured modal
damping. The benefits of the SCF for prognostics feature gen-
eration are demonstrated in the frequency domain for the A0
mode.

1. INTRODUCTION

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) denotes in-situ and con-
tinuous on-line monitoring (Mickens, Schulz, Sundaresan,
& Ghoshal, 2003) for detection and interpretation of ad-
verse changes within a structure (Kessler & Pramila, 2007).

K. R. Mulligan et.al. This is an open-access article distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, pro-
vided the original author and source are credited.

SHM is applicable to a number of fields aiming at reduc-
ing system life-cycle costs and down-time and increasing
safety (Giurgiutiu & Bao, 2004). In the aerospace domain,
this is done by integrating Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE)
techniques as autonomous systems into airframes (Kessler
& Pramila, 2007). Increasing confidence in SHM solu-
tions could also contribute to reduce maintenance costs by
minimizing scheduled downtime through decreasing the fre-
quency and duration of these maintenance intervals (Kapoor,
Boller, Giljohann, & Braun, 2010). Such failures depend on
the host structure material which is typically aluminum or a
Carbon Fiber Re-inforced Polymer (CFRP).

Data gathered from SHM systems for airframe diagnostics
are used to detect and localize fatigue damage only. SHM
systems based on Guided Wave (GW) propagation using
piezoceramic transducers are among the various existing sys-
tems that could be used for data gathering. Piezoceramic
transducers are advantageous due to their cost-effectiveness
and lightweight and can be used for quick and continu-
ous structural inspections (Quaegebeur, Masson, Langlois-
Demers, & Micheau, 2010).

Prognostic enhancements are currently being investigated for
SHM systems to improve condition-based monitoring. Dam-
age prognosis (DP) is defined as an estimate of an engi-
neered system’s Remaining Useful Life (RUL) (Farrar &
Lieven, 2007). These enhancements aim to monitor tenden-
cies within SHM data to classify the various airframe failure
modes (Kessler & Pramila, 2007) and then estimate the RUL
of the host structure.

The use of CFRPs for host structure fabrication has increased
as reported by (Kessler & Pramila, 2007). For CFRPs, the
two main failure modes due to impacts include intra-ply ma-
trix cracking and inter-ply delaminations. Intra-ply matrix

1
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cracking occurs on the host structure surface due to low im-
pact energies prior to inter-ply delaminations. Inter-ply de-
laminations are the result of either singular high energy im-
pacts or repeated low velocity impacts which also cause intra-
ply matrix cracks to spread and weaken the host structure as
described in (Iarve, Gurvich, Mollenhauer, Rose, & Dávila,
2011). Prediction using model-based prognostics of inter-ply
delamination size versus increasing impact projectile veloc-
ity is reported in (Mueller et al., 2009) where a numerical
model is used to simulate an impact using a steel ball projec-
tile (Choi, 1990). Their work did not follow ASTM standards
that dictate a 16 mm hemispherical impact head must be used
to impact composite coupons with a mass and height based on
the coupon thickness such that realistic and repeatable dam-
ages (over a number of coupons) are induced (ASTM, 2007).
Preliminary work described in (Ahmad & Gupta, 2010) for
simulating and predicting the failure behavior of composite
panels follows the ASTM standard for damage initiation but
also presents only numerical results. Further numerical work
for predicting crack growth and RUL are presented in (Coppe,
Pais, Kim, & Haftka, 2010). In this work, crack growth
RUL estimation is predicted using material properties and the
stress intensity factor which is a complicated function of ap-
plied loading, boundary conditions, crack location, geometry,
and material properties.

In the aforementioned numerical work, features are extracted
from the simulations to form a feature set. The most repre-
sentative and discriminate features from the set are then used
as inputs to predictive models such as: K-Nearest Neighbor
(KNN), Neural Networks, and Decision Trees. For GW, dis-
criminative features are extracted from time, frequency, and
energy domain signals (Kessler & Pramila, 2007). There is
little knowledge however on which features can predict grad-
ual tendencies from damage initiation which is important for
RUL estimation and at what point these features can be used
for RUL prediction after the damage initiation phase com-
mences. Although much numerical work is presented in liter-
ature for damage prognosis and generating feature sets, there
is little numerical work and nearly no experimental work in
RUL estimation. Experimentally, little work has been put
forth in proposing a robust data gathering methodology in
a laboratory environment. Most successful RUL estimation
approaches in various domains use a hybrid system that im-
plements a combination of model and data driven based prog-
nostics (Byington, Roemer, & Gallie, 2002).

An important consideration when using a piezoceramic trans-
ducer SHM system for data gathering prior to prognostic
model development, is that impacts inflicted upon aerospace
structures causes both structural damage and damage to the
SHM system. More specifically, it is shown in (Park, Far-
rar, Lanza di Scalea, & Coccia, 2006) that impacts in regions
around piezoceramic SHM systems mainly damage the bond-
ing layer between the transducers and the host structure sur-

face. Degradation of the bonding layer in turn affects the
signals generated and received by these transducers shown
in (Mulligan, Quaegebeur, Ostiguy, Masson, & Létourneau,
2012) for a glass plate as the host structure. Numerical sim-
ulations were used to determine a damage metric based on
modal damping of the transducer determined from electrical
admittance curves to assess the level of bonding layer degra-
dation. A Signal Correction Factor (SCF) has been proposed
to correct for changes in signal amplitude and phase caused
by degradation which is measured from changes in modal
damping. Numerical results of the modal damping metrics
capability of measuring the amount of bonding layer degra-
dation are verified experimentally due to the transparency of
the glass host structure as chemical degradation was used.

In this paper, the modal damping metric is used to assess the
amount of bonding layer degradation on a CFRP host struc-
ture numerically. Experimental measurements are used to
validate numerical results by controlling the bonding cover-
age area of piezoceramic lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) trans-
ducers using Teflon masks. Following this, two transducers
are bonded to an aerospace grade CFRP plate in a Pitch-Catch
(PC) configuration. One transducer is perfectly bonded to
the structure as a reference whereas the other is bonded us-
ing Teflon masks in order to simulate a damage in the adhe-
sive. Following the Pitch-Catch measurements, the damaged
transducer is removed, the surface of the plate is cleaned, and
a new transducer is bonded using a different Teflon mask.
The Pitch-Catch measurements are repeated. During acqui-
sition, the reference and damaged transducer take turns as an
actuator or sensor and data are post processed to investigate
the effect of degradation on actuation and sensing. A SCF
is proposed to adjust the amplitude and phase of the mea-
sured signals based on bonding layer degradation using the
modal damping metric. The SCF is used to adjust the A0
dispersion curve to account for bonding layer degradation to
demonstrate its importance in ensuring a robust database is
gathered for later prognostic model development.

2. BONDING LAYER DEGRADATION MODES DUE TO IM-
PACTS

The effect of structural damage due to impacts on the bond-
ing layer between a PZT transducer and the host structure has
not been explicitly studied. Much work has however been
done on the effect of impacts on adhesive bonded joints. The
adhesive layer in composite lap joints with traction and im-
pact loading remains intact while failure occurs at the ad-
herends. Further damage propagation in the adherends causes
the adhesive to gradually debond at the extremities of the lap
joint (Galliot, Rousseau, & Verchery, 2012). Although a ma-
jor portion of the impact energy is absorbed by the adherends,
the remaining energy is transferred to the adhesive layer it-
self. With increasing impact energies, the adhesive layer is
susceptible to failure modes including: a reduction in initial
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Item Material Thickness (mm) Young’s Modulus (GPa) Poisson’s ratio Density (kg/m3)
PZT PZT 5A 0.5 65.0 0.31 7750
CFRP 16 plies prepreg [0,90]8s 2.45 74.5 0.219 1488
Adhesive Permatex R⃝ cyanoacrylate 0.1 2.4 0.3 1100

Table 1. Properties of the PZT transducer, CFRP, and adhesive layer.

contact areas through particle deformation and delamination
due to shearing motion (Islam & Chan, 2004). The remaining
impact energy does not however affect the Young’s modulus
for brittle adhesives (such as cyanoacrylate) (Sugaya, Obuchi,
& Chiaki, 2011). The lack of resistance to impact damage
of adhesives is primarily related to their density. Although
density does not change with increasing impact energy, there
is a lesser effect of damage on the adhesive layer if it has a
high density core due to reduced buckling (Nguyen, Jacombs,
Thomson, Hachenberg, & Scott, 2005).

3. PIEZOCERAMIC DEBONDING METRICS

For SHM system health verification, variations in the elec-
trical admittance have been shown to play a meaningful role
in the detection of transducer debonding from host structure
surfaces under environmental and mechanical loading condi-
tions (Park et al., 2006) (Mulligan et al., 2012). The electrical
admittance of a piezoceramic transducer γ(ω) is defined as
the ratio between the resulting current I and voltage V at a
given angular frequency ω. The theoretical admittance is ap-
proximated using a lumped parameter system using a simple
RC series model when neglecting the mechanical resonance
of the PZT transducer. This model is shown (Mulligan et al.,
2012) to provide a good approximation of the low frequency
admittance but performs poorly for higher frequencies due
to the occurrence of resonances which cannot be modeled.
Therefore, around and above resonance, a basic LCR circuit
shown in Fig. 1 must be used with series resistance Rs, elec-
trostatic capacitance Cs, electrical compliance Cp, mechani-
cal mass Lp, and mechanical damping Rp, where Rs and Rp
account for energy dissipation (Kim, Grisso, Kim, Ha, & In-
man, 2008).

ξ =
1

2Rp

√
Lp

Cp
(1)

Figure 1. Admittance measurement circuit (a). RLC model
of an unloaded PZT that accounts for mechanical resonance
and damping (b).

From the electrical admittance curves, the modal damping
ξ described by Eq. (1), which has been shown to describe
gradual transducer debonding on a glass host structure, is
extracted from estimation of the lumped parameter system
(Mulligan et al., 2012). The constants of the lumped param-
eter system are determined by minimizing the distance be-
tween modeled and measured admittances for both the real
and imaginary parts. Minimization algorithms are used to
find the minimum of constrained multi-variable functions by
substituting values for all variables using an initial estimate
over a number of iterations and are available within the MAT-
LAB framework (fmincon & ga).

The modal damping metric can be used to assess the level of
adhesive coverage degradation and using the amplitude and
phase change curves constructed for a particular host struc-
ture, a Signal Corrector Factor (SCF) can be developed as
described in the next section.

4. EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL QUANTIFICATION
OF PIEZOCERAMIC BONDING LAYER DEGRADATION

4.1. Numerical assessment of the degradation process

The first step in this study is to investigate the degradation
process of bonded PZTs and relate it to the modal damping
metric extracted from the electro-mechanical problem in sec-
tion 3. To do this, a numerical model has been developed
(shown in Fig. 2) using commercial FEM software COM-
SOL. An axisymmetric 2D model in the frequency domain
has been used for simplicity and to reduce computation time.
To mimic the experimental setup presented later in section
4.2, a 5 mm circular PZT is attached to a 2.5 mm quasi-
isotropic carbon fiber plate using a 0.1 mm thick bonding
layer whose properties (shown in Tab. 1) are representative
of cyanoacrylate. The carbon fiber plate is modeled as an
isotropic structure using equivalent properties (shown in Tab.
1) obtained from mechanical testing of the orthotropic plate
used experimentally and Perfectly Matched Layers (PML) of
20 mm are used to avoid boundary reflections.

The model is meshed using 15 000 triangular elements for a
total number of 60 000 degrees of freedom (DOF) such that a
maximum mesh size of 0.1 mm is ensured and that at least 10
nodes exist per minimum resolvable wavelength. A voltage
of 1V is simulated at the upper electrode of the PZT and cur-
rent is estimated at the same electrode to extract the electrical
admittance. The modal damping ξ is estimated using meth-
ods described in section 3. In this numerical work, the vari-
ation of adhesive coverage degradation mode is tested. The
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Figure 2. Illustration of the FEM mesh used for computation (a) and 3D reconstruction of the displacement field (b).

influence of adhesive coverage is estimated by changing the
adhesive surface from 100 % (perfectly bonded adhesive) to
25 % (nearly debonded) by steps of 10 %. The results of the
simulation are presented together with experimental results in
section 4.3.

4.2. Experimental procedure

Experiments are carried out to relate the degradation process
for bonded PZTs to the modal damping metric extracted from
the electro-mechanical problem through gradual degradation.
Transducers are bonded to the surface of a carbon fiber plate
with dimensions 52 cm x 52 cm using 0.01 ml of cyanoacry-
late measured from a syringe and a static load of 125 kPa.
Adhesive coverage reduction was controlled using Teflon in-
serts during the PZT bonding process as in (Lanzara, Yoon,
Kim, & Chang, 2009). Teflon is ideal for controlling the ad-
hesive coverage under the PZT due to its low modulus of
elasticity (Dupont, 2012). Almost no energy is transferred
through the Teflon from the PZT into the structure leaving
the remaining bonding layer as the conductive path. Adhesive
coverage reduction using Teflon is chosen in this work as the
primary adhesive failure mode because adhesive coverage is
easily controlled experimentally compared to changes in the
bonding layer Young’s modulus which is degraded using ul-
traviolet (UV) light or temperature cycling and measured us-
ing traction testing or a rheometer which both require access
to the adhesive under the PZT (Lotters, Olthuis, Veltink, &
Bergveld, 1997). The Young’s modulus effect is considered
as negligible (Skaja, Fernando, & Croll, 2006).

Voltage bursts are generated at the PZT, and the impedance
is measured using a voltage divider circuit with a 100 Ω 5 %
resistor. The input signals are generated using an HP33120A
generator with a sampling frequency of 10 MHz. The gen-
erated signals are amplified using a MusiLab UA-8400 am-
plification system. The signal acquisition is performed us-
ing a high impedance National Instruments R⃝ PCI-5105 12-
bit DAQ board configured through a custom LabVIEW inter-
face. The signals are recorded at a fixed sampling frequency

of 10 MHz. All measurements are averaged 500 times in or-
der to increase SNR and low-pass filtered at 1.5 MHz. The
transfer function for the admittance over the entire frequency
range below 1 MHz is obtained using broadband generation
of guided waves through sub-band decomposition with N =
11 sub-bands for reconstruction between 10 kHz and 1 MHz
as presented in (Quaegebeur, Masson, Micheau, & Mrad,
2012). A sub-band frequency step of 100 kHz is selected
to ensure perfect reconstruction. The modal damping is ex-
tracted from the admittance curve as described in (Mulligan
et al., 2012).

4.3. Numerical and experimental results of bonding layer
degradation

The numerical and experimental results for modal damping
for 4 degradation trials and the unbonded case are presented
in Fig. 3. Simulations show that modal damping decreases
with degradation over a range of 85 %. Experimentally, the
same
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Figure 3. Numerical and experimental results for modal
damping over adhesive coverage degradation.

tendencies are observed as in the simulated curve with good
agreement. For a linear curve fit to the experimental mea-
surements a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.9941 is
observed designating small linear discrepancy. Due to the
degradation of the bonding layer simulated by the insertion
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of Teflon, the PZT transducer is enabled to move more freely
with less constraint and therefore damping decreases (Nader,
Silva, & Adamowski, 2004).

Metrics based on capacitance and the resonance frequency of
the PZT are investigated in (Park et al., 2006) and (Mulligan
et al., 2012). The capacitance metric performs well in de-
tecting complete transducer debonding but performs poorly
in measuring gradual adhesive degradation. This is largely
due to resonance peaks that disrupt a linear tendency for the
capacitance to increase with debonding. The resonance fre-
quency metric is robust to such peaks and shows a linear ten-
dency to decrease with bonding layer degradation. The sen-
sitivity of the metric is shown in (Mulligan et al., 2012) to
be quite low with a range of only 10 %. The modal damp-
ing metric ia a combination of the capacitance and resonance
frequency metrics and is robust to resonance peaks while pro-
viding a range of 100 %.

5. EFFECTS OF DEGRADATION ON ACTUATION AND
SENSING OF GUIDED WAVES

5.1. Experimental setup

In order to relate bonding degradation to the actuation and
sensing performance of SHM systems that use PZT transduc-
ers, the influence of adhesive layer degradation in a Pitch-
Catch configuration is proposed in this section.

For the experimental setup, two transducers are separated by
a distance of 20 cm, and fixed to a carbon fiber plate using
cyanoacrylate. One transducer is used as a reference, while
the other one is used for evaluation of both a degraded actu-
ator and sensor. The Pitch-Catch configuration is surrounded
by an absorbing perimeter to attenuate edge reflections. As
in section 4.2, Teflon is used to control the amount of ad-
hesive coverage under the PZT transducer as a degradation
technique. Between each data acquisition trial, the degraded
transducer is removed, the surface is cleaned, and a new trans-
ducer is bonded to the plate surface in the same location using
a different Teflon mask.

The broadband generation of guided waves through sub-band
decomposition technique presented in (Quaegebeur et al.,
2012) is used to estimate the transfer functions for amplitude
and phase versus frequency below 1 MHz. For a given adhe-
sive coverage degradation, the reference transducer first gen-
erates the broadband signals and the degraded transducer is
used as a sensor response to estimate the effect of degradation
on sensing. Then the degraded transducer is used as an actua-
tor and the reference transducer as a sensor. To determine the
effect of degradation on actuation, the amplitude and phase
are then frequency averaged for both actuation and sensing
for three frequency ranges: below (< 250 kHz), around (250
kHz - 700 kHz), and above (> 700 kHz) mechanical reso-
nance. The adhesive coverage area is known from the Teflon

mask areas. The error bars are calculated from the standard
deviation of the magnitude of the FFT over each frequency
range. The sample size for each standard deviation is approx-
imately 1400 frequency points. The amplitude and phase are
presented in Fig. 4 for sensing and in Fig. 5 for actuation.

5.2. Effect of sensor degradation

The amplitude change for a PZT used as a sensor versus ad-
hesive coverage degradation below mechanical resonance is
presented in Fig. 4 (a). With degradation, an overall consis-
tent tendency for the amplitude to decrease or increase is not
observed. Initially, the amplitude increases 25 % from the
perfectly bonded case after 50 % adhesive coverage degrada-
tion. Following this, the amplitude decreases 60 % between
50 % - 75 % adhesive degradation. It is also important to note
that the error bar at 50 % degradation is 60 % larger than for
the other degradation trials. Increasing error bars with adhe-
sive coverage degradation was observed in (Mulligan et al.,
2012) with increasing bonding layer degradation largely due
to shifting resonance peaks into lower frequency ranges from
around and above resonance. These shifting resonance peaks
can provide false indications that the amplitude for a specific
frequency increases with degradation because the change in
amplitude in the figure is determined as an average over the
entire frequency range. Smaller frequency range selections
can avoid such ambiguities.

The amplitude change versus adhesive coverage degradation
around resonance is presented in Fig. 4 (b). In this case, the
amplitude decreases with adhesive degradation over a range
of 80 %. Again a large error bar is observed at 50 % degrada-
tion. The error bar is however 80 % smaller than that of the
50 % degradation trial in low frequency.

The amplitude change versus adhesive coverage degradation
above resonance is presented in Fig. 4 (c). As in the around
resonance range, the amplitude decreases over a range of 70
%. The error bar in the 25 % degradation trial is now 5 %
larger than that at 50 % degradation. This further suggests
that resonance peaks are shifting out of high frequency into
the other frequency ranges.

The phase change versus adhesive coverage degradation be-
low, around, and above resonance is presented in Fig. 4 (d),
(e), and (f). In Fig. 4 (d), the phase of the sensor signal below
resonance is presented. With degradation, the phase increases
slightly (5o) from the perfectly bonded case. In Fig. 4 (e), the
phase of the sensor signal around resonance is presented. The
results show that the phase does not change significantly. For
frequencies above resonance shown in Fig. 4 (f), the phase
increases slightly (3o) with degradation.
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Figure 4. Changes in the amplitude (a,b,c) and phase (d,e,f) of sensor signals with adhesive coverage degradation for three
frequency ranges (< 250 kHz: a,d; 250 kHz 700 kHz: b,e; > 700 kHz: c,f).

5.3. Effect of actuator degradation

The amplitude change versus adhesive coverage degradation
for a PZT used as an actuator is presented in Fig. 5. In each
case, for amplitude (Fig. 5 (a), (b), and (c)), the actuator
mimics the same tendencies as the sensor with bonding layer
degradation over the same frequency ranges. The amount of
amplitude change is in the same range as in the sensor case
for all frequency ranges. For the phase, presented in Fig. 5
(d), (e), and (f), each range shows an overall increase with
bonding layer degradation. The low and high frequency range
increases are identical to those of the sensor case. Around
resonance, an increase of 3o is observed. It has been found
in literature that bonding layer degradation affects generated
signal phase in low frequency which could lead to false in-
dication on structural conditions but the effect has not been
studied in ranges higher than resonance (Overly, Park, & Far-
inholt, 2009).

5.4. Signal correction factor (SCF) for Pitch-Catch mea-
surements

Using the amount of degradation obtained through the modal
damping metric and curves that describe changes in ampli-
tude and phase from the perfectly bonded state, a Signal Cor-
rection Factor (SCF) is proposed and assessed in the follow-
ing. The SCF removes biasing in SHM gathered signals from
bonding degradation to potentially improve structural dam-
age and RUL estimates (Mulligan, Masson, Létourneau, &
Quaegebeur, 2011).

Variations in a signal measured by a transducer within a
SHM system are caused by degradation of the host structure
∆sdamaged(t) and degradation of the transducer bonding layer
∆sdegraded(t). The measured signal s′(t) can be viewed as the
sum of the two components caused by damage on top of a

pristine signal s(t) shown in Eq. (2).

s′(t) = s(t) + ∆sdegraded(t) + ∆sdamage(t) (2)

The SCF is derived from the modal damping metric which
assesses the level of bonding layer degradation. The change
in amplitude and phase for a given degradation and frequency
range of the generated signal which are measured empirically,
are then used to adjust the captured signal to compensate for
the bonding layer degradation measured by the modal damp-
ing metric. Next, the changes in amplitude and phase are used
as inputs to a formulation for removing the PZT degradation
effect to reveal captured signal changes due only to structural
damage which is shown in Eq. (3), where the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of the measured signal s′(t) is multiplied by
an amplitude constant k and a phase shift ejϕ. Taking the
inverse (IFFT) of the transformed signal leaves the pristine
signal changed by structural damage ∆sdamaged(t). The SCF
is therefore defined as SCF = kejϕ.

s(t) + ∆sdamage(t) = IFFT [kejϕFFT (s′(t))] (3)

The SCF works on the principle that the changes to mea-
sured signals due to bonding layer degradation are measur-
able. Once the amplitude and phase curves with bonding
layer degradation are developed either numerically or exper-
imentally for a given material, the modal damping metric is
used to assess the level of degradation. The level of degra-
dation is the abscissa on the amplitude and phase curves and
with the appropriate adjustment constants, the SCF can be
used.

In order to assess the SCF for an extended frequency do-
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Figure 5. Changes in the amplitude (a,b,c) and phase (d,e,f) of actuator signals with adhesive coverage degradation for three
frequency ranges (< 250 kHz: a,d; 250 kHz 700 kHz: b,e; > 700 kHz: c,f).
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Figure 6. Degraded, non-degraded, and adjusted A0 modes
using the SCF for the sensor and actuator.

main and provide a practical example of feature generation
for prognostic model development, the effect of the SCF ap-
plied to the A0 modes is presented in Fig. 6 for a degraded
sensor and actuator with 25 % bonding layer coverage degra-
dation. The amplitude of the mode A0 is extracted separately
from the dispersion curves constructed from the signals using
sub-band reconstruction (Quaegebeur et al., 2012) over the
frequency range below 1 MHz.

In the sensor case, the SCF performs well in adjusting the
amplitude of the A0 mode over the entire frequency range.
Around resonance, there is a frequency shift of 10 kHz be-
tween the non-degraded and degraded signals that is not ac-
counted for in the SCF. There is also attenuation and defor-

mation of the resonance peaks. These alterations were not
observed in (Mulligan et al., 2012). The main difference in
the experimental method in this study compared to (Mulligan
et al., 2012) is the use of Teflon in the degradation process.
Teflon could add damping to the signals received by the PZT
and also alter its resonance frequency.

In the actuator case, the SCF performs well in adjusting the
amplitude of the A0 mode over the entire frequency range
as in the sensor case. The frequency shift is also observed
between the non-degraded and degraded signals although it
is a slightly larger shift of 20 kHz compared to the sensor
case. Further investigation is required in which the Teflon is
removed after the adhesive cures under the PZT. Good per-
formance of the SCF in low frequency is critical in dam-
age imaging (EUSR (Giurgiutiu & Bao, 2004) and Excitelet
(Quaegebeur et al., 2012)) and feature generation algorithms
as they strongly depend on estimating the Time of Flight
(ToF) and amplitude of the A0 wave packet.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

This paper presented an approach for the correction of data
gathered for damage prognosis (DP) in composite structures.
To do this, numerical and experimental investigations of the
modal damping metric to assess and compensate the degrada-
tion of the adhesive layer of surface-bonded PZT transducers
for SHM applications is presented. Modal damping curves
suggest that the amount of bonding layer degradation is mea-
surable. Bonding layer degradation leads to a reduction in the
actuation and sensing amplitude and at higher frequencies, a
delay in the time signal is observed. With this information, a
Signal Correction Factor (SCF) is used to adjust signals gen-
erated or sensed from PZT transducers with a degraded bond-
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ing layer. A practical example was demonstrated for the A0
sensor and actuator signal amplitudes which can be useful in
feature generation for prognostics model development.
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ABSTRACT

The authors have applied an advanced set of auto-regressive
tools for identifying potentially complex, linear and non-
linear relationships in data, wherein the underlying physical
relationships are not well described. In this paper these tools
and techniques are described in detail, and the results of the
application of these tools to evaluation of diesel engine
lubricating oil health (based on electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy data) is detailed. It is demonstrated that highly
accurate models can be constructed which take as input
features derived from diesel engine lubricating oil
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy data and output
estimates of traditional laboratory based oil analysis
parameters. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
and laboratory analytical data used are from a field
deployment of oil condition sensors on several long-haul
class 8 diesel trucks. The dataset was divided into training
and test datasets and goodness of fit metrics were calculated
to evaluate model performance. Models were successfully
generated for nitration, soot content, total base number, total
acid number, and viscosity.

1. INTRODUCTION

An on-line oil condition monitoring device for application
to vehicular diesel engines provides significant benefit over
traditional oil sampling methods. The online nature of the
monitoring device eliminates the long delays associated
with traditional laboratory analysis and prevents the
possibility of sampling errors. Knowledge of the actual

condition of the oil at a particular time also allows for the
real time adjustment of oil drain intervals – either extending
to take advantage of additional remaining useful life or
shortening to prevent engine damage due to abnormal fluid
conditions or contaminations. Maintenance actions can also
be planned and carried out opportunistically.

It has long been known that electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) can provide valuable insight into the
condition of lubricating oils and their additive packages
(Byington et al 2010, Moffatt et al 2012). In order to mature
this understanding research within this field has focused on
characterizing the relationship between lubricating oils and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. Lvovich V F. and
Smiechowski M. F. (2011, 2008, 2006, 2005, 2002, 2001)
are the primary contributors to this characterization and
have produced several well behaved models of the
relationship. While these models provide tremendous
insight into lubricant chemistry, they are based on empirical
data from laboratory grade instrumentation and known oil
formulations and contaminants. For on-line lubricant
monitors, the oil formulation and contamination is unknown
and therefore samples must be drawn and traditional oil
analysis performed. These traditional laboratory tests
typically output lubricant chemical and mechanical
properties such as Total Acid Number (TAN), Total Base
Number (TBN), percent soot content, viscosity, and degree
of nitration, among others.

The work presented in this paper extends the scope of
previous modeling research by establishing a direct map
between on-line oil sensor features and the underlying oil
chemistry assessed through traditional laboratory analysis.
While correlations have been observed between these on-
line EIS data and those values which represent the output of
traditional laboratory oil analysis (Mackos et al 2008),

_____________________
Byington et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original author and source are credited.
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models have not been developed to explicate this
relationship. While EIS data alone can be used to generate
lubricant remaining useful life estimates, using models to
estimate traditional laboratory oil analysis parameters
provides additional benefits; for example, historical
condemnation thresholds established using these traditional
oil analysis parameters can be leveraged.

The physics of the relationship between measured
electrochemical data and laboratory test outputs like TAN
and TBN is vastly complex. Therefore the explicit definition
of transfer functions to translate EIS data into the desired
laboratory test features is difficult and impractical. Several
methods exist for modeling complex scientific data. When
expert knowledge of the parametric relationships between
measured data are known, fixed-form models can be
applied. In the case that relationships are not well
understood, numerical models are often used. E.g neural
networks, naïve bayes classifiers. These models however do
not explain discovered relationships intuitively and thus do
not easily distill data into scientific knowledge. Instead, the
authors have pursued the application of symbolic regression
techniques which require no a priori knowledge of the
functional relationship between the inputs and desired
outputs of such a model and result in a closed form solution
which may describe physical and chemical relationships
more clearly.

The authors have been working with US Army Tank
Automotive Research, Development and Engineering
Center (TARDEC) to develop next generation hardware for
online oil condition monitoring. As part of this effort, and
with the cooperation of the National Automotive Center,
several sets of existing oil condition monitoring hardware
were deployed on long haul class 8 trucks. A periodic oil
sampling and laboratory analysis plan was also
implemented. These laboratory analyticals and EIS data
were used to evaluate the capability of symbolic regression
techniques to generate models for estimating TAN, TBN,
nitration, soot content, and viscosity.

2. SYMBOLIC REGRESSION OVERVIEW

The main objective of this effort was to correlate laboratory
generated tribology results with sensor generated
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy data. While there
is prior understanding of the chemical and physical nature of
oil and how it interacts with contaminants and other
breakdown processes, this understanding has never directly
resulted in models that correlate tribology data to EIS data.
Given the ground truth information this is a supervised
learning problem and since the tribology data is not
discretized, a regression method is appropriate (rather than
classifier methods such as logistic regression, neural
networks, support vector machines, etc.). Multi-variant
Linear regression is the obvious and standard method; if the
specific model for optimization is known then symbolic

regression is unnecessary. If however the model is
unknown, the application of linear regression is a labor
intensive process, to include adding and subtracting
features, increasing and decreasing the complexity of
features included, cross-validation, and regularization. The
application of Symbolic Regression, and the toolsets which
were employed, effectively automate these processes.
Symbolic regression also provides significant benefit over
linear regression when the ultimate goal is to deploy the
models in an embedded environment. Like linear regression
a closed form equation is generated, however the operations
for inclusion in the solutions identified can be defined ahead
of time; in this manner any limitations of the embedded
platform can be accounted for. Solutions of varying levels
of complexity can also be generated and evaluated to trade
off performance in terms of accuracy and computational
complexity.

The Symbolic Regression algorithm described in this
section is used to identify general and potentially complex
relationships, in this case between the online oil-condition
monitor observations and associated laboratory generated
oil chemical and mechanical properties. The Symbolic
Regression algorithm (Koza, 1992) is a generalization to the
standard regression problem formulation in that it requires
very few assumptions regarding the underlying regression
model and the output of the algorithm is a closed form
expression that can easily be implemented on an embedded
platform. The produced closed form expressions can be non-
linear and have temporal dependencies and as a result
important information such as leading fault (temporal) or
cyclic degradation (non-linear) can be identified using this
technique. In short, the Symbolic Regression technique is an
excellent choice when faced with complex problems where
many of the underlying physical behaviors of a system are
not well described.

The Symbolic Regression tool used for this analysis relies
on Genetic Programming (Koza, 1998) to search for the best
functional/algebraic map between the produced oil
condition monitor features and the oil analysis results
reported by the laboratory. The Genetic Programming
algorithm evaluates a pool of symbolic expressions
represented by a collection of parse trees (one such tree is
depicted in Figure 1) and iteratively applies candidate
selection, cross-over and mutation operations to generate the
most effective expressions. The fitness of each expression
can be evaluated using many different metrics; however, for
the analysis performed in this work, the mean absolute error
was used. As with most data driven modeling tools, special
attention must be paid to avoid over-fitting the derived
model to the provided data. For Symbolic Regression the
over-fitting problem is addressed at two different levels.
First, the algorithm provides a Pareto front of optimal
solutions that allows the researcher to select the ideal
solution in terms of functional complexity and performance.
For instance, if a simple solution performs only slightly
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worse than a much more complex expression, the Symbolic
Regression tool will provide both solutions to the researcher
who can then select the correct solution in terms of
complexity and performance. By providing this
functionality, it is possible to eliminate overly complex
expressions that tend to be highly tuned to the training data.
The second technique used to prevent over-fitting is the
standard cross-validation approach. That is, the generated
expressions are optimized to fit a training set, say 80% of
the original data, but when evaluating the performance of
the expressions the remaining 20% of the data is used. This
simple approach reduces the likelihood of over-fitting.

Figure 1. An example of a parse tree corresponding to the
expression 2+3+x*7+Y/5.

In addition to the ease of implementing the derived
expressions on an embedded platform, it is also possible to
analyze the individual terms in each of the expressions to
determine what their impact may be on the overall model
response. This sensitivity analysis step provides insight into
how important each term is, and also into what features
should be generated by the oil condition monitor.

It is worth noting that the Symbolic Regression analysis is
only performed during the development of the oil
assessment model. That is, the symbolic regression process
will not be running on the sensor itself; only the functional
output of the symbolic regression process would be
considered for embedded implementation. It should also be
noted that Symbolic Regression analysis tools are freely
available to developers through the Eureqa software
developed by a group of researchers at Cornell University
(Schmidt & Lipson, 2009). This tool is mature and allows
users to distribute the search task over a large number of
computers through Amazon Cloud Services
http://aws.amazon.com/.

3. APPLICATION TO DIESEL ENGINE LUBRICATING OIL

3.1. Description of the Dataset Used

The underlying technology for the oil condition monitor
detailed herein is electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS), wherein the fluid under test is subjected to a dynamic

electrical signal and the fluid’s effects on the signal are
measured and correlated to various chemical and physical
phenomena. The oil condition monitor’s embedded
algorithm trends temperature-normalized and filtered
electrochemical impedances measured at a high frequency
(HF), medium frequency (MF), and low frequency (LF).

As previously described, a field deployment on several long
haul class-8 trucks was used to generate the necessary EIS
and laboratory analytical data for this effort. Across these
installations, online oil condition monitoring devices
collected data continuously for several months, resulting in
a dataset which spanned more than ten oil changes.

Throughout most of the test period, oil samples were taken
from the vehicles and sent to a third party laboratory for
analysis. Three of the trucks in the installation were selected
for inclusion in the symbolic regression study based on the
quality and consistency of their corresponding data sets.

In the following section, the output of the models generated
through the application of the previously described symbolic
regression techniques are presented against laboratory
analytical data for comparison.

3.2. Symbolic Regression Results

Symbolic regression models were created for the following
laboratory generated analyticals: nitration, TBN, TAN, Soot
and viscosity. These models are represented by closed form
mathematical expressions suitable for implementation in
embedded hardware. An example of the kind of expressions
that comprised these models is given in Eq. (1) below,
wherein Feature 1 is one of the electrochemical features
generated by the oil condition monitor and X, Y, and Z are
constants.

� Ǥൌ Feature)ܗܔ 1�െ ( െ  (1)

To ensure that the model did not over-fit the data the model
performance metrics were computed by performing cross-
validation using 50% of the data. For each laboratory
analytical a single model was created based on data from all
of the trucks so that the repeatability of the model across
different oil condition monitoring hardware and different
vehicles could be evaluated.

In Figure 2 below, the model based Nitration estimate is
represented by black data points. The vertical lines indicate
when an oil change occurred. As expected, the nitration
level dropped after each oil change. The squares indicate the
nitration measurement made off-line through laboratory
analysis using oil samples drawn from each truck during the
test. The squares are plotted along the x-axis according to
when the sample was drawn. Also note that more online EIS
results have been acquired than laboratory analytical data at
the time of writing of this paper. This is especially the case
for truck 3, for which oil samples have not yet been received
for operation after Jan 21st.
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The model performs well across all three trucks and across
the entire test. The only laboratory measurement that did not
line up well with model results was the first sample drawn
in March on truck 1. It is more likely that the laboratory
measurement is wrong rather than the sensor model estimate
since it is unlikely that the nitration level increased,
decreased and increased again across one oil cycle; this is
not typical of nitration trending. The sensor installed on
truck 2 also underestimated nitration on the fifth oil cycle.

Figure 2: Nitration estimate plotted with Lab Nitration
Measurements

Statistical results are summarized in Table 1 and a
histogram of the differences between the model predicted
values and the ground truth is depicted in Figure 3.

Standard Deviation of the
Residual

1.7934 (Abs)

Mean of the Residual -0.0380 (Abs)

Table 1: Nitration Model Performance Metrics

Figure 3: Histogram capturing error between the model
generated Nitration value and the laboratory results

The model appears to perform well given that the Nitration
values observed in the laboratory data ranged from 6 to 24
(Abs). That is, the standard deviation of the modeling error
is 9.9% of the range of the laboratory measurements.

Figure 4: Soot estimate plotted with Lab Soot
Measurements

Figure 4 shows the results from the same data set but
applying the soot estimation model and comparing with
laboratory soot measurements.

The model performs well across all three trucks and across
the entire test. The first sample drawn in March on truck 1
continues to line up poorly with inline data. This means it is
most likely due to a misrepresentative oil sample being
drawn / analyzed. The sensor installed on truck 2 also
underestimated soot content on the fourth oil cycle.
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The statistical results are summarized in Table 2 and a
histogram of the differences between the model predicted
values and the ground truth is depicted in Figure 5.

Standard Deviation of the
Residual

0.0722(%)

Mean of the Residual -0.1373 (%)

Table 2: Soot Model Performance Metrics

The model appears to perform well given that the Soot
values observed in the laboratory data ranged from 0.5 to 2
(%). That is, the standard deviation of the modeling error is
4.5% of the range of the laboratory measurements. Based on
this observation, the soot estimation model was the highest
performer among the 5 models calculated.

Figure 6 shows the results from the same data set but
applying the TBN estimation model and comparing them
with laboratory TBN measurements.

Figure 5: Histogram capturing error between the model
generated Soot value and the laboratory results

Figure 6: TBN estimate plotted with Lab TBN
Measurements

The model performs well across all three trucks and across
the entire test. There are a greater number of extreme
outliers than the Soot and Nitration models produce but still
a healthy performance within one standard deviation as is
shown in Table 3 below.

Standard Deviation of the
Residual

0.3220 (mgKOH/g)

Mean of the Residual -0.1940 (mgKOH/g)

Table 3: TBN Model Performance Metrics

Figure 7: Histogram capturing error between the model
generated TBN value and the laboratory results

Given that the TBN values observed in the laboratory data
ranged from 2.8 to 7.9 (mgKOH/g), the standard deviation
of the modeling error is still only 6.3% of the range of the
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laboratory measurements. Therefore while there are a
greater number of residual outliers than Nitration for
example, it still out performs the Nitration model the
majority of the time.

Figure 8 shows the results from the same data set but
applying the TAN estimation model and comparing with
laboratory TAN measurements.

Figure 8: Soot estimate plotted with Lab. Soot
Measurements

TAN appears to be the worst performer of the five models
created. However the model does appear to show a
correlation. The statistical performance shows that the
model does not perform well enough to be relied upon.

Standard Deviation of the
Residual

1.2993 (mgKOH/g)

Mean of the Residual 0.5829 (mgKOH/g)

Table 4: TAN Model Performance Metrics

Considering that the laboratory data ranged from 1.79 to
4.22 (mgKOH/g), the standard deviation of the modeling
error is over 50% of the range of laboratory measurements.
In other words the confidence bounds of the estimate extend
to over half the range of typical data.

Finally, Figure 10 shows the results from the same data set
but applying the Viscosity estimation model and comparing
with laboratory Viscosity measurements.

Figure 9: Histogram capturing error between the model
generated TAN value and the laboratory results

Figure 10: Viscosity estimate plotted with Lab. Viscosity
Measurements

The model performs well across all three trucks with
perhaps a slightly weaker performance implemented on
truck 3 data. The statistical results are summarized in Table
5 and Figure 11.

Standard Deviation of the
Residual

0.1188
(cSt @100C)

Mean of the Residual -0.0673
(cSt @100C)

Table 5: Viscosity Model Performance Metrics
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Figure 11: Histogram capturing error between the model
generated Viscosity value and the laboratory results

The model appears to perform well given that the Viscosity
values observed in the laboratory data ranged from 14.4 to
16.3 (mgKOH/g). That is, the standard deviation of the
modeling error is 6.3% of the range of the laboratory
measurements.

3.3. RUL Estimation Plan

The data shown in Figure 2, Figure 4, Figure 6, Figure 8 and
Figure 10 can be reconditioned to display the features vs.
hours on oil by identifying top-ups and oil changes and
adjusting the time on oil accordingly. The resulting
reconditioned data for Nitration, Soot, TBN and Viscosity
estimates are shown from Figure 12 through Figure 15. The
bands of data are represented by a family of feature curves.
The traditional oil analysis results are also plotted on each
plot as colored squares. Each deterministic curve, after
filtering for noise, is monotonically increasing and can be
fitted to a general function form, nth order or exponential,
depending on the feature type. As one can readily see, while
there is significant spread of the values, the trend on each is
clear and a regressive model can be used to predict a future
threshold exceedence on any parameter.

Figure 12: Hours on Oil vs. Nitration Estimate

Figure 13: Hours on Oil vs. Soot Estimate

Figure 14: Hours on Oil vs. TBN Estimate
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Figure 15: Hours on Oil vs. Viscosity Estimate

Given the nature of the data and in order to better
approximate the uncertainty band for each considered
feature, a Monte Carlo method was chosen to estimate
remaining useful life probabilistic outputs. The approach
starts with identifying the core parameter drivers of the
model and assigning an initial distribution to each variable.
The drivers can be identified by performing a sensitivity
analysis to quantify the influence of a parameter with
respect to the probabilistic outputs, such as the remaining
useful life distribution. A Monte Carlo simulation is then
performed and consists of randomly sampling from the
initial distributions and running the models into the future
over a predefined operating profile.

Figure 16: Monte Carlo Probabilistic Method

Figure 16 is an illustration of the approach. By sampling the
initial parameter distribution, a family of model curves is
generated and can be used to calculate vertical or horizontal
slice predictions. A horizontal slice is generally taken at the
critical damage level and will generate a distribution on time
to critical damage which also represents the remaining
useful life probabilistic output. A vertical slice is taken at
any point in time and represents a distribution on predicted
damage at specified time t.

It was also determined to limit the number of input
parameter distributions to three or less. The more
distributions are being sampled from, the more simulations
are needed to obtain a better approximation on the
uncertainty spread. Different sampling methods, such as
importance sampling, can be applied to reduce the
simulation time and still output a reasonable approximation
of the spread.

One of the advantages of this approach is the ability to
optionally update the initial input distributions given ground
truth information. The underlying assumption is that if the
module has access to accurate oil analyticals, these results
can be used to update the initial distributions. By producing
more accurate initial conditions for the prognosis model, the
system is capable of improving the subsequent prognosis
results.

The RUL determination is a direct adaptation of the authors
prior work in health-based prognostics. The prior
demonstrated method uses Particle Filters to perform feature
trend predictions (Zhang et al., 2008). Particle filtering is an
application of Bayesian state estimation that calculates an a
posteriori probability density function (PDF) of a state of a
system based on a priori observations or measurements. If
the calculation of the future state of the system is extended
in multiple steps with the use of a model, the particle
filtering algorithm can perform long term predictions. In this
case, the system observations are initially used to build a
PDF of the “present” or “current” system condition, as
illustrated conceptually in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Determination of the state of a system as a PDF
based on feature values

This PDF is then sampled into “particles” representative of
potential system states with individual weights. Using the
model, the prognostic algorithm simulates the progression
of the weights in time to do a prediction of possible future
system states, as illustrated in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. System state prediction and progression curves

Just as with the initial state, future states of the system can
be represented by PDFs. Once the progression of the system
state has been determined, the algorithm can be used to
predict the time required for the system to reach a condition
of interest, such as a need for maintenance. The condition
predicted is represented by a “prediction threshold” line.
Because there is uncertainty in the future system states (as
represented by the different state progression curves), there
is also uncertainty in the predicted time to reach the
threshold. This uncertainty in time is represented also by a
PDF, referred to as the “time-to-threshold” (TTT) PDF. The
definition of prognostic confidence is tied to how the area of
the TTT PDF is divided. To determine the minimum time
remaining to reach the prediction threshold, called the “just-
in-time” point, a confidence specification is required. Figure
19 illustrates how a 95% prediction confidence is used to
determine the just-in-time point. This approach has been
successfully used in a range of different mechanical and
electrical prognosis problems.

Figure 19. Determination of the prediction time to reach a
prognostic threshold with a given prognostic confidence (the

inlay box provides an example using 95% confidence)

4. CONCLUSION

Of the five models created, all but one performed well
enough for embedded implementation in a next generation

online oil condition monitor, with the highest performing
estimate being soot estimation, and TBN and Viscosity
models a close second.

It should be noted however that the laboratory data ranges
mentioned for each analytical also represent boundaries
within which the model can be implemented. If, for
example, soot content extends above 2%, the model can no
longer be trusted to perform with the stated accuracy. Once
data is acquired outside the range of this data set, the models
can be matured to handle the increased range and the
performance of the model will have to be reassessed.

Another limitation of the model is the singular oil type in
use during this field trial. To remove potential installation or
vehicle specific artifacts contained in the models they will
need to be verified against more diverse data sets.

Lastly the approach and framework has been offered to
extend this regressive analysis approach to perform real-
time prediction of oil RUL. Several specific methods were
offered to handle the uncertainty and also produce a useful
prediction in automated software. Realization of this
technology will not only allow for improved equipment
protection and enhance the underlying oil-wetted
component effective reliability with its ability to look for
contaminants and aging/wear out mechanisms, but it will
also allow both oil sampling/lab tests and oil changes to be
performed on a predictive condition-based schedule. Thus,
this technology has the ability to provide significant return
of value to the operator and maintainer as well as provide
environmental/green movement benefits with the reduction
in oil usage and subsequent disposal.
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NOMENCLATURE

EIS Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
TAN Total Acid Number
TBN Total Base Number
TARDEC Tank Automotive Research, Development and

Engineering Center
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ABSTRACT 

This paper documents the investigation of fuel injector fault 
detection methods for a seven liter diesel engine.  This effort 
was conducted for the Tank Automotive Research 
Development Engineering Center (TARDEC) Condition 
Based Maintenance (CBM) team.  The task was to develop 
algorithms capable of real-time detection of injector misfire 
events. The purpose of this task was to enable TARDEC’s 
Engine Control Management (ECM) research and 
development efforts to evaluate the technical feasibility of 
integrating automated on-board condition monitoring 
algorithms with future ECM monitoring and control 
operations.  
 

During this investigation, it was shown that multiple 
techniques can correctly detect and identify injector cylinder 
misfiring.  Each individual technique has its own 
advantages, and this investigation focused on low 
computational power signal processing methods that would 
be suitable for embedding in an engine controller or 
processor.  The list below includes six injector fault analysis 
approaches that were evaluated for this effort: 

1. Injector signal based analysis  
2. Vibration based analysis  
3. Time domain speed encoder analysis 
4. Order domain speed encoder analysis 
5. FFT classifier selection techniques 
6. Time domain classification techniques 
 

This paper highlights the first four diagnostics techniques.  
On-platform tests are suggested for technique validation and 
future development of these initial findings. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Tank Automotive Research Development Engineering 
Center (TARDEC) Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) 
team investigated the development of a Vehicle Health 
Management Systems (VHMS) for ground combat 
platfoms.  The mission of the program was to direct the 
development of technologies to provide the US Army with 
an improved diagnostic, predictive and sustainment 
capability for ground vehicles.  

_____________________ 
Mitchell Lebold et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the 
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any 
medium, provided the original author and source are credited. 
 
Disclaimer: Reference herein to any specific commercial company, 
product, process, or service by trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does 
not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or 
favoring by the United States Government or the Department of the Army 
(DoA).  The opinions of the authors expressed herein do not necessarily 
state or reflect those of the United States Government or the DoA, and shall 
not be used for advertising or product endorsement purposes. 
 
Recommended Approval for Public Release - Distribution is Unlimited 
(Distribution A) 
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In 2010, TARDEC conducted diesel engine dynamometer 
testing on a seven liter diesel engine. As part of the 
dynamometer test schedule, an engine testing tool was used 
to selectively deactivate individual fuel injectors over a 
range of speed and load conditions.  This set of tests formed 
the basis for the data set used in this investigation. 
 

This effort investigated multiple approaches and 
documented the advantages and limitations with varying 
degrees of robustness, cost and complexity in terms of 
instrumentation, hardware and software requirements.  From 
failure mode, effects and criticality analysis (FMECA) 
studies of diesel engines shown by Banks, Hines, Lebold, 
Campbell, Begg and Byington (2001) can be used to detect 
failures that will produced the greatest value for achieving 
high operational availability and reducing maintenance 
costs.  For this effort, we focused on detecting injector (or 
combustion) related faults.  We emphasize the distinction 
that unlike the work developed in the past by Murphy, 
Lebold, Reichard, Galie, and Byington (2003) the 
approaches described here  focused on commonly installed 
sensors. Moreover, the goal of this work was to 
developsimple data collection/processing schemes for 
embedded solutions.  

The six injector fault analysis techniques studied as part of 
this effort can be grouped into three domains: time, 
frequency, and classification.  Each technique is 
summarized below. 

Time Domain Techniques: 

§ INJECTOR SIGNAL BASED ANALYSIS 
o Begin with calculating the timed based injector 

pulse profile.  
o Once the pulse profile is characterized, determine 

injector faults by categorizing pulse profile energy. 
§ VIBRATION BASED ANALYSIS 

o Investigate an alternative accelerometer-based 
approach utilizing only analog acquired signals.   

o Similar to the injector signal analysis, this 
approach also determines injector faults by the 
presence of energy in the vibration signal during 
the specific cylinder firing event window. 

• TIME DOMAIN SPEED ENCODER ANALYSIS 
o Investigate fault detection approaches using the 

crankshaft speed encoder signal acquired from the 
digital timer board DAQ system.   

o Determine fault based on the instantaneous speed 
profile of the crank shaft. 

Order Domain Techniques: 

• ORDER DOMAIN SPEED ENCODER ANALSIS 
o Investigate the order domain analysis of the 

crankshaft speed encoder signal acquired from the 
timer board DAQ system.   

o Determine fault based on the magnitude and phase 
at particular crankshaft orders. 

Classification Domain Techniques: 

• GENERAL FAULT CLASSIFICATION AND REASONING 
ALGORITHMS  
o Investigate fault detection methods using 

classification/reasoning algorithms on  FFT 
frequency bin data. 

• TIME BASED CLASSIFICATION APPROACH 
o Investigate fault detection methods using 

classification/reasoning algorithms on time domain 
data. 

 

For this paper, only the time and order domain techniques 
will be discussed.  The following sections will discuss the 
process for calculating injector signal profile and the four 
diagnostic techniques in further detail. 

2. ENGINE INJECTOR ANALYSIS BACKGROUND 

The purpose of injector timing analysis is to quantify the 
pulse duration and delay of the injection of fuel into the 
engine with respect to the piston’s orientation.  This is 
usally referenced to the piston’s Top Dead Center (TDC) 
location of 0 degrees.  Top dead center is the position of a 
piston in which it is farthest from the crankshaft.  

In graphic terms the goal of this task is shown in Figure 1. 
The subsequent sub-sections describe the process by which 
this end result is obtained. 

 
Figure 1. Graphic Illustration of Fuel Injector Timing 

Analysis Objective 
 

The algorithm developed to perform this task calculates this 
pulse width for every injector actuation event that occurs 
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during the entire ten second recording. The algorithm is 
designed to differentiate and properly account for injector 
pulses consisting of single, double or triple pulse profiles. 
 
The data in Figure 2 illustrates single, triple and double 
pulse profiles respectively. Single pulses were typically 
observed at relatively low speed around 700 revolution per 
minute (RPM) and low load (30 lbs-ft) conditions during the 
initial warm-up of the engine. Triple pulses were observed 
as speed-load conditions were increased. Typically the 
right-most pulse within the three pulse profile would 
gradually widen as speed-load continued to increase and 
eventually ‘absorb’ the center pulse, thereby resulting in the 
two pulse profile at the highest speed - load (2200 RPM - 
560 lbs-ft) condition.  
 

    
a),                                            b), 

 

 
c), 

 
Figure 2. (a): Single Injector Pulse; (b) Triple Pulse; (c) 

Double Pulse 
 
The algorithm stores the computed pulse duration (∆T) and 
the relative delay/offset from Top Dead Center (TDC) for 
each respective pulse profile event occurring during the 
record set. In broad terms the analysis is divided into three 
sub-tasks: 

1. Compute detection window 
2. Determine true top dead center 
3. Process injector pulses 

 
While this processing technique is the basis for the first 
time-domain analysis approach, it is also useful for insuring 
that the engine controller is performing properly and that the 
engine is load balancing across the engine properly. The 
following section discusses the first time domain technique, 
which parses the data similarly to the approach just 
mentioned and looks at the energy within each combustion 
event window. 

3. INJECTOR SIGNAL BASED ANALYSIS 

This time-domain technique for injector fault detection 
looks at the presence of energy in the injector signal during 
the injection firing event window.  Figure 3 illustrates the 
method by which signal energy is determined to exist in the 
detection window. 

 
 

Figure 3. Detecting Injector Signal Energy in the Window 
of Interest 

 
Figure 4 is a graphic representation illustrating how the 
algorithm identifies a cylinder three injector misfire. This 
plot is predicated on the fact the algorithm has identified 
TDC of cylinder one. Once the cylinder one TDC is located, 
the algorithm measures the injector signal energy in each 
detection window. If the signal energy does not exceed the 
threshold condition, the algorithm identifies the respective 
injector as a misfire fault. 
 
The injector signal based detection approach resulted in 
100% detection rate for all of the specific load, speed and 
fault conditions tested. No false positives or negatives were 
generated using this approach.  The sensing requirements 
for this approach are an injector signal and a once per 
revolution signal (1PPR/TDC signal). The signal processing 
approach works under varying conditions regardless of the 
number of injector pulses produced per cylinder, 
(commonly one, two or three pulses). Furthermore, due to 
the low computation processing power needed for this 
approach, this simplistic technique can be easily embedded 
into an engine controller or small microprocessor. 
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The next method applies the same signal processing 
methodology to accelerometer (vibration) data collected 
from a location mounted on top of the engine heads. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Detecting a Representative Cylinder Misfire Event 
. 

4. VIBRATION BASED ANALYSIS 

The motivation for investigating a vibration-based fault 
detection approach  is to provide an alternative method for 
detecting combustion related faults.  Therefore, such an 
approach could be used for engines without injector firing 
signals or engines having mechanical injectors. Besides 
developing a technique using vibration sensors, the task also 
investigates the minimum number of accelerometers needed 
to correctly detect a fuel injector misfire in any given 
cylinder. Like the previous detection approach, this 
investigation was conducted on an engine dynamometer test 
stand while seeding one injector fault electronically. 
 
The data in Figure 5 illustrates a representative plot over 
two revolutions of the crankshaft at an operating condition 
of 30 lbs-ft @ 700 RPM. The alternating yellow and white 
regions correspond to crankshaft angle of revolution during 
which fuel injectors are injecting fuel into respective 
cylinders, designated in firing order sequence: #1-5-3-6-2-4. 
 
The vertical axis overlays the injector profiles for each of 
the six cylinders and the signal acquired from the 
accelerometer mounted on the number three cylinder head . 
Note the clear relationship between the two injector pulses 
per revolution and the corresponding two pulses detected by 
the accelerometer. 
 

 
Figure 5. Accelerometer and Injector Signals: Baseline – No 

Fault (30 lbs-ft@700 RPM) 
 
The data in Figure 6 shows a representative plot with an 
injector misfire event in cylinder one at the same operating 
conditions (30 lbs-ft @ 700 RPM). As a note, this snapshot 
of data was collected during the start of engine warm-up, 
hence the single injector profile.  
 

Figure 6. Accelerometer and Injector Signals: Fault 
Cylinder One (30 lbs-ft@700 RPM) 

 
Here again, accelerometer three is the channel used to detect 
the vibration. This plot demonstrates that this centrally 
positioned accelerometer is capable of detecting injector 
misfire events at this operating condition on the 
dynamometer test stand. 
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The data in Figure 7 illustrates the signal obtained from 
accelerometer three at a relatively higher speed and load 
operating condition (560 lbs-ft @ 2200 RPM). The 
correlation between the injector pulses and vibration signal 
is not as apparent as it was for the 30 lbs-ft @ 700 RPM 
case but with simple low-pass filtering the firing event 
faults can still be detected. 
 

 
Figure 7. Accelerometer and Injector Signals: Baseline-No 

Fault (560 lbs-ft@2200 RPM) 
 

Nonetheless, as illustrated in Figure 8, accelerometer three 
with low-pass filtering is capable of detecting a cylinder one 
injector misfire event. Accelerometer three demonstrated 
similar results in its ability to detect misfire faults in the 
other five cylinders. 
 

 
Figure 8. Accelerometer and Injector Signal Overlay: Fault 

Cylinder One (560 lbs-ft@ 2200 RPM) 
 

The data in Figure 9 demonstrates that the signal obtained 
from accelerometer three is capable of detecting injector 
misfires across each of the six cylinders, respectively. As is 
shown in Figures 5 - 8, the horizontal axis in Figure 9 
indicates crank angle revolution over two complete 
revolutions. The vertical axis indicates the signal obtained 
by accelerometer number three for six respective faulted 
cylinders in firing order, as read from top to bottom, (#1-5-
3-6-2-4). Because the vertical axis is arranged in order of 
firing sequence with respect to crank angle, the highlighted 
green diagonal box creates an ‘identity matrix’. Stated 
differently, using injector misfire three as an example, by 
visually tracing an imaginary vertical line beginning on the 
horizontal axis at approximately 300° up to the point where 
the line intersects the diagonal green box, the reader will 
observe the amplitude of the accelerometer signal is 
noticeably smaller relative to the preceding (left most) and 
subsequent (right most) portions of the signal. Tracing an 
imaginary horizontal line from this green box to the left 
until intersecting the vertical axis, the reader will observe 
the vertical axis number label corresponding to the cylinder 
that experienced the injector misfire. 

 
 

Figure 9. Accelerometer Three Detection of Injector 
Misfires Occurring in Each of the Six Cylinders: (560 lbs-

ft@2200 RPM) 
 
The vibration based detection approach resulted in a 100% 
detection rate for all the specific load, speed and fault 
conditions tested. The signal requirements for this approach 
are vibration data from one accelerometer located in an 
optimum location and a once per revolution signal (1PPR or 
TDC signal). This signal processing approach also works 
under varying conditions regardless of the number of 
injector pulses per cylinder. 
 
As observed in the plots, the approach requires only one 
accelerometer to detect all cylinder faults. Having stated 
this, this approach would have to be validated on vehicles 
operating during extreme conditions to determine effects of 
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externally induced vibrations. If validated, this simple 
approach can also be easily embedded into an engine 
controller or small embedded processor based system. It is 
worth noting that different engines would each require their 
own respective signal amplitude threshold levels in order to 
trigger a fault detection alert. This paper demonstrates the 
feasibility of the approach. Amplitude thresholds were not 
part of this phase of the work. They will be established and 
validated for integration on an engine specific basis. 
 
The next detection method discussed looks at using a 
commonly installed speed sensor for detecting faults by 
means of measuring changes in the crankshaft speed. 

5. TIME DOMAIN SPEED ENCODER ANALYSIS  

When an engine misfires, there will be a sudden decrease in 
engine speed immediately after the misfire event.  
Therefore, when a misfire event occurs, a torsional vibration 
is excited in the crankshaft and will show up in the 
instantaneous speed of the engine.  The task of this analysis 
was to detect injector faults based on changes in crankshaft 
speed. For the purpose of this testing, the crankshaft was 
equipped with two speed encoders, a one pulse per 
revolution (1 PPR) and a 360 PPR encoder, respectively. 
The one PPR encoder provided an index signal for detecting 
each revolution of the crankshaft. The 360 PPR encoder 
enabled calculation of crankshaft angular velocity at a 
resolution of 1° of revolution.   
 
In the hypothetical ideal scenario, crankshaft speed would 
be constant with no fluctuations for a given steady state 
operating condition. However in practice, each firing 
event/impulse creates a sinusoidal oscillation of crankshaft 
speed. The blue line in Figure 10 illustrates this speed 
oscillation. The green, magenta and red lines indicate the 
injector signals for the respective cylinders. Keeping in 
mind the x-axis represents 720° degrees (2 complete 
revolutions of the crankshaft), the alternating yellow and 
white regions corresponds to the firing order of the 
respective cylinders #1-5-3-6-2-4. 
 
Two additional comments are pertinent to interpreting the 
following plots:  
 
1. The speed plot is a composite mean of 50 two-revolution 
cycles of the crankshaft. Averaging over multiple cycles 
over a given steady state operating condition results in the 
averaging out of extraneous signal noise. The capability to 
synchronize multiple cycles and thereby enable multi-cycle 
averaging is accomplished by combining the one PPR 
encoder channel as an indexing signal with the injector one-
two channel (green) to identify a consistent crank angle 
reference point. This reference point corresponds to the top 
dead center (TDC) position of cylinder one at the beginning 
of the cylinder one power stroke. 

 
 
Figure 10. Sinusoidal Oscillation of Crankshaft Speed with 

All Six Injectors Operating 
 
2. The left vertical axis corresponds to the speed plot (blue 
line), and the right vertical axis corresponds to the fuel 
injector signal voltage. Signal levels greater than zero 
correspond to the fuel injector injecting fuel into the 
cylinder. 
 
The reason the injector signals are represented with green, 
magenta and red lines is due to the instrumentation 
configuration. There are three pairs of injector voltage 
sensors. The injectors are grouped sequentially (Green: 
injector one and two), (Magenta: injector three and four), 
(Red: injector five and six).  Keep in mind, the following 
analysis is using the injector signals for validation purposes. 
The motivation for this analysis assumes the fuel injector 
signals would not be accessible as inputs for fielded-real 
world fault detection algorithm.  
 
The data in Figure 11 shows the instantaneous speed plots 
over two revolutions of the crankshaft for a baseline (no 
injector fault) condition and an injector number three fault 
condition. At low speed and load conditions (30 lbs-ft @ 
700 RPM), the speed oscillates in a relatively sinusoidal 
manner for both the no-fault and fault conditions.   The 
abnormal characteristic of an increased range in RPM 
variation in the crankshaft speed for the faulted case (red 
line) observed primarily during cylinder two’s firing order 
indicates the presence of an injector fault. Based on 
observations across multiple low speed and load setpoint 
conditions, the characteristic ‘spike’ in speed oscillation is 
typically observed one to two cylinders later in the firing 
order.  
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Figure 11. Low Speed-Low Load Speed Profile over Two 
Revolutions of the Crankshaft 

 
However it was observed during our investigation that the 
potential to utilize this dynamic characteristic for fault 
detection purposes over the full range of engine operation is 
limited.  This is due to the fact that the ‘spike’ is not as 
clearly or consistently evident at higher speed and load 
conditions.  This is discussed and shown in the following 
figures. 

The data in Figure 12 and Figure 13 illustrate two examples 
of the speed variation observed at higher speed and load 
conditions (400 lbs-ft @ 1450 RPM and 560 lbs-ft @ 2200 
RPM respectively). In Figure 12 the ‘spike’ is not evident. It 
appears that the relative drop in speed during the crank 
angle region corresponding to cylinder six firing order may 
be indicative of the injector three misfire. 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Speed Profile Over Two Revolutions of the 
Crankshaft (400 lbs-ft @ 1450 RPM) 

 
In Figure 13, there is a ‘spike’ occurring during cylinder 
two’s firing order. However there is also a ‘spike’ occurring 
during cylinder one’s firing order. These inconsistent speed 
variations require additional pre-processing prior to 
implementing automated fault detection algorithms. 
 

 
 

Figure 13. Speed Profile Over Two Revolutions of the 
Crankshaft (560 lbs-ft@2200 RPM) 

 
In general, the correlation between fuel injector misfire and 
speed fluctuation is limited when using a visual inspection 
of the time domain speed plots based on instantaneous 
speed calculation of the shaft encoder.  Distinguishing 
injector misfires at higher speeds (>700 RPM) from ‘noisy’ 
engine speed data is not clear-cut and will require more 
sophisticated processing techniques. 
 
The instantaneous speed based detection approach is 
capable of detecting failure however it is computationally 
more complicated to implement. Visual detection of a given 
injector fault is apparent at different speed and load 
conditions. The automated detection techniques developed 
in the course of this investigation are effective at detecting 
injection related failures at low speeds and loads. At higher 
speeds, using instantaneous speed to distinguish specific 
injector faults is more difficult due to the speed fluctuations 
resulting from torsional vibration dynamics of the engine 
crankshaft. For these operating conditions, the pattern 
recognition algorithms would require more processing 
power than the other time-domain solutions presented in this 
paper. 

For this investigation, this technique was not considered for 
further development due to the number of other practical 
methods which were found to be suitable for embedding 
into controllers.  However, instantaneous speed 
measurements were found to be valuable using an order 
domain approach.  This technique enables detection of faults 
using the crank encoder at high speeds and loads as well as 
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the ability to identify the specific cylinder with the injector 
fault. 

The following sections will discuss the timer board data 
collection approach and the order domain fault detection 
processing technique in further detail. 

6. ORDER DOMAIN SPEED ENCODER ANALYSIS  

This section will discuss the method for collecting and 
processing order domain data for injector fault analysis.  
This investigation is based upon work by Geveci, Osburn, 
and Franchek (2005). 

6.1. Data Collection Background 

Throughout the test schedule, the engine’s instantaneous 
crankshaft velocity was sampled using a Time Interval 
Measurement System (TIMS).  While common A/D 
converters sample the amplitude of a sensor’s output at 
discrete time intervals, a TIMS records the number of timer 
board counts between the output signal’s threshold 
crossings.  TIMS measurement systems are used in various 
areas in machinery health prediction systems as shown in 
Lebold, Maynard, Reichard (2005), Lebold Maynard (2003) 
and Maynard, Lebold, Groover ,Trethewey (2000). 

An AVL 365C encoder system was employed to produce an 
output signal representative of the crankshaft’s 
instantaneous velocity.  The encoder system’s periodic 
output waveform is amplified to rails using threshold values 
to produce a TTL logic signal having hi/low amplitudes 
corresponding to the encoder wheel’s optical pattern as 
illustrated in Figure 14. 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Conversion of sinusoidal sensor output to square 
wave pulses. 

 
 

The TTL logic levels are then converted into a binary 
representation to accurately define the pattern-passing rate.  
The exact transition time from low-to-high and high-to-low 
of an optical pattern passing is important for processing.  
Therefore the fastest available analog-to-digital (A/D) 
converter would be preferable.  However, these devices are 
very costly and are not necessary since the replication of the 
signal’s temporal characteristics is not necessary. Only 
accurate capture of the transition times are necessary.  A 
timer/counter board is an ideal candidate for this system 
because it provides a means of computing the transition time 
between an incoming logic signal with a high degree of 
resolution.   

The National Instruments PCI-6602 Timer/Counter Board is 
a cost-effective solution and was used for data collection.  
With an 80MHz clock reference, pulse-width measurements 
from the PCI-6602 can be performed at a resolution of 
0.0000000125 seconds.  The data collection system is 
designed around the semi-buffered period measurement 
approach using direct memory access (DMA) for speed.  In 
pulse-width measurement applications, the board counts the 
number of ticks (clock pulses of the time-base) that occur in 
every semi-period of the input waveform.  It then stores this 
value in a data buffer.  This results in an array of clock 
counts per semi-period of the encoder hub’s pattern as 
illustrated in Figure 15.  Knowing the reference clock 
frequency used during the measurement, the pulse-width, 
period or frequency of the input waveform can be 
computed.  For this application, the series of pulse widths 
will be used to determine the engine’s order content. 
 

 
 

Figure 15. Zero crossing timer reset points. 
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6.2. Order Domain Data Analysis 

 Datasets from the TIMS provided a semi-period resolution 
of 720 PPR.  Before processing, all datasets were 
normalized to begin at the TDC corresponding to the 
beginning of cylinder one’s power stroke, hereafter referred 
to as ‘true TDC’.  In this way, the relative phase differences 
between particular cylinder firing events were consistent for 
all snapshots.   

Encoder semi-periods in the datasets were combined to 
allow for a period-based analysis.  Because encoder wheels 
typically have highs/lows of different widths, a period-based 
analysis eliminates the variance between semi-periods.  
Shown below, Figure 16 illustrates the time history of a 
semi-period signal (blue) and the constructed period based 
signal (black) that was used in the subsequent analysis.  It is 
important to note that the mean of both signals was removed 
to illustrate a reduction in high-frequency signal content. 
 

 
 

Figure 16. The Semi-Period Signal (Blue) Recorded in 
Snapshot 492 During Test #25 and the Constructed Period 

Based Signal (Black) 
 
The period based signals were then demodulated to 
calculate the amplitude of the crankshaft’s torsional 
vibration in degrees in the rotational domain.  To reduce the 
effects of events uncorrelated to the shaft’s rotation in the 
demodulated signal, synchronous averaging was also 
applied in the rotational domain.  The amplitude and phases 
of the demodulated, averaged signal were then analyzed in 
the order domain.   
 
Figure 17 through Figure 19 illustrate order spectra 
comparing data collected during baseline and injector fault 
tests at the discrete low, medium and high engine speeds, 
respectively. 

 
 

Figure 17. Baseline (Snapshot 492) and Cylinder Three 
Fault (Snapshot 487) Order Spectra for Low Speed, Low 

Load Engine Operating Conditions 
 

An order domain analysis of the data collected during the 
injector fault test schedule suggests that cylinder faults can 
be identified by monitoring the amplitude of the 
crankshaft’s orders lower than two.  When an injector fault 
was introduced into the test system at low, medium, and 
high load/speed engine conditions, noticeable modulation of 
the crankshaft occurred between orders one-half and two. 

 

 
 

Figure 18. Baseline (Snapshot 446) and Cylinder Three 
Fault (Snapshot 443) Order Spectra for Medium Speed, 

Medium Load Engine Operating Conditions 
 
Using these same datasets, an injector fault threshold 
amplitude for the orders between one-half and two was 
calculated.  When the amplitude of any of the orders 
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between one-half and two rises above this threshold value 
and enters the “fault detection region”, a cylinder fault is 
diagnosed.  The injector fault detection region above the 
empirically determined 0.003 degrees threshold is illustrated 
in Figure 17 through Figure 19. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 19. Baseline (Snapshot 485) and Cylinder Three 
Fault (Snapshot 479) Order Spectra for High Speed, High 

Load Engine Operating Conditions 
 
The effect of an injector fault on the amplitude of the half 
order can be seen in Figure 17 through Figure 19. 

Figure 19 testing results suggest that the magnitude of the 
torsional modulation caused by an injector fault is 
dependent on the engine’s operating conditions.  At low 
speed, low load conditions the injector fault causes little 
torsional modulation to the shaft’s steady state rotation at 
the half order.  At high speed, high load conditions, 
however, the torsional modulation at the one-half order is 
very pronounced.   
 
After an injector fault is diagnosed, it is necessary to 
identify the cylinder that contains the injector fault.  This, 
too, was accomplished in the order domain.  A shaft order 
can be defined to describe the frequency of a particular 
synchronous event that occurs at each shaft revolution.  
From this definition, one can conclude that a shaft’s one 
half order contains information about events that occur once 
every two shaft revolutions.  For a six cylinder, four-stroke 
engine this order specifically characterizes the frequency of 
a crankshaft’s torsional loads that result from an injector 
fault.  These loads are caused by the energy loss due to lack 
of cylinder combustion, which in turn results in a 
momentary decrease in crankshaft velocity relative to the 
no-fault steady state crankshaft velocity profile. 

 
To identify an injector fault, the phase of the half order was 
analyzed for each dataset.  Because all datasets were 
normalized to begin with the first true TDC of the first 
cylinder in the engine’s firing sequence, the relative phase 
of cylinder firing events was maintained in this analysis.  
After the order spectrum was calculated for each dataset, the 
phase of the one-half order was extracted.  Figure 20 
illustrates the phase of each dataset’s half order as injector 
signals to various cylinders were deliberately attenuated.  
The phase clustering of the one-half order provides a means 
to identify a particular faulty injector signal.   
 
An analysis of Figure 20 reveals that the one-half order 
phases are clustered in groups that are separated by roughly 
120°.  The physical significance of this separation angle can 
be traced to the crank rotation angle between cylinder firing 
events that is 120° for a four-stroke, six cylinder engine.   
 

 
 

Figure 20. Phase Clustering of One-Half Order  
 
Order domain inspection of data collected by the 
crankshaft’s existing encoder system provides valuable 
information that can be used for injector fault diagnostics.  
By monitoring the amplitude of the crankshaft’s low order 
content relative to the suggested fault detection window, 
injector health can be classified.  If a faulty injector signal is 
diagnosed, the phase of the one-half order can be compared 
to the clustering in Figure 20 to determine the cylinder that 
is most likely faulted. 

7. CONCLUSION 

This paper described four approaches for detecting fuel 
injector misfire events; an injector signal based approach, a 
vibration signal approach, a crankshaft speed based 
approach, and an order domain approach. Relative to the 
crankshaft speed based approach, the injector signal and 
vibration time domain approach both showed the greatest 
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potential for on-board vehicle implementation. These 
approaches demonstrated the capability of detecting 
individual injector misfires on the seven liter diesel engine 
over the (30 lbs-ft @ 700 RPM) to (560 lbs-ft @ 2100 
RPM) operating range when tested on an engine 
dynamometer.  Furthermore, each approach equally 
demonstrated the ability to correctly identify the specific 
cylinder location of the faulted injector. 

Both approaches require a TDC/one PPR or 360PPR 
encoder signal for synchronization or the camshaft speed 
encoder signal, along with the basic hardware and software 
for algorithm implementation. 

The injector signal based approach does require access to 
the signal taps for the six respective injectors while the 
vibration based approach requires one accelerometer 
mounted to the top of the engine.  Due to the nature of 
vibration monitoring, this approach should also work for 
detecting any combustion related faults but must be first 
validated on an actual platform to ensure it is immune to 
externally induced vibrations.  Among other factors, the 
extent to which fuel line clogs or worn injector actuators are 
relevant faults may dictate the reliability of this approach in 
a fielded environment.  

The order domain approach showed great potential for on-
board vehicle implementation. The approach demonstrated 
the capability of detecting individual injector misfires on the 
seven liter diesel engine over the (30 lbs-ft @ 700 RPM) to 
(560 lbs-ft @ 2100 RPM) operating range when tested on an 
engine dynamometer.  Additionally, this approach 
demonstrated the ability to correctly identify the specific 
cylinder location of the faulted injector. 
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ABSTRACT 

Self-tuning aircraft engine models can be applied for control 
and health management applications.  The self-tuning 
feature of these models minimizes the mismatch between 
any given engine and the underlying engineering model 
describing an engine family.  This paper provides details of 
the construction of a self-tuning engine model centered on a 
piecewise linear Kalman filter design.  Starting from a 
nonlinear transient aerothermal model, a piecewise linear 
representation is first extracted.  The linearization procedure 
creates a database of trim vectors and state-space matrices 
that are subsequently scheduled for interpolation based on 
engine operating point.  A series of steady-state Kalman 
gains can next be constructed from a reduced-order form of 
the piecewise linear model.  Reduction of the piecewise 
linear model to an observable dimension with respect to 
available sensed engine measurements can be achieved 
using either a subset or an optimal linear combination of 
“health” parameters, which describe engine performance.  
The resulting piecewise linear Kalman filter is then 
implemented for faster-than-real-time processing of sensed 
engine measurements, generating outputs appropriate for 
trending engine performance, estimating both measured and 
unmeasured parameters for control purposes, and 
performing on-board gas-path fault diagnostics.  
Computational efficiency is achieved by designing 
multidimensional interpolation algorithms that exploit the 
shared scheduling of multiple trim vectors and system 
matrices.  An example application illustrates the accuracy of 
a self-tuning piecewise linear Kalman filter model when 
applied to a nonlinear turbofan engine simulation.  
Additional discussions focus on the issue of transient 
response accuracy and the advantages of a piecewise linear 

Kalman filter in the context of validation and verification.  
The techniques described provide a framework for 
constructing efficient self-tuning aircraft engine models 
from complex nonlinear simulations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An emerging technology in the field of aircraft engine 
controls and health management is the inclusion of real-time 
on-board self-tuning models for the in-flight estimation of 
engine performance variations (Luppold, Roman, Gallops, 
& Kerr, 1989). Self-tuning engine models are comprised of 
an engine model and an associated tracking filter as shown 
in Figure 1. Here, the Aircraft Engine block also includes an 
on-board engine control computer (not shown).  Real-time 
sensor and actuator information available within this control 
computer is used as inputs to the engine model. The engine 
model reflects engine aero-thermodynamic performance at 
both steady-state and transient conditions. Analytical 
modeling approaches, such as piecewise linear models and 
nonlinear component level models, are commonly applied. 
Recently, Volponi (2008) also demonstrated the merits of a 
hybrid modeling approach combining analytical (physics-
based) and empirical (neural network) elements. The 
tracking filter, typically based on Kalman filter estimation 
concepts, is designed to automatically adjust tuning 
parameters within the engine model to enable the model to 
match the observed performance of the physical engine. The 
discrepancy between the physical engine parameters and the 
model variables is referred to as model mismatch.  The 
tuning parameter adjustment is necessary to enable the 
model to account for the gas turbine engine performance 
variations caused by deterioration, wear, and fouling that 
turbomachinery will incur over time with usage. 

_____________________ 
Jeffrey B. Armstrong et al. This is an open-access article distributed under
the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original author and source are credited. 
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Figure 1. Self-tuning engine model architecture including an 
aircraft engine, an engine model, and a tracking filter to tune 
the model 

One of the earliest investigations to consider the use of self-
tuning engine model technology was under the NASA and 
Department of Defense led Performance-Seeking Control 
(PSC) program of the 1980’s and 1990’s (Shaw, Foxgrover, 
Berg, Swan, Adibhatla, & Skira, 1986), (Nobbs, Jacobs, & 
Donahue, 1992). The PSC program demonstrated multiple 
performance benefits achievable through in-flight 
propulsion control optimization including reduced fuel-
burn, increased thrust, and increased component life 
(Gilyard & Orme, 1993). Central to the PSC design is the 
inclusion of a self-tuning engine model that provides the 
control system with real-time estimates of unmeasured 
engine performance parameters. Follow-on research efforts 
have continued to mature and advance aircraft engine 
model-based control technology (Dwyer, 1990), (Klaus & 
Kreiner, 2001), (Brunell, Bitmead, & Connolly, 2002). 

In addition to control applications, self-tuning engine model 
technology also holds benefits for propulsion system health 
management. This includes estimating, trending, and 
forecasting the level of performance deterioration within the 
major rotating modules of the engine, and diagnosing faults 
that impact engine gas path performance (Gallops, Gass, & 
Kennedy, 1992), (Bushman & Gallops, 1992),  (Armstrong 
& Simon, 2011). It is expected that the application of on-
board self-tuning engine model technology within the 
aircraft engine industry will continue to increase. A future 
vision put forth by Behbahani, Adibhatla, and Rauche 
(2009) is to develop an integrated on-board self-tuning 
model-based engine controller architecture with control, 
diagnostic, and prognostic functionalities.  

This paper is intended to serve as a guide for the 
development and implementation of self-tuning engine 
models for turbomachinery diagnostics, prognostics, and 
health management. It will cover the required information, 
design considerations, and design steps necessary to 
construct and implement such models. The focus of this 
work is specifically on piecewise linear self-tuning engine 
models with a Kalman filter as the tracking filter.  

The remainder of this paper guides the reader through the 
design and implementation details of a self-tuning engine 
model.  First, the overall design is discussed briefly to 
introduce the various requirements and components of such 
a model.  Next, the generation of linear state space engine 
models and the design and setup of the Kalman filter is 
explained.  Then, the implementation is explicated to aid the 
reader in constructing an efficient adaptation of this design.  
This is followed by the presentation of example results from 
the application of the technique to a turbofan engine 
simulation.  Finally, a discussion of some design choices 
and model advantages is presented. 

2. MODEL COMPONENTS 

The self-tuning engine model outlined in this paper is 
composed of a number of modular components.  Two major 
components comprise this design: a piecewise linear state-
space engine model and an associated piecewise linear 
steady-state Kalman filter.   

The input signals available to a self-tuning engine model are 
restricted to the following signals, which are also provided 
to the engine controller: engine actuator commands and 
sensor measurements from the engine.  Additional inputs 
may consist of airframe sensed measurements, such as free 
stream conditions, that affect gas-path analyses.   

The outputs of the self-tuning engine model will normally 
consist of three components: sensor estimates, tuning 
parameters, and unmeasured parameter estimates.  In this 
architecture, the sensor estimates should be nearly identical 
to the actual sensed measurements since the model is 
“tuned” to match these measurements.  Tuning parameters 
generated by the model are available as outputs.  The 
parameters selected and applied as model tuning parameters 
depend on design decisions, but they often act as proxies for 
engine performance parameters, as is discussed later.  
Finally, the self-tuning engine model can produce estimates 
of unmeasured engine parameters.  Since the engine model 
is physics-based, the estimates of unmeasured parameters 
are expected to approach the actual values.  The estimates 
often include thrust, stall margins, and gas-path pressures 
and temperatures where physical measurement is 
impractical.   

A piecewise linear state-space model forms the basis for 
modeling theoretical engine dynamics.  This model is 
comprised of state space matrices and associated trim 
points, both of which are interpolated based on operating 
point.  The piecewise linear model is created from a 
nonlinear aerothermal model, but offers some advantages 
over the more complex physics-based simulation.  A 
piecewise linear model is usually less computationally 
intensive than its nonlinear equivalent, and the simpler 
structure allows for straightforward design of tuning 
solutions, a Kalman filter in this case.   
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Accompanying the piecewise linear model in this approach 
is a piecewise steady-state Kalman filter.  This 
implementation uses gain matrices that are pre-computed 
and held constant as opposed to updating the gain matrices 
online while processing the input data.  Similar to the state-
space matrices, the Kalman gain matrices are also 
interpolated based on operating point.  The Kalman filter 
produces tuning parameters that drive the difference 
between the actual sensor measurements and their respective 
estimates to zero. 

When employing piecewise solutions, design considerations 
related to interpolation mechanisms, parameter scaling, 
degrees of freedom, and processing time are important.  For 
accuracy reasons, it is often advantageous to consider 
interpolation based on multiple dimensions, as will be 
described.  Efficient algorithms should be employed to 
exploit multidimensional data alignment and shared 
scheduling.  Additionally, correction techniques applied 
internally within the model, as discussed later, require some 
supporting code infrastructure. 

3. MODEL DATA COMPUTATION 

Constructing this self-tuning model requires translating a 
nonlinear aerothermal model to an equivalent piecewise 
linear model and piecewise linear Kalman filter.  The initial 
step is to linearize the nonlinear model at multiple operating 
points to generate a piecewise linear state-space model and 
an associated set of trim points.  Once linearization is 
complete, the Kalman gain matrices are computed.  The 
resultant trim points, state-space system matrices, and 
Kalman gains can then be used in the self-tuning engine 
model implementation. 

3.1. Linearization 

The nonlinear model of an aircraft engine can be 
represented by the following equations 

 

 

, ,

( , , )
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x f x u h

y g x u h

z g x u h








 (1) 

where x and u represent the vectors of engine state variables 
and control command inputs, respectively.  The vector h 
represents health parameters, such as efficiency or flow 
capacity, reflective of performance deterioration within the 
major modules of the engine.  For given input values, the 
nonlinear functions f, g, and gz generate the vectors of state 
derivatives x , sensed engine outputs y, and unmeasured 
engine outputs z, respectively.  By linearizing the engine 
model at a given operating point, the following state-space 
equations are obtained: 
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Here, A, B, C, D, F, G, L, M, and N are the state-space 
matrices reflecting system dynamics.  The trim vectors, 
denoted by the subscript “trim,” reflect the values of the 
state variables, commands, and measured and unmeasured 
outputs when the model is at steady-state (i.e., x  = 0) at the 
given operating point. Collectively, the trim vectors define 
what is referred to as a “trim point.” The vector href 
represents a reference health condition specified by the 
system designer.  In Equation 2, parameter deviations 
relative to trim or reference conditions are denoted by the 
delta symbol ().    

The initial step in creating this self-tuning engine model is 
the computation of linear state-space models from the 
nonlinear model at multiple operating points.  These 
operating points serve as the interpolation scheduling 
parameters in the piecewise linear model. Figure 2 shows a 
notional three-dimensional example of operating point 
specification using altitude, Mach number, and power 
setting as the scheduling parameters.  The number of 
operating points and spacing between operating points, 
which does not have to be uniform, are design decisions left 
to the end user.  In general, a denser grid of operating points 
will allow the piecewise linear model to more closely 
approximate the nonlinear model.  However, that will 
increase memory storage requirements required for 
implementation.  While the operating points generally reside 
within a standard flight envelope, it may be advantageous to 
select some operating points beyond the standard envelope 
(assuming the nonlinear engine model is operable and valid 
at these points).  This expanded operating envelope 
functionality is necessary to enable the piecewise linear 
model to account for scenarios where the actual aircraft 
engine operates beyond normal expected operating 
conditions.   
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Figure 2. Example of three-dimensional piecewise linear 
model operating point scheduling 

As described above, the piecewise linear model will use two 
related datasets:  the trim points for the piecewise linear 
model and    the state-space system matrices that model 
engine dynamics.  Scheduling of the model and the 
generation of these datasets are discussed below. 

3.1.1. Selection of Operating Points and Scheduling 

The authors suggest selecting engine power level and flight 
conditions as scheduling parameters to enhance simulation 
accuracy.  The rotational speed of the engine, specifically 
the fan speed for a two-spool turbofan, is considered a 
suitable proxy for power level.  Alternatively, engine 
command parameters, such as power lever angle, may be 
used. However, since these variables do not necessarily 
reflect actual engine conditions, their usage may introduce 
inaccuracies during interpolation of trim points.   

When scheduling on flight condition, Mach number and 
pressure altitude are suggested.  While neither value is 
directly measurable, both can be easily computed from free 
stream and inlet pressure and temperature measurements.  
The use of Mach number and altitude will hide the 
nonlinearities that may be present in pressure and 
temperature changes over the flight envelope, allowing for 
more uniform steps in scheduling parameters. 

The number of dimensions chosen for scheduling is a 
tradeoff between computational complexity and accuracy.  
The added accuracy that higher dimensional scheduling 
provides comes with both data storage and computational 
requirement penalties; significantly more mathematical 
operations are required as interpolation dimensions increase.  
As is discussed later, parameter correction may be used to 
minimize altitude effects.  One may choose, therefore, to 
eliminate altitude as a scheduling parameter.  However, 
parameter correction is imperfect, and there may be a 
resultant loss in accuracy.   

Because two discrete data sets are generated (i.e., trim 
points and state-space system matrices) the interpolation 
scheduling may be separated if desired to decrease data 
storage requirements.  Trim points require nearly an order of 
magnitude less storage space per operating point compared 
to state-space matrices.  Furthermore, the dynamics of the 
system are not expected to change drastically; scheduling of 
the state-space matrices may not require the same grid 
density as the steady-state trim points.  It may be 
advantageous to generate a denser or higher dimensional 
data set of trim points, while keeping the dynamics data set 
sparser or of a lower scheduling dimension (Brotherton, 
Volponi, Luppold, & Simon, 2003). 

3.1.2. Trim Points Calculation 

Generation of trim point data can be achieved using a 
steady-state engine model, as the trim points represent only 
the engine inputs and outputs without dynamics.  After 
choosing operating conditions at which to compute trim 
points, the data can be generated in a hierarchical manner.  
For example, to generate the trim points in the three 
recommended dimensions discussed above, one would 
implement the algorithm below: 

for each X in selected altitudes: 

 for each Y in selected Mach numbers: 

  for each Z in selected power levels: 

   Compute engine inputs, sensed outputs, and 
unmeasured outputs 

   Append trim point data sets 

The trim points generally should be computed around the 
traditional flight envelope of the engine.  Many models 
should be capable of computing conditions beyond the 
typical operating limits of the engine.  Having data in 
regions beyond the expected operating envelope will help to 
protect against unforeseen flight conditions.  Furthermore, 
the algorithm described will inherently generate unrealistic 
conditions.  If, for example, the Mach numbers of interest 
vary from 0 to 0.8 and the altitude varies from sea level to a 
high cruise point, the algorithm will attempt to compute a 
condition of 0.8 Mach at sea level, which is likely an 
unrealistic condition.  If generating the trim points from a 
physics-based model, this condition can most likely be 
computed with reasonable accuracy as altitude and Mach 
number translate into free stream and engine inlet 
conditions. 

In situations where the algorithm cannot compute the 
desired steady-state condition, the operating point should be 
logged as a failure.  After attempting to compute all 
conditions using the outlined algorithm, the failed 
conditions can be interpolated from those that were 
successfully calculated.  It is suggested that the interpolation 
of failed conditions be performed linearly from nearest 
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successful computations along the power level axis.  
Extrapolation can be performed when a failed steady-state 
condition is not bounded by successful calculations. 
Extrapolated parameters, however, should not be relied on 
heavily for accuracy.   

If the self-tuning model is to be applied to a variety of actual 
engines, it may be advantageous to carefully choose an 
engine performance level at which to compute the trim 
points.  A fleet of engines will exhibit a statistical 
distribution of degradation of the rotating modules, which is 
manifested in changes to each module’s efficiency and flow 
capacity (Sallee, 1978).  The self-tuning engine model 
would benefit from being designed at a mean or median 
degradation condition with regards to the specific fleet to 
minimize the possible difference in performance variations 
across all engines.   

3.1.3. Dynamics Calculation 

Each of the matrices previously presented in Equation 2 
must be calculated by perturbing their respective driving 
parameters via the nonlinear model.  In this self-tuning 
implementation, the dynamics are captured by perturbing a 
given parameter within a modified version of the steady-
state model that balances at a point described with non-zero 
state derivative conditions.  When the perturbation is 
applied, the modified steady-state solver will attempt to 
calculate a balanced engine state, where the state variables 
are held constant, and the state derivatives are permitted to 
assume non-zero values.  This condition is the instantaneous 
dynamic response of the engine after a perturbation is 
applied.  The difference between the perturbed and 
unperturbed engine model outputs and state derivatives 
represent the dynamic behavior of the system for each given 
perturbation. 

As stated earlier, it may be advantageous to compute the 
state-space matrices at different operating conditions than 
the trim points to address storage space concerns.  If we 
again assume that the recommended three dimensions are 
used for scheduling state-space matrix interpolation, the 
algorithm will be: 

for each X in selected altitudes: 

 for each Y in selected Mach numbers: 

  for each Z in selected power levels: 

   Compute state-space matrices 

   Append matrix data sets 

The procedure for computing the matrices via perturbation 
of the inputs flows as follows: 

Compute steady-state xtrim, ytrim, ztrim, and urim for current 
operating point 

for each state in x: 

 Compute x, y, z for (xi+δxi), where δxi is the 
perturbation size for the ith state, as xp, yp, zp using 
“unbalanced” steady-state model 

 Compute state derivatives from the “unbalanced” state 

 Set column i of A to be 
i

p
x

x



 

 Set column i of C and F to be 
( )p trim

i

y y
x


,

( )p trim

i

z z
x



 
respectively 

for each input in u: 

 Compute x, y, z for (ui+δui), where δui is the 
perturbation size for the ith actuator, as xp, yp, zp using 
“unbalanced” steady-state model 

 Compute state derivatives from the “unbalanced” state 

 Set column i of B to be 
i

p
u

x



 

 Set column i of D and G to be 
( )p trim

i

y y
u


,

( )p trim

i

z z
u


,respectively 

for each health parameter in h: 

 Compute x, y, z for (hi+δhi), where δhi is the 
perturbation size for the ith health parameter, as xp, yp, 
zp using “unbalanced” steady-state model 

 Compute state derivatives from the “unbalanced” state 

 Set column i of L to be 
i

p
h

x



 

 Set column i of M and N to be 
( )p trim

i

y y
h


,

( )p trim

i

z z
h


respectively 

The health parameters are set nominally to the desired 
design point that describes a mean or median engine 
deterioration level.  Note that the procedure above generates 
state-space systems in continuous form.  Conversion to 
discrete-time state-space equivalents can be performed 
using an appropriate technique such as zero-order hold after 
generating the continuous time matrices. 

The scale of the applied perturbations depends on the 
variables to be perturbed.  The authors suggest using 
perturbations at least an order of magnitude less than a 
particular variable’s steady-state value.  Some trial and error 
experimentation is necessary with each parameter to 
determine an acceptable perturbation scale.   
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The algorithm outlined suggests that the small changes are 
performed in a single direction.  However, improved 
accuracy might be gained by applying perturbations in two 
directions and computing an average effect from these two 
perturbations.  Moreover, some perturbations in a given 
direction may not be possible if, for example, they exceed 
the capabilities of a given engine actuator.  The implementer 
should take care to consider these special cases when 
performing linearization. 

Similar to the trim point calculation procedure, one may 
encounter problematic operating conditions due to the 
algorithm’s simplicity with respect to cycling through 
desired points.  However, unlike the solution for failed 
convergence of trim points during calculations, interpolation 
and extrapolation is not recommended when dealing with 
matrices that cannot be reliably computed.  Extrapolation 
can quickly lead to unrealistic dynamic behavior if great 
care is not taken, and the system dynamics are not expected 
to vary drastically across neighboring operating points. 
Instead, it is suggested that a nearby (in terms of scheduling 
parameters) successfully computed state-space matrix set 
should be used for the given failed calculation point.   

3.2. Kalman Filter Design 

The piecewise linear Kalman filter is the core of this self-
tuning engine model.  For each state-space system of the 
piecewise linear engine model, a corresponding Kalman 
gain matrix must also be computed.  In this implementation, 
steady-state Kalman filtering is applied. This means that the 
Kalman gain matrix corresponding to each state-space 
system is invariant—it is pre-computed off-line, which 
helps to reduce computational requirements at runtime that 
would accompany the online calculation of the Kalman 
gain.   

The system must be observable with respect to the number 
of available sensed engine measurements to construct this 
steady-state Kalman filter.  The goal of tuning is to 
eliminate model mismatch due to the unknown performance 
characteristics of the engine.  It is assumed that the model 
itself is theoretically correct, but the actual engine may 
exhibit behavior that differs from the theoretical model due 
to performance degradation, manufacturing variations, or 
other unknown variables.  The health parameters, which 
theoretically quantify these performance differences, can be 
selected as engine tuning parameters.  Additionally, since 
these parameters remain relatively constant in the short-
term, they are usually measured over the course of a single 
flight. 

The observability issue may prove problematic when 
dealing with aircraft gas turbine engines.  Often times the 
number of sensors available for use with the self-tuning 
engine model is less than the number of health parameters 
present in the model.  To overcome this underdetermined 
estimation problem, two techniques are suggested to 

transform the state-space matrices appropriately.  If the 
health parameters are shifted to become states in our model 
in Equation 2, the system becomes: 

 

 

0 0

x A L x
B u

h h

x
y C M D u

h

x
z F N G u

h

     
            

 
     

 
     




 (3) 

Since engine performance deterioration evolves slowly in 
time, the health parameter states in Equation 3 are modeled 
without dynamics. Once the health parameters are 
augmented with the state variables, they can be estimated by 
applying a Kalman filter as long as the system is observable. 
However, a necessary condition for observability given the 
Equation 3 formulation is that there are at least as many 
measurements as health parameters (España, 1994).  To 
construct a reduced-order state space system of appropriate 
dimension to enable Kalman filter formulation, consider a 
transformation matrix, V*, that maps the health parameter 
vector, h, to a tuning vector of lower dimension, q, such 
that: 

q V h *  (4) 

An approximation for h based on q can be calculated using 
the pseudoinverse of V*: 

h V q *†  (5) 

Then, substituting Equation 5 into Equation 3 produces the 
following reduced-order state space system: 

0 0

x xA LV
B u

q q

x
y C MV D u

q

x
z F NV G u

q

     
          

         
         




*†

*†

*†

 (6) 

The choice of the transformation matrix is a design decision 
to be made prior to constructing the Kalman gains.  To 
allow for piecewise interpolation of the Kalman gain, the 
value of the transformation matrix must remain constant 
regardless of operating condition so that the definition of the 
tuning vector does not change based on operating point 
(Simon, Armstrong, & Garg, 2011).   

The first technique for dimensional reduction of the health 
parameters is to select a subset of health parameters to use 
as tuning parameters, effectively assuming the excluded 
parameters remain constant.  In this scenario, the elements 
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of the transformation matrix will be comprised of ones and 
zeros appropriately selected to map the selected subset of 
health parameters properly.  Defining this subset of 
parameters is a design decision.  Based on a theoretical error 
analysis, the optimal subset can be algorithmically selected 
(Simon, Armstrong, & Garg, 2011). While this technique 
preserves the definition of the selected health parameters, 
the excluded health parameters cannot be estimated and 
“smearing” effects may cause inaccuracies in the estimation 
of the selected subset of parameters (Simon, Armstrong, & 
Garg, 2011). 

A second technique, referred to as “optimal tuner selection,” 
can be employed to produce a transformation matrix that is 
a linear combination of all health parameters (Simon & 
Garg, 2010).  This method involves optimizing the 
transformation matrix and the resultant definition of the 
tuning vector to minimize a desired estimation error.  The 
error to be minimized is normally either the theoretical 
estimation error in a selection of unmeasured outputs (z), 
health parameters (h), or a combination of both.  The 
selection of which errors to minimize is tailored to the 
intended usage of the self-tuning engine model.  Because 
the value of the transformation matrix must not change with 
operating condition, a global optimization algorithm should 
be employed across the expected flight envelope (Simon, 
Armstrong, & Garg, 2011). 

Once the dimensions of the tuning vector are reduced (if 
necessary) to make the estimation problem observable and 
the process and measurement noise covariance matrices are 
specified, the Kalman gain matrices are constructed at every 
operating point where a state-space system exists (Simon, 
Armstrong, & Garg, 2011).  The general algorithm proceeds 
as follows, again, assuming three-dimensional interpolation: 

for each X in selected altitudes: 

 for each Y in selected Mach numbers: 

  for each Z in selected power levels: 

   Transform or reduce the state-space system per 
Equation 6 

   Calculate the associated Kalman gain 

   Append transformed state-space and Kalman gain 
matrix data sets 

Because of the mathematics inherent in computing the 
Kalman gain, most notably the algebraic Riccati equation, 
the gain matrix may not be calculable at some operating 
points (Zarchan & Musoff, 2005).  In these cases, it is 
suggested that the entire state-space system be disposed of 
and replaced with the nearest (in terms of scheduling points) 
state-space system where a Kalman gain can be reliably 
computed.  The failure to construct the Kalman gain may 
imply some mathematical stability issues with the state-
space system used as a basis for the computation. 

3.3. Data Storage 

The algorithms presented in the previous section do not 
address data storage.  The issue of storing the data generated 
is somewhat architecture and platform dependent, but some 
general guidelines are suggested to improve efficiency when 
using the resultant data.  

For efficient interpolation, the authors found that it was 
beneficial to align the data in memory such that any given 
single vector or matrix in a data set containing multiple 
vectors or matrices exist in a single, congruent memory 
location.  Placing each data set in a continuous memory 
block allowed for fast pointer arithmetic during 
interpolation.    Access to vectors or matrices in the data set 
“in place” via pointer arithmetic avoided unnecessary 
penalties resulting from copying data to temporary storage 
during interpolation procedures. 

The suggested memory layout of data described above 
should be considered when designing long-term storage of 
the data sets.  If the data is initially generated in the proper 
format and saved to a permanent storage medium, the 
process of loading the data at runtime should result in an 
advantageous memory layout automatically.  One 
suggestion is to store high-dimensional (3+ dimensions) 
data as concatenated two-dimensional arrays with 
scheduling as shown in Figure 3 for the three dimensional 
case.  The advantage of this layout will become apparent 
when the interpolation implementation is discussed. 

Matrix 
(m,n) 
or 
Vector 
(m,1)

Matrix 
(m,n) 
or 
Vector 
(m,1)

Matrix 
(m,n) 
or 
Vector 
(m,1)

Matrix 
(m,n) 
or 
Vector 
(m,1)

…

Altitude 1 Altitude 2

Mach 1 Mach 2 Mach 1

…

…
Power 1 Power 2 Power 1 Power 1

…

 

Figure 3. Suggested hierarchical data storage 

4. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation details surrounding the self-tuning 
engine model are application-specific.  This section outlines 
an implementation that emphasizes efficiency and accuracy.  
The resultant design is appropriate for online, real-time 
applications and ground-based data analyses.  The 
discussion will focus on a discrete-time implementation. 

The overall self-tuning engine model design is illustrated in 
the block diagram in Figure 4.  The self-tuning engine 
model requires sensed engine measurements (y) and actuator 
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Figure 4. Self-tuning engine model overview 

inputs (u).  The model produces sensor estimates ( ŷ ), 

unmeasured engine parameter estimates ( ẑ ), and tuning 
parameters ( q̂ ).  The sensor estimates should match the 

sensed measurements.  The tuning parameters will be 
transformable back into estimates of engine performance 
parameters (Simon & Garg, 2010). 

The individual components of this self-tuning engine model 
are explained below.  The details of the implementation are 
independent of computing language and hardware platform. 

4.1. Parameter Correction 

For aircraft engine applications, the use of corrected 
parameters within the self-tuning model is encouraged to 
improve accuracy and to reduce the number of operating 
points included in the piecewise linear design.  Parameter 
correction is used to minimize the effects of atmospheric 
variations due to temperature and pressure (Volponi, 1998). 
The inlet total pressure and temperature sensors are 
employed to normalize parameters with respect to standard 
day sea level static conditions.  In a gas turbine engine, it is 
likely that the only actuator input requiring correction will 
be a fuel flow command.  The sensor measurements must 
also be corrected prior to use.  The tuning parameters, which 
are considered to be proxies for the health parameters and 
are assumed to be independent of altitude and Mach 
number, will not require correction.  The correction of trim 
values and system matrices is performed during 
linearization.  Within the block shown in Figure 4, all values 
remain in corrected form, including inputs, to improve 
accuracy. 

4.2. Kalman Filter Implementation 

The filter in this self-tuning engine model is a steady-state 
Kalman filter implementation.  The Kalman gain, state-
space matrices, and trim vectors are delivered to this module 
via the interpolation routines, as will be discussed.  This 
implementation uses a discrete-time form of the Kalman 
filter.  A block-diagram in Figure 5 outlines the structure of 
this Kalman filter.  Here, k represents the discrete time 

+

+

+

x
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xtrim,k
1ˆxq kA x
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1xq kB u 
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+
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ky-
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+

+ ˆkx
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ˆxq kC x ˆky

ˆkz

+

Figure 5. Block diagram of Kalman filter 

index and the matrices and vectors have been augmented per 
Simon and Garg (2010) to include tuning parameters in the 
state vector, Δx, accompanied by proper state-space matrix 
modifications.  Here, the “+” and “-” superscripts denote 
Kalman filter a posteriori and a priori estimates, 
respectively, ky  is the residual between the sensed and 

estimated measurement vector, and z-1 is the unit sample 
delay. 

The implementation of a piecewise linear Kalman filter does 
pose unique implementation requirements.  The Kalman 
filter, which is a recursive estimator, relies on state 
estimates calculated at the previous time step.  However, on 
each time step in the piecewise linear implementation, the 
trim vectors, state-space matrices, and Kalman gain matrix 
are interpolated, and all are likely to shift from the previous 
time point.  Therefore, the a posteriori state estimate 
calculated the previous time step will reflect a deviation 
relative to the state trim vector applied during the previous 
time step.  Prior to use on the current time step, the a 
posteriori state estimate must be updated to reflect the 
change in the trim values, as shown below: 

)( 111   kkkk xxxx  (7) 

In the above equation, the expression inside the parenthesis 
reflects the change in trim values from one time step to the 
next.  Applying this adjustment ensures that deviations from 
trim are relative to the trim point applied at time step k, as 
opposed to the trim point previously applied at time step 
k-1.  For additional details on the formulation of the Kalman 
filter, readers are referred to Simon & Garg, 2010. 

4.3. Interpolation Technique 

Self-tuning engine model computational efficiency is highly 
dependent on the interpolation technique employed within 
the model.  Therefore, to lessen overall model 
computational requirements the interpolation procedure  
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Figure 6. (a) Two- and (b) Three-dimensional interpolation 

should employ rapid and efficient techniques.  The earlier 
section, focusing on the storage of the trim vectors, state-
space matrices, and Kalman gain matrix data sets, discussed 
the proper layout of data in memory for efficient 
interpolation.  Once this data is stored in memory, efficient 
interpolation methods can be used across the multiple 
dimensions. 

When working in multiple dimensions, linear interpolation 
requires an expansion.  Consider the two simple 
interpolation cases in Figure 6.  The point, p, at which to 
interpolate can be projected onto each of the interpolation 
axes, as the figure shows, and the point is bounded by either 
four or eight schedule points for the two- and three-
dimensional cases, respectively.  For each axis (i.e., 
dimension), weights are computed that represent the 
normalized distances from each bounding point on that axis.  
For a single axis, assuming d is the distance between two 
schedule operating points and d' is the distance between the 
projection of p onto the axis and the schedule point that 
precedes p, two weights can be calculated as: 

 
ddw

ddw

/

/1

1

0




 (8) 

The weight w0 represents the contribution of the schedule 
point v0 that precedes the projection of p, while the weight 
w1 is the contribution of the schedule point v1 that follows 
the projection of p.  The weight pairs are computed for each 
axis.  This procedure will yield two pairs of weights for the 
two-dimensional interpolation case and three weighting 
pairs for the three-dimensional case.  The interpolated value 
for the two-dimensional case (bi-linear interpolation) is then 
defined as: 

1,11,1,1,01,0,

0,10,1,0,00,0,

vwwvww

vwwvwwx

yxyx

yxyxp




 (9) 

Likewise, the interpolated value for three dimensions (tri-
linear interpolation) would be: 

1,1,11,1,1,1,1,01,1,0,

1,0,11,0,1,1,0,01,0,0,

0,1,10,1,1,0,1,00,1,0,

0,0,10,0,1,0,0,00,0,0,

vwwwvwww

vwwwvwww

vwwwvwww

vwwwvwwwx

zyxzyx

zyxzyx

zyxzyx

zyxzyxp









 (10) 

The calculations described above require determining the 
bounding points along each axis from the schedules.  A 
simple search for the desired index is usually sufficient, but 
some efficiency gains can be realized by using a bracketed, 
binary search with memory of the last successful search 
between requests.  A binary search technique can rapidly 
search through a sorted array, such as our scheduling axes, 
with a worst case O(log n)* performance (Knuth, 1997).  An 
additional improvement can be gained by storing the index 
of the lower bounding point for each axis at each time step.  
Because the change in operating point on each time step is 
likely to be relatively small, the previously used index on 
each axis can be rapidly checked to see if it is still 
applicable rather than performing a binary search on every 
time step.  The performance on the majority of time steps 
would remain at O(1), and only the applied weights would 
require recalculation. 

Another way to improve efficiency is to limit the number of 
schedule searches and subsequent weight calculations based 
on the sharing of scheduling axes.  The trim point vectors 
would all share one set of scheduling axes, while the state-
space matrices and Kalman gains would use a less dense set.  
Therefore, only two passes of weight calculations would be 
necessary, one for trim vectors and another for matrices.  
The weights could then be shared between trim point vector 
interpolations when applying the data set for each parameter 

                                                           
*  Shown in Big O notation indicating that worst case 
computational time grows proportional to log n, where n is the 
number of grid points on the scheduling axis. 
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to either equation 9 or 10.  Similarly, the matrix weights 
could be shared for all the state-space matrix data sets and 
the Kalman gain data set.  This approach decreased the 
number of schedule searches by a factor of five for this 
three-dimensional model design. 

As explained earlier, the memory layout of the data can lead 
to dramatic improvements in performance.  Matrix 
interpolation may seem costly, and this implementation is 
suggesting a minimum of five matrix interpolations per time 
step, with each involving a considerable number of products 
to be computed.  To minimize the impact of the large 
number of products necessary, one method  may be to  
exploit “single instruction, multiple data,” or SIMD, 
instructions that are conveniently available on many modern 
central processing units, including modern embedded 
processors (ARM, 2010-2011), (Intel Corporation, 1997-
2012), (International Business Machines Corporation, 
2006).  Rather than focus on processor-specific capabilities, 
the use of the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms, or BLAS, 
library is suggested (Lawson, Hanson, Kincaid, & Krogh, 
1979).  Some modern interpreted languages will use these 
procedures internally, and modern optimizing compilers can 
often detect and use these procedures in a manner 
transparent to the designer.  Examining equations 9 and 10, 
one may notice that the BLAS routines “*AXPY,” which 
multiplies a vector by a scalar (our weights) and adds the 
product to another vector, can be applied multiple times to 
calculate the desired interpolated value (BLAS, 2011).  
Using such routines eliminates the element-by-element 
multiplication that might be used naively, allowing the 
SIMD capabilities of the processor to be used. 

The continuous memory locations, which had been 
suggested earlier, allow for further efficiency improvement.  
If each data set is held in a single memory block, each 
matrix or vector can be accessed “in-place” rather than 
copying or extracting the matrix or vector elements to an 
appropriately sized array prior to weighting each individual 
point.  In a lower level language, pointer arithmetic can be 
exploited to specify the location in memory of an individual 
matrix or vector within a data set.  By employing these 
efficiency gains, the computational costs of performing 
multidimensional interpolation of matrices and vectors are 
minimized without sacrificing accuracy. 

5. EXAMPLE RESULTS 

For evaluation purposes, this self-tuning engine model is 
compared against the nonlinear engine model upon which it 
is based.  To illustrate the capabilities of the suggested 
design, an appropriate self-tuning engine model has been 
derived from the Commercial Modular Aero-Propulsion 
System Simulation 40k, or C-MAPSS40k, a nonlinear 
aerothermal model that simulates a 40,000lbf-class turbofan 
engine (May, Csank, Lavelle, Litt, & Guo, 2010).  The self-
tuning engine model was designed to reflect an engine at  

 

Figure 7. Thrust calculations using nonlinear and piecewise 
linear models at 25,000 ft and 0.55 Mach 

 
50% of useful life remaining.  The piecewise linear state-
space model and Kalman filter have been designed as 
discrete-time models using the same time step size as the 
nonlinear model serving as the comparison basis. 

First, the standalone piecewise linear model (without 
tuning) is compared with the nonlinear model to determine 
the accuracy of the linearization and effectiveness of the 
interpolation algorithms.  Figure 7 shows the thrust estimate 
for the piecewise linear model as compared to the nonlinear 
C-MAPSS40k model running at the mean degradation 
design point for a rapid power increase followed by a 
subsequent decrease to the original power level.  The 
altitude and Mach number conditions tested lie between 
schedule points, meaning the interpolation algorithm is 
being exercised in this example.  The percent error graph, 
which examines the point-by-point difference in thrust 
between the piecewise linear model versus the nonlinear 
model, shows a noticeable increase in the residuals during 
transients.  

The self-tuning model provides much of its advantage for 
engines that operate away from the model degradation 
design point.  Under the same transient situation with tuning 
enabled, the self-tuning model should be able to maintain 
accuracy when applied to engines that are not represented 
by the mean performance level.  Figure 8 illustrates the 
accuracy of a self-tuning engine model when estimating the 
unmeasured combustor exit temperature for an ideal (new) 
engine and an end-of-life engine.  The combustor exit 
temperature has been chosen for comparison because it 
experiences significant shift as engine performance 
degrades.  In this example, the nonlinear engine model 
serves as the “truth” model and its sensed outputs and 
actuator commands are provided as inputs to the self-tuning 
engine model. The figure shows the outputs of the nonlinear 
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Figure 8. Unmeasurable combustor exit temperature 

estimates for an off-design engine 

engine model (red), the self-tuning engine model (blue), and 
the piecewise linear model without tuning (green).  Here, 
the estimate of combustor exit temperature produced by the 
self-tuning engine model exhibits good matching with the 
nonlinear model at these two extreme performance ranges.  
Conversely, the piecewise linear model, which does not 
have self-tuning functionality, is unable to match the 
nonlinear model as well. 

The self-tuning engine model is considerably simpler than 
the full nonlinear model.  While C-MAPSS40k is capable of 
running faster than real-time on modern consumer-grade 
computing hardware, the self-tuning engine model exhibits 
better computational performance due to its efficient 
interpolation algorithm and the inherent simplicity of its 
linear design.  Compared to the nonlinear model, the self-
tuning engine model runs approximately an order of 
magnitude faster than the nonlinear model on the same 
computer. 

6. DISCUSSION 

The main advantage of the self-tuning engine model is its 
ability to eliminate the mismatch between the theoretical 
model and the actual engine.  Because of this feature, on-
board implementations of such models may be desirable for 
a variety of reasons, including control system integration, 
on-board model-based engine diagnostics, and simple 
informational purposes.  However, this model loses much of 
its utility if it is unable to accurately estimate parameters 
during transient operation.   

The accuracy during transients is related to a number of 
design choices made during the generation of the self-tuning 

model's data.  The schedule density of the piecewise linear 
model must always be considered during the design phase.  
Comparison of the piecewise linear model itself against its 
nonlinear basis model during simple transients represents a 
“best case” accuracy that can be achieved by the subsequent 
self-tuning engine model.  Often times, adjustments to the 
perturbations during linearization must be made to better 
improve dynamic accuracy.  Additionally, some highly 
nonlinear parameters, such as stall margins, may not lend 
themselves to linearization inherently; these parameters 
appear to result in large mismatches even when great care is 
taken to improve accuracy. 

Transient behavior of the tuning parameters within the 
Kalman filter is normally adjusted via modification of the 
process noise.  Scaling of the noise has been shown to 
accelerate or decelerate the response of tuning parameters to 
engine transients (Simon, Armstrong, & Garg, 2011).  
Furthermore, ongoing research suggests that numerical 
factors related to the globally optimal tuner selection 
strategy may produce tuner transformation matrices that 
have undesirable transient properties.  The current 
optimization algorithm does not consider the transient 
behavior of resultant Kalman filters, only the steady-state 
errors.  Depending on the models involved, this issue may 
or may not be encountered during implementation of a self-
tuning engine model. 

The advantage of this self-tuning engine model is the 
relative simplicity of its design, among other benefits.  The 
structure of the Kalman filter, although this model uses a 
piecewise version, lends itself to well-known verification 
and validation, or V&V, procedures (Schumann & Liu, 
2007).  For online implementations or control system 
integration, the ability to perform V&V on this self-tuning 
engine model using accepted processes is advantageous 
when comparing against alternatives such as a full 
nonlinear, physics-based online model.   

7. CONCLUSION 

A piecewise linear Kalman filter has been proposed as a 
self-tuning engine model solution.  The well-understood 
Kalman filter algorithm combined with an efficient 
implementation make this piecewise solution an attractive 
candidate for resolving differences between theoretical, 
physics-based models and actual engine hardware.   

The two outputs of the self-tuning engine model, tuning 
parameters and unmeasured parameter estimates, can be 
exploited for a variety of purposes.  Estimates of these 
parameters, which could be employed in either ground-
based or on-board solutions, could be used for performance 
trending and assisting in current engine health management 
programs.  Such trending information is also useful for 
engine diagnostic algorithms by allowing these conceptual 
algorithms to discern between normal engine degradation 
and possible faults.  The estimated parameters, while useful 
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for informational purposes alone, introduce the prospect of 
advanced parameter synthesis and control algorithms, 
including controlling directly on thrust.  Possible efficiency 
gains may be realized through the accurate estimation of 
engine-specific operational limits, providing the opportunity 
to relax generally conservative stall margin, temperature, 
and pressure limits.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

A, B, C, 
D, F, G, 
L, M, N 

Linear state-space system matrices 

d, d’ Distance in interpolation calculations 
h Health parameter vector 
q Engine tuning parameter vector 
U Engine control input vector 

V* 
Transformation matrix mapping health 
parameters to engine tuning parameters 

X,Y,Z Interpolation scheduling axes 
f Nonlinear function of engine state derivatives 
g Nonlinear function of engine outputs 
u Control inputs 
v Value placeholder for interpolation 
w Weighting for interpolation 
x Engine state vector 
y Engine sensed measurement vector 
z Engine unmeasured parameter vector 
z-1 Unit sample delay 
Δ prefix Deviation from trim value 

δ prefix Perturbation value 
  
Subscripts 
c  Corrected value 
k Discrete time index 
ref Health parameter reference vector 
trim Trim vector 
  
Superscripts 
†  Pseudoinverse 
- a priori Kalman filter estimate 
+ a posteriori Kalman filter estimate 
  
Diacritical Marks 
ˆ Estimated value 

~ 
Residual between estimated and sensed 
measurement vector 
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ABSTRACT 

Predictive maintenance has been attracting researchers and 

industry in recent years, since maintenance and repair of 

assets is one of the most contributing factors of operating & 

support cost. Predictive maintenance proposes to maintain 

the assets only when necessary aiming to reduce the 

unnecessary repair and maintenance by monitoring the 

health of the assets. The expected time of the failure is 

estimated by analyzing the monitored signals and remaining 

useful life of the asset before failure is used to plan, get 

prepared and perform the maintenance. When one team is 

responsible for maintenance of systems that are located in 

various places, the travel time between these systems should 

also be incorporated in the maintenance planning. Off shore 

wind farms and railway switches are two examples of these 

systems. This paper presents formulation of the problem 

that incorporates travel times between systems and 

prognostics information obtained from each system. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Predictive maintenance has been attracting researchers and 

industry in recent years, since maintenance and repair of 

assets is one of the most contributing factors of operating & 

support cost (Camci & Chinnam, 2010). Predictive 

maintenance, also called Condition Based Maintenance 

(CBM), proposes to maintain the assets only when 

necessary aiming to reduce the unnecessary repair and 

maintenance by monitoring the health of the assets. The 

term asset represents any system that is monitored for 

predictive maintenance.  

In CBM, health of the asset is observed real time by 

analyzing signals collected from sensors embedded on the 

asset. Two main aspects of CBM are diagnostics and 

prognostics (Jardine et. al. 2006). Diagnostics is the process 

of detection of an existing incipient failure, whereas 

prognostics is the process of forecasting the time of the 

failure and identification of remaining useful life (RUL) of 

the asset before failure (Camci & Chinnam 2010a). 

Maintenance is scheduled immediately for an asset when a 

failure is diagnosed. On the other hand, when a failure is 

prognosed, the identified remaining useful life can be used 

for planning, preparation, and performing the maintenance. 

The asset is expected to perform its functionality maybe 

with less efficiency within the identified RUL.  

In predictive maintenance research, RUL information may 

be given in different formats such as the real time (e.g., 

three months to failure), operational working period (e.g., 

3000 miles of driving before failure), efficiency decrease 

(%95 efficiency), or probability of failure (0.20 probability 

to fail) (Camci & Chinnam 2010a). In most maintenance 

scheduling methods with RUL information, a threshold 

value is set to RUL (Barbera et. al. 1996, Marseguerra et. al. 

2002, Sloan & Shanthikumar 2002, Yam et. al., 2001, 

Berenguer et. al. 2003). In these methods, maintenance is 

performed when the RUL reaches the threshold. Even if the 

threshold is optimized perfectly for an asset, the cost of 

travelling for maintenance will be a critical issue that cannot 

be incorporated easily in the static threshold optimization. 

An optimization model without threshold setting has been 

discussed in (Camci F. 2009), (Camci F. 2009a). However, 

the optimization model presented in these studies assumes 

that all the components or systems are located in the same 

place and do not incorporate travel time between systems.  

_____________________ 

F. Camci et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which 

permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 

provided the original author and source are credited. 
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Consider an off shore wind farm with many wind turbines 

located in the middle of the sea. Assume that one of the 

wind turbines is scheduled for maintenance next week, since 

the RUL is expected to reach to the threshold next week. A 

team of maintenance operators will be sent to the sea for 

maintenance. Consider that two wind turbines are located 10 

miles and 20 miles away from the wind turbine scheduled 

for maintenance. The RUL of these wind turbines are 

identified to be two and three weeks, respectively. 

Maintenance scheduling based on only RUL thresholds will 

not always give the best maintenance scheduling. Thus, cost 

of travelling should also be incorporated within the 

maintenance scheduling. This paper presents the problem of 

incorporating the maintenance scheduling with RUL 

information for geographically distributed assets. Section 2 

presents the problem modeling, and section 3 demonstrates 

the problem with small number of systems. Section 4 

concludes the paper. 

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION  

Consider multiple systems that are located in various places 

and are within the responsibility of one maintenance team. 

The health of each asset is observed using condition 

monitoring techniques and forecasted by analyzing the 

signals obtained using prognostics techniques. Forecasted 

health (RUL information) is assumed in the format of 

probability of failure.  

The problem aims to identify the most cost effective 

maintenance routing. The cost function to be minimized 

involves three major terms: expected failure cost, 

maintenance cost, and travel cost. All three terms are highly 

correlated with the time of the maintenance of each asset. 

Early maintenance reduces the failure risk more than late 

maintenance. The order of the locations to be visited for 

maintenance affects the time of maintenance in each 

location. For example, if maintenance is scheduled for an 

asset that requires long travelling time, then all other assets 

waiting for maintenance will be negatively affected from 

this decision. Fig. 1 illustrates the effect of early, late, and 

no maintenance on failure probability of a system for a 

given time frame. 

 

Fig.1 Illustration of reducing risk by maintenance 

The problem aims to minimize the total cost that consists of 

failure, maintenance, and travel cost by finding the best 

maintenance schedule of n geographically distributed assets. 

The objective function is the sum of each asset cost.  

In the simple case of the problem, it is assumed that every 

location is visited only once and the tour ends at the initial 

location. Thus, the maintenance cost will be constant 

assuming that one and only one maintenance will be 

performed at each location. Thus, only failure cost will be 

considered in the formulation, since total maintenance cost 

will be constant. Mathematically, the problem can be 

expressed as follows: find a permutation ( ) of 

integers from 1 to n that minimizes the total cost of 

travelling, expected failure and maintenance cost of assets 

given a distance matrix , where  is the distance 

between locations i and j. This is the first objective function 

to be explored in this paper and shown in (1). Note that the 

distance information is actually considered as time-to-travel 

information. If it is given as real distance, it should be 

converted to time-to-travel, since the time information 

affects the expected failure cost, not the distance. 

   (1) 

: Asset number scheduled for maintenance with i
th

 

order (starting point when i=0) 

         : Failure cost function for system located at  

         : Scheduled maintenance time for location  

         : Time to travel to reach from  to  

Failure cost is the product of fixed failure cost and the 

cumulative failure probability ( ) of the asset as shown 

in (2).  Effects of maintenance times should be considered in 

calculation of cumulative failure probability ( ) within 

the given period (T). The given period is divided into 

periods as before and after maintenance since only one 

maintenance in the given period is assumed. is 

calculated as the union of failure probabilities in before and 

after maintenance periods ( , failure probabilities 

before maintenance, after maintenance respectively) since 

failure may occur either before or after maintenance in the 

given period. The formulation of  calculation is given 

in (3).  

                       (2) 

  (3) 

: Cumulative failure probability starting time 0 

till just before the maintenance 

: Cumulative failure probability starting from 

maintenance time till end of given period 

Forecasted failure probabilities can be obtained in two 

ways: prognostics-based and reliability-based. In 

prognostics-based calculation, failure probabilities (Pfo) 
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represent the specific failure probability of the asset under 

observation with CBM. This failure probability (Pfo) is used 

until the maintenance time of the system. Many prognostics 

methods to predict failure probabilities have been presented 

in the literature (Lu H. et. al.2001, Xu et. al., 2008, Xu et. 

al., 2009, Heng et. al. 2009, Sritavastava & Das 2009). After 

the maintenance, failure probabilities obtained from 

reliability-based calculation is used. Reliability based failure 

probability (Pfw) is obtained from the reliability analysis of 

past similar assets. Reliability based failure probability 

(Pfw) is not specific to the asset under observation. We do 

not use prognostics-based failure probability after 

maintenance because we do not know how the asset under 

observation will behave after maintenance (maintenance has 

not happened yet.)  

Probability of failure in each section bases on the 

maintenance time and corresponds the failure probability 

value at the time the maintenance will be performed as 

shown in (4) and (5). Note that (Pfw) and (Pfo) are received 

as input in the problem. 

    (4) 

     (5) 

The second objective function involves failure and travel 

costs as shown in (6). Travel cost simply is calculated as 

product of traveling cost one unit distance and total travel to 

reach location .  

  (6) 

 : Cost of travelling from to  

The third objective function involves maintenance cost as 

well as failure and travel cost as shown in (7). This is 

important when systems at various locations may be 

maintained in different number of times in the given period 

and they are different with different maintenance costs 

( ).  

 

(7) 

3. DEMONSTRATION OF THE PROBLEM  

In this section, the problem is demonstrated with a simple 

case study. In this case study, there are four locations to 

perform maintenance, and a starting point π0. Distances 

between locations are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Distance matrix  

Locations 0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 4 11 6 2 

1 4 0 8 10 6 

2 11 8 0 13 10 

3 6 10 13 0 4 

4 2 6 10 4 0 

Fixed failure and maintenance costs for the systems at 

these four customers are indicated in Table 2. 

Table 2 General Parameters of first example 

Locations 1 2 3 4 

Failure Cost ($) 3500 3200 300 5100 

Maintenance Cost ($) 450 230 400 150 

Table 3: Results of the case study 

 

 

To simplify the problem, it is assumed that each location 

will be visited at least and at most once. This limits the total 

number of possible visit alternatives to 24. In Table 3, total 

costs for all these alternatives are shown. First four columns 

in Table 3 show the visiting order of locations. Fifth column 

is the total travelled distance. Sixth column gives the total 

cost obtained from the first objective function in (1). The 
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seventh column displays the second objective function given 

in (6). The last column is the third objective function in (7). 

Changes in the visit order changes the time of the visit for 

each location. Thus, the failure probability for the system at 

each location for a different visit order becomes different 

leading to different failure costs, which cause variations in 

the values of the first objective function. The best result for 

the first objective function is obtained from the visit order 

(3-4-2-1) given in the 7
th

 row with $2785.23.  

The calculation of the second objective function involves 

the cost of travel in addition to failure cost. It is assumed 

that traveling one unit distance-time costs 100$. The best 

routing is given in the first permutation (i.e., 4- 3- 2- 1) with 

minimum cost of $5909.85. It is shown in this example that 

the travel cost affects the decision of the maintenance order.  

The third objective function includes the maintenance costs 

as well as failure and travel cost. This example was 

simplified with the assumption of visiting each location at 

least and at most once. Thus, the maintenance cost for each 

permutation will be the same. Even though maintenance 

times are different, systems at all locations will be 

maintained once. Thus, the ranking of results of the second 

and third objective function are the same. If this assumption 

is removed, then some of the locations may be visited 

multiple times or some are not visited at all. Table 4 gives 

an example of costs for a given visit order without any visit 

limits.  

 Table 4: Result example without visit limit 

 

As seen from the table, not visiting location three reduces 

the failure cost because the failure consequence of the 

system in location three is very low compared to the system 

in location four ($300 in location 3, $5100 in location 4). 

Thus, replacing maintenance in location three with location 

four reduces the total failure cost. In addition, maintenance 

cost in location four is lower compared to location three. 

Total travel time is also low if location three is not visited at 

all. Note that this example is selected to demonstrate the 

nature of the problem, not fully demonstrate a real system.  

4. CONCLUSION  

The cost reduction pressure on industry has increased 

research on condition based maintenance. Maintenance 

schedule now bases on detection and forecasting of failures. 

This paper presents a problem formulation to be used in 

maintenance planning that incorporates prognostics output 

with distances between systems located in various places. 

Formulation and numerical example are presented in the 

paper. As future work, it is recommended to develop 

heuristic or meta-heuristics algorithms for the given 

problem formulation with large number of locations. 
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ABSTRACT

Electrolytic capacitors are used in several applications rang-
ing from power supplies for safety critical avionics equipment
to power drivers for electro-mechanical actuators. Past expe-
riences show that capacitors tend to degrade and fail faster
when subjected to high electrical or thermal stress condi-
tions during operations. This makes them good candidates for
prognostics and health management. Model-based prognos-
tics captures system knowledge in the form of physics-based
models of components in order to obtain accurate predictions
of end of life based on their current state of health and their
anticipated future use and operational conditions. The focus
of this paper is on deriving first principles degradation mod-
els for thermal stress conditions and implementing Bayesian
framework for making remaining useful life predictions. Data
collected from simultaneous experiments are used to validate
the models. Our overall goal is to derive accurate models of
capacitor degradation, and use them to remaining useful life
in DC-DC converters.

1. INTRODUCTION

Avionics systems play a critical role in many aspects of air-
craft flight control. As the system complexity and flight crit-
icality of functions performed by these systems increases,
the related consequences of in-flight malfunctions are bound
to increase. This drives the need for Integrated Vehicle
Health Management (IVHM) technologies for flight-critical
avionics. Studying and analyzing the performance degrada-
tion of embedded electronics in the aircraft domain is abso-

Chetan S. Kulkarni et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, pro-
vided the original author and source are credited.

lutely necessary to increase aircraft reliability, assure in-flight
performance, and reduce maintenance costs, (J. R. Celaya,
Wysocki, Vashchenko, Saha, & Goebel, 2010; Ferrell, 1999).
In addition to this, an understanding of the behavior of de-
teriorated components is needed as well as the capability to
anticipate failures and predict the remaining useful life (RUL)
of the electronic systems.

An avionics system module consists of hardware (power sup-
ply, Global positioning system (GPS) receiver, Intertial mea-
surement unit (IMU)) and software (GPS software, INAV - in-
tegrated navigation solution) components (Kulkarni, Biswas,
Bharadwaj, & Kim, 2010). Switched-mode power supplies
are widely used in DC-DC converters because of their high
efficiency and compact size. Buck-boost DC-DC converter
steps voltage levels up/down based on the application re-
quirements, in which electrolytic capacitors and metal ox-
ide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) switches
are known to have the highest degradation and failure rates
among all of the components (Goodman, 2005). Degraded
capacitors affect the performance and efficiency of the DC-
DC converters in a significant manner and also impose a risk
on instantiating cascading failures on other connected subsys-
tems.

In this paper we develop an effective prognostics and health
management (PHM) methodology that applies to electronic
systems and components. In particular, we develop a method-
ology to enable early detection of failure precursors in capaci-
tor elements associated with DC-DC power supplies. Our ap-
proach combines physics-based modeling supported by em-
pirical experimental analysis for improving the degradation
models, and then implementing bayseain framework to pre-
dict remaining useful life of electrolytic capacitors. Our hy-
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pothesis is that early detection will lead to better prediction
and end of life estimates by tracking and modeling the degra-
dation process.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II dis-
cusses the prognostics metholdology implemented for this
work. Section III presents introduction to electrolytic capaci-
tors and its basic structure, operation and degradation mech-
anisms. Section IV discusses capacitor first principle models
in detail. Section V describes the thermal stress aging exper-
iments conducted for this work. Section VI and VII presents
the prognostic framework methodology and RUL results re-
spectively. The paper ends with discussion and conclusion in
section VIII.

2. PROGNOSTIC METHODOLOGY

Prognostics is the process of predicting health condition and
remaining useful life based on current and previous state, cur-
rent and future operating conditions. Prognostics and health
management (PHM) methods combine sensing, data collec-
tion, interpretation of environmental, operational, and perfor-
mance related parameters to indicate systems health as well
as anticipate damage propagation due to degradation. PHM
methodologies can be implemented through the use of var-
ious techniques that study parameter variations, which indi-
cate changes in performance degradation based on usage du-
ration and conditions.

Prognostics is an essential technology for improving system
safety, reliability, and availability. Prognostics deals with de-
termining the health state of components, and projecting its
health evolution into the future to make end of life (EOL)
and remaining useful life (RUL) estimations. Model-based
prognostics approaches perform these tasks with the help of
first principles based physics models that capture knowledge
about the system, its components, and their failures (Daigle
& Goebel, 2011; Saha & Goebel, 2009).

We adopt an approach wherein we develop detailed physics-
based models of components and systems that include de-
scriptions of how fault parameters evolve in time. The im-
plemented prognostics architecture is as shown in Figure 1.
We have implemented this approach on empirical degradation
models in our earlier work (J. Celaya et al., 2011a; Kulka-
rni et al., 2012). Experimental studies are being conducted
and first principles based degradation models are being de-
rived using the descriptions mentioned in (Kulkarni, Celaya,
et al., 2011; J. Celaya et al., 2011a; Fife, 2006; MIL-C-62F,
2008). Identifying the failure precursors and developing ac-
curate models of degradation/ failure has been the most diffi-
cult problem of our research goal. These models depend on
known as well as unknown and possibly time-varying wear
parameters. Early detection and analysis may lead to better
prediction and end of life estimates of the capacitor by track-
ing and modeling the degradation process. Faults and degra-

dations appear as parameter value changes in the model, and
this provides the mechanisms for tracking system behavior
under degraded conditions (J. Celaya et al., 2011a, 2011b).
The derived state space models are then implemented in a
Bayesian framework for prognostics.

Electrolytic Capacitor

Accelerated Aging 

Experiments

Degradation in parameters

Degradation Modeling

Parameter estimation

Prediction

Thermal / Electrical Stress

Experimental Data

State Space model

RUL EOL Prognostics

Figure 1. Prognostics Methodology

In the next section we discuss in brief the basics of elec-
trolytic capacitors, their detailed structure and different
mechanisms under which the devices degrade.

3. ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

An aluminum electrolytic capacitor, as illustrated in Figure 2,
consists of a cathode aluminum foil, electrolytic paper, elec-
trolyte, and an aluminum oxide layer on the anode foil sur-
face, which acts as the dielectric. When in contact with the
electrolyte, the oxide layer possesses an excellent forward di-
rection insulation property (Bengt, 1995). Figure 3 shows a

Anode Foil

Cathode Foil

Connecting Lead 

Aluminum Tab

Separator Paper

Figure 2. Illustration of an Electrolytic Capacitor
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detailed view of the cross section of an electrolytic capacitor
structure. To get higher capacitance values for the same sur-
face area of the anode and cathode foils, the foil is etched by a
chemical process. Together with magnified effective surface
area attained by etching the foil, a high capacitance value is
obtained in a small volume (Fife, 2006). Since the oxide
layer has rectifying properties, a capacitor has polarity. If
both the anode and cathode foils have an oxide layer, the ca-
pacitors would be bipolar. In this work, we analyze non-solid
aluminum electrolytic capacitors in which the electrolytic pa-
per is impregnated with liquid electrolyte. After etching, the
plates are anodized by coating them with a thin aluminum ox-
ide layer on the surface of the foil. This layer of aluminum
oxide acts as the dielectric (insulator) and serves to block the
flow of direct current between the two capacitor plates (Fife,
2006).

highly etched 

aluminum foil

anode

dielectric Layer

Al2O3 – 

electrochemical 

oxide 

layer(forming)

electrolyte paper 

(spacer)
Al2O3 – oxide 

layer(natural)

etched aluminum 

foil

electrolyte

T
e

x
t

cathode

Text
leakage current

Figure 3. Capacitor Detail Structure

Electrolytic capacitor performance is strongly affected by its
operating conditions, such as voltage, current, frequency, and
ambient temperatures. Degradation in the capacitor manifests
an increase in the equivalent series resistance (ESR) and de-
crease in capacitance (C), due to deterioration of electrolyte
quality, decreases in electrolyte volume due to evaporation,
weakening of the oxide layer, over operating time (Bengt,
1995; Fife, 2006). The ESR of a capacitor is the sum of
the resistance due to aluminum oxide, electrolyte, spacer, and
electrodes (foil, tabbing, leads, and ohmic contacts) (Bengt,
1995) and capacitance is the ability of a capacitor to store
charge in an electric field. The health of a capacitor is often
measured by the values of these two parameters.

There are certain industry standard thresholds for these pa-
rameter values, if the measurements exceed these thresholds
then the component is considered unhealthy, i.e., the compo-
nent has reached its end of life, and should be immediately
replaced before further operations (Lahyani, Venet, Grellet,
& Viverge, 1998). Failures in a capacitor can be one of two
types: (1) catastrophic failures, where there is complete loss

of functionality due to a short or open circuit, and (2) degrada-
tion failures, where there is gradual deterioration of capacitor
due to accumulated damages.

The fishbone diagram in Figure 6 summarizes the most com-
mon set of failure modes for electrolytic capacitors that have
been discussed in (J. Celaya et al., 2011a; Kulkarni et al.,
2012). This diagram identifies the relationship between root
causes and failure modes observed in electrolytic capacitors.
These root causes can occur individually or combined man-
ner in a capacitor depending upon the conditions of operation.
Our focus in this work is on the thermal stressors that govern
the capacitor degradation, specifically, we study high temper-
ature scenarios and their effects on the electrolytic capacitor
degradation.

3.1. Equivalent Electrical Circuits

A simplified electrical lumped parameter model of
impedance, M1, defined for an electrolytic capacitor is
shown in Figure 4. The ESR dissipates some of the stored
energy in the capacitor. An ideal capacitor would offer no
resistance to the flow of current at its leads.

C1
R1

ESR

C

1mΩ

R3 ≥ 10K   R4 ≥ 10K   

R2RE C2
Anode foil 

electrode 

resistance

Cathode foil 

electrode 

resistance

Electrolyte 

resistance

R1

2 mΩ

R2   

RE

1mΩ

C1
R1

2 mΩ

RE

Coxide_layer

C1

Figure 4. Lumped Parameter Model (M1 )

It has been observed that under thermal overstress storage
conditions (Bengt, 1995; J. Celaya et al., 2011a), the capac-
itance (C) and ESR value depends of the electrolyte resis-
tance RE . A more detailed lumped parameter model derived
for an electrolytic capacitor under thermal overstress condi-
tion,M2 can be modified fromM1, as shown in Figure 5. R1

is the combined series and parallel resistances in the model.
RE is the electrolyte resistance. The combined resistance of
R1 and RE is the ESR of the capacitor. C is the total capac-
itance of the capacitor as discussed earlier.

R1 RE C

ESR

Figure 5. Lumped Parameter Model (M2 )

4. PHYSICS BASED MODELING

In this section we discuss about deriving the first principles
based degradation models for capacitors under thermal over-
stress conditions. Under thermal overstress conditions since
the device was subjected to only high temperature with no
charge applied we observe degradation only due to electrolyte
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Figure 6. Fishbone diagram of failure mechanisms in aluminum electrolytic capacitor

evaporation. The degradation models are derived based on
the underlying physics of operation and measurements from
experimental data.

4.1. Structural Model

For deriving the physics based models of an electrolytic
capacitor it is also necessary to know about the structural
and manufacturing details, since health estimations are done
based on the type of electrolyte, volume of electrolyte, oxide
layer thickness etc. The models defined use this information
for making effective degradation/failure predictions. A de-
tail structural study of the electrolytic capacitor under test is
discussed in this section.

During modeling it is not possible to know the exact amount
of electrolyte present in a capacitor. But using information
from the structural details as shown in Figure 7, we can ap-
proximately calculate the amount of electrolyte present. A
very highly porous separator paper is used which soaks all
the electrolyte. The paper separator is sandwiched between
anode and cathode, each having a thickness dS , dA and dC
respectively (dS ≈ dA ≈ dC). Based on the type and configu-
ration, the electrolyte volume will vary which can be updated
in the model parameters.

The equation for calculating the approximate electrolyte vol-
ume is derived from calculating the total capacitor capsule
volume, Vc given by :

Vc = πr2chc (1)

where :
rc = radius of capacitor capsule
hc = height of capacitor capsule

s

A sC

c
c

Figure 7. Capacitor open structure

The approximate electrolyte volume, Ve based on all the other
known structural details of the capacitor can expressed as:

Ve = πr2chc −As(dA + dC) (2)

4.2. Capacitance Degradation Model

Exposure to high temperatures, Tapplied > Trated results in
accelerated aging of capacitors (Kulkarni, Celaya, et al.,
2011; J. Celaya et al., 2011a; 60068-1, 1988). Higher
ambient storage temperature accelerates the rate of elec-
trolyte evaporation leading to degradation of the capaci-
tance (Kulkarni, Celaya, et al., 2011; Bengt, 1995). The de-
pletion in electrolyte volume, Ve, (Kulkarni, Biswas, et al.,
2011; Rusdi et al., 2005) is given by :

Ve(t) = Vo − (As jeo we)× t (3)

where:
Vo = initial electrolyte volume
jeo = evaporation rate (mg min−1 area−1)
we = volume of ethyl glycol molecule
t = time in hours.

The total lumped capacitance from first principles of electro-
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magnetism is given by :

C = (2εRε0As)/dC (4)

where:
εR = relative dielectric constant
εO = permitivity of free space

Thus from Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) we can derive the first princi-
ples capacitance degradation model,M3 given by :

M3 : C(t) =

(
2εRε0
dC

)(
V0 − Ve(t)
jeo t we

)
(5)

As discussed earlier, increase in the core temperature evapo-
rates the electrolyte thus decreasing the electrolyte volume
leading to degradation in capacitance. The resultant de-
crease in the capacitance can be computed using model,M3

wherein the decrease in electrolyte volume, (Ve) leads to de-
crease in capacitance, (C).

4.3. Dynamic Models

The electrolyte volume.Ve can also be calculated and can also
be expressed as Ve = As.dC . Hence the oxide surface area,
As can be expressed in terms of electrolyte volume, Ve and
oxide thickness, dC as:

As =
Ve
dC

. (6)

From Eq. (4) and Eq. (6), dynamic capacitor degradation
model can be updated as :

Ck =

(
2εRε0
dC

)(
Ve(k)

dC

)
(7)

From Eq. (3) the first order discrete approximation for change
in electrolyte volume can be expressed as:

dVe
dt

= −(weAsjeo),

Ve(k+1) = Ve(k) +
dVe
dt

∆t,

Ve(k+1) = Ve(k) − (weAsjeo)∆t.

(8)

From Eq. (7) we have,

Ve(k) =
Ck

2εRε0
d2C ,

Ve(k) = (Ck)α.
(9)

where:

α =
d2C

2εRε0

From Eq. (9) we can express Eq. (8) as :

Ck+1α = Ckα+
dC

dt
∆t,

Ck+1α = Ckα− (weAsjeo)∆t, hence

Ck+1 = Ck −
(weAsjeo)

α
∆t.

(10)

The complete discrete time dynamic model for capacitance
degradation can be summarized as :

M4 : Ck+1 = Ck −
(2εRε0weAsjeo)

d2C
∆t (11)

ModelM4, in Eq. (11) is implemented in a Bayesian track-
ing framework. In this work we are implementing a un-
scented Kalman filter (UKF) since the degradation in capac-
itance (state) due to decrease in electrolyte is considered to
be a dynamic linear model and the evaporation rate (jeo) pa-
rameter, assumed to be varying and estimated online. Next
we discuss the implementation of the Bayesian framework
methodology for prognostics (Saha & Goebel, 2009; Daigle
et al., 2012; Daigle & Goebel, 2011).

5. UNSCENTED KALMAN FILTER

Estimation in nonlinear system is very important because
many practical systems involve nonlinearities in their oper-
ation through one form or another. Estimation of the state
accurately of such non-linear system is very important to di-
agnostics and be further implemented to prognostic appli-
cations which is extremely difficult. The Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) which applies the KF to nonlinear system by
linearizing all nonlinear models, has become a most widely
used method for estimation of nonlinear system. Although
the EKF maintains is computationally efficient recursive up-
date form of the KF for non-linear systems, it suffers a num-
ber of serious limitations (Julier & Uhlmann, 1997, 2004).

1. Only reliable if the error propagation to the future states
can be approximated by a linear function.

2. Linearization can be applied only if the Jacobian matrix
exists i.e, cannot be implemented if the system has dis-
continuities.

3. Calculating Jacobian matrices can be a very difficult and
error-prone process.

The Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) was proposed by (Julier
& Uhlmann, 1997, 2004) to overcome these problems in non-
linear systems. The unscented Kalman filter, instead of ap-
proximating the nonlinearity, approximates the state distribu-
tion (Julier & Uhlmann, 1997, 2004). This procedure main-
tains the nonlinear functions exactly, eliminating the need to
calculate Jacobian’s, and thereby providing an easier imple-
mentation framework. In this section we will look in the

5
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detail framework of UKF which has been implemented for
prognostics in this work.

A nonlinear system, described by the difference equation and
the observation model with additive noise is given as :

xk = F[xk−1, uk−1, k] + wk−1

zk = H[xk, k] + vk
(12)

where x(k) is the n-dimensional state of the system at time
step k, u(k) is the input vector, w(k) is the process noise,
Q, z(k) is the observation vector and vk is the measurement
noise, R.

To solve the problem of predicting the future state or obser-
vation based on the Unscented transform (UT), UT takes a
random variable x , with mean x̄ and covariance Pxx, which
is related to a second random variable y by a nonlinear func-
tion y = f(x). A small set of points (sigma points) with
mean ȳ and covariance Pxx are selected (Julier & Uhlmann,
1997), which are deterministically selected and weighted to
exhibit properties to match the mean and covarinace of the
original distribution. A non-linear transformation is applied
to each point to get the transformed points, statistics of the
transformed points is then calculated to estimate the mean
and covariance of the transformed points. The sigma point
weights do not directly represent probabilities of the sigma
points, and hence do not have to lie in the interval [0, 1]. The
weights Wi can be positive or negative, but need to obey the
following conditon to provide an unbiased estiamte.

∑

i

Wi = 1 (13)

Each sigma point is instantiated through the function(f ) to
obtain new set of sigma points Y .

Yi = f(Xi) (14)

The mean of the transformed points is given by:

ȳ =
∑

i

WiYi (15)

The covariance of the transformed points is given by:

Pyy =
∑

i

Wi(xo − µ0)(x0 − µ0)T (16)

The basic idea of the unscented transform is that it is eas-
ier to apporximate a probability distribution x than it is to
approximate an arbitary nonlinear function f or transforma-
tion (Julier & Uhlmann, 2004). This basic principle is imple-
mented in the unscented Kalman filter where the unscented
transform is exploited for nonlinear state estimation (Julier &

Uhlmann, 1997, 2004). At each step, the unscented trans-
form is applied to the state estimate and is used for a single
step prediction. In contrast, here, we apply the transform to
the state parameter distribution at given single time point kP
, and use this for multi-step predictions to EOL. There are
several methods which exits for selecting the sigma points
out of which we implement the symmetric unscented trans-
form for the prognosis problem (Daigle et al., 2012; Julier &
Uhlmann, 2004). Detailed results will be presented in Section
6 for capacitor degradation problem.

In the symmetric unscented transform, 2nx + 1 sigma points
are selected symmetrically about the mean as follows (Julier
& Uhlmann, 2004):

X0 = x̄

W0 =
k

n+ k

Xi = x̄+
√

((n+ k)Pxx)i,

Wi =
k

2(n+ k)

Xi+n = x̄−
√

((n+ k)Pxx)i

Wi+n =
k

2(n+ k)

(17)

where
√

((n+ k)Pxx)i refers to the ith column of the ma-
trix square root of (n+ k)Pxx, computed using the Cholesky
decomposition since it is numerically efficient and stable. Pa-
rameter k is used to tune the higher moments of distribution
and suggested to have a smaller values as possible to bring the
sigma points closer together. If x is assumed Gaussian, then
selecting n + k = 3 is recommended (Julier and Uhlmann,
1997).

6. THERMAL OVERSTRESS EXPERIMENT

In this setup we emulated conditions similar to high tempera-
ture storage conditions (Kulkarni, Celaya, et al., 2011; Kulka-
rni, Biswas, et al., 2011), where capacitors were placed in
a controlled chamber and the temperature raised above their
rated specification (60068-1, 1988). Pristine capacitors were
taken from the same lot rated for 10V and maximum storage
temperature rating of 85◦C.

Experiments were conducted with 2200 µF capacitors with
TOS temperature at 105◦C and humidity factor at 3.4%.
The chamber temperature was gradually increased in steps of
25◦C till the pre-determined temperature limit was reached.
The capacitors were allowed to settle at a set temperature for
15 min and then the next step increase was applied. This
process was continued till the required temperature limit was
attained. To decrease possibility of shocks due to sudden de-
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crease in the temperature the above procedure was followed.
At the end of specific time interval the temperature was low-
ered in steps of 25◦C till the required room temperature was
reached.

Before being characterized the capacitors were kept at room
temperature for 15 min. The ESR value is the real impedance
measured through the terminal software of the instrument.
Similarly the capacitance value is computed from the imag-
inary impedance using Electrochemical Impedance Spec-
troscopy (EIS). Characterization of all the capacitors was
done for measuring the impedance values using an SP-
150 Biologic impedance measurement instrument (Biologic,
2010). Figure 8 shows the plots decrease in capacitance due
to accelerated aging for all the 15 capacitors under test at dif-
ferent aging times.
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Figure 8. Capacitance Plot for all the devices under TOS

In the thermal overstress experiments, the capacitors we char-
acterized periodically and after 3400 hours of operation it was
observed that the average capacitance (C) value decreased by
more than 9-11% while decrease in ESR value was observed
around 20 - 22%. From literature (60068-1, 1988) under ther-
mal overstress conditons higher capaitance degradation is ob-
served and minor degradation in ESR which correlated with
the data collected. The failure thresholds under storage condi-
tions for capacitance (C) is 10% while that forESR is around
280- 300% of the pristene condition values (60384-4-1, 2007;
Kulkarni, Celaya, et al., 2011). Hence the capacitance degra-
dation data was used as a precursor to failure parameter to
estimate the current health condition of the device.

7. PREDICTION OF REMAINING USEFUL LIFE RESULTS

State estimation and RUL estimation results are discussed for
capacitor Cap # 5 out of a batch of 15 available capacitors
under test. Figure 9 shows the result of filter tracking for
degradation in capacitance upto 3200 hours of aging time.
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Figure 9. (a) Tracking filter output against measurement data,
(b) Output error for Cap # 5

Figure 10 presents results from the remaining useful life pre-
diction algorithm at different aging times tp = 87, 607,
1495, 2131, 2800 (hrs), at which the capacitors are charac-
terized and their capacitance (C) value is calculated. The
failure threshold is considered to be 10% decrease in ca-
pacitance value, which in this case is at 3200 hours of ag-
ing time. End of life (EOL) is defined as the time at which
the forecasted capacitance value trajectory crosses the EOL
threshold. Therefore, RUL is EOL minus aging times tp =
87.5, 607, 1495, 2131, 2800 (hrs).
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Figure 10. Capacitance decrease prediction at different Aging
Time for Cap # 5
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An α-λ prognostics performance metric (Saxena et al., 2009,
2008) is presented in Figure 11 for test case of Cap #5. The
central dashed line represents ground truth and the shaded
region is corresponding to a 30% (α = 0.3) error bound in the
RUL prediction. Performance metric identifies whether the
algorithm performs within desired error margins (specified by
the parameter α) of the actual RUL at any given time instant
(specified by the parameter λ) (Saxena et al., 2009) and is
based on relative accuracy (RA) metric in Eq. (18).

RA = 100

(
1− RUL∗ −RUL′

RUL∗

)
(18)

Table 1 shows the performance summary based on the RA of
all the capacitors under thermal stress performance. These
metrics allows for an assessment of the percentage accuracy
relative to the ground-truth value. RA values of 100 represent
perfect accuracy. The RA is presented for all the test cases
for different prediction times. The last column of Table 1
represents the median RA of all the test cases for a particular
prediction time. It must be noted that if the prediction error
magnitude grows beyond 100% RA gives a negative value.
We do not consider such cases since these cases would not
have qualify the tests for calculating RA (Saxena et al., 2009),
these are indicated by NA in Table 1.

From the α-λ metric plot in Figure 11 it can be observed that
the relative accuracy is not as good at the end but the accuracy
is good enough under acceptable limits. This is due to the
non-linearity observed in the data at the end of the aging time
and the limitation of the model due to not including the oxide
layer breakdown. The residuals show an increased error with
aging time, since the breakdown in the oxide layer observed
due to stress is not considered for this model which starts
to dominate in the later stages of aging of the device. This
breakdown is exponential in nature and as we can observe a
dip in the capacitance values from the linear path in the later
stages.

8. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This paper presents a first principles based degradation elec-
trolytic capacitor model and an parameter estimation algo-
rithm to validate the derived model, based on the experimen-
tal data. The majors contributions of the work presented in
this paper are:

1. Development of the first principles degradation model
based on accelerated life test aging data which includes
decrease in capacitance as a function of time and evapo-
ration rate linked to temperature conditions;

2. Implementation of a Bayesian based health state track-
ing and remaining useful life prediction (RUL) algorithm
based on the UKF filtering framework;

3. Prediction of remaining useful life for capacitors based
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Figure 11. Performance based on Alpha-Lambda metric for
Cap#5

first principles degradation model,M3;

The degradation model, M3 based on the first principles
gives an indication of how a specific device degrades based
on its structure, material properties, operating conditions, etc.
The results presented here are based on accelerated aging ex-
perimental data and on the accelerated life timescale. In our
earlier work we studied the degradation models based on the
observed data, and the work discussed here is a next step to
generalize the model. Though as discussed in section 4, as a
first step a dynamic linear model has been implemented for
degradation model. This degradation model for decrease in
capacitance, C and varying evaporation rate jeo needs to be
updated and include the model of break-down in the oxide
layer which is exponential in nature and dominates in the
later stages of aging. Further research will focus on devel-
opment of functional mappings that will translate the acceler-
ated life timescale into real usage conditions timescale, where
the degradation process dynamics will be slower, and sub-
jected to varying stress conditions.

The performance of the proposed first principles degradation
model, M3 is acceptable for the current study based on the
quality of the model fit to the experimental data and the RUL
prediction performance from α-λ metric plot. Additional ex-
periments are currently underway to increase the number of
test samples. This will greatly enhance the quality of the
model, and guide the exploration of additional degradation-
models, where the loading conditions and the environmen-
tal conditions are also accounted for towards degradation dy-
namics.
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NOMENCLATURE

εR relative dielectric constant
εO permitivity of free space
Vo initial electrolyte volume
jeo evaporation rate (mg min−1 area−1)
ρE electrolyte resistivity
As effective oxide surface area
we volume of ethyl glycol molecule
dA thickness of anode strip,
dC thickness of cathode strip
ds thickness of paper spacer
M1 electrical lumped parameter model
M2 updated lumped parameter model
M3 capacitance degradation model
M4 capacitance discrete time model
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Aging Time C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 RAa

181.67 98.34 95.03 100.00 98.34 98.34 98.34 98.34 93.37 98.34 96.69 91.72 91.72 98.34 98.34 96.69 96.80
295.38 98.28 94.84 98.28 100.00 100.00 98.28 98.28 93.11 98.28 96.56 93.11 91.39 98.28 100.00 96.56 97.02
384.47 98.22 94.67 100.00 100.00 98.22 98.22 98.22 92.90 98.22 96.45 91.12 91.12 98.22 98.22 96.45 96.69
450.93 98.18 94.54 98.18 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.18 92.72 98.18 96.36 92.72 90.91 98.18 100.00 98.18 97.09
540.77 98.12 94.36 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.12 98.12 92.48 98.12 96.24 92.48 90.60 98.12 100.00 96.24 96.87
607.07 98.07 94.22 98.07 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.07 92.29 98.07 96.14 92.29 90.36 98.07 100.00 98.07 96.91
701.62 98.00 94.00 98.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.00 91.99 98.00 96.00 91.99 89.99 98.00 100.00 98.00 96.80
766.83 97.95 91.78 97.95 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 93.84 97.95 93.84 91.78 89.73 97.95 100.00 97.95 96.71
860.43 97.86 93.59 97.86 100.00 100.00 100.00 97.86 93.59 97.86 95.73 91.45 89.31 97.86 100.00 97.86 96.72
950.07 97.78 93.33 97.78 100.00 100.00 100.00 97.78 93.33 97.78 95.56 91.11 88.89 97.78 100.00 97.78 96.59
1019 100.00 90.83 97.71 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 93.12 97.71 93.12 93.12 88.54 95.41 100.00 97.71 96.48

1084.47 97.64 92.91 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 97.64 92.91 97.64 95.27 90.55 90.55 97.64 100.00 97.64 96.69
1179.5 97.53 92.58 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 97.53 92.58 97.53 95.05 90.10 90.10 97.53 100.00 97.53 96.54

1244.82 97.44 92.33 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 97.44 92.33 97.44 94.89 92.33 89.77 97.44 100.00 97.44 96.59
1338.18 97.31 91.94 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 97.31 94.63 97.31 94.63 91.94 89.26 97.31 100.00 97.31 96.60
1404.48 97.22 91.65 100.00 100.00 100.00 97.22 100.00 94.43 97.22 94.43 91.65 88.86 97.22 100.00 97.22 96.47
1495.4 97.07 91.20 100.00 100.00 100.00 97.07 97.07 94.13 97.07 94.13 91.20 88.27 97.07 100.00 97.07 96.09

1560.48 96.95 90.85 100.00 100.00 100.00 96.95 100.00 96.95 96.95 90.85 93.90 87.80 96.95 96.95 100.00 96.34
1626.53 96.82 93.64 96.82 100.00 100.00 96.82 96.82 96.82 100.00 93.64 90.47 90.47 96.82 100.00 96.82 96.40
1716.57 96.63 89.89 100.00 100.00 96.63 93.26 100.00 100.00 96.63 89.89 93.26 86.52 96.63 96.63 100.00 95.73
1807.02 96.41 89.23 96.41 100.00 100.00 92.82 100.00 100.00 96.41 92.82 96.41 89.23 96.41 96.41 100.00 96.17
1871.62 96.24 88.71 96.24 100.00 96.24 92.47 100.00 96.24 96.24 88.71 96.24 88.71 96.24 96.24 96.24 94.98
2036.88 91.40 91.40 91.40 100.00 100.00 91.40 95.70 95.70 100.00 91.40 95.70 91.40 100.00 95.70 100.00 95.41
2131.35 90.64 95.32 90.64 95.32 100.00 90.64 95.32 95.32 95.32 90.64 95.32 90.64 100.00 95.32 95.32 94.39
2196.1 90.04 95.02 90.04 100.00 100.00 90.04 95.02 90.04 95.02 90.04 100.00 95.02 100.00 95.02 95.02 94.69

2290.12 83.51 94.50 83.51 94.50 100.00 89.01 94.50 83.51 94.50 89.01 100.00 94.50 100.00 94.50 94.50 92.67
2355.97 82.23 94.08 82.23 94.08 100.00 82.23 94.08 82.23 94.08 88.15 100.00 100.00 100.00 94.08 88.15 91.71
2421.92 80.72 100.00 80.72 100.00 93.57 74.30 100.00 74.30 93.57 87.15 93.57 100.00 100.00 87.15 87.15 90.15

2500 71.43 100.00 71.43 92.86 100.00 71.43 92.86 64.29 85.71 85.71 92.86 92.86 92.86 85.71 85.71 85.71
2650 54.55 90.91 54.55 90.91 100.00 63.64 90.91 54.55 72.73 90.91 81.82 81.82 90.91 81.82 72.73 78.18
2800 37.50 75.00 37.50 75.00 100.00 37.50 87.50 25.00 62.50 87.50 75.00 62.50 75.00 75.00 62.50 65.00
3000 NA 25.00 NA 50.00 100.00 0.00 75.00 NA 0.00 75.00 25.00 NA 50.00 50.00 25.00 43.18

RAb 87.13 90.78 87.99 96.60 99.39 89.29 94.45 85.73 92.14 92.50 90.32 87.15 95.49 94.97 92.38

Table 1. Summary of RUL forecasting results
RAa is the mean relative accuracy of all capacitors at each prediction time (tp)
RAb is the mean relative accuracy of each capacitor at all prediciton times
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the theory and experimental validation of
a Structural Health Management (SHM) system for monitor-
ing corrosion. Corrosion measurements are acquired using
a micro-sized Linear Polarization Resistance (µLPR) sensor.
The µLPR sensor is based on conventional macro-sized Lin-
ear Polarization Resistance (LPR) sensors with the additional
benefit of a reduced form factor making it a viable and eco-
nomical candidate for remote corrosion monitoring of high
value structures, such as buildings, bridges, or aircraft.

A series of experiments were conducted to evaluate the µLPR
sensor for AA 7075-T6, a common alloy used in aircraft
structures. Twelve corrosion coupons were placed alongside
twenty-four µLPR sensors in a series of accelerated tests.
LPR measurements were sampled once per minute and con-
verted to a corrosion rate using the algorithms presented in
this paper. At the end of the experiment, pit-depth due to cor-
rosion was computed from each µLPR sensor and compared
with the control coupons.

The paper concludes with a feasibility study for the µLPR
sensor in prognostic applications. Simultaneous evaluation
of twenty-four µLPR sensors provided a stochastic data set
appropriate for prognostics. RUL estimates were computed
a-posteriori for three separate failure thresholds. The results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the sensor as an efficient and
practical approach to measuring pit-depth for aircraft struc-
tures, such as AA 7075-T6, and provide feasibility for its use
in prognostic applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent studies have exposed the generally poor state of our
nation’s critical infrastructure systems that has resulted from

Douglas Brown et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, pro-
vided the original author and source are credited.

Figure 1. Embedded SHM system installed in the rear fuel-
bay bulkhead of a commercial aircraft.

wear and tear under excessive operational loads and environ-
mental conditions. SHM (Structural Health Monitoring) Sys-
tems aim at reducing the cost of maintaining high value struc-
tures by moving from SBM (Scheduled Based Maintenance)
to CBM (Condition Based Maintenance) schemes (Huston,
2010). These systems must be low-cost, simple to install with
a user interface designed to be easy to operate. To reduce the
cost and complexity of such a system a generic interface node
that uses low-powered wireless communications has been de-
veloped. This node can communicate with a myriad of com-
mon sensors used in SHM. In this manner a structure such as
a bridge, aircraft or ship can be fitted with sensors in any de-
sired or designated location and format without the need for
communications and power lines that are inherently expen-
sive and complex to route. Data from these nodes is trans-
mitted to a central communications Personal Computer (PC)
for data analysis. An example of this is provided in Figure 1
showing an embedded SHM system installed in the rear fuel-
bay bulkhead of a commercial aircraft.

Corrosion sensors can be distinguished by the following cat-
egories, direct or indirect and intrusive or non-intrusive. Di-
rect corrosion monitoring measures a response signal, such
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as a current or voltage, as direct result of corrosion. Ex-
amples of common direct corrosion monitoring techniques
are: corrosion coupons, Electrical Resistance (ER), Electro-
Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) and Linear Polarization Re-
sistance (LPR) techniques. Whereas, indirect corrosion mon-
itoring techniques measure an outcome of the corrosion pro-
cess. Two of the most common indirect techniques are ul-
trasonic testing and radiography. An intrusive measurement
requires access to the structure. Corrosion coupons, ER, EIS
and LPR probes are intrusive since they have to access the
structure. Non-intrusive techniques include ultrasonic testing
and radiography.

Each of these methods have advantages and disadvantages.
Corrosion coupons provide the most reliable physical evi-
dence possible. Unfortunately, coupons usually require sig-
nificant time in terms of labor and they provide time aver-
aged data that can not be utilized for real time or on-line
corrosion monitoring (Harris, Mishon, & Hebbron, 2006).
ER probes provide a basic measurement of metal loss, but
unlike coupons, the value of metal loss can be measured at
any time, as frequently as required, while the probe is in-
situ and permanently exposed to the structure. The disad-
vantage is ER probes require calibration with material prop-
erties of the structure to be monitored. The advantage of the
LPR technique is that the measurement of corrosion rate is
made instantaneously. This is a more powerful tool than ei-
ther coupons or ER where the fundamental measurement is
metal loss and where some period of exposure is required to
determine corrosion rate. The disadvantage to the LPR tech-
nique is that it can only be successfully performed in rela-
tively clean aqueous electrolytic environments (Introduction
to Corrosion Monitoring, 2012). EIS is a very powerful tech-
nique that provides both kinetic (corrosion rate) and mecha-
nistic information. The main disadvantages associated with
the use of EIS are that the instrumentation is sophisticated
and sometimes difficult to use in the field due to the length
of time required for each frequency sweep. Additionally, in-
terpretation of the data can be difficult (Buchheit, Hinkebein,
Maestas, & Montes, 1998). Finally, ultrasonic testing and
radiography can be used to detect and measure (depth) of
corrosion through non-destructive and non-intrusive means
(Twomey, 1997). The disadvantage with the ultrasonic test-
ing and radiography equipment is the same with corrosion
coupons, both require significant time in terms of labor and
can not be utilized for real time or on-line corrosion monitor-
ing.

The µLPR presented in this paper improves on existing LPR
technology by reducing the form-factor of the sensor to the
size of a United States postage stamp, shown in Figure 2,
to enable real-time sensing of remote and hard-to-access ar-
eas where conventional sensors cannot due to limitations in
size and form-factor. Further improvements are realized by
narrowing the separation distance between electrodes, which

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. One-to-one scaled comparison of (a) the µLPR sen-
sor attached to a flexcable and (b) a United States postage
stamp.

minimizing the effects due to solution resistance. This en-
ables the µLPR to operate outside a controlled aqueous envi-
ronment, such as an electro-chemical cell, in a broad range of
fielded applications (eg. civil engineering, aerospace, petro-
chemical).

The remainder of the paper is organized by the following.
Section 2 describes the general theory governing LPR. Sec-
tion 3 presents the µLPR discussing the benefits of miniatur-
izing the sensor from a macro-scaled LPR. Section 4 outlines
the experimental setup and procedure used to validate the
µLPR sensor. Section 5 presents the experimental measure-
ments with the accompanying analysis which demonstrates
the effectiveness of the µLPR sensor. Section 6 evaluates
the feasibility for using the µLPR sensor in prognostic ap-
plications. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 7 with a
summary of the findings and future work.

2. LPR THEORY

The corrosion of metals takes place when the metal dissolves
due to oxidation and reduction (electrochemical) reactions
at the interface of metal and the (aqueous) electrolyte so-
lution. Atmospheric water vapor is an example of an elec-
trolyte that corrodes exposed metal surface and wet concrete
is another example of an electrolyte that can cause corrosion
of reinforced rods in bridges. Corrosion usually proceeds
through a combination of electrochemical reactions; (1) an-
odic (oxidation) reactions involving dissolution of metals in
the electrolyte and release of electrons, and (2) cathodic (re-
duction) reactions involving gain of electrons by the elec-
trolyte species like atmospheric oxygen O2, moisture H2O,
or H+ ions in an acid (Bockris, Reddy, & Gambola-Aldeco,
2000). The flow of electrons from the anodic reaction sites to
the cathodic reaction sites constitutes corrosion current and
is used to estimate the corrosion rate. When the two reac-
tions are in equilibrium at the equilibrium corrosion poten-
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tial, Ecorr, the net current on the metal surface is zero with-
out an external source of current. The anodic reactions pro-
ceed more rapidly at more positive potentials and the cathodic
reactions proceed more rapidly at more negative potentials.
Since the corrosion current from the unstable anodic and ca-
thodic sites is too small to measure, an external activation
potential is applied across the metal surface and the current
is measured for electrochemical calculations. The resulting
Ea vs. Ia curve is called the polarization curve. Under exter-
nal activation potential, the anodic and cathodic currents in-
crease exponentially and so when log10 Ia is plotted against
Ea (a Tafel Plot), the linear regions on the anodic and ca-
thodic curves correspond to regions where either the anodic
or cathodic reactions dominate and represent the rate of the
electrochemical process. The extrapolation of the Tafel linear
regions to the corrosion potential gives the corrosion current,
Icorr, which is then used to calculate the rate of corrosion
(Burstein, 2005).

2.1. Anodic and Cathodic Reactions

Electrochemical technique of Linear Polarization Resistance
(LPR) is used to study corrosion processes since the corrosion
reactions are electrochemical reactions occurring on the metal
surface. Modern corrosion studies are based on the concept
of mixed potential theory postulated by Wagner and Traud,
which states that the net corrosion reaction is the result of
two or more partial electrochemical reactions that proceed in-
dependently of each other (Wagner & Traud, 1938). For the
case of metallic corrosion in presence of an aqueous medium,
the corrosion process can be written as,

M + zH2O
f←→
b

Mz+ +
z

2
H2 + zOH−, (1)

where z is the number of electrons lost per atom of the metal.
This reaction is the result of an anodic (oxidation) reaction,

M
f←→
b

Mz+ + ze−, (2)

and a cathodic (reduction) reaction,

zH2O + ze−
f←→
b

z

2
H2 + zOH−. (3)

It is assumed that the anodic and cathodic reactions occur
at a number of sites on a metal surface and that these sites
change in a dynamic statistical distribution with respect to
location and time. Thus, during corrosion of a metal surface,
metal ions are formed at anodic sites with the loss of electrons
and these electrons are then consumed by water molecules to
form hydrogen molecules. The interaction between the an-
odic and cathodic sites as described on the basis of mixed
potential theory is represented by well-known relationships
using current (reaction rate) and potential (driving force). For
the above pair of electrochemical reactions (anodic (2) and
cathodic (3)), the relationship between the applied current Ia

and potential Ea follows the Butler-Volmer equation,

Ia = Icorr

{
exp

[
2.303 (Ea − Ecorr)

βa

]
− . . .

exp

[
−2.303 (Ea − Ecorr)

βc

]}
, (4)

where βa and βc are the anodic and cathodic Tafel parameters
given by the slopes of the polarization curves ∂Ea/∂ log10 Ia
in the anodic and cathodic Tafel regimes, respectively and
Ecorr is the corrosion potential (Bockris et al., 2000).

2.2. Electrode Configuration

An electrode is a (semi-)conductive solid that interfaces with
an electrolytic solution. The most common electrode con-
figuration is the three-electrode configuration. The common
designations are: working, reference and counter electrodes.
The working electrode is the designation for the electrode be-
ing studied. In corrosion experiments, this is the material that
is corroding. The counter electrode is the electrode that com-
pletes the current path. All electrochemistry experiments con-
tain a working–counter pair. In most experiments the counter
electrode is simply the current source/sink comprised of in-
ert materials like graphite or platinum. Finally, the reference
electrode serves as an experimental reference point, specifi-
cally for potential (sense) measurements. The reference elec-
trode is positioned so that it measures a point very close to
the working electrode.

The three-electrode setup has a distinct experimental advan-
tage over a two electrode setup: only one half of the cell is
measured. That is, potential changes of the working elec-
trode are measured independently of changes that may occur
at the counter electrode. This configuration also reduces the
effect of measuring potential drops across the solution resis-
tance when measuring between the working and counter elec-
trodes.

2.3. Polarization Resistance

The corrosion current, Icorr, cannot be measured directly.
However, a-priori knowledge of βa and βc along with a small
signal analysis technique, known as polarization resistance,
can be used to indirectly compute Icorr. The polarization re-
sistance technique, also referred to as “linear polarization”,
is an experimental electrochemical technique that estimates
the small signal changes in Ia when Ea is perturbed by
Ecorr±10 mV (G102, 1994). The slope of the resulting curve
over this range is the polarization resistance,

Rp ,
∂Ea
∂Ia

∣∣∣∣
|Ea−Ecorr|≤10 mV

. (5)

Note, the applied current, Ia, is the total applied current and
is not multiplied by the electrode area so Rp as defined in (5)

3
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has units of Ω. Provided that |Ea − Ecorr| /βa ≤ 0.1 and
|Ea − Ecorr| /βc ≤ 0.1, the first order Taylor series expan-
sion exp (x) u 1 + x can be applied to (4) and (5) to arrive
at,

Rp =
1

2.303Icorr

(
βaβc
βa + βc

)
. (6)

Finally, this expression can be re-written for Icorr to arrive at
the Stern-Geary equation,

Icorr =
B

Rp
, (7)

where B = 1
2.303 [βaβc/ (βa + βc)] is a constant of propor-

tionality.

2.4. Pit-Depth

The pit-depth due to corrosion is calculated by computing the
pitting current density, ipit,

ipit (t) =
icorr − ipv
Npit

, (8)

where icorr = Icorr/Asen is the corrosion current density,
ipv is the passive current density, Npit is the pit density for
the alloy (derived empirically) and Asen is the effective sur-
face area of the LPR sensor. One critical assumption is the
pH is in the range of 6-8. If this cannot be assumed, then a
measurement of pH is required and ipassive is needed over
the range of pH values. Next, Faraday’s law is used to re-
late the total pitting charge with respect to molar mass loss.
Let the equivalent weight (EW ) represent the weight of the
metal that reacts with 1 C of charge, thus contributing to the
corrosion and overall loss of material in the anodic (oxida-
tion) reaction given in (2). The total pitting charge, Qcorr,
and molar mass loss, M , can be related to the following,

Qpit (t) = zF ·M (t) , (9)

where F = 9.650 × 104 C/mol is Faraday’s constant, and z
is the number of electrons lost per atom in the metal in the
reduction-oxidation reaction. The EW is calculated from the
known Atomic Weight (AW ) of the metal,

EW =
AW

z
. (10)

Next, the number of moles of the metal reacting can be con-
verted to an equivalent mass loss, mloss,

mloss (t) = M (t) ·AW. (11)

Combining (9) through (11), the mass loss mloss is related to
Qpit by,

mloss (t) =
EW ·Qpit (t)

F
. (12)

With the mass loss calculated and knowing the density ρ,
the pit-depth modeled using a semi-spherical volume with a
depth (or radius) d is expressed as,

d (t) =

(
3mloss (t)

2πρ

)1/3

. (13)

Now, note that Qpit can be found by integrating ipit over the
total time,

Qpit (t) =

ˆ t

0

ipit (τ) dτ, (14)

Substituting (12) and (14) into (13) gives,

d (t) =
3

√
3EW

2πρF

ˆ t

0

ipit (τ) dτ. (15)

Next, by substituting (7) and (8) into (15), the expression for
d can be rewritten as,

d (t) = 3

√
3EW

2πρNpitF

ˆ t

0

(
B

AsenRp (τ)
− ipv

)
dτ. (16)

In practice, Rp is not measured continuously, rather, periodic
measurements are taken every Ts seconds. If its assumed over
this interval the Rp values changes linearly then the mean
value theorem for integrals can be applied to arrive at an al-
ternative expression for d,

d (t) =
3

√
3TsEW

2πρNpitF

N−1

Σ
k=0

(
B

AsenRp (kTs)
− ipv

)
. (17)

2.5. Standard Measurements

2.5.1. Polarization Resistance

ASTM standard G59 outlines procedures for measuring po-
larization resistance. Potentiodynamic, potential step, and
current-step methods can be used to computeRp (G59, 1994).
The potentiodynamic sweep method is the most common
method for measuring Rp. A potentiodynamic sweep is con-
ducted by applyingEa betweenEcorr±10 mV at a slow scan
rate, typically 0.125 mV/s. A linear fit of the resulting Ea vs.
Ia curve is used to compute Rp.

2.5.2. Tafel Coefficients

ASTM standard G59 outlines the procedure for measuring
the Tafel slopes, βa and βc (G59, 1994). First, Ecorr is mea-
sured from the open circuit potential. Next, Ea is initial-
ized to Ecorr − 250 mV. Then, a potentiodynamic sweep
is conducted by increasing Ea from Ecorr − 250 mV to
Ecorr + 250 mV at a slow scan rate, typically 0.125 mV/s.
Next, a Tafel curve is plotted for Ea vs log10 Ia as illustrated
by the example in Figure 3. Values for βa and βc are esti-
mated from the slopes of the linear extrapolated anodic and
cathodic currents, which are identified in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Illustration of a typical Tafel curve identifying the
extrapolated anodic and cathodic currents.

3. µLPR CORROSION SENSOR

In this section, a micro-LPR (µLPR) is presented which uses
the potential step-sweep method to compute polarization re-
sistance. The µLPR works on the same principle as the
macro-sized LPR sensors and is designed to corrode at the
same rate as the structure on which it is placed. Although
LPR theory is well established and accepted as a viable cor-
rosion monitoring technique, conventional macro-sized LPR
sensor systems are expensive and highly intrusive. The µLPR
is a micro-scaled LPR sensor inspired from the macro-sized
version discussed in the previous section. Scaling the LPR
sensor into a micro-sized package provides several advan-
tages which include,

• Miniature form factor

• Two-pair electrode configuration

• Faster LPR measurements

3.1. Form Factor

Expertise in semiconductor manufacturing is used to micro-
machine the µLPR. Using photolithography it is possible to
manufacture the µLPR sensor from a variety of standard engi-
neering construction materials varying from steels for build-
ings and bridges through to novel alloys for airframes. The
micro sensor is made up of two micro machined electrodes
that are interdigitated at 150µm spacing. The µLPR sensor
is made from shim stock of the source/sample material that
is pressure and thermally bonded to Kapton tape. The shim
is prepared using photolithographic techniques and Electro
Chemical Etching (ECM). It is further machined on the Kap-
ton to produce a highly ductile and mechanically robust micro
sensor that is very sensitive to corrosion. Images of the µLPR
shown bare and a fitted sensor underneath a coating are shown
in Figure 4.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Thin film µLPR sensor (a) exposed and (b) quasi-
exposed with the lower-half underneath a coating.

3.2. Electrode Configuration

The µLPR differs from conventional macro-sized LPR sen-
sors in two major ways. First, the µLPR is a two electrode
device. The reference electrode is eliminated as the sepa-
ration distance between the working and counter electrodes,
typically 150µm, minimizes any voltage drop due to the so-
lution resistance, Rs. Second, both electrodes are composed
of the same working metal. This is uncommon in most elec-
trochemical cells where the counter electrode is made of an
inert material. The benefit is the electrodes provide a more
direct measurement of corrosion than techniques which use
electrodes made of different metals (eg. gold).

3.3. LPR Measurements

Potential step-sweeps are performed by applying a series of
30 steps over a range of ±10 mV spanning a period of 2.6 s.
This allows eight µLPR sensors to be measured in less than
30 s. However, the effective scan-rate of 7.7 mV/s generates
an additional current, Idl, due to rapid charging and discharg-
ing of the capacitance, referred to as the double-layer capaci-
tance Cdl, at the electrode-electrolyte interface,

Idl = Cdl
dEa
dt

. (18)

Let the resulting polarization resistance that is computed
when Idl is non-zero be represented by R̂p. It can be shown
that R̂p is related to Rp by the following,

R̂−1
p = R−1

p + Ydl, (19)
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Figure 5. Plot of inverse polarization resistance vs. scan-rate
for a µLPR sensor made from AA 7075-T6 submersed in tap
water.

such that Ydl is defined by the admittance,

Ydl =

(
Cdl

20 mV

)
dEa
dt

(20)

where dEa/dt is the scan rate. An example of this relation-
ship is provided in Figure 5. In this example Cdl/20 mV
andR−1

p correspond to the slope and y-intercept; these values
were computed as 5.466×10−8 Ω−1·s/mV and 3.624×10−6 Ω,
respectively. For a scan rate of dEa/dt = 7.7 mV/s, Ydl is
computed as 4.209×10−7 Ω−1. Finally, for a given solution,
R̂p can be compensated by,

Rp =
R̂p

1− YdlR̂p
for YdlRp < 1. (21)

4. EXPERIMENT

4.1. Setup

The experiment consisted of twenty-four (24) µLPR sensors
and twelve (12) control coupons. The coupons and µLPR
sensors were made from AA 7075-T6. Each coupon was
placed next to a pair of µLPR sensors. Each sensor was
held in place using a non-reactive polycarbonate clamp with
a nylon fitting. All the sensors and coupons were mounted
on an acrylic plexiglass base with the embedded hardware
placed on the opposite side of the frame, shown in Figure 6.
An electronic precision balance (Tree HRB-203) with a cali-
brated range of 0 − 200 g (±0.001 g) was used to weigh the
coupons before and after the experiment. Finally, a weather-
ing chamber (Q-Lab QUV/spray) promoted corrosion on the
coupons and µLPR sensors by applying a controlled stream
of tap water for 10 seconds every five minutes.

4.2. Procedure

First, the surface of each coupon was cleaned using sandblast-
ing. Then, each coupon was weighed using the analytical
balance. The entire panel of coupons and µLPR sensors were

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Experimental setup showing (a) all 24 µLPR sen-
sors, 12 coupons and three AN101 instrumentation boards
and (b) a close-up view of one of the panels used in the ex-
periment.

placed in the weathering chamber for accelerated testing. The
experiment ran for approximately 60 days. During the exper-
iment, a set of coupons were periodically removed from the
weathering chamber. Throughout the experiment, the SHM
embedded hardware was logging R̂p from each µLPR sen-
sor. The sample rate was set at one sample per minute. Once
accelerated testing was finished, the coupons were removed
and the LPR data was downloaded and archived for analysis.
The corrosion byproducts were removed from each coupon
by applying micro-bead blasting to the coupon surface. Fi-
nally, the cleaned coupons were weighted using the analytical
scale to compute the relative corrosion depth during the ex-
periment. Figure 7 shows images of coupons before and after
micro-bead blasting. Also shown are images comparing two
sets of three coupons after 15 days and 57 days of corrosion
proceeding micro-bead blasting.

5. RESULTS

5.1. Coupon Corrosion

The corrosion byproducts were carefully removed using
micro-bead blasting. The pitting depth, d, of each coupon
was calculated using the formula,

d = 3

√
3mloss

2πρNpitAexp
, (22)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Image of the three AA 7075-T6 coupons (ID 2.01,
2.03 and 2.04) after approximately 15 days of corrosion test-
ing showing (a) the condition of the coupons before cleaning
and (b) after cleaning using micro-bead blasting. Also shown
for comparison are (c) three AA 7075-T6 coupons (ID 2.09,
2.10 and 2.11) after 57 days and cleaning using micro-bead
blasting.

where values for the mass loss mloss, exposed surface area
Aexp, resulting pit-depth, d, and total time of exposure of
each coupon is provided in Table 1 in the Appendix. Values
for the pitting density and ρ were set at Npit = 11 cm−2 and
ρ = 2.810 g/cm3, respectively. The pitting density was com-
puted by counting the average number of pits over the surface
for coupons 2.06 and 2.08. The measurement uncertainty in
the pit-depth due to uncertainty in the mass loss, ∆mloss and
pit density, ∆Npit, is approximately,

∆d ≈ d

3

(
∆mloss

mloss

+
∆Npit
Npit

)
, (23)

where ∆mloss = ±0.001 g is the minimum resolution of the
scale and ∆Npit = ±3 cm−2 was the standard deviation of
the measured pit density over 1 cm2 sample areas for coupons
2.06 and 2.08.

5.2. µLPR Corrosion

The linear polarization resistance measurements were used
to compute corrosion pit-depth for each µLPR sensor. The
computed pit-depth for each of the 24 µLPR sensors over a
period of approximately 60 days is provided in Figure 2(a).
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Figure 8. Comparison of the measured and computed pit-
depth over a period of approximately 60 days for (a) each
µLPR sensor and (b) the average of all µLPR sensors.

Superimposed in the plot are the pit-depth measurements of
the corrosion coupons. The average computed pit-depth for
each of the 24 µLPR sensors over the same period is shown
in Figure 2(b).

Next, the corrosion coupons were used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the µLPR sensor. Figure 9(a) compares the mea-
sured pit-depth with the pit-depth computed from each of
the 24 µLPR sensors during the removal of each corrosion
coupon. A solid line is used to identify an ideal one-to-one
relationship between the measured and computed pit-depth.
Figure 9(b) shows the distribution of the computed residu-
als from Figure 9(a). The residuals follow a Gaussian dis-
tribution with a computed mean and standard deviation of
0.0153 mm and 0.0272 mm, accordingly. Figure 9(c) com-
pares the measured pit-depth with the pit-depth computed
from the average of the 24 µLPR sensors during the removal
of each corrosion coupon. Also provided in the plot are the
error bars corresponding to one standard deviation in the cor-
rosion measurements.

6. APPLICATIONS IN PROGNOSTICS

The data generated from this experiment can be used to
demonstrate the feasibility of the µLPR sensor for use in
prognostics. According to (Vachtsevanos, Lewis, Roemer,
Hess, & Wu, 2006), prognostics is the ability to predict ac-
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Figure 9. Direct comparison of the measured versus com-
puted pit-depth for (a) each µLPR sensor measured at each
coupon removal, (b) the corresponding distribution of the
computed residuals and (c) average µLPR sensor measure-
ment at each coupon removal.

curately and precisely the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of
a failing component or subsystem. In this application the
failing component is the metallic structure being monitored,
more specifically AA 7075-T6, by the µLPR sensor. The
physical quantity to be predicted, otherwise referred to as the
fault dimension, is the pit-depth of the metallic structure.

Typically the fault dimension is not a quantity that is directly
measured. Rather, the fault dimension is commonly com-
puted from a mapping of one or more indirect measures, or
features. In this application, the features are temperature and
polarization resistance. In this particular experiment, tem-
perature remained at (or near) room temperature. As a re-

Figure 10. Histograms of the fault dimension (pit depth) after
1, 10, 30 and 57 days into the experiment.

sult, the primary feature is polarization resistance. The fault
dimension was computed using the mathematical model de-
rived earlier in Section 2.4 as a mapping function.

Of course, the fault dimension does not stay constant with
time. The fault grows with many factors including the current
fault dimension and the operating environment. In this exam-
ple, the operating environment is the environmental chamber
with the 5 minute spray cycle operating at room temperature.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of the fault dimension for 24
µLPR sensors at four different time intervals correspond to
the end of day 1, 10, 30 and 57. As time progresses, the dis-
tribution of the fault dimension changes. In practice, a fault-
growth model is used to project the fault dimension over a
future time interval. The fault-growth model usually includes
multiple factors. In this example, the fault-growth, or corro-
sion rate, is dependent on factors that include the solution,
temperature, pH and time of wetness. Please note: in the
scope of this paper no fault-growth model was studied. All
of the data analysis for prognosis feasibility was performed
a-posteriori using the µLPR data only.

Knowledge of the fault dimension distribution at any moment
in time is important in prognostics. The RUL is defined as a
projection of the fault dimension onto the time domain for
a fixed value, referred to as the failure threshold. The fail-
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Figure 11. Prognosis feasibility demonstrated by (top) plots of (top) fault-dimension (pit-depth) vs. time identifying the time
when fault-dimension computed from each of the 24 µLPR sensors first exceeds the failure threshold of (from left-to-right)
0.150 mm, 0.200 mm and 0.250 mm, respectively. Also shown (bottom) are histograms of the RUL corresponding to each
respective failure threshold.

ure threshold value is usually determined a-priori by an en-
gineer with experience in the particular area of application.
In this example, three failure thresholds are selected for the
fault dimension: 0.150 mm, 0.200 mm and 0.250 mm. The
upper plots in Figure 11 show the fault-dimension measured
from each µLPR sensor over a period of approximately 60
days. Starting from left to right, the failure threshold values
of 0.150 mm, 0.200 mm and 0.250 mm are identified with a
red horizontal line. The intersection of the failure threshold
and each of the 24 fault-dimension curves are identified with
a superimposed stem plot. The lower plots in Figure 11 show
the probability density function (pdf) of each respective stem
plot on the time-axis. Each pdf represents the RUL starting
from the beginning of the experiment at time zero. Note, as
the failure threshold is raised, both the mean value and vari-
ance of the RUL grows. This demonstrates the uncertainty in
the RUL prediction increases over an increasing time interval,
which is to be expected.

7. SUMMARY

A micro-sized LPR (µLPR) sensor was presented for cor-
rosion monitoring in Structural Health Management (SHM)
applications. An experimental test was performed to com-
pare corrosion measurements from twenty-four µLPR sen-
sors with twelve corrosion coupons. Both the corrosion
coupons and sensors were constructed from the same mate-
rial, AA 7075-T6. According to the results, the pit-depth
computed from the µLPRsensors agreed the pit-depth mea-
sured from the corrosion coupons to within a statistical con-

fidence of 95%. The results indicate multiple µLPR sensors
can be used to provide an accurate measurement of corrosion.
The paper concluded with a feasibility study for the µLPR
sensor in prognostic applications.

Future work includes a combination of prognostic model de-
velopment, extensive laboratory testing and field testing. Be-
fore the µLPR sensor can be used in prognostic applica-
tions, a prognostic algorithm, more specifically a fault-growth
model, must be developed. Additional laboratory testing is
required to: evaluate the µLPR sensors for different alloys
(eg. AA 2024-T3); perform experiments using standardized
protocols (eg. SAE J2334 & ASTM G85); perform a blind
study evaluating µLPR-based prognostic algorithms; and cer-
tify the AN101 SHM system for electromagnetic interfer-
ence (EMI), electromagnetic conductance (EMC) and envi-
ronmental conditions following MIL-STD-461F and MIL-
STD-810G specifications. Field testing is necessary to evalu-
ate the performance of the sensor and SHM system in a real-
world environment. The system has been certified for initial
flight testing on a C-130 legacy aircraft. Follow-on testing in-
cludes performing a smaller-scale validation experiment for
the µLPR in-flight.
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NOMENCLATURE

βa Anodic Tafel slope V/dec
βc Cathodic Tafel slope V/dec
ρ Density g/mm3

d Corrosion depth cm
k LPR sample index –
icorr Corrosion current density A/cm2

ipit Pitting current density A/cm2

ipv Passive current density A/cm2

mloss Mass loss due to corrosion g
z Number of electrons lost per atom –
∆d Corrosion depth uncertainty cm
∆mloss Mass loss uncertainty g
∆Npit Pit density uncertainty cm−2

Aexp Exposed coupon area cm2

Asen Effective sensor area cm2

AW Atomic Weight g/mol

B Proportionality constant V/dec
Cdl Double-layer capacitance F
Ea Applied potential V
Ecorr Corrosion voltage V
EW Equivalent weight g/mol

F Faraday’s constant C/mol

Ia Applied current A
Icorr Corrosion current A
Idl Scanning current from Cdl A
M Number of moles reacting mol
N Total number of µLPR samples –
Npit Pit density cm−2

Qcorr Charge from oxidation reaction C
Rp Polarization resistance Ω

R̂p Measured polarization resistance Ω

Rs Solution resistance Ω
Ts Sampling period s
Ydl Scanning admittance from Cdl s
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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a novel Markov process formulation
of stochastic fault growth modeling, in order to facilitate the
development and analysis of prognostics-based control adap-
tation. A metric representing the relative deviation between
the nominal output of a system and the net output that is ac-
tually enacted by an implemented prognostics-based control
routine, will be used to define the action space of the formu-
lated Markov process. The state space of the Markov pro-
cess will be defined in terms of an abstracted metric repre-
senting the relative health remaining in each of the system’s
components. The proposed formulation of component fault
dynamics will conveniently relate feasible system output per-
formance modifications to predictions of future component
health deterioration.

1. INTRODUCTION

Continuous improvements in fault diagnostic and fault
growth prognostic technologies have spawned a prolific
growth in the application domain for these technologies, and
a growing research interest in the development of techniques
for using available diagnostic and prognostic information to
improve system control and maintenance. Presently, a clear
analytical process may be applied to implement and evalu-
ate the effectiveness of tools for fault classification and fault
growth prediction; however, the same cannot generally be
said for the follow-on task of making intelligent control deci-
sions based on available diagnostic and prognostic informa-
tion. In general, the application of an analytical approach to
the implementation and evaluation of prognostics-based deci-
sion making techniques will be complicated by the potential
for high uncertainty in estimating the future effects of avail-

Brian Bole et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the
original author and source are credited.

able control actions, and the need to define a computationally
tractable space of present and future control decisions to be
optimized over.

Several recent publications have suggested metrics for quan-
tifying prognostic uncertainty and evaluating the ability of
control modifications to affect meaningful change on fault
growth predictions (Saxena et al., 2008; P. Wang et al., 2012;
Edwards et al., 2010). This paper describes a process for ab-
stracting uncertain models of environmental and fault growth
dynamics into the generalized notation of a non-deterministic
Markov process, in order to promote an application indepen-
dent analysis of prognostics-based control strategies.

Markov decision processes have been widely applied to the
representation of problems involving decision making in
the presence of uncertain or stochastic modeling informa-
tion in the contexts of economics (Hauriea & Moresino,
2006), supply chain management (Parlara et al., 1995), sched-
uled maintenance (Smilowitz & Madanat, 1994), health care
(Sonnenberg & Beck, 1993), and many other disciplines, in
addition to being a widely used tool for describing fault-
adaptive and robust control problems (Zhang & Jiang, 2008).
A formal description of fault growth modeling and remain-
ing useful life (RUL) estimation in terms of Markov process
models, as well as a survey of similar stochastic modeling
techniques, are given in Banjevic and Jardine (2006).

The state transition probabilities in a Markov process descrip-
tion of fault dynamics may be chosen to approximate an an-
alytical formulation of a stochastic process, such as a Gaus-
sian process model of fault growth dynamics, as described
in Sankararaman et al. (2009); alternatively, state transition
probabilities may be defined purely based on empirical ob-
servations of the fault growth process, as is the case with hid-
den Markov model learning techniques (Baruah & Chinnam,
2005), or they may be derived from a combination of a priori
and empirical information.
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The derivation of stochastic fault growth models for a partic-
ular application is not specifically addressed in this publica-
tion; however, an effort is made to clearly identify how vari-
ous sources of uncertain modeling information would be in-
corporated into the Markov process representation of fault dy-
namics. Arguments are provided for defining the state space
of the fault growth process in terms of a metric represent-
ing the relative health of system components, as well as for
defining the action space of the fault growth process in terms
of a metric representing the relative deviation between the
system’s nominal output response and the net system output
that is actually enacted by an implemented prognostics-based
control routine at each control time-step. Operational con-
straints on minimum acceptable system output performance
and maximum acceptable fault growth risk will be formulated
as bounds on the action space available to implemented con-
trollers.

2. GENERALIZED STOCHASTIC MODELING OF THE
FAULT GROWTH PROCESS

Consider a discretized fault growth process of the form:

γl∈Sl, Sl={αl, αl+∆l, αl+2∆l, ..., αl+ml∆l} (1)

pli,j(x (k) ,a (k) ,w (k))=P (γl (k+1)=sj |
γl (k)=si,a=a (k) ,w=w (k)), (2)

si, sj ∈ Sl, a (k) ∈ A (k) , w (k) ∈W (k) , k ∈ N
m∑

j=0

pli,j = 1, ∀ i ∈ {0, 1, ...,m} (3)

where γl (k) is a random variable representing the magnitude
of the lth component fault mode at time-index k, Sl represents
a uniformly quantized state space of potential fault magni-
tudes, and pli,j(x,a,w) represents the probability of transi-
tioning from damage state si to damage state sj , given esti-
mates of the system state x, a set of low-level control com-
mands a, and the states of environmental and other exoge-
nous inputs to the systemw. Eq. (3) specifies that the sum of
all transition probabilities defined at each system state must
always be equal to one.

The Markov process notation given in Eqs. (1)-(3) may be
used to describe fault growth processes for all systems in
which the following assumptions are satisfied:

Assumption 1. State transition probabilities pli,j are only
dependent on the current states of γl, x, a, and w, and not
on any states or inputs occurring previously. This is referred
to as the memoryless assumption, or the Markov assumption.
For cases in which the fault growth process is not completely
memoryless, but future states only depend on a finite number
m of previous states, the Markov assumption can be satisfied
by defining the state space of the process to be the orderedm-

tuple of the current state and the m previously visited states
(H. S. Wang & Chang, 1996).

Assumption 2. State transition probabilities are considered
to be time invariant; although, it may be the case that fault
growth models are not precisely known a priori and must
be adapted online using techniques such as particle filtering
(Orchard et al., 2008) or Bayesian learning (Saha et al., 2009).
Online adaptation of the prognostic model on the basis of past
observations will technically violate Assumption 1; however,
the error induced by this effect is typically ignored because
model adaptation transients are generally difficult to charac-
terize and they will die out as the model is adapted.

Assumption 3. At all discrete time-steps, the state space
S, the action space A, and the space of environmental and
other exogenous inputs to the system W are adequately rep-
resented by a finite set of states, which will be bounded from
above by the availability of computational resources. In the
event that fault growth must be modeled as a continuous time
process, such as the Poisson process (Shetty et al., 2008), a
representation of fault growth modeling similar to that given
in Eq. (2) may be expressed in terms of a continuous time
Markov process (Serfozo, 1979) or a semi-Markov process
(Dong & He, 2007).

The required assumptions are mild enough to allow a wide
array of fault growth processes to be described in terms of
the Markov process notation given in Eqs. (1)-(3) (Guidaa &
Pulcini, 2011; Tang et al., 2009).

2.1. Formulating the Markov process in terms of compo-
nent health rather than fault magnitude

Component fault magnitudes can generally be described by a
real number corresponding to a measurable physical property
such as crack length, spall width, or pitting depth; although,
in many cases, faults cannot be directly measured in situ and
diagnostic routines are needed to approximate current fault
magnitudes based on the secondary effects observed in avail-
able sensor measurements. Sensor noise and modeling uncer-
tainties will often result in significant diagnostic uncertainty,
and it is common practice for diagnostic estimates to be re-
ported in terms of a probability distribution over the potential
fault magnitudes that could correspond to a given set obser-
vations.

The notation introduced in this subsection will add a layer
of abstraction to the fault magnitude estimates produced by
online fault diagnostic and fault growth prognostic routines.
Rather than formulating the Markov process in terms of com-
ponent fault magnitudes, a transformation is assumed to exist
that will express the fault growth process in terms of an ap-
plication independent metric representing the state of heath
(SOH) of each system component.

The SOH for component l at time t will be represented in
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terms of a probability distribution over a uniformly quantized
set of component health percentages between 0% and 100%;

γl (t)∈S, S = {s1, s2, ..., sm},
s1 = 0%, si = si−1 + ∆%, 1 < i ≤ 100%/∆% (4)

where ∆% is a quantization step-size for the state space of
γl. The notation given in Eq. (2) is now considered to define
the probability of transitioning from one component SOH to
another, on the basis of the current states of x, a, and w at
time-index k.

Component fault magnitudes are generally expected to mono-
tonically increase with time; correspondingly, component
SOH should monotonically decrease with time. A mandate of
monotonically decreasing component health is incorporated
into the Markov process notation as follows:

pli,j = 0, if j > i,

m∑

j=0

pli,j = 1 ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ...,m} (5)

This constraint will be problematic for techniques that model
process uncertainty with an analytical distribution that lacks
an explicit lower bound. For example, in the case of fault
growth prognostic techniques such as Kalman filtering and
Gaussian process modeling, an assumption of Gaussian un-
certainty will introduce some probability that the fault mode
does not monotonically increase. In such cases, it would be
necessary to assure that the probability attributed to the non-
realizable outcomes, P (γl (τ) < γl (t)) for τ > t, will be
acceptably small. It will not always be the case that com-
ponent health is strictly monotonically decreasing; however,
consideration of this constraint serves to illustrate the flexibil-
ity provided by representing modeling uncertainties in terms
of a quantized probability mass function (pmf), when com-
pared to techniques that assume a continuous probability dis-
tribution function (pdf).

2.2. Formulating the action space of the fault growth pro-
cess in terms of commanded and applied loads

Consider a process model for component damage accumula-
tion that is expressed in terms of a metric representing the
load or stress applied to a component at each control time-
step:

pli,j(ul)=P (γl (k+1)=sj |γl (k)=si, ul=ul (k)),

si, sj ∈ S, ul ∈ Ul (k) (6)

where ul represents the load applied to component l and
Ul (k) represents the domain of feasible component load al-
locations for component l at time-index k. The component
loading variable may represent pressure, force, torque, or a
wide variety of other stressors that drive component damage.

Determination of Ul (k) at present and future control time-

steps will require a mapping function to translate system
hardware limitations and estimated environmental loading
conditions into the component loading domain. A mapping
between available low-level control actions and feasible com-
ponent loadings, as well as an inverse mapping are both as-
sumed to be known:

F (a (k) ,x (k) ,γ (k) ,w (k)) : A (k)→ U (k)

F (u (k) ,x (k) ,γ (k) ,w (k))
−1

: U (k)→ A (k)
(7)

where F represents a mapping from a given system state,
health state, exogenous demand state, and a set of low-level
control actions available at time-index k, onto the domain of
feasible component load allocations available at time-index
k.

2.2.1. Performance constraints

In addition to being defined in terms of the hardware limita-
tions of control effectors, the domain of feasible component
load allocations will generally also be bounded by operational
constraints on minimum allowable output performance and
maximum allowable fault growth risk.

Consider a constraint on minimum allowable system perfor-
mance that is defined in terms of a maximum allowable devi-
ation from some commanded system state:

|xc (k)− x (k)|i ≤ ∆i (k) , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} (8)

where x and xc are n dimensional vectors that represent the
actual and commanded output states of a system respectively,
and ∆i specifies a maximum acceptable error between the ith

dimensions of x and xc.

If the system’s kinematics are known, then Newton’s laws of
motion can be applied to express the system’s dynamics in
terms of the instantaneous forces on its constituent compo-
nents,

ẋ = f (x,u,w) (9)

If the system is overactuated, then formulating the sys-
tem’s dynamics in terms of instantaneous component loads
will result in actuation redundancies being identified by the
nullspace of u. Consider the following generic representa-
tion of nonlinear system dynamics:

ẋ = A (x,w) +B (x)u (10)

where A (x,w) ∈ Rn, B (x) ∈ Rn×q, x (t) ∈ Rn, and
u (t) ∈ Rq . If B (x) does not have full column rank, i.e,
rank{B (x)} = p < q ∀x, then the system is overactuated,
and B (x) can be factorized as:

B (x) = Bν (x)Bu (x) (11)

where Bν (x) ∈ Rn×p and Bu (x) ∈ Rp×q both have rank p.
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The system can now be rewritten as:

ẋ = A (x,w) +Bν (x)ν
ν = Bu (x)u

(12)

where ν(t) ∈ Rp represents the net output control effort pro-
duced by the system’s q components.

Inverting the dynamics given in Eq. (12) enables the perfor-
mance constraint given in Eq. (8) to be expressed as a max-
imum allowable deviation from a given output control effort
profile:

r = Bν (xc)
−1 · (ẋc −A (xc,w))

|νi (k)− ri (k)| ≤ ∆̃i (k) , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., p} (13)

where ν and r are p dimensional vectors that represent an ac-
tual and a desired net output force to be exerted by the system
at a given time, and ∆̃i (k) specifies a maximum acceptable
error between the ith dimensions of ν and r.

Because Bν (x) has full column rank, a system response, ẋ,
is uniquely determined by ν (t); however, if the system is
overactuated, then the allocation of load among functionally
redundant components may be specified by minimizing the
aggregate component damages corresponding to load alloca-
tions in the nullspace of Bu (x). Prognostics-based control
in terms of component load allocations has been analyzed
for an overactuated electro-mechanical actuator and an un-
manned ground vehicle in previous publications (Bole et al.,
2010, 2011).

2.2.2. Prognostic constraints

Prognostic constraints are typically specified in terms of a
lower bound on the failure time of system components. Con-
straints on the minimum acceptable component failure time
may be specified in terms of a maximum acceptable prob-
ability that the component will reach 0% health by a given
time:

P (γl (tM ) = 0%|γl (tp) ,w (tp) , ul (tp)) < αl (14)

where tp is the time at which the fault growth prediction is
made and αl is an upper bound on the probability that com-
ponent l is failed at time tM .

If ul was known over the domain t = [tp, tM ], then for-
ward induction could be used to evaluate Eq. (14) from Eq.
(6). Many publications on the topic of prognostics-based con-
trol opt to simplify the prognostics problem by assuming that
component loadings will be unvarying over the prediction
horizon:

u (t) = u (tp) ∀t ∈ [tp, tM ] (15)

However, in most cases, time-varying environmental load-
ing conditions and time-varying component health estimates
are expected to result in time-varying loadings on a system’s

ζi (t)

Low 
Load

t

γi(tp)

health

tp + τa tp + τa tp + τa

γi = 0

High 
Load

tM

Figure 1. Uncertainty in fault growth predictions for high and
low loads at various prognostic horizons

components. In such cases, the production of prognostic es-
timates with the highest degree of realism will require future
component loadings to be modeled as a stochastic process
that accounts for the statistics of all parameters affecting com-
ponent load allocations within the controlled system.

Consider the drawing in Figure 1, the growth of uncertainty
in component health estimates at prognostic horizons of in-
creasing length is shown for two potential loading conditions,
denoted as ‘high load’ and ‘low load’. As shown in the figure,
fault growth estimates at different loading conditions are ex-
pected to diverge over time. In cases where prognostic uncer-
tainty becomes very large, due to high uncertainty on predic-
tions of future component loading conditions, or high uncer-
tainty on predictions of component damage as a function of
loading profiles, the magnitude of prognostic uncertainty may
be managed by limiting the length of the prediction horizon.

The specification of a lower bound on acceptable value at
risk (VaR) assessments of system health over the range t =
[tp, tM ] may be used to enforce constraints on component
longevity, using fixed horizon prognostic predictions. The
VaR of a random variable X at a confidence level ψ is de-
fined as:

V aRψ (X) = inf {x ∈ R : P (X < x) > ψ} (16)

A finite horizon prognosis constraint is written as follows:

V aRβl
(γl (tp + τ)) > ζl (tp + τ) (17)

where τ specifies a time horizon at which prognostic con-
straints will be evaluated, ζl specifies a lower bound on the
depletion of component health over the range t = [tp, tM ],
and βl defines the maximum acceptable probability that the
health of component l is less than ζl at time tp + τ .

An example definition of ζl (t) is given in Figure 1. The spec-
ification of an appropriate profile for ζl (t) will be left as a
design choice. Some general considerations for the specifica-
tion of an appropriate profile include:

1. If component health is expected to be monotonically de-
creasing, then ζl(t) must also be a monotonically de-
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creasing function. Additionally, if it is ever the case that
V aRβl

(γl (tp)) < ζl (tp + τ), then the prognostic con-
strain is unsatisfiable.

2. The greater the difference between V aRβl
(γl (tp)) and

ζl (tp + τ), the greater the control freedom allowed un-
der the prognostic constraint. Online or a priori infor-
mation could be used to make adjustments to ζl (t) so as
to allow for greater control freedom during higher pri-
ority time-periods at the expense of potentially incurring
greater component health deterioration over those time-
periods.

2.3. Fault prediction in terms of relative deviations from
nominal system outputs

Consider the existence of a nominal control system, which
would adequately control a system in the absence of any com-
ponent degradation modes. This section introduces a met-
ric to represent the relative deviation between the net output
control effort that would have been exerted by the system on
its environment if a nominal control law were used, and the
net output control effort that is actually exerted by a given
prognostics-based control routine at each control time-step.

The proposed metric is defined for each of the system’s output
degrees of freedom as:

ρl (k) =
|νl (k)|
|ν∗l (k)| , l ∈ {1, 2, ..., p} (18)

where ν∗ and ν represent the net output control effort that
would have been commanded by a nominal control law and
the net control effort output that is actually commanded by an
implemented control routine at time-index k.

The Markov process defined in Eq. (6) is rewritten in terms
of this new metric as:

plsi,sj (ρ (k))=P (γl (k+1)=sj |γl (k)=si,ρ=ρ (k))

=

∫

νr∈Nr(k)

P (νr (k) |ρr = ρr (k)) · (19)

P (γl (k+1)= sj |γl (k)=si,u (k)=H(ν (k))) du

si, sj ∈ S, ul ∈ Ul (k) , r ∈ {1, 2, ..., p}

where P (νr (k) |ρr) can be estimated using available
stochastic modeling of the future net output control effort
demands on the system, and H (ν (k)) represents a map-
ping from a net system output force vector to a component
loading vector. As described in Section 2.2.1, if no over-
actuation is present in the system, then component loadings
are uniquely specified by a net system output force profile;
however, if the system is overactuated, then the nullspace of
the component loading domain can be resolved by an opti-
mization routine that seeks to minimize the aggregate loss

of health among functionally redundant degrees of freedom.
Note that all modeling of internal and external dynamics that
affect component degradation are now described by the prob-
ability transition matrix plsi,sj (ρ). This formulation of fault
growth dynamics provides a convenient means for analyzing
the prognostics-based control problem, because it directly re-
lates modifications to system output performance to predic-
tions of component degradations.

The performance constraint, defined in terms of allowable net
system output control effort in Eq. (13), is now expressed in
terms of ρ as:

|1− ρi (k)| ≤ ∆̄i (k) , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., p} (20)

where ∆̄i defines a constraint on the maximum allowable de-
viation from a system’s nominal control effort output in di-
mension i at time-index k.

A uniformly quantized state space for ρi under the perfor-
mance constraint is defined as:

ρi (k) ∈ Θ (k) , Θ (k) = [θ1, θ2, ..., θm],

θ1 = 1− ∆̄i (k) , θm = 1 + ∆̄i (k) (21)

2.3.1. An example of output control effort regulation

A simple example is considered here to examine the regula-
tion of a system’s net control effort output using the perfor-
mance metric ρ. The example system to be regulated is a
linear actuator attached to a simple mass-spring-damper sys-
tem, defined by a massm, a spring constant k, and a damping
coefficient c:

mẍ = −kx− cẋ+ ν (22)

A nominal control law for the system is represented by the
following proportional feedback equation:

ν∗ = kp · (x− xc) (23)

where x and xc represent an actual and a commanded actua-
tor position respectively, ν and ν∗ represent the net actuator
output force and that commanded by the nominal control law
respectively, and kp is a gain coefficient within the nominal
controller. Diagrams of the mass-spring-damper system and
the proposed control law are shown in Figure 2. Values for
all variables in the controlled mass-spring-damper system are
given in Table 1.

In this example, the net output force exerted by the controlled
effectors on the environment and the performance metric used
to regulate that output are both one dimensional:

ν = ρν∗ (24)

Figure 3 shows the behavior of the system as ρ is linearly var-
ied over the domain [0.2, 1]. It should generally be expected
that smaller values of ρ will induce greater errors in tracking

5
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x(k)(k)k
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m
(k)

(k)

C
e(k)

(k)

Plant Model Control System

(k)
x(k)

Figure 2. Diagram of mass-spring-damper plant model and
control system

Coefficient Value
m 1
k 2
c 5
kp 15

Table 1. Coefficients used in mass-spring-damper simulation

a desired output profile, and these induced errors will result
in greater net actuator output force demands by the nominal
control law. Both of these features are clearly visible in the
experimental results given in Figure 3. Another observation
that can be made from the results given in Figure 3 is that
while ρ < 1 will always result in an apparent reduction in the
net output control effort that would have been commanded by
a nominal control law at a given control time-step, the error
dynamics that are induced by lowering ρ will not necessarily
result in lowered net system output control effort over a finite
window of observation. A marginally increasing trend in the
peak-to-peak actuator loads over a cycle is observed as ρ is
lowered; this type of behavior illustrates the fact that achiev-
ing a good tradeoff between the reduction of component load-
ing and induced errors in trajectory tracking will generally
require closed loop regulation of ρ.

3. THE PROGNOSTICS-BASED CONTROL PROBLEM

The prognostics-based control problem can generally be
viewed as an optimization problem, in which implemented
control routines will select values of ρi at each control time-
step in an attempt to minimize the risks posed by the appli-
cation of load to degrading components, while also minimiz-
ing any deviation from a system’s nominal performance. The
problem of specifying appropriate metrics for assessing the
risk posed by probabilistic prognostic predictions of future
component health deterioration may generally be considered
independently from the problem of building prognostic mod-
els. Assuming that discrete Markov modeling will provide
a sufficiently accurate approximation of a system’s fault dy-
namics, then the Markov process notation described in Sec-
tion 2 could be used to evaluate any given risk metric for use
in any given prognostics-based control method. Future work
will address the specification of appropriate risk metrics and
the use of this Markov process formulation for deriving and
evaluating prognostics-based control policies on sample ap-
plications.

Figure 3. Plots showing position profile tracking and actuator
loading dynamics as ρ is varied over the range [0.2, 1]

If aversion to the potential degradation of a system’s nomi-
nal output loading performance and aversion to the potential
degradation of component SOH are adequately expressed in
terms of an expectation of accumulated state transition costs,
then the search for a control policy that optimizes a stochas-
tic system of the form disclosed in Eq. (19) is expressible
as a Markov decision process (MDP). MDPs are commonly
used to analyze problems involving decision making in the
presence of uncertain or stochastic information, and opti-
mizing control policies may be identified using well studied
MDP optimization techniques such as backwards induction
for finite horizon optimization problems, and linear program-
ming, value iteration, and policy iteration for discounted and
average-reward infinite horizon optimization problems. The
requirement that fault risk must be expressed as an expecta-
tion of accumulated state transition costs over a finite or in-
finite horizon may seem to be an overly restrictive constraint
on the general problem of quantifying risk; however, over the
past several decades much has been published on the theory
of encoding various forms of risk aversion into the specifi-
cation of MDP state transition costs (Hernandez & Marcus,
1996; Ruszczyriski, 2009).

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduced a novel Markov process representation
of component health dynamics. A metric representing the
relative deviation between instantaneous samples of the net
output force that would have been enacted by a nominally
controlled system, and the net system outputs that are actually
enacted by an implemented prognostics-based control routine
at each time-step, was used to define the action space of the
Markov process. The state space of the proposed Markov pro-
cess formulation was defined in terms of an abstracted met-
ric representing the relative health remaining in each of the
system’s components. Operational constraints on minimum
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acceptable system output performance and maximum accept-
able fault growth risk were formalized, and the mappings nec-
essary to impose those constraints on the domain of feasible
control actions available to implemented prognostics-based
control routines were specified. Arguments were provided
for the potential convenience and robustness of the proposed
notation for evaluating prognostics-based controllers.
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ABSTRACT 

Diagnostics of faults in gears requires development of 

reliable condition indicators. A large number of condition 

indicators, which are based on statistical moments of the 

synchronous average and its derivatives (difference and 

residual signals) were previously suggested. This study 

evaluates the efficiency of different gear condition 

indicators that are based on statistical moments and 

compares them with two new types of condition indicators 

that are suggested. The two new types of condition 

indicators are based on the order spectrum and the spectral 

kurtosis of the synchronous average. 

The study was conducted on the labeled data of PHM'09 

challenge. This data included recordings of vibrations in 

helical and spur gearboxes with seeded faults. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Vibration based diagnostics of gears based on statistical 

moments of the synchronous average was investigated 

before (Dempsey & Zakrajsek 2001, Lebold, McClintic, 

Campbell, Byington & Maynar, 2000, Mosher, Pryor & 

Huff, 2002, Zacksenhous, Braun, Feldman & Sidahmed, 

2000). Many different condition indicators have been 

proposed for different types of gear malfunctions. An 

automatic diagnostic process for gears requires selecting a 

set of the relevant condition indicators and aggregating them 

into health indicators.   

The selection of condition indicators is based on their ability 

to detect the faults with minimum false alarms, i.e. their 

ability to differentiate between faulty and healthy states with 

the maximum contrast, and if possible to indicate the type of 

fault. Hence, the evaluation of condition indicators should 

be conducted with healthy recordings as well as recordings 

of different seeded faults. 

The evaluation of the condition indicators was performed 

using the labeled data from PHM’09 challenge. It contains 

records of both spur and helical gears, split between two 

load levels, healthy or with three types of faults: broken 

tooth, chipped tooth, and eccentricity. The presence of 

different faults allows selection of condition indicators 

covering more than one type of fault. 

The data that was used is briefly described in chapter 2. 

Chapter 3 presents the signal processing procedure, and 

chapter 4 describes the condition indicators that were 

evaluated. Chapter 5 presents and discusses the results. 

2. PHM’ 09 CHALLENGE LABELED DATA 

The PHM’09 data set included 280 recordings of 4 seconds 

each, measured on the gearbox described in Figure 1 (from 

Klein, Rudyk, Masad & Issacharoff, 2011b), using two 

vibration sensors (Sin and Sout) and a tachometer. All the 

bearings were similar. Some of the signals were recorded 

when the gearbox was in ‘spur’ configuration, and others 

when it was in ‘helical’ configuration. Data were collected 

at 30, 35, 40, 45 and 50 Hz shaft speeds, under high and low 

loading (HL and LL) (Klein, Rudyk, Masad & Issacharoff, 

2011b) . 

 

Figure 1. Challenge apparatus:  spur (S) and helical (H) 

configurations  

In the challenge apparatus, in spur and helical 

configurations, the idler shaft (SM) and the output shaft 

Input shaft – SIS – 32T
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H – 24T
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(SO) rotated at 1/3 and 1/5 of the rotating speed of the input 

shaft (SI) correspondingly. The gear ratios generated 

overlapping characteristic frequencies that made the 

separation between the manifestations of different 

gearwheels especially challenging. 

Table 1 summarizes the recordings of the PHM’09 data set 

and the damages that were present on the gears. 

 

Table 1. PHM’09 challenge dataset faults 

3. GEAR SIGNAL ANALYSIS 

The most widely used signatures in gear analysis are 

computed in the order, the quefrency of orders and the cycle 

domains (Klein et al.  2011b, Lebold et al. 2000, 

Zacksenhouse et al. 2000). The time history is mapped into 

the cycle domain after synchronization (resampling) 

according to the shaft rotating speed. 

The cepstrum of the orders representation was generated as 

follows:  

                         (1) 

where:    is the real cepstrum of ν(t). 

The cepstrum reflects the repetition rate of the sidebands 

(due to frequency modulation) and their average level in 

several peaks in the quefrency of orders domain 

(Zacksenhouse et al. 2000, Antoni & Randall 2002). 

The separation of the vibrations that belong to a certain 

gearwheel is achieved by calculating the synchronous 

average according to the respective shaft speed (Antoni & 

Randall 2002, Mosher et al. 2002, Zacksenhouse et al. 

2000). Averaging is applied to enhance deterministic effects 

synchronized with the rotation of the relevant shaft. The 

synchronous average signal reveals the vibration induced by 

the meshing of each tooth on the relevant gearwheel. 

The synchronous average removes the asynchronous 

components by averaging the resampled signal in each 

rotation cycle. All the signal elements that are not in phase 

with the rotation speed are eliminated, leaving the periodic 

elements present in one cycle, i.e. the elements 

corresponding to the harmonics of the shaft rotating speed 

(Klein, Rudyk, Masad & Issacharoff, 2011a). 

Synchronous average with frequency f is designed to 

remove elements in ν which are not periodic with the period 

N=1/f. 

    
 

 
      

   

   

            (2) 

Note that y is a vector in    representing a single cycle. 

The synchronous average ability to filter out the 

asynchronous elements depends on the number of cycles 

averaged (in this case M). Therefore, it is preferable to 

average as many cycles as possible. In the case of the PHM 

recordings, the number of cycles averaged differed pending 

on the shaft rotating speed. For the input shaft, the number 

of cycles averaged was 120-200 depending on the rotating 

speed (RPS of 30-50Hz respectively). The number of cycles 

averaged for the idler shaft was in the range 40-66, and for 

the output shaft in the range of 24-40.  

Detection of abnormal meshing of an individual tooth is 

achieved by further processing of the averaged signal in 

three types of signals: regular, residual, and difference 

(Klein et al. 2011b, Mosher et al. 2002, Zacksenhouse et al. 

2000). The regular signals are obtained by passing the 

synchronous-averaged signal through a multi-band-pass 

filter, with pass-bands centered at the meshing frequency 

and its harmonics (1÷5). It is essentially the cycle-domain 

average of the vibrations induced by a single tooth. The 

residual signals are obtained by removing the meshing 

frequency harmonics. The difference signals are obtained by 

removing the meshing frequencies and the adjacent 

sidebands (in that study, two sidebands have been removed), 

i.e. the frequency and amplitude modulations were 

separated. 

The envelopes of the regular, difference and residual parts 

of all the harmonics describe the characteristics of the 

amplitude modulation. 

In order to better separate the excitations from the 

gearwheels on different shafts, the synchronous averages 

according to the idler and output shafts were calculated 

using a dephased signal (Klein et al. 2011a) by the input 

shaft (see Figure 16). As a result, the integer multiples of the 

input shaft that coincide with every third multiple of the 

idler shaft and every fifth multiple of the output shaft were 

removed, leaving only partial information related to the 

respective gearwheels but isolating the excitations from the 

gearwheel on the input shaft.  

The spectral kurtosis denoted SK of the synchronous 

average according to every shaft was calculated according 

to equation 3 (Antoni, 2006).  

          
      

   
    

          (3) 

Bearings Shaft

32T 96T 48T 80T bSI bSM bSO Input Output

Spur 1 Good Good

Spur 2 Chipped Eccentric

Spur 3 Eccentric

Spur 4 Eccentric Broken Ball Good Good

Spur 5 Chipped Eccentric Broken Inner Ball Outer

Spur 6 Good Good Broken Inner Ball Outer Imbalance Good

Spur 7 Inner Good Good Good Key

Spur 8 Good Ball Outer Imbalance Good

16T 48T 24T 40T

Helical 1 Good

Helical 2 Chipped

Helical 3 Broken Comb Inner Bent 

Helical 4 Good Comb Ball Imbalance

Helical 5 Broken Good Inner

Helical 6 Good Bent Shaft Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Case

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Gears

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good
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where:                                 
  

     is 

the average 2n power of the spectrum, f denotes frequency, 

and t denotes time. For n=1, we obtain the power spectral 

density. 

The spectral kurtosis is a statistical tool, which can indicate 

the presence of transients and their location in the frequency 

domain (in our case order domain). The SK provides a 

robust way of detecting incipient faults even in the presence 

of a strong masking noise (Antoni & Randall 2004). 

In order to diagnose each gearwheel separately, the spectral 

kurtosis was not calculated on the raw or resampled signals 

as it is usually done. Instead, it was calculated on the 

synchronous average according to each shaft (see Figure 

16). This approach was especially needed for the PHM’09 

challenge data because in most of the recordings with faulty 

gears, there were other faulty components that could affect 

the spectral kurtosis (e.g. bearings, see Table 1). The 

spectral kurtosis was calculated on windows of ¼ cycles 

with 50% overlapping, generating a spectrum with 

resolution of four orders. The averaging of windows 

corresponding to ¼ cycle was a compromise to overcome 

the problem of short recordings.  

When longer recordings are available, (e.g. more than 200 

cycles for all the operating conditions), it is recommended 

to calculate several synchronous averages on running 

windows of more than 20 cycles, and then calculate the 

spectral kurtosis on windows corresponding to one cycle.  

4. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

The proposed process for feature extraction is in essence a 

comparison of the analyzed signatures to the “baseline” 

population (a model of normality), i.e. determination of the 

Mahalanobis distance between the analyzed signature and 

the baseline (Klein, Rudyk & Masad, 2011c). 

The usage of distance signatures generates features 

(condition indicators) in terms of distance from the 

“normal” in  units, allowing application of generic 

decision and fusion algorithms for each type of component. 

The weakness of the process is in the hidden assumption of 

Gaussian distribution of the values in the signatures when 

using Mahalanobis distances. As will be shown below, some 

methods will be used to overcome this weakness. 

4.1.  Baselines 

Baselines are signatures derived from healthy recordings, in 

the considered domains. Each set of such signatures 

represents the statistics of healthy signatures in a certain 

predefined operating mode. The baselines are usually the 

spectra (orders) or statistical moments, representing 

average, variance, median and estimator of the standard 

deviation (normalized IQR inter-quartile range        
      ) of the signatures that compose it. 

For the gear diagnostics of the PHM’09 data, the baseline 

signatures were generated using an expanded set of records 

that included all the records of healthy machines plus all the 

records in which the gears were healthy but not necessarily 

the bearings or the shafts.  This was done to enhance the 

quality of the baselines by including as many records as 

possible. The justification for this approach emerges from 

the facts that it is possible to screen out the excitations from 

bearing faults by using the synchronous average, and it is 

possible to screen out the excitations from shaft faults by 

using special filters.  

4.2. Gear Features 

Generally, gear meshing components, some low-order 

amplitude modulation components and/or phase modulation 

components dominate the synchronous average. These 

modulation effects are generated by transmission errors 

related to geometric and assembly errors of the gear pairs. 

When a localized gear fault is present, a short period 

impulse will appear in each complete revolution. This 

produces additional amplitude and phase modulation effects. 

Due to its short period, the impulse produces high order 

low-amplitude sidebands surrounding the meshing 

harmonics in the spectrum. The removal of the regular gear 

meshing harmonics (residual part) sometimes with their 

low-order sidebands (difference part) from the synchronous 

average emphasizes the portion predominantly caused by 

gear fault and geometrical and assembly errors. Statistical 

measures of the difference and residual parts are used to 

quantify the fault-induced shocks, e.g. condition indicators 

like FM0, FM2, FM4, FM6, FM8, NA4, NB4, etc. (Lebold  

et al. 2000, Mosher et al. 2002, Dempsey & Zakrajsek, 

2001).  

The short impulse generated in each revolution is expected 

to be revealed in the spectral kurtosis of the synchronous 

average at the orders corresponding to the frequency 

contents of the impulse. It should be mentioned that high 

levels are not expected at the gearmesh or sidebands orders 

and probably will be only manifested at high orders where 

the spectrum levels are relatively low (Antoni, 2006). 

4.3. Gear Feature Extraction for PHM’09 data 

The features (condition indicators) of gears were extracted 

for both the spur and helical configurations based on the 

distance signatures.  

The features extracted for each gear wheel in the cycles 

domain included: the even statistical moments (RMS and 

kurtosis) of the regular, residual and difference parts, the 

even moments of the envelope of the regular, residual and 

difference. 

The distances of the cepstrum representing the orders-

quefrency of the respective shafts where extracted as well. 
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The spectral kurtosis distances from the baselines according 

to each shaft were calculated. The purpose of this was to 

investigate their ability to detect gear faults. The condition 

indicator extracted from the spectral kurtosis distance 

signatures was the sum of values exceeding 3 . 

The distance signatures of the order representations of the 

synchronous average according to each shaft were 

generated. The peak values at each harmonic of the shaft 

rotating speed (representing gearmesh orders and sidebands) 

were stored as features characterizing the gears. These peak 

values distances have been separated into three categories 

and grouped by their corresponding harmonics (Figure 2): 

 AM – the sidebands representing amplitude 

modulation, i.e. the two low-order sidebands around the 

gear meshing orders 

 FM – the sidebands representing frequency modulation, 

i.e. high-order sidebands around gear meshing orders 

 GM – the gear meshing orders 

The average distances Dh of the FM and AM peaks per 

every harmonic h were defined: 

   
        

 
   

    
  

   

 (4) 

where: i is the index of the peak, N is the pattern size (total 

number of sidebands considered for the FM or AM category 

in harmonic h), Yi – the peak levels, μi – the corresponding 

mean level in the baseline, and i – the corresponding 

standard deviation of the baseline. Because the average was 

used, it was possible to overcome the potential problem of 

non-Gaussian distributions (according to the Central Limit 

theorem, sums of variables tends to have a Gaussian 

distribution).  

 

Figure 2. Illustration of the categories of peaks extracted in 

the orders of the synchronous average: FM1, FM2 denotes 

the group of sidebands of frequency modulation of the 

corresponding harmonic, the AM sidebands are drowed with 

blue arrows and the GM peaks with heavy black arrows. 

5. CONDITION INDICATORS EVALUATION 

It should be pointed out that in the PHM apparatus, it was 

especially difficult to identify the exact location of the 

faults, because the number of teeth on the gearwheels were 

exact multiples of each other. Since the gear mesh orders 

were exact multiples, demodulation was impractical. All the 

signatures and features were affected by mechanisms 

associated with the cross-gear interference (vibrations 

induced by one gear are modulated by vibrations of another 

gear). For instance, a fault in the input pinion gear may 

cause a modulation of the tooth meshing frequency with the 

tooth meshing of the large gearwheel, resulting in an 

erroneous identification of the fault location. 

The features that have been evaluated and compared are 

averaged AM and FM modulations, the even statistical 

moments of the regular synchronous average, residual and 

difference signals, and the spectral kurtosis exceptions from 

baseline.  

The kurtosis of all the signals did not reveal any type of 

fault in the PHM’09 dataset.  

The RMS of the regular, difference, residual signals and 

their envelopes revealed similar detection abilities. Because 

of that, only the results of the RMS of the difference signal 

are shown and discussed.  

Except for the spectral kurtosis, the evaluation was 

performed on features corresponding to the first three 

harmonics of the gearmesh only (Figure 2). We found out 

that the features of the higher harmonics did not contain 

additional meaningful fault detection information. 

The following graphs present results for all the records in a 

specific configuration (spur or helical). The colors in the 

graphs are proportional to the distances from the baseline, 

usually in the range 6-30 (a color bar is displayed on each 

figure). The vertical axis represents recordings 

corresponding to different rotating speed and low or high 

loads, denoted by the nominal rotating speed and HL for 

high load or LL for low load. The horizontal axis represents 

the different records for the specific configuration. 

5.1. Helical configuration 

In the helical configuration, the gearwheel with 48 teeth 

(GM2) on the idler shaft (SM) had a chipped tooth in run 2, 

and a broken tooth on runs 3 and 5.  GM2 features 

corresponding to the first harmonic are displayed in Figure 

3, Figure 4, and Figure 5. The results for higher harmonics 

were similar and therefore not displayed. 

As can be observed in Figure 3 and in Figure 4, the RMS 

and the average distance of the AM and FM peaks were not 

able to detect the faulty gearwheel. In Figure 3, results of 

the FM and AM averages of the input sensor are presented 

separately showing that both were not able to reveal the 

faulty gearwheel. 

Only the spectral kurtosis seems to reveal the faulty 

gearwheel reliably (the color range in Figure 5 is 

1

Order
0

GM 1
st
 harmony GM 2

nd
 harmony

Shaft 

harmonics

Gearmesh and AM 

sidebands

FM1 FM1 FM2 FM2
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approximately 6-100 for both sensors).  The levels of the 

spectral kurtosis sum are higher for the high load records. 

 

Figure 3. Average FM and AM sidebands, gearwheel GM2, 

harmonic 1, sensor Sin, helical runs: left average distance of 

FM sidebands, right average distance of AM sidebands. 

 

Figure 4. RMS of difference signal, harmonic 1, gearwheel, 

GM2, helical runs: left sensor Sin, right sensor Sout. 

 

Figure 5. Sum of SK distances, gearwheel GM2, helical 

runs: left sensor Sin, right sensor Sout. 

In general, the gear faults in the helical configuration 

displayed lower levels in all types of features and therefore 

were more difficult to detect. Usually, faults in helical gears 

can be better detected if the accelerometers are positioned in 

the axial direction. Unfortunately, both sensors in the 

PHM’09 dataset were radial.  

5.2. Spur configuration 

In spur configuration, runs 2-6 contained gear faults, mostly 

combinations of two or more faulty gearwheels.   

5.2.1. Input gear results 

In the spur configuration, one tooth of the input gearwheel 

(GI) was chipped in runs 2 and 5. The analysis results are 

presented in Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8. 

As can be observed in Figure 6, the average distance of the 

AM and FM sidebands allows good detection of the faulty 

runs (2 and 5) mainly in runs with high loads.  Run 2 

displayed lower distance values (probably because in run 5 

there were 3 faulty gears that interfered with each other 

while in run 2 there were only two faulty gears). Run 2 was 

better detected in the sensor at the output (Sout). 

 

Figure 6. Average FM and AM sidebands, gearwheel GI, 2
nd

 

harmonic, spur runs: left sensor Sin, right sensor Sout. 

 

Figure 7. RMS of difference signal, 2
nd

 harmonic, gearwheel 

GI, spur runs: left sensor Sin, right sensor Sout. 

As can be observed in Figure 7, the RMS of the difference 

signal was elevated in runs 2 and 5 at high load runs but it 

was not consistent over the different rotating speeds.   

The spectral kurtosis (Figure 8) provided a good 

discrimination ability (the color scale is 6-80, different 

from the 6-30 in all the other graphs). It was elevated 
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mainly for runs 2, 5, and 6 but it had high levels in all the 

runs with gear faults.   

The cross-gear interference (figure not displayed) was 

accentuated in the first harmonic of both the RMS of the 

difference signal and in the average FM and AM sidebands, 

especially in runs 4 and 5.  

 

Figure 8. Sum of SK distances, gearwheel GI, spur runs: left 

sensor Sin, right sensor Sout. 

In the spectral kurtosis results, the effect of the cross-gear 

interference was very clear in all the runs with a faulty gear. 

Apparently, the spectral kurtosis is a reliable indicator of the 

presence of a fault without the power to identify its exact 

source.  

In the special case of the PHM apparatus, for the gearwheel 

on the input shaft, strong cross-gear interference is 

expected. This is because the sidebands of faulty gearwheels 

on the idler or output shaft always coincide with the 

sidebands corresponding to the input shaft. 

5.2.2. Idler gear results 

In the spur configuration, the 48 teeth gearwheel on the idler 

shaft (GM2) was eccentric in runs 2-5. The results are 

presented in Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12. 

 

Figure 9. Average FM and AM sidebands, gearwheel GM2, 

1
st
 harmonic, spur runs: left sensor Sin, right sensor Sout. 

As can be observed in Figure 10 the RMS of the difference 

signal is elevated in runs 2-5, mainly at high loads.  

As can be observed in Figure 9, the average distance of the 

AM and FM peaks allows detection of the faulty runs (2-5). 

Moreover, when inspecting the separate averages for FM 

and AM modulations (Figure 11) it can be observed that the 

AM average is especially high. 

Similar results have been obtained for harmonics 1-3 for 

both the RMS of the difference and the average FM and AM 

sidebands. 

 

Figure 10. RMS of difference signal, 2
nd

 harmonic, 

gearwheel GM2, spur runs: left sensor Sin, right sensor 

Sout. 

 

Figure 11. Average FM and AM sidebands, gearwheel 

GM2, harmonic 1, sensor Sout, spur runs: left average 

distance of FM sidebands, right average distance of AM 

sidebands. 

Again, the spectral kurtosis (Figure 12) displayed good 

discrimination ability (note that the color scale is 

approximately 6-250). It is elevated mainly for runs 2-5 

and with lower levels in run 6.  

All the evaluated condition indicators can detect the 

eccentric gearwheel with a good discrimination power. The 

average of the FM and AM sidebands provided detailed 
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information about the fault nature (high amplitude 

modulation at few harmonics). 

 

Figure 12. Sum of SK distances, gearwheel GM2, spur runs: 

left sensor Sin, right sensor Sout. 

5.2.3. Output gear results 

In the spur configuration, the gearwheel on the output shaft 

(GO) had a broken tooth in runs 4-6. The results are 

presented in Figure 13, Figure 14, and Figure 15. 

As can be observed in Figure 13, the RMS of the difference 

signal was elevated in runs 2-5 mainly at high RPMs and 

high loads and only in the output sensor Sout. It meant that 

the findings of the RMS were not good enough to detect the 

broken tooth. The results were influenced by inter-

component interaction and not from the faults of the output 

gearwheel. 

 

Figure 13. RMS of difference signal, 1
st
 harmonic, 

gearwheel GO, spur runs: left sensor Sin, right sensor Sout. 

 

Figure 14. Average FM and AM sidebands, gearwheel GO, 

2
nd

 harmonic, spur runs: left sensor Sin, right sensor Sout. 

In Figure 14, the average distance of the AM and FM 

sidebands allowed detection of the faulty runs 4 and 5. In 

sensor Sout some traces can be observed in run 6.  

Run 6 had only one gear fault, the broken tooth of the 

output gearwheel (GO), which was not detected in the 

average distance of the AM and FM sidebands. Therefore, it 

is suspected that the high levels of the average distance of 

the FM and AM sidebands in runs 4 and 5 represent mainly 

the cross-gear interference with the eccentricity of the idler 

gearwheel (GM2), while the effect of the broken tooth is of 

low level. 

The spectral kurtosis (Figure 15) provided a good 

discrimination capability (the color scale is approximately 

6-180). It is elevated mainly for runs 4 and 6.  

 

Figure 15. Sum of SK distances, gearwheel GM2, spur runs: 

left sensor Sin, right sensor Sout. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The evaluation of condition indicators for gear diagnostics 

was carried out on the PHM’09 challenge dataset in both 

helical and spur configurations.  

Two new condition indicators for gears have been defined: 

the average distance of the FM and AM sidebands in the 

order representation of the synchronous average, and the 

sum of exceptional values in the distance of the spectral 

kurtosis based on the synchronous average. 

The detection powers of the new condition indicators were 

compared with the even statistical moments (RMS and 

kurtosis) of the regular synchronous average, residual, and 

difference signals and their envelope. 

Since all the records without gear faults have been used for 

the baseline generation, the comparison of features is related 

only to their capability of detection ignoring the potential of 

false alarms. 

The detection powers of the statistical moments (RMS and 

kurtosis) were similar over the three types: regular, residual 

and difference. 

In some cases, the RMS gave indications on the presence of 

faulty gears, but its detection power was found to be inferior 

to the other condition indicators. 
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The kurtosis did not discriminate between the healthy and 

faulty gears. 

The average FM and AM sidebands displayed the best 

results in most of the cases, emerging as the most promising 

condition indicators.  

The sum of exceptional spectral kurtosis values seems to 

allow a reliable detection of the presence of a faulty gear but 

without identification of the specific gearwheel or type of 

fault. In the helical configuration, only the spectral kurtosis 

was able to detect the presence of faults. However, one 

needs to cautious about the spectral kurtosis condition 

indicator. Though it showed a good potential to detect 

faults, we believe that this new indicator requires more 

research regarding the potential for false alarms. The dataset 

that was used in this study was not large enough to address 

the issue sufficiently.  

The new condition indicators demonstrated the best 

discrimination between healthy and faulty gears in the 

PHM’09 dataset. Usage of these condition indicators on 

additional datasets with faulty gears is recommended, for 

further solidifying of this conclusion.  
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ABSTRACT 

A health grade system against mechanical faults of power 

transformers has been little investigated compared to those 

for chemical and electrical faults. This paper thus presents a 

statistical health grade system against mechanical faults in 

power transformers used in nuclear power plant sites where 

the mechanical joints and/or parts are the ones used for 

constraining transformer cores. Two health metrics—root 

mean square (RMS) and root mean square deviation (RMSD) 

of spectral responses at harmonic frequencies—are first 

defined using vibration signals acquired via in-site sensors 

on fifty-four power transformers in several nuclear power 

plants in sixteen months. We then investigate a novel 

multivariate statistical model, namely copula, to statistically 

model the populated data of the health metrics. The 

preliminary study shows that the proposed health metrics 

and statistical health grade system are feasible to monitor 

and predict the health condition of the mechanical faults in 

the power transformers. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Power transformer is one of the most critical power 

elements in nuclear power plants and an unexpected 

transformer breakdown could cause a complete plant shut-

down with substantial societal expenses. It is very important 

to ensure high reliability and maintainability of the 

transformer during its operation. Investigations of the fault 

causes have revealed that mechanical and electric faults are 

primarily responsible for unexpected breakdowns of the 

transformers (Lee et al., 2005). In total, 32 breakdowns of 

main power transformers in Korean nuclear power plants 

have been reported since 1978. Table 1 classifies these 

breakdown causes into three groups (electrical, chemical, 

and mechanical problems) and ways to manage them. 

Preventive health management for power transformers has 

been developed and implemented mainly for chemical and 

electrical faults. Although mechanical failures are 

responsible for about 40% of the transformer breakdowns, 

the non-existence of generic health metrics or a health grade 

system makes it difficult to perform preventive maintenance 

actions for mechanical faults in a timely manner and only 

corrective maintenance has been employed.  

In the literature, substantial research has been carried out for 

the health monitoring and diagnosis of power transformers. 

An extensive review of health monitoring and diagnosis 

methods of power transformers was provided in (Wang et 

al., 2002) with a focus on all types of transformer failure 

causes, and in (Pradhan, 2006; Saha, 2003) with a focus on 

Insulation deterioration. Techniques commonly used for 

health monitoring of power transformers can be summarized 

as: (1) online partial discharge (PD) analysis (McArthur et 

al., 2004), (2) dissolved gas analysis (DGA) (IEEE std., 

2008), (3) frequency response analysis (FRA) (Dick & 

Erven, 1978), (4) moisture-in-oil analysis (Garcia et al., 

2005), (5) oil temperature analysis (Lee et al., 2005; Tang et 

al., 2004), (6) winding temperature analysis (Picanço et al., 

2010), (7) load current and voltage analysis (Muhamad & 

_____________________ 
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Ali, 2006), and (8) online power factor analysis (Gong et al., 

2007). We note that the usage of the vibration signals in 

monitoring the transformer health has been quite limited. 

The transformer vibration generated by the core and 

windings propagates through the transformer oil to the 

transformer walls where vibration sensors can be placed for 

vibration measurements. Bartoletti et al. (2004) transformed 

measured acoustic and vibration signals into a frequency 

domain and suggested a few metrics that could represent the 

health status of transformers. Ji et al. (2006) acquired the 

fundamental frequency component of the core vibration 

signal as essential features to monitor and assess the 

transformer health condition. García et al. (2006) proposed a 

tank vibration model to detect the winding deformations in 

power transformers and conducted the experimental 

verification of the proposed model under different operating 

conditions and in the presence of winding deformation .  

Once sensory data are acquired through the health 

monitoring, the data must be carefully analyzed for health 

diagnosis in order to identify and classify failures modes. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques for pattern 

recognition have been prevailing for this purpose. Among a 

wide variety of AI techniques, ANNs have been most 

widely used in the research dealing with transformer health 

diagnosis (Huang, 2003; Hao & Cai-xin, 2007). Despite the 

good accuracy reported in the literature, the use of ANNs is 

limited by the intrinsic shortcomings including the danger of 

over-fitting, the need for a large quantity of training data 

and the numerical instability. In addition to ANNs, the fuzzy 

logic (Hong-Tzer & Chiung-Cho, 1999; Su et al., 2000) and 

expert systems (Purkait & Chakravorti, 2002; Saha & 

Purkait, 2004) were also developed for transformer health 

diagnosis. These two approaches take advantage of human 

expertise to enhance the reliability and effectiveness of 

health diagnosis systems. Recently, the support vector 

machine (SVM) has been receiving growing attention with 

remarkable diagnosis results (Fei et al., 2009; Fei & Zhang, 

2009). The SVM, which employs the structural risk 

minimization principle, achieves better generalization 

performance than ANNs employing the traditional empirical 

risk minimization principle, especially in cases of a small 

quantity of training data (Shin & Cho, 2006). 

The status of research on prognostics and health 

management (PHM) of a power transformer can be 

summarized as:  

(1) Most health monitoring works for power transformers 

are focused on chemical and electrical failures, but very 

little on mechanical failures; 

(2) Power transformer oil, gas and temperatures have been 

widely used for health monitoring and diagnosis of 

power transformers. In contrast, the vibration signal has 

seldom been used for PHM in power transformer 

applications; 

(3) The PHM studies for power transformers currently stay 

at the level of monitoring and diagnosis only, with few 

works on the health prognostics and remaining useful 

life (RUL) prediction. 

This summary suggests the need to construct a health 

management database, to formulate a health grade system 

against mechanical faults, and to investigate the health 

prognostics for power transformers. To this end, this study 

presents a copula-based statistical health grade system 

against mechanical faults of power transformers. The rest of 

this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the 

collection and pre-processing of the vibration data for power 

transformer health monitoring; Section 3 presents the 

developed copula based statistical health grade system for 

power transformer health monitoring and prognostics 

against mechanical faults followed by the conclusion in 

Section 4. 

2. DATA ACQUISITION AND PRE-PROCESSING 

Failures of mechanical joints and/or other parts of power 

transformers can be detected by analyzing mechanical 

vibration properly. This section discusses the fundamentals 

of transformer vibration, measurement procedures, and data 

pre-processing. 

 Details (Occurrence) Occurrence 
Health 

Analysis 

Electrical 

failures  

- Natural disasters (1) 

- Winding burnouts (2) 

- Operator mistakes (2) 

- Accidents in electric 

power transmission (1) 
- Mal-operation (4) 

- Product defects (1) 

- Manufacturing defect (1) 

- Product aging (1)  

13  Insulation 

Diagnosis 
Test 

Chemical 

failures  

- Oil burnouts (1) 

- Impurities in winding (1) 

- Product defects (1) 

- Increase of combustible gas 

(3)  

6  Insulating 

Oil Analysis  

Mechanical 

failures  

- Design defect (1) 

- Manufacturing defect (1) 

- Part corrosion (3) 

- Joint failure (3) 

- Crack, wear failure (5)  

13  N.A.  

Table 1. Breakdown Classification of Main Power 

Transformers in Korean Nuclear Power Plants from 1978 to 

2002 
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2.1. Fundamentals of Transformer Vibration 

Power transformer vibrations are primarily generated by the 

magnetostriction and electrodynamic forces acting on the 

core and windings during the operation. The vibration of the 

core and windings propagates through the transformer oil to 

the transformer walls where vibration sensors can be placed 

for vibration measurements. The sensors cannot be placed 

onto the joints because of the transformer oil and magnetic 

and electric fields that can distort sensory signals. This 

subsection gives a brief review of the fundamental physics 

explaining vibrations in the transformer. Various vibration 

sources exist inside a transformer, contributing to the tank 

vibration. The transformer vibration mainly consists of the 

core vibration originating from magnetostriction and the 

winding vibration caused by electrodynamic forces resulting 

from the interaction of the current in a winding with leakage 

flux (García et al., 2006). Other vibration sources include 

the characteristic acoustic wave produced by the tap changer 

and periodic vibrations generated by the elements of the 

cooling system (i.e., oil pumps and fans).   

Alternating current (AC) with a constant frequency in power 

transformers forms a magnetic field in the transformer core. 

The magnetic field changes the shape of ferromagnetic 

materials and produces mechanical vibration in the 

transformer. This phenomenon is called “magnetostriction.” 

As shown in Fig. 1, one cycle of the AC yields two peaks in 

the magnetic field. Assume that an AC source with the 

amplitude U0 and frequency f is applied to the drive and that 

the amplitude is less than or just sufficient to saturate the 

core. Then, the core vibration acceleration caused by 

magnetostriction can be expressed as (Ji et al., 2006) 

 
2 2

0 cos 4Ca U ft
 

(1) 

We can observe from the above equation that the magnitude 

of core vibration exhibits a linear relationship with the 

square of the AC amplitude. Furthermore, the fundamental 

frequency of the core vibration is twice that of the AC 

frequency, as we can also observe in Fig. 1. 

Winding vibrations are caused by electrodynamic forces 

resulting from the interaction of the current in a winding 

with leakage flux (Ji et al., 2006). These forces FW are 

proportional to the square of the load current I, expressed as 

 
2

WF I
 

(2) 

Since the electromagnetic forces FW are proportional to the 

vibration acceleration aW of the windings we then conclude 

that (García et al., 2006) 

 
2

Wa I
 

(3) 

Thus, similar to the case of core vibration, the fundamental 

frequency of winding vibrations is also twice the AC 

frequency. The difference between these two types of 

vibrations is that the magnitude of core vibration relies on 

the voltage applied to the primary windings and is not 

affected by the load current, while the magnitude of winding 

vibrations is proportional to the square of the loading 

current. In addition to the variables (voltage and current) 

causing transformer vibration, the other factors (i.e., 

temperature, power factor) also have an influence on 

vibration (Bartoletti et al., 2004), but due to the relatively 

small influence, these factors are not considered in this 

study. In fact, since power transformers in nuclear power 

plants always operate at 100% full power, the variables 

(voltage and current) and the power factor generally exhibit 

very small variations over time. And since cooling systems 

can effectively keep transformers cores and windings at 

suitably low temperatures, the temperature factor also has 

very small fluctuation.  

2.2. Vibration Signal Acquisition 

In this study, fifty-four in-service power transformers in 

four nuclear power plants were employed for acquiring 

vibration signals. Among these transformers, three are 

triple-phase transformers and the others are single-phase 

transformers (see Table A in Appendix). These fifty-four 

transformers have a wide range of ages, from less than one 

year to about twenty-two years. This study employed B&K 

4381 and PCB 357B33 accelerometers, which are charge 

types with charge amplifiers (RION UV-06A).  Depending 

on the transformer size, 36 to162 accelerometers were used 

to acquire the vibration signals from the transformers. The 

sensors were evenly positioned within 1m on the single-

phase and triple-phase main transformers, as respectively 

shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b). Measurements were conducted 

along two directions (X and Y) on the surface of the 

transformer frame and one perpendicular direction (Z) to the 

surface. The accelerometers were installed on the flat 

surface with a magnet base in order for easy measurement.  

 
Figure 1. Magnetostriction in the transformer 
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All measurements were obtained in the form of time-domain 

signals in a full-power operation state of the power 

transformers. In the state, all other subsidiary units affecting 

vibration under normal operating conditions, such as forced 

cooling systems and hydraulic pumps, were turned on. The 

subsidiary units were supplied with 480 V AC power. In 

most cases, the transformers convert primary electrical 

values, i.e. voltages 22 kV and currents about 32 kA, to 

proportional secondary values, i.e. voltages 345 kV and 

current about 2 kA. The measurement system was powered 

by an independent battery power system. Vibration velocity 

[mm/sec] was measured at every 1.25 Hz in the frequency 

range of 0-2000 Hz. The rated voltage always has a 

frequency of 60 Hz. It is desirable to avoid taking the 

measurement immediately after turning the transformer on 

because the initial operation state of the transformer causes 

transient vibration signals. It is certainly important to 

acquire better sensory data and thus improve the 

performance of power transformer health diagnostic by 

optimizing the number of measure points and the allocation 

of the sensors. For the study regarding the sensor network 

optimization, readers are advised to the reference (Wang et 

al., 2010). 

2.3. Data Pre-Processing 

Given the fundamentals of the transformer vibration (see 

Section 2.1), the use of the spectral response is strongly 

recommended for health metrics against the mechanical 

faults in the transformers. The vibration signals are thus 

processed using a fast Fourier transform (FFT). Fig. 3 

displays a spectral response of a vibration signal, which has 

harmonic frequencies at every 120 Hz. The amplitudes at 

these harmonic frequencies are significantly higher (more 

than ten times) than those at the other frequencies. As 

introduced in Section 2.1, the fundamental frequencies of 

both core and winding vibrations are twice the AC 

frequency (60Hz), which is quite consistent with our 

observation in Fig. 3. Since the harmonic frequencies 

remain constant at every 120 Hz, the amplitudes at the 

harmonic frequencies could imply a degree of health state 

against the mechanical faults in the power transformers. 

The spectral response amplitudes of the vibration velocities 

at 120 Hz were obtained from the fifty-four transformers. 

We computed the mean and maximum amplitudes of the 

vibration velocities measured by all sensors installed on 

each transformer and plotted these two quantities for all 

fifty-four transformers in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. 

  
(a) Single-phase main transformer (b) Triple-phase main transformer 

Figure 2. Sensor locations (marked by red circles with 

numbers) on the main transformers 

 

Figure 3. Frequency spectral signal of a vibration velocity 

(YK) 

 
Figure 4. Mean amplitudes of spectral responses at 120 Hz 

for fifty-four transformers 

 
Figure 5. Maximum amplitudes of spectral responses at 120 

Hz for fifty-four transformers 
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Two observations can be made from the two figures. Firstly, 

both quantities exhibit large variations among different 

transformers. Specifically, the mean amplitudes of the 

vibration velocities have a wide range of variation from 1.43 

mm/sec to 18.87 mm/sec and the maximum amplitudes from 

5.8 mm/sec to 136.43 mm/sec. It is believed that the aging 

effect of the transformers and local resonance of the 

transformer frame primarily causes the variation in the mean 

and maximum amplitudes. Secondly, the maximum velocity 

amplitude of each transformer is in general far greater than 

the mean velocity amplitude of that transformer. This 

observation can be attributed to the fact that, among more 

than forty measurement points selected for each transformer, 

two or three points at the upper part (closer to the top) of the 

transformer wall typically gave much larger velocities than 

the others. 

3. HEALTH METRICS AND GRADE SYSTEM 

This section presents the copula-based statistical health 

grade system against mechanical faults of power 

transformers. 

3.1. Health Metrics 

The frequency spectral signals from multiple sensors are 

employed to monitor the health condition of the power 

transformers. Two scalar health metrics are proposed in this 

study: (1) root mean square (RMS) and (2) root mean square 

deviation (RMSD). Their definitions and physical meanings 

are given as follows: 

RMS – The RMS is the quadratic measure of the vibration 

mean velocities measured at every 2.5 Hz in the frequency 

range of 2.5-2000 Hz. The RMS metric can be defined as 

 

1 2
2000Hz

2

2.5Hz

, 1, ,54i f

f

RMS i


 
  
 
  (4) 

where f is the mean of the vibration velocity measured 

from all sensors at a frequency f. It is generally known that 

measured vibration velocities in the transformers become 

greater as their health state degrades over years. This metric 

is thus a useful health metric for transformer health 

monitoring. However, the magnitudes of the mean velocity 

also vary depending on the operating condition, the 

transformer capacity and manufacturer. The RMS metric 

may fail to classify a health condition of different 

transformers experiencing mechanical degradation. This 

underscores the need of another health monitoring metric. 

RMSD – The RMSD is the quadratic measure of the 

vibration deviation velocities measured at every 2.5 Hz in 

the frequency range of 2.5-2000 Hz. The RMSD metric can 

be defined as 

 

1 2
2000Hz

2

2.5Hz

, 1, ,54i f

f

RMSD i


 
  
 
  (5) 

where f is the standard deviation of the vibration velocity 

measured from all sensors at a frequency f. The same mean 

velocities could indicate different health conditions if the 

vibration measurements come from different transformers 

under random operating conditions. The undesirable 

situation above can be avoided by using both the RMS and 

RMSD since the randomness in operating conditions and the 

difference in transformers could affect the deviation of the 

vibration velocity.  

In cases where we have mechanical defects (for example, 

winding deformations or loosened clamps in the core), the 

magnitudes of winding or core vibration typically increase 

because, as aged, electrodynamic forces (for winding) 

generally grow; mechanical constraints (for core) loosen, 

and structural strength becomes weaker. Moreover, the 

winding or core vibration typically becomes more stochastic 

and, to some degree, has variation over different transformer 

samples. For the very reason, the magnitude (mean) and 

randomness (standard deviation) of tank vibration amplitude 

increase. The RMS and RMSD measures are capable of 

capturing the transformer health degradation and its 

variation. For the power transformers we investigated (i.e., 

step-up transformers used in power plants), the mean and 

deviation of the vibration velocity at 120 Hz was generally 

observed to become higher as transformers get older. 

The vibration signals measured from the fifty-four 

transformers in June 2006, February 2007, and August 2007 

were processed to acquire a populated RMS and RMSD 

dataset as shown in Fig. 6 (see Table B in Appendix). Since 

older transformers generally have larger RMS and RMSD 

values than newer ones, the two health metrics are highly 

correlated in a positive sense (see Fig. 6) with a Pearson’s 

 
Figure 6. Scatter plot and histograms of RMS and RMSD 

data (from fifty-four transformers in October 2006, February 

2007, and August 2007).  
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linear correlation coefficient ρ being 0.9161. The 

transformers with a relatively good health condition are 

located at the lower left corner and the others at the upper 

right corner. 

3.2. Copula-Based Statistical Health Grade System 

As shown in Fig. 6, a strong statistical correlation exists 

between the proposed health metrics, RMS and RMSD. In 

what follows, we intend to exploit this correlation using a 

joint statistical model, copulas. We start with a brief 

introduction on copulas. Next, we present three popular 

types of copulas. Finally, we detail the procedures to 

construct an appropriate copula for dependence modeling 

based on available data. 

3.2.1. Introduction of Copulas 

In statistics, a copula is defined by Roser (1999) as “a 

function that joins or couples multivariate joint distribution 

functions to their one-dimensional marginal distribution 

functions”, or “multivariate distribution functions whose 

one-dimensional margins are uniform on the interval [0,1]”. 

In other words, a copula formulates a joint cumulative 

distribution function (CDF) based on marginal CDFs and a 

dependence structure. In the following description, we will 

see that copulas allow one to decouple the univariate 

marginal distribution modeling from multivariate 

dependence modeling.  

Let x = (x1, x2,…, xN) be an N-dimensional random vector 

with real-valued random variables, F be an N-dimensional 

CDF of x with continuous marginal CDFs F1, F2,…, FN. 

Then according to Sklar’s theorem, there exists a unique N-

copula C such that 

 
        1 2 1 1 2 2, ,..., , ,...,N N NF x x x C F x F x F x  (6) 

It then becomes clear that a copula formulates a joint CDF 

with the support of separate marginal CDFs and a 

dependence structure. This decoupling between marginal 

distribution modeling and dependence modeling is an 

attractive property of copulas, since it leads to the 

possibility of building a wide variety of multivariate 

densities. In real applications, this possibility can be enabled 

by employing different types of marginal CDFs or 

dependence structures. Based on Eq. (6) and under the 

assumption of differentiability, we can derive the joint 

probability density function (PDF) of the random vector x, 

expressed as  

 

        

 

1 2 1 1 2 2

1

, ,..., , ,...,N N N

N

i

i
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 (7) 

where c is the joint PDF of the copula C. The above 

equation suggests that a joint PDF of x can be constructed as 

the product of its marginal PDFs and a copula PDF. The 

PDF formulation in Eq. (7) is useful in formulating a 

likelihood function and estimating the parameters of 

marginal PDFs and a copula, as will be discussed later. 

3.2.2. Copula Types 

Various general types of dependence structures can be 

represented, corresponding to various copula families. In 

what follows, we will briefly introduce four popular copula 

types, that is, Gaussian, Clayton, Frank, and Gumbel. More 

detailed information on copula families can be found in 

(Roser, 1999). 

Let ui = Fi(xi), i = 1, 2,…, N, an N-dimensional  Gaussian 

copula with a linear correlation matrix Σ is defined as 
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where Φ denotes the joint CDF of an N-dimensional 

standard normal distribution and Φ
−1

 denotes the inverse 

CDF of a one-dimensional standard normal distribution. It is 

noted that Σ is a symmetric matrix with diagonal elements 

ρii being ones, for i = 1, 2…, N, and off-diagonal elements 

ρij being the pair-wise correlations between the pseudo 

Gaussian random variables zi = Φ
−1

(ui) and zj = Φ
−1

(uj), for i, 

j = 1, 2…, N and i ≠ j. 

Another popular copula family is an N-dimensional 

Archimedean copula, defined as 
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where Ψα denotes a generator function with a correlation 

parameter α and satisfies the following conditions:  
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Commonly used Archimedean copulas are Clayton, Frank 

and Gumbel copulas which are summarized in Table 2. To 

exemplify the diversity of copulas, we present the scatter 

plots of the above four copulas with Kendall’s tau (τ) 

coefficients being 0.70 in Fig. 7, where we can observe 

significant difference in dependence patterns modeled by 

different copulas.  

3.2.3. Fitting Copula Model 

In this section, we aim to determine the most appropriate 

copula model C with marginal CDFs F to model the 

dependence of a random vector x. Suppose that we have M 

independent random samples from a multivariate 

distribution, {xj = (x1j, x2j,…, xNj), j = 1, 2,…, M}. Let β be 

the vector of marginal distributional parameters and α be the 

vector of copula parameters. The procedure to fit a copula 

model is detailed as the following three steps:  

Step 1 (Parameter Estimation): The aim of this step is to 

estimate the parameters β and α. This can be done with the 

maximum likelihood method (MLE). According to Eq. (7), 

the log-likelihood function to be maximized is  
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(11) 

Since we generally do not have closed form solutions to 

globally maximize the above likelihood function, the 

simultaneous estimation of the marginal distributional and 

copula parameters is computationally expensive. To 

alleviate the computational burden, we employ a two-stage 

estimation method called the inference functions for 

margins (IFM) method, proposed by Joe (1997). The IFM 

method decomposes the estimation of the parameters β and 

α into two steps. In the first step, it estimates the marginal 

distributional parameters β by maximizing the second log-

likelihood term in Eq. (11). With the estimated parameters β 

and thus known marginal distributions, the second step then 

estimates the copular parameters α by maximizing the first 

log-likelihood term in Eq. (11). 

Step 2 (Goodness-of-Fit Test): In this step, we intend to test 

whether a specific copula model with estimated parameters 

from Step 1 fits the samples with sufficient accuracy. For 

this purpose, we propose to employ the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov (K-S) distance (Chakravartiet al., 1967), expressed 

as  

 
KS e n nD F F dF   (12) 

where Fe denotes the empirical CDF derived from the 

random samples, and Fn denotes the hypothesized CDF. We 

note that, to reduce the influence of outliers on the K-S 

distance and reflect the overall fitting quality, we computed 

an average absolute difference instead of a maximum one. 

When we test the fit of a specific marginal distribution, both 

Fe and Fn are univaraite CDFs with the inputs being random 

variables xi, i = 1, 2,…, N. In contrast, when we test the fit 

of a specific copula, Fe and Fn respectively become an 

empirical joint CDF and a hypothesized copula both of 

which take vectors of marginal probabilities u as inputs.  

Family  
Generator  

Ψα(u) 
Bivariate copula CA(u1,u2|α) 

Parameter 

space 

Clayton    α > 0 

Frank   α > 0 

Gumbel   α > 0 

Table 2. Summary of three Archimedean copulas 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 7. Scatter plots of various copulas with Kendall's tau 

(τ) coefficients being 0.70: (a) Gaussian; (b) Clayton; (c) 

Frank; and (d) Gumbel.  
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Step 3 (Goodness-of-Fit Retest): To decide whether the 

distance measure in Eq. (12) provides sufficient evidence on 

the good fit of the copula, we retest the good-of-fit of the 

copula model by generating random samples of the size M 

under the assumption that the null hypothesis of an accurate 

fit is true (Kole et al., 2007). We repeatedly execute the 

retesting process K times to generate K sets of random 

samples and, correspondingly, obtain K distance measures 

by executing the aforementioned Steps 1 and 2. For each 

retest, we generate random samples with two steps: (i) 

generate sample pairs (u1j, u2j) of [0, 1] uniformed 

distributed random variables u1j and u2 according to the 

copula model with the parameters α estimated in Step 1; and 

(ii) transform the sample pairs (u1j, u2j) to observation pairs 

(x1j, x2j) with the inverse marginal CDFs F1
−1

 and F2
−1

. 

Finally, we construct a probability distribution of the 

distance measure DKS and determine the p-value, or the 

probability of observing a distance measure at least as 

extreme as the value obtained in Step 2 under the 

assumption of an accurate copula fit. 

3.2.4. Building Copula-Based Statistical Health Grade 

System  

In this section, we apply the aforementioned copula model 

to representing the joint distribution of the RMS and RMSD 

metrics by modeling the dependence between these two. 

Upon the construction of the joint distribution, we then 

define a statistical health grade system based on the joint 

CDF of the two health metrics.  

a) Data Statistics and Marginal Distributions 

Table 3 presents summary statistics on the populated RMS 

and RMSD data as well as the types and parameters of fitted 

marginal distributions. Compared to the RMS, the RMSD 

yields a larger mean value and a much larger variance. 

Kurtosis values are very high for both metrics, indicating 

that a large portion of the variance is contributed to by 

infrequent extreme deviations. This can also be observed 

from the histograms of the two metrics in Fig. 8, where we 

observe a considerable amount of extreme data for any of 

the two metrics. Results from the K-S test suggest that the 

RMS and RMSD data be statistically modeled with the 

Weibull and gamma distributions, respectively. Parameters 

of the fitted marginal distributions are given in Table 3 and 

their plots are presented in Fig. 8. 

b) Copula Model 

We used the aforementioned procedure to identify an 

appropriate copula model from the four candidates, that is, 

Gaussian, Clayton, Frank and Gumbel copulas. Table 4 

summarizes the copula fitting results based on the populated 

RMS and RMSD data. Both the correlation estimate in 

Gaussian copula and α estimates in three Archimedean 

copulas indicate a strong correlation between the RMS and 

RMSD. Regarding the retest, we generated 10,000 sets (i.e., 

K = 10,000) of random samples under the null hypothesis of 

an accurate copula fit and ran each of the 10,000 sets 

through the aforementioned Step 1 (Parameter Estimation) 

and Step 2&3 (Goodness-of-Fit Test & Retest) to obtain 

10,000 distance measures. It can be observed that any of the 

four copulas cannot be rejected under the commonly used 

significance level 0.05. This can be partially attributed to the 

fact that we only have a relatively small number of data. We 

conjecture that, as we have more data, the p-values yielded 

by different copulas will become more distinctive and an 

appropriate copula model can be selected with more 

confidence. Out of the four copulas, Gaussian copula 

produced the smallest distance measure DKS and the largest 

p-value, which offers us a supporting evidence of the best fit 

provided by Gaussian copula. The histogram of DKS of 

Gaussian copula is plotted with the estimated DKS in Fig. 

9(a). To verify the accuracy of fit, we synthetically 

generated 1000 random samples from the fitted Gaussian 

copula model and plot these samples together with the raw 

Health 

metric 

Data statistics 

Mean Stda Skewness Kurtosis Minimum Maximum 

RMS 6.57 3.81 1.66 7.99 1.51 25.68 

RMSD 8.27 6.64 1.64 6.04 1.20 37.63 

Health 

metric 

Fitted marginal distribution   

Type Parametersb   

RMS Weibull 1 = 7.42, 2 = 1.84   

RMSD Gamma 3 = 1.78, 4 = 4.64   

a Standard deviation 
b  Scale and shape parameters for Weibull and gamma distributions 

Table 3. Summary of data statistics and fitted marginal 

distributions 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8. Histograms and fitted distributions of RMS (a) and 

RMSD (b). 
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data in Fig. 9(b). We can observe a generally accuracy 

representation of the raw data, especially in the lower-left 

region. The synthetic samples were generated by following 

the same steps we used to generate the 10,000 random sets 

for the retest: first drawing uniform samples from the copula 

and then transforming these samples back to the original 

Weibull and gamma samples using the inverse CDFs of 

these distributions. 

c) Health Grade System 

We quantify the health condition for a specific transformer 

unit (i.e., a specific RMS and RMSD pair) by the proportion 

of the population with larger RMS and RMSD values than 

that unit. Let x1 and x2 denote the health metrics RMS and 

RMSD, respectively. Let C(F1(x1), F2(x2)) denote the copula 

model we derived from the previous section with F1(x1) and 

F2(x2) being the marginal CDFs of of x1 and x2. 

Mathematically, the health condition h of an health metric 

pair (x1d,x2d) can be defined in terms of marginal CDFs and 

a joint CDF or copula, expressed as 

 
   1 2 1 1 2 2, Pr ,d d d dh x x x x x x  

 

(13) 

This can be further derived as a function of the marginal 

CDFs of x1 and x2 and the copula, expressed as  

      
     

    
        

1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2

1 1 1 2 2 2

1 1 1 2 2 2

1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
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Pr Pr
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1 ,

  

   

  

   

d d d d

d d

d d

d d d d

h x x u F x u F x

u F x u F x

u F x u F x

F x F x C F x F x

 (14) 

It is noted that, in the above equation, we define the health 

condition of a transformer unit as the probability of a joint 

event rather than a union one. The aim of this definition is to 

achieve a certain level of conservativeness since the 

mechanical failure of a power transformer causes significant 

monetary and societal losses and is rather undesirable. 

Based on the health condition defined in Eq. (14), we 

further defined three health grades which, from the 

perspective of probability, can be mapped to three ranges in 

a zero-mean normal distribution, that is, below 1.0, 

between 1.0 and 2.0 and above 2.0, as shown in Table 5. 

Table 6 relates the three health grades to suggested 

maintenance actions. Experts’ experience and historic 

information on inspection and maintenance of the power 

transformers over years were employed to derive the 

relationship. Fig. 10 visualizes the three health grades in the 

RMS-RMSD map, where the boundaries were identified by 

equating the health condition in Eq. (14) to the two critical 

health conditions in Table 5 and deriving the corresponding 

Copula 

type  

Parameter estimationa   Test and retest 

Point 

estimate 

Standard 

error 

95% confidence 

intervalb  
DKS estimate p-valuec 

Gaussian 0.930 0.012 (0.906, 0.955)   0.0300 0.3684 

Clayton 6.035 0.688 (4.685,7.385) 
 

0.0330 0.3216 

Frank 15.095 1.384 (12.382,17.809) 
 

0.0324 0.2916 

Gumbel 3.484 0.194 (3.103,3.864)   0.0326 0.2642 
a Linear correlation coefficient for Gaussian, α in Table 2 for the rest  
b Point estimate ± 1.96standard error  
c With 10,000 simulations  

 

Table 4. Copula fitting results 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 9. Histograms of DKS (a) and scatter plot (b) of 

Gaussian copula. 

 

Health Grade  A B C 

Health condition  h > 0.16 0.02 < h ≤ 0.16 h ≤ 0.02 

-level of standard 

normal distribution 
z < 1.0 1.0 ≤ z < 2.0 z ≥ 2.0 

Table 5. Definition of three health grades 
  

Health 

Grade 
Health Conditions and Suggested Maintenance Actions 

Grade A 
(Healthy) 

Excellent health condition – Health condition is excellent; 

transformer requires least frequent inspection and 

maintenance. 

Grade B 

(Warning) 

Transitional health condition – Health condition has partial 

degradation; transformer requires more frequent inspection 

(e.g., in-situ monitoring) to obtain health metric data that 
can be related to health condition; condition-based 

maintenance (CBM) should be considered on the basis of 

remaining useful life (RUL) prediction by health 
prognostics. 

Grade C 

(Faulty) 

Critical health condition – Health condition is close to 

failure due to mechanical faults in a component level; field 
engineers need to identify fault type, location, and severity; 

transformer requires an immediate replacement of faulty 

mechanical components to avoid entire transformer failure 
if they can be identified. 

Table 6. Maintenance actions on health grades 
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joint probability contours. The transformers that are 

classified into Grade A turned out to be relatively newer 

transformers (average life about 6 year-old), whereas those 

with Grades B and C were relatively older transformers 

(average life about 30 year-old). To verify the feasibility of 

the proposed health grade system, we looked at the oldest 

transformers (UJ1, YK1) more closely. The health grades of 

the transformers were identified with “Grade C” which 

indicates that inspection and maintenance actions must be 

executed immediately. It has been confirmed by the experts 

that the transformers’ health conditions were critical and 

they were recently replaced with new transformers. This 

indicates that the proposed grade system properly defines 

the health condition of the transformers against mechanical 

faults. Finally, we note that the boundaries (1.0σ and 2.0σ 

standard normal lines) adopted in this paper might not be 

directly applicable for all practical use cases and certain 

customizations need to be made to satisfy a particular need. 

It is noted, however, that the procedure to build a statistical 

health grade system is general in the sense that it is directly 

applicable to all use cases. Moreover, field experts will 

make a final decision on maintenance while using this 

classification as a reference. 

3.3. Feasibility Study of Health Prognostics 

Prognostics is the discipline of predicting the remaining 

useful lives (RULs) of engineered systems over the lifetime. 

To make the life prognostics useful, a significant amount of 

health condition (RMS and RMSD) data must be acquired 

from a set of homogeneous transformers. Given the limited 

available data sets obtained in June 2006, February 2007, 

and August 2008, this study is intended not to develop a 

rigorous life prognostics model but to conduct a feasibility 

study for the life prognostics. This feasibility study was 

performed with the data sets from the power transformers in 

the WS nuclear power plant. The copula model transformed 

the two-dimensional health metrics (RMS and RMSD) into 

the one-dimensional health condition using Eq. (14) which 

was then used for observing and predicting the health 

degradation in the lifetime of the transformers. The RMS 

and RMSD data from the transformers in the WS plant were 

plotted and sorted by the measured time, as shown in Fig. 

11(a). Note that an older transformer is plotted with a larger 

circle. The vibration measurements were taken from all 54 

transformers in June 2006, February 2007 and August 2007, 

providing totally 3x54 data samples. The health degradation 

of transformer core joints is demonstrated over time in 

Figure 11, in which six same-type (or homogeneous) 

transformers out of 54 are used and indeed shows a clear 

degradation trend. The variation in two health metrics is 

mainly due to different capacities of the transformers and 

randomness in the operation conditions. As the time passed 

from June 2006 to August 2007, the health condition 

metrics became higher. This indicates that the health 

condition degradation can be distinctively observed by 

monitoring the health condition metrics. Generally, the 

linear, exponential, power and logarithmic models are basic 

mathematical models that can be used to extrapolate the 

degradation measurements to the defined failure level in 

order to estimate the failure time. As shown in Fig. 10, the 

health degradation behaves exponentially, increasing slowly 

at the early life of the transformer but rapidly at the end of 

the life. Thus, we used the exponential model to capture the 

transition trend of the health condition and extrapolated the 

exponential model to a failure threshold (h = 0) to obtain the 

remaining useful life. The health prognostics results for the 

six transformer units are graphically shown in Fig. 11(b), 

where the predicted RULs range from below 5 years to 

above 20 years. 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

This paper presented a copula-based statistical health grade 

system against mechanical faults of power transformers in 

nuclear power plants. The vibration signal signatures 

acquired from the power transformers were used to define 

two health metrics (RMS and RMSD). The populated 

metrics data from fifty-four power transformers were used 

to identify an appropriate copula model, based on which a 

 

Figure 10. Statistical health grade map. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 11. Health degradation history (a) and predicted RULs 

(b) for power transformers (WS).  
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statistical health grade system is built with corresponding 

health conditions and suggested maintenance actions. The 

copula-based statistical health grade system can be useful 

for making maintenance decisions, while monitoring the 

health conditions of the power transformers. It is noted that 

uncertainties in manufacturing conditions, operation 

conditions and measurements further propagate to 

uncertainties in the two health metrics. Thus, a health grade 

system should not only be characterized by its diagnostic 

accuracy but also by its ability to perform the diagnostics in 

a statistical manner. In this light, the proposed statistical 

health grade system offer researchers and industrial 

practitioner a powerful tool to systematically capture the 

aforementioned uncertainties and build statistical power in 

defining health grades. To investigate the feasibility of the 

proposed statistical health grade system for health 

prognostics, we established an exponential model to capture 

the transition trend of the health condition and predicted the 

remaining useful life by extrapolation. Finally, we conclude 

that the copula model is capable of characterizing the 

statistical dependence between the two health metrics, and 

that the health condition defined based on this model is an 

attractive health measure suitable for health prognostics. 

APPENDIX 

Location Unit Type Manufacture 
Voltage 

(High/Low, kV) 

Capacity 

(MVA, at 

55oC) 

KORI 1 3 phase hyosung 362/22 750 

 
2 3 phase hyosung 362/22 790 

 
3 1 phase hyosung 362/22 385 * 3 

4 1 phase hyosung 362/22 385 * 3 

YK 

1 1 phase hyosung 362/22 403 * 3 

2 1 phase hyosung 362/22 403 * 3 

3 1 phase hyosung 345/20.9 353.3 * 3 

4 1 phase hyosung 345/20.9 353.3 * 3 

5 1 phase hyosung 345/20.9 353.3 * 3 

6 1 phase hyosung 345/20.9 353.3 * 3 

WS 

1 3 phase Hyundai 362/26 840 

2 1 phase Hyundai 345/22 277 * 3 

3 1 phase Hyundai 345/22 277 * 3 

4 1 phase Hyundai 345/22 277 * 3 

UJ 

1 1 phase hyosung 362/22 372.8 * 3 

2 1 phase hyosung 362/22 372.8 * 4 

3 1 phase hyosung 345/20.9 353.3 * 3 

4 1 phase hyosung 345/20.9 353.3 * 3 

5 1 phase hyosung 345/20.9 353.3 * 3 

6 1 phase hyosung 345/20.9 353.3 * 3 

Table A. Specifications for transformers in KORI, YK, UJ, 

and WS. 

Location Unit Phase 04/2006 02/2007 08/2007 
   RMS RMSD RMS RMSD RMS RMSD 

YK 1 A       

  B   3.4935 3.7586 4.4083 4.7433 

  C 10.8184 21.2638 9.6774 15.2434 11.9149 18.7117 

 2 A 6.1644 8.0906 5.8147 7.4488 7.2082 9.1807 

  B 8.2268 18.4866 6.2618 14.3723 7.7437 17.7022 

  C 7.0891 11.9838 5.8223 7.8991 7.2067 9.7351 

 3 A 3.5302 2.6278 2.9425 2.3837 3.7121 3.0416 

  B 8.7348 22.4859 4.4078 7.0695 5.4724 8.7757 

  C 6.2146 8.1801 5.7957 3.7542 7.4235 4.8832 

 4 A 7.0048 7.9036 6.3626 9.68 8.0392 12.0284 
  B 5.8535 5.2815 4.4444 3.4313 5.5571 4.295 

  C 4.5239 3.5049 3.3184 3.4511 4.1653 4.2948 

 5 A 8.0345 6.1175 3.3179 3.0496 4.2151 3.8115 
  B 6.4082 6.0413 3.8493 4.6327 4.8549 5.7959 

  C 10.2612 15.3348 4.6928 6.6165 5.7945 8.1362 

 6 A 6.2767 6.7398 5.002 6.2901 6.1577 7.7343 

  B 6.3487 8.3477 6.9783 7.6711 8.5739 9.4235 
  C 6.3093 6.2303 6.2191 6.3663 7.6363 7.8104 

UJ 1 A       

  B   25.683 37.6344   
  C 19.3516 28.7425 14.738 23.756 8.4941 14.8265 

 2 A 9.9755 19.0113 12.9438 23.0255 14.619 22.7439 

  B 11.0612 15.9743 8.6555 15.8371 11.9566 18.0058 

  C 14.3538 22.8637 9.2198 15.9236 7.2417 8.1277 

 3 A 6.1895 5.9806 10.0143 11.3763 6.5462 6.4366 

  B 11.4765 12.6484 13.4102 13.199 9.7375 10.0747 

  C 9.7347 17.1477 6.8758 9.2086 6.8016 6.0879 

 4 A 7.1267 12.411 6.1393 6.0104 7.8248 12.9405 
  B 4.6828 3.7881 6.0354 5.198 6.9082 6.2445 

  C 3.0354 3.976 6.1473 4.7841 6.8478 7.8904 

 5 A 6.8923 7.2407 5.1924 5.2341 6.7011 8.7737 
  B 11.0317 10.2376 9.4405 7.1195 10.4389 9.6835 

  C 5.7305 5.792 6.0117 6.5637 5.8994 5.8661 

 6 A 6.195 6.8874 7.1765 7.1809 7.5634 8.1893 
  B 6.1051 7.9166 5.114 4.7147 5.8188 10.0799 

  C 6.4567 6.1449 6.3587 6.4674 6.8919 7.2125 

WS 1        

 2 A 1.5119 1.2139   2.2402 1.702 
  B     2.8317 2.6835 

  C 1.9431 1.3812 2.1804 1.4858 2.3866 1.9573 

 3 A 2.0948 1.5776 2.0962 1.6223 2.3091 1.8932 

  B 1.8853 1.2124 1.8178 1.2107 2.1066 1.3798 
  C 1.7767 1.207 1.8101 1.3677 1.9125 1.3735 

 4 A 2.3797 2.9213 2.3555 2.0227 2.3555 2.0227 

  B 2.0295 2.0761 2.4585 2.2441 2.4585 2.2441 
  C 1.9772 1.5718 2.2301 1.7756 2.2301 1.7756 

Table B. RMS and RMSD for all transformers in YK, UJ, 

and WS. 
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ABSTRACT 

Prediction of remaining useful life of a system is important 
for safety and maintenance scheduling. In the physics-based 
prognostics, the accuracy of predicted remaining useful life 
is directly related to that of estimated model parameters. It, 
however, is not a simple task to estimate the model 
parameters because most real systems have multivariate 
model parameters, which are often correlated each other. 
This paper mainly discusses the difference in estimating 
model parameters among different prognostics methods: the 
particle filter method, the overall Bayesian method, and the 
incremental Bayesian method. These methods are based on 
the same theoretical foundation, Bayesian inference, but 
they are different from each other in the sampling scheme 
and/or uncertainty analysis process. A simple analytical 
example and the Paris model for crack growth are used to 
demonstrate the difference among the three methods in 
terms of prognostics metrics. The numerical results show 
that particle filter and overall Bayesian methods outperform 
the incremental Bayesian method. Even though the particle 
filter shows slightly better results in terms of prognostics 
metrics, the overall Bayesian method is efficient when batch 
data exist. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Structural health monitoring (SHM) facilitates condition-
based maintenance that provides a safe and cost-effective 
strategy by predicting the level of degradation or damage 
without intrusive and time-consuming inspections 
(Giurgiutiu, 2008). Since SHM systems can assess damage 
frequently, they can also be used to predict the future 
behavior of damage, which is important for safety and 

maintenance schedule management. SHM systems can have 
a significant impact on increasing safety by allowing 
evaluation of the system's health status and prediction of the 
remaining useful life (RUL), which is called prognostics. 

In general, prognostics methods can be categorized into 
data-driven (Schwabacher, 2005), physics-based (Luo et al., 
2008), and hybrid (Yan & Lee, 2007) approaches. The data-
driven method that does not use any particular physical 
model is powerful in predicting near-future behaviors, while 
the physics-based method has advantages in predicting long-
term behaviors of the system by identifying model 
parameters. Since fatigue failures slowly progresses, the 
physics-based method fits better than the data-driven 
method. In the physics-based method, model parameter 
estimation has a great effect on evaluating the system’s 
health status and predicting the RUL.  

The objective of this paper is to compare different methods 
in estimating model parameters and predicting RUL: the 
particle filter (PF), the overall Bayesian method (OBM), and 
the recursive Bayesian method (RBM). These methods are 
based on the Bayesian inference in which the uncertainty in 
model parameters can be reduced using SHM data, which 
makes the estimated RUL more reliable. Each method is 
introduced in the following paragraphs. 

PF is also known as a sequential Monte Carlo method 
(Orchard & Vachtsevanos, 2007; DeCastro et al., 2009), for 
sequentially updating a time-dependent system model based 
on Bayesian inference, where the posterior distribution is 
expressed as a number of particles and their weights. PF has 
been widely employed to estimate system states and model 
parameters (Orchard & Vachtsevanos, 2007; DeCastro et al., 
2009; Li et al., 2003; Zio & Peloni, 2011; Gašperin, 2011). 
Although many efforts have been directed to improve PF 
(Wang et al., 2009; Daigle & Goebel, 2011; Storvik, 2002; 
Campillo & Rossi, 2009) only sequential important 

_____________________ 
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the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which 
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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resampling (SIR) is considered in this paper as it is the most 
commonly used algorithm. 

OBM is to estimate the unknown parameters using a batch 
of measurement data. Samples of the updated posterior 
distribution of the model parameters based on Bayesian 
inference are drawn from a viable sampling method, such as 
the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation (An et 
al., 2011; An et al., 2011; Payne, 2005; Park et al., 2010; An 
et al, 2012; Andrieu et al., 2003). RBM is similar to OBM, 
but instead of using the final updated distribution, the 
update is performed incrementally with each measurement 
data. 

It, however, should be noted that the three methods are 
based on the same theoretical background, the Bayesian 
estimation technique. Despite the same theoretical 
background, the results from these methods are different 
from each other. The reason is that the PF and RBM predict 
the time evolution of the growing damage state, while the 
OBM, strictly speaking, is based on the given entire set of 
data, not the time evolution. Another important reason is 
from the difference in the sampling scheme: resampling for 
PF and MCMC for OBM and RBM.  

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the difference 
between the three methods, which has not been founded yet. 
The methods are compared by using a simple analytical 
example as well as the Paris model (Paris & Erdogan, 1963) 
that describes crack growth in a plate under mode I loading, 
and are evaluated by using established prognostics metrics 
(Saxena et al., 2009). The paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 2, PF, OBM, and RBM are introduced with simple 
mathematical example. In Section 3, the differences 
between the three methods, i.e., PF, OBM, and RBM, are 
compared by applying crack growth problem. In Section 4, 
the differences are discussed, and conclusions are presented 
in Section 5. 

2. THREE METHODS FOR BAYESIAN-BASED PROGNOSTICS 

Bayesian inference is a statistical method in which 
observations are used to estimate unknown model 
parameters or system states. The unknown parameters are 
represented as a probability density function (PDF), which 
is updated with observed data. Bayesian inference is based 
on the following Bayes’ theorem (Bayes, 1763):  

( ) ( ) ( )| |p L p∝z zΘ Θ Θ                     (1) 
where Θ  is a vector of model parameters or system states, 
z  is a vector of observed data, ( )|L z Θ  is the likelihood or 

the PDF value of z  conditional on the given Θ , ( )p Θ  is 

the prior PDF of Θ , and ( )|p zΘ  is the posterior PDF of 
Θconditional on z . In the following subsections, three 
Bayesian-based methods, the particle filter (PF), the overall 
Bayesian method (OBM), and the incremental Bayesian 
method (RBM), are explained in a general way. 

2.1. Particle Filter (PF) 

The particle filter (PF, a.k.a. sequential Monte Carlo method 
(Orchard & Vachtsevanos, 2007; DeCastro et al., 2009)) is a 
method of estimating and sequentially updating a time-
dependent system model based on Bayesian inference, 
where the posterior distribution is expressed as a number of 
particles and their weights. In the case of a linear system, 
the exact posterior distribution with a Gaussian noise can be 
obtained analytically using the Kalman filter (Kalman, 
1960) though the convergence of KF largely depends on the 
initial condition of the parameter and variance of the 
parameter. On the other hand, the posterior distribution of a 
non-linear system with non-Gaussian noise cannot be 
obtained exactly. In such a case, there are several 
suboptimal filters such as the extended Kalman filter that 
requires linearization (Ristic, et al., 2004), the multiple 
model filter that performs the state estimation algorithm for 
multiple degradation models (Rago et al., 1998), the 
unscented Kalman filter (Julier & Uhlmann, 1997), and PF 
(Orchard & Vachtsevanos, 2007; DeCastro et al., 2009; Li 
et al., 2003; Zio & Peloni, 2011; Gašperin, 2011) that are 
based on the sampling theory. This paper focuses on the 
original PF because it contains fundamental characteristics 
of other filtering methods. 

It would be better to explain the importance sampling 
method (Glynn & Iglehart, 1989) first to understand PF. In 
sampling-based methods, a number of samples can be used 
to approximate the posterior distribution. In order to 
approximate the distribution better with a limited number of 
samples, the importance sampling method assigns a weight 
to each sample (or particle) in proportion to an arbitrarily 
chosen importance distribution; therefore, the quality of 
estimation depends on the selected importance distribution. 
The weight is expressed as 

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )
( )

|i i i
i

i i

L z p
w

q q

π
= =

Θ Θ Θ
Θ

Θ Θ
            (2) 

where ( )iπ Θ  and ( )iq Θ  are i th particle’s PDF value of 
the posterior distribution and an arbitrarily chosen 
importance distribution, respectively. From the viewpoint of 
Bayes’ theorem, it is possible to use the prior distribution as 
an importance distribution because it is already available 
and close to the posterior distribution. Then, the Eq. (2) is 
reduced to the likelihood function by substituting the prior 
( )ip Θ for ( )iq Θ ; this is called the Condensation 

(CONditional DENSity propagATION) algorithm, which is 
employed in this paper. 

PF can be considered as a sequential importance sampling, 
which continuously performs the importance sampling 
whenever a new observed data is available. In addition, a 
resampling process, called sequential importance 
resampling (SIR), is required to solve the degeneracy 
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phenomenon that decreases the accuracy in the posterior 
distribution. In SIR, those particles with a very small weight 
are eliminated, while those particles with a high weight are 
duplicated. 

Conventionally, PF has been used to estimate the system 
state using measurement data given model parameters, 
which are obtained from laboratory tests (Orchard & 
Vachtsevanos, 2007; Zio & Peloni, 2011). However, the 
parameters from laboratory tests can be different from those 
in service due to different conditions. In such a case, PF can 
be used to estimate both the system state and model 
parameters; detailed procedure is as follows (Li et al., 2003; 
Zio & Peloni, 2011):  

 

* Given information: 

 State transition function f  and measurement function 
h : 

( )1, ,k k k kx f x ν−= θ                      (3) 

( ),k k kz h x ω=                           (4) 

where k  is the time step index, kx  is the system state, 

kθ  is a vector of model parameters, kz  is 
measurement data. The measurement function is 
needed when the system state cannot be measured 
directly. kν  and kω  are, respectively, process and 
measurement noise; in the case of Gaussian distribution, 
the noises are represented as ( )~ 0,k pNν σ  and 

( )~ 0,k mNω σ . 

1. Assume initial distribution of 0x  and 0θ . Set k  = 1. 

2. Prediction- First, generate N  particles of kθ  from 

( )1|k kp −θ θ , which means a predicted distribution of 

kθ  conditional on the previous distribution, ( )1kp −θ . It, 
however, should be noted that model parameters 
inherently do not depend on time evolution. Therefore, 
N  particles of kθ  become the same as the previous 
particles. In other words, there is no transition between 

1k−θ  and kθ , only update process is required. Next, 
sample N  particles of kx  based on ( )1| ,k k kp x x − θ , 
that is, N  particles of each variables; process noise 
generated from ( )0, pN σ  as well as 1kx −  and kθ  are 

used in Eq. (3) to obtain N  particles of kx .  

3. Update- Calculate weight for each particle in Step 2. In 
the case that measurement noise is normally distributed 
with zero mean and standard deviation, mσ , the 
likelihood function and weight become as follows: 

( ) ( )( )2

2

1 1| exp
22

i
k ki i

k k k
mm

z h x
L z x

σπσ

 − = − 
  

, θ ,  (5) 

( )
( )1

|

|

i i
k k ki

k N j j
k k kj

L z x
w

L z x
=

=
∑

,θ

, θ
                  (6) 

4. Resample- Resample the particles proportional to their 
weights. Several methods can be used for this purpose, 
and one thing among them is to repeat N  times with 
the following way; (1) construct CDF from the 
likelihood function in Eq. (5). In other words, CDF is 
based on the weights in Eq. (6) which corresponds to 
PDF of kz  conditional on i i

k kx , θ . (2) find particles of 

k kx , θ  which make CDF of kz  be the same value as (or 
the closest to) randomly chosen value from ( )0,1U  

which is the uniform distribution in the interval of [ ]0,1 . 
By repeating N  times this process, N  samples of 

k kx , θ  are obtained, which represents an approximation 
of the posterior distribution ( )0:, |k k kp x zθ  obtained 

based on the weighted samples ( ), |i i i
k k kx wθ . 

5. Prognosis- The system state k lx +  where k lt +  is the 
future time can be predicted based on the transition 
function and estimated model parameters until kt . 
There are no new data and update process after kt . 
Therefore, the weigh after kt  are kept unchanged with 

1/i
kw N=  since every particle is assigned to the same 

weight after resampling. 
The process of PF with one parameter is illustrated in Figure 
1. The length of vertical bars represents magnitude of the 
weight, and the particles in the prediction step are assigned 
to the weight at the update step and duplicated as much as 
the magnitude of the weight at the resampling step. 

As a simple example, the following linear system is 
considered. 

1k k k kx x tθ ν−= + ∆ +                          (7) 

 
Figure 1. Illustration of the PF process with resampling 
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where kθ  is a model parameter to be estimated, process 
noise kν  is normally distributed with zero mean and 
standard deviation pσ =1. In this example, it is assumed that 
both the initial distributions of the system state and model 
parameter are uniform in the interval of [ ]-25,50 . Let the 
measurement function k k kz x ω= + , where measurement 
noise kω  is normally distributed with zero mean and 
standard deviation mσ =10. Then, the likelihood function to 
calculate the weight becomes as follows: 

( ) ( )2

2

1 1| , exp
22

i
k ki i

k k k
mm

z x
L z x θ

σπσ

 −
 = −
 
 

       (8) 

The results of estimated model parameter and system state 
with t∆ =1 are shown in the Figure 2. N =5,000 particles 
(which is applied for all problems in this paper) are used 
with the data observed until ( )20 or 20t k= = . The 
estimated parameter converges to the true value ( true 2θ = ) 
with small confidence intervals. In addition, the prediction 
result of the system state is also fairly accurate. 

2.2. Overall Bayesian Method (OBM) 

The overall Bayesian method (OBM) is to estimate the 
unknown parameters using the measurement data in which 
the final posterior distribution is expressed as an equation. 
The posterior distribution is obtained by multiplying all the 
likelihood functions given by n  number of data and the 
prior as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2| | | |np L z L z L z p∝ × × × ×θ z θ θ θ θ  (9) 

Using Eq. (9), a sampling method, such as the Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method (Andrieu et al., 2003), 
can be used to construct the posterior distribution. The 
Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) algorithm is a typical method of 
MCMC, and the procedure is summarized in the following 

pseudo-code: 

( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

0

* * 1

* 1 *
1 *

1 * 1

*

1

1. Initialize 
2. For 1 to 
  Sample ~ 0,1

  Sample ~ |

| |
  if  , min 1,

| |

                           
 else
                           

z

z

i

i
i

i i

i

i i

i N
u U

q

p q
u A

p q

−

−
−

− −

−

=

−

−

  − < =  
  

=

=

θ

θ θ θ

θ θ θ
θ θ

θ θ θ

θ θ

θ θ

 (10) 

where 0θ  is a vector of initial values of the unknown model 
parameters to estimate, N  is the number of samples, 
( )| zp θ  is the posterior distribution in Eq. (9), and 

( )* 1| iq −θ θ  is an arbitrary chosen proposal distribution 

which is used when a new sample *θ  is to be drawn 
conditional on the current point 1i−θ . ( )1 *|iq −θ θ  is chosen 

to be a uniform distribution centered at *  θ  with the 

interval of d± , where d  is a vector for setting the sampling 
interval and is selected arbitrarily based on the experience. 
The same interval is used for ( )* 1| iq −θ θ . If the sample 

*  θ  is not accepted as an i th sample, the 1i − th sample 
becomes the i th sample; that is, the particular sample is 
doubly counted. This process is illustrated in Figure 3. 
Compared to PF, there is no need for resampling, but 
subsequent samples are affected by previous samples. 

In common with PF, the linear system in Eq. (7) is used for 
OBM, which can be rewritten in the following form after 
ignoring process noise, kν : 

k kx tθ= ×                                    (11) 

In this case, the posterior distribution is as follows: 
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Figure 2. The results from PF in the simple example 

 
Figure 3. Illustration of the OBM process 
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( ) ( ) ( )
2

2
1

1 1| exp 25,50
22

z
n

k k

k mm

z x
p Uθ

σπσ =

 −
∝ − × − 

  
∑ (12) 

where n =20 data are used. The system state is calculated 
from Eq. (11) after model parameter is estimated. The 
results are shown in the Figure 4. They are similar to those 
from PF, but the intervals are narrower than PF because 
there is no process noise in OBM. 

2.3. Incremental Bayesian Method (RBM) 

RBM sequentially updates the distribution instead of using 
the final posterior distribution based on a batch of data. In 
this case, Eq. (10) can be changed to the following 
procedure: 

( )

( )
( )

( ) ( )
( )

0
1

*
1

*
1 *

1

*

1.For 1to 
2. Initialize ~ |
3. For 1 to 
  Sample ~ 0,1

  Sample ~ |

  if  , min 1,

                           
 else
                   

k k k

k k k

k ki
k k i

k k

i
k k

k n
p

i N
u U

p

L z
u A

L z

−

−

−
−

=

=

−

−

  − < =  
  

=

θ θ θ

θ θ θ

| θ
θ θ

| θ

θ θ

1        i i
k k

−=θ θ

    (13) 

where ( )1|k kp −θ θ  and ( )k kL z | θ , respectively, are the 
sample set of prior and likelihood as shown in Eq. (8). The 
likelihood is the same as OBM, but the prior is given as a 
set of samples in RBM. Since it is not easy to express the 
sets of samples as equations, the samples are directly used 
as prior in the same was as PF. As a simple method to use 
samples itself as prior, samples obtained at the previous step  

replace the proposal distribution in MCMC as shown in Eq. 
(13). In this case, all prior samples are not selected for new 
sample, *

kθ , because *
kθ  is randomly selected from prior. 

This is different from PF where all prior samples once are 
selected then updated by applying the weight. In this context, 
the relationship of samples between previous step and 
current step in OBM is similar to that of PF rather than that 
of RBM since the posterior in OBM can be regarded the 
result from accumulated weight in PF. These characteristics 
of sampling in the three methods are illustrated in the Figure 
5. 

2.4. Comparison of the Three Methods with the Same 
Configuration 

In this subsection, the differences between the three 
methods are discussed using a same configuration. The 
model parameter estimation is focused rather than the state 
estimation, so the Eq. (11) is used for the state transition 
function or degradation model; that is, the system state is 
calculated from the estimated parameter without state 
transition. The procedure of three methods are illustrated as 
shown in Figure 6 and summarized in Table 1. The Figure 
6(a) represents sequential updating process, in which 
distribution information to update is disseminated by 
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Figure 4. The results from OBM in the simple example 
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Figure 5. Illustration of sampling characteristic 

Step PF OBM RBM 

initial 
distribution ( )

0 ~
25,50U

θ
−  

( )25,50U −  ( )
0 ~

25,50U
θ

−  
prediction 

(prior) ( )1|k kp θ θ −  ( )|p θ z  (Eq. 
(12)) 

( )1|k kp θ θ −  
update 

(likelihood) 
( )| i

k kp z θ
 

(Eq. (8)) 
( )|k kp z θ   

(Eq.(8)) 
sampling resampling MCMC MCMC 

Table 1. The procedure of the three methods 
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samples. The posterior at k=1 depicted as solid curve 
becomes the prior at k=2 which is multiplied by likelihood 
at k=2 depicted as dotted curve to obtain the posterior 
distribution at k=2 depicted as dashed curve, which also 
becomes the prior at the next step. On the other hand, the 
posterior distribution in the overall method depicted as 
black solid curve in the Figure 6(b) is obtained resulting 
from multiplying all likelihood functions and prior 
distribution depicted as blur solid curve. Once the posterior 
is obtained, samples are drawn using MCMC. The more 
detailed procedure of three methods is listed in the Table 1. 
First, initial distribution is prerequisite for PF and is 
assumed as ( )0 ~ 25,50Uθ −  which is wide enough not to 
affect the posterior distribution. For OBM and RBM, initial 
distribution is not required, but is given for the same 
configuration because initial distribution of PF corresponds 
to the prior information. Next, prediction and update step is 
performed sequentially in PF and RBM, while the posterior 
distribution expressed in the Eq. (12) is used for OBM. To 
implement the procedure, resampling and MCMC, 
respectively, are used for PF and RBM as well as OBM. 

The three methods are performed at every discrete time step, 
and the results of estimated parameter using PF are shown 
in Figure 7 and Table 2. In the figure, it can be found that 
the PDF shape becomes sparse as the update is progressed. 
Similar results can be observed in the case of RBM. Table 2 
lists the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test results that are the 
maximum difference of CDF value between the posterior 
distribution obtained by grid method (Haldar & Mahadevan, 
2000) and the distribution from the three methods. The CDF 
error between posterior obtained by grid method and 
sampling results becomes larger as the update is progressed 

in both PF and RBM. The reason is that sampling error 
caused by expressing the posterior distribution is 
accumulated as time evolves. On the other hand, the table 
shows that the samples fairly well represent the posterior 
distribution at all times in OBM since there is no 
accumulated sampling error. 

In the usage aspect, PF and RBM are related with the time 
evolution, while OBM uses batch data for estimating the 
posterior distribution; PF and RBM are useful for estimating 
in real time as the particles are directly used for the prior 
information, and it is not necessary to preserve the data. On 
the other hand, OBM has no cumulated error and no need to 
suffer from utilizing prior information. PF and RBM are 
fundamentally the same method except sampling schemes, 
and if there is no cumulated error in the two methods, they 
are the same as OBM. In the next section, performances of 
the three methods are evaluated as well as the differences 
between the methods are discussed. 

3. CRACK GROWTH PROBLEM FOR COMPARISON OF THE 
THREE METHODS 

3.1. Crack Growth Model 

In this paper, a physical model for crack growth in an 
aircraft panel is used to compare the three methods: PF, 
OBM and RBM. This example is to estimate damage 
growth parameters in Paris model (Paris, 1963) based on the 
measured crack size over a number of cycles (one cycle 
corresponds to one flight), which was addressed by An et 
al.(2012) When the stress range due to the pressure 
differential is σ∆ , the rate of damage growth can be 
written using the Paris model (Paris, 1963) as 

( ) ,mda C K K a
dN

σ π= ∆ ∆ = ∆              (14) 

where a  is the half crack size, N  is the number of cycles, 
K∆  is the range of stress intensity factor, and m  and C  are 

damage growth parameters. 

The synthetic measurement data are used for prognostics in 
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Figure 6. Illustration of the Bayesian inference 
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Figure 7. The parameter estimation results from PF 

 k=1 k=2 k=10 
PF 0.0262 0.0326 0.1186 

OBM 0.0234 0.0286 0.0260 
RBM 0.0278 0.0512 0.1130 

Table 2. The K-S test to compare three methods 
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this example, which are generated by (a) assuming that the 
true parameters, truem  and trueC , are known; (b) calculating 
the true crack sizes based on Eq. (14); and (c) adding 
random noise to the true crack size data. Once the synthetic 
data are obtained, the true values of crack sizes as well as 
the true values of model parameters are not used in the 
prognostics process. In this paper, the following values of 
parameters are used: true 3.8m = , 10

true 1.5 10C −= × , 
78.6MPaσ∆ = , and initial half crack size, 0 10mma = . 

Also, it is assumed that the measurements are performed at 
every 100 cycles, and noise is uniformly distributed between 
-1mm and +1mm. In this study, the measurement noise is 
also considered as an unknown parameter. 

3.2. Comparison of the Three Methods from Two 
Parameter Estimation 

First, it is assumed that model parameter m  and 
measurement noise mσ  are unknown and have prior 

( )3.3,4.0U  and ( )0,5U mm, respectively. In this case, true 
value of model parameter C  is used. Figure 8 shows the 
results from PF, where the parameters are converged to the 
true values as the number of cycles increase; i.e., more data 
are obtained. Other two methods also show a similar 
convergence. The K-S test results listed in the Table 3 
shows that the error in PF is the largest among the three 
methods. However, the result of crack growth prediction 
from PF with estimated parameters at 1000 cycles is fairly 
good as shown in the Figure 9. Also, the error between the 

true crack growth and median of predicted crack growth 
( / 100true prediction truea a a− × ) and its standard deviation (std.) 
are listed in the Table 4. In the table, the errors of three 
methods are close, but the error of PF is the smallest, even 
though the error at the parameter estimation is the other way 
around. This means that while the parameter estimation 
cannot represent well the distribution shape due to sample 
duplication, the prediction results from PF can be accurate 
because information about the distribution are well 
contained in the duplicated samples. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the future behavior of system can be 
predicted by estimating the model parameters based on the 
three methods. 

Although the three methods represent similar results, Table 
5 shows a difference in computational time, which is 
normalized by that of PF until 2500 cycles. In the case that 
data are added in stages (new data comes in at every 100 
cycles), PF has the best efficiency. On the other hand, if 
batch data are available (all 25 data sets are available), 
computational time of OBM is considerably reduced in 
contrast to PF and RBM. This is because OBM can evaluate 
the posterior distribution by multiplying all likelihoods at 
the same time as in Eq. (9).  
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Figure 9. Crack growth prediction with estimated parameters 

at 1000 cycles 

PF OBM RBM 
0.0987 0.0632 0.0871 
Table 3. The K-S test to compare three methods at 

1000 cycles 

 1000 cycle 1500 cycle 2000 cycle 
 median std. median median std. median 

true 
crack 
size 

14.88  19.47 14.88  19.47 

PF 14.95 1.02 19.62 14.95 1.02 19.62 
error 
(%) 0.45  0.78 0.45  0.78 

OBM 14.95 1.08 19.71 14.95 1.08 19.71 
error 
(%) 0.50  1.20 0.50  1.20 

RBM 14.92 1.03 19.68 14.92 1.03 19.68 
error 
(%) 0.24  1.09 0.24  1.09 

Table 4. The median and std. of predicted crack 
growth and the error with the true value 

 PF OBM RBM 
data added in 

stages 1.0 2.13 1.70 

batch data 
existence 1.0 0.08 1.70 

Table 5. Relative computational costs of three 
methods 
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3.3. Comparison of the Three Methods from Three 
Parameter Estimation 

Next, two model parameters m  and C , and measurement 
noise mσ  are considered as unknown parameters. m  and 

mσ  have the same prior as in Section 3.3, and ( )log C  has 

prior ( ) ( )( )log 3E 11 , log 5E 10U − − . The estimated model 
parameters from the three methods at 1000 cycles are shown 
in the Figure 10 with the true values in a star symbol. In this 

case, m  and C  are strongly correlated, and the difference 
in sampling results caused by the different procedures is 
better exposed than the case of two parameters. Although 
the samples from PF look scattered due to duplication of 
high weighted particles, the shape is similar to that of OBM, 
which is close to the exact posterior distribution. On the 
other hand, the samples from RBM are less scattered 
because some samples at t-1 are selected repeatedly. 

RUL prediction is an ultimate goal in prognostics, and the 
results from three methods are shown in the Figure 11. After 
1000 cycles, the median of predicted RUL is fairly accurate 
in PF and OBM. RBM produces somewhat worse results 
than PF and OBM, which is caused by the estimated 
parameters that do not represent overall posterior 
distribution as shown in the Figure 10(c). The results of 
RUL prediction are evaluated by using established 
prognostics metrics (Saxena et al., 2009) to compare the 
three methods more objectively. In this paper, five 
performance metrics are used to evaluate the three methods; 
prognostic horizon (PH), -α λ  accuracy, relative accuracy 
(RA), cumulative relative accuracy (CRA), and convergence. 

PH is defined as the difference between the time index it  
when more than β % of the predictions distribution first 
meet the α  accuracy zone and the time index EOLt  for end 
of life (EOL). The best score for PH is obtained when an 
algorithm always predicts within the desired accuracy zone. 
In -α λ  accuracy, α  and λ , respectively, are an accuracy 
modifier and time window modifier. λ = 0 when prediction 
is started, pt , and λ = 1 at EOLt . The result of -α λ  accuracy 
becomes true or false. True is when more than β % of the 

predictions distribution at ( )p EOL pt t t tλ λ= + − is included 
in -α λ  accuracy zone. RA is determined based on the error 
between true and prediction RUL at tλ . CRA is the same to 
the accumulated RA from pt  to EOLt . RA and CRA have the 
range from zero to one, and perfect value is one. The 
median of prediction RUL is used for RA and CRA. Lastly, 
convergence can be represented by the Euclidean distance 
between the center of mass of the area under the curve 

( )M i  and ( ),0pt . The lower the distance is, the faster the 
convergence is. In this study, the following conditions are 
used; β =50%, pt =600, and EOLt =2400, and the results are 
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Figure 10.  Samples of estimated parameters at 1000 cycles 
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Figure 11.  The RUL prediction 

 

PH 
(α =10%) 

-α λ  
accuracy 
(α =10%
, λ =0.5,) 

RA 
( λ =0.5) 

 
CRA 

Convergence 
( ( )M i  is a 

non-negative 
prediction 

error) 
PF 1600 true 0.9940 0.9391 735 

OBM 1600 true 0.9731 0.9262 642 
RBM 1300 false 0.8953 0.8958 524 

Table 6. Performance evaluation for three methods 
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listed in the Table 6. 

In the table, the best performances are represented with a 
bold-typed text. The reason why RBM has the worst 
performance is that the prior given in samples cannot be 
used effectively, so there is much error as the time evolves 
as shown in the Figure 10(c) which does not represent the 
posterior distribution well. But, the convergence 
performance of RBM is the best because the median of RUL 
at pt =600 is much higher than other two methods. The 
performances of PF and OBM are similar, but PF has a little 
better performance than OBM. The reason is that sampling 
in OBM is not an easy task, especially under correlated 
parameters. It is difficult to confirm the convergence of 
sampling results at all time steps, because there might be 
improper samples. On the other hand, there are almost no 
samples which are not satisfied posterior distribution, and 
RUL can be exact since it is obtained in consequence of 
combination of the model parameters; scanty samples 
phenomenon is not too much trouble in the problem. 

4. DISCUSSION ABOUT THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE 
THREE METHODS 

In this section, the differences between the three methods 
are summarized. In conclusion, PF is useful for estimating 
in real time, and OBM is efficient when batch data exist. 
RBM is also for estimating in real time even though it has 

not been considered as a time concept, and the basic theory 
is the same to the PF. However, sampling method in PF 
(resampling) is more effective than one of RBM. The 
resampling method is a simple and effective way to 
represent the prior distribution. The sampling result from 
OBM is more accurate than that of PF because the latter can 
be changed from the initial distribution and shows scanty 
samples phenomenon. It is, however, difficult to obtain the 
accurate result because result from OBM can be 
significantly different from the proposal distribution. Since 
both PF and OBM have pros and cons, they can be used 
simultaneously in order to compensate for each other. Lastly, 
PF and RBM are fundamentally the same method except 
sampling schemes, and if there is no cumulated sampling 
error in the two methods, they will be the same to OBM. 
Summary of the difference between the three methods are 
listed in the Table 7. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the three methods to estimate model 
parameters in the physics-based prognostics are compared 
and discussed; PF, OBM, and RBM are introduced with a 
simple mathematical example and evaluated by using 
established prognostics metrics with crack growth problem. 
The basic theory of RBM is the same to the PF in terms of 
estimating in real time. However, sampling methods of the 
two methods are different from each other, and sampling 
method in PF is more effective than one of RBM. On the 
other hand, OBM utilizes all the data available up to current 
time and evaluate the posterior distribution with one set of 
samples. The sampling result from OBM could be more 
accurate than that of PF. Consequently, PF and OBM have 
pros and cons, the former is useful for estimating in real 
time, but there is scanty samples phenomenon, while the 
latter is efficient under a batch of measurement data and has 
adequate samples, but the prediction results somewhat lack 
the accuracy comparing to PF. Therefore, they can be used 
complementally; e.g., PF is used from the latter stage after 
OBM is used until the early stage of growing damage state. 
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ABSTRACT 

This work focus on the structural health monitoring of 
aircrafts parts specimen structures made of 2024 Aluminum 
alloys. In this paper we demonstrate the feasibility of a new 
non destructive control method capable to probe very large 
structures within a short time. The method we developed is 
based through a wide piezoelectric sensors network on a 
smart comparison between two acoustic signatures:  the 
healthy structure response captured before the 
commissioning of the plane and “an after flight” response. 
The sensors network exploits the capability of piezoelectric 
patches to generate/measure specific Lamb wave’s modes. 
The system is therefore dynamically configured to localize 
mechanicals flaws using an algorithm that operates using 
different techniques like pitch-catch and pulse-echo.  

An analytic study is performed and tests to prove the 
proposed method feasibility on corroded structures 
specimens are provided at the end of this paper. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Damage detection and structural health monitoring is one of the 
major challenges that face aircraft manufacturers. With the 
perpetual increase of structures complexity and the constant 
integration of composite materials to lighten aircrafts weight, the 
development of new non destructives tools capable to detect 
different flaws natures is more necessary than ever before. Based 
on Eddy current (Henry A. Sodano, 2007), ultrasonic’s radar 
(Victor Giurgiutiu, 2004) or thermal imaging (McIntosh, Greg, 
1996) these widely developed and used techniques are locals, very 

accurate but definitely unsuitable to probe a complete aircraft 
structures in a reasonable laps of time.  

Active health monitoring and non destructive evaluation (NDE) 
systems for aircraft structures using guided waves and more 
specifically Lamb waves are relatively new and modern. These 
waves are able to travel from a single excitation point through very 
large distances in the medium where they propagate within a 
minimum energy loss. So far, the exploitation of these waves were 
widely focused on plate-like structures and others simple 
geometries made of a unique material like oil pipe-line and (Dixon, 
S et al. 2004). Based on echoes identification some commercial 
applications have therefore recently emerged (OLYMPUS, 2009) 
for local inspection. However in more complexes geometries, the 
multiple reflections due to the various structural features make the 
distinction between the different echoes quite difficult. Another 
problem emerges from the fact that Lamb wave are multimodal 
and dispersive by nature which makes the analysis very difficult in 
large scale structures. Many studies were focused on a Lamb wave 
frequency tuning (Victor Giurgiutiu, 2005) to generate a pure 
mode or just to maximize/minimize a particular mode response. 
Although, this technique gives very good results in cracks 
detection for metal plate like structures, it seems to be unsuited for 
complexes geometries which show a high thickness variation.  

To circumvent these different problems, we propose a diagnosis 
method based on a smart comparison algorithm between two 
signatures: a healthy and a damaged one. The first signature is 
captured before the commission of the plane. The saved signals 
will be used in a database as a baseline for a future control. The 
signature of the structure is captured through a large 
sensors/actuators network that uses the capability of piezoelectric 
materials to generates/measures specific Lamb wave’s modes 
(Hamza Boukabache et al, 2011). The different interaction of 
theses waves into the probed structures are therefore exploited to 

_____________________ 
Hamza Boukabache et al. This is an open-access article distributed under 
the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any 
medium, provided the original author and source are credited. 
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extract a significant signature. The diagnosis is thus based on a 
correlation between a baseline and a captured signature. This 
correlation is performed using a wavelet transform to have a time 
frequency comparison. The asset of this methodology is to have 
fast diagnostic and a quick localization of an eventual existing 
damage even in large scales aircraft structures whatever the nature 
of the damage.  Another advantage of the proposed method is its 
capability to detect corrosion which represents one of the most 
critical damage on aerospace metallic structures. The detection of 
such flaw become a priority issue for the US Air Force (Dustin 
Thomas et al 2004) that spend 1.2 billion USD a year to repair 
corrosion on the KC-135 for example.  

In this paper, the use of Lamb wave to extract a significant 
structure baseline is investigated. Therefore, an analytical 
study is performed and correlated to the experimental 
results. The generation of these specifics waves using 
piezoelectric wafer is also studied and the results are 
confronted to the multiple issues linked to the bonding with 
the host structure. 

2. LAMB WAVES THEORY  

Guided waves have a major importance in embedded non 
destructive control applications. In opposite to the reset of 
elastic waves, they can travel on longue distances and cover 
larges areas. The created acoustic compression field stays 
confined between the structure’s faces if the wavelength of 
the propagating wave is comparable to the structure 
thickness.  
 
For isotropic materials the study of these waves begins with 
the general equation of dynamics applied to elastics 
materials: 
 

µ ∇² 𝒖��⃗ +(𝜆 + µ)∇∇ ∙𝒖��⃗ =  𝜌 
∂²𝒖
∂𝑡²

 (1) 

                    
Where 𝒖��⃗  is the deformation vector, 𝜆 and µ are the Lame 
constants and  𝜌 is the mass density.  
For plate-like isotropic structures, the symmetry of the 
geometry creates invariance in the orthogonal direction 
which allows using Helmholtz decomposition to reduce 𝒖��⃗  
into a sum of a potential vector and a potential scalar. 
 

𝒖��⃗ =  ∇Φ + 𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒍 𝜳���⃗  (2) 
                        

By developing the equation (1) using the relation (2) we 
find the differentials equations of elastic wave propagation.   
    

( )2²2 2 ²               
²ρ

²2 2  ²                          
²ρ

c with cp pt
µc with cs st

λ µ









+∂ Φ∆ Φ= =
∂

∂∆ = =
∂


 ΨΨ

 (3) 

 
Figure 1.   Plate-like structure with a thickness of 2d. The 

upper and lower surfaces are unconstrained and stress-
free. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Numerical resolution of the deformation 

equation 𝑢���⃗ (𝑡). The excitation frequency is 200 kHz. 
The acoustic compression field is simulated for a 

normalized structure thickness. (a) The simulation 
result for the fundamental symmetric mode S0 (b) The 

fundamental anti-symmetric motion mode A0. 
 

With: 

                  𝛷 = 𝛷(𝑦) ∙ 𝑒𝑖(𝑘⋅𝑥−𝜔𝑡)         (4) 
 

𝜳���⃗ = �𝛹𝑥(𝑦)𝑒𝑥���⃗ + 𝛹(𝑦)𝑒𝑦����⃗ + 𝛹𝑧(𝑦)𝑒𝑧���⃗ � ∙ 𝑒𝑖(𝑘⋅𝑥−𝜔𝑡)         (5) 
 
Where, k is the wave number, ω is the frequency; 𝛹𝑥,𝛹𝑦,𝛹𝑧 
are the scalars components of 𝜳���⃗ . The substitution of the 
equations (5) and (3) in the system (3) gives four scalars 
differentials equations that accept solutions in the form: 
 

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧𝛷 = (𝐴 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑝𝑦 + 𝐻 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑦)𝑒𝑖(𝑘⋅𝑥−𝜔𝑡)   
𝛹𝑥 = (𝐵 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑞𝑦 + 𝐺 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑞𝑦)𝑒𝑖(𝑘⋅𝑥−𝜔𝑡) 
𝛹𝑦 = (𝐸 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑞𝑦 + 𝐷 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑞𝑦)𝑒𝑖(𝑘⋅𝑥−𝜔𝑡)

𝛹𝑧 = (𝐶 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑞𝑦 + 𝐹 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑞𝑦)𝑒𝑖(𝑘⋅𝑥−𝜔𝑡)

 

� (6) 

Where,  𝑝² = 𝜔² 𝑐𝑝2⁄ − 𝑘²    𝑒𝑡   𝑞² = 𝜔² 𝑐𝑠2⁄ − 𝑘²   and A, B, 
C, D, E, F, G, H are the integration constants. These 
constants are found only by setting the boundary conditions. 
We assume that structures thickness is equal to 2d and its 
upper and lower surfaces are stress-free: 
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𝜎𝑦𝑥(𝑥,−𝑑) = − 𝜎𝑦𝑥(𝑥,𝑑) = 0 
𝜎𝑦𝑦(𝑥,−𝑑) =     𝜎𝑦𝑥(𝑥,𝑑) = 0 (7) 

  
In this case the integrations constants are given by the 

system of equations (8). Its complete resolution leads to the 
particle movement equation 𝑢���⃗ (𝑡).   

 
The calculation of the coefficient matrix determinant yields 
to the characteristic equation of guided waves. This 
determinant is constituted by the smaller determinants 
couples (A, B), (C, D), (E, F), (G, H) where each one 
specifies a different kind of motion. The two first couples 
correspond respectively to the symmetric and anti-
symmetric Lamb wave’s modes and the rest pairs 
correspond to symmetric and anti-symmetric SH waves. 
 

0 0 0 0 0 011 12
0 0 0 0 0 021 22

0 0 0 0 0 033 34
0 0 0 0 0 043 44 0
0 0 0 0 0 055 56
0 0 0 0 0 065 66
0 0 0 0 0 0 77 78
0 0 0 0 0 0 87 88

C C A
C C B

C C C
C C D

C C E
C C F

C C G
C C H

   
   
   
   
   
   

=   
   
   
   
   

     

 (8) 

 
With: 
 
𝐶11 = −2𝑖𝑘𝑝 sin 𝑝𝑑     𝐶12 = [𝑘² − 𝑞²] sin 𝑞𝑑  
𝐶22 = 2𝑖µ𝑘𝑞 cos 𝑞𝑑     𝐶21 = [(𝜆 + 2𝜇)𝛼2 + 𝜆𝑘²] cos 𝑝𝑑 
𝐶43 = 2𝑖𝑘𝑝 cos𝑝𝑑        𝐶44 = [𝑘² − 𝑞²] cos 𝑞𝑑     
𝐶34 = −2𝑖µ𝑘𝑞 sin 𝑞𝑑   𝐶33 = [(𝜆 + 2𝜇)𝛼2 + 𝜆𝑘²] sin 𝑝𝑑 
 
The calculation of the two determinants (A, B), (C, D) 
yields for isotropic materials to Rayleigh-Lamb 
characteristic equation. 
 

𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝑝𝑑
𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝑞𝑑

= −�
4𝑘2𝑝𝑞

(𝑘2 − 𝑞2)2�
±1

 (9) 

                 
Where, +1 corresponds to the symmetric mode whereas -1 
corresponds to the anti-symmetric mode of motion. 
 
This equation allows the calculation of dispersive curves 
and thus allows the identification of each propagation mode 
for a fixed operating frequency and a determined structure 
thickness.  According to our diagnosis methodology that 
consists on a comparison between a healthy and damaged 
structure’s signature, equation (9) will be useful to minimize 
the number of generated Lamb mode and thus minimize the 
complexity of the different interactions that may occurs in 
the structures thickness.   

 
Figure 3.  Number of coexisting Lamb wave modes in 

the symmetric (a) and anti-symmetric case (b) 
simulated for different operating frequencies and 
different thicknesses. [Simulation performed for 

AL2024] 
 
 

3. LAMB WAVE GENERATION  USING PIEZOELECTRIC 
SENSORS/ACTUATORS 

3.1. Piezoelectric sensor/actuator development   

Many techniques are already described in the literature to 
generate Lamb waves. The most common effective’s ones 
use ultrasonic transducers with a couplant (D. N. 
AlleyneetP. Cawley, 1996)  to facilitate the transmission of 
ultrasonic energy from the transducer into the tested 
structure. These techniques allow a precise detection of 
mechanical flaws by a post identification of Lamb modes 
conversion (Victor Giurgiutiu, 2005) due to the interaction 
of the generated wave with the flaws.  However to reach 
theirs optimum detection capability, these systems have to 
generate a pure lamb mode into the structure which is only 
possible on small areas where the structure’s thickness is 
constant.  These techniques are very local and therefore 
unsuitable for a network integration system intended to 
aeronautics’ structures health monitoring application. 
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Figure 4 : Airbus A300 left wing. Schematics of the 

network sensor pasted on specifics mobile parts like the 
Slats or the kruger flaps. Areas that are often subject to 

aerodynamics forces and thus subject to damage due to the 
high cycle of use. 

 
Therefore, the focus of our research turned on the study of 
small transducers made of piezoelectric materiel mounted 
directly onto the surface of the structure within minimal 
intrusion.  The exploitation of the piezoelectric effect allows 
the generation of a shear stress directly through an 
interfacing layer into the structure (Victor Giurgiutiu, 2002). 
To do so, we used two kinds of transducers: 
 
1. PI-DuraAcat P-876.A12 transducer of 61x35x0.5 mm 

made from a thin layer of PZT materials staked 
between two layers of kapton which makes is totally 
flexible (Cf. Figure 5). Because of its capacitive nature 
and its thin thickness, the transducer needs a high 
voltage amplifier between [100 V, 400V] to have a 
significant actuation.  To perform this amplification we 
used the E-835 DuraAct™ Piezo Driver Module that 
provides 30W of power output with a voltage of 250V 
for an input signal of 10V.Authors' names are inverted 
(last name first); give the last name and initials (first 
and middle) for all authors of a particular work. 

 

2. Custom transducer made from PZT-5H material 
designed to have a radial oscillation frequency of 200 
kHz (Cf. Figure 6). The material properties fixe the 
sensor  diameter to  ~10 mm. The thickness was fixed 
to 1 mm which gives a second oscillation mode 
frequency equal to 2MHz. 

 

 

 
Figure 5 : DuraAct transducer with its power amplifier. 

 

 
Figure 6 : PZT bulk transducers. 

 

As shown in figure 3, to minimize the number of generated 
modes into the structure, we should use an excitation 
frequency that stays below 500 kHz. This condition 
minimizes the number of Lamb modes (Hamza Boukabache 
et al, 2011) and thus reduces the interference into the host 
structure which makes the interpretation of the acquired 
signals much easier. In opposite to what was already 
described in the literature (Victor Giurgiutiu, 2005), we 
have chosen to exploit both symmetrical and anti-
symmetrical modes which is easier to generate than pure 
modes.    

3.2. Experimental setup  

To demonstrate the generation of Lamb waves into plates 
likes structures we installed a test bench based (Figure 7 and 
8) on an National instrument acquisition card that offers up 
to 8 simultaneous acquisition channel of 14bits resolution 
and 2.5MSample/s speed. In the other hand the stimulus 
generation is based on an Agilent 3322 arbitrary waveform 
generation instrument. The communication with the PC is 
performed through an USB-VISA protocol which allows us 
to transfer the stimulus data directly from the data 
processing software to the instrument.   

 

 
Figure 7: Synoptic of the test bench setup. 
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Figure 8: Synoptic of the test bench setup. 

 

 
Figure 9: Synoptic of the test bench setup. 

 

   The chosen stimulus waveform is the pure tone sine 
modulated by a Hanning window which is commonly used 
in the literature (Hamza Boukabache et al, 2011).  

In actuation mode, the excitation frequency was fixed to 200 
kHz which minimizes the number of generated mode to 3 
into an Al2024 plate of 3mm thickness. 

When the piezoelectric transducer is used in sensor mode, a 
charge amplifier based on a capacitive feedback is also 
necessary to have an exploitable voltage signal. According 
to piezoelectric effect, when subject to a mechanical stress, 
the transducer generates electrics chares Q [Coulombs] at its 
respective electrodes that are not directly exploitable. A 
capacitance C [Farads] should be added to perform the 
voltage conversion V=Q/C.  According to this equation, 
when an operational amplifier is used, the capacitive 
feedback fixes the amplification. A step of signal processing 
is needed to filter the converted voltage. Experimental 
measurements showed that for our operating frequency a 
simple bandpass filter based on Sallen-Key analog circuit 
architecture presenting an attenuation factor of 40dB and a 
bandwidth of 10 kHz is enough to get an acceptable SNR. 
Actually this is only true for metallic alloys structures. 

From figure 9, notice that the flexible transducer is used as 
an emitter when the PZT bulk transducers are used in 
passive sensing mode.   As shown in figure 10 the time 
delay between the emission of PZT A and the reception of 
PZT B and C gives us the group velocity of the generated 
wave. This time delay is known as the Time of flight (TOF) 
of the wave. The 3 transducers are pasted   with a distance 
420mm from each other. From figure 10 we extract the time 
of flight which is equal TOF = 112µs. For the traveled 
distance, the wave speed is equal to 4200ms. 

 
Figure 10 (a) Lamb wave generation into a structure 

specimen. Note that the time of flight between the emitter 
and the receptors (TOF) is 112µs 

 

 

4. DAMAGES DETECTION : 

In order to detect mechanical flaws in complexes 
structures such as aeronautics flats, wingbox, intra and extra 
wing panel we developed and algorithm capable to 
diagnosis and localize damage by comparing the acquired 
signature to a base line captured before the commissioning 
of the plane.  By minimizing the number of Lamb modes 
generated into the structure (figure 3) this method 
circumvents the issues linked to the multiple reflections and 
the different interactions into the structure.  

 
Globally, there are two methods to detect a defect using 

guided waves.  
 
• The simplest and the most standard one consist to 

extract one signature per node using a pulse-echo technique. 
Using an analogy with sonar world, pulse echo technique 
consists to emit an impulse and listens to the echoes 
reflected by the medium where the waves propagate. At 
final, this configuration gives as many signatures (signals) 
as the used number of nodes.   

 
• A second more complex technique consists to use 

an emitter and a receptor. The used principle is based on 
pitch-catch method.  This one consists to detect the 
deformation and distortions that occurred to the transmitted 
wave. A baseline is therefore systematically used 
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4.1.  Crack detection using pulse-echo based NDE 
technique: 

Inspired from electromagnetic radar world, pulse-echo 
technique uses at least one node to probe a local area 
looking for mechanical flaws.  The principle is based on the 
capability of the piezoelectric patch to act both as actuators 
and as sensors. The node emits a short pulse noted x(t) 
given by Eq.9 then it listens for echoes. 
   

 
Figure 11.  Pulse echo principle 

 
 

For the simplest case where a pure Lamb mode is 
generated, the reflected signal could be assumed as a simple 
image of the emitted one x(t). In this case we can suppose 
that the reflected signal r(t) form the crack is only delayed 
noisy and attenuated.   

 
𝑟(𝑡) = 𝛼 𝑥(𝑡 − 𝐷) + 𝛽(𝑡)                      (9) 

 
With: 
α  :     Attenuation factor (it depends on the structure nature) 
D: [s]  Time propagation delay or time of flight (TOF) 
β:  [V] Noise factor  

 
Thus, by knowing the group velocity of the generated 

pulse x (t) we can use an estimation of the time delay D and 
calculate the location of the damage.  

 

 
Figure 12.  Superposition of the healthy signature and the 

damaged structure response.  
 

 
Figure 13.  Specimen under test (Crack of 4mm) 

 

From figure 12, the crack echo takes 128µs to perform a go 
and back from the transducer to the crack then from the 
crack to the transducer. We know that group celerity is 
4200m/s into this material. Therefore, the crack is located at 
27cm from the transceiver. Using at least 3 nodes we are 
capable to locate the damage using a basic triangulation 
algorithm. 

 

4.2. Corrosion detection using pitch catch embedded 
NDE: 

Corrosion in aircrafts metallic structures is one of the 
most common problems that we face during planes life time. 
It generally appears into the hidden side of the structure 
where the thickness of the chemical surface processing is 
thinner. Therefore the corroded areas are hardly accessible 
to human beings which make their detection very difficult.  
Furthermore, the corrosion in Al2024 implies a thickness 
loss for the structure which weakens its mechanical 
proprieties.   

 
Figure 14.  A320 wingbox with corrosion flaw inside the 

wing. (Acknowledgments to Airbus and EADS-IW) 
 

In order to detect corrosion into aeronautics Al2024 
structures, we extracted healthy panels of 32cm x 32 cm x 3 
mm that do not contain rivets or fasteners. We introduced 
artificially corrosion using a NaCl attack and thermal 
processing (Cf. Figure 14).  The 5 specimens are listed in 
the table 1. 
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Specimen  Corrosion size (depth- area) 
N4  Baseline (None- None) 
N1 1µm x 230 cm² 
N3 1µm x  38 cm² 
N5 500µm x 56cm² 

N6 1mm x 4cm² 

Table 1. Specimens characteristics  

 

Figure 15. Photos of the corroded specimens 
(Acknowledgements to CIRMIAT’s team 

who introduced the corrosions onto the 
specimens)  

 
As shown in figure 16, pitch catch technique uses at least 

two nodes, one as an emitter and the second one as a simple 
passive sensor (the receptor). For a simple structure as 
shown in figure 15 the reflected signal captured by the first 
node contains the damage’s echo 𝑥(𝑡 − 𝐷) plus the parasitic 
echoes due to geometry of the structure. However, in 
opposite to the crack damage case, the produced echoes are 
very weak in the corrosion case. In fact the corrosion 
produces a thickness loss that is very small (up to 10% of 
the global thickness) which make the reflected echo 
negligible. In the second hand the receptor sensor captures 
the transmitted signal noted 𝑇(𝑡)  

 
𝑇(𝑡) = 𝛾 𝑥(𝑡 + 𝛥𝑇)  + 𝛴𝑖(𝛼𝑖𝑥(𝑡𝑖)) + 𝛽(𝑡)         (10) 

 
With: 
 
αi : Attenuation factor 
Di : [s] Time propagation delay 
β:   [V] Noise factor  
𝛾 ∶  Transmission deformation 

 
 

 
Figure 16. Pitch catch principle 

 
 
The comparison between the different transmitted signals 

allows us to detect a corroded zone using a reference or a 
baseline acquired when the structure was healthy.  

To perform the comparision we developpeed an algorithme 
based on wavelet transform. It allows us to decompose our 
transmitted signal into both frequency and time domaine 
which make the comparision much accurate. To performe 
the continus wavelet transform Eq .11 we used the morlet 
wavelet function as the temporal correlation coeficien 
𝜓𝑠,𝜏(𝑡). 

 

𝑔(𝑠, 𝜏) = ∫ 𝑓(𝑡)∞
−∞ 𝜓𝑠,𝜏(𝑡)∗𝑑𝑡               (11) 

With :  𝑓(𝑡) the transmitted signal. 

 

The decompostision presented in figure 17 was performed 
on the temporal transmited signal captured by the receptor 
for the healthy structure (specimen N4 presented in figure 
16). The figure 17.b  presents the percentage of energy for 
each wavelet coeficient in time-frequency domaine. By 
isolating the 200kHz coeficients that corresponds to our 
excitation frequency we plot the transmission profile of this 
frequency during its travel into the host plate.  

Figure 18 shows the decompoition of signal N1. Notice the 
clear difference with the withness specimen Figure 17  

For the plate structure N1 with a corroded area of 230 cm² 
with a thickness loss of 1µm , the transmitted wave had 
during its travel a different intetergaction with the host 
structure than for N4 (Baseline)   

The superposition of the different transmitted profile (Cf. 
Figure 19) allows us to diagnosis the presence of corrosion 
into the structure. However, unlike pulse echo technique our 
methodology is unable to locate the corrosion. We only 
know that the corroded area is situated between the emitter 
and the receptor. Therefore the resolution of this method is 
totally linked to the distance between the transducer and 
thus to the fixed meshing.   
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N3 N6
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 17. (a) The acquired transmitted signal for the 
witness specimen N4. (b) Wavelet decomposition of the 

temporal transmitted signal. We extract the profile of 
propagation of the 200kHz frequency   

 
 

From figure 19 it is clear that each specimen plate has its 
own signature. The measurements were performed 3 times 
for each plate using the same measurements conditions.  

Notice that the more the corroded area is large the more is 
the amplitude of the first peak. The depth of the thickness 
loss seems to have also a direct link with the amplitude.  

For the extreme case where the thickness loss is 1mm the 
amplitude of the transmitted signal is significantly low in 
opposite to all the other signals. Due to the high thickness 
loss (33%), a possible explanation would be the fact that 
most of the wave energy emitted by the actuator is reflected 
by the damage and only a low amount of energy is 
transmitted.   

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 18. (a) The acquired transmitted signal for the 

specimen N1. (b) Wavelet decomposition of the temporal 
transmitted signal. We extract the profile of propagation of 

the 200 kHz frequency   
 

 
Figure 19. Superposition between the different 

transmissions signals for the different specimens   
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5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we demonstrate the feasibility of cracks and 
corrosion detections inside Al2024 structures using a unique 
piezoelectric technology and with the same sensor network.  

The next step of our research is the hardware integration to 
make the nodes autonomous. An electronique architecture 
using reconfogurables system on chips are currently 
developed to support flaw detection, data processing and 
prognostic. The current technology is also tested for carbon 
composite structures where delaminating defects appears 
without any external sign.  

The final aim is to develop embedded network system 
capable to monitor different kinds of aerospace structures 
whatever is the nature of their material.    
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a Matlab-based tutorial for model-based 
prognostics, which combines a physical model with 
observed data to identify model parameters, from which the 
remaining useful life (RUL) can be predicted. Among many 
model-based prognostics algorithms, the particle filter is 
used in this tutorial for parameter estimation of damage or a 
degradation model in model-based prognostics. The tutorial 
is presented using a Matlab script with 62 lines, including 
detailed explanations. As examples, a battery degradation 
model and a crack growth model are used to explain the 
updating process of model parameters, damage progression, 
and RUL prediction. In order to illustrate the results, the 
RUL at an arbitrary cycle are predicted in the form of 
distribution along with the median and 90% prediction 
interval. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Although many prognostics methods have been presented in 
literature (Daigle & Goebel, 2011; DeCastro et al., 2009; 
Luo et al., 2008), it is still difficult for engineers to use them 
for their applications. The objective of this paper is to 
demonstrate how to use a prognostics method using a 
simple Matlab code as short as 62 lines. 

Among different prognostics methods, the model-based 
approach is considered, which assumes that a physical 
model describing the behavior of damage or degradation is 
available. In this approach, the model parameters are often 
unknown and need to be identified as a part of the 
prognostic process. The method combines the model with 
measured data to identify the model parameters and predict 

its behavior under future loading conditions. There are 
several methods to estimate model parameters, such as the 
Kalman filter (KF) (Kalman, 1960), Particle filter (PF) 
(Orchard & Vachtsevanos, 2007; Zio & Peloni, 2011; Li et 
al., 2003), and Bayesian method (BM) (An et al., 2011; An 
et al., 2012; Payne, 2005). In this paper, PF is employed 
because it can be used for a nonlinear model with non-
Gaussian noise and is the most widely used in the field of 
prognostics.  

The Matlab code is composed of 62 lines including detailed 
explanations, which is further divided into three parts: (1) 
problem definition, (2) prognostics using PF, and (3) post-
processing. Users are required to modify the first part 
according to their application. For demonstration purposes, 
examples of battery degradation and crack growth are 
presented.  

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the overall 
process of model-based prognostics is explained with the 
Matlab code; in Section 3, the usage is explained with a 
battery degradation example; and in Section 4, various cases 
are described with a crack growth example, followed by 
conclusions in Section 5. 

2. MODEL-BASED PROGNOSTICS 

The process of model-based prognostics is illustrated in 
Figure 1, in which the degradation model is expressed as a 
function of usage conditions U , elapsed cycle or time t , 
and model parameters θ . The usage conditions and time are 
given, while the model parameters characterizing the 
damage behavior should be identified. Then, the remaining 
useful life (RUL) which represents the remaining time to 
failure is calculated based on the estimated model 
parameters. 

The model parameters are estimated using an algorithm 
such as PF by integrating the damage model with the 

_____________________ 
Dawn An et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which 
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original author and source are credited. 
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damage data that represent the system’s health state at the 
time the data are obtained. Since damage cannot be directly 
measured in most cases, a damage quantification process is 
required from sensor measurement data, which is called 
structural health monitoring (SHM). This tutorial assumes 
that data are available in terms of the level of damage at 
various times. 

2.1. Model Definition: Battery Degradation 

In the following explanation, ‘line’ or ‘lines’ in a 
parenthesis indicates the line number of the code in 
Appendix. In the degradation of a battery (line 2), it is well 
known that the capacity of a secondary cell such as a 
Lithium-ion battery degrades over cycles in use, and the 
failure threshold is defined when the capacity fades by 30% 
of the rated value (line 7). A simple form of the empirical 
degradation model is expressed by an exponential growth 
model as follows (Goebel et al., 2008): 

( )expa btλ = −                              (1) 

where ,a b  are model parameters, t  is the time or cycles, 
and λ  is internal battery performance, such as electrolyte 
resistance ER  or transfer resistance CTR . The internal 
battery performance is normally observed instead of 
capacity. Also, there is a relationship between E CTR R+  and 
C /1 capacity (capacity at nominally rated current of 1A); 

E CTR R+  is typically inversely proportional to the C/1 
capacity. Therefore, in this paper, the observed data are 
assumed to be given as a form of C/1 capacity for the 
purpose of demonstrating the prognostics algorithm. 

The C /1  capacity data (lines 5-6) measured at every 5 
weeks (lines 3-4) are given in Table 1. The data are 
generated by (a) assuming that the true model parameters 

true 1a =  and true 0.012b = ; (b) calculating the true C /1 
capacity according to Eq. (1) for the given time steps; and 
(c) adding Gaussian noise 2~ (0,0.05 )Nε  to the true C /1 
capacity data. The true values of parameters are only used to 
generate observed data. Then, the goal of prognosis is to 
estimate b  using the data (lines 16-39)∗. 

2.2. Estimation Algorithm: Particle Filter (PF) 

PF uses a statistical method called Bayesian inference, in 
which observations are used to estimate and update 
unknown parameters as a form of the probability density 
function (PDF). Bayesian inference is based on the 
following Bayes’ theorem (Bayes, 1763): 

( ) ( ) ( )| |p L p∝z zΘ Θ Θ                         (2) 

where Θ  is a vector of unknown parameters, z  is a vector 
of observed data, ( )|L z Θ  is the likelihood or the PDF 

value of z  conditional on the given Θ , ( )p Θ  is the prior 

PDF of Θ , and ( )|p zΘ  is the posterior PDF of Θ  
conditional on z . 

In PF, the Bayesian update is processed in a sequential way 
with particles (or samples) having probability information of 
unknown parameters; When a new measurement is available, 
the posterior at the previous step is used as the prior 
information at the current step, and the parameters are 
updated by multiplying it with the likelihood. Therefore, PF 
is also known as the sequential Monte Carlo method 
(Orchard & Vachtsevanos, 2007; Zio & Peloni, 2011). The 
general process of PF is based on the state transition 
function f  and the measurement function h  (Zio & Peloni, 
2011; Li et al., 2003): 

( )1, ,k k k kx f x ν−= θ                           (3) 

( ),k k kz h x ω=                             (4) 
where k  is the time step index, kx  is the damage state, kθ  
is a vector of model parameters, kz  is measurement data. 

kν  and kω  are, respectively, process and measurement 
noise. In this paper, the state transition function f  is 
referred to as a damage model. 

According to the damage model in Eq. (3), the battery 
degradation model in Eq. (1) can be rewritten in the 
following form (line 29): 

( ) 1expk k kx b t x −= − ∆                            (5) 
with 1k kt t t−= + ∆ . In this case, process noise kν  is ignored 
because it can be handled through the uncertainty in model 

                                                           
∗ For simplicity, it is assumed that a = 1 is given. 

 
Figure 1. Illustration of the model-based prognostics process 

time step, k  initial, 1 2 3 4 5 
weeks 0 5 10 15 20 

C /1 (Ahr) 1.0000 0.9351 0.8512 0.9028 0.7754 
time step, k  6 7 8 9 10 

weeks 25 30 35 40 45 
C /1 (Ahr) 0.7114 0.6830 0.6147 0.5628 0.7090 

Table 1. Measurement data for battery degradation problem 
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parameters. For the measurement function, it is assumed 
that kz  is the same as C /1 capacity including measurement 
noise kω . Gaussian noise, ( )~ 0,k Nω σ , is used with 
unknown standard deviation σ . Therefore, the unknown 

parameters become [ ]( ), ,
T

x b σ = = Θ θ , including the 

damage state kx  which is obtained based on the model 
parameter kb  (see Eq. (5)) (line 8). 

The process of PF is based on the Bayes’ theorem illustrated 
in Figure 2 with one parameter estimation. At the first time 
step, i.e., 1k = , n  samples of the parameters are drawn 
from the initial (prior) distribution (lines 9, 16-21). Then, 
the following three steps are employed. In the first 
prediction step (lines 25-30), the posterior distributions of 
the model parameters at the previous ( 1k − th) step are used 
for the prior at the current ( k th) step in the form of samples 
(lines 26-27). Also, the damage state at the current time is 
transmitted from the samples of the damage model at the 
previous step based on the model parameters (lines 28-29). 
The samples in this step correspond to ( )kp Θ  in Figure 2. 
Next is the updating step (lines 31-33), which is related to 
the likelihood of measurement data ( )|k kL z Θ  in the figure. 
Assuming kω  is normally distributed, the likelihood of the 
measurement can be expressed as (line 33): 

( )
( ) 2

| , ,

1 1exp , 1, ,
22

i i i
k k k k

i i
k k k

ii
kk

L z x b

z x b
i n

σ

σπσ

  −  = − =
  

   



      (6) 

In Eq. (6), the PDF value of kz  at the given i th samples of 
the unknown parameters , ,x b σ=Θ  corresponds to the 
weight of the i th samples; the weight is proportional to the 
magnitude of the PDF value, which is expressed as the 
length of the vertical bar in Figure 2. Finally, the samples 
with high or low weight are duplicated or eliminated, 
respectively, at the resampling step (lines 34-39). Among 

several methods, the inverse CDF method (Zio & Peloni, 
2011) is used, which is illustrated in Figure 3. Firstly, a 
CDF is constructed from the likelihood function in Eq. (6) 
(line 35), which is illustrated as solid curve in the figure. 
Next, a random value is generated from ( )0,1U  (line 37), 
which becomes a CDF value (e.g., 0.45 in the figure). 
Finally, a sample of the parameter having the CDF value is 
found (line 38), which is marked by a rectangle in the figure. 
By repeating this process n  times, n  samples are obtained 
(line 36). Note that since samples exist in a discrete form, 
the sample having the closest value to the CDF value is 
selected. Consequently, the resampled results become the 
posterior distribution ( )1:|k kp zΘ  in Figure 2, which 
corresponds to the posterior distribution at the current step 
(line 38), and is also used as the prior distribution at the next 
( 1k + th) step (lines 25-30). 

2.3. Prognosis: Predicting the Damage State and RUL 

Once the estimated parameter is obtained (lines 25-39, line 
43), the future damage state and RUL can be predicted by 
progressing the damage state until it reaches the threshold as 
shown in Figure 4 (lines 24-30, 40-47). In the figure, the 
two dashed curves and the PDF shape, respectively, 

 
Figure 2. Illustration of the PF process 

 
Figure 3. Illustration of resampling method 

 
Figure 4. Illustration of RUL prediction 
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represent the prediction interval of the damage state and the 
distribution of time when the damage state reaches the 
threshold. The distribution of RUL can be obtained by 
subtracting this PDF from the threshold. In the prognosis 
step, only the damage state is transmitted (lines 25-30) 
without updating model parameters (lines 40-41). At this 
time, the measurement error with the updated standard 
deviation is added to the damage state (lines 44-46). 

3. MATLAB IMPLEMENTATION 

In this section, the usage of the 62-line Matlab code is 
explained. The code is divided into three parts: (1) problem 
definition for user-specific applications, (2) prognostics 
using PF, and (3) post-processing for displaying results. The 
block diagram of the code is illustrated in Figure 5. Only the 
problem definition part needs to be modified for different 
applications, which are further divided into two sections: 
parameter definition and model definition. In the parameter 
definition, all known parameters as well as the initial 
estimate of unknown parameters are defined, such as the 
name of parameters to be estimated, the probability 
parameters of initial distributions of the unknown 
parameters and measured data, etc. (lines 1-14). Next, the 
damage equation or state transition function is defined in 
model definition (line 29). Once these two are completed, 
users can obtain the RUL distribution at the current time and 
its percentiles, median and 90% prediction interval. Detailed 
explanations are given in the following subsections with an 
example of battery degradation, in which italicized bold 
letters represent the Matlab code in the Appendix. 

3.1. Problem Definition (Lines 1-14, 29) 

3.1.1. Parameter Definition (Lines 1-14) 

For the battery degradation example, ‘Battery’ is used for 
WorkName, which is the name of the result file. The 
capacity is measured at every 5 weeks, so ‘weeks’ and the 
number 5 are, respectively, typed in TimeUnit and dt. The 
C/1 capacity data in Table 1 are stored in measuData, which 

is a 1 1k ×  vector. According to the definition of failure 
threshold in Section 2.1, 0.3 (30% of C/1 capacity) is used 
for thres. ParamName is the name of the unknown 
parameters to be estimated; damage state ‘x’, model 
parameter ‘b’ and the standard deviation of measurement 
error ‘s’ are included. When determining the parameters’ 
name, there are four cautions: (1) the user can define 
anything for the parameter’s name, but the length of 
parameters’ name should be the same as each other; (2) 
when assigning a one letter name, be careful not to use i, j, k, 
n, p, u because they are already used in the code; (3) the 
parameter’s name representing the damage state and model 
parameters should be used as the model equation on line 29; 
and (4) the parameter’s name of the damage state and 
standard deviation, respectively, should be placed on the 
first and the last row. initDisPar is a p q×  matrix of 
probability parameters of initial distributions, where p  and 
q  are the number of unknown parameters and probability 
parameters, respectively. Since there are no available prior 
information, it is assumed that the initial distributions of the 
three (=p) unknown parameters are uniform whose 
probability parameters are two (=q), lower and upper 
bounds: 

( ) ( ) ( )0 0~ 0.9,1.1 , ~ 0,0.05 , ~ 0.01,0.1ox U b U s U     (7) 

Equation (7) can be typed as [0.9 1.1; 0 0.05; 0.01 0.1]; in 
initDisPar. The rest of the required parameters are the 
number of particles (or samples) n and significance level 
signiLevel for calculating the confidence interval (C.I.) and 
prediction interval (P.I.). Usually, 1,000~5,000 particles and 
a 5, 2.5 or 0.5 significance level for 90%, 95% or 99% 
intervals are used. In this example, 5000 and 5 are set for n 
and signiLevel, respectively. To consider the effect 
according to the number of samples, users can refer to Ref. 
(Pitt et al., 2012). 

3.1.2. Model Definition (Line 29) 

The damage model equation in Eq. (5) is used in line 29. In 
the equation, the time interval t∆  is expressed as dt in the 
script, which was defined in line 4. Also, the model 
parameter kb  and the damage state at the previous step 1kx − , 
respectively, are expressed as b and x, which were defined 
in line 8. The algebraic expressions should use component-
wise operations (i.e., using ‘.’) since damage state is a 
vector with n  samples. 

3.2. Prognostics using PF (Lines 15-47) 

The prognostics process is composed of three steps: (1) the 
initial distributions of the parameters (lines 16-21), (2) 
estimation process (lines 25-39, 43), and (2) prognosis (lines 
24-30, 40-47). In terms of the code usage, there are two 
issues that can be considered according to users’ intention: 
the initial distribution (line 18) and the likelihood function 

 
Figure 5. Block diagram of the code 
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(line 33). In the code, the default options for the initial 
distribution and the likelihood function, respectively, are 
uniform and normal distribution. The other probability 
distributions can also be employed, and this will be 
introduced in Section 4. 

3.3. Post-processing (Lines 48-62) 

Once problem definition is completed and the code is 
implemented, distribution and its percentiles of RUL at the 
current time can be displayed. Figure 6 shows RUL results 
at 45 weeks after the updating process is progressed up to 

9k =  (see Table 1; 9k =  corresponds to k1=10 in the 
script since the initial, 0k =  is stored in k1=1). Figure 6(b) 
shows 5, 50 (median), and 95 percentiles, which are caused 
by signiLevel=5 (line 13). Also, the solid box in the figure 
represents that the results are saved as a name of 
‘WorkName (line 2) at current time.mat’. 

The other results, such as the trace of parameters and 
prediction of the damage state, can be displayed by using 
sampling results during the updating process. Users can 
display the sampling results of any variable at each step by 
entering ParamResul into the Matlab command window; 
xResul, bResul and sResul are forms of adding 
ParamName (line 8) to Resul. Therefore, users can draw 
the percentiles of the damage state prediction by coding 
plot(repmat(time,1,3), prctile(xResul',perceValue)'), and 
for the other cases, xResul is replaced with bResul or 
sResul. If the true values of the model parameters are 

known, the results can be compared with the true values. In 
this problem, the true values of b=0.012 and s=0.05, and the 
true damage state are calculated using Eq. (1) or Eq. (5). 
The additional visual results are shown in Figure 7. 

4. PRACTICAL USE 

The code can be easily adapted by users for more practical 
use. As an example, the usage algorithm with a crack 
growth example is considered in the following subsections. 

4.1. Model Definition: Crack Growth 

It is assumed that a through-the-thickness center crack exists 
in an infinite plate under the mode I loading condition. The 
rate of damage growth can be expressed using the Paris 
model (Paris & Erdogan, 1963) as 

( )d ,
d

ma C K K a
N

σ π= ∆ ∆ = ∆                       (8) 

where a  is the crack size, N  is the number of cycles, m  
and C  are damage model parameters, K∆  is the range of 
the stress intensity factor, and σ∆  is the stress range. The 
model can be rewritten in the form of the state transition 
function: 

( )1 1
km

k k k ka C a dN aσ π − −= ∆ +                       (9) 

The model parameters km  and kC  as well as the damage 
state ka  are estimated using the measured crack size kz  at 
every 50 cycles under loading condition σ∆ =78MPa, 
which is listed in Table 2. First the true crack size data are 
generated using Eq. (9) with true 3.8m =  and 

10
true 1.5 10C −= × . The measured crack size data are then 

generated by multiplying noise, which is lognormally 
distributed with standard deviation of 0.001/ ka (m). For the 
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Figure 6. Visual results obtained from the code:  battery 
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(b) C/1 capacity prediction 

Figure 7. Visual results obtained from the additional code: 
battery degradation example 

time step, k  initial, 0 1 2 3 4 
time (cycles) 0 50 100 150 200 
crack size (m) 0.0119 0.0103 0.0118 0.0095 0.0085 
time step, k  5 6 7 8 9 
time (cycles) 250 300 350 400 450 
crack size (m) 0.0122 0.0110 0.0120 0.0113 0.0122 
time step, k  10 11 12 13 14 
time (cycles) 500 550 600 650 700 
crack size (m) 0.0110 0.0124 0.0117 0.0138 0.0127 
time step, k  15 16 17 18 19 
time (cycles) 750 800 850 900 950 
crack size (m) 0.0115 0.0135 0.0124 0.0141 0.0160 
time step, k  20 21 22 23 24 
time (cycles) 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200 
crack size (m) 0.0157 0.0149 0.0156 0.0153 0.0155 

Table 2. Measurement data for crack growth problem 
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RUL calculation, the critical crack size is determined as 
0.0463m. More specific information for crack growth 
problem is in the literature by An et al. (2012). 

It is assumed that the standard deviation of measurement, 
σ , is known as 0.001m. Also, the initial distribution of the 
parameters and the likelihood function are, respectively, 
normal and lognormal distributions, which are as follows: 

- initial distribution: 
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4.2. Modifying the Code for the Crack Growth Problem 

4.2.1. Problem Definition 

Based on the above given information, the code in the 
Appendix is changed as follows: 

- line 2: WorkName='Crack'; 

- line 3: TimeUnit='cycles'; 

- line 4: dt=50; (or dN=50, but should be matched with 
line 29) 

- lines 5-6: measuData=[0.0119  0.0103  0.0118  0.0095  
0.0085  0.0122  0.0110  0.0120  0.0113  0.0122  0.0110  
0.0124  0.0117  0.0138  0.0127  0.0115  0.0135  0.0124  
0.0141  0.0160  0.0157  0.0149  0.0156  0.0153  
0.0155]'; 

- line 7: thres=0.0463;  

- line 8: ParamName=['a';'m'; 'C'; 's']; 

- line 9: initDisPar=[0.01 5e-4; 4 0.2; -22.33 1.12; 0.001 
0]; This is corresponds to Eq. (10) except the last two 
values, 0.001 and 0 for σ (='s'). Even if σ  is a 
deterministic value, it should be included in lines 8-9. 
Therefore, users should make σ  become a deterministic 
value (0.001m) by using 0.001 and 0, which stand for 
mean and standard deviation, respectively. In other 

words, the probability parameters should be set to make 
the n  samples become the same as a deterministic value. 

- line 13: signiLevel=2.5; 95% intervals are calculated. 

- insert it next line 13: delSigma=78;  

- line 29: exp(C).*(delSigma.*sqrt(pi*a)).^m.*dt+a; This 
corresponds to Eq. (9), but note that ( )log C  is used 
instead of C  due to a numerical problem ( C  is a very 
small value). 

4.2.2. Prognostics using PF  

The initial distribution of the parameters and the likelihood 
function are different from those of battery degradation. 
Therefore, the lines 18, 33 and 45 should be modified as 
follows: 

- line 18: param(j,:)=normrnd(initDisPar(j,1),initDisPar 
(j,2),1,n); 

- line 33: sigl=sqrt(log(1+(paramPredi(end,:)./ 
paramPredi(1,:)).^2)); mul=log(paramPredi(1,:))-0.5* 
sigl.^2; likel=lognpdf(measuData(k),mul,sigl); 

- line 45: sigl=sqrt(log(1+(param(end,:)./param 
(1,:)).^2));mul=log(param(1,:))-0.5*sigl.^2; 
eval([ParamResul(1,:)'(k,:)=lognrnd (mul,sigl,1,n);']); 

If the prior information and the distribution type of 
measurement error are not given, the initial distribution and 
the likelihood function should be assumed. It would be a 
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Figure 8. Visual results obtained from the code: crack growth 
example 
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(b) crack growth prediction 

Figure 9. Visual results obtained from the additional code: 
crack growth example 
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good exercise to study different distribution types based on 
the above revision. 

4.2.3. Post-Processing  

The results obtained from the code are shown in Figure 8. 
Also, users can obtain Figure 9 using the stored results of 
the parameters; aResul, mResul, CResul which can be 
known by typing ParamResul in the command window. 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a tutorial for model-based prognostics 
with a Matlab code. The code is simply constructed with 62 
lines using an example of battery degradation, and users can 
easily modify the code for their specific applications. Also, 
more practical cases are considered with a crack growth 
example. This will be helpful for the beginners in 
prognostics to use the prognostics method for their 
applications. 
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APPENDIX: MATLAB CODE

%===== PROBLEM DEFINITION: PARAMETER DEFINITION ============================= 1 
WorkName='Battery';                           % work results are saved by WorkName 2 
TimeUnit='weeks';                                                   % time unit name 3 
dt=5;                                                   % time interval (five weeks) 4 
measuData=[1.0000  0.9351  0.8512  0.9028  0.7754  0.7114  0.6830  0.6147 ... 5 
             0.5628  0.7090]';      % measured data at every time intervals (k1 x 1) 6 
thres=0.3;                                              % threshold - critical value 7 
ParamName=['x'; 'b'; 's'];              % model parameters' name to be estimated 8 
initDisPar=[0.9 1.1; 0 0.05; 0.01 0.1];                9 

% probability parameters of initial distribution, p x q 10 
                    % (p: num. of unknown param, q: num. of probability param) 11 

n=5e3;                                                         % number of particles 12 
signiLevel=5;                                  % significance level for C.I. and P.I. 13 
%============================================================================ 14 
% % % PROGNOSTICS using PARTICLE FILTER 15 
p=size(ParamName,1); 16 
for j=1:p;                                                   %% Initial Distribution 17 

param(j,:)=unifrnd(initDisPar(j,1),initDisPar(j,2),1,n);  18 
ParamResul(j,:)=[ParamName(j,:) 'Resul'];  19 
eval([ParamResul(j,:) '=param(j,:);']);  20 

end;                                                                                 21 
k1=length(measuData); k=1;                          %% Update Process or Prognosis 22 
if measuData(end)-measuData(1)<0; cofec=-1; else cofec =1; end 23 
while min(eval([ParamResul(1,:) '(k,:)'])*cofec)<thres*cofec;  k=k+1;                                                 24 

% step1. prediction (prior)                                                  25 
paramPredi=param;                                                              26 
for j=1:p; eval([ParamName(j,:) '=paramPredi(j,:);']); end 27 
paramPredi(1,:)=...%===== PROBLEM DEFINITION: MODEL DEFINITION ======  28 

exp(-b.*dt).*x;                                                              29 
  %====================================================================  30 

if k<=k1                                                     % (Update Process)  31 
% step2. update (likelihood) 32 
likel=normpdf(measuData(k),paramPredi(1,:),paramPredi(end,:));     33 
% step3. resampling 34 
for i=1:n; cdf(i)=sum(likel(1:i)); end; cdf=cdf./max(cdf); 35 
for i=1:n; 36 

               u=rand; 37 
loca=find(cdf >= u); param(:,i)=paramPredi(:,loca(1)); 38 

end;     39 
else                                                              % (Prognosis)  40 

param=paramPredi; 41 
end   42 

for j=1:p; eval([ParamResul(j,:) '(k,:)=param(j,:);']); end;    43 
if k>k1; 44 

eval([ParamResul(1,:) '(k,:)=normrnd(param(1,:),param(end,:));']); 45 
end 46 

end 47 
% % % POST-PROCESSING 48 
time=[0:dt:dt*(k-1)]';                                            %% RUL Calculation 49 
perceValue=[50 signiLevel 100-signiLevel]; 50 
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for i=1:n; 51 
loca=find(eval([ParamResul(1,:) '(:,i)'])*cofec>=thres*cofec); 52 
RUL(i)=time(loca(1))-time(k1); 53 

end; 54 
RULPerce=prctile(RUL',perceValue); 55 
figure; set(gca,'fontsize',14); hist(RUL,30);             %% RUL Results Display 56 
xlim([min(RUL) max(RUL)]); xlabel(['RUL' ' (' TimeUnit ')']); 57 
titleName=['at ' num2str(time(k1)) ' ' TimeUnit]; title(titleName) 58 
fprintf( '\n  # Percentiles of RUL at %g cycles \n', time(k1)) 59 
fprintf('\n   %gprct: %g,  median: %g,  %gprct: %g \n' , perceValue(2), ... 60 
         RULPerce(2), RULPerce(1), perceValue(3), RULPerce(3)) 61 
Name=[WorkName ' at ' num2str(time(k1)) '.mat']; save(Name);            %% Work Save 62 
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a model-based approach to the optimal
design of diagnosis system architectures for complex high
lift actuation systems. The overall approach consists of two
steps. In the first step, safety and reliability related require-
ments are introduced. These focus on the detectability and
isolability of faults. Symptoms are used therefore. These are
separated into safety and reliability related symptoms. In the
second step, different alternatives to provide the symptoms
are drawn and evaluated in order to gain an optimal design
solution. A two stage analysis process is used therefore. The
first stage focuses on the fulfillment of the safety related re-
quirements whereas the second stage concentrates on the re-
liability related requirements. All aspects of the analysis are
depicted exemplary and formalized theoretically. The results
of the application to the high lift actuation system of an Air-
bus A340-600 aircraft are presented afterwards and discussed
in the end.

1. INTRODUCTION

The members of the air transport system compete in a global,
steadily growing market. Airlines, manufacturers and main-
tenance, repair, overhaul (MRO) providers are continuously
forced to strengthen their competitive edges and improve
business in order to stay profitable. One point they all have in
common is to provide a safe operation and a high availability
of the aircraft at a minimum of total cost. The development
and use of efficient health management technologies can thus
be seen as an attribute for the diversification and consolida-
tion of the own position inside a global competitive environ-
ment.

New technologies tend to a strong increase in complexity in
order to meet diversified customer and environmental require-
ments. One aspect of current research is to raise the function-

Christian Modest et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, pro-
vided the original author and source are credited.

ality of high lift systems on commercial airplanes in order
to improve the overall aircraft performance. A decoupling of
surfaces and the use of decentralized drive units state possible
concepts. While developing adequate solutions, it has to be
considered that new technologies need not only to improve
functional aspects of the aircraft but have also to be oper-
ated and maintained in a capable manner in order to reap all
benefits. The consideration of efficient health management
technologies is thus indispensable.

The focus of this paper is on a model-based approach to the
optimal design of diagnosis system architectures for com-
plex high lift actuation systems (HLS). Section 2 gives an
overview of current HLS and their essential components.
General challenges in developing adequate diagnosis systems
(DS) and a systematic, model-based approach for the design
and test of DS are depicted in Section 3. The first two steps
are focused in this paper. These concern the definition of re-
quirements and the conceptual design phase. The importance
of these steps and a concept for a systematic, requirement
based design procedure are depicted in Section 4.

The development of a diagnosis model is presented in Sec-
tion 4.1. The identification and formalization of requirements
is depicted afterwards. Section 4.2 demonstrates how safety
and reliability related requirements are assigned that the de-
sign of the DS has to meet. This concerns the detectabil-
ity and isolability of faults by means of symptoms. In order
to identify optimal symptoms, with respect to various objec-
tives, different alternatives for respective monitoring and sen-
sor devices are drawn and implemented in a diagnosis model.
A simulation of fault modes is then carried out and cause-
effect relationships are gained. These are evaluated in a two
stage process that is depicted in Section 4.3. The first stage
describes how minimal architectures, that are adequate to ful-
fill the safety requirements are gained. Afterwards it is ad-
dressed in the second stage how additional monitoring de-
vices are chosen in order to meet also reliability related re-
quirements. Both steps are depicted by means of examples
and specified theoretically. The results of the application to

1
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the HLS of an Airbus A340-600 aircraft are presented in Sec-
tion 5. A discussion of related work is given in Section 6. In
the end, Section 7 concludes and gives an outlook about open
points and future research activities.

2. FUNDAMENTALS OF HIGH LIFT SYSTEMS

Commercial airplanes are equipped with high lift devices to
augment lift at low speed during takeoff and landing. To-
day, those systems primarily consist of a mechanical trans-
mission shaft system that transmits mechanical power from a
centralized hydraulic power control unit (PCU) to rotary ac-
tuators at each wing half. The actuators are located alongside
the transmission system and deploy the high lift surfaces syn-
chronously.

Figure 1 depicts a typical high lift actuation system at the
trailing edge of a commercial aircraft. This flap system con-
sists of a mechanical shaft system that is powered by a PCU.
The mechanical power is transmitted to five down drive sta-
tions on each half of the wing via shafts, joints and gearboxes.
Each of the drive stations consists of a down-drive gearbox
and shaft, an input gear box with torque limiter, a cross shaft
and rotary actuator. The inner surface has two drive stations
whereas the outer surface is moved by three.

In case of safety-critical failures a wing tip brake (WTB) can
hold the system and inhibit movement. In order to monitor for
such conditions and control the overall system two Slat-Flap
Control Computers (SFCC) are used. The monitoring and
control is done using information from discrete and analogue
sensors like position pick off units (PPU).

Slats

Flaps

Power control unit

Transmission shaft system

PCU

WTB
PPU

a)

b)

Rotary actuator

PPU

SFCC 2
SFCC 1

Down drive station

Figure 1. Typical high lift actuation system for a commercial
aircraft.

3. CHALLENGES AND MODEL-BASED APPROACH

The task of a diagnosis system consists in the detection of ab-
normal functional conditions (AFC) and the isolation of po-
tential root causes. Based on the criticality of the specific
AFC and the underlying fault a decision is made afterwards.
This decision can result in an abnormal shut down of the over-
all system or just in an indication for maintenance. In order
to detect and isolate the AFCs and take adequate measures a
process chain is used, that consists of different steps. Figure 2
depicts an overview of this chain. In the first step specific
features are extracted from measurements on a system level.
For the HLS a feature can be a too high position difference
between the output of the PCU and one of the PPUs at the
transmission ends. The logical combination of different fea-
tures then leads to the detection of the symptom of an AFC. In
case of a high criticality an abnormal shut down of the PCU
and the setting of the WTBs results as an action, whereas in
other cases a degraded operation is still possible.

The development of the previously mentioned diagnosis func-
tions for HLS is done today primarily empirically or as an
after-thought due to in-flight incidences. Considering the
complexity of new HLS as presented in (Lulla, 2011) and
(Recksiek, 2009) the empiric approach results in a costly and
laborious process. Furthermore, gaining optimal functions
while considering different design objectives is hardly pos-
sible. Thus, the development of diagnosis functions has to
be dealt with systematically and traceable already during the
HLS development process. A model-based approach for the
design and verification of a DS for HLS is proposed therefore
and introduced in the following.

The proposed approach is embedded into the general aircraft
systems development process. This process is typically di-
vided into several steps that are arranged in the common V-
model(Haskins, 2006). The left branch of this model des-
ignates the overall system design whereas the right branch
marks the overall system test.

PCU

Features Symptoms Faults Classification

System under influence of faults

measurements actions

Figure 2. Diagnosis functions for a high lift actuation system.
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In the first step of the design phase the system requirements
are developed, based on the aircraft level requirements. In
order to realize these requirements, the system architecture
and all involved components are designed. At the bottom of
the model the components are built as hardware. On the right
branch tests are performed to verify that the design meets the
requirements. This is done first separately for the components
and afterwards in an integrated environment for the complete
system. If requirements are not met or failures are identified
during the test procedures a correction of requirements or re-
design could be necessary.

Figure 3 depicts an approach to integrate the development of
a diagnosis system into the V-model.

The design and test of the DS should begin early and in par-
allel to the overall system development process. This should
be done in order to avoid failures and unnecessary elements
in the functional specifications. The DS should be designed
strictly according to requirements. These can be safety, reli-
ability and performance related. For this task models of the
different components are used as executable units to validate
each design step. At the bottom of the V-model executable
code is generated. This can be C-code for monitoring devices
and xml-data files for built in test (BIT) specifications.

The model-based test is used for the verification of single and
combined applications with respect to the functional require-
ments. In the first step of the test procedure this is done sep-
arately for the components. Examples for this step are the
test of stimulated monitoring devices or the test of a knowl-
edge base to verify that BIT requirements are met. In order to
test the complete DS in interaction with the physical system
a virtual integration approach is used. For this step, models
that have already been used for the design and optimization
of the system architecture and specific components, are ex-
tended in order to be usable for simulations together with the
complete software system. This includes the DS and all the
control applications.

Component
Design

Hardware Realization

Model-based design of a diagnosis
system

Model-based
test

Virtual integration
test

V
al

id
at

io
n

Autocoding

System
Design

Component
Test

Require-
ments

A/C
Level

System
Test

Figure 3. Framework of a model-based development process
for diagnosis systems.

The approach of an integrated simulation environment en-
ables the identification of failures, which are caused by the
physical interaction of the system components combined with
all the software systems.

Following the approach for the design and test of the DS a
simulation of the complete system is possible before qual-
ified code is generated and implemented on final hardware
platforms and further hardware devices are chosen. Thereby
an early identification and correction of failures in the func-
tional specifications can be made that should lead to a signif-
icant reduction of the overall development costs.

This paper deals with the optimal design of diagnosis system
architectures for complex high lift actuation systems. The
basic aspects of the integration of all the involved DS in-
stances and the execution of preliminary verification tests are
presented in (Modest, Schories, et al., 2011) and (Modest,
Grymlas, et al., 2011) for the application to multi functional
fuel cell systems.

4. DESIGN OF A DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The first phases of the overall system development process
have an important impact on the product’s total life cycle
cost (LCC). The LCC includes cost for research, develop-
ment, test and evaluation (RDTE), acquisition (ACQ), opera-
tion and support (OPS), and the final disposal (DISP).

Figure 4 depicts the impact of the different aircraft program
phases on the LCC and illustrates where the actual costs occur
(Roskam, 2006).
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Figure 4. Impact of different aircraft program phases on the
life cycle cost.
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The biggest part of the LCC occurs during the aircraft oper-
ation and support whereas the cost for RDTE are compara-
tively small. The impact of RDTE in general and the plan-
ning and conceptual design phase in particular on the cost for
OPS are huge though. The first program phase accounts for
an impact of 65% on the LCC. This phase has thus to be dealt
with in a careful and systematic way in order to prevent high
cost that may result from belated, but necessary changes in
the aircraft system and the respective DS due to in-flight in-
cidences. Examples are, that additional sensors are needed
in order to detect certain failure conditions or to support the
system’s troubleshooting for the case that faults lead to high
system downtimes. In order to prevent such conditions a sys-
tematic and traceable design procedure for a DS is necessary.

The main tasks of the DS are the detection of all abnormal
functional conditions, which are here related to their safety
impact, and the provision of distinct information for an effi-
cient troubleshooting. A general design procedure for a DS
that assures that these requirements can be met during the op-
eration is presented in the following sections. The focus is on
the conceptual design of a DS architecture.

Figure 5 depicts a general overview of the proposed design
procedure. In the first step, requirements that the design has
to meet are analyzed and defined. At the current stage these
are related to safety and reliability. The first one focuses on
the detection of symptoms of safety critical failure conditions
whereas the latter one concentrates on the fusion of symptoms
in order to identify root causes. An important aspect is thus
the definition of safety critical failure conditions on a system
level. As a guideline, the SAE ARP 4761(SAE, 1996) is used.
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Figure 5. Overview of the design phase of a DS for HLS.

Table 1 depicts three examples of failure conditions on a sys-
tem level of a typical high lift actuation system. These con-
ditions are numbered and sorted according to their severity.
The classification MIN stands for minor and CAT for catas-
trophic. In the first case a degraded operation of the system
might still be possible whereas in the latter case an abnor-
mal shut down of the overall system has to be commanded.
In order to enable the appropriate system reaction these two
conditions have to be separated. A prerequisite is, that in the
general case the symptoms of all FCs are analyzed properly
and adequate monitoring devices for the detection are chosen.

This paper focuses on the optimal design of diagnosis sys-
tems. In order to gain these optimal design solutions with
respect to various objectives, different alternatives to provide
features and detect symptoms for each failure condition have
to be considered. In order to clarify this point the FC Asym-
metric Flap Movement is used as an example. The effect of
such a failure condition might be an uncontrollable roll mo-
ment on an aircraft level which in turn can lead to a total loss
of the aircraft. In order to identify this condition and take ad-
equate measures it has to be analyzed in the first step how re-
spective symptoms look like. One such symptom might be a
position difference that exceeds certain limits. This difference
can be taken between the left and right hand transmission sys-
tem or separately between each of the transmission halves and
the PCU. A third alternative might consist in taking features
from position measurements at each pair of rotary actuators.
It is obvious that all the alternatives differ in various objec-
tives. While the first one uses only a minimum of informa-
tion the other alternatives would need more features and by
that cause more effort. However, this simple evaluation holds
only for one objective and in general every alternative has to
be evaluated in the overall design context. This means with
respect to reliability related requirements and other require-
ments that might be defined in further design steps.

The way, that has been depicted for one failure condition, is
now repeated carefully for all the failure conditions that have
to be considered. A general overview of the manner in which
failure conditions are linked to monitoring devices that again
are linked to sensor devices is depicted in Figure 6.

FC Ref. Title Class.
001 Flaps operate with reduced rate MIN

...

004 Loss of Flap Operation MIN

...

011 Asymmetric Flap Movement CAT

...

Table 1. Failure condition summary list.
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In general, the presented approach leads to design solutions
that can effectively fulfill the safety requirement with respect
to various criteria. However, the most optimal solution may
not be adequate to also fulfill other requirements like the re-
liability related one. Considering the previous example, this
means that only some of the alternatives would allow to iso-
late potential root causes on different levels of detail. While
the first alternative does not allow for any isolation, the sec-
ond and third one would allow for an isolation on a system
or subsystem level. Consequently, the first alternative would
have to be extended in order to meet further requirements.
Therefore, maintenance conditions (MC) are introduced next.

The MCs are defined to be conditions that are not directly
linked to specific FCs. Examples are the conditions ”high
position difference on right hand system side” or ”low load
at left hand PCU side”. Both the conditions state possible
extensions of the first alternative of the previous example and
might be used to meet certain reliability related requirements,
like an isolation between left and right hand system side. In
general, features that are needed to detect symptoms of MCs
can be gained from measurements that are also linked to FCs.

According to the way proposed before, a set of alternatives
for the detection of symptoms and the respective sensors for
FCs and MCs are defined. This set is then implemented in a
diagnosis model. A simulation of all component fault modes
is carried out and the respective symptoms in form of monitor
flags are stored and transfered into cause-effect matrices. An
example is depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Placement of sensors and concepts for monitoring.
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Figure 7. Result of the simulation of dedicated fault modes.

The cause-effect matrices are used as an input for a two stage
analysis process. In the first stage, the safety related symp-
toms are evaluated in order to gain solutions for the fulfill-
ment of a safety requirement. In the second stage, the fulfill-
ment of additional reliability related requirements is checked
and if necessary complementary maintenance related symp-
toms are identified for an extended design solution. In order
to identify the overall optimal solution, cost factors for the
placement of sensors are considered. The relation between
symptoms and sensors is defined as a directed graph, where
each sensor node has a cost property. In the end of the overall
design procedure a globally optimal solution is gained, that
consists in the definition of symptoms, features and measure-
ments.

The entire proceeding is explained in the following. In the
first part the development of a diagnosis model is shown. Af-
terwards, a theoretical definition of the requirements is given
and in the third part the analysis process is depicted.

4.1. Development of a Diagnosis Model

The proposed approach uses on an a-causal, component-
based, quasi-static model of the high lift actuation system. As
a simulation environment the tool RODON is used (Bunus et
al., 2009). The overall model is built-up of different layers
where each of the layers states one level of hierarchy. This
approach is used to effectively handle changes that will nat-
urally occur during the overall system development process
and especially during the early phases.

The model’s top-layer presents the system level where the in-
teraction between all involved subsystems and the interfaces
to other systems, e.g. the electrical power supply, are de-
fined. Subsystems of a typical HLS are the PCU, the right
and left hand transmission system and two SFCCs. Each of
these subsystems is built-up of components that are defined at
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the component level. In case of the SFCC these components
are a control and a monitoring part whereas for the transmis-
sion system these are shafts, gears and actuators amongst oth-
ers. Figure 8 depicts an excerpt of the component level of the
left-hand transmission system. It is shown the inner flap sur-
face and dedicated mechanical components. The surface is
deployed by means of two rotary actuators that in turn are
operated by several shafts and gears.

The lowest layer of the model is the constraint level where
the specific behavior is defined. A multi-step modeling ap-
proach is used therefore. Aspects of that approach have been
introduced in (Modest, Schories, et al., 2011). In order to
illustrate this approach the example of a gear is used. This
gear is located on the lowest component level of the left hand
transmission system that has been depicted previously. Fig-
ure 9 states the exact position in the second down drive of the
inner flap surface. The purpose of the gear is to reduce the
transmission’s rotational speed. In order to build a model of
this component all the interfaces are defined in the first step.
A specific domain is used for that. For mechanical compo-
nents the domain consists of the rotational speed as a poten-
tial quantity and the torque as a flow quantity. The gear has
one input and one output so that two interfaces are needed.
As a result there is a model-shell.

In the second step all parameters are added to the model-shell.
In case of the gear these can be the gear ratio, the efficiency
factor and the diameters of all cog wheels, depending on the
level of detail. Afterwards in the third step all the variables
are defined. These can be the rotational speed difference or
the power dissipation amongst others. All the variables and
the parameters are linked in the fourth step. As it can be seen
from Figure 9 the behavioral section is divided into two main
parts with two sets of constraints. The first part contains the
set of constraints that are supposed to be fix.

Torque Shafts

Flap Surface

Right Angle
Gears

Down Drive
Gear

Rotary
Actuator

Input Gear

Figure 8. Excerpt from the component level of the transmis-
sion model.

The second part contains the set of constraints that are de-
fined to be switchable. An example for a constraint that is
supposed to be fix is the rotational speed difference. This is
defined as the speed difference ∆n between both the speeds
n1 and n2 at the interfaces under consideration of the gear
ratio i : ∆n = n1 − n2 · i. The value for the speed difference
though is defined as a switchable constraint. In the example
there are two of these constraints which relate to two specific
fault modes. In general these include the nominal mode. Fol-
lowing the example the speed difference is defined to be zero,
∆n = 0, in the nominal mode whereas in the second mode it
is undefined which relates to a rupture. For the torqueM1 and
M2 it holds M1 · i + M2 = 0 in the nominal and the second
mode, whereas in the second mode M1 is set as a parameter,
M1 = 0, so that there is zero torque at both the interfaces.
A third mode that is not part of the example is a jam of the
gear. The way in which this mode is defined is analog to the
example.

According to the way, that has been depicted, all the compo-
nents of a typical high lift actuation system are modeled. This
includes mechanical, hydraulic and electrical components as
well as the controller and monitoring part of the software sys-
tems. The focus of modeling fault modes though lies on the
non software systems. All components are then grouped in a
library and used to form a model of the specific system under
consideration. In this paper it is the Airbus A340-600 flap ac-
tuation system. The architecture is similar to the one that has
been depicted in Figure 1.

The validation of the behavior in normal operation according
to functional requirements has been done but is not the scope
of this paper.

ATL
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2. Parameters
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4. Behavior
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Figure 9. A multi-step modeling approach for a component
model applied to a gear.
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4.2. Definition of requirements

The planning and conceptual design phase for the develop-
ment of a DS focuses on the analysis of optimal system archi-
tectures with respect to the detection of symptoms of safety
critical failure conditions (FC) and the isolation of poten-
tial root causes. In the following, two requirements for both
aspects are introduced in detail. The first one is related to
the symptom-detection of FCs and has previously been men-
tioned as safety related whereas the second one focuses on the
isolation task and has previously been mentioned as reliabil-
ity related. According to the general proceeding of detection
followed by isolation both requirements are introduced con-
secutively in the following.

In the first step the diagnosis system is in charge of the de-
tection of symptoms of FCs. These are defined in accordance
with (Isermann, 2006). Related to that, a safety requirement
is defined here, such that all fault modes that map to symp-
toms of FCs shall be detected using a minimal amount of
symptoms with a minimal overlap. This is formalized in the
following definition.

Definition 4.1 (Safety Requirement) A safety requirement
(SR) is defined such that a set of fault modes that map to
symptoms of FCs are detectable with a minimal amount of
symptoms that have a minimal overlap:

SR := {fm | ∃m ∈M : fm 7→ m ∧ min(∩mi)∀mi ∈M∗} .

The following holds in the definition:

• m is a symptom that is sensitive to a specific fault mode ,

• M is a set of symptoms that are sensitive to any fault
mode ,

• M∗ is a minimal set of symptoms that have a minimal
overlap .

The safety requirement states that all fault modes fm that are
related to M shall be detected using M∗. An example for that
is the consideration of two different fault modes. An analysis
showed that fault mode one maps to the symptoms A and B
whereas fault mode two maps to the symptoms B and C. The
safety requirement is fulfilled by two solutions. The first one
consists of the symptom B whereas the second one consists of
the symptoms A and C. Both solutions use a minimal amount
of symptoms to detect all relevant fault modes. The capability
to infer the root cause is different though.

In the second step the diagnosis system is in charge of fus-
ing different symptoms to isolate potential root causes. Com-
pared to the definition of the SR it is not required here to
isolate between every considered fault mode but according to
specified isolability requirements. In order to clearly define
this concept some definitions are made in advance. The first
one is the definition of isolability items. These can focus on
specific fault modes, components and system parts.

Definition 4.2 (Isolability Item) An isolability item (ii) is a
triple (sp, comp, fm) where:

1. sp, a system part, is an expression that indicates a loca-
tion ,

2. comp, a component, is an expression that indicates a
component ,

3. fm, a fault mode, is an expression that indicates a fault
mode .

The set of all isolability items ∪ {iij} is defined to be II. An
example for an isolability item is the triple LH∧Shaft001∧
Rupture. In this expression LH stands for the flap system’s
left hand side, Shaft001 stands for a mechanical component of
the transmission system and Rupture is a specific fault mode.
If it is unambiguous, parts of the formal ii can be omitted if
necessary in order to define larger items that cover complete
locations or components. An example is the item PCU∧∗∧∗
that is shortened by PCU . This covers all components and
respective fault modes of the system part PCU.

The isolability items are next used to form isolability clusters
where each cluster contains one or more items ii.

Definition 4.3 (Isolability Cluster) An isolability cluster
(ic) is a set of isolability items:

ic := {∪ {iij}, iij ∈ II, j ≤ |II|} .

The set of all isolability clusters ∪ {icj} is defined
to be IC. Extending the previous example of the isola-
bility item, an isolability cluster ic can be the set
{LH ∧ Shaft001 ∧Rupture, PCU}. In combination with
other clusters this means that every ii of the icj has to be iso-
lated from all other ii ∈ ick. The set of clusters is thus used
to finally define the isolability requirement.

Definition 4.4 (Isolability Requirement) An isolability re-
quirement (IR) is a set of disjunct isolability clusters ic such
that:

IR := {ic1, . . . , icn} , icn ∈ IC, 1 ≤ n ≤ |IC| ,
ick ∩ icm = ∅ ,∀ ick, icm ∈ IR , k 6= m .

An example for an isolability requirement is the set:

{ {LH ∧ Shaft001 ∧Rupture, PCU} ,
{RH ∧DownDriveShaft003 ∧ Jam } } .

The set illustrates the requirement, that all iis of the first clus-
ter have to be isolated from the iis of the second cluster and
vice versa in any failure condition. The requirement is ful-
filled if this can be shown by analysis. Considering the exam-
ple of the two fault modes that was introduced previously,
the IR can here be defined such that both fault modes are
to be isolated from each other. Regarding the solutions for
the fulfillment of the SR, under the assumption that only sin-
gle faults are considered, only the second solution, which are
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the symptoms A and C, can fulfill the IR. The first solution,
which is symptom B, has to be extended in order to fulfill
both the SR and IR. The general procedure to gain optimal
solutions that meet both the requirements is presented next.

4.3. Analysis

Design for the fulfillment of safety requirements
The result of the simulation of fault modes of the diagnosis
model and the observation of the respective symptoms are
two cause-effect matrices. In this section it is presented how
the safety related matrix is used to gain solutions for a pre-
liminary system design that meets the safety requirement. In
order to illustrate the proceeding an example is used. The
theoretical approach is defined afterwards.

Figure 10 depicts an example of a safety related cause-effect
matrix. In this example two solutions are highlighted. These
lead to sets of symptoms and respective monitors that are ad-
equate to detect all safety critical component faults. The non-
detectable faults are analyzed before. If they show a safety
impact or have to be considered due to other reasons, more
and different alternatives have to be defined and the analy-
sis has to be repeated. Otherwise, these fault modes can be
cleared from the list of all the considered fault modes.

The rows of the cause-effect matrix are used to form a Symp-
tom Set (S). This is defined as the conjunction of symptoms
m that are sensitive to a specific fault mode fmi:

S(fmi) := {m | fmi 7→ m ∧m ∈M} .

The set S(fmi) is thus the set of symptoms such that observ-
ing any symptom of the set gives detectability of the fault
mode fmi. Figure 10 depicts an example for that. Trans-
ferring the first row of the matrix into a symptom set gives
S(fm1) = {M1,M2}. This says that observing the symp-
tom M1 or the symptom M2 gives detectability of fm1.

In order to provide detectability of all relevant fault modes
intersections have to be built that hit each symptom set S at
least once. Figure 10 depicts two possible solutions for that.
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Figure 10. Calculation of minimal hitting sets based on a
safety-related cause-effect matrix.

The solutions are different in the way that one of them is
minimal whereas the other one includes more symptoms than
those that are actually needed for the detectability of all fault
modes. Comparing both the solutions the minimal one ful-
fills the safety requirement whereas the other one does not. In
this simple example both solutions were found by manually
traversing the rows and columns of the cause-effect matrix.
In the general case though this is laborious and hardly pos-
sible. In order to find all minimal solutions in a systematic
and efficient way the theory of minimal hitting sets (Reiter,
1987)(Greiner et al., 1989) is used. According to that, a min-
imal hitting set for a multitude of sets is a set that has a non-
empty intersection with every set of the multitude of sets. It
is thus exactly the set of symptoms M∗ that fulfills the safety
requirement.

In the depicted example there are six different symptom
sets that are needed for the detectability of the specific fault
modes. These are {M1,M2}, {M3}, {M1,M5}, {M2},
{M2,M4,M5} and {M3,M5}. In Figure 10 these are
shortened by using their indices. The theory of minimal hit-
ting sets now gives two solutions that fulfill the safety re-
quirement. These solutions are M∗

1 = {M1,M2,M3} and
M∗

2 = {M2,M3,M5}. In this context minimal means, that
when removing one symptom there are specific fault modes
that are no longer detectable.

The application to the high lift actuation system of finding
minimal sets of symptoms M∗ that fulfill the safety require-
ment gives 94 solutions. Details on that are depicted in the
following sections. In the next step of this section the exam-
ple is formalized.

The proposed approach of gaining solutions for the fulfill-
ment of the safety requirement is defined in Algorithm 1. As
an input the safety related cause-effect matrix CEMFC is
used that states the relation between specific fault modes and
their safety critical symptoms. The respective symptom sets
S are conjunct in Z that in turn is used as an input for a min-
imal hitting set algorithm. As a result all solutions for the
safety problem are computed.

Algorithm 1 All minimal Solutions for Safety Problem

1: function DETECTION(CEMFC)
2: Z ← ∅
3: for i = 1→ |CEMFC | do
4: si = S(CEMFC(i)) . CEMFC(i) = fmi
5: Z ← Z ∪ {si} . add si to Z
6: end for
7: M∗ ← MinHittingSets(Z)
8: return M∗
9: end function

In order to get the best solution out off all solutions, criteria
for the evaluation have to be defined. In the first step a cost
criteria is considered. Cost can be applied to different aspects
of the DS architecture. These can be cost for computation of
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symptoms, cost for mounting and weight of wires or cost for
hardware. The latter is used at the current stage. At this point
hardware is referred to sensors. Every symptom is related to
features that are gained using information from sensors. An
example for that is the symptom Asymmetry. Features that
are related to this symptom can be gained using information
from two sensors, one at each half of the transmission system.
In the simplest case this symptom would thus lead to cost of
two unit cost. In the general case though, when calculating
cost for symptoms, it has to be considered that in the physical
system architecture there are already sensors that are needed
for the system control. Using these sensors also for the sys-
tem diagnosis task thus does not lead to additional cost. An
example for that is a symptom that is related to information of
only one such sensor. This symptom thus does not lead to any
unit cost at the current stage of the proposed approach. There-
fore, an important aspect is the relation between symptom and
sensor. This relation is configured using a database of avail-
able sensors and is formed here as a graph. Figure 11 depicts
an excerpt of such a graph that shows the relation between
symptoms in form of specific monitors and the information
they need in form of sensors.

Circles in the graph mark sensors that lead to a specific ad-
ditional cost whereas the rhomb marks a sensor that leads to
no additional costs. In the example the symptom set M∗ =
{M2,M3} is active. Performing now a reachability analysis
on the graph leads to a total cost of: Ctot. = CS3 +CS10. At
the current stage this will be two unit costs.

Applying the proposed approach of determining cost to all
the sets that fulfill the safety requirement, enables to find the
most cost effective one. However, it has to be considered that
so far cost only includes cost for sensors. In the general case
though, the most cost effective symptom set M∗ that fulfills
the safety requirement will not also fulfill the isolability re-
quirement. How this is checked and how a design is gained
that also meets the isolability requirement is depicted in the
next section.

Monitor 1

Monitor 2 (active)

Sensor 1

Monitor 3 (active)

Sensor 10

Sensor 3

Figure 11. Example of a graph that shows the relation be-
tween symptom and sensor.

Extension of the Design for the fulfillment of isolability
requirements
In the case that a symptom of a failure condition is detected,
possible root causes shall be determined in accordance with
specific isolability requirements. These define how strong
possible root causes shall be isolated in order to improve
the troubleshooting. Examples are system locations, specific
components or specific fault modes. Details on this topic
have been explained in Section 4.2. In this section an
approach is depicted that can be used to gain all minimal
solutions for the isolability problem.

In order to make the isolability items ii of different isolability
clusters ic ∈ IR isolable from each other, a prerequisite is,
that their respective symptom sets S have to be different in at
least one symptom m. Referring to the example of Figure 10
the fault modes fm1 and fm2 are isolable as they have non
overlapping symptom sets. All their symptoms can be used
as candidates for the fulfillment of a requirement. On the
contrary symptoms that are included in all symptom sets can
not be used to meet a specific isolability requirement. This
assumption is used to define sets of isolability candidates C:

C(a,b) := {m |m ∈ (S(a) ∪ S(b))\(S(a) ∩ S(b)) ,

a, b ∈ icj , ick, ic ∈ IR, j 6= k, |a| ≤ |icj |, |b| ≤ |ick|} .

The candidate set C(a, b) is the set of symptoms m of the
conjunction of symptom sets S(a), S(b) that are not in the
intersection of all symptom sets S(a), S(b). The determina-
tion of C is done problem specific. This means that a, b can
be isolability items ii of a specific isolability sub-problem,
but can also cover complete isolability cluster ic. A nec-
essary prerequisite for the possible fulfillment of a specific
requirement is thus that C(a, b) 6= ∅ for all a = icj , b =
ick, ic ∈ IR. If this is fulfilled, specific candidates for all
sub-problems are computed in the next step. In order to find
the candidates that lead to an optimal fulfillment of the over-
all IR problem a solution is presented in the following. The
proceeding is illustrated by examples.

In the previous design phase, solutions were gained that
are adequate for the fulfillment of the safety requirement.
The next step in the current design phase is thus to check
if these solutions already provide candidates for the fulfill-
ment of the isolability requirement. In order to illustrate this
point the example from Figure 10 is used. The solutions for
the SR that were found, are M∗

1 = {M1,M2,M3} and
M∗

2 = {M2,M3,M5}. An isolability requirement can be
that IR={FM4, FM5, FM6, FM7}. This means that all
cluster icj ∈ IR, which are in this case the isolability items
FM4, FM5, FM6 and FM7, shall be isolable from each
other under any condition. Figure 12 depicts the case that
M∗

1 is used to check for the fulfillment.
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Figure 12. Candidate and symptom sets to check for fulfill-
ment of the isolability requirement IR using M∗

1 .

Referring to the previous example, the symptom sets for
all isolability items are S(FM4) = S(FM6) = {2}, and
S(FM5) = S(FM7) = {3}. This illustrates that there are no
candidates such that FM4 and FM6, and FM5 and FM7
can be isolated from each other. The requirement is thus not
fulfilled using the solution M∗

1 . The exemplified proceeding
to check for the fulfillment of the IR is generalized in Algo-
rithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Check for the fulfillment of the isolability req.

1: function FULFILLMENT(IR,CEMFC ,M
∗
i )

2: A ← ∅
3: for icj , ick ∈ IR, j 6= k do
4: (a, b)← P(icj , ick) . ∀ a ∈ icj , b ∈ ick
5: Ca,b ← C(a, b) . on CEMFC and M = M∗

i

6: if Ca,b = ∅ then . Req. not fulfilled !
7: A ← A∪ {(a, b)} . add (a, b) to A
8: end if
9: end for

10: return A
11: end function

The function FULFILLMENT uses the requirement IR and
the safety-related cause-effect matrix CEMFC as an input
and checks if each sub-problem, meaning the power set (a, b)
of elements ii of the clusters icj , ick ∈ IR, has a non empty
candidate set Ca,b = C(a, b). An output of the function is
the set A. This set is empty in the case that the requirement
is fulfilled for the overall problem, otherwise A includes the
sub-problems for which further candidates have to be found.

In the current example the set A is not empty. This means
that the isolability requirement is not fulfilled and further
candidates have to be found. Therefore, the maintenance
related symptoms are analyzed in the next step. In Fig-
ure 13 it is shown that there are four maintenance related
symptoms that may lead to a fulfillment of the IR. These
are {6, 8, 9, 10} and collected in the candidate set CM . The

requirements that were not met by using the candidate set
CS are (FM4, FM6) and (FM5, FM7). Applying now
the candidate set CM , local candidate sets for both the re-
quirements are CFM4,FM6 = {6, 9, 10} and CFM5,FM7 =
{6, 8, 10}. All elements of these local sets lead to a fulfill-
ment of the respective sub-problem. In order to gain solu-
tions that fulfill the overall isolability requirement, combina-
tions of symptoms from both the candidate sets have to be
built. For the aim not to find all solutions but the minimal
ones, a minimal hitting set algorithm is used. This provides
all minimal solutions M̂i,k that lead to a fulfillment of the
IR for a specific M∗

i . For the example these solutions are
M̂1,1 = {6}, M̂1,2 = {10} and M̂1,3 = {8, 9}.
The set M̂ includes all solutions M̂i,k for the particular isola-
bility problem. The general proceeding to gain M̂ is defined
in Algorithm 3. There the function ISOLATION uses the
IR, the maintenance-related cause-effect matrix CEMMC

and the set A of unmet sub-problems as an input. The can-
didates for the fulfillment of the IR are then computed for
all elements of A and collected in the set B. Afterwards a
minimal hitting set algorithm uses B to calculate all minimal
solutions M̂ that fulfill the IR for the specificM∗

i . The calcu-
lation of the candidate set CM is omitted as it was used only
for demonstration.

In order to gain solutions M̃i that hold for the overall prob-
lem, that is the fulfillment of safety and isolability require-
ments, the conjunction of both the single solutions M∗

i and
M̂i,k has to be built:

M̃i,k = M∗
i ∪ M̂i,k .

For the example, solutions to the overall problem are M̃1,1 =

{1, 2, 3, 6}, M̃1,2 = {1, 2, 3, 10} and M̃1,3 = {1, 2, 3, 8, 9}.

FM 1

FM 2

FM 3

FM 4

FM 5

FM 6

FM 7

}

{2,3}

Candidate Set CS

Available Safety
Related Symptoms

M
1

M
2

M
3

M
6

M
7

M
8

M
9

M
10

Maintenance
Related Symptoms

{6,8,9,10}

Candidate Set CM

Candidate Set
CFM4, FM6

{6,9,10}

Figure 13. Safety and maintenance related candidate sets for
fulfillment of isolability requirement IR using M∗

1 .
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Algorithm 3 All minimal solutions for the isolability require-
ment

1: function ISOLATION(IR,CEMMC ,A)
2: M̂ ← ∅
3: B ← ∅
4: for (a, b) ∈ A do
5: Ca,b ← C(a, b) . on CEMMC

6: if Ca,b = ∅ then
7: break . Req. can not be fulfilled
8: end if
9: B ← B ∪ {Ca,b} . add Ca,b to B

10: end for
11: M̂ ← MinHittingSets(B)

12: return M̂
13: end function

The proposed approach has now to be repeated and to be ap-
plied to all the solutions M∗

i in order to gain the global set of
all the solutions M̃ that fulfill both the requirements.

In case of the previous example two solutions M∗
1 and M∗

2

for the fulfillment of the safety requirement were found. A
detailed description of all the proposed steps of the analysis
process for M∗

2 is omitted at this point. However, checking
M∗

2 for the fulfillment of the IR, four distinct symptom sets
and six respective non-empty candidate sets are found. The
minimal hitting set M∗

2 is thus adequate for the fulfillment
of both the safety and the isolability requirement. For this
particular case it thus holds that M̃2 = M∗

2 .

In the end of the depicted process four solutions to the overall
problem are gained. These are M̃1,1 = {1, 2, 3, 6}, M̃1,2 =

{1, 2, 3, 10}, M̃1,3 = {1, 2, 3, 8, 9} and M̃2 = {2, 3, 5}.
The complete proceeding of determining solutions to both the
safety and the isolability problem is summed up in the Algo-
rithm 4. There the function SOLUTIONS combines the three
functions that have been presented in the previous sections.

In order to find the overall optimal solution the relation from
Figure 11 combined with a reachability analysis can now be
used. This is omitted for the previous example but shown
exemplary in the following section for the application of the
proposed approach to the high lift actuation system of an Air-
bus A340-600 aircraft.

5. RESULTS FOR THE AIRBUS A340-600 FLAP SYSTEM

The previous sections gave a general overview of the pro-
ceeding and the theoretical backgrounds of a model-based ap-
proach to the optimal design of a DS architecture. In this sec-
tion the results of the application of the approach to the flap
system of an Airbus A340-600 aircraft are presented. In the
first step, in Subsection 5.1, the solution spaces for the fulfill-
ment of both the requirements and the corresponding efforts
are shown. In the second step, in Subsection 5.2, two exam-
ples of solutions are depicted in detail. There, an overview of
the resulting elements of the DS architectures is given.

Algorithm 4 All minimal solutions that meet both the safety
and isolability requirements

1: function SOLUTIONS(IR,CEMFC , CEMMC)
2: M̃ ← ∅
3: M∗ ← DETECTION(IR,CEMFC)
4: for M∗

i ∈M∗ do
5: M̂ ← ∅
6: A ← FULFILLMENT (IR,CEMFC ,M

∗
i )

7: if A 6= ∅ then
8: M̂ ← ISOLATION(IR,CEMMC ,A)

9: for M̂k ∈ M̂ do
10: M̃i,k ←M∗

i ∪ M̂k

11: M̃ ← M̃ ∪ {M̃i,k} . add M̃i,k to M̃
12: end for
13: else
14: M̃ ← M̃ ∪ {M∗

i } . add M∗
i to M̃

15: end if
16: end for
17: return M̃
18: end function

5.1. Analysis

The first stage of the overall design procedure consists in the
definition of safety and isolability requirements. Two con-
secutive steps are then executed to design a DS architecture
according to these requirements. A diagnosis model is used
to provide safety and maintenance related symptoms. In the
first step the safety related symptoms are evaluated in order to
fulfill the related requirement. As a result 94 different solu-
tions M∗

i are gained. Strictly speaking M∗
i is a symptom set,

as introduced in Subsection 4.2, but in this context it should
be seen as a solution, that always consists of a set of specific
sensors, a set of features, a set of symptoms and the diag-
nostic knowledge, that is stored in the cause-effect matrices.
Details about the different elements are given in Section 5.2
by means of two specific examples.

In order to evaluate every single solution M∗
i the effort for

placement of sensors was introduced as a criteria in Sec-
tion 4.3. This simple cost function should by no means con-
sidered to be complete, but as a first step in a multi criteria
decision making process. The effort that is induced by ev-
ery solution M∗

i is depicted in Figure 14. The solutions are
marked there with black dots and are arranged according to
their specific index i. In total, there are 11 solutions that cause
the same minimal effort of five unit cost whereas two solu-
tions lead to the highest effort which is 15 unit cost. The two
solutions 9 and 19 are depicted in more detail in the end of
this section.
In the second step of the approach the fulfillment of spe-
cific isolability requirements is checked and the design is ex-
tended if necessary. As an example, the requirement IR =
{LH-System,RH-System} is chosen. This states that under
any condition the root cause of a detected failure shall be iso-
lated at least between the left and right hand system half. The
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Figure 14. Effort for the fulfillment of the safety requirement.

result of the analysis is, that all of the solutions M∗
i have to

be extended by means of additional symptoms M̂i,k in order
to meet the IR. In detail this means, that some of the previous
solutions can be extended by additional symptoms, that are
gained using features from signals that are linked to sensors,
which are already part of the architecture due to the safety
requirement. This case induces no additional effort therefore.
In other cases new, maintenance related only symptoms and
sensors are needed, which accordingly rises the effort for the
fulfillment of the IR.

In total, there are 480 solutions M̃i,k = M∗
i ∪ M̂i,k that meet

both the requirements in a local optimal way with respect to
minimality. An overview of the effort for every single so-
lution M̃i,k is given in Figure 15. Each tuple (i, k) is there
represented by a new sequential index i∗. The solutions 9
and 19 from Figure 14 are highlighted for two respective tu-
ples (i, k) using the old index i. Both the solutions had to be
extended using an additional sensor in order to meet the IR.

A result of the analysis is, that all of the optimal solutions
found in the first step remain optimal also in the second step.
In addition there are five more solutions that cause the same
minimal effort of six unit cost. A reason for that is, as men-
tioned previously, that for some solutions from step one there
was no need for additional sensors in order to meet the IR, but
only for additional symptoms gained from data from already
available sensors. Due to that, some solutions from step one
did not cause a rise in effort during the analysis in step two.
Summarizing the results, in the end of the analysis process,
there are 16 solutions that meet both the requirements in a
global optimal way with respect to minimality and the single
cost function that has been considered.

In order to choose one solution that has to be detailed in fur-
ther steps, more criteria for the evaluation have to be intro-
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Figure 15. Effort for the fulfillment of both the safety and the
isolability requirement.

duced. Possible extensions are the consideration of an isola-
bility performance metric and the use of more realistic cost
factors amongst others.

Apart from detailing of the cost function, a further important
aspect is, that only one design case, that means one operating
condition, under a certain side condition has been considered
so far. In the current case the analysis was based on an exten-
sion of the system against high air loads. Further cases that
have to be analyzed are different operating speeds and other
load conditions, so that in the end an overall optimal solution
is gained that holds for all conditions considered.

5.2. Discussion

The solutions 9 and 19 that were marked in both the previous
figures belong to the set of global optimal solutions. In the
following, both of them are depicted in detail and differences
are discussed.

An overview of the resulting preliminary design of a DS ar-
chitecture according to solution 9 is given in Figure 16. On
the lowest layer of this architecture there are seven sensors.
These are three position sensors, three proxy sensors and one
load sensor. The sensors a and c are placed on the left and
right hand system side, whereas all the other sensors are only
placed once. At this point of the design procedure these sen-
sors are basically reduced to the physical quantity they mea-
sure, so that aspects of redundancy have not been considered
yet which may demand additional sensors in future. Although
there are currently seven sensors, the effort for the architec-
ture consists of six unit cost. This is based on the fact, that the
position sensor located at the PCU is also used for the system
control and by that comes for free for the diagnostic tasks.

The sensor signals are evaluated by six monitoring devices.
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Five of them are related to the safety task and one is only
needed for the fulfillment of the isolability requirement. This
device is marked as maintenance related only. All of the de-
vices are built up like it is shown for the device A. In the first
step different signals are used to generate features, that in the
second step are compared to a threshold in order to detect
symptoms. The example of device A is related to the fail-
ure condition Asymmetry. In this case, position measure-
ments from both ends of the mechanical transmission system
are used to calculate the absolute difference between both the
position signals. If this feature exceeds a certain threshold the
symptom of the failure condition is detected. In order to take
adequate measures and to generate maintenance messages all
of the detected symptoms are correlated afterwards. In order
to determine potential root causes the diagnostic knowledge
is used. At this point of the preliminary design phase it is
stored in the cause-effect matrices. Due to the isolability re-
quirement, the root cause can then be isolated at least between
the left and right hand system side by using the knowledge.

The resulting architecture of the DS according to solution 9 is
very close to the Airbus A340-600 flap system’s current DS’s
architecture. The focus of the current architecture is on the
detection of FCs though. Due to confidentiality reasons no
details can be stated about that at this point. In the proposed
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n
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Maintenance Message

Monitoring Device

Decision

Maintenance
related only

Figure 16. Detailed overview of the resulting architecture ac-
cording to solution 9.

new concept though, less monitoring devices are needed in
order to meet the stated safety requirement. Furthermore one
additional, maintenance related only, device is added in order
to fulfill the isolability requirement. Due to the non-safety
critical functionality of this device a low development assur-
ance level can be applied in the next design steps. It has to be
considered though, that a loss of the respective function could
lead to more cost and effort for the troubleshooting. The con-
sideration of this aspect and the detailing of all the elements
of the architecture will come in further design steps. Next,
a second alternative of a preliminary architecture of a DS is
presented.

Figure 17 depicts the resulting architecture according to so-
lution 19. In this case, there are again used information pro-
vided by seven sensors. These are position and proxy sensors
and one load sensor. The effort consists of six unit cost, due
to the fact, that again the position sensor, that is located at
the PCU, comes for free. All of the sensor signals are eval-
uated by six safety related monitoring devices and again one
additional, maintenance related only, device.

Comparing both the architectures they show clear similarities.
Both are using only information that are provided by position,
proxy and load sensors. They differ in the way, the sensors
are located and features are extracted from the measurements.

The architecture according to solution 9 uses information that
are provided by position sensors a, which are located at the
outermost ends of the mechanical transmission system.
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Figure 17. Detailed overview of the resulting architecture for
solution 19.
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The monitoring device A is in charge of extracting a feature
from these information in order to detect the symptom of an
Asymmetry failure condition. In the architecture according
to solution 19 the sensors a are missing. Instead, two sensors
d are used, that are located on the transmission system be-
tween the in and outboard flap of each system side. In detail,
the sensors d provide position measurements. The monitoring
devicesD andE use these measurements to calculate a speed
signal that is used as a feature in order to detect a symptom
of an Overspeed failure condition.

The differences in both the architectures result from the fact,
that the failure conditionsAsymmetry andOverspeed over-
lap. The safety requirement was defined such that the over-
lapping should always be as minimal as possible, so that the
two alternatives result as solutions. If this holds for all the
conditions that have to be considered, has to be checked in
the extended design procedure, as mentioned previously.

In the current case only unit cost factors for the placement
of sensors have been considered in order to evaluate all the
solutions. Extending this approach by taking the weight for
wiring into account, solution 19 seems to be a little advan-
tageous. On the other hand though, the computational effort
rises, due to the fact that more monitoring devices are needed.
Therefore, it is obvious that further criteria have to be identi-
fied and considered in order to determine the overall optimal
solution.

6. RELATED WORK

The development of diagnostic systems and in general of
prognostic and health management systems has been studied
by various researchers under different aspects. In the follow-
ing, selected examples of works are presented that are related
to the topics of this paper.

In the work of (Kurtoglu, Johnson, Barszcz, Johnson, &
Robinson, 2008) a design methodology for the development
of system health management is introduced. This is called the
Functional Fault Analysis(FFA) and is based on a functional
model of the system to be analyzed. Outputs of the FFA are
timing analyses for fault-effect propagation, ambiguity statis-
tics for fault isolation and the model itself for online integra-
tion. The definition of effect nodes and test points shows sim-
ilarities to failure and maintenance conditions from our paper,
but no clear policies about the optimal selection of the nodes
and no integrated requirement based process are shown.

Another approach that combines an extended tabular FMECA
and a functional block diagram to a functional graphical
health management model is presented in (Kacprzynski, Roe-
mer, Hess, & Bladen, 2001) and (Kacprzynski, Roemer,
& Hess, 2002). The model and its elements contain var-
ious attributes, that are used as input to a fitness function
for a genetic optimization procedure. Output of the analy-

sis is a health management configuration consisting of sen-
sors and algorithms that has the highest system reliability to
cost/benefit ratio. Not only diagnostic but also prognostic as-
pects are addressed. Temporal information, that are manually
inserted in the process of (Kurtoglu et al., 2008), are not con-
sidered completely, but by means of propagation probabilities
and response models(Kacprzynski et al., 2002). While in our
approach, for each task of the design procedure, a require-
ment is introduced, in order to keep the process traceable,
and to extend the model complexity only if needed, the de-
sign procedure of (Kacprzynski et al., 2001) is basically done
using only one model and one single iteration step.

The papers mentioned and other similar ones focus on the de-
velopment of functional, qualitative models that provide in-
formation about fault propagation and serve as basis for dif-
ferent analyses. Input to most of them is a manually created
FMECA. Matters of optimality are only dealt with in a few
and integrated processes for the design and test are addressed
only marginally. The focus of our paper was to define the
framework of a traceable process, based on physical models,
where the design and test of a diagnosis system is done in
consecutive steps according to posed requirements. A set of
two requirements was introduced. This however should not
considered to be complete but to be the basic starting point.
The further discussion on related work will therefore focus
on papers, that have problem formulations with similarities
to our paper.

In the work of (Scandura, 2005) an overview of a general
framework for the development of integrated vehicle health
management systems is introduced and the importance of the
combined consideration of a philosophy, a methodology and
a continuous process is emphasized. Policies like a fault de-
tection and isolation philosophy, the optimal sensor quantity
and placement guidelines are mentioned, but no approaches
to design a system accordingly are presented.

A detailed description of an approach that is used by Boeing
for the development of model-driven integrated support archi-
tectures is given in (Ofsthun & Wilmering, 2004). There, a
process is defined, that is centered around requirement based
design and test. The framework of the process is close to
our approach, whereas the realization is different. While our
approach uses a performance model, that tries to capture the
physics of operation under all normal and failure conditions,
their starting point is a qualitative model of the system. The
result of their process is a directed timed failure propagation
graph that is formalized as platform executable code. In con-
trast, our approach focuses on the configuration of a generic
diagnostic engine and the generation of diagnostic rules as
presented in (Modest, Schories, et al., 2011).
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7. CONCLUSION

This paper addressed a model-based development approach
for diagnosis systems of high lift actuation systems. The fo-
cus was on the definition of requirements and the optimal
conceptual design of a diagnosis system architecture. A di-
agnosis model was developed therefore in the first step. This
provided safety and reliability related cause-effect matrices.
These were used as an input for a two step design process.
The first step was about the design for fulfillment of safety-
related requirements, whereas the second step focused on the
extended design to meet reliability-related requirements. A
set of minimal solutions that met both the requirements was
found in the end. In order to determine the optimal solution
a cost criteria was introduced, so that optimality was defined
in terms of minimality and a single criteria for effort. As a
result of the overall proceeding a preliminary specification
of an optimal design for a diagnosis system architecture was
gained. This specification showed the type and location of
sensors and respective monitoring devices by means of sig-
nals, features and symptoms. All steps of the process were
illustrated by examples and defined afterwards. The results
of the application to the high lift actuation system of an Air-
bus A340-600 aircraft were presented and discussed in the
end. In the following, an outlook about open points and fu-
ture research activities is given.

The current approach considered only one design case for the
HLS operation and only unit costs as criteria for effort. Fu-
ture work focuses therefore on the consideration of different
design cases and more advanced evaluation criteria in order
to find the overall optimal solution. A performance criteria
of isolability might be one point for extension as well as the
consideration of weight factors for wiring. Furthermore the
other parts of the proposed development approach have to
be worked out. The next steps are the detailed system de-
sign as well as the component design. This includes further
studies on monitoring, sensor devices and BIT functionali-
ties. Aspects that have to be addressed are the definition
of the kind of sensor, meaning hardware or a virtual sensor,
and the evaluation of different strategies to the BIT, amongst
others. Strongly related to that is the diagnosis model. Up
to now, a quasi static model has been used. The reason to
start with such a model was based on the concept to increase
the model’s complexity according to the posed requirements
from stage to stage and only if needed. The current model
can thus be seen as a first stage model. It has now to be in-
vestigated what the additional value of second stage models,
i.e. dynamic models, offers and how to link both the stages.
Important aspects that have to be answered by that are the
support for the detailed design phases and the consideration
of temporal aspects of the symptoms.

A complexity analysis for the minimal hitting set algorithm
was not in the scope of this paper, but is an important aspect

that has already been dealt with and will be discussed in a
further paper together with the extended design procedure.
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NOMENCLATURE

ACQ Acquisition
BIT Built In Test
CEM Cause Effect Matrix
DISP Disposal
DOC Direct Operating Cost
FC Failure Condition
IR Isolability Requirement
LCC Life Cycle Cost
HLS High Lift Actuation System
HMS Health Management System
MC Maintenance Condition
MRO Maintenance Repair Overhaul
OPS Operation and Support
PCU Power Control Unit
RDTE Research Development Test Evaluation
SFCC Slat Flap Control Computer
SR Safety Requirement
WTB Wing Tip Brake

fm Fault Mode
ic Isolability Cluster
ii Isolability Item
m Symptom
M Set of all Symptoms
S Set of Symptoms for specific Fault Mode
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ABSTRACT 

In modern vehicles, controls are distributed over multiple 

Electronic Control Units (ECUs) that are connected through 

in-vehicle communication networks. Fault diagnostics for 

such a distributed control system is very challenging, which 

has resulted in many no-trouble-found (NTF) cases during 

warranty repairs. To address this problem, we propose a 

novel network-theoretic approach that detects, identifies, 

and localizes faults using both the structure of the 

communication network (topological information) and 

message flow information. The proposed method not only 

enables the characterization of normal operation and a-priori 

known faults across communication networks, which is 

already beyond the current practice of individual ECU 

centric diagnostics, but also the diagnostics of unknown or 

cascading failures emerging from unexpected operational 

environments.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

In-vehicle electrical and electronic systems (EES) are 

embedded systems that implement advanced fuel-economy, 

emission control, safety, convenience, and comfort features.  

Although EES systems are largely deterministic with 

designed subsystem and component interactions to 

accomplish desired functionality, it may become stochastic 

when vehicles operate in extreme and unexpected conditions 

with fault propagations that were not anticipated during the 

design, testing, or validation stages. It is the emerging faults 

and cascading failures that pose ever growing challenges to 

diagnostics and prognostics in complex electronics, 

especially in complex systems such as in-vehicle EES.  

The state-of-the-art diagnostic techniques for in-vehicle ESS 

are generally based on Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTC).  

Each individual ECU records the DTCs when internal, local, 

error-checking routines detect fault conditions. Technicians 

then inspect DTC archives, and perform diagnostic tests to 

determine the root causes. In practice, one fault may be 

detected by multiple ECUs and trigger multiple DTCs. One 

single fault may also cascade from one part of the system to 

other parts of the system, and trigger multiple DTCs. In 

either case, it has been a significant challenge to identify the 

root cause of multiple observed DTCs. This situation is 

particularly challenging for communication related DTCs. 

Moreover, the error checking routines in individual ECUs 

usually consider only faults anticipated during the design 

phase, which don’t include unknown failures or cascading 

failures that emerge from unexpected operational 

conditions.  

In this paper, we propose a novel network-theory approach 

to identify and localize faults based on topological 

information of the in-vehicle communication network, 

network motif fault signatures, and message flow 

information over the network. The proposed methodology is 

an enabler to  

1. Characterize normal operation and a-priori known 

faults across communication networks which is beyond 

the current myopic view of observability employed by 

individual ECUs; 

2. Identify and localize unknown or cascading failures 

emerging from unexpected operational conditions. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After a brief 

survey of related research in Section 2, we present the 

proposed approach in Section 3, and follow up with 

technical description for each module of the approach in 

Sections 4-7. We then report our initial empirical study of 

the proposed methodology on a multi-ECU system 

simulated in Vector CANoe (vector.com) in Section 8. 

_____________________ 

Lu et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the 
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which permits 

unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided 

the original author and source are credited. 
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Figure 1. Normal motif and fault motif signatures are trained during the off-line learning/training stage to create a detector 

and localizer that can be deployed into diagnostic software tools or real-time diagnosis assistance on vehicles.  On-board fault 

detection and isolation (FDI) monitoring point is selected based on methodology in Lu et al. (2011). 

2. RELATED RESEARCH 

Net-motifs are sub-graphs of fixed size or length which 

appear more commonly than others in a network. In this 

paper, net-motifs represent the observation of message 

transmission patterns on the communication bus.   

Milo et al. (2002) first introduced the concept of network 

motifs and demonstrated their abundance in biochemistry 

(transcriptional gene regulation), ecology (food webs), 

neurobiology (neuron connectivity), and engineering 

(electronic circuits, World Wide Web). The net-motif 

concept has not been applied to in-vehicle communication 

networks of EES.  Rather than focusing on the existences of 

network motifs in engineering field, we are taking the net-

motifs, combining with topological information, to perform 

fault identification and localization.  

Wang et al. (2009) described a network management system 

to diagnose network traffic faults for TCP/IP 

communication networks.  Their model is trained to derive 

fault signatures from temporal patterns in historical network 

traffic data, in conjunction with network topological 

information. Topological information is demonstrated for 

selfing/neighboring, containing/contained, down/up-

streaming, and tunneling.  The key concept is utilizing the 

event bursts for steps of fault signature learning and 

indexing. The term motif is mentioned, but not specifically 

utilized. Only pair-wise event interactions are considered. 

There is no mentioning of in-vehicle networks and behavior 

models.   

Dijev et al. (2011) introduced graph based statistical 

analysis on network traffic of internet for intrusion activity 

or malicious behaviors. The telescoping graph is proposed 

to capture the decomposition of a protocol graph which 

describes activity between hosts in the network for a given 

protocol, e.g. SSH protocol graph constructed from packet 

header.  A discrete hazard model is learned to detect 

anomalies from decomposed TSG graphs. Although 

statistical graph-based methods are used, there is no direct 

application to in-vehicle networks, and there is no 

consideration of topological information.   

3. SYSTEM AND METHODOLOGY 

We develop a system and methodology that assists with 

fault identification and localization for in-vehicle embedded 

electrical and electronic systems (EES) using network motif 

signatures. The system takes behavior models, topological 

information, and communication traffic as input, and 

outputs net-motif-based fault signatures and the candidate 

fault sets, if emerging or a-priori known failures occurs in 

vehicles. The system is first trained off-board to characterize 
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net-motif signatures under normal operations and known 

failure-modes in design phase, and later deployed on-board 

or embedded in a troubleshooting tool to assist failure net-

motif signature detection and fault localization (Figure 1). 

The details of each module in Figure 1 are described in the 

following sections: Dynamic Message Network Constructor 

(Section 4), Net-motif Identifier (Section 5), Net-motif 

Signature Detector (Section 6), and Net-motif Signature 

Localizer (Section 7).  Figure 2 shows the data flow of the 

proposed fault detection and localization using net-motif 

signatures. 

 

Figure 2. Dynamic message network constructor takes 

traffic log files to generate dynamic message networks; Net-

motif identifier finds network motifs in constructed dynamic 

message networks; network-motif signature detector 

compares identified motif profiles against normal operation 

motif profiles to classify fault motifs; net-motif signature 

localizer employs topological information and behavior 

models (designed message flows) to generate candidate fault 

sets. 

4. DYNAMIC MESSAGE NETWORK CONSTRUCTION 

We develop the dynamic message network constructor to 

take network traffic as input, and output a dynamic message 

network where nodes represent ECUs and edges represent 

messages flows between ECUs. The pseudo code for one 

instantiation of constructing a dynamic message network is 

described as follows.  

1. Initialize discrete counter T=1; 

2. For each message [ECUi -> ECUj, k, …]  

a. Let ttx = T;  

b. If the sender of the current message is found as a 

receive-only node (with only incoming edges) within 

the previous W seconds, counted from the current 

message timestamp (simulation or real time values) 

i. Set ttx equal to the counter value associated with 

ECUi; change ECUi  to transmit node from 

receive-only node;  

c. Else 

i. create a new ECUi transmit node and associated it 

with the counter value ttx 

d. Create receive nodes ECUj, k,…  if they do not already 

exist at the counter value ttx+1  (note this may not be 

T+1 if used previous receive node);  

e. Add edges from associated ECUi -> ECUj, k, … node 

f. Set T = ttx+1 (the receive node’s counter value of the 

current message) 

 

An example dynamic message network generation is shown 

in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Dynamic message network generation: Messages 

M1, M2, M3, M5 and M4 are detected and corresponding 

networks are generated after processing each message. Due 

to the sliding window parameter, the message M3 from A4 

to A3 can have exchangeable temporal sequence with 

message M2 from A2 to A1 and A3, i.e., two directed edges 

into A3 before A3 can respond to send out M4. 

The dynamic message network constructor will be used first 

in off-line processing to establish message networks for 

identifying normal operational net-motifs and net-motif 

fault signatures. The constructor will later be utilized in on-

board diagnosis. The parameter W second is a tunable such 

that dynamic message networks could be adapted to 

different communication architectures in vehicles. 

5. NET-MOTIF SIGNATURE IDENTIFICATION 

Taking a dynamic message network as input, the net-motif 

identifier detects net-motifs by extracting and grouping sub-
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graph patterns in the network.  The output of the net-motif 

identifier are detected net-motifs with counts providing a 

distribution of motifs. We build our net-motif identifier 

based on the efficient motif discovery algorithm in (Wenick, 

2006) and efficient sub-graph isomorphism algorithms in 

(Cordela et al., 2004).   

In the extraction step, we will enumerate size-k sub-graphs 

by growing a recursion tree (RT) as follows: 

1. Assign nodes of input graphs with ordered indices 

2. Each node in a RT will be associated with two sets sub-

graph sets (Vsub) and exclusive neighbors (Vecn) 

except the root node.   

3. Nodes in Vsub are called spawning nodes and nodes in 

Vecn are nodes with indices greater than the associated 

spawning nodes in Vsub.    

4. Recursively grow the RT to the k-level which would be 

the sub graph with size k.  

In the grouping stage, we implement graph isomorphism 

algorithms in (Cordela et al., 2004) to group extracted sub-

graphs into canonical patterns of net-motifs. Figure 4 (a) 

and (b) illustrate the steps in net-motif extraction with 

recursive tree and identified motifs for an example message 

network.   

 

Figure 4. Illustration of Net-motif identification.  (a) shows 

the example 4-node net-motifs in a fragment of dynamic 

message network; (b) shows the recursive tree constructed 

to identify 3-node net-motifs in the example 5 node 

network;   

6. FAULT DETECTION USING NET-MOTIF SIGNATURE 

DISCRIMINATION 

Given net-motif distributions, we will learn a net-motif 

discriminator to classify motifs into different modes of 

operations, such as normal and failures, and detect net-motif 

of failure operations by comparing against motifs of normal 

operations to produce fault motif signatures. 

We train net-motif discriminator as follows:  

1. Simulate or collect network traffics under normal 

operational conditions 

2. Inject failures in network traffic simulation tools, such 

as CANoe, or inject failures onto real vehicles to collect 

fault traffic for known failure modes  

3. Perform dynamic message network construction to 

build network for collected traffic data 

4. Perform net-motif identification to derive net-motif 

distributions from normal and failure dynamic message 

networks.  

5. Learn net-motif discriminator on net-motif distributions 

using machine learning algorithms, such as 

probabilistic graphical models or other classification 

algorithm such as k-nearest neighbor or Support Vector 

Machines.   

6. Perform cross-validation to validate the performance of 

trained net-motif discriminator.     

The output of net-motif discriminator is categories of net-

motif signatures under normal or failure conditions.   

7. FAULT LOCALIZATION USING NET-MOTIF SIGNATURES 

Although the trained net-motif discriminator could achieve 

high detection and classification accuracy for known failure 

modes, it is impossible to simulate all combinations of all 

known failure modes in various failing sequences. 

Moreover, unknown failures may occur when vehicle 

operating in extreme or unexpected conditions. In this 

section, we describe the net-motif failure signature (NMFS) 

localizer that detects and localizes unknown faults via net-

motifs and topological information.  

The topological information is provided as an input to 

NMFS in the form of expected message flows from 

behavior models. Each message is associated with a 

sequence of flow paths starting from a sender ECU, going 

through sequences of wires, connectors, and gateways to 

finally reach the receiver ECU. For example, ECU1 sends 

message M1 on the bus and ECU2 and ECU3 are in the 

same virtual networks which are supposed to listen and 

receive message M1. We will write topological information 

of message flow as {ECU1, wire1, connector1, …., wireN, 

ECU2} and {ECU1, wire1, connector1, …, wireI, ECU3}. 

Given such topological information and profiles of normal 

operational motifs, we perform the following steps to do 

fault localization for unknown faults: 

1. Perform dynamic message network construction on 

traffic data 

2. Perform net-motif identification to extract net-motifs 

from the dynamic message network 
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3. Apply sub-graph matching to identify the deviation of 

monitored net-motifs with those in net-motif profiles of 

normal operations.     

4. Trace deviations (observed or missing messages) over 

topological information of message flow to discern the 

ambiguity sets of possible faults using set intersection 

and differentiation operations.   

The output of NMFS is an ambiguity set of likely faults for 

net-motif failure signatures that deviate from normal 

operations.  Figure 5 illustrate the concept. 

Figure 5. Fault detection localization using net-motif fault signatures. The left-panel shows the steps of fault detection which 

compare net-motif identified from dynamic message network of failure operation against net-motifs of normal operation. The 

step of fault localization applies sub-graph matching to identify the observed net-motif fault signature, which is a sub graph 

of a net-motif in normal operation. This leads to perform the operation of set differentiation over the message flows on 

topological structure (CAN bus) for observed (green) and unobserved (red) message flows, and recommend ambiguity fault 

sets of components such as wires , connectors, or ECUs. 

8. AN EXAMPLE STUDY 

We show an example communication network with 4 ECUs 

and two behavior features A and B. The topology is shown 

in Figure 6 (a) with wires (annotated with W*) and 

connectors (annotated with Co*). The behavior models are 

shown in Figure 6 (b).  The canonical dynamic message 

networks for normal operations for the two features are 

shown in Figure 6 (c).  We simulate 2 hardware wire failure 

and 4 software failure for software components in two 

features as in Figure 6 (d).   

We simulate normal and failure operations with noise, and 

generate 21 runs of varying durations corresponding to 7 

modes of operation with 3 runs for each mode. We perform 

net-motif identification over each log file and derive its net-

motif distribution. We then perform net-motif 

discrimination to derive a similarity score by comparing 

pair-wise differences in the identified distributions. We use 

the following cosine similarity function: 

  

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑁𝑀, 𝐹𝑀) =
∑ 𝑁𝑀 × 𝐹𝑀  

√∑ (𝑁𝑀 ) 
 √∑ (𝐹𝑀 ) 

 

 

 

Where 𝑁𝑀  is the counts of one motif distribution, and 𝐹𝑀  

is the counts of the second motif distribution. The 

dis/similarity of net-motifs for different modes of operations 

is shown in Figure 7.  
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Figure 6. Simulation of communication network traffics: (a) shows 4 ECUs, wires and connectors with their topological 

connections; (b) shows behavior models of two features implemented on 4 ECUs; (c) shows normal operational of canonical 

dynamic message network for two features; (d) shows simulated hardware and software failure modes. 

Figure 7. The resulting similarity matrix for net-motif distributions from the dynamic message constructed from simulated 

network traffic in Figure 6. Each row and each column represent one run of the simulation, and each mode of operation was  

simulated with 3 runs. The matrix is color-coded based on similarity score (green: similar, red: different).  Some net-motif 

fault signatures (e.g. B2 Fail and B4 Fail) are fairly similar to those in normal operation, and some are quite different (e.g. 

W2 Fail and W2_3 fail).  Despite this mixed of similarity, our net-motif discriminator based on k-nearest neighbor can 

discriminate different mode of operations with 100% accuracy on new log files which it was not trained on. 

9. CONCLUSION 

The increasing complexity of in-vehicle electrical and 

electronic systems poses ever-growing challenges to 

diagnostics and prognostics. In 2011, we leveraged the latest 

advancements in Network Science to develop a system and 

method based on betweenness centrality to find good 

monitoring points for fault detection (Lu et al. 2011). In 

2012, we address the challenge of emerging or cascading 

faults in EES that are difficult to be addressed by traditional 

component-level diagnostics. We present the novel network-

theoretic approach to detect, identify, and localize faults 

using both the structure of communication network 

(topological information) and message flow information 

over the communication network. The proposed method 

enables the characterization of normal operation and a-priori 

known faults across communication networks, which is 

beyond the current practice of individual ECUs point of 
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view. It also differs from conventional signature-based 

approach in that the mode of operations is classified at the 

level of modular interactions (motifs) rather than individual 

observation. It also enables the diagnostics of unknown or 

cascading failures emerging from unexpected operational 

environments. The system has been demonstrated on a 

simulated multi-ECU system in the CANoe environment, 

and shows promising results in fault diagnostics. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with a condition-based maintenance (CBM)
model considering both perfect and imperfect maintenance
actions for a deteriorating system whose condition is aperiod-
ically monitored according to a remaining useful life (RUL)
based-inspection policy. Perfect maintenance actions restore
completely the system to the ’as good as new’ state. Their
related cost are however often high. Imperfect preventive
maintenance restores partially the system with reduced main-
tenance cost. Nevertheless, it may however make the system
more susceptible to future deterioration. The aim of the pa-
per is to propose a CBM model which can help to construct
optimal maintenance policies when both perfect and imper-
fect maintenance actions are possible. To illustrate the use
of the proposed CBM model, a numerical example finally is
introduced.

1. INTRODUCTION

Maintenance involves preventive and corrective actions car-
ried out to retain a system in or restore it to an operating
condition. Optimal maintenance policies aim to provide op-
timum system reliability/availability and safety performance
at lowest possible maintenance costs, (Pham & Wang, 1996).
In the literature, perfect maintenance actions (or replacement
actions) which can restore the system operating condition to
as good as new have been considered in various maintenance
models. The implementation of perfect maintenance policies
seems quite simple, however, perfect maintenance actions are
often expensive. Imperfect maintenance implying that the
system condition after maintenance is somewhere between
the condition before maintenance and as good as new has
grown recently as a popular issue to researchers as well as in-
dustrial engineering, see for example (Castro, 2009; Kijima,
Morimura, & Suzuki, 1988; Labeau & Segovia, 2010; Levitin
& Lisnianski, 2000; Nakagawa & Yasui, 1987; Liu & Huang,

Phuc Do Van et al. This is an open-access article distributedunder the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which per-
mits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

2010). From a practical point of view, imperfect mainte-
nance can describe a large kinds of realistic maintenance ac-
tions (Pham & Wang, 1996). Furthermore, imperfect main-
tenance is usually cheaper than perfect maintenance. Various
methods and optimal policies for imperfect maintenance are
summarized and discussed in (Pham & Wang, 1996; Wu &
Zuo, 2010). In such maintenance models, preventive main-
tenance decision is however based on the system age and on
the knowledge of the statistical informations on the system
lifetime. As a consequence, the realistic operating conditions
of the system over time can not be taken into account.

To face this issue, condition-based maintenance (CBM), for
which preventive maintenance decision is based on the ob-
served system condition, is recently introduced. Thank to
rapid development of monitoring equipments which can pro-
vide accurately information about the system condition over
time, CBM becomes nowaday an interesting approach for
maintenance optimization. Various CBM policies have been
proposed and applied for many industrial systems, see for
example (Ghasemi, Yahcout, & Ouali, 2007; Grall, Dieulle,
Bérenguer, & Roussignol, 2002; Neves, Santiago, & Maia,
2011; Noortwijk, 2009; Tan, Cheng, Guo, & Gong, 2010).
It is recently shown in (Meier-Hirmer, Riboulet, Sourget, &
Roussignol, 2008; Nicolai, Frenk, & Dekker, 2009; Ponchet,
Fouladirad, & Grall, 2011) that CBM is specially suited to
imperfect maintenance since according to the observed con-
dition of the system, an optimal maintenance action repre-
sented by an optimal intervention gain is preventively carried
out. However, in such maintenance policies, only imperfect
preventive or imperfect repair actions are considered and the
system is assumed to be imperfectly maintained an infinite
number of times. From a practical point of view, this as-
sumption may not always be relevant since, in variety of engi-
neering and service applications, systems can be maintained
only a limited number of times due to technical or economi-
cal reasons (Kurt & Kharoufeh, 2010). Furthermore, as men-
tionned in (Nicolai et al., 2009), each imperfect maintenance
action may make the system more susceptible to future dete-
rioration. To this end, a fixed number of allowable imperfect

1
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maintenance actions is introduced in maintenance models in
(Kurt & Kharoufeh, 2010; Do Van & Berenguer, 2012) and
considered as a decision parameter. However, the value of
variable is arbitrary chosen and they do not describe how the
imperfect repair actions affect the deterioration evolution of
the system.

The aim of this paper is to propose a CBM model consid-
ering both perfect and imperfect maintenance actions for a
deteriorating system. Imperfect maintenance is investigated
with both positive and negative sides. Positive impact means
that it can reduce the deterioration level of the system with
reduced maintenance cost. Negative impact implies that each
imperfect preventive action may accelerate the speed of the
system’s deterioration process. Moreover, in CBM practice,
inspections are usually performed at regular intervals. How-
ever, it may not be always profitable to systematically in-
spect the system, especially when the inspection procedureis
costly. The present paper proposes to use an aperiodic inspec-
tion policy which is based on the residual useful life (RUL)
of the system, see (Cui, Xie, & Loh, 2004; Gebraeel, Lawley,
Li, & Ryan, 2005; Yang & Klutke, 2001).

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the
description of the system characteristics and related assump-
tions. Imperfect maintenance actions and their related cost
model are also described and discussed. Section 3 focuses
on the proposed imperfect maintenance policy. To illustrate
the proposed maintenance policy, a simple numerical exam-
ple is introduced in Section 4. Some numerical results are in
addition discussed here. Finally, the last section presents the
conclusions drawn from this work.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTIONS

2.1. General assumptions
Consider a system in which the condition (deterioration level)
at timet can be summarized by an observable random scalar
variableXt. This random variable can represent for example
a crack length or defect products. In the absence of repair or
replacement actions, the evolution of the system deterioration
is assumed to be strictly increasing. The process(Xt)t≥0 is
then an increasing stochastic process. Moreover, we suppose
that the following assumptions are verified.

• The initial stateX0 is 0;

• The system is failed if its deterioration level is greater
than a levelL. The thresholdL can be seen as a deterio-
ration level which must not be exceeded for economical
or security reasons. We assume that(i) inspection and
maintenance actions can be only performed at discrete
times and(ii) the system failure is self-announcing.

The system degradation behavior and corresponding states
are illustrated in Fig. 1.

To avoid failure occurrence of the system, preventive main-
tenance is considered. It is assumed that both imperfect and
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Figure 1. Illustration of the system degradation evolutionand
its state.

perfect preventive maintenance actions, which incur respec-
tively perfect maintenance costCp and imperfect mainte-
nance costCk

p , are possible.

2.2. Deterioration modelling
Gamma processes have been widely used to describe the
degradation of systems (Noortwijk, 2009; Grall et al., 2002;
Do Van & Berenguer, 2012). A characteristic of this process
is that it is clearly monotone increasing which is the behavior
observed in most physical deterioration processes. Moreover,
its paths are discontinuous and it can be thought as the ac-
cumulation of an infinite number of small shocks. Following
this spirit, it is assumed that the deterioration of the system
between thekth and the (k+1)th maintenance actions evolves
like a Gamma stochastic process(X̃t)t≥0, with the following
characteristics:

• X̃0 = Xk, (Xk represents the deterioration level of the
system after thekth maintenance action);

• (X̃t)t≥0 has independent increments;

• for all 0 ≤ l < t, the random increment̃Xt − X̃l follows
a Gamma probability density (pdf) with shape parameter
αk(t − l) and scale parameterβ:

fαk(t−l),β(x) =
1

Γ(αk(t − l))
βαk(t−l)xαk(t−l)−1e−βxI{x≥0},

where:

- I{x≥0} is an indicator functionI{x≥0} = 1 if x ≥
0, I{x≥0} = 0 otherwise;

- αk = vk/β with vk being the mean deterioration
speed of the system between thekth and the (k +
1)th maintenance actions.

After a corrective or perfect preventive maintenance action,
the system becomes as good as new (the deterioration level is
set to 0 and the deterioration behavior evolves with time ac-

2
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cording to the nominal speedv0 = α0/β). Imperfect main-
tenance actions can reduce the system’s deterioration level
with reduced maintenance costs. However, as mentioned in
(Nicolai et al., 2009; Kurt & Kharoufeh, 2010), imperfect
maintenance actions may affect the evolution of the system’s
deterioration process. The impacts of imperfect maintenance
actions will be described in the next section.

2.3. Imperfect maintenance actions and related costs

2.3.1. Impact of imperfect actions on the deterioration
level

It is shown in the literature that maintenance gains, definedas
the reductions of the deterioration level of the system due to
imperfection maintenance actions, could be random, see for
instance (Castro, 2009; Meier-Hirmer et al., 2008; Do Van &
Berenguer, 2012).

In this way, if thekth imperfect maintenance action is per-
formed at inspection timeTi, the intervention gain is then as-
sumed to be described by a continuous random variableZk.
Zk is restricted,0 ≤ Zk ≤ XTi whereXTi is the deteriora-
tion level of the system atTi. In fact, it is shown in (Do Van
& Berenguer, 2012) thatZk can be distributed according to a
truncated normal distribution with density:

gµ,σ,a,b(x) =
1
σφ(x−µ

σ )

Φ( b−µ
σ ) − Φ(a−µ

σ )
I[a,b](x), (1)

where:

• I[a,b](x) = 1 if a ≤ x ≤ b andI[a,b](x) = 0 otherwise;

• φ(ξ) = 1√
2π

exp (− 1
2ξ2) is the probability density func-

tion of the standard normal distribution andΦ(·) is its
cumulative distribution function;

• µ = XTi/2 andσ = XTi/6;

• a = µ − 3σ = 0 andb = µ + 3σ = XTi ,

According to this distribution, it is clear thata ≤ ZTi ≤ b,
i.e. 0 ≤ Zk ≤ XTi is satisfied. The mean intervention gains
is E(Zk) = µ and the variance isVAR(Zk) = 0.973σ2, see
(Ross, 1996). Thank to the imperfect preventive action, the
deterioration level of the system after maintenance is set to
Xk = XTi −Zk. The illustration of the system deterioration
evolution and random maintenance gain are shown in Fig. 2.

2.3.2. Impact of imperfect actions on the deterioration
speed

To model the impact of imperfect actions on the evolution de-
terioration of the system, it is assumed in this work that each
imperfect preventive action affects the speed of the system
deterioration process. This can be found in variety of busi-
ness sectors, e.g. removing several components for mainte-
nance actions may accelerate the deterioration evolution of
other components; spare parts may be reusable components
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Figure 2. Illustration of deterioration evolution and impacts
of imperfect maintenance.

or low quality components, as a consequence, after mainte-
nance the deterioration level of the system can be reduced
however the deterioration speed may be increased. The im-
pact of an imperfect maintenance action on the system dete-
rioration speed can be described by non-negative continuous
random variableǫ which follows an exponential distribution
with density probability:

h(x) = γe−γxI{x≥0},

whereγ is a non negative real number. The mean value ofǫ
isE[ǫ] = γ.

By this modelling, if thekth maintenance action is a cor-
rective or perfect preventive maintenance, the mean dete-
rioration speed of the system after maintenance is reset to
vk = v0 = α0/β. If the kth maintenance action is an im-
perfect preventive one, the mean deterioration speed of the
system after maintenance is:

vk = vk−1 + ǫ. (2)

An example of increasing of the deterioration speed due to an
imperfect maintenance action is illustrated in Fig. 2. A case
study on the sensitivity to the effect of imperfect maintenance
actions will be discussed in Section 4.

2.3.3. Imperfect preventive maintenance cost

In general, each maintenance action incurs a cost and an im-
perfect maintenance action often incurs a reduced mainte-
nance cost, namely imperfect maintenance cost, which may
be independent of maintenance gain and bounded by perfect
maintenance cost, see for instance (Castro, 2009; Labeau &
Segovia, 2010; Meier-Hirmer et al., 2008). From a practical
point of view, in most cases, the quality of the maintenance
action increases with the level of ressources allocated to it,
and hence with its cost, see (Lie & Chun, 1986; Liu & Huang,
2010; Mettas, 2000). To model imperfect maintenance ac-
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tions in the context of deteriorating systems, the degradation
improvement factor, defined as the ratio of the improvement
gain divided by the deterioration level of the system before
maintenance, has been recently introduced, see (Do Van &
Berenguer, 2012). Based on the improvement factor, imper-
fect maintenance costs can be evaluated and considered as a
function of the improvement factor. In this way, it is assumed
in this work that when thekth imperfect preventive action is
performed at inspection timeTi, we have to pay a mainte-
nance cost which is defined as:

Ck
p = C0

p .u(Ti)
η, (3)

where:

- u(Ti) =
Zk

XTi

is the degradation improvement factor;

- C0
p is imperfect preventive cost incurred when the deteri-

oration level of the system is reduced to 0 with imperfect
maintenance action. This cost is usually lower than a
perfect preventive cost (C0

p ≤ Cp);

- η is a non-negative real number.

According to this cost model, different kinds of maintenance
cost function can be found depending on the value ofη. More
precisely:

• when η = 0, imperfect maintenance cost is constant
(Ck

p = C0
p );

• when0 < η < 1, imperfect maintenance costCk
p is a

concave function: the maintenance cost increases more
than the improvement gain when performing the mainte-
nance;

• whenη = 1, Ck
p is a linear function which implies that

the maintenance cost is proportional to the improvement
level gain;

• whenη > 1, Ck
p is a convex function: the maintenance

cost increases less than the improvement gain.

Figure 3 illustrates these three different shapes of the imper-
fect maintenance cost function. A case study of the proposed
imperfect maintenance policy with different kinds of imper-
fect maintenance cost functions will be presented in Section
4.

3. MAINTENANCE POLICY

In the framework of CBM optimization, a maintenance pol-
icy relies essentially on two main decisions: when to take
(preventively/correctively) maintenance actions and when to
inspect. The system degradation can be used to make the de-
cision on the inspection time and on the maintenance action
to be performed, (Grall et al., 2002; Noortwijk, 2009; Do Van
& Berenguer, 2010).

The maintenance decision is herein based on both the system
deterioration level at inspection time and the potential evo-
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Figure 3. Illustration of imperfect maintenance cost function.

lution of the system’s deterioration process. More precisely,
according to the degradation levelXTi at inspection timeTi,
the maintenance decision is the following:

• if XTi < M , the system is in a working state, no main-
tenance action is performed.M is called the preventive
maintenance threshold and it is a decision variable to be
optimized.

• if L > XTi ≥ M , the system is still functioning, how-
ever its deterioration level is considered as ”high”. A pre-
ventive maintenance action is immediately carried out.
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that this pre-
ventive maintenance action is thekth preventive main-
tenance action from the last perfect maintenance of the
system. Ifk = K (K is called the imperfect threshold
and it is a decision variable to be optimized), thekth pre-
ventive maintenance action is a perfect one. Contrarily,
if k < K the kth preventive maintenance action is an
imperfect one. This imperfect preventive maintenance
action may not restore completely the system but it leads
the system to be a better state at which the degradation
level is lower or equal to the current deterioration level of
the system. The impacts of imperfect preventive mainte-
nance actions and their related cost have been described
in Section 2.3.

• if XTi ≥ L , the system is failed, then a corrective re-
placement action is performed and a costCc is incurred.
An additional cost is incurred by the timedj elapsed in
the failed state at a unavailability cost rateCd which may
correspond to, for example, production loss per unit of
time. After a corrective maintenance action, the system
is considered as good as new.

We assume finally that maintenance durations are neglected
and all the necessary maintenance ressources to execute pre-
ventive or corrective maintenance actions are always avail-
able. The decision process of the maintenance policy is illus-
trated in Fig. 4.

4
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GivenL, M, K, Q

X0 = 0, i = 0, k = 0

EvaluateT1 = m(X0, Q)

i = i + 1
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Figure 4. Decision process of the maintenance policy.

3.1. RUL based inspection

Different inspection policies, which aim to optimize the inter-
inspection interval length, have been introduced in literature.
In fact, the inter-inspection interval length can be fixed re-
gardless of the degradation level, e.g. (Ponchet et al., 2011),
or aperiodic and deteriorating-dependant via an inspection
scheduling linear (Grall et al., 2002), or non-linear (Barker
& Newby, 2009) function with respect to the deterioration
level. Residual Useful Life (RUL) based inspection has been
recently introduced, see (Cui et al., 2004; Gebraeel et al.,
2005; Yang & Klutke, 2001). The latter seems very promis-
ing especially in the context of condition-based maintenance.

The main idea of the RUL based inspection is that the next in-
spection time is chosen such that the probability of the failure
of the system before the next inspection remains lower than
a limit Q (0 < Q < 1 and it is a decision variable to be op-
timized). If we letTi denote the time at which the system is
inspected, the corresponding degradation level of the system
is XTi , the next inspection time is then determined by:

Ti+1 = Ti + m(XTi , Q), (4)

with,

m(XTi , Q)

= sup{∆T : P(XTi+∆T ≥ L|XTi) ≤ Q}, (5)
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Figure 5. Illustration of degradation behavior and mainte-
nance policy.

where:

P(XTi+∆T ≥ L|XTi) = P(XTi+∆T − XTi ≥ L − XTi)

=

∫ ∞

L−XTi

fαk∆T,β(x)dx

= 1 −
∫ L−XTi

0

fαk∆T,β(x)dx. (6)

It is clear thatm(XTi , Q) depend on the current degradation
level of the system, the failure thresholdL and the parameter
Q (Gebraeel et al., 2005). The illustration of inter-inspection
interval is shown in Fig. 5. The integration ofm(XTi , Q) in
the maintenance decision process is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Finally, the inspections are assumed to be instantaneous, per-
fect and non-destructive. When an inspection is performed,a
costCi is incurred.

According to this inspection policy, the reliability of thesys-
tem between two inspection times interval remains higher or
equal to (1 − Q). This means that the proposed maintenance
policy can provide an optimal maintenance planning with a
given reliability level. From a practical point of view, this
result seems to be very interesting since in many industrial
systems, the reliability of the system may be an important
constraint due to technical and/or economical reasons, seefor
example (Do Van, Vu, Barros, & Berenguer, 2012).

3.2. Optimization of the maintenance policy

To evaluate the performance of the maintenance policy, the
long-run expected maintenance cost rate including the un-
availability cost is used herein as the main criterion.

According to the proposed model, the cumulative mainte-
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nance cost at timet is:

Ct(M, K, Q)

= Ci.Ni(t) +

Nip(t)∑

k=1

Ck
p + Np(t)Cp +

Nc(t)∑

j=1

Cc + Cd.d(t),

(7)

where:Ni(t), Np(t), Nip(t), Nc(t) are respectively the num-
ber of inspections, of perfect preventive maintenance, of im-
perfect maintenance and of corrective replacement in[0, t];
d(t) is the the total time passed in a failed state in[0, t].

By using the renewal theory (Ross, 1996), the long run ex-
pected maintenance cost per unit of time is:

C∞(M, K, Q) = lim
t→∞

Ct(M, K, Q)

t
. (8)

Stochastic Monte Carlo simulation is used to evaluate this
cost criterion. The optimal values of the decision parameters
(M, K, Q) are obtained by minimizing the expected mainte-
nance cost rate, e.i.,

C∞(M∗, K∗, Q∗) (9)

= min
M,K,Q

{C∞(M, K, Q), 0 ≤ M < L, 0 ≤ K, 0 < Q < 1}.
(10)

According the maintenance policy, the interest of imperfect
maintenance policy is represented byK∗. WhenK∗ = 0,
no imperfect action is considered, the proposed maintenance
policy becomes a perfect one whose performance is investi-
gated and proved in (Grall et al., 2002; Do Van & Berenguer,
2010). Besides, the higherK∗ is, the more the interests of
imperfect actions are.

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The purpose of this section is to show how the proposed
maintenance policy can be used in maintenance optimisation
through a simple example whose characteristics are described
in Section 2.

Consider a deteriorating system in which its degradation be-
havior, when no maintenance is carried out, is assumed to be
described by a Gamma process with scale parameterα0 = 1
and shape parameterβ = 1. If the degradation of the system
exceeds the failure thresholdL = 20, the system is failed.
Both corrective and perfect maintenances can restore com-
pletely the system to the ’as good as new’ state. Besides, the
deterioration level of the system can be improved by imper-
fect maintenance actions which however may affect the de-
terioration speed, see again Section 2.2. Table 1 reports the
data related to inspection, maintenance costs, unavailability
cost rate (all costs are given in arbitrary units) and the impact
of imperfect maintenance actions on the deterioration speed.

Ci Cc Cp C0
p Cd η γ

10 100 90 70 20 3 0.2

Table 1. Data of costs and impact of imperfect actions

To evaluate the mean maintenance cost per unit of time, the
simulations are done on a very large interval of time so that
t is assumed to tend to infinity. In order to find the optimal
decision parameters (M, K, Q), the average of maintenance
cost per unit of timeC∞(M, K, Q) is evaluated with different
values ofM (0 ≤ M < L), K (K ≥ 0) andQ (0 < Q <
1) by using Equation (8). A numerical optimization scheme
is used, the optimum values of the decision parameters are
M∗ = 14, K∗ = 4 and Q∗ = 0.10 for an optimal cost
rateC∞(M∗, K∗, Q∗) = 5.15. To compare with a perfect
maintenance policy (only the maintenance cost criterion is
herein used),K is set to be 0 (as mentionned above, when
K = 0, the proposed imperfect maintenance policy becomes
the perfect RUL based maintenance policy which seems to
be an efficient policy in the framework of perfect condition-
based maintenance, (Grall et al., 2002; Do Van & Berenguer,
2010)), the minimum average maintenance cost rate is then
6.23 which is much more higher than the result obtained by
the imperfect policy. Moreover, the sensitivity with respect to
the number of imperfect actions within a life cycle is sketched
in Fig.6. The results show that whenK ≤ 4, the maintenance
cost rate increases quickly ifK is close to 0 and whenK ≥ 4
the maintenance cost rate increases slowly with respect to the
increasing ofK. According to these results, it is clear that
imperfect maintenance actions seem to be more appropriate
than perfect ones.
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Figure 6. Mean maintenance cost rate as a function ofK.

4.1. Sensitivity analysis to the imperfect maintenance cost

The performance of imperfect maintenance actions may de-
pend on their related cost which are herein by characterized
by η, see Equation (3). Table 2 reports the optimum values of
M , K andQ and the minimum value ofC∞(M, K, Q) for
different values ofη.
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Optimal decision parameters
η M∗ K∗ Q∗ C∞(M∗, K∗, Q∗)
0 16 0 0.15 6.23

0.4 16 0 0.15 6.23
1 16 0 0.15 6.23
2 14 2 0.13 5.72
3 14 4 0.10 5.15
5 12 6 0.08 4.44

Table 2. Optimal maintenance policy with a givenη

The results show that whenη ≤ 1, the maintenance cost rate
remains unchanged, the optimal maintenance policies corre-
sponds to a perfect maintenance policy (K = 0). However,
the maintenance cost rate decreases dramatically whenη > 1.
This means that, in this case study, the imperfect maintenance
cost has a significant influence on the performance of the im-
perfect maintenance policy.

4.2. Sensitivity analysis to the impact of imperfect main-
tenance on the deterioration speed

To analyze the impact of imperfect maintenance actions, dif-
ferent values ofγ are considered. For each value ofγ, a
maintenance policy characterized by the decision parameters(
M, K, Q) is optimally found using Equation (9) and the ob-
tained results are reported in Table 3.

Optimal decision parameters
γ M∗ K∗ Q∗ C∞(M∗, K∗, Q∗)

0.05 12 13 0.06 4.31
0.1 13 5 0.07 4.78
0.2 14 4 0.10 5.15
0.5 15 2 0.11 5.69
1 15 1 0.12 5.99
2 16 0 0.15 6.23
3 16 0 0.15 6.23

Table 3. Optimal maintenance policy with a givenγ

The results show that when the impact of imperfect actions
on the deterioration speed of the system is small, the main-
tenance cost is relatively low. Oppositely, when the im-
pact of imperfect actions on the deterioration speed is large,
γ ≥ 2, the maintenance cost is high and the proposed imper-
fect maintenance becomes a perfect policy (K = 0). This can
be explained by the fact that imperfect maintenance actions
are cheaper than perfect ones however they are indirectly pe-
nalized by their negative influence on the deterioration speed
of the system. As a consequence, when their effect on the
system’s deterioration process is small, they become more
appropriate and when this effect is large, perfect maintenance
actions seems to be a better choice.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a condition-based maintenance (CBM) model
considering both perfect and imperfect maintenances for a
deteriorating system is proposed. Imperfect maintenance ac-

tions characterized by random intervention gains are studied
and discussed with different types of their related cost which
may be a concave, linear or convex function with respect to
intervention gain. The impact of imperfect actions on the de-
terioration speed of the system is also investigated. More-
over, an adaptive maintenance policy with the residual useful
life (RUL) based inspections is proposed. The proposed im-
perfect maintenance policy may optimally become a perfect
policy (Grall et al., 2002; Do Van & Berenguer, 2010) for
several cases, e.g., when the imperfect cost is high or/and im-
perfect actions largely affect the deterioration speed of the
system. Finally, the performance of the proposed policy is
illustrated and discussed through an example of deteriorating
system. Different sensitivity analysis are investigated to show
the interest of the proposed CBM model.

Our future research work will focus on the detailed devel-
opment of the impacts of imperfect maintenance actions in
the framework of CBM. Furthermore, the application of the
proposed CBM model for realistic industrial systems will be
investigated.

NOMENCLATURE

Ci inspection cost
Cp perfect (replacement) preventive maintenance cost
Ck

p cost of thekth imperfect maintenance action
Cc corrective (replacement) maintenance cost
Cd unavailability cost rate of the system
d(t) total time passed in failed state in[0, t]
C∞(.) long-run expected maintenance cost rate
L failure threshold
K imperfect maintenance threshold
M preventive maintenance threshold
m(.) inter-inspection length
Ni(t) number of inspection in[0, t]
Np(t) number of perfect preventive maintenance in[0, t]
Nip(t) number of imperfect preventive maintenance in[0, t]
Nc(t) number of corrective maintenance in[0, t]
Q failure probability between two inspection times
Ti i th inspection time
Xt system deterioration level at timet
Zk kth intervention gain
u(.) degradation improvement factor
vk mean deterioration speed after thekth maintenance

action
α0, β scale and shape parameters of the deterioration

process when the system is as good as new
αk scale parameter of deterioration process after thekth

imperfect maintenance action
η a non-negative real number
γ non-negative real number and represents the impact

of imperfect maintenance actions on the deterioration
speed of the system
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ABSTRACT 

Diagnosis and prognosis methodologies have used dynamic 
Bayesian networks (DBNs) to fuse many types of 
information. These methodologies, however, fuse problem-
specific information and focus only on a subset of 
information types. By using only a subset of information, 
the interactions between or individual behaviors of 
subsystems, components, and faults may not be fully 
realized. In this paper, a general framework for system level 
diagnosis and prognosis of a mechanical system in the 
presence of heterogeneous information using dynamic 
Bayesian network (DBN) is proposed. Due to their ability to 
fuse heterogeneous information — information in a variety 
of formats from various sources — and give a probabilistic 
representation of a system, DBNs provide a platform 
naturally suited for diagnosis and uncertainty quantification. 
In the proposed methodology, a DBN is first constructed via 
an established machine learning algorithm from 
heterogeneous information. The DBN is then used to track 
the system and detect faults by monitoring the Bayes’ factor 
of the system state estimate. When a fault occurs, the 
underlying system model changes, and the Bayes’ factor of 
the DBN system model decreases. The state estimate 
provided by tracking indicates the most likely fault scenario 
and quantifies the diagnosis uncertainty. Estimation of 
remaining useful life and quantification of uncertainty in 
prognosis can then proceed based upon the diagnosis 
results. The proposed methodology is then demonstrated 
using a cantilever beam example with a possible loose bolt 
at the connection or a crack in the middle of the span.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Diagnosis and prognosis have become increasingly 
important in the quest for safer, more intelligent, more 
efficient, and more cost effective systems. Accurate 

diagnosis and prognosis are integral parts of system 
maintenance, operation, and design. Condition-based 
maintenance using automated diagnosis has gained traction 
in the belief that such a program can improve the safety and 
minimize the maintenance costs of a system. Mission-level 
decision making can also benefit from improved diagnosis 
and prognosis capabilities. Systems designed for prognosis 
and health management (PHM) also stand to benefit from 
improved diagnosis and prognosis.  
 
One important requirement for a PHM methodology is the 
ability to utilize existing information about a system. Such 
information may be found in the form of expert opinion, 
operational and laboratory data, reliability data, and 
mathematical models. This information needs to be 
integrated into a system-level approach to better understand 
interactions between subsystems and components and make 
all of the information available for system-level  diagnosis 
and prognosis procedures.   
 
In previous work, static Bayesian networks (BNs) have 
commonly been used for diagnosis, particularly in medicine 
(e.g. Shwe et al. (Shwe et al., 1991)). Sahin et al. (Sahin, 
Yavuz, Arnavut, & Uluyol, 2007) learned a static BN of an 
aircraft engine using particle swarm optimization and used 
the learned BN for diagnosis. Examples of DBNs in 
diagnosis and prognosis are Jha et al. (Jha, Wenchao Li, & 
Seshia, 2009) who learn a DBN and use it to find transient 
faults, Przytula and Choi (Przytula & Choi, 2008) who use 
DBNs to obtain discrete qualitative measures of prognosis, 
McNaught and Zagorecki (McNaught & Zagorecki, 2009) 
who use a DBN of discrete variables to aid maintenance 
decisions, and Camci and Chinnam (Camci & Chinnam, 
2005) who use hierarchical hidden Markov models for 
diagnosis and prognosis of machine parts. Straub (Straub, 
2009) integrates model parameters into a DBN for modeling 
crack growth  However, existing DBN-based diagnosis and 
prognosis methodologies have focused on problems with a 
limited universe of information. In mechanical applications, 
many diverse sources of information must be integrated into 
the DBN. 

_____________________ 
Bartram and Mahadevan. This is an open-access article distributed under
the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original author and source are credited. 
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The primary contribution of this paper is a methodology for 
performing diagnosis and prognosis of a mechanical system 
in the presence of uncertainty and in the presence of 
heterogeneous information. Heterogeneous information 
consists of information from various sources in varying 
formats such as expert opinion, laboratory and operational 
data, existing reliability data, and mathematical models. The 
methodology uses dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) for 
system modeling.  

 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, 
DBNs and the process of building a DBN model from 
heterogeneous information are briefly explained. Model-
based diagnosis using the DBN model and uncertainty 
quantification in diagnosis are then discussed. The proposed 
methodology is demonstrated for a cantilever beam. 

2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In this paper a methodology for performing diagnosis and 
prognosis of a mechanical system in the presence of 
heterogeneous information is proposed. First, a DBN model 
of the system is constructed. This model is used in 
conjunction with a particle filter to track the system. Binary 
faults are detected based Bayes’ factors and isolated using 
the state estimate of the system. The future trajectory of the 
system is then estimated via particle filtering   

2.1. Bayesian Networks & Dynamic Bayesian Networks 

A static BN, also referred to as a belief network and directed 
acyclic graph (DAG), is a probabilistic graphical 
representation of a set of random variables and their 
conditional dependencies. Variables are represented by 
nodes (vertices) and conditional dependence is represented 
by directed edges. Unconnected nodes are conditionally 
independent of each other. The acyclic requirement means 
that no paths exist in the graph where, starting at node X , it 
is possible to return to node X . 
 
A BN is a representation of the joint probability space U 
containing variables X ,… , X . The joint probability 
distribution is represented in factored form as  

 

 p X ,… , X p X |Π  (1) 

 
where Π  is the set of nodes on which X  is conditionally 
dependent, so p X |X ,… , X  p X |Π . The nodes in 
Π  are commonly referred to as the parents of node i. Note 
that this definition of a BN depends on the variable 
ordering.  
 
The factored formulation in Eq. (1) is readily extended to 
handle different types of multivariate continuous 

distributions such as the Gaussian as well as distributions 
consisting of Gaussian and discrete variables.  
 
In a DBN, the variable  is the value of X at time t. The 
probability distribution describing X on the interval [0, ∞) 
is very complex, as it is over ⋃ . Using the Markov 
assumption simplifies this distribution by assuming that 
only the present state of the variable  is necessary to 
estimate 1  and thus 1 | 0 …

1 | . Additionally, the process is assumed to be 
stationary, meaning that 1 |  is independent of 
t. This approach to modeling DBNs is developed by 
Friedman et al. (Friedman, Murphy, & Russell, 1998). 
 
A DBN may be composed of all discrete variables, all 
continuous variables, or hybrid set of discrete and 
continuous variables. For modeling systems with faults, it is 
advantageous to consider a hybrid system, typically with the 
continuous variables being modeled as Gaussian and the 
faults being discrete. Theory for such networks is developed 
in Heckerman and Geiger (Heckerman & Geiger, 1995) and 
Lauritzen (Lauritzen, 1992). 

2.2. Heterogeneous Information 

An important feature of Bayesian analysis is the ability to 
encode mixed information types. The graphical and 
probabilistic nature of BNs provides many opportunities to 
integrate information into the model.  This allows them to 
benefit from heterogeneous information, i.e. information 
entrained in a variety of sources and formats. These sources 
include observational and experimental data, published 
reliability data, mathematical behavior models of 
components or subsystems, or expert opinion. Existing 
research has not fully exploited heterogeneous information, 
especially with respect to building DBN models for 
diagnosis and prognosis. The following sections summarize 
heterogeneous information and its integration into a DBN 
model.  

2.2.1. Expert Opinion 

The first information type used in BN and DBN learning is 
expert opinion. This information is typically elicited from a 
domain expert who can provide assumptions about the 
system variables, such as what variables to be modeled and 
what distributions to model them with. An expert may even 
be able to provide a network structure and/or distribution 
parameters. 

2.2.2. Operational Data 

Operational (observational) data is data collected through 
passive observation of a system during its operation. The 
system is allowed to operate naturally without external 
intervention. Each case of operational data is a set of values 
for each variable. A set of cases forms a database. This data 
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is included in the network via Bayesian network structure 
and parameter learning algorithms. 

2.2.3. Laboratory Data 

Laboratory (experimental, interventional) data is obtained 
while observing the system under outside intervention. 
Outside intervention comes in the form of fixing the value 
of one or more of the system variables. An intervention 
shows how a particular variable assuming a particular value 
affects the behavior of the system but does not provide any 
insight as to how likely that variable is to naturally assume a 
particular value. This data is included in the network via 
Bayesian network structure and parameter learning 
algorithms. 

2.2.4. Published Reliability Data 

In some instances, reliability data may be available for 
certain system components. Reliability data is used to 
establish prior distributions for specific system faults or 
update distribution parameters of faults in a DBN as time 
passes. Reliability data may take on several forms including 
mean time between unscheduled removal (MTBUR) and 
mean time between unscheduled failures (MTBUF) or more 
simple measures such as failure rate and failure mode 
distribution.  

2.2.5. Mathematical Behavior Models 

Mathematical models may contain useful information for 
improving the system model. Mathematical models may 
either be physics-based (e.g. finite element or bond graph) 
or data-based/empirical (neural network, BN/DBN). They 
can be used to obtain reliability data, calculate values for 
immeasurable system variables (e.g. stress intensity factor 
or structural damping), or otherwise make modifications to 
the network.  
 
An example mathematical model is the two-term 
exponential model,  
 

 
 (2) 

where A, B, C, D are model parameters to be estimated from 
data. To integrate this model into a DBN, the parameters for 
this model must be included as variables in the DBN. 
Through simulation, it has been determined that this model 
provides a suitable fit for modeling the length of a fatigue 
crack as it grows with the number of load cycles or the 
deflection of a cantilever beam with a growing crack.  

2.2.6. Summary of Heterogeneous Information 
Integration 

The information types discussed are used in concert with a 
DBN learning procedure to create a system model. Prior 

domain knowledge is the starting point for determining 
basic assumptions about the network, such as whether to use 
all discrete variables, all Gaussian variables, or a hybrid 
network. Any structural rules (e.g. banning certain nodes 
from being parent nodes) for the network need to be defined 
at this point. Once the basic assumptions are in place, 
operational and laboratory data and calculated data from 
mathematical models may then be used to determine the 
best structure for the DBN and the distribution parameters 
of the network. Reliability data and mathematical reliability 
models can then be used to augment probability 
distributions for some faults.  

2.3. Learning Bayesian Networks & Dynamic Bayesian 
Networks 

Learning BNs and DBNs consists of learning the structure 
of a network which defines the conditional independence 
relationships between variables and learning the distribution 
parameters of the network. Algorithms have been developed 
that can learn the structure and parameters for networks 
composed of discrete and continuous variables as well as 
hidden variables and missing data. 

2.3.1. Learning a Static BN 

Initially, it is assumed that all the variables are independent 
with unknown distributions. After gathering all available 
expert opinion about the variables (distribution types, 
constraints on the network structure), the structure learning 
algorithm evaluates any laboratory and experimental data 
available to determine the system structure of the system 
BN. The laboratory and experimental data along with any 
reliability data or mathematical models are used to 
determine the distribution parameters of the network. 

One of the first algorithms for learning a BN is the K2 
algorithm by Cooper and Herskovits (Cooper & Herskovits, 
1992). The algorithm requires placing the variables in a 
fixed order. The variable that is first in the order can have 
no parents and subsequent variables in the ordering may 
have the preceding nodes as parents. The algorithm analyzes 
each node, attempting to determine which set of parents 
maximizes some scoring metric for the local structure (node 
+ parents). The scoring metric computes the probability of 
observing the data given that local structure (essentially, a 
Bayes’ factor). Once each node has been evaluated, the 
collection of local structures is combined into a global 
structure for the network. Other algorithms are available 
such as conditional independence testing (de Campos, 2006) 
or expectation-maximization (EM) methods (Friedman, 
1998). EM methods can handle situations where data is 
missing or variables are unobservable.  

2.3.2. Learning a Dynamic BN 

DBN learning generally consists of learning the structure of 
a transition network which defines the relationships between 
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variables in different time slices and learning the parameters 
of this network. Variations of several algorithms have been 
developed that can handle various combinations of discrete 
and continuous variables. The basic methodology for DBN 
structure learning followed in this paper is that given by 
Friedman et al. (Friedman et al., 1998). 

Structure learning in a DBN is similar to that in a static BN. 
The observations for a dynamic system may include 
multiple time histories of instantiations of the system. By 
lagging each time history individually, data for a variable at 
t and t + 1 are obtained. After each time history is lagged, 
all the time histories can be combined into a database. In 
this database, a data case represents simultaneous 
observations of all the variables at a discrete point in time. 
Note that for the purpose of learning, it is here assumed that 

 

Figure 1. DBN before and after learning. 
  

all the variables are observable. In general this may not be 
true. 

Consider the cantilever beam model. Time series of 
measurements are collected for each beam. In this case, it is 
desirable not only to seed the faults (i.e. loosen the bolt 
manually), but also to observe healthy beams over time as 
they are loaded and then begin to form cracks or have a bolt 
gradually loosen. Say evaluating 100 beams results in 100 
time series of data. Each time series of data is lagged 
individually so as to create e.g. B(t) and B(t+1). Instead of 5 
variables per beam, there are now 10.  Then, the data for 
100 sets of 10 variables are combined into a database for 
learning the DBN structure. Fig. 1 shows the initial 
assumption of the variables being independent and the 
structure after learning. 

2.4. Diagnosis 

Diagnosis is the process of detecting and isolating faults in a 
system and quantifying their magnitudes. Detection and 
isolation can be performed using a BN or DBN model of the 
system which treats faults as binary (true or false). 

In detection, it is desired to determine the state of the 
system, including the states of potentially unobservable 
variables (faults). First, the case of a static system is 
considered followed by the dynamic case. 

2.4.1. Diagnosis of a Static System 

Diagnosis of a static system using a BN is a relatively 
straightforward problem. The purpose of diagnosis is to 
determine values of the unknown parameters (hidden state) 
from the measurements. Given observations of observable 
variables, the state of unobservable variables, which are 
hidden, can be inferred using Bayes’ Theorem. The state of 
the fault values that best explains the observations is taken 
as the fault state. Inference is automated using algorithms 
such as the junction tree algorithm for exact inference or 
Monte Carlo-based approaches for approximate inference. 
Static BN diagnosis has been implemented in e.g. medical 
diagnosis. 

2.4.2. Diagnosis of a Dynamic System 

Diagnosis of a dynamic system is built around the concept 
of tracking. First, the tracking problem is explained as well 
as a Monte Carlo solution to the problem. Then, it is 
explained how the results of tracking can be used to detect 
and isolate faults in the system. 

2.4.2.1 Filtering 
 
Diagnosis of a dynamic system reduces to the problem of 
filtering the state of the system over time, as opposed to 
inferring the state at once, as for a static system. Filtering 
combines theoretical system state estimates with noisy  
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measurements to estimate the true state of the system. The 
state estimate includes estimates of the states of faults, 
whose states are otherwise unknown, which is why tracking 
can be used for diagnosis.  The general tracking problem, 
explained by Arulampalam et al. (Arulampalam, Maskell, & 
Gordon, 2002) takes the form of a recursive Bayesian filter, 
where the prior pdf of the current state estimate, having 
been constructed from previous state estimates, is updated 
using a current measurement. This is also known as a 
predictor-corrector algorithm. The state estimate is often 
called the belief state due to the Bayesian nature of the 
estimation. 
 
More formally, consider the kth state estimate  given by 
the state model , , where  is the 
previous state estimate and  is an i.i.d process noise 
sequence. It is desired to determine  using the 
measurements z  given by the measurement model 

,  where  is an i.i.d measurement noise 
sequence.  In a Bayesian sense, this translates to finding the 
belief state, the pdf | : , where :  are the 
measurements from 1:k. The prior pdf | ≡  
since  is a set of no measurements. 
 
If | :  is available, the pdf | :  may be 
estimated by the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation 

 

| :  

(3) 
| | :  

 

where |  is the probabilistic model defined by 
 using the known statistics of the process noise . 

Eq. (1) makes use of the Markov property by having 
| , : |  The estimation of the 

prediction pdf | :   is known as the prediction 
stage. 
 
Once the measurement is available, | :   is 
determined in the update stage using Bayes’ rule as 
 

| :  | , :  
 

| , : | :

| :
 

| | :

| :
 

(4) 

where | : | | :  is a 
normalizing constant. The likelihood function |  is  
the probabilistic measurement model defined by  and the 
known statistics of the measurement noise . The optimal  
state estimated may then be computed as the maximum a 
posteriori (MAP) estimate, | : , or the 
minimum mean-square error (MMSE), | :

∙ | :  (Ristic & Arulampalam, 2004). 
 
At first glance it appears that the structure of a DBN might 
allow for easy tracking of the belief state, perhaps similar to 
a static BN, and providing system-level diagnosis with 
minimal effort. Unfortunately, even with a structured 
process, the belief state quickly becomes very complex after 
only a couple of updates, except in degenerate cases, as over  
time the system becomes highly correlated (Boyen & 
Koller, 1998). Only specific implementations of the 
recursive filter such as the Kalman filter or grid-based 
methods provide analytical solutions. Even more, the 
computational expense of exact inference algorithms is 
exponential in the number of nodes for a discrete DBN and 
even worse for hybrid or continuous distribution DBNs. 
Exact inference in the conditional Gaussian distributions 
used in this paper is NP-hard (Lerner, 2001). Thus, it is 
necessary to pursue approximate inference algorithms. 
Particle filtering is one technique that makes the tracking 
problem tractable. 
 
Particle filtering, i.e. sequential Monte Carlo (MC), is a 
method for approximating the distribution of the belief state. 
Common particle filtering method are based on sequential 
importance sampling (SIS), which improves upon the basic 
sequential MC by weighting point masses (particles) 
according to their importance sampling density, thus 
focusing on the samples that affect the posterior belief state 
the most. A comprehensive tutorial on particle filters is 
given by Ristic et al. (Ristic & Arulampalam, 2004). 
 

Figure 2. Cantilever beam DBN in filtering. 
Gray nodes are unobservable. 
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A summary of the SIS algorithm for one time step is as 
follows. A previous (or initial if k = 1) set of N weights 

 and N corresponding particles  are given initially 
or known from the previous time step, where i denotes the 
ith particle. N samples are drawn from the importance 
distribution,  , , where  are the 
measurements at the kth time step. Unnormalized weights  
are then computed up to a normalizing constant using a ratio 
of the distribution of the state estimate to the distribution of 
the importance sampling density. The weights  are then 
normalized so that their sum is equal to 1. The normalized 
weights  and points  form an approximation to the state 
estimate | . Two common choices of the importance 
density ,  are the prior  and the 
likelihood .  
 
Many variations of the SIS PF exist using different priors, 
resampling techniques, etc. For the conditional Gaussian 
system model employed in this paper, also called a jump 
Markov model, hybrid state model, or switching system, a 
dynamic multiple model (MM) filter is appropriate for 
tracking. The multiple model particle filter (MMPF) given 
in Ristic et al. (Ristic & Arulampalam, 2004)  implements 
this filter. This particle filter is a generalization of a standard 
particle filter and is equivalent to a standard particle filter 
when there is only one underlying discrete state. Each 
discrete state in r ∈ R  represents an operating mode. 
Before doing SIS for the continuous components of the 
state, an operating mode is selected based on the 
probabilities of those operating modes occurring.  
 
Considering the DBN dynamic beam model  in Fig. 5, the 
state of the unobservable (gray) nodes at t + 1 is first 
predicted based on the state of the unobservable nodes at t. 
Next, the measurements P  and δ  are used to 
update (correct) the predictions and obtain the state estimate 
of the unobservable nodes. The process  is implemented 
using a MMPF, which allows tracking of the discrete fault B 
as well as the continuous variables crack length, a, and 
stiffness, K. 

2.4.2.2 Fault Detection and Isolation 
 
Given a DBN which can track the system, fault detection 
and isolation may occur in a couple ways. Roychoudhury et 
al. (Roychoudhury, Biswas, & Koutsoukos, 2006) use a 
DBN derived from a bond graph with SIS of the healthy 
system for tracking. The belief state estimate estimates are 
compared with measurements using a statistical hypothesis 
test to detect faults. A qualitative, bond-graph based 
procedure is used to isolate fault candidates. Separate DBNs 
for each fault candidate are then used to quantify the faults 
and determine the most likely fault candidate.  Another 
example is provided by Jha et al. (Jha et al., 2009) who use 
a discrete DBN to determine the most probable explanation 

of transient faults. However, the approach is offline and 
does not require any tracking. Still, it is successful in 
combining consistency and abduction-based diagnosis 
methods. 
 
Bayes’ factors (and related ratios) may be used to detect 
faults. Because the transition model p x |x  is not 
updated until a fault is diagnosed, after the fault occurs the 
model and measurements diverge and the Bayes’ factor of 
the state estimate decreases. Thus, the Bayes’ factor may be 
used to indicate the presence of a fault. Vaswani et al. 
(Vaswani, 2004) calculate | : ,  where 
M is the transition model (not updated for the current fault) 
for abrupt faults and use the posterior expected negative log-
likelihood of the state under the prior distribution of the 
state for incipient faults. In both cases a threshold for 
detection is established. Sankararaman and Mahadevan 
(Sankararaman & Mahadevan, 2011) use Bayes’ factors to 
indicate faults and update the Bayes’ factor as new data is 
collected. Again, if the Bayes’ factor crosses a 
predetermined threshold, the fault is then isolated by 
checking the state estimate of the system. Following the 
approach of Sankararaman and Mahadevan (Sankararaman 
& Mahadevan, 2011), the Bayes’ factor is taken as  

 
 |

|
 (5) 

 
where D is is the set of measurements,  is the no damage 
hypothesis,  is the damage hypothesis, and |
1 | . The probability of damage is  
 

|
|

| |
 (6) 

 
If the prior probabilities of  and  are assumed to be 0.5, 
Eq. (5) reduces to 
 

 
|

1
 (7) 

 
If a new Bayes’ factor is calculated based on new 
measurement information becoming available, the updated 
probabilities of  and  are 
 

|
′

1 ′
 (8) 

and 
 

|
1

1 ′
. (9) 

Following the results of Vaswani et al. (Vaswani, 2004), for 
detection of abrupt faults,  and  refer to healthy and 
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unhealthy realizations of the transition model, 
| , r , and we denote the corresponding Bayes’ 

factor as Bt. For incipient faults,  and  refer to a 
baseline and current value of the state estimate and we 
denote the corresponding Bayes’ factor as Bt. By updating 
both Bayes’ factors and comparing to a threshold 
probability, fault detection can occur. Fault isolation is then 
achieved by determining the MMSE or MAP estimate from 
the state estimated, as approximated by samples and 
weights. After isolation, any parameter changes that need to 
be made to the state transition or measurement models are 
made.  

2.5. Prognosis 

In prognosis, it is desired to make an inference about the 
future distribution of the state of a system given its current 
state and possible future scenarios. As no new 
measurements are available, a Bayesian recursive filter 
which integrates measurement data is no longer necessary. 
The last set of state estimates and measurements are 
propagated through the DBN (as was done with the particle 
filter). The result is an estimate of the future distribution of 
the state variables.   

3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

To illustrate the diagnosis methodology, fault detection, 
isolation, and prognosis  is performed on a cantilever beam 
system subjected repeatedly to a point load at the free end. 
In this system, a crack is growing near the support according 
to Paris’ law (Paris, Gomez, & Anderson, 1961) 

 
∆ . (10) 

where C and m are material dependent constants, a is the 
crack length, N is the number of load cycles, and ∆  is the 
stress intensity factor. 

Additionally, a bolt may become loose at the support, which 
is modeled by removing constraints on finite element model 
boundary conditions for nodes at the support up to a 
distance d from the bottom of the beam. 

3.1.1. Model Construction 

To obtain operational data, 50 load histories were 
constructed containing 100 load cycles each. In these load 
histories, it was assumed that crack length, deflection, load, 
and whether the bolt is loose or tight are observable. For 
each load history, a load P, Paris law parameter m, 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Variable Symbol Distribution 

Bolt state B 
Categorical, binary 
(tight, loose) 

Load P 
Categorical, 
ternary (-.5 kN, -1 
kN, -1.5 kips) 

Crack length parameter A aA Gaussian 
Crack length parameter B aB Gaussian 
Crack length parameter C aC Gaussian 
Crack length parameter D aD Gaussian 
Deflection parameter A δA Gaussian 
Deflection parameter B δB Gaussian 
Deflection parameter C δC Gaussian 
Deflection parameter D δD Gaussian 

 
Table 1. Cantilever beam model variables. 

 
exponential failure rate for the bolt loosening, and elastic 
modulus E (finite element model input) are selected. Paris’ 
law parameter C was held constant across all experiments. 
A crack is initiated near the support of the beam. The beam 
is then repeatedly subjected to load P.  With each 
application of P, the crack grows slightly larger, according 
to Paris’ law. Additionally, there is a growing chance with 
each application of P that the bolt will become loose. The 
severity of damage is determined by d, which is selected 
before each load history. Table 1 describes the distributions 
used to model these variables. A rendering of the system in 
ANSYS is shown in Fig. 6. 
 
A DBN model of the beam (Fig. 3) is systematically 
constructed from heterogeneous information. First expert 
opinion is solicited to determine the variables to be used in 
modeling the system and the structure of the DBN. The 
variables selected to represent the system model are the 
loose bolt indicator variable, B, the load P, the parameters of 
the two-term exponential model describing the crack length, 
a, and the deflection, δ. The two-term parameters of the 
exponential models are estimated over a sliding 10 load 
cycle window from smoothed crack length and deflection 
data. The parameters of the DBN are then calculated via the 
principle of maximum likelihood.  

3.1.2. Diagnosis 

To perform diagnosis, a 100 cycle load history was 
synthesized with P = -.5 kN and known deflection 
parameters, , , , , . The bolt condition, B, crack 
length parameters, , , , were assumed to be 
unobservable.  The DBN is used in conjunction with a 
MMPF with 200 particles to obtained filtered estimates of 
the system state. After each load cycle, detection 
probabilities corresponding to the loose bolt condition are  Figure 3. Meshed cantilever beam finite element model 
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updated as per Section II.D. The threshold probability of 
detection used is 95%. As the fault considered was abrupt, 
the Bayes’ factor corresponding to the transition model as 
opposed to the belief state was used in detection.  
 

3.1.3 Prognosis 

After the last measurement data has been filtered, the 
system state is estimated 100 cycles into the future. As no 
new measurements are available, a Bayesian recursive filter 
which integrates measurement data is no longer necessary. 
The last set of state estimates and measurements are 
propagated through the DBN (as was done with the particle 
filter) with one estimate per particle. The result is an 
estimate of the future distribution of the model parameters. 
By using Eq. (2) with the model parameters, estimates of the 
crack length and deflection distributions are obtained. The 
model parameters are smoothed offline before estimating 
crack length and deflection so that trends are easier to 
visualize. 

3.1.3. Results and Discussion 

 
Data for the DBN for crack length and deflection used in 
training the DBN are overlaid with the measurement data 
used in diagnosis in Fig. 4. Considering the measurement 
data, the first item to discuss is the smoothness of the crack 
length and deflection curves versus the jagged model 
parameter curves. The jagged curves of particle values for 
the crack length parameters overlaid with the MAP estimate 
and true value are shown in Fig. 5.  This is due to several 
uncertainties in estimating the model parameters. First, the 
curves produced by the FEM model may not be perfectly 
smooth. Locally, parts of the curve may not fit the two-term  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
exponential model as well as others. A limited window of 
data is used in estimating these parameters, resulting 
infurther errors. Also, the optimization procedure used to 
estimate the model parameters induces errors. 
 
The operational data lies in three bands, one for each value 
of P. When the bolt becomes loose, it is important to note 
that the deflection does not fall far outside the range of 
healthy deflection curves. This highlights the importance of 
integrating a mathematical model into this system. The 
parameters of the mathematical model, on the other hand, 
are able to isolate the loose bolt fault shortly after 
occurrence as well as estimate the crack length and 
deflection. The MAP estimate of the bolt condition, the true 
value of the bolt condition, and the measured values of δD, 
which is the variable most strongly connected with the bolt 
condition, are shown in Fig. 6.  
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plot of δD when a fault occurs. 
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Prognosis of the system shows how small changes in the 
model parameters result in large amounts of uncertainty in 
prognosis. The prognosis results (Fig. 7) are in line with 
expectations, giving the trends evident in the training data 
(Fig. 4). Figure 8 shows histograms of crack length data 
after 115 and 175 load cycles, showing a gradual shift to 
towards larger crack lengths. Using MAP estimates and 
offline smoothing of the crack length (Fig. 9) and deflection 
parameters enhances the legibility of the plots but can 
induce some error, particularly near the beginning and end 
of a time series.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The results show that a DBN-based methodology can be 
used for diagnosis and prognosis of a mechanical system in 
the presence of many different types of information. Where 
other methodologies may exclusively model crack growth or 
detect faults, the DBN-based methodology is capable of 
doing both as it integrates expert opinion, a database of 
observational information, failure rate information, and a 
mathematical model for crack growth and deflection. 
 

4. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, a methodology for diagnosis and prognosis of 
a mechanical system in the presence of heterogeneous 
information has been proposed. First, a DBN is constructed 
using heterogeneous information such as expert opinion, 
operational and laboratory data, published reliability data, 
and mathematical models. Next, the DBN is employed for 
filtering the system. Filtering is performed via a particle 
filter. Faults are detected using Bayesian hypothesis testing. 
Then, by determining the MAP estimate of the state, faults 
are isolated. After the diagnosis has been performed, a 
prognosis estimate of the future distribution of the system 
state is obtained. In future work, a hydraulic actuator system 
constructed from heterogeneous information and containing 
multiple fault scenarios will be considered for PHM. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

B = Bayes’ factor 
DBN = dynamic Bayesian network 
MAP = Maximum a posteriori estimate 
MMSE = Minimum mean-square estimate 
PF = Particle filter 
SIS = Sequential importance sampling 
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ABSTRACT 

An experimental methodology is proposed in this paper for 

mechanism verification of physics-based prognosis of 

mechanical damage, such as fatigue. The proposed 

experimental methodology includes multi-resolution in-situ 

mechanical testing, advanced imaging analysis, and 

mechanism analysis based on digital measurements. A case 

study is presented for fatigue crack growth mechanism 

investigation. In-situ fatigue testing at lower resolutions, 

i.e., optical microscopy, and digital image correlation is 

used to analyze the plastic deformation behavior and strain 

distribution near crack tips. In-situ fatigue testing under 

higher resolutions, i.e., scanning electron microscopy, and 

automatic image tracking is used to obtain detailed crack tip 

deformation and crack growth kinetics at the nanometer 

scales. Following this, the proposed experimental 

methodology is applied to two different metallic materials, 

aluminum alloys and steels. Very different experimental 

observations are observed and the underlying mechanisms 

are discussed in detail. The impact on the prognosis 

algorithm development is also discussed. Finally, the 

potential application of the proposed experimental 

methodology to other materials systems and to other types 

of mechanical damage is discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Structural damage prognosis mainly relies on two kinds of 

methods: data-driven methods and physical-based methods. 

Though they are often combined in application, the physical 

based method is much more precise and flexible for new 

loading condition even new systems with a similar 

mechanism (Farrar & Lieven, 2007).  Among the various 

structural failures modes, fatigue caused failure is a main 

failure mode of structures under cyclic loading and it can 

have catastrophic consequences, with loss of life and 

property (Campbell & Lahey, 1984). 

The theory of metal fatigue has been developed for a long 

time. In 1962, Forsyth first gives a detail of the two stages 

in fatigue initialization and propagation (Forsyth, 1962). In 

stage I, when the initial crack length is less than a few grain 

diameters, an initial stress is required to open the crack as it 

might be fully closed, and additional stress is applied for 

crack propagation. In stage II, the crack growth process 

involves simultaneous or alternating flow along two slip 

system and it largely depend on the stress intensity at the 

crack tip. Paris’ law (Paris, Gomez, & Anderson, 1961) 

gives a power relationship between fatigue crack growth 

rate and stress intensity range of constant amplitude loading. 

However, when considering the failure physics, the crack 

does not propagate throughout the whole unloading cycle, 

though the unloading has a sharpening effect to the rack tip 

(Laird, 1967). Moreover, when the stress is removed, the 

residual plastic region may force the crack close fully at the 

crack tip (Wolf, 1970). However, many experiments show 

the difficulties in measuring the crack-opening load, 

depending on the measuring location (Macha, Corbly, & 

Jones, 1979) and the techniques employed, such as by 

electrical potential method (Shih and Wei 1974), by 

ultrasonic method (Bouami & De Vadder, 1986; Singh, 

Srivastav, Gupta, Keller, & Ray, 2009), and numerical 

method (Riddell, Piascik, Sutton, Zhao, McNeill & Helm, 

1999). Further, it is found that commonly employed notch-

mouth clip-gauge method is not sensitive enough to detect 

the closure of short cracks in regions of notch plasticity 

(Fleck & Shin, 1985) and changes in the stresses ahead of 

the crack tip are more important than closure behind the 

crack tip (Sadananda, 1999). 

For crack closure hypothesis, many experimental studies are 

based on the indirect measurement and there lacks a method 

for the direct model verification at various different scales. 

The mechanism/hypothesis verification is critical for a 

_____________________ 
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sound physics-based prognosis framework and must be 

carefully investigated. 

In this paper, a multi-resolution in-situ testing methodology 

is proposed for the mechanism/hypotheses verification for 

mechanical damage prognosis. The proposed methodology 

combines advanced experimental instrumentation, digital 

imaging technique, and mechanical analysis to investigate 

the mechanical deformation and damage progression 

behavior under mechanical loadings at two scales, 

micrometer scale (optical) and nanometer scale (SEM). The 

two experimental testing results are compared and verified 

each other for non-closure hypotheses. The application in 

two materials show significantly different fatigue behaviors 

and the direct observations at nanometer to millimeter scales 

provide fruitful information for the new model development 

and model hypothesis verification. 

This paper is organized as follows. First, the in-situ 

experiment methodology and the detail steps are introduced. 

In-situ fatigue testing at lower resolutions, i.e., optical 

microscopy, and digital image correlation is used to analyze 

the plastic deformation behavior and strain distribution near 

crack tips. In-situ fatigue testing under higher resolutions, 

i.e., scanning electron microscopy, and automatic image 

tracking is used to obtain detailed crack tip deformation and 

crack growth kinetics at the nanometer scales. Following 

this, the proposed experimental methodology is applied to 

two different metallic materials, e.g., aluminum alloys and 

steels. Very different experimental observations are 

observed and the underlying mechanisms are discussed in 

detail. The impact on the prognosis algorithm development 

is also discussed. Finally, the potential application of the 

proposed experimental methodology to other materials 

systems and to other types of mechanical damage is 

discussed. 

2. IN-SITU OPTICAL EXPERIMENT 

2.1. Experiment Setup 

The experimental set-up for the in-situ optical microscopy 

experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The experimental instrument 

mainly includes two parts: a palm-sized loading system and 

an optical microscope system. The tensile stage is 

manufactured by Fullerm Inc. (now MTI) and the maximum 

gage length between mechanical grips is about 27 mm. The 

load capacity is 5 kN.  The sub-stage is fixed on the 

microscope and the cyclic loading is applied to the 

specimen. The testing is controlled by the Admet 

MTESTQuattro system. A Nikon metallurgical microscope 

is used to monitor the specimen surface and a high 

resolution imaging acquisition system is used to record 

images during the testing. Post-processing of images is 

performed using a high performance workstation and the 

software package ImageJ 

 

Fig. 1 Experiment setup 

Single edge notched plate specimens with width W = 8.1 

mm, length L = 52 mm and thickness 0.86 mm made of 

aluminum alloy sheet (7075-T6) were tested. An edge notch 

of length 1mm was machined on specimen by slow saw 

cutting. After machining, the specimens are pre-cracked 

under a hydraulic tension machine INSTRON 1331 until the 

initial crack reaches about 1 mm. The pre-cracking 

procedure follows the ASTM standard E647-99. Following 

this, both surfaces of the specimen are polished with the 

sandpaper whose average particle diameter is smaller than 

10 um. The final polishing is done using a vibration 

polishing machine with 1~3um polishing suspension. 

2.2. Test Procedure 

The experiment consists of four major steps: 

1. Specimen manufacturing and pre-cracking. 

2. Polish the specimen carefully to form randomly 

distributed small dark regions on the smooth surface, 

which is a requirement for digital image correlation 

(DIC) analysis. 

3. Apply load on the specimen under the monitoring of a 

microscope, while images of the crack tip region are 

taken during the loading and unloading process. 

4. process the images by DIC software to get the strain 

field of the crack tip region and calculate the plastic 

zone using mechanical analysis. 

In the experiment, a load cycle is divided into several steps 

in the load profile. At each step, the image around the crack 

region is taken for strain calculation. The step load is set 

according to the precision requirement and computation 

resource limitation. An example profile is shown in Fig. 2, 

which has about forty segments during the loading and 

unloading path. 

2.3. Test Procedure 

Before the images are processed using VIC-2D for strain 

calculation, some pre-processes are required depending on 
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the image quality. The most common process is the contrast 

enhancement. The raw images may not be sharp enough for 

DIC calculation and enhancing the contrast could make the 

pixels easy to be recognized. In addition, it could also 

mitigate the negative effect of blur edge by out of focus.  

 

Fig. 2 Load profile 

After the image pre-processing, digital image correlation 

can be used to estimate the strain and displacement of the 

region of interest. The obtained strain field is used for the 

mechanical and damage analysis.  

In fatigue, plastic deformation is one of the most important 

factors affecting damage accumulation. Thus, the focus in 

this paper is on the plastic zone estimation. Under cyclic 

loading, the crack closure during the reverse loading path 

(or the crack opening level during the loading path) will be 

critical for fatigue analysis. Some previous studies have 

shown the crack closure level and crack opening level are 

very close and can be assumed to be equal (Zhang & Liu, 

2011). The identification during the reverse loading path 

will be sufficient to estimate this value. It should be noted 

that the proposed experimental methodology is not limited 

to fatigue and other types of mechanical damage can be 

analyzed using the obtained strain field as well. 

The theoretical reversed plastic zone under cyclic loading 

can be estimated by Eq. (1) without the consideration of 

crack closure (Rice, 1968) 

2

1

2 y

K


 

 
  

 
 

 (1) 

where y  is the yielding strength and  

 max minK F a F a           (2) 

where F is the geometry factor which depends on the 

geometry of specimen and the crack length.  a  is the crack 

length. A sample contour of strain field in front of the crack 

is shown in Fig. 3(a), the crack grows from the center of left 

edge. The calculated plastic zone is shown as the red region 

in Fig. 3 (b). Finally, the plastic zone size is defined along 

the crack propagation direction and it can be measured 

directly from the processed image. 

By repeating the above procedures for images taken at 

different loading levels, the strain field and plastic zone 

evolution can be obtained. By comparing the experimental 

observations with theoretical model predictions (for 

example, Eq. (1), the hypothesis of the model can be 

justified.  

In-situ optical testing has the resolution limit to about 0.5~5 

microns. If more detailed information of the materials at 

finer resolution is desired, new imaging capabilities is 

required. In-situ SEM testing is required and is discussed 

below. 

 

(a) Strain couture from VIC-2D 

 

(b) Plastic zone from VIC-2D 

Fig. 3 Strain field and plastic zone from VIC-2D 
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CTOD 

3. IN-SITU SEM  EXPERIMENT 

3.1. Experiment Setup 

The process of in-situ SEM experiment is the similar with 

optical experiment. The palm-sized loading machine is put 

in a scanning electron microscope for imaging (JEOL-

7400F SEM in the current investigation). The experimental 

setup is in shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4 SEM experiment set up 

3.2. Test Procedure 

The load profile is the same with optical experiment. There 

is a minor difference. Under the optical observation, the lens 

field depth is large enough to cover the specimen moving 

distance. Thus, the images can be taken continuously. 

However, the field depth of SEM is very short. Thus, at 

each step, it is required to stop the motor and refocus the 

lens on the specimen surface by a quick scanning. 

Following that, scan the crack tip again with higher 

resolution. 

3.3. Image processing and Measurements 

After SEM images are taken, some pre-processing are also 

needed to improve the image quality. Different from the 

optical image, SEM image consists of pixels calculated from 

the reflected electrons. As the electron reflection is not 

continuous in atomic length scale, the calculated pixels 

color changing is not smooth. The images taken under the 

visible light with wavelength much longer than atom scale 

length, the pixel colors are changing smoothly. The 

common process methods are noise reduction and 

smoothing. An example of comparison of images before and 

after processing is shown in Fig. 5, which is from the case 

study of steel. 

Finally, crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) can be 

measured directly from the processed images. The definition 

of CTOD is defined as the distance of crack surface at the 

right angle edge from the crack tip, as Fig. 6(a) shows (Shih, 

1981). Fig. 6(b) is an example SEM image with CTOD 

marked with white lines. 

 

Fig. 5 Comparison of SEM image before and after 

processing 

           

(a) CTOD definition          (b) CTOD marked in SEM image 

Fig. 6 CTOD measuring method and example 

4. CASE STUDY 

Using the above described in-situ optical and SEM testing 

methodology, two set of experiments are carried out on 

aluminum and steel, respectively. The objective is to 

investigate the plastic deformation and crack growth 

behavior and verify the classical mechanical models that 

have used widely for the plastic zone estimation and crack 

propagation law. 

4.1. Case I: Aluminum 7075-T6 

Aluminum 7075-T6 is a high strength to density material 

used for highly stressed structures but under strict weight 

requirement, such as automotive, marine, aircraft and many 

other daily staffs. In this case, three specimens are tested. 

Before After 

CTOD 
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The chemical composition of this material is listed in Table 

1. The aluminum is the balance in the total weight. The 

basic physical properties are listed in Table 2. 

Element Min Max 

Zn 5.1 6.1 

Mg 2.1 2.9 

Cu 1.2 2.0 

Fe 0 0.5 

Si 0 0.4 

Mn 0 0.3 

Cr 0.18 0.28 

Table 1. Chemical composition Al 7075-T6 (weight, %) 

Elastic Modulus  

/GPa 

Yield Strength 

/MPa 

Tensile Strength  

/MPa 

71.7 502~516 573~582 

Table 2. Basic mechanical properties of Al 7075-T6 

Following the above discussed general methodology, the 

plastic zone size at each loading step can be estimated using 

the DIC analysis. The plastic zone size with the applied 

stress intensity factor is shown in Fig. 7. It could be easily 

found that during the unloading process, the reversed plastic 

zone size stops to grow at about 30% of the maximum 

loading. Crack closure is a sound reason for this behavior 

since the crack contact will reduce the stress intensity ahead 

of the original crack tip and plastic deformation disappears. 

Because as the crack closes, the crack surfaces are contacted 

to each other and it releases the reverse compression force 

from the crack tip region. 

The theoretical value is calculated by Eq. (1) and (2), the 

value of geometry factor F is defined in Eq. (3) according to 

the ASTM standard E647-99. 

2

3 4

1.12 0.231 10.55

     21.72 30.39

a a
F

W W

a a

W W

   
     

   

   
    

   

 (3) 

In order to full verify this hypothesis, the in-situ SEM 

experiment is taken to verify the crack closure and another 

crack parameter CTOD is measured directly. 

Selected SEM images are shown in Fig. 8(a) and all the 

CTOD measurements are shown in Fig. 8(b). The crack 

closure is directly observed. The first two images shows that 

crack tip remain closed at two different loading levels. If 

further increase the loading level, crack becomes open. This 

explains why the plastic zone stops increases under in-situ 

optical testing. The testing results verify the crack closure 

hypothesis and indicate that the Eq. (1) is not applicable to 

aluminum alloys under the current investigation. 

 

 

 

Fig 7 Plastic zone size of aluminum (Zhang & Liu, 2011) 

4.2. Case II: Steel AISI 4340 

AISI 4340 steel is a heat treatable, low alloy steel containing 

nickel, chromium and molybdenum. It is widely used in 

industry, such as aircraft landing gear, power transmission 

gears and shafts and other structural parts (after heat 

treatment and/or surface hardening treatment). The chemical 
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composition of this material and its basic physical properties 

are listed in Table 3 and 4. 

 

(a) Selected SEM images of aluminum during unloading 

process 

 

(b) CTOD during unloading process 

Fig. 8 SEM images of aluminum in unloading process 

The specimens are pre-cracked under load from 100 N to 

1000 N at the frequency up to 5 to get an initial crack with 

length about 0.5 mm (excluding the notch length). A pre-

cracked image is shown in Fig. 9. 

After polishing, the average diameter of dark dots is about 

15 μm, as shown in Fig. 10. 

Then, the images are taken during the continuously loading 

or unloading process. In our test, the load profile starts from 

100 N to 1000 N at step 50 N, as shown in Fig. 3. Finally, 

the plastic zone size variation during loading and unloading 

is obtained. In order to reduce the measurement noise, 

multiple tests have been performed. The result in Fig. 11 

shows a good coherence of each test with the theoretic 

plastic zone size without consideration of plastic closure, i.e. 

the reversed plastic zone keeps increasing during the 

unloading process. This is very different compared to the 

results for aluminum alloys. The testing results indicate no 

crack closure during the entire unloading duration. 

Element Min Max 

C 0.38 0.43 

Cr 0.7 0.9 

Mn 0.6 0.8 

Mo 0.2 0.3 

Ni 1.65 2 

P 0 0.035 

Si 0.15 0.3 

S 0 0.04 

Table 3 Chemical composition of AISI 4340 steel 

Elastic Modulus  

/GPa 

Yield Strength 

/MPa 

Tensile Strength  

/MPa 

190~210 472.3 744.6 

Table 4 Basic physical properties of AISI 4340 steel 

 

Fig. 9 Crack tip of steel specimen 

 

Fig. 10 Crack tip with markers for DIC process 

In order to fully support this hypothesis, SEM images are 

taken one of the specimens and the CTOD in two unloading 

processes is obtained. The selected images are shown in Fig. 

12(a) and the CTOD is shown in fig. 12(b). The images 

show that the crack edges do not contact to each other and 

the measured CTOD keeps growing during the whole 

unloading process according. The result proves that there is 
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no crack closure for ASNI 4340 steel under loading ratio 0.1 

in the current investigation. 

Compared with test on aluminum 7075-T6, ASNI 4340 steel 

does not have crack closure phenomenon under the loading 

profile with load ratio 0.1. Thus, it can be concluded that for 

different materials, crack closure does not always exist. This 

comparison also shows that the method proposed is a 

general method for crack fatigue mechanism investigation 

and model hypothesis verification. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11 Plastic zone size of steel specimens 

 

(a) Selected SEM images during the unloading process 

 

(b) CTOD during unloading process 

Fig. 12 Crack tip condition of steel during unloading 

process 

For aluminum 7075-T6, crack closure is observed and the 

opening stress is obtained. Thus it is suggested to use 

modified McClung’s model (McClung & Sehitoglu, 1989) 
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to predict the crack growth rate  provided by Wei (Zhang & 

Liu, 2011): 

 

open
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closure min
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 (5) 

where closure  is the crack closing stress and 

 eff eff max closureK F a F a          . It can be 

noticed that Rice’s model is a special case of McClung 

Model in that closure min  . 

The two materials show quite different behaviors under the 

same experiment condition. One probable reason is the 

difference of ductility. For 4340 steel, the failure elongation 

could be 12.2~22.0%, but for aluminum 7075-T6, that is 

only 5~8%, much more brittle than the former one. This 

could cause the fracture surface in aluminum more smooth 

than steel, thus the crack surface could not contact to each 

other during the unloading process. With the different 

behaviors for these two materials, different crack prognosis 

methods can be verified or new prognosis methods could be 

proposed, such as the one in Zhang and Liu’s  paper (Zhang 

& Liu 2011). 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper proposes a general methodology to verify the 

failure mechanism for physics-based mechanical damage 

prognosis. Testing under both optical microscope and SEM 

are discussed in detail. Imaging processing technique and 

advanced instrumentation provides a unique capability to 

investigate the mechanical damage behavior of structural 

materials. 

Several conclusions can be drawn based on the current 

investigation: 

 Multi-resolution in-situ testing and imaging analysis is 

powerful to explore the detailed mechanical 

deformation and damage accumulation behavior of 

investigated metals; 

 Aluminum 7075 in the current investigation shows has 

crack closure under cyclic loadings and the reversed 

plastic zone stop growing after the crack closure 

 Steel 4340 in the current investigation shows no crack 

closure and the plastic zone continues to grow during 

the entire unloading path 

 Different mechanisms indicate that different prognosis 

models should be developed for these two materials, 

especially on the plastic zone calculation 

The proposed methodology provides a general way to get 

the mechanical information of fatigue cracks. However, it 

does not only pertain to fatigue research, In the future, other 

metal failure mechanisms such as creep or brittle fracture 

mechanism will be studied using this method. In addition, 

composite materials failure mechanism such as 

delamination and matrix will also be studied using advanced 

3D imaging technique, such X-ray computed tomography.   
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ABSTRACT 

A reliability trend/growth analysis methodology for satellite 
systems is suggested.  A satellite system usually consists of 
many satellites successively launched over many years, and 
its satellites typically belong to different satellite 
generations. This paper suggests an approach to reliability 
trend/growth data analysis for the satellite systems based on 
grouped data and the Power Law (Crow-AMSAA) Non-
Homogeneous Poisson process model, for both one (time) 
and two (time and generation) variables.  Based on the data 
specifics, the maximum likelihood estimates for the Power 
Law model parameters are obtained.  In addition, the 
Cumulative Intensity Function (CIF) of a family of satellite 
systems was analyzed to assess its similarity to that of a 
repairable system.  The suggested approaches are illustrated 
by a case study based on Tracking and Data Relay Satellite 
System (TDRSS) and Geostationary Operational 
Environmental Satellite (GOES) data.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this study is to develop a reliability growth 
analysis methodology applicable to satellite systems.  A 
satellite system usually consists of many satellites 
successively launched during many years, and its satellites 
can belong to different satellite generations.  For example, 
the United States National Environmental Satellite, Data, 
and Information Service (NESDIS) is now developing its 
fourth generation (gen.) of the GOES satellites. The GOES 
first satellite, GOES 1, was launched in 1975 and the latest, 
GOES 15, was launched in 2010 (see Table 2). 
 

During the system life, its satellites can be in different 
states, like active, in-orbit testing, failed, standby, retired, 
etc.  The satellite system reliability improvements are based 
on the analysis of anomalies (failures) observed on the in-
orbit satellites, and the respective corrective actions can  
 
 
 

usually be implemented only in the next and the following 
satellites to be launched.   In other words, the traditional 
reliability growth "Test-Analyze-Fix" concept is not 
applicable to the on-orbit satellite systems, which makes the 
data model and data analysis of the satellite systems rather 
different.   

2. DATA AND RELIABILITY GROWTH MODEL   

A satellite system (SS) is considered.  Let’s assume that the 
SS currently consists of k satellites S1, S2, …Sk , where S1 
is the first (oldest) successfully launched satellite, S2 is the 
second satellite, . . . , and Sk is the latest successfully 
launched launched satellite. Let T1, T2 ,  . . . Tk denote,   
respectively, the cumulative times during which the S1, S2, 
…Sk anomalies were recorded, and  let N1, N2 ,  . . . Nk  
denote the random numbers of corresponding failures 
(anomalies).  These data can be represented using Table 1. 
 
The Crow-AMSAA model is suggested to apply for the SS 
reliability trend analysis.  This model is the most popular 
reliability growth model. The model is used in Military 
Handbook 189 (MIL-HDBK -189 C, 2011). The model was 
applied in the following traditional form: 
 
𝜆(𝑡) = 𝜆0𝛽𝑡𝛽−1                                                                          (1) 

 
where λ(t) is the ROCOF for a given satellite, λ0 and β are 
positive parameters, and t is the satellite order number, so 
that the variable t takes on the following values: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
. . . . Other choices of the independent variable t can be 
budget or other monetary or manpower resources spent to 
improve the satellite reliability. It should be noted that in the 
case of reliability growth, the parameter β should satisfy the 
following inequality:  0 < β < 1.  The model (1) is 
sometimes referred to as the Weibull process, because it 
coincides with the failure rate of the Weibull distribution.   
 
 
 

Dr. John W. Evans et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the 
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any 
medium, provided the original author and source are credited. 
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Satellite Time Interval Number of 
Anomalies 

S1 T1 N1  

S2 T2 N2  

… … … 

Sk Tk Nk 

Table 1. Satellite System Anomaly Data 

3. DATA ANALYSIS 

For each satellite of the system considered, the ROCOF 
estimate is calculated as 
 

�̂�(𝑖) =
𝑁𝑖
𝑇𝑖

  𝑖 =  1, 2. . . , 𝑘                                                         (2) 

 
where the estimator (2) is known as the natural estimator  
of  ROCOF (Basu, A.P. &  Rigdon S.E., 2000; Crowder, M. 
J., Kimber A. C., Smith, R. L., & Sweeting, T. J., 1991) . 
 
Assuming that ROCOF is constant (but different) for each 
satellite, it is clear that N i is distributed according to the 
Poisson distribution with the mean equal to λ(i)T i, where  
λ(i) is the unknown true value of ROCOF for ith satellite. If 
the number of the observed failures N i is great enough, the 
distribution can be approximated by the Normal 
Distribution, having the same mean and the variance equal 
to this mean. 
 

Based on the above considerations, the following regression 
model (3) is suggested for estimating the parameter of the 
Crow-AMSAA model (1) 
 

𝜆(𝑡𝑖) = 𝜆0𝛽𝑡𝑖
𝛽−1 + 𝛿 𝑖                                                        (3) 

                                                                      
where δi is a normally distributed error with zero mean and 
the variance is inversely  proportional to the number of the 
observed failures N i; t i is the satellite order number, taking 
on the following values: 1, 2, 3, . . . . The model (3) is non-
linear in the parameters regression model, where parameters 
λ0 and β should be estimated under the following 
restrictions: λ0 > 0 and 1 > β > 0. 
 

Another way to estimate the parameters of the reliability 
growth model (1) is to apply the Maximum Likelihood 
(ML) approach.  For the data discussed above, the 
likelihood function L(λ0, β) can be written as 
 
𝐿(𝜆0,𝛽 ) = ⋯                                                                             (4) 

= �
�∫ 𝜆0𝛽𝑡𝑖

𝛽−1𝑑𝜏𝑇𝑖
0 �

𝑁𝑖
𝑒𝑥𝑝 �−∫ 𝜆0𝛽𝑡𝑖

𝛽−1𝑑𝜏𝑇𝑖
0 �

𝑁𝑖!

𝑘

𝑖=1

          (4) 

= �
𝜆0
𝑁𝑖𝛽𝑁𝑖𝑡𝑖

𝑁𝑖(𝛽−1)𝑇𝑖𝑁𝑖exp �−𝜆0𝛽𝑡𝑖
𝛽−1𝑇𝑖�

𝑁𝑖!

𝑘

𝑖=1

                    (4) 

and its logarithm as 

𝑙𝑛�𝐿(𝜆0,𝛽)� = �𝑁𝑖𝑙𝑛(
k

i=1

λ0) + 𝑁𝑖 𝑙𝑛(𝛽) + ⋯                   (5) 

𝑁𝑖(𝛽 − 1) 𝑙𝑛(𝑡𝑖) + 𝑁𝑖 𝑙𝑛(𝑇𝑖) − 𝜆0𝛽𝑡𝑖
𝛽−1𝑇𝑖 − 𝑙𝑛(𝑁𝑖!)     (5) 

 
Writing the first derivatives of (5) with respect to λ0 and β 
and equating them to zero, we arrive at the following system 
of non-linear equations for λ0 and β: 
 

 
∂
∂𝜆0

�𝐿(𝜆0,𝛽)� =
1
𝜆0
�𝑁𝑖

k

i=1

−  𝛽�𝑡𝑖
𝛽−1𝑇𝑖

k

i=1

= 0               (6) 

𝜕
𝜕𝛽

�𝐿(𝜆0,𝛽)� =  
1
𝛽
�𝑁 𝑖

k

i=1

−  …                                          (7) 

𝜆0�𝑇𝑖�𝑡𝑖
𝛽−1 + 𝛽(𝛽 − 1)𝑡𝑖

𝛽−2� = 0 
k

i=1

                                  (7) 

 
which must be solved under the restrictions: λ0 > 0 and 1 > 
β > 0. 

4. CASE STUDY:  TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE 
SYSTEM 

The Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) is a 
network of  satellites (each called a Tracking and Data 
Relay Satellite or TDRS) and ground stations used for space 
communications. The TDRSS space segment currently 
consists of nine on-orbit TDRSs located in geosynchronous 
orbit, distributed to provide global coverage.  

The available data on the TDRSs are 327 NASA Spacecraft 
Orbital Anomaly Report System (SOARS) records related 
to the satellites of the first TDRS generation (A, C, D, E, F 
and G) and the second TDRS generation (H, I, J), listed in 
Table 2.  It should be noted that there is much less data on 
TDRS H, I and J (only about 25 cumulative mission years) 
compared to the first generation, i.e., TDRS A, C, D, E, F 
and G (about 101.4 cumulative mission years).   

The Crow-AMSAA model (1) and the data from Table 2 
were used for the reliability trend analysis. The parameters 
of the reliability growth model were estimated as: λ0 = 
3.156917 1/day and β = 0.006.  The ROCOF estimates and 
the fitted Crow-AMSAA model are shown in Figure 1 
below. The model provides a good fit to the data: the 
squared correlation coefficient R2 = 0.963.  Using the fitted 
model, the ROCOF for the future TDRS M was predicted as 
0.00151/day.  The predicted value indicates a 30% – 40% 
reliability growth for TDRS 13 (TDRS M) compared to 
TDRS 10 (TDRS J) in terms of ROCOF. 
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Table 2.  Data and Estimated Rate of Occurrence of Failures 
 

 

 
Figure 1. Estimated ROCOF and fitted reliability growth 

model. The extreme right point is the projected ROCOF for 
TDRS M (13). 

5. RELIABILITY GROWTH MODEL WITH TWO VARIABLES 

Earlier, we applied the power law (Crow-AMSAA) 
relationship to model satellite ROCOF dependence on the 
satellite order (operational) number.  The relationship we 
are going to introduce below can be used to take into 
account a possible jump of ROCOF attributed to a new 
satellite generation, which is illustrated by the GOES 
ROCOF (see Figure 2 and Table 3). 

 
Figure 2. GOES ROCOF dependence on satellite 

operational number. The interval [4, 7] is the first generation 
of satellites; the interval [8, 12] is the second generation of 

GOES satellites. 
 

Figure 2 shows a significant jump in ROCOF between the 
first generation and the second generation of GOES.  This 
increase in ROCOF of the second generation can be 
explained by more complex satellite design and functions. 
The figure also reveals a minor ROCOF increase for each 
last satellite of the first generation and the second 
generation.  The GOES 7 increase in ROCOF compared to 
its predecessor GOES 6 can be attributed to the GOES 7 
new feature – it was the first GOES satellite capable of 
detecting 406 MHz distress signals from emergency beacons 
carried aboard aircraft and vessels and sending them to 
ground stations. In its turn, the GOES 12 increase in 
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Other 
Satellite 
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Launch Date Last Record 
Date 

Time 
Interval, 

days 

Number of 
records 

ROCOF  
(λest) 1/day 

1 TDRS A TDRS 1 4-Apr-83 5/04/2006 8431 192 0.0228 
1 TDRS C TDRS 3 29-Sep-88 9/28/2004 5843 28 0.0048 
1 TDRS D TDRS 4 13-Mar-89 11/02/2010 7904 35 0.0044 
1 TDRS E TDRS 5 2-Aug-91 11/06/2004 4845 21 0.0043 
1 TDRS F TDRS 6 13-Jan-93 7/16/2006 4932 20 0.0041 
1 TDRS G TDRS 7 13-Jul-95 6/4/2009 5075 8 0.0016 
2 TDRS H TDRS 8 30-Jun-00 9/02/2010 3716 5 0.0013 
2 TDRS I TDRS 9 8-Mar-02 9/26/2010 3124 12 0.0038 
2 TDRS J TDRS 10 4-Dec-02 7/21/2009 2421 6 0.0025 
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ROCOF (compared to GOES 11) can be attributed to the 
new instrument -- GOES 12 was the first satellite to carry a 
Solar X-Ray Imager (SXI) type instrument.   

In order to take into account a ROCOF dependence on the 
satellite generation, the following model is suggested: 

𝜆(𝑡𝑖 ,𝑇) = 𝜆0𝑡𝑖
𝛽1𝑇𝑗

𝛽2                                                                (8) 

The model has the following two independent variables-
operational number (ti = 4, 5, . . . , 12) and a dummy 
variable, T j, (j = 1, 2,..., J), which is the satellite generation 
order number. The dummy variable T value is e for the first 
generation, i.e., T1 = e, and T takes on the value eo ≡ 1 for 
the second satellite generation, i.e., T2 = 1.  The choice of 
these values becomes obvious if we take the natural 
logarithm of (8) in order to make the model linear: 

Table 4. Regression analysis summary of model (8.1) 

As it follows from Table 4, the parameter ln(𝜆0)  is 
statistically insignificant, so that our model (8) can be 
written as: 
 

𝜆(𝑡𝑖 ,𝑇) = 𝑡𝑖
𝛽1𝑇𝑗

𝛽2                                                             (8.2)

𝑙𝑛�𝜆(𝑡𝑖 ,𝑇)� = 𝑙𝑛(𝜆0) + 𝛽1 𝑙𝑛(𝑡𝑖)  +   𝛽2 𝑙𝑛�𝑇𝑗�          (8.1) 

It is clear that the transition from the first generation to the 
second generation changes the intercept of the above linear 
dependence by β2 because of a unit change in ln(T j), i.e., 
ln(T1) – ln(T2) = 1. The variable Tj can be called the 
generation code. The available GOES ROCOF data needed 
to fit the above model are given in Table 3.  

 

Table 3.  GOES History and Estimated Rate of Occurrence 
of Failures (ROCOF) 

 
Using the above data, the parameter estimates of model 
(8.1) are given in Table 4.  

 

The fitted model is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3.  The GOES ROCOF and fitted model (8.2) 

Based on the model and data, the jump in values of ROCOF 
𝜆(8,𝑇2)
𝜆(7,𝑇1)

 is about 8.   

In order to compare the reliability growth rate for GOES 
generations 1 and 2, the following ROCOF model was fitted 
for each generation: 

 𝜆(𝑡𝑖) = 𝜆0𝑡𝑖
𝛽                                                                         (8.3)  

The fitted models are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
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Parameter 
Estimate 

Std. 
Err. t(6) p-level 

𝑙𝑛(𝜆0) 
 0.4017 2.3920 0.1679 0.8722 

β2 -2.1074 0.7308 -2.8839 0.0279 

β1 -1.9407 1.0380 -1.8697 0.1107 

GOES 
Gen. 

Gen. 
Code (T) 

ln(T) GOES 
Oper. 

Number (t) 

ROCOF 
(λest,) 
1/day 

1 EXP(1) 1 4 0.00956 
1 EXP(1) 1 5 0.00667 
1 EXP(1) 1 6 0.00435 
1 EXP(1) 1 7 0.00828 
2 EXP(0) 0 8 0.04848 
2 EXP(0) 0 9 0.02940 
2 EXP(0) 0 10 0.01445 
2 EXP(0) 0 11 0.00638 
2 EXP(0) 0 12 0.01239 
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Figure 4 

 
Figure 6. Cumulative Intensity Function of Idealized 

Repairable System 

Figures 7a through 7i display the real CIF for a variety of 
GOES missions.  These cumulative intensity functions have 
shapes similar to the idealized CIF.  

Figure 5 

6. FAILURE TIME OCCURRENCES DURING EACH MISSION 

Based on its cumulative intensity function (CIF), each 
satellite in a system of satellites, such as GOES, can be 
considered as a repairable system.  The cumulative intensity 
function of an idealized repairable system is depicted in 
Figure 6.  At the beginning of mission, the CIF is concave 
down (has a decreasing derivative (ROCOF)).  This part of 
system mission lifetime corresponds to the reliability 
growth. Then CIF becomes approximately linear, which 
corresponds to constant in time ROCOF and normal (from 
reliability standpoint) system operation.  At the end of 
system life, the CIF becomes concave up, corresponding to 
increasing ROCOF, and this part of the system mission 
lifetime corresponds to the reliability deterioration (aging). 

 

 

 
Figure 7a          Figure 7b 

 
Figure 7c     Figure7d 
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 Figure7e            Figure 7f 
 

 Figure 7g            Figure 7h 
 

 
 Figure 7i 

7. CONCLUSION 

In this study we set out to suggest a reliability trend/growth 
analysis methodology for satellite systems.  We used the 
number of recorded anomalies for a given satellite mission 
over a given time period of operation as the data to measure 
this growth.   Using this data, we modeled reliability growth 
as both a function of time and as a function of both time and 
satellite generation.  Finally, we observed trends in ROCOF 
over a single satellite’s operational lifetime and discussed 
the implications of all the observed trends on the evolution 

of satellite systems.  In order to do this, we assumed that an 
anomaly entry in the SOARS database corresponded to a 
failure of the given satellite, since anomalies are positively 
correlated with failures.  Such an assumption is reasonable 
as long as the model used to fit the data is not expected to 
predict/measure the number of actual failures of a given 
satellite system.   

We can model reliability growth across multiple satellite 
generations in a satellite system with a Crow-AMSAA 
model.  This model is a good fit, having a squared 
correlation coefficient that is close to one (R2 = 0.963).  The 
fitted model indicates that there is 30% – 40% reliability 
growth for the TDRS 13 (TDRS M) satellite compared to 
TDRS 10 (TDRS J), in terms of ROCOF.  The overall trend 
of ROCOF decrease with time implies an improving level of 
reliability over time and thus reliability growth in the TDRS 
family of spacecraft.  These results are intuitive, since each 
satellite generation is relatively similar in design to the 
previous one, allowing for consecutive generation designs to 
be more refined.   

We can model reliability growth across multiple satellite 
generations in a satellite system with greater accuracy after 
a slight modification to the Crow-AMSAA model.  This 
modification involves introducing a dummy variable, Tj, (j 
= 1, 2,..,J), which represents the satellite generation order 
number.  This modification allows the model to capture any 
major generational changes in satellite system ROCOF data 
due to new technologies.  The reliability growth of the 
model fitted to GOES satellite data is greater/more 
pronounced among the newer generation of GOES satellites 
and is able to capture and explain the radical change in 
ROCOF data corresponding to a significant change in 
technology introduced by the second generation of GOES 
satellites, beginning with GOES 8.  This model provides a 
better fit than would have been possible with the single 
variable Crow-AMSAA model due to its ability to capture 
the inflection introduced by GOES 8.  

We considered the plausibility of considering satellite 
systems, such as GOES, as repairable systems.  Such 
systems experience a rapid increase in the reported number 
of failures over an initial period of operation, and maintain a 
fixed, less sharply increasing rate of failures for an extended 
period of operation, until finally the rate of failures 
increases again towards the end of system life (i.e. the 
bathtub curve effect).  This turned-out to be a plausible 
consideration, since the observed CIF of each of the GOES 
family systems displayed some, if not all, of these repairable 
system characteristics.   

We can improve the current models by introducing a 
Bayesian prior distribution over its parameters (i.e. λ0, β), 
considering them as random variables, and employing 
Bayesian inference, as opposed to  classical Maximum 
Likelihood Estimation.  All of these considerations should 
be made in future studies of these data. 
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ABSTRACT 

Comparing the performance parameters of a set of wind 

turbines in a single region will provide insights that prevent 

raising unnecessary alarm, while confirming actual faults. 

Wind turbines operating in a wind farm experience similar 

operating and environmental conditions that could indicate 

either normality for that group or failures that manifest in 

those conditions. These norms and failures are an 

orthogonal set of data rich in information that can be 

utilized in performance monitoring algorithms to supply 

better prediction accuracy and low false positives. In this 

paper, we describe the use of an associative model (AM) for 

fault detection in a population. An associative model maps 

system parameters to an identical set of virtual parameters.  

The AM-based approach can be used to capture the 

underlying correlation of an observable system, such as 

performance parameters of a set of wind turbines in a wind 

farm. The residuals between the model output and the input 

can then be used to detect anomalies and isolate faults.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

A modern wind farm can hold hundreds of wind turbines at 

a site, located as close as several hundreds of meters from 

each other. They are usually situated in remote locations and 

operate under severe environments atop 60-90 m towers. It 

is no surprise that operations and maintenance costs of wind 

turbines run high. One of the biggest drivers of maintenance 

cost is unscheduled maintenance due to unexpected failures. 

Continuous performance monitoring of wind turbine health 

for automated failure detection can reduce maintenance 

costs by detecting failure pre-cursors before they reach a 

catastrophic stage and by keeping turbines operating at 

higher efficiencies.  

Typical performance or health monitoring of a machine 

involves monitoring a few performance parameters over 

time to see changes with respect to its own history or 

manufacturer provided baseline. It has been successfully 

used in the process and aerospace industries [Bell & 

Foslien, 2005; Gorinevsky, Dittmar & Mylaraswamy, 2002; 

Kim & Mylaraswamy, 2006]. In the wind industry, fault 

detection methods include anomaly detection based on 

neural network models of normal operating modes [Zaher, 

McArthur, and Infield 2009]; power-curve-based 

performance monitoring analytic [Uluyol, Parthasarathy, 

Foslien & Kim, 2011]; data mining techniques based on 

wind speed and power output [Kusiak, 2011]; and 

classification methods of clustering and principal 

components analysis [Kim, Parthasarathy, Uluyol, Foslien, 

Sheng & Fleming, 2011].  

An alternative, complementary practice would be to monitor 

performance parameters with respect to similar machines in 

similar operating conditions. A wind farm offers such an 

opportunity. This opportunity converts the inherent 

complexity of monitoring a large number of wind turbines 

individually into an asset that increases the robustness of 

fault and performance monitoring systems for all wind 

turbines in a wind farm.  

A study by Ye et al. (2010) presented a method for detecting 

wind turbine anemometer failures based on the difference in 

measured wind speeds between a pair of closely situated 

wind turbines. However, in this study, the method is a 

comparison of only two wind turbines and operates on 

accumulated week‘s worth of data. The present work 

explores the use of an associative model (AM) to capture 

the relationship among several wind turbines on a farm to 

detect anomalous conditions. The AM is applied to high 

resolution time-series data from seven wind turbines.  

2. FAULT DETECTION USING ASSOCIATIVE MODELS 

An associative model maps system parameters to an 

identical set of virtual parameters.  The AM-based approach 

can be used to capture the underlying dynamics of an 

observable system, such as performance parameters of a set 

of wind turbines in a wind farm. The residuals between the 

model output and the input can then be used to detect 

anomalies and isolate faults. See [Uluyol 2001 and Uluyol 

Onder Uluyol, et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the 

terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any 
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2003] for previous applications of this approach for in-range 

sensor fault detection, isolation and recovery. 

When applied to sensor data, AM captures analytical 

redundancy among sensors and maps the readings from a 

group of correlated sensors into an estimation set for an 

identical group. When an appreciable sensor fault is 

detected, the associated model estimate diverges from the 

actual sensor reading. Associative models in the form of an 

auto-associative neural network (AANN) [Kramer 1992] 

have also been applied for sensor validation in nuclear 

power plants, chemical process plants, and propulsion 

turbine engines.   

Our application differs from conventional use of neural 

networks in that we employ a neural network as a model of 

the system that maintains dependencies among parameters 

of interest. A fault in our approach is a break in this overall 

correlation rather than a deviation in an individual 

parameter. The iterative associative model approach for 

fault isolation has been demonstrated with actual flight data 

collected from sensors installed on multiple types of turbine 

engines for fixed wing aircraft and helicopters.  

3. WIND FARM APPLICATION 

When applied to a wind farm, AM captures the performance 

correlation among the modeled wind turbines (see Figure 1). 

In this application of AM for wind farms, we explore the 

use of wind turbine power produced as the performance 

parameter. Many factors affect wind turbine performance. In 

applying an associative model, the analysis should include 

careful filtering of the data, both in training the model and 

in deploying it.  

A wind turbine may exhibit anomalous behavior compared 

to its neighboring wind turbines for a number of reasons. It 

could be under repair or be subject to curtailment while 

others are operating normally. Or, the other turbines could 

be subject to curtailment while one is operating normally. 

These conditions can be obtained either through status 

parameters captured as part of SCADA (Supervisory 

Control And Data Acquisition) data or be detected using 

filters based on simple statistics on measured power.  

The factors that affect the dynamics of wind turbine 

performance, and hence present an opportunity for the use 

of the AM approach, include location effects, park-wide  

 

Figure 1. Wind turbine correlation mapping using AANN 

control effects, and slowly-progressing fault in one of the 

monitored wind turbines. In a wind farm, wind turbines can 

be situated as far as 100 m apart from each other facing the 

wind direction and as far as 500 m apart along the wind 

direction. In order for all wind turbines to be under the same 

wind regime, the wind direction should be stable for a 

period of time that is greater than the wind turbine response 

time. While the wind direction is stable, the wind turbines 

don‘t necessarily produce exactly the same amount of 

energy; however, but we can correlate production to their 

location in the wind farm and capture this correlation in the 

associative model. Similarly, wind turbines may respond 

differently but consistently for their locations when the wind 

farm operator applies park-wide controls. These correlations 

can also be captured in the associative models.  

After correlations among wind turbines for stable wind 

regimes and common control operation regimes are 

established, the associative model can be used to detect any 

deviation from the expected behavior. 

3.1. SCADA Data Description and Access 

We obtained archived wind turbine SCADA data from three 

wind parks. The large data set, maintained in a 

MatrikonOPC Desktop Historian, includes 16000+ tags, and 

spans a period of about 6 months.  

Before developing the algorithms, we identified the initial 

parameters of interest. The flat set of 16000+ tags was 

organized into a metadata list so we could parse the data 

appropriately. We also established a procedure for accessing 

the data with MATLAB®, which is our development 

environment. We used MathWorks® OPC Toolbox™ for 

this purpose. The tags were classified, and tags belonging to 

one wind farm and their data were exported to MATLAB®. 

The tags in this farm looked most meaningful for inclusion 

in a multi-turbine diagnostics algorithm for tag consistency 

(i.e., the same tags are available for most wind turbines in 

the park) and relevancy (i.e., the tags are useful for 

performance analysis). 

3.2. Data Pre-processing and Selection of Wind Turbines 

Our objective was to select a representative set of turbines 

for developing and demonstrating the multiple wind turbine 

fault diagnoses. The wind park IDs in the tag names of the 

data were first fixed to eliminate discrepancies and 

redundant tags. Based on the wind turbines associated with 

one particular meteorological tower (MET) (502 marked 

with a red star in Figure 2) and their representative location 

in the geography around the tower, we chose seven wind 

turbines for further data analysis. These turbines are 

numbered T075, T081, T098, T104, T115, T118 and T127. 

There are about 30-50 wind turbines installed for each 

MET. The area where the turbines are installed forms a 

trapezoid shape behind each MET. There were 49 turbines 
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Figure 2. Location of selected wind turbines on the wind 

farm 

installed in four rows within the trapezoid for MET #502. 

We selected two turbines from the first row, two from the 

second row, and three turbines from the third row for this 

analysis. The last row was omitted because of missing data.  

The data from these turbines show that the tags have 

different sampling rates, and recorded parameters are not 

synchronized with each other. For example, wind turbine 

power, wind speed, and temperature are recorded at 

different timestamps and have differing timestamp intervals. 

The data statistics of wind turbine power produced, wind 

speed and ambient temperature are shown in Table 1. Notice 

that while the turbine power and speed may be recorded 

every second and the ambient temperature every 2 seconds, 

the median interval varies a lot from 5 seconds for power to 

500 seconds for the ambient temperature. This results in 

having almost 300 times as many data points for power as 

the ambient temperature, and necessitates re-sampling for 

synchronizing data.  

We reviewed several tags for filtering data to create a 

baseline data set. These tags included Operating, Faulted, 

and State_fault, among others. To obtain set interval time-

synchronized data, each tag was re-sampled at a higher 

frequency using a proprietary technique (patent pending), 

and means were computed for the set interval (1-min, 5-min 

or 10-min) for periods common to the tags of interest.  

3.3. Analysis Using Power Curve Analytic 

To detect correlations and variations for the same periods, 

the synchronized data from the seven selected wind turbines 

were analyzed according to the power curve analytic 

(Uluyol, Parthasarathy, Foslien and Kim, 2011). The power 

curve for the wind turbines was obtained from the operator. 

For each of the wind turbines, we calculated residuals from 

the power curve, for all data, with a 30-day moving window 

 

Table 1. Data Statistics 

and 1-day interval or frequency of calculation. The residuals 

were further processed to obtain wind speed bin-based 

averages, standard deviations, skewness, and kurtosis. Our 

analysis reveals that a correlation exists amongst the 

turbines in terms of power production, and with a suitable 

multiple turbine algorithm, anomalous conditions and faults 

may be detected. The plots in Figure 3 and Figure 4 show 

the skewness and kurtosis statistics. The seven wind 

turbines are represented in rows, with the columns 

representing the dates 25 days apart.  

We observe that, in the time periods ending on Jan 9 and 

Feb 3, skewness and kurtosis for each wind turbine have 

shapes deviating from zero values across the wind speed 

bins. Since all wind turbines show this behavior for these 

time periods, and since the skewness is measured with 

respect to the population mean (rather than the nominal 

power curve), we speculate that this behavior could be 

found in normally operated wind turbines at this park. It is 

also possible that the number of samples in these time 

periods may have skewed the statistics.  

These plot sets in Figure 3 and Figure 4 are an important 

visualization tool for comparing wind turbines in terms of 

broad parameter values and spotting anomalies. They 

provide the means to explain any individual power curve 

analytic alarms that could have been raised in the vicinity of 

the dates in the first two columns, when there seems to have 

been controlled power curtailment.  

This part of the analysis leads us to conclude that wind 

turbine performance is strongly correlated across the wind 

farm. Additional automated analytics with the associative 

models approach, which models the correlation at a much 

finer timescale, could be beneficial. 

3.4. Wind Farm Data 

A set of normal operating data under nominal conditions is 

extracted to train an associative model. Normal operating 

data are the data from periods where no known fault is 

present in the records. The nominal conditions are defined 

based on power magnitude and variation, and wind direction 

variation. Figure 5 shows the power profile of the seven 

wind turbines during the six-month period between 

September 2009 and February 2010. Notice that the bulk of 

the data are recorded between the red vertical lines 

indicating the 250 kW and 1250 kW levels. The start-up and 

Power Windspeed Ambient 

temperature

Min interval (sec) 1 1 2

Median interval (sec) 5 20 500

Mode (sec) 5 5 100

Max interval (hr) 4.33 7.99 8

No of samples 2083426 424568 7331
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Figure 3: Skewness of power residuals in 30-day windows for 7 wind turbines (shown in rows) 

 
Figure 4: Kurtosis of power residuals in 30-day windows for 7 wind turbines (shown in rows) 
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the high power regions that fall outside of these limits 

contain highly non-linear operation periods and are 

excluded from the training set.  

Figure 6 shows the variation in power in terms of the 

standard deviation calculated for each sampling interval. 

Notice that it shows a normal distribution superimposed 

with samples having very little or no variation. The samples 

that show very little variation in the wind turbine group 

correspond to shutdown, full saturated power, or curtailed 

power level conditions. For the baseline training, we 

exclude these points. The samples at the other end of the 

distribution mark very high variation conditions, and are 

similarly excluded from the baseline training. We chose the 

region between 50kW and 300 kW standard deviation as the 

representative  region for a baseline  nominal  operation  and  

used it for the AM training. 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the wind direction and its 

variation. Wind direction is measured at the MET towers. 

Two sets of measurements were taken at different heights at 

each tower. Figure 7 shows Wind Direction 1 measurement 

at one of the towers (MET 2 in Park 2) for about a 2.5 week 

period as a function of time. Notice that while the wind 

direction is stable most of the time as indicated by small 

standard deviation values plotted in green in Figure 7, the 

wind direction varies greatly about 8 times during the period 

covered as indicated by the sharp rises in standard deviation. 

Figure 8 is a histogram of the standard deviation of the wind 

direction. For the training set, we excluded the high 

variation points and only included samples below 10 

degrees, indicated by the vertical red line. 

 

Figure 5: Power profile of 7 wind turbines during 6 months of 

operation 

 

Figure 6: Standard deviation in power among 7 turbines for 

each sampling instance 

 

Figure 7. Wind direction at MET2 

 

Figure 8. Variation in wind direction 

Power std (kW) 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We first tested our approach using the complete data set to 

see how often the associative model approach would 

indicate an anomaly. This data set was filtered only for 

stable wind direction as measured by both Direction 1 and 

Direction 2 and included data from only those instances 

where the variation in wind direction was below a set 

threshold as shown in Figure 8. Although the ground truth 

was not available for each anomaly, an initial assessment for 

the efficacy of the approach can be made based on the 

distribution of the indicated anomalies.  

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the associative model results 

for two select months from the period of September, 2009 to 

February, 2010. The green, yellow, and red circles in the 

figures indicate healthy, low-confidence and unconfirmed 

anomaly, and high-confidence and confirmed anomaly 

conditions, respectively. The input is made up of data 

sampled at 1-min intervals, and each sample has a 

corresponding output indicated by one of the three colored 

circles.  

The yellow indicator may appear in all turbines for each 

unconfirmed anomaly, while the red indicator is limited to 

only one turbine. The unconfirmed anomaly is triggered 

whenever a high residual occurs in any of the turbines, 

which indicates a mismatch between the associated model 

output and the measured input signal.  However, for an 

anomaly to be confirmed, a certain amount of persistency in 

the fault is expected. This confirmation is achieved by a 

counter implemented as a leaky-integrator. Once the fault 

persists for a set number of samples, then a hypothesis 

testing procedure iteratively isolates the fault to one 

particular wind turbine.  

As expected, the monthly data results show that turbines are 

operating without any indication of an anomaly most of the 

time. Moreover, when an unconfirmed fault is detected, it 

does not always persist long enough to trigger a confirmed 

fault. Notice that once the fault is confirmed, the isolation to 

a single turbine is sometimes achieved, as is the case on Sep 

4 data in Figure 9; or not achieved, as in the case of Jan 5 

data in Figure 10. The latter case shows that further tuning 

of the model may be necessary.  

4.1. No Fault Data Set  

Besides the faulty data cases, performance assessment of 

anomaly detection methods needs to include no-fault cases. 

Especially in a condition-based maintenance approach for 

remotely located wind turbine applications, the false alarm 

performance of anomaly detection algorithms is highly 

critical, as the wind farm operator would incur high cost for 

an unnecessary maintenance action.  

Figure 11 shows the associative model results for a data set 

made up of nominal power and wind speed. The data set 

spans six months from September, 2009 to February, 2010. 

Notice that the model detected a mismatch between the 

actual and expected output only two times in this data set, as 

indicated by two sets of yellow circles at 55 and 145 days 

from September 1, 2009. Neither of these indications 

persisted, and the associative model output quickly reverted 

back to healthy. This shows that the approach is very robust 

with respect to inherent variations in the data and does not 

produce false alarms.  

 

 

Figure 9. Associative model results for Sep 2009 data 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Associative model results for Jan 2010 data 
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4.2. Ice Condition Data 

The SCADA data set includes an aggregate ice condition 

indicator. This parameter shown in Figure 12 indicates the 

sum of wind turbines in which an ice condition is detected at 

any given time. An ice condition denotes the possibility of 

icing based on low temperature and high humidity—not 

actual icing. The number of turbines is presented in terms of 

the percentage of total number of wind turbines in this 

particular wind park.  

During the six-month period for which data is available, a 

high number of ice condition detections occurred on four 

occasions: Dec 7–8, 2009, Dec 29–30, 2009, Jan 7–8, 2010, 

and Jan 28–29, 2010. On these dates, more than 85 percent 

of the wind turbines out of 155 wind turbines in Park II 

experienced ice conditions.  

Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the anomaly detection results 

around the four periods of ice conditions. The semi-

transparent blue rectangles on the figures indicate the 

beginning and end of the periods of ice condition. The 

available SCADA data for the first three periods is very 

sparse; yet, the associative model was able detect many 

anomalies in all three cases. The Jan 28–29, 2010 case is 

preceded with continuous data and followed by no data for 

about a day. During this fourth ice condition period, all 

turbines are shown as producing power, and two of them 

(T104 and T115) are marked as anomalous. 

4.3.  “Faulted” Data Set 

The SCADA data set includes a tag called ―faulted,‖ which 

is a binary parameter recorded for each wind turbine in 

February, 2010. The data is not available for the earlier 

periods. When this information is available, it is the closest 

we have to the ground truth about the state of health of each 

wind turbine.  

One or more ―faulted‖ conditions are recorded in the 

SCADA data for four of the seven wind turbines (T075, 

T081, T104, and T127) between Feb 13 and Feb 22, 2010. 

These faulted cases are indicated by the vertical red lines 

drawn on the subplots for the wind turbines in Figure 15. As 

before, the red circles indicate the anomaly isolated to a 

wind turbine by the associative model.  

Notice that for T075 and T104, the red circles precede the 

red lines. The associative model is not only able to detect 

the developing anomaly, but it can do so up to two days in 

advance of the detection logic built into the SCADA system.  

T081 seems to have an intermittent failure, as indicated by 

multiple vertical lines spanning the six days between 

February 12 and 18. The associative model has two clusters 

of indications for this wind turbine. The first one is 

produced on February 15 —about three days after the first 

faulted signal. The second one is produced on February 

17—about one day before the last faulted signal. In other 

words, the associative model shows sensitivity to the 

intermitted failure and is able to detect it. 

T127 contains one faulted flag during this period. This case 

is not detected by the associative model. It is interesting to 

note that this fault occurs at exactly the same time as the last 

fault on T081. Further information about the nature of this 

fault could help explain why it is missed by the associative 

model.  

 

Figure 11. Associative model result for no fault data 

spanning 6 months 

 

Figure 12. Ice condition times in Park II 
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Finally, the associative model indicates a fault on T115 on 

February 20 at about the same time as it indicates a fault on 

T104. In this case, the anomaly is correctly detected; 

however, the associative model could only narrow it down 

to T104 or T115,  instead of firmly isolating it to T104. 

Overall, the results in this test case show that 3 out of 4 

anomalies were detected correctly; 2 out of 4 cases were 

detected in advance; 1 case was missed; and in one case the 

ambiguity set could only be reduced to 2 wind turbines. 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Associative model results for ice condition data in Dec 2009 

 

Figure 14. Associative model results for ice condition data in Jan 2010 
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Figure 15. Associative model output for the ―faulted‖ data 

5. CONCLUSION 

We analyzed data from several wind turbines on a wind 

farm and developed an automated fault detection approach 

using an associative model. The data analysis and 

visualization of the statistical features showed excellent 

cumulative correlation over large periods of time (several 

days) among different wind turbines. The associative model 

used correlations in a set of wind turbines on a much finer 

time scale, on the order of minutes, to detect anomalies. 

Several data filters were created to systematically segregate 

data for training and testing under different fault or no-fault 

conditions. The results show that the associative model is a 

promising approach for capturing correlated wind turbine 

behavior operating under similar conditions and for 

automated detection of anomalies when the correlation is 

broken.  

Although we don‘t have access to the root causes behind 

anomaly indications, a rich set of configurable data filters 

provided us with testing data. Testing with the clean data 

showed no false positives. Testing with the data containing 

the ‗Faulted‘ tag or large ice condition indicator (indicating 

possibility of wide-spread icing) showed that the AM is able 

to detect these conditions—sometimes in advance of the 

alarms. Further tuning with known fault data is needed to 

mature the approach. 
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ABSTRACT

The research activity in the PHM community is in full bloom
and many efforts are being made to develop more realistic
and reliable methodologies. However, there still exist very
few real-world applications due to the complexity of the sys-
tems of interest. Nonlinear dynamical systems identification
and behavior prediction are difficult problems encountered in
prognosis. The difficulty in switching from theory to practice
can partially be explained by the existence of different kinds
of uncertainty at each step of the implementation that must
be taken into account with the appropriate tools. In this pa-
per, we propose an evolving multi-modeling approach for the
detection, the adaptation and the combination of local mod-
els in order to analyze complex systems behavior. It relies on
belief functions in order to take into consideration the uncer-
tainty related to the available data describing the system as
well as the uncertainty generated by the nonlinearity of the
system. The information of doubt explicitly represented in
the belief functions framework is exploited to properly seg-
ment the data and take into account the uncertainty related to
the transitions between the operating regions. The proposed
algorithm is validated on a data provided by PRONOSTIA
platform.

1. INTRODUCTION

Although prognosis is acknowledged as a key element in in-
dustrial maintenance strategies, there still exist very few real-
world applications due to the complexity of the systems of
interest. The implementation of a data-driven PHM tool in
real conditions requires a learning phase for the estimation
of the different parameters, that represents one of the main
barriers to its applicability, as it is very costly to collect data,
in particular for the failure modes. Modeling the behavior
of nonlinear systems from observed data is a difficult task to
perform widely encountered in prediction and fault diagno-
sis (Angelov, Filev, & Kasabov, 2010). One way to overcome

First Author et.al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which per-
mits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

the complexity related to nonlinearity is to adopt multi-model
approaches (Madani, Rybnik, & Chebira, 2003; Boukhris,
Mourot, & Ragot, 2000; Murray-Smith, 1997; Nelles, 1995)
by considering that the system’s behavior gradually evolves
along the operating range. Thus, the system could locally be
described by simple functions corresponding to some operat-
ing regions. The description of the global system’s behavior
is then made by the combination of the local models, each of
which being weighted by an activation degree. The identifi-
cation consists in two main steps: the structural identification
to determine the number of models, and a parametric identi-
fication to evaluate the parameters of the local models.

Understanding the response of nonlinear systems is a very
challenging task leading to significant uncertainty. Uncer-
tainty sources are numerous and may take the form of system
variability, environmental and operational conditions, data
acquisition errors, among other sources that vary depending
on the application at hand. The quantity as well as the qual-
ity of the data are also very important aspects to take into
account. Moreover, the segmentation of the data into mean-
ingful modes is often required to help the methods of param-
eters’ estimation to converge towards reasonable solutions.
These constraints on the data are not clearly considered in the
literature and we believe that the uncertainty related to the
lack of data for the detection and prediction of failure modes
must be quantified to understand the capabilities and limita-
tions of the modeling process. While probability theory is
well suited to deal with aleatory uncertainties (intrinsic vari-
ability), other formalisms exist that are more appropriate to
manage epistemic (imprecision and incompleteness) uncer-
tainty (G. J.Klir, 2006), among which, fuzzy sets or possibil-
ity theory and evidence theory, also known as belief functions
theory (Shafer, 1976) which are the most prominent ones.

Fuzzy set theory has been used to deal with imprecision
within data in multi-modeling approaches (Chandrashekhar
& Ganguli, 2009; Haag, Herrmann, & Hanss, 2010), among
which the fuzzy rule-based models of Takagi-Sugeno (TSK)
type (Takagi & Sugeno, 1985), widely used in modeling ap-
plications of complex systems, due to their flexibility and
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computational efficiency. Their main advantage dwells in the
fact that since the local regions are fuzzily defined, the re-
sulting global model can be nonlinear, while the local mod-
els can be very simple (linear) (Takagi & Sugeno, 1985; An-
gelov, Lughofer, & Zhou, 2008). This kind of approach has
been applied to build a neuro-fuzzy predictor in the context
of prognosis application in (El-Koujok, Gouriveau, & Zer-
houni, 2011). It was based on the evolving extended Takagi-
Sugeno system (exTS) proposed by Angelov (Angelov &
Filev, 2004).

Ramdani et al. (Ramdani, Mourot, & Ragot, 2005) exploited
the theoretical framework of belief functions to deal with un-
certainties in multi-modeling founded on a TSK fuzzy model.
The main advantage of this approach remains in the use of be-
lief functions theory to determine the activation degrees of the
local models. However, Their proposed methodology is an of-
fline approach and requires the entire dataset to be available in
advance for the modeling process. Belief functions are partic-
ularly interesting because they obviate the need to introduce
unjustified a priori thanks to the relaxation of the additivity
constraint, which makes possible the explicit representation
of doubt. The work of Smets (Smets & Kennes, 1994) has
shown that the information brought by the empty set could
enable to take into account ”open world” situations. Although
many publications using belief functions theory have recently
increased, very few are related to PHM applications.

One of the constraints to address in PHM applications is re-
lated to the fact that the data concerning the failure modes
are generally rare compared to the data of normal functioning
modes. This can be seen as a problem of unbalanced data (He
& Garci, 2009). A solution is to construct an evolving algo-
rithm that can adapt to the lack of data. This kind of approach
enables the consideration of applications for which historical
data cannot be stored. Then, for more coherence and to facil-
itate the implementation of the prognostic approach, the de-
tection and the prediction must be performed within the same
algorithm.

In this paper, we propose to adapt the offline approach devel-
oped in (Ramdani et al., 2005) to the online case, where the
data arrive gradually. In the sequel, We qualify the proposed
approach as ”evolving”, as it is able to adapt its parameters
online. The proposed algorithm is called E2GKpro and re-
lies on the Evidential Evolving Gustafson-Kessel algorithm
(E2GK) initially developed in (Serir, Ramasso, & Zerhouni,
2012) to sequentially perform the clustering phase using the
formalism of belief functions. The clustering is then followed
by the online identification of local linear models. The activa-
tion degrees of each local model are directly provided by the
E2GK algorithm in the form of belief masses, and the global
model is a combination of all the local models. This work
is presented as an improved version of a previous contribu-
tion (Serir, Ramasso, & Zerhouni, 2011).

The paper is organized as follows. First, the basics of belief
functions theory are given and illustrated on a simple hypo-
thetical example (Section 2). Then, the proposed E2GKpro
algorithm is detailed (Section 3). And finally, the algorithm
is applied on the data of PRONOSTIA platform (Section 4).

2. BACKGROUND MATERIALS ON BELIEF FUNCTIONS
THEORY

The theory of belief functions, also called theory of evidence
or Dempster-Shafer theory, is a formal framework for reason-
ing with partial (imprecise and uncertain) information. It was
introduced by Dempster (1968) and Shafer (1976) and later
developed by Smets and others. The theory of belief func-
tions extends both the set-membership (intersection, union,
inclusion, etc.) and probabilistic (conditioning, marginaliza-
tion) approaches to uncertain reasoning, and a belief function
may be viewed as both a generalized set and a non additive
measure. Smets has developed the Transferable Belief Model
(TBM) (Smets & Kennes, 1994) as a general framework for
uncertainty representation and combination of various pieces
of information without additional prior. In particular, TBM
offers the possibility to explicitly emphasize doubt, represent-
ing ignorance, and conflict, emphasizing the contradiction in
a fusion process. We give in this section some of the basic no-
tions of the theory and refer the reader to (Smets & Kennes,
1994) for a more complete description.

Let ω be a variable taking values in a finite set Ω, called frame
of discernment, and let 2Ω be its power set. A belief function
on Ω is mathematically defined by introducing a set function
m, called the basic belief assignment (BBA) defined by:

m : 2Ω → [0, 1]
A 7→ m(A) ,

(1)

and satisfies:
∑
A⊆Ωm(A) = 1. Each subset A ⊆ Ω such as

m (A) > 0 is called a focal elements of m.

We collect a piece of evidence (information) about ω, which
can have different interpretations weighted by subjective
probabilities. One of these interpretations can mean that we
only know that ω ∈ A, for some A ⊆ Ω, and nothing more.
The probability that the evidence means exactly that ω ∈ A is
m (A). A BBA is assigned not only to singletons (|A| = 1),
but also to subsets of Ω (|A| > 1), without assumption con-
cerning additivity of the measure m (G. J.Klir, 2006). This
property permits the explicit modeling of doubt and conflict
which constitutes a fundamental difference with probability
theory:

• Perfect knowledge of the value of ω ∈ Ω is represented
by the allocation of the unit of belief to ω: m (ω) = 1.
In this case, m is said to be certain.

• Complete ignorance corresponds to m(Ω) = 1.
• In the case of all focal elements being singletons,m boils

down to a probability function and is said to be Bayesian.
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• The value of m(∅) is called conflict and can be posi-
tive, meaning that one accepts the open-world assump-
tion stating that the set Ω might not be complete, and
thus ω might take its value outside Ω.

• In the case of all focal elements being singletons,m boils
down to a probability function and is said to be Bayesian.

A BBA m is said to be normal if m(∅) = 0. A normalized
BBA m∗ can be computed from a BBA m by applying the
Dempster normalization:

m∗(A) =





m(A)

1−m(∅) if A 6= ∅
0 otherwise

(2)

Given a BBA m, a belief function bel and a plausibility func-
tion pl can be defined, respectively, as

bel(A) =
∑

∅6=B⊆Ω

m(B), ∀A ⊆ Ω , (3)

pl(A) =
∑

B∩A6=∅
m(B), ∀A ⊆ Ω , (4)

bel (A) can be interpreted as a measure of our total belief
committed to A after receiving the item of evidence, and
pl(A) represents the maximal degree of belief supporting the
subset A (Cobb & Shenoy, 2006). If m is Bayesian, pl = bel
boils down to a probability measure. Note that a possibility
measure is known to be formally equivalent to a consonant
belief function, i.e., a belief function with nested focal ele-
ments (Dubois, Prade, & Smets, 2001). The functions bel, pl
and m are in one-to-one correspondence and represent three
facets of the same piece of information.

The TBM distinguishes the credal level where beliefs are for-
malized, revised and combined, and the pignistic level used
for decision making, which consists in the choice of the best
hypothesis using the pignistic probability distribution (Smets
& Kennes, 1994) defined as:

BetP(ω) =
∑

A3ω

m(A)

|A|
1

1−m (∅) , ∀ω ∈ Ω . (5)

where each mass of beliefm(A) is equally distributed among
the elements ofA and BetP(A) =

∑

ω∈A
BetP(ω), ∀A ⊆ Ω.

Example 1 Let us consider the example described in Fig.
1. Suppose that the figure results from a monitoring of a
bearing system, and that it represents the evolution along
time of a feature provided by a sensor (the available piece
of evidence). There are 4 possible operating modes: Nor-
mal (N ), Degrading 1 (D1), Degrading 2 (D2) and Faulty
(F ) (Ω = {N,D1, D2, F}). One can notice that the fea-
ture evolution curve can be segmented into 4 clear operating
regions (arrows in magenta color). However, in the transi-
tions (magenta ellipses) from one operating region to another
(N → D1, D1 → D2, D2 → F ), one can express doubt

0 50 100 150 200 250 300
time

fe
at

ur
e 

va
lu

es

Normal
Degrading 1

Degrading 2

Faulty

Figure 1. An example of basic belief assignments.

regarding whether the bearing is still in the same operating
mode or if it had evolved to a new one. One’s belief re-
garding the operating mode of the bearing along time can
”consecutively” be expressed by: m(N) = 1, m({N,D1}),
m(D1) = 1, m({D1, D2}), m(D2) = 1, m({D2, F}) and
m(F ) = 1.

3. AN EVIDENTIAL EVOLVING PREDICTION METHOD-
OLOGY

The proposed methodology, called E2GKpro, follows a three-
phase scheme, commonly used in the evolving systems mod-
eling approaches (Angelov et al., 2010). The novelty of
E2GKpro dwells in the use of belief functions for the de-
termination of the local models and the estimation of their
activation degrees.

The system under study is supposed to gradually evolve
through different operating modes (Fig. 1), each of which
corresponding to unknown local linear models to be identified
online. At the current time-instant k, a n-dimensional input
feature vector xk = [x1 . . . xn]

T ∈ Rn and an output yk ∈ R
are observed. After an initialization phase, given (xk, yk),
E2GKpro starts with a clustering phase to detect the current
operating regions of the system. Then, a regression phase is
performed to update the local linear models corresponding to
each cluster. Finally, the prediction phase estimates the value
of the output ŷk given the input xk.

3.1. Initialization

To explain the belief functions generation process, let con-
sider the existence of an initial set of available data so that
two operating regions can be identified by applying a stan-
dard clustering algorithm on the input-output space. Given
an initial observed datum zk = (xk, yk), the Gustafson-
Kessel algorithm is used, with c = 2, to find the coordinates
vi,k, i = 1, 2 of the two first clusters and to initialize their
covariance matrices Σi,k, i = 1, 2.

3
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3.1.1. Computing the evidential partition

Let Ω be the set of the so far existing clusters. Given the
centers and the covariance matrices, the degree of belief re-
garding the membership of the k-th data point to each possi-
ble subset of clusters Ai ∈ 2Ω\∅, can be computed as in the
evidential evolving clustering algorithm (E2GK) (Serir et al.,
2012):

mik =
|Ai|−1 · d−2

ik∑

Al 6=∅
|Al|−1 · d−2

lk + δ−2
, (6)

and the mass assigned to the emptyset is equal to:

m∅k = 1−
∑

Ai 6=∅
mik , (7)

where dik denotes the Mahalanobis-like distance between
data point zk and subset Ai, and δ ∈ R+ controls the amount
of data considered as outliers. the distance dik is computed
by first defining the center ofAi as the barycenter vi,k of clus-
ters’ centers composing Ai 2. The corresponding covariance
matrix Σi,k can then be computed as:

Σi,k =
1

N − 1
·
N∑

k=1

∑

Aj3ωi

(zk − vi,k) · (zk − vi,k)T , (8)

and the distance di,k is given by:

d2
ik = ‖zk − vi,k‖2Si

= (zk − vi,k) · Si · (zk − vi,k)T ,

(9a)

Si,k = [det(Σi,k)]
1/n · Σ−1

i,k , (9b)
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Figure 2. Centers of subsets of clusters in Ω.

Remark 1 Only singleton focal elements (clusters ωk ∈ Ω)
are associated with centroids but the particularity of the BBA
computation holds in the consideration of virtual centroids

located at the barycenters of subsets of clusters (Masson &
Denoeux, 2008). This makes the proposed approach differ-
ent from usual possibilistic and probabilistic clustering ap-
proaches.

3.1.2. Initializing the local models

Let Xi be the set of input points belonging to the i-th cluster,
Yi the corresponding outputs, and θi the parameters of the
local linear model for the i-th cluster that can be optimized
by a standard least squared approach:

θi =
(
XT
i ·Xi

)−1 ·XT
i · Yi (10)

After completing the initialization, E2GKpro can be run on-
line: if the observed data is an input-output couple zk then
the clustering and the local models can be updated, whereas
if only the input data xk is observed, a prediction ŷk of the
output can be estimated.

3.2. Online clustering phase

This phase aims at detecting the current operating regions of
the system. The number of clusters c can evolve, in partic-
ular when a new operating region is detected. At the cur-
rent instant k, each cluster i = 1 . . . c is identified by two
parameters: a center vi,k ∈ Rn and a covariance matrix
Σi,k ∈ Rn × Rn, both adapted according to (xk, yk). This
phase relies on the evidential evolving clustering algorithm
called E2GK (Serir et al., 2012).

When a new input-output datum zk is observed, the data
structure can be updated. The boundary of each cluster i is
first estimated by computing its radius: The radius ri of the
i-th cluster is computed by:

ri = median
∀zk∈ i-th cluster and λik>c−1

‖zk − vi,k‖Si
, (11)

where λik is the confidence degree that point xk belongs to a
singleton cluster (ωi ∈ Ω) estimated by the pignistic transfor-
mation (Eq. 5) (Serir et al., 2012):

λi,k =
∑

Aj ,ωi∈Aj

mj,k

|Aj |
(12)

The closest cluster to zk is then found by:

p =
c

argmin
i=1

d2
ik (13)

Once cluster p is found, two cases are possible:

• Case 1: d2
pk ≤ rp, i.e. zk belongs to an existing cluster,

inducing an update of the p-th cluster:

vp,k+1 = vp,k + θ ·∆ , (14)

where ∆ = zk−vp,k and θ ∈ [0, 1] is the updating rate.
The inverse of the covariance matrix and its determinant
can be recursively adapted by (Georgieva & Filev, 2009):

Σ−1
p,k+1 =

(
I −

θ · Σ−1
p,k ·∆T ·∆
ξ

)
·Σ−1

p,k ·
1

1− θ , (15)
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where I is the identity matrix and

ξ = 1− θ + θ ·∆ · Σ−1
p,k ·∆T (16)

and

det (Σp,k+1) = (1− θ)n−1 · det (Σp,k) · ξ. (17)

The partition matrix can then be computed (Eq. 9b, 6
and 7).

• Case 2: d2
pk > rp, i.e. zk is too far from any exist-

ing cluster, involving the creation and the validation of a
new cluster: the number of clusters is incremented and
the incoming data zk is chosen as the center of the new
cluster, whose parameters are initialized as those of the
closest cluster p:

c← c+ 1 , (18a)
vc,k+1 = zk , (18b)

Σc,k+1 = Σp,k . (18c)

In (Serir et al., 2012), a constraint of validity of the par-
tition was added by imposing that each cluster in the
new partition has a minimum of points denoted Ptol and
is simply removed otherwise. Doing so, the number of
clusters can increase or decrease explains a better mod-
eling of the data structure (Serir et al., 2012). This flexi-
bility guarantees the validity of both the covariance ma-
trices and the local models.

3.3. Online Regression phase

In this phase, the local linear models corresponding to each
cluster are updated. A local model relates xk to yk such that,
given only the input xk, the predicted output ŷk is as close
as possible to the true value yk. Therefore, in this phase, the
goal is to optimize the vector of parameters of the i-th local
model.

The estimates of the parameters of the local linear models at
a given instant k, πi,k = [ai0,k ai1,k ai2,k . . . ain,k]T are
computed by a recursive least squared approach, given their
previous estimates πi,k−1 and the new input-output vector zk:

Ci,k = Ci,k−1 −
λi(xk−1) · Ci,k−1 · xT

e,k−1 · xe,k−1 · Ci,k−1

1 + λi(xk−1) · xT
e,k−1 · Ci,k−1 · xe,k−1

(19a)

π̂i,k = π̂i,k−1 + Ci,k · xe,k−1 · λi(xk−1) ·
(
yk − xT

e,k−1 · π̂i,k−1

)

(19b)

with k > 2 (time-step), i = [1, c] (c is the number of clusters
= the number of local models), xe,k = [1;xk] is the extended
input data vector, and Ci,k ∈ R(n+1)×(n+1) is the covariance
matrix of the i-th local model at time k, which is updated
by the Ricatti equation as in the Kalman filter. The initial
conditions (k = 1) are set to π̂1 = 0 and ci,1 = α · I , where I
is the identity matrix and α a large value (for example 100).

3.4. Prediction phase

Given an input datum xk, the goal of the prediction phase
is to which estimate the value ŷk taken by the output. The
prediction is computed by a simple weighted sum of the local
linear models, where the weights are provided directly by the
clustering phase:

ŷk = ΨT · θ (20)

where Ψ = [λ1,k · xek; . . . ;λi,k · xek; . . . ;λi,c · xek] is the
vector of the inputs weighted by the normalized activation
degrees of the local models, and θ = [π1,k; . . . ;πi,k;πc,k] is
the vector of the parameters of the linear local models.

Remark 2 When the observed datum at instant k is an
input-output couple zk, then the clustering and the local mod-
els can be updated, whereas the prediction of the output ŷk
can be estimated when only the input datum xk is observed.

4. APPLICATION ON A REAL-WORLD DATASET

To demonstrate the performance of the proposed method, a
real-world multi-dimensional case is considered. E2GKpro
is implemented on a dataset provided by the PRONOSTIA
platform described in the sequel.

4.1. Description of PRONOSTIA

PRONOSTIA is an experimentation platform (Figure 3) ded-
icated to the test and validation of the machinery prognosis
approaches, focusing on bearing prognostics. It was devel-
oped in the Department of Automatic Control and Micro-
Mechatronic Systems (AS2M) of FEMTO-ST1 institute. The
main objective of PRONOSTIA is to provide real experimen-
tal data (Serir, Ramasso, Nectoux, Bauer, & Zerhouni, 2011)
that characterize the degradation of a ball bearing along its
whole operational life (until fault/failure). The collected data
are vibration and temperature measurements of the rolling
bearing during its functioning mode.

The internal bearing ring is put in rotation, while the exter-
nal bearing ring is maintained fixed. A radial load is applied
on the external bearing ring in order to simulate its function-
ing. To speed up the degradation, the load exceeds the max-
imal load recommended by the supplier. The originality of
this experimental platform lies not only in the conjunction of
the characterization of both the bearing functioning (speed,
torque and radial force) and its degradation (vibrations and
temperature), but also in the possibilities, offered by the plat-
form, to make the operating conditions of the bearing vary
during its useful life. Figure 3(c) depicts a bearing before and
after the experiment.

The bearing operating conditions are determined by instan-
taneous measures of the radial force applied on the bearing,

1Franche-Comte, Electronics, Mechanics, Thermal Processing, Optics - Sci-
ence and Technology
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. 3(a) The PRONOSTIA platform, 3(b) close-up
view on sensors for degradation measurement, 3(c) example
of degraded bearings and 3(d) the software for degradation
analysis.

the rotation speed of the shaft handling the bearing, and of
the torque inflicted on the bearing. During a test, the rolling
bearing starts from its nominal mode until the fault state. The
bearing behavior is measured using different types of sensors
(Figure 3(b)) such as miniaturized acceleration sensors and
temperature probe.

The raw signals provided by the sensors are processed in
order to extract relevant information concerning bearings
states. Several techniques have been implemented and gath-
ered in a signal processing toolbox with Matlab (Fig. 3(d)):
time-domain methods (RMS, skewness and kurtosis, crest
factor, K-factor, Peak-to-Peak), frequency-domain meth-
ods (spectral and cepstrum analysis, envelope detection),
time-frequency domain (short-time Fourier transform) and
wavelets (discrete transform).

4.2. Prognostic on PRONOSTIA

The experiments are conducted on data used for the
IEEE PHM 2012 Prognostic Data Challenge provided by
PRONOSTIA and available on its dedicated website2. More
precisely, the data related to the first functioning condition
are used. From the horizontal accelerometer data, two fea-
tures are generated and used for testing (Fig. 4):

• The RMS which is computed at a given time k in a win-
dow of size 50. Let S be the signal of the accelerometer
and µ(SW ) its average value, then:

RMS(k) =

√√√√ 1

W

k∑

i=k−W+1

(S(i)− µ(SW ))
2 (21)

2http://www.femto-st.fr/ieee-PHM2012-data
-challenge.
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Figure 4. A set of data obtained from the PRONOSTIA plat-
form.

• The mean value of the power spectral density in the same
window as the RMS, denoted PSD(k).

The data depict a typical behavior of wear with a small
amount of data with high variance close to the end of the ex-
periment (top, right-hand side), while the normal behavior is
represented by a larger amount of data points gathered in a
smaller space (bottom, left-hand side). The variance is partly
due to the high level of noise generated by the vibrations dur-
ing the experiment.

Let x(k) = [RMS(k) PSD(k)]T the feature vector at in-
stant k. The goal is to predict xRMS(k+100) and xPSD(k+
100) given xin = [x(k−18) x(k−12) x(k−6) x(k)]T. For
each data point, xin is a vector with 4 × 2 elements and the
output vector is xout = [xRMS(k+ 100) xPSD(k+ 100)]T.
The clustering is performed in the input-output space com-
posed of 10 elements. Given an input data vector (with 8 el-
ements), the prediction is estimated by projecting the centers
and the covariance matrix onto the input space, then comput-
ing the degree of membership to each cluster, followed by the
regression.

The engine is launched and the bearing is gradually degraded.
The data are processed along time by E2GKpro, so that clus-
ters representing operating regions are created and the lo-
cal models estimated. Only one experiment is used to tune
the parameters of E2GKpro. The data related to the training
dataset is given in Figure 4. The local models are updated as
displayed in Figure 5 for the four first rules. The local model
being initialized, the predictions 100 steps ahead can be es-
timated. The result of the prediction on the training data is
depicted on Figure 6 (NDEI = 0.4986).

The second experiment is then used as a testing dataset. An
interesting characteristic of the PRONOSTIA’s data holds
in the fact that all experiments depict different degradation
trends, although bearings with similar mechanical properties
were used. An illustration of this variability is represented
in Figure 7. In this kind of application, the use of online
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Figure 5. Evolution of the parameters for rules 1 to 4.
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Figure 6. Real data and prediction on the training dataset.
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Figure 7. Illustration of high variability: training and testing
data.

methods is thus well justified. This figure also shows the po-
sition of the clusters found during both training and testing.
In the latter case, E2GKpro starts with the local models esti-
mated during the former but E2GKpro still adapts the models
accounting for new clusters in the new operating regions en-
countered in the testing dataset.

The result of the prediction on the second experiment (with
features depicted in Figure 4 and on the left-hand side of Fig-
ure 7) is shown in Figure 6. In this example, E2GKpro gen-
erates smooth predictions, which appear useful in this real-
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world application because it gives the global trend of the
functioning behavior. Another interesting aspect is the up-
dated set of operating regions found during testing (Figure 7),
which can then be used for another experiment.

5. CONCLUSION

An evidential approach to analyze complex systems behav-
ior was proposed in the context of sequential data. The pro-
posed approach is in line with evolving systems modeling
approaches and consists in three main phases performed on-
line: 1) the on-line clustering of the data describing the sys-
tem to determine the different operating regions, 2) the cre-
ation, adaptation or removing of models locally estimated
for each cluster, and 3) the prediction of the future evolu-
tion. E2GKpro was implemented on a real-world dataset pro-
vided by PRONOSTIA platform. The results demonstrated
the ability of the proposed method for an online segmenta-
tion of multi-dimensional time-series and reliable predictions.
Further comparative studies have shown the great interest of
using belief functions. In particular, the number of rules is
decreased compared to usual approaches, while ensuring lim-
ited error by using the concept of virtual centroids to repre-
sent transitions between operating regions.
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ABSTRACT 

The utilization of steady state monitoring techniques has 
become an established means of providing diagnostic and 
prognostic information for systems and equipment. This is 
mainly driven by both the wealth of available analysis 
techniques and the comparatively larger amount of data. 
However, steady state data is not the only, or in some cases, 
even the best source of information regarding the health and 
state of a system. Transient data has largely been 
overlooked as a source of system information due to the 
additional complexity in analyzing these types of signals. 
Time Distribution Mapping via the Sharp Transform allows 
for a fast, intuitive, generic quantification of deviations a 
transient signal from an established norm. Without regard to 
the type or source of the signal, referencing to an established 
Time Distribution Map can implicitly capture shifts mean, 
standard deviation, skewness, or even gross frequency shifts 
without need of additional processing. By quantifying and 
trending these shifts, an accurate measure of system heath 
can be established and utilized by prognostic algorithms. In 
fact, for some systems the elevated stress levels during 
transients can provide better, more clear indications of 
system health than those derived from steady state 
monitoring. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Signal monitoring has advanced to the point where viable 
and accurate information regarding the health and state of a 
system can quickly and effectively be obtained using purely 
data driven techniques, Traditionally these techniques focus 
on steady state signals for both there availability and 
regularity. Transient signals however, provide a unique 
challenge and opportunity in regards to health information 
extraction. While the nature of these signals violates many 
of the assumptions necessary for steady state analysis, the 

elevated stress levels seen in these signals can provide 
faster, more accurate indications of heath in many systems. 

By definition, a transient signal undergoes some significant 
statistical shift with regards to the pertinent time frame 
being analyzed. Specifically, this paper refers to these types 
of transient signals generated from systems and equipment 
undergoing a normal operational transient such as startup, 
shut down, or a load shift. One main difficulty in analyzing 
these signals is the lack of means of generically and 
intuitively quantifying the degradation of a transient signal. 
Without these, each signal analysis necessitates a case-
specific algorithm for processing whose development 
generally relies on some engineering knowledge of the 
signal itself and its’ attributes.   

Time distribution mapping provides a generic, data driven 
means of quickly, intuitively, and accurately quantifying the 
degradation of a transient signal signature through the 
lifetime of a system. By using historical transient signatures 
to establish a nominal time distribution map, and 
transforming signatures into the same bin space as described 
in following sections, a residual can be created between 
these maps to provide measure of signature deviation which 
directly relates back to system heath. This additional 
measure of system health can be used either alone, or to 
augment existing information from steady state monitoring, 
providing more robust and accurate information regarding 
the overall state of the system. In fact, some systems, such 
as backup generators, may only have transient information 
on record as they are subjected to periodic pass/fail startup 
tests. The ability to utilize this information to better assess 
the current state of the unit, and predict future states of the 
unit could be invaluable, possibly leading to less frequent 
and more accurate decision-making regarding the unit. 

2. BRIEF REVIEW OF GENERAL TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 
METHODS 

Transient signature and signal analysis are generally thought 
to require complex, or at least specialized monitoring 
techniques due to the fact that many common statistical 

_____________________ 
Michael Sharp et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the 
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any 
medium, provided the original author and source are credited. 
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analysis methods are built on the implicit assumption that 
the signal being processed is steady state. Specifically, the 
key difference in processing a transient signal verses a 
steady state one is the necessity of a temporal aspect to the 
analysis. This section provides a brief review of some of the 
more common methods of transient analysis. This is not 
meant to be an all-inclusive list, but merely to highlight a 
few of general-purpose techniques that can be applied to a 
wide variety of signals and equipment.  
 
The simplest techniques involve windowed tracking of 
statistical properties over the progression of the signal. 
These, along with more complicated techniques (Gabor 
Transform, Hilbert Huang Transform, Wavelet Analysis, 
etc.), capture particular aspects and features of a signal as it 
evolves over time. The general trade-off for most transient 
analysis techniques is between the resolution of the signal 
feature and time. The Gabor Transform most notably suffers 
from this trade-off. While the Hilbert Huang and to some 
degree Wavelet analysis do not directly suffer from this 
trade-off, there is some loss in direct physical meaning of 
the transforms. 
 
Many of the traditional methods and algorithms for the 
analysis of transient signals are particularly suited for a 
specific type of signal or application. One common yet 
powerful tool, particularly in the case of oscillatory signals, 
is the Fourier transform. This method, extended by the 
Gabor Transform [Gabor 1946], can be used to identify 
evolutionary frequency shifts within a signal. Unfortunately 
when using frequency or time/frequency analysis, it is not 
always easy to discover and isolate the minute changes that 
may be significant in regards to the health of the system, but 
become over shadowed by less important but more constant 
frequencies shifts which are merely products of the 
transient. Physics models of the system can help to 
overcome this by providing a guide to the expected 
dominate degradation modes. When this type of physics 
model, or related information is not available however, the 
use of the Hilbert Huang Transform (HHT) can serve to 
help identify this same type of information [Huang 1998]. 
 
Unlike the Gabor transform, the HHT is not based on a 
preconceived parametric functional form. Whereas the 
Fourier transform can be thought of as deconstructing the 
signal into a series of sine waves to determine frequency, 
the HHT decomposes the signal into successive intrinsic 
mode functions (IMFs) based on the characteristics of the 
signal itself. By then applying the Hilbert Transform to 
these IMFs, analytic amplitude and an instantaneous 
frequency can be obtained for each IMF.Because of this, the 
HHT excels at highlighting the instantaneous dominant 
frequencies of a signal at any given point in time. By 
examining the multiple layers of Intrinsic Mode Functions 
(IMFs) and the instantaneous frequency of each, subtle 
frequency shifts which may evolve over time stand out, both 

in time and frequency over larger more dominate 
frequencies. These can be used is the form of the HHT, or as 
a guide to go back and reevaluated the simpler to calculate 
JTFS. Not only can the HHT provide frequency 
information, but information regarding power and amplitude 
as well. Though the HHT is typically computationally costly 
to calculate, the information it provides can be invaluable in 
the prognostic analysis, either from direct use or as a guide 
to identifying more simple trackable features. 
 
The problem with each of these methods is that after 
suitable features have been found and extracted, some form 
of model must be additionally developed in order to 
quantify any degradation in these features. This is not 
always a trivial task, especially when the pertinent feature is 
represented by a certain signature based on the transient 
itself such as the rate of increase for the instantaneous 
frequency of a signals second IMF over a 3000 observation 
window. Time distribution mapping, as will be shown in 
this paper, can be used either directly on a signal or on these 
extracted features to solve this problem. 

3. TIME DISTRIBUTION MAPPING 

A major drawback to all the previously discussed methods 
of transient signal analysis is the lack of widespread instant 
applicability. In other words, most techniques do not 
generalize across different systems or equipment without 
some additional knowledge and research into understanding 
the system. For example, although the Hilbert Huang 
Transform is highly adaptive and able to pick out subtle 
features in a given signal, there is no knowing in which 
level, and at what point in the decomposition an important 
feature will surface. With understanding of a system, one 
may infer, or expect to find features of interest at certain 
points, but these points will change between systems. This 
research seeks to provide and broadly examine generic 
processes for modeling and monitoring transient signals 
with the explicit goal of extracting a useable prognostic 
parameter. 
 
Time distribution mapping via the Sharp Transform  
provides a novel method for expanding single or multiple 
signals into a non-uniform matrix space, or a similar cross-
pattern space. In more general terms, this transform refers to 
taking successive measures of the empirical distribution of a 
signal throughout time and storing them in a serial 
temporally ordered fashion, thus creating a map detailing 
how the distribution of a signal evolves through time.  For 
easy of interpretation and illustration, this section explains 
the algorithm for developing a model based on a single 
signal or variable. However, there is no reason that this 
transform could not be directly extended for the cross signal 
density of two or more.  
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 The basics of this transformation rely on the 
creation and understanding of a signal’s distribution, or 
probability density. An empirical measure of a signal’s 
distribution over any given interval can easily be calculated 
by taking a simple histogram of the signal over that 
window. In order to become a true probability density, 
scaling based on the window size must be enforced, but as 
will become apparent later, this scaling can be factored out. 
All necessary processing can be accomplished with the un-
scaled discrete distribution provided by the histogram. 
Unfortunately, the full temporal complexities of a transient 
signal cannot be expressed with a single distribution. 
Consider the transient signal below: this modulated 
oscillatory signal exhibits shifts in both amplitude and 
variance over the observed transient. 
 

 
Figure 1 - Example Transient Signal 

 
 If one were to perform a standard series of tests on 
this data they could determine that it has a mean of -0.028, a 
standard deviation of 0.059 and upper and lower limits at 
0.081 and -0.288 respectively. While most of this can be 
seen or estimated from a typical histogram such as the one  
shown below, none of this captures any of the highly 
temporal aspects of this signal.  
 

 
Figure 2 - Histogram of Example Transient Signal 

 
 However, if one were to calculate successive 
histograms of the signal through time and over smaller 
windows these temporal aspects are easily captured. Shown 
in the figure below is a series of histograms, each with 25 
bins with varying bin locations based on the amplitude of 
the signal over each observation window. The selection of 
the number of bins as well as the window size can be altered 
based on the sample rate and time frame of the transient, but 
in general, a window size of greater than five times the 
number of bins is desirable. 

 
Figure 3 - Time Distribution Map of Oscillatory Transient 

Signal 
 
 This bin space map is able to capture both 
implicitly and explicitly many aspects of the signal as they 
evolve through time. Aspects regarding the mean, variance, 
and skewness as they evolve in time are all embedded 
within this ST map. Even gross changes in frequency are 
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implicitly captured in the information of this map. That is 
not to say that by looking at this map a non-dominate 
frequency shift of five hertz in one of the upper peaks would 
be observable, but a frequency shift significant enough to 
change the distribution on the scale of the observable 
window could be detected. In fact, the most obvious, 
simplest, and yet most all encompassing statement that can 
be made is that any alterations in the localized distributions 
through time are captured with this method. 
 
Once the concept of transforming and mapping signals in 
the new bin space has been established, it is next important 
to explain how these can be used to develop prognostic 
parameters to be used in the creation of Remaining Useful 
Life (RUL) estimations. The first thing required is multiple 
“good” or nominal transient recordings. Between three and 
ten of these exemplars make a good baseline for developing 
the ideal reference case. Development of this transformed 
reference map assumes that the transients in question exhibit 
similar behavior. If they do not, then multiple reference 
maps should be made for each category or pattern of 
transient. For example, load shifts from half to full load may 
not be the same as those from one quarter to full load, but 
all startups from zero to full load may be expected to look 
the same.   
 
After the nominal transients are collected and appropriately 
grouped, they need to be divided into equally spaced 
segments based on the chosen window size. The selection of 
both the number of bins and the window size is highly 
dependent on the observed length of the transient, the 
sample rate, and the level of detail desired versus the 
robustness of the distributions. While it is intuitive that 
greater number of bins provides greater detail in the map 
itself, greater numbers of bins also require larger windows 
to develop full distributions, losing some of the time 
resolution of the map. In practice segmenting the transient 
signal into between approximately 30 and 100 windows and 
choosing a bin number about one tenth the window size 
seems to produce reliable results. Of course this is 
dependent on the available data and can be tailored to suit 
any needs. Also, in this discussion, the windows are treated 
as discrete and wholly separate from each other, there is no 
reason that the windows could not overlap or even “scroll”, 
over each observation in time. It is simply ignored for this 
discussion to simplify both computations and explanation. 
 
Once the window size and number of bins has been 
determined a “master” bin map can be created. The 
maximum and minimum values inside each window 
observed over all the exemplar cases define the range of the 
bins for that time window. Unless there is special reason not 
to, the bin edges can then easily be defined as linearly 
spaced points between these ranges. This master bin map 
will now be the bin edges that will define the new bin space 
into which all subsequent transient signatures will be 

transformed into. The transformed maps of each of the 
exemplar cases based on these bin locations will then be 
averaged together to complete the creation of the reference 
map. With this reference map, and the master bin map, it is 
possible to create progressive bin space maps throughout the 
lifetime of the equipment, which can then be compared to 
create a measure of change that is relatable to degradation. 
By monitoring the summed square of the residuals between 
any given lifetime bin space map and the reference time 
distribution map, a quantitative value relatable to the overall 
degradation of the transient can be made. This can then be 
directly translated into a measure of health of the system 
based on the original signal. This value and its progression 
through time are then directly usable as a prognostic 
parameter for models estimating RUL. 
 
It is possible for the prognostic parameter developed by this 
method to saturate if a signal experiences a mean shift 
greater than the span of the reference ST map, but this is 
easily overcome by simply developing a new reference ST 
and master bin map based on these new levels of 
degradation. In order to compare separate units, the 
residuals from the reference ST may need to be scaled by 
the residuals associated with the exemplar cases used to 
create it, but this is a trivial task and should not impair the 
results of the analysis. 
 
This generic idea of mapping the progressive aspects of a 
signal over time through windowing and comparing them to 
a reference signal is the most widely applicable method of 
monitoring transients for degradation. Similar mappings of 
Joint Time Frequency Spectra (JTFS) or similar statistical 
evolutions can also use this methodology. Mapping of 
signals transformed into an empirical bin space is presented 
as the best generic test with the broadest number of implicit 
anomaly detections possible. This is not to say it is the best 
for every given application, but its’ broad range of 
applicability make it useful in many cases. Brief case 
studies of the development and use of this STDM modeling 
technique are provided in subsequent sections. 

4. PROOF OF CONCEPT TEST CASES 

The following sections provides multiple proof of concept 
case studies that solidify the hypothesis that not only are 
these techniques valid in processing transients with the goal 
of prognostic modeling, but that transients in general are 
valid and reliable sources of degradation and system health 
information. These experiments utilize other more 
traditional analysis methods to compare and validate the 
more novel transformation techniques for transient analysis 
presented in this paper. 

4.1. Impeller Degradation Experiment 

The first of these experiments analyzed the artificially 
induced degradation of small-scale neoprene horizontal 
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pump impellers. The pumps were chosen as analogous 
representations of the large pumps found in many industry 
and power plants applications. The focus of this experiment 
was to identify correlations between monitorable features 
found during pump startup and the amount of degradation 
found in the system. Twelve separate impellers were 
degraded over time and failure was defined as the inability 
to self-prime. 
 
In order to precipitate faults in the impellers, increasingly 
large notches were cut into each impeller vane between 
regular data collection runs of the pump. These notches are 
analogous to the type of degradation an impeller might 
suffer due to a spur or defect in the impeller housing or due 
to particulates in the fluid. The pump differential pressure, 
vibration, and inrush current were recorded at ~1.6kHz for 
analysis in this experiment. 
 
The analysis of each of these signals via more traditional, 
means discovered multiple features within each that directly 
relate back to priming time of the pumps. It was discovered 
that the priming time  was an acceptable features that could 
be used as an indication of overall impeller health, and 
could be used as a prognostic parameter. 
 
For vibration, the most pronounced of these features was an 
increase in amplitude as well as a rise in the vane pass 
frequency prior to the water entering the impeller housing. 
While the rise in frequency can be viewed via a Joint Time 
Frequency Spectrum, both features are easily extracted 
using the Hilbert transform. The figure below shows how 
this rise in amplitude evolves over the life of the impeller. 
 

 
Figure 4 - Analytic Amplitude of Startup Vibration Over 

Single Impeller Lifetime 
 
This figure shows that the elevated vibration amplitude 
reflecting priming time increases from approximately 1.8 
seconds early in life, to around 3 seconds near the end of 
life. Extracting this time requires can be somewhat trivial 
task, but it still requires additional processing and model 
development. 
 
Conversely, instead of calculating this amplitude and then 
making a model for extracting the amount of the elevated 
amplitude, nearly identical information can be extracted 

without special development through time distribution 
mapping via the transform detailed above. Using several 
start of life vibration signatures to create a master bin map, 
the residual mappings from the transformed bin space come 
out as a near exact echo of that information. 
 

 
Figure 5 – Exemplar Impeller Bin Space Mapping 

Residuals 
 
Each lifetime startup vibration signature is transformed into 
the same master bin space. The summed scaled residuals 
between these and the reference bin map implicitly extract 
the difference in priming time without a need to optimizing 
towards that goal. 
 
Similar extractions can be done for both the inrush current 
and the differential pressure. Analysis shows that the current 
exhibits a drop in power prior to priming due to the lessened 
load, and unsurprisingly the differential pressure requires 
more time to reach its’ maximum value. Information 
relating to these features can quickly be gleaned from the 
respective residuals of their separate time distribution maps 
as shown in the figure below. 
 

 
Figure 6 - Exemplar Bin Space Residuals From 

Additional Signals 
Notice that despite the very different nature of the three 
signals, they all contain information related to the same 
system and as such the residuals of the bin space 
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transformation have comparable information in them. The 
additional noise associated with the pressure residuals 
comes from the signal itself which exhibited significant 
noise. This is most likely do to voids in the sensing lines. 
The figure below presents the master bin maps created as 
the nominal startup signature for each signal. 
 

 
Figure 7 - Transformed Impeller Signals' Mater Bin 

Maps 
 
Where as differential pressure exhibits a degradation of a 
significantly mean shifting signal, both the current and 
vibration signals have an alteration in their variance shifts. 
Additionally, the current signal is highly modulated on the 
60Hz electrical carrier wave, yet transformations of each of 
these signals into similarly windowed bin spaces is able to 
quickly provide the pertinent degradation information. 
 
The residuals from each of these mappings can be combined 
together to create a more robust measure of overall priming 
time, and by inference, impeller health. Due to the lack of 
available comparison data regarding the true lifetime or rate 
of wear time of these impellers, direct estimation of 
Remaining Useful Life (RUL), as would be more traditional 
in prognostic applications [Hines 2009], could not be made, 
and it would be meaningless to attempt with this data. 
Instead a percentage of current life consumption (CLC) 
model is inferred such that with the addition of a known 
lifetime run, a RUL estimate model could be made. The 
figure below represents the CLC chart with standard error 
uncertainty bounds on each calculated point. 

 
Figure 8 - Impeller Current Life Consumption Chart 
  
This figure is read by calculating the optimally weighted 
combination of the rescaled bin map residuals on the 
vertical axis, then estimating the corresponding percent of 
life consumed on the horizontal axis. It has been show that 
utilizing genetic algorithms to find an optimal linear 
combination of trendable parameters can increase both the 
robustness and accuracy of a prognostic parameter [Coble 
2011]. Using this technique to combine the residuals shows 
how the process of transforming signals into a non-uniform 
time/bin space can directly lead to trendable prognostic 
parameters. 

4.2. Motor Aging Experiment 

Another experiment conducted to verify the robustness of 
the bin space mapping technique was an accelerated 
induction motor aging experiment. In this experiment, 5HP 
motors were subjected to cyclical thermal stresses and tested 
between each cycle. Several sensors were recorded during 
each test startup to monitor the overall state and health of 
the motor. These included current, voltage, vibration and 
acoustic signals, each sampled at a frequency of just over 
10kHz.  

As these motors aged, it became apparent that the dominate 
failure mechanism was due to bearing fatigue. As there is 
much work already in the literature regarding the steady 
state quantification of bearing degradation, this experiment 
was not meant to replace those techniques, but instead to 
augment them through transient analysis and to verify the 
validity of the empirical non-uniform bin space 
transformation and the associated mapping technique. 

To conserve space, not all of the signals analyzed will be 
fully illustrated here, but instead a brief overview of the 
signals is given, highlighting the different types of signals. 
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The first signal analyzed is the acoustic signature. This 
signal exhibits a shift in frequency and amplitude over the 
life of the signal. Directly and reliably extracting this 
requires both the Hilbert transform and significant filtering 
of the returned parameters. Although contain similar 
informational aspect relating to the degradation of the 
bearing itself, the more easily visually distinguished is the 
startup dominate frequency signatures which is shown in the 
figure below. 

 
Figure 9 - Acoustic Dominate Startup Frequency Over 

Motor Lifetime 
The vertical axis in this chart represents the amount of time 
after the energizing the motor, where the lifetime startup 
number is on the horizontal axis. The lighter tones represent 
the higher frequencies, and notice how these become more 
dominate towards the end of life, especially in the time 
before approximately 0.5 seconds after energizing.  
 
Now examining the residuals from the time distribution map 
of the transformed bin space, this increasing deviation is 
easily extracted. 

 
Figure 10 – Startup Acoustic Transformed Bin Space 
Residuals 
 

These residuals actually seem to reflect a combination of the 
information from the frequency as well as the amplitude 
shifts over time. This is not only to be expected, but in many 
cases desirable as it automatically combines different 
aspects of the signal degradation into a single easily 
monitored value. 
 
Another interesting signal to apply this transformation and 
mapping technique to is the supply voltage of the motor. 
This signal has properties such that, on gross inspection 
alone, make it appear to be a steady state signal, despite the 
fact that it is produced during a transient. Yet upon 
examination of the residuals for the signal, we see a similar 
clear progression as the overall motor system degrades. 
 

 
Figure 11 - Startup Supply Voltage Transformed bin 
Space Residual 
 
In order to find this same level of information about the 
deviation in this signal through traditional algorithms 
several levels of demodulation or decomposition of the 
voltage would be required. 
 
In fact, all of the signals show progressive trends as the 
motor is aged, but the degree of their increase and the noise 
level obviously are signal dependant. Again this is expected 
as the signals all relate to the same system, but are capturing 
different aspect of the system. 
 
Another useful aspect of the developed transform is that 
since the bin maps have a temporal aspect, information 
regarding when in the transient as well as what type of 
deviations occur can be obtained. The figure below shows 
the progression of the motor vibration signature’s residuals 
through the transient time. 
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Figure 12 - Startup Vibration Transformed Residuals in 
Time 
 
Here the horizontal axis represents the time from energizing 
the motor and each line represents a particular lifetime 
startup at the beginning, middle, and end of life. This 
provides information showing that in fact for vibration, the 
largest differences in startup come after the one-second 
mark. This is unlike the each of the other signals, which 
exhibit their largest changes prior to that time. The reason 
for this can be traced back to the increased steady state level 
of vibration through out the life of the motor. 
 
Each signal provides easily monitored and trended residuals 
that can be quickly implemented by a myriad of prognostic 
methodologies to create Remaining Useful Life predictions. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The work presented in this paper shows time distribution 
mapping and the transformation of a signal into a non-
uniform bin space based on the empirical aspects of a 
transient signature to be a clean and elegant method of 
generically quantifying the degradation of a transient 
signature. This method is able to simultaneously capture 
several types of statistical shifts within a signal without 
need to explicitly search for any one in particular. 
Furthermore, this transformation and subsequent mapping is 
shown to be robust over various forms of non-stationary 
signals. It is this indifference to modulation or signal source 
that allows it to quickly analyze and quantify a myriad of 
signals for a single application without the need to tailor 
individual algorithms to each specific signal. By capturing 
both statistical and temporal aspects of a signal 
simultaneously, time distribution mapping via the developed 
transform is shown to be a versatile and generically 
applicable tool to aid in transient analysis and to augment 
existing techniques. 
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ABSTRACT 

Analog electronic circuits are an integral part of many 

industrial systems. Failure in such analog circuits during 

field operation can have severe economic implications. The 

presence of an expert system that can provide advance 

warnings on circuit failures can minimize the downtime and 

improve the reliability of electrical systems. Through 

successive refinement of circuit’s response to a sweep 

signal, features are extracted for fault prognosis. From the 

extracted features, a fault indicator is developed. An 

empirical model is developed based on the degradation 

trend exhibited by the fault indicator. Particle filtering 

approach is used for model adaptation and remaining useful 

performance estimation. This framework is completely 

automated and has the merit of implementation simplicity. 

The proposed framework is demonstrated on two analog 

filter circuits. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Analog circuits are extensively used in industrial systems 

for implementing controllers, conditioning signals, 

protecting critical modules and more (Wagner & Williams, 

1989). The occurrence of circuit failures during field 

operation will affect the system functionality and the cost of 

failure can be enormous (Pecht & Jaai, 2010). In most cases, 

these failures can be related to a fault in the system’s analog 

circuitries, where fault refers to a change in the value of a 

circuit component from its nominal value which leads to a 

failure of the whole circuit. These faults could either be 

catastrophic (open and short) or parametric faults (fractional 

deviation in circuit components from their nominal values) 

(Xiao & He, 2011). For example, the degradation of 

electrolytic capacitors in the LC filters will cause the 

switching-mode power converters to fail (Chen, Wu, Chou, 

& Lee, 2008); an increase in resistance offered by the 

components within filter circuits due to the degradation of 

solder joints will affect the frequency band being filtered out 

(Brown, Kalgren, Byington & Roemer, 2007). 

Prevention of circuit failures during field operation requires 

methods for the prediction of remaining useful performance 

(RUP) of the failing circuit (Lall, Bhat, Hande, More, 

Vaidya, & Goebel, 2011) where RUP refers to the 

remaining time that the circuit performance guarantees 

system operation. Most of the related research for analog 

circuits has aimed at diagnosing faults in circuits. However, 

no method has been suggested for predicting the remaining 

time till circuit failure.  

In this paper, a new prognostics framework for analog 

circuits is proposed, aiming at “in-circuit” real-time RUP 

estimation. A fault indicator (FI) reflecting the evolution of 

fault in any of the circuit’s critical component is developed. 

Then a model adaptation scheme using particle filters (PFs) 

is devised for tracking the FI and predicting the circuit’s 

RUP. 

2. PROGNOSTICS FRAMEWORK 

Developing PHM strategies for analog circuits is a 

challenging task because of the unavailability of fault 

models (Aminian & Aminian, 2002). This makes the 

application of data-driven techniques appealing, as this does 

not require knowledge on material properties, structures, or 

failure mechanisms. An overview of the proposed 

prognostics framework is shown in Figure 1. 

2.1. Feature Extraction 

For analog circuits, the behavioral characteristics are 

assumed to be embedded in the time and frequency 

response. Hence, a test signal must be chosen such that this 

response can be generated and captured. Hence, we suggest 

the use of a sweep signal containing a frequency bandwidth 

larger than that of the CUT.  

_____________________ 
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License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in 
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed prognostics framework for analog electronic circuits. 

This ensures that the CUT is excited by all the frequency 

components it is sensitive to. Also, this method allows us to 

acquire data at a sampling rate that depends on the CUT’s 

bandwidth. Simple and cost effective digital forms of a 

sweep signal generator have been implemented with TTL 

logic and thus, can be incorporated on-board for testing. 

From the CUT response to sweep signal, two types of 

features are extracted, which we call the wavelet and 

statistical features.  

Fourier transformation is commonly used for extracting 

information embedded in a signal. However, Fourier 

transformation is suitable only for the analysis of stationary 

signals. A change in time of a non-stationary signal spreads 

over the entire frequency domain, which will not be 

detected through Fourier transformation. This is a drawback 

for fault diagnosis, as the signals to be analyzed contain 

time-varying frequencies. In contrast, wavelet analysis can 

reveal signal aspects such as trends, break points, and 

discontinuities. Hence, we choose wavelet features for RUP 

estimation in analog circuits. 

In wavelet analysis, the signal’s correlation with families of 

functions that are generated based on the shifted and scaled 

version of a mother wavelet	����	is calculated and used to 

map the signal of interest to a set of wavelet coefficients that 

vary continuously over time. The discrete version of the 

wavelet transform consists of sampling the scaling and 

shifted parameters, but not the signal or the transform. This 

makes the time resolution good at high frequencies, and the 

frequency resolution becomes good at low frequencies. 

In this work, through discrete wavelet transformation, we 

decompose the response of the CUT stimulated by a sweep 

signal into the approximation and detail signals using 

multirate filter banks. The information contained in the 

response is represented using features extracted by 

computing the energy contained in the detail coefficients at 

various levels of decomposition. This is expressed as 

follows: 

�� = ∑ 
��,
� ; 							� = 1: �  (1) 

 

where and ��, 	are the energy and	���  detail coefficient at 	��� 	level of decomposition respectively. 

The second set of features extracted includes the kurtosis 

and entropy of the CUT’s response. Kurtosis is a statistical 

property which is defined as the standardized fourth 

moment about the mean. It provides a measure on the 

heaviness of the tails in the probability density function 

(PDF) of a signal, which is related to the abrupt changes in 

the signal having high values and appearing in the tails of 

the distribution. Kurtosis is mathematically described as 

follows: 

������� = �������� !
"�������� #$#.          (2) 

On the other hand, entropy provides a measure of the 

information capacity of a signal, which denotes the 

uncertainty associated with the selection of an event from a 

set of possible events whose probabilities of occurrences are 

known. It is defined for a discrete-time signal as: 

%��� = −∑ '�� = ()�) log '�� = ()�     (3) 

 

where, 	() 	are the possible values of 	� , and 	'�∗�	 are the 

associated probabilities. 

2.2. Fault Indicator 

When implementing prognostics at a component level, 

generally a fault indicator (FI) parameter is identified to 

monitor the degradation of the component in real-time. This 

parameter (e.g., the ON state ./� 	of an IGBT (Patil, Celaya, 

Das, Goebel, & Pecht, 2009) and the RF impedance for 

interconnects (Kwon, Das & Pecht, 2010)) is chosen based 

on an understanding of the degradation process. From this 

perspective, multiple parameters corresponding to all the 

critical components/sub-systems need to be monitored and 
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processed in real-time to perform system level prognostics. 

This is not possible in applications like analog circuits, 

where there is a constraint on the available resources. So as 

to address this challenge, we have developed a method to 

construct a FI to represent circuit degradation. Here, circuit 

degradation refers to the degradation in any of the circuit’s 

critical component which leads to the deviation of 

component’s value from its nominal value. The procedure 

for calculating the FI is based on the well-known 

Mahalanobis Taguchi methodology (Taguchi & Jugulum, 

(2002),  Soylemezoglu, Jagnnathan, &  Saygin (2010)). 

The FI calculation starts with the collection of the two 

feature sets (wavelet and statistical features). For both the 

feature sets, two individual Mahalanobis spaces (MSs) are 

constructed using their normalized feature elements and 

correlation coefficients. 

Let 	012 = 3422 , 4�2, . . , 4627	and 	01� = 342�, 4��7	denote the wavelet 

and statistical features respectively, where 	4)2; 8 = 1: 9 
denotes the energy of the detail coefficients at 

the 	8�� decomposition level, 9	 is the number of 

decomposition levels, and 42�  and 4��  are the kurtosis and 

entropy of the CUT’s response. A data set formed using the 

feature set �01�2, 01�� ; � = 1: :  with n observations made during 

the no fault condition is used as training data. 

The mean and standard deviation of each feature element is 

calculated using the training data, from which the training 

feature sets in the no fault condition are normalized: 

;),�2 = <=,>? ��̅=?A=? 	 and	;,�� = <B,># ��̅B#AB# ;   8 = 1: 9; � = 1,2; � = 1: : (4) 

where 

�̅)2 = ∑ <=,>?D>E?F , �̅� = ∑ <B,>#D>E?F , G)2 = H∑ I<=,>? ��̅=?J#D>E? F�2 K2/�
,  

and G� = H∑ I<B,># ��̅B#J#D>E? F�2 K2/�
.     (5) 

After normalizing the feature sets, the Mahalanobis 

distances (MDs) are calculated during the no fault condition 

using the following mathematical expressions: 

   MD�2 = O�2I;),�2 JPIΣ2J�2I;),�2 J	and 

MD�� = O�2I;,�� JPIΣ�J�2I;,�� J              (6) 

where	Σ2	and	Σ�	represents the correlation matrices for the 

wavelet and statistical features respectively, and are 

calculated from the normalized feature sets as: 

Σ),�2 = 2
F�2 ∑ ;),Q2 ;�,Q2FQR2  and	Σ),�� = 2

F�2 ∑ ;),Q� ;�,Q�FQR2   (7) 

where O  denotes the total number of fault conditions, 

including the no fault condition. 

In order to validate the MS, observations that fall outside the 

normal/no fault group are identified, and the corresponding 

MD values are calculated. The characteristics of the 

abnormal group are normalized using the mean and standard 

deviation of the corresponding characteristics in the no fault 

group. The correlation matrix corresponding to the no fault 

group is used to compute the MDs of the faulty conditions. 

If the MS is constructed properly, then the MDs under the 

fault conditions should have higher values than the normal 

group. Thus, if we plot the MD values obtained from the 

two feature sets on a two dimensional plane, the fault 

conditions should be separable from the no fault condition, 

as shown in Figure 2. The figure also illustrates a typical 

trajectory in the two dimensional space representing circuit 

degradation. 

 
Figure 2. Illustration of fault propagation on the MS. 

From Figure 2 it seems like one can observe the trajectory 

on the MS to understand circuit degradation. However, 

monitoring the trajectory in the 2D MS alone for 

prognostics has two drawbacks: 1) it is difficult to define a 

failure threshold, and 2) there can be abrupt changes in any 

of the MD values which are not easy to track. These 

drawbacks occur because of the difference in dynamic 

ranges for the MD values obtained from feature 

sets 	012and 	01�  (for example, for the sample circuit shown 

later, the range for MD
1
 is found to be around 0~10

6
, and for 

MD
2
 it is found to be around 0~500). This happens because 

of the difference in the number of feature elements present 

in each of the feature sets. To address this issue, we have 

built a FI that gives equal weight to the MD values obtained 

from different feature sets. 

Once the MD values are calculated for the two feature sets, 

the FI is computed using the following transformation: 

℘� = TUV>?W ?D?TUV>#W ?D#
TUV>?W ?D?XTUV>#W ?D#

; � = 1,2..      (8) 

where :2and :�	represents the number of feature elements 

in feature sets	012and	01� respectively. The advantage of the 

FI defined above is that, it is invariant to abrupt changes in 

MD values. This is realized by scaling it using the number 

of elements present in each feature set. Our study indicates 

that the FI has an increasing trend with respect to the 

amount of deviation in the faulty component from its 

nominal value. 
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In the future, new feature sets might be suggested for fault 

diagnosis and prognosis of analog circuits. Even if new 

feature sets are proposed, the above suggested FI calculation 

method can still be made compatible by extending Eq. (8) as 

follows: 

 ℘� = TUV>?W ?D?TUV>#W ?D#…TUV>ZW ?DZ
TUV>?W ?D?XTUV>#W ?D#X⋯XTUV>ZW ?DZ

; � = 1,2.. (9) 

 

where	�	denotes the total number of feature sets extracted, 

and :) and MD)denotes the total number of feature elements 

and the MD values corresponding to the feature set 8 , 

respectively. 

2.3. Anomaly Detection Threshold 

A threshold for anomaly detection using the MT method is 

traditionally defined as MD = 1. Here, in the calculation of 

the FI, a MD of 1 for both the feature sets would result in a 

FI value of 0.5. According to the MT method, the circuit is 

supposed to be displaying abnormal behavior when the FI 

value reaches 0.5. The interesting aspect of our study was 

that whenever the FI value crossed 0.5, the faulty 

component was found to just vary outside its tolerance 

range. Thus, a value of 0.5 for the FI is used as the threshold 

for anomaly detection. 

3. FAILURE PROGNOSIS USING PFS 

Failure prognosis is often performed by generating long-

term predictions of FI signal until a predetermined failure 

threshold is reached (Orchard & Vachtsevanos, 2009). Since 

uncertainty is inherent to such prediction processes, the 

evolution of the FI is generally modeled as a stochastic 

process, and estimates of the RUP is made in the form of 

PDFs. For this purpose, stochastic nonlinear filters have 

garnered a lot of interest among the research community. 

The procedure for estimating RUP using stochastic filters 

involves estimation of the current health state of the system, 

and then performing p-step predictions on the future health 

state. These two steps are discussed next in the following 

subsections. 

3.1. Particle Filters 

One of the most commonly used forms of approximate 

nonlinear filters in the PHM arena is the Particle Filter (PF). 

Many variations of the PF are available. However, we shall 

focus on the sampling and importance resampling (SIR) 

form of the PF. The idea behind the PF is that the posterior 

PDF is represented by a set of random samples with 

associated weights \�]:�)� , ^�)�_)R2
` ; ^�)� ≥ 0, ∀� and the Bayesian 

estimates are computed based on these samples (or 

particles) and their weights: 

 

∑ ^�)�dI� − ��)�J `→fghhi)̀R2 j��|l2:� (10) 

where d�∗� is the Dirac delta function. In practice, j��|l2:� 
is usually not known. Hence, the samples �]:�)�  are chosen 

from the importance density m�∗�  and their associated 

(normalized, such that	∑ ^�)� = 1) ) weights are chosen using 

the principle of importance sampling, which is expressed as: 

 

^�)� = nToB|�B�=�WnT�B�=�W
pT�B�=�|o?:BW .  (11) 

If the importance density function is chosen to be 

mI��)�|��2�)� , l2:J = jI��)�|��2�)� J then the weights can be updated 

using the following relation: 

 

^�)� = ^�2�)� jIl|��)�J.      (12) 

 

Resampling is used to address issues introduced by the 

degeneracy of particles, where after a few iterations all but 

one particle have negligible weights. During resampling 

particles with small weights are eliminated, allowing us to 

concentrate on the particles with larger weights. 

3.2. RUP Estimation 

When the threshold for anomaly has been reached, the p-

step prediction is generated. However, during the prediction 

process the weights of the samples are kept constant and are 

not updated as there are no measurements. At each 

prediction step, the predicted health state is checked with 

the failure threshold. The prediction time at which the FI 

crosses the failure threshold denotes the time at which the 

system is predicted to fail. RUP estimate is then obtained by 

computing the distance between the predicted time of failure 

and the current time instant. The PDF for RUP is obtained 

by finding the RUP for all the N paths traversed by the N-

particles, and then associating them with their weights. We 

can approximate a prediction distribution (p-steps forward) 

as follows: 

jI�Xn|l2:J ≈ ∑ ^�)�dI�Xn�)� J��Xn)̀R2 .      (13) 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, we demonstrate our PHM framework on two 

analog circuits. A Sallen-Key band-pass filter centered at 25 

kHz and a biquad low-pass filter with a 10 kHz upper cut-

off frequency are the sample circuits built to examine our 

approach (Figure 3). The circuit elements have a tolerance 

range of 10%. Features extracted when all the components 

vary within their tolerance range belong to the no-fault (NF) 

class. Faulty responses are obtained when any of the critical 

components vary beyond their tolerance range. 
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Figure 3.  Sample circuits used with their component’s 

nominal value (a) 25 kHz Sallen-Key band-pass filter and 

(b) biquad low-pass filter with an upper cut-off frequency of 

10 kHz. 

Component degradation is accompanied by a gradual 

change in component value (might increase or decrease). 

This change can have a significant impact on the circuit 

performance. In Section 2, the FI was developed to denote 

the degradation in analog circuits. Figure 4 shows the trend 

exhibited by the FI as the components C2 and R3 of Sallen-

Key band-pass filter, and C1 and R4 of the Biquad-low pass 

filter, deviates from their nominal value. Here, we assume 

that the fault level increases gradually with respect to time, 

where, with each time index, the fault level increases by 

0.4%. In this context, time index refers to one cycle where a 

100 msec test signal stimulates the CUT and the response is 

measured. Through curve fitting on the FI data (obtained 

from features extracted during different simulated fault 

conditions – simulation performed using PSPICE), it is 

found that a model of the following form can describe the FI 

trend of different components in different analog circuits 

well: 

℘�B = (�B�2� r−H�B�stB�?�
utB�?� K�v w (�B��� r−H�B�stB�#�

utB�#� K�v   (14) 

 

where ℘  is the FI, �  is the time index; and (�B
�2�, x�B

�2�, y�B
�2� , (�B

���
, x�B

���
 and y�B

���
are the model parameters. 

In order to perform prognosis, the above regression model is 

exploited. However, to deal with the uncertainties caused by 

component tolerances and usage conditions, the model is 

assumed to be stochastic. Hence, the parameters of the 

model are subjected to Gaussian distribution. This stochastic 

model is fed into the online prognostics routine. Features 

extracted from the circuit’s response are used to calculate 

the current FI value. This is used to estimate the model 

parameters. Once the diagnostic routine detects an anomaly, 

it triggers the prognostics module. Here, the above model’s 

parameters are incorporated as the elements of a state 

vector. 

 
Figure 4. Trend exhibited by FI during the degradation of circuit 

components.  

Thus, the stochastic model is a simple random walk that is 

employed to estimate the model parameters:  

(�B�2� = (�Bz?
�2� w {2,; 		{2,~}�0, ~2� 

x�B�2� = x�Bz?
�2� w {�,; 		{�,~}�0, ~�� 

y�B�2� = y�Bz?
�2� w {�,; 		{�,~}�0, ~�� 

(�B��� = (�Bz?
��� w {�,; 		{�,~}�0, ~�� 

x�B��� = x�Bz?
��� w {�,; 		{�,~}�0, ~�� 

y�B��� = y�Bz?
��� w {�,; 		{�,~}�0, ~��	 

℘�B = (�B�2� r−H�B�stB�?�
utB�?� K�v w (�B��� r−H�B�stB�#�

utB�#� K�v w
�; �~}�0, ~��   

where ℘�B	is the measured value of the FI variable at time 

index � , and }�0, ~�is a Gaussian distribution with mean 

zero and standard deviation ~ . Using the PFs, a p-step 

prediction can be made on the model parameters, with 

which the future values of the FI can be calculated. The 

RUP is calculated based on the time index at which the 

predicted FI value crosses the failure threshold. In on our 

study, we found that by the time the FI value reaches a value 

of 2, the fault level for the most of the components has 

crossed 40%. Hence, in this work we have chosen a value of 

2 for the FI as the failure threshold. This is just a qualitative 

threshold. In the future, a method to establish a failure 

threshold needs to be investigated. Also, the initial values of 

the model parameters (used from the curve fitting) and their 
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standard deviations are assumed to be known here for the 

sake of simplicity. In practice, an efficient method needs to 

be devised to choose these values for the model parameters. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.  Prognostics results using particle filters for the 

Sallen-Key band-pass filter for fault progression in 

component C2 (a) Prediction result at time index 31, (b) 

Prediction result at time index 70, and (c) RUL estimation at 

every time index. 

 

The results for fault progression in component C2 of the 

Sallen-Key band-pass filter circuit is shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5(a) shows the RUP estimation at the time instant an 

anomaly was detected (i.e.,	℘> 0.5). This occurred at time 

index 31. Thus, the data from the first 31 time indices alone 

are used to update the model. The estimated RUP is 73 and 

thus the predicted end-of-life (EOL) is 104, and the actual 

failure occurs at the 106
th

 time index. In Figure 5(b), the 

prognostics results performed at time index 70 are shown. 

Now, the predicted EOL is the 105
th

 time index. Thus, the 

error in prediction is only one. Also, the prediction PDF 

becomes narrower as we get closer to the failure time 

indicating the improvement in prediction confidence. Figure 

5(c) shows the RUP estimates at different time indices with 

95% confidence bounds. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.  Prognostic results using particle filters for (a) 

Sallen-Key band-pass filter for fault progression in 

component R3, (b) biquad low pass filter for fault 

progression in component C1, and (c) biquad low pass filter 

for fault progression in component R4. 
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In order to show the applicability of the proposed approach 

for different components and circuits, the RUP estimation at 

different time indices for the component R3 in the Sallen-

Key band-pass filter circuit, and the components C1 and R4 

for the biquad low-pass filter circuit are shown in Fig. 6. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Existing test strategies for analog circuits are useful only 

after a failure has occurred. However, the nature of 

functions performed by industrial system demands test 

strategies that would enable the prevention of circuit 

failures. To address this concern, a prognostics framework 

for analog circuits is proposed in this paper. 

The prognostics module includes a new fault indicator (FI) 

and a model adaptation scheme to track the evolution of FI. 

One feature of the FI is its ability to summarize the 

degradation level in any of the circuit’s critical component. 

This allows RUP estimation to be performed without 

monitoring the individual components of the circuit leading 

to the reduction in resources needed for prognostics. 

Another feature of the FI is its compatibility to future 

changes in the extracted features. Thus, even if new features 

are introduced in the future, RUP predictions can be 

obtained from the circuit’s response.  

 

The model adaptive ability of the prognostic routine enables 

the real-time prediction of the circuit’s RUP even under the 

presence of uncertainties that are introduced by component 

tolerances and time varying nature of the environment. 

Since this method involves a statistical approach for RUP 

prediction, the RUP estimate is given in the form of 

probability distributions, indicating the confidence levels in 

the prediction. Thus, preventive maintenance actions can be 

performed using the estimated RUP information for 

avoiding unexpected system failures due to faults in circuits. 
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ABSTRACT

Prognostics deals with the prediction of the end of life (EOL)
of a system. EOL is a random variable, due to the presence of
process noise and uncertainty in the future inputs to the sys-
tem. Prognostics algorithms must account for this inherent
uncertainty. In addition, these algorithms never know exactly
the state of the system at the desired time of prediction, or
the exact model describing the future evolution of the system,
accumulating additional uncertainty into the predicted EOL.
Prediction algorithms that do not account for these sources of
uncertainty are misrepresenting the EOL and can lead to poor
decisions based on their results. In this paper, we explore the
impact of uncertainty in the prediction problem. We develop
a general model-based prediction algorithm that incorporates
these sources of uncertainty, and propose a novel approach
to efficiently handle uncertainty in the future input trajecto-
ries of a system by using the unscented transform. Using
this approach, we are not only able to reduce the computa-
tional load but also estimate the bounds of uncertainty in a
deterministic manner, which can be useful to consider during
decision-making. Using a lithium-ion battery as a case study,
we perform several simulation-based experiments to explore
these issues, and validate the overall approach using experi-
mental data from a battery testbed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Prognostics deals with the prediction of the end of life (EOL)
and remaining useful life (RUL) of components, subsystems,
and systems. At its core, prognostics is a prediction prob-
lem. But, the future evolution of the system is a random
process due to (i) process noise, and (ii) uncertainty in the
future inputs to the system. In practice, these two sources
of uncertainty cannot be avoided and thus EOL and RUL

Matthew Daigle et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, pro-
vided the original author and source are credited.

are random variables. The prognostics algorithm itself in-
troduces additional uncertainty because, in general, (i) it does
not know exactly the state of the system at the time of pre-
diction, (ii) it does not know exactly the description of the
process noise, (iii) it does not know exactly the description
of the future input uncertainty, and (iv) it does not know
exactly the model of the future system behavior. All these
sources of uncertainty contribute to the difficulty of the prog-
nostics problem (Sankararaman, Ling, Shantz, & Mahadevan,
2011). While uncertainty cannot be eliminated from prog-
nostics, an accurate assessment can be crucial in decision-
making. Making decisions based on uncertain information
requires characterizing the uncertainty itself to tune the risk
level as needed in a particular application. In safety-critical
systems it is of even higher importance, which is reflected in
the fact that verification, validation, and certification proto-
cols in the aerospace domain require provably deterministic
and bounded systems.

Although the presence of prediction uncertainty is clearly
a practical issue, only a few works have explored it.
In (Sankararaman et al., 2011), the authors examine the vari-
ous sources of uncertainty in fatigue crack growth prognostics
and analyze their effects in an offline setting. In dealing with
input uncertainty, future input trajectories are constructed as
sequential blocks of constant-amplitude loading, and such
trajectories are sampled in the prediction algorithm. In a
similar approach applied to batteries in an unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV), in (Saha et al., 2012) the authors determine
statistics of the battery loading for typical UAV maneuvers
based on past flight data, and construct future input trajecto-
ries as constrained sequences of flight maneuvers. In (Luo et
al., 2008), constant loading is assumed for a vehicle suspen-
sion system, and predictions are made for a weighted set of
three different loading values. The approach of (Edwards et
al., 2010) also considers constant loading, and several uncer-
tainty measures are defined that are then used within a frame-
work for system life extension through actions that modify
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the system loading.

In this paper, we develop a general framework within the
model-based prognostics paradigm for representing arbitrar-
ily complex future input trajectories, and develop a general
sample-based algorithm for predicting EOL and RUL that ac-
counts for the sources of uncertainty in the prediction process.
In particular, we introduce the unscented transform (Julier &
Uhlmann, 1997), which predicts the mean and covariance of
a random variable passed through a nonlinear function, as
a method to efficiently sample from future input trajectories
while still maintaining the statistics of the end result. This ap-
proach offers substantial computational savings as compared
to a semi-exhaustive random sampling approach. Addition-
ally, we show that since the UT allows sampling in a deter-
ministic manner, and in this particular case where uncertainty
in inputs is assumed to be uniformly distributed, we are able
to bound the RUL predictions. Therefore, using the UT we
realize a threefold benefit, (i) obtaining bounds for the predic-
tion uncertainty, (ii) obtaining bounds in a deterministic man-
ner, and (iii) keeping the statistical information intact with a
considerably reduced computational burden as compared to
traditional sampling approaches. Using a lithium-ion battery
as a case study, we analyze the impact of uncertainty and var-
ious performance trade-offs of the prediction algorithm under
several cases, and demonstrate and validate the approach with
experimental data from a battery testbed.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the
prognostics problem and describes the sources of uncertainty.
Section 3 develops the general prediction algorithm and its
different instantiations. Section 4 presents the battery case
study and provides results using both experimental and simu-
lated data. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. PROGNOSTICS APPROACH

This section first formulates the prognostics problem. It then
describes how uncertainty arises in prognostics, and exam-
ines the implications on prognostics algorithms. Finally, it
provides an architecture for model-based prognostics.

2.1. Problem Formulation

The goal of prognostics is the prediction of the EOL and/or
RUL of a system. We assume the system model may be gen-
erally defined as

ẋ(t) = f(t,x(t),θ(t),u(t),v(t)),

y(t) = h(t,x(t),θ(t),u(t),n(t)),

where x(t) ∈ Rnx is the state vector, θ(t) ∈ Rnθ is the
unknown parameter vector, u(t) ∈ Rnu is the input vector,
v(t) ∈ Rnv is the process noise vector, f is the state equa-
tion, y(t) ∈ Rny is the output vector, n(t) ∈ Rnn is the

measurement noise vector, and h is the output equation.1

Prognostics and health management is concerned with system
performance that lies outside a given region of acceptable be-
havior. The desired performance is expressed through a set of
nc constraints, CEOL = {ci}nci=1, where ci : Rnx × Rnθ ×
Rnu → B maps a given point in the joint state-parameter
space given the current inputs, (x(t),θ(t),u(t)), to the
Boolean domain B , [0, 1], where ci(x(t),θ(t),u(t)) = 1 if
the constraint is satisfied, and 0 otherwise.

These individual constraints may be combined into a single
threshold function TEOL : Rnx × Rnθ × Rnu → B, defined
as

TEOL(x(t),θ(t),u(t)) =
{

1, 0 ∈ {ci(x(t),θ(t),u(t))}nci=1

0, otherwise.

TEOL evaluates to 1 when any of the constraints are violated.
EOL is then defined as the earliest time point at which this
occurs:

EOL(tP ) ,
inf{t ∈ R : t ≥ tP ∧ TEOL(x(t),θ(t),u(t)) = 1},

RUL is expressed using EOL as

RUL(tP ) , EOL(tP )− tP .

2.2. Prediction Uncertainty

The above definitions of EOL and RUL are for their exact
values, i.e., the system takes some path out of many possible
paths through the state space until EOL. The actual path the
system will take cannot be known in advance because the sys-
tem evolution is a random process, therefore, EOL and RUL
at any prediction time tP < EOL, are actually random vari-
ables. System evolution is random due to the process noise
v(t) and because u(t) for t > tP is never known exactly.
Since EOL is a function of (x(tP ),θ(tP )) and u(t), which
are all random variables, EOL (and RUL) must also be a ran-
dom variable. This uncertainty is inherent to the system itself
and cannot be avoided. Note that as t approaches EOL, the
variability in the actual EOL will naturally reduce, simply be-
cause EOL− t becomes smaller.

The goal of a prognostics algorithm, then, is to compute the
true distribution of the EOL and RUL. A decision that is made
based on a misrepresentation of this true distribution could
have a significant impact, especially if the true variability is
underestimated. It is therefore critical that a prognostics al-
gorithm comes as close to this true distribution as possible.

1Here, we use bold typeface to denote vectors, and use na to denote the
length of a vector a.
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Figure 1. Model-based prognostics architecture.

However, additional uncertainty is also introduced by the
prognostics algorithm itself. In order to make a prediction,
the state of the system at the time of prediction must be
known. At best, only a probability distribution can be esti-
mated since (i) the system state may not be directly measured
and, (ii) even if it is, there is sensor noise, (iii) the initial state
of the system is not known exactly, (iv) the system model
is not known exactly, and (v) there is process noise. Even if
the system state is known exactly, uncertainty is introduced in
the prediction process since, in general, (i) the model used for
prediction is not known exactly, (ii) the correct representation
of process noise is not known exactly, and (iii) the correct rep-
resentation of the space of possible future input trajectories is
not known exactly. Due to these additional sources of uncer-
tainty inherent to the prognostics algorithm, the uncertainty
in the predicted EOL/RUL will nominally be larger than the
true variability in EOL/RUL.

The uncertainty inherent to the system cannot be eliminated,
and neither can the uncertainty inherent to the algorithm.
However, the uncertainty associated with the algorithm can
be limited by using the best known model including the best
known representation of the process noise, and by constrain-
ing the space of possible future input trajectories as much as
possible and representing the associated probability distribu-
tion as accurately as possible. The potential trajectories of
u(t) for t ≥ tP depend on the system being monitored and
can, in general, take on any number of arbitrary signals. We
denote the space of possible future input trajectories as UtP .
A single trajectory in the set UtP is denoted as UtP , and de-
fines the values of u(t) for all t ≥ tP . Each possible trajec-
tory has a certain probability of occurring in the real system,
and so this is defined by a probability distribution p(UtP ). In
practice, it is entirely possible that this exact distribution is
unknown and must be approximated.

2.3. Prognostics Architecture

To predict EOL/RUL, first an initial state to use for the pre-
diction must be determined. In the model-based paradigm,
this is referred to as the estimation problem, and requires de-
termining a joint state-parameter estimate p(x(t),θ(t)|y0:t)
based on the history of observations up to time t, y0:t.
The prediction problem is to determine, using this estimate,
EOL and RUL probability distributions, p(EOLtP |y0:tP )

and p(RULtP |y0:tP ).

The prognostics architecture is shown in Fig. 1 (Daigle &
Goebel, 2011). In discrete time k, the system is provided with
inputs uk and provides measured outputs yk. The estimation
module uses this information, along with the system model,
to compute an estimate p(xk,θk|y0:k).2 The prediction mod-
ule uses the joint state-parameter distribution and the system
model, along with hypothesized future inputs, to compute
EOL and RUL as probability distributions p(EOLkP |y0:kP )
and p(RULkP |y0:kP ) at given prediction times kP .

3. PREDICTION

Prediction is initiated at a given time of prediction
kP using the current joint state-parameter estimate,
p(xkP ,θkP |y0:kP ). Approaches to determine this estimate
are reviewed in (Daigle et al., 2012) and will not be de-
scribed here. The goal is to compute p(EOLkP |y0:kP ) and
p(RULkP |y0:kP ). The representation of p(xkP ,θkP |y0:kP )
is determined by the algorithm used for the estimation step.
In any case, here, we assume it is given as a set of weighted
samples {(xixkP ,θ

ix
kP

), wixx,kP }. In the case of the unscented
Kalman filter (Julier & Uhlmann, 1997, 2004) and the parti-
cle filter (Arulampalam et al., 2002), the distribution is pro-
vided in this format, otherwise, the provided distribution can
be sampled.

Here, we follow a sample-based approach (as opposed to
analytical methods) to the prediction problem to incorpo-
rate the uncertainty (Sankararaman et al., 2011), in which
each sample is simulated to EOL. The approach is shown
as Algorithm 1. For each of the Nx samples of the state-
parameter distribution, we sample from the input distribu-
tion, UkP , Nu future input trajectories (where a single trajec-
tory UkP , {ukP ,ukP+1, . . .}) with weights wu,kP , and for
each of these trajectories, simulate Nv trajectories with pro-
cess noise (lines 10–14). At the end, we obtain a weighted
set of EOL predictions for each of these simulations, total-
ingNx×Nu×Nv , i.e., {EOLjkP , w

j
kP
}Nx×Nu×Nvj=1 (lines 15

and 16).

In the algorithm, line 11 samples the next state from the prior
probability distribution. Effectively, this is implemented by
2Estimation does not need to be performed by the prognoser if it is pro-
vided by some other module, such as a diagnoser (Roychoudhury & Daigle,
2011).
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Algorithm 1 EOL Prediction with Uncertainty
1: Inputs: {(xix

kP
,θix

kP
), wix

x,kP
}Nxix=1, Nu, Nv

2: Outputs: {EOLj
kP

, wj
kP
}Nx×Nu×Nv
j=1

3: {Uiu
kP

, wiu
u,kP
}Nuiu=1 ∼ p(UkP )

4: for ix = 1 to Nx do
5: for iu = 1 to Nu do
6: for iv = 1 to Nv do
7: j ← (ix, iu, iv)
8: k ← kP
9: xj

k ← xj
kP

10: while TEOL(x
j
k,θ

j
k,U

iu
kP

(k)) = 0 do
11: xj

k+1 ∼ p(xk+1|xj
k,θ

j
kP

,Uj
kP

(k))
12: k ← k + 1
13: xj

k ← xj
k+1

14: end while
15: EOLj

kP
← k

16: wj
kP
← wix

x,kP
× wiu

u,kP
/Nv

17: end for
18: end for
19: end for

sampling the process noise and executing the state equation
with that process noise. Each of these trajectories individu-
ally are set to have equal weight (1/Nv), and a statistically
meaningful result can only be obtained by sampling a suffi-
cient number of times. The longer the time to EOL, the more
of an effect process noise will have and the more samples
may be necessary to accurately capture the statistics. If de-
sired, process noise can be set to zero.

Line 3 in the algorithm samples the future input trajectories.
What this space looks like is highly dependent on the under-
lying application, and how to sample this space depends on
what the space looks like. It is up to the modeler to define this
space and its probability distribution. There are a few simple
approaches to take that are generally applicable. One way to
handle this is to define a family of parameterized functions
that define u(t) for all t ≥ tP . For example, let u(t) = p,
where p is an unknown value drawn from a known (or as-
sumed) distribution. To sample an input trajectory one needs
only to sample a value for p. Or, let u(t) = p1t+ p2t

2. Here,
an input trajectory is sampled by sampling values for p1 and
p2. More complicated functions may also be defined, and as
long as they are parameterized then it is easy to sample such
functions. Another general approach is to define the input as
a set of blocks where within each block the input is constant,
such as in (Sankararaman et al., 2011; Saha et al., 2012). One
must then sample how long the next block will last and at
what magnitude it will be.

The computational complexity of the algorithm is mainly a
function of the number of unique samples (Nx ×Nu ×Nv).
Secondary to this is how long each sample takes to simulate
to EOL. Samples with higher rates of of damage progression
(e.g., due to increased loading) will simulate faster than those
with lower rates of progression.

The general algorithm presented here can be instantiated in
different ways, depending on how the future input trajectories
are sampled (line 3). In the following subsections we describe
different sampling methods.

3.1. Exhaustive Sampling

If the input trajectory space UkP is finite, then it is possible
to do predictions over the entire space. This is limited by
the imposed computational requirements, because even if the
space is finite, the number of discrete elements may be too
large. In this case the sampling would be deterministic, so
repeated executions would always get the same results.

3.2. Random Sampling

If the input trajectory space is infinitely large or finite but too
large for exhaustive sampling, then random sampling may
be used to obtain a number of sufficient samples. Because
the process is stochastic, the results will be nondeterministic,
which could have a significant impact on performance if too
few samples are drawn. Further, repeated executions would
obtain different results, which could make validation of the
algorithm difficult. However, it is the most generally applica-
ble approach.

3.3. Sampling with the Unscented Transform

As an alternative to random sampling, nonexhaustive deter-
ministic sampling can also be performed. One method is to
use the unscented transform (UT). The UT takes a random
variable x ∈ Rnx , with mean x̄ and covariance Pxx, that is
related to a second random variable y ∈ Rny by some func-
tion y = g(x), and computes the mean ȳ and covariance
Pyy with high accuracy using a minimal set of deterministi-
cally selected weighted samples, called sigma points (Julier &
Uhlmann, 1997). The number of sigma points is only linear in
the dimension of the random variable, and so the statistics of
the transformed random variable, i.e., mean and covariance,
can be computed much more efficiently than by random sam-
pling.3

Here, X i denotes the ith sigma point from x and wi denotes
its weight. The sigma points are always chosen such that the
mean and covariance match those of the original distribution,
x̄ and Pxx. Each sigma point is passed through g to obtain
new sigma points Y , i.e.,

Yi = g(X i)

3Versions of the unscented transform also exist that compute also higher-
order moments like skew (Julier, 1998).
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with mean and covariance calculated as

ȳ =
∑

i

wiYi

Pyy =
∑

i

wi(Yi − ȳ)(Yi − ȳ)T .

In this paper, we use the symmetric unscented transform, in
which 2nx+1 sigma points are symmetrically selected about
the mean according to (Julier & Uhlmann, 2004):

wi =





κ

(nx + κ)
, i = 0

1

2(nx + κ)
, i = 1, . . . , 2nx

X i =





x̄, i = 0

x̄+
(√

(nx+κ)Pxx

)i
,i = 1, . . . , nx

x̄−
(√

(nx+κ)Pxx

)i
,i = nx+1, . . . , 2nx,

where
(√

(nx + κ)Pxx

)i
refers to the ith column of the ma-

trix square root of (nx + κ)Pxx. Note that the required num-
ber of samples is only linear in the size of the state space.
Here, κ is a free parameter that can be used to tune higher
order moments of the distribution. If x is assumed Gaus-
sian, then selecting κ = 3 − nx is recommended (Julier &
Uhlmann, 1997). Note that with the UT, weights may be neg-
ative, and are not to be directly interpreted as probabilities.

If we consider the random variable in this case to be a rep-
resentation of our input space, then the UT can be used to
sample the space of input trajectories. Here, the simulation to
EOL is the nonlinear transformation, as in (Daigle & Goebel,
2010). A representation of the input space for this frame-
work is required. If the future input trajectories are defined
by parameterized functions, where the function parameters
are themselves sampled from some distribution, then the in-
put space is defined by these parameters and the UT can be
used to sample from this parameter space. The number of
samples would be linear in the number of parameters (as this
defines the state space for the UT). By using the UT to sam-
ple this parameter space, in effect we obtain representative
samples of the input trajectory space.

If the input space cannot be transformed to a representation
amenable to the UT, then this approach cannot be used. Such
cases, however, may not appear often in practice since this
would imply that it is difficult for the modeler to define the
input space in the first place. That is, an easy and practical
way to define the input trajectory space is by sampling a finite
set of parameters that define a particular input trajectory.

Figure 2. Battery equivalent circuit.

4. CASE STUDY

We select a lithium-ion battery as a case study on which to
demonstrate and validate our approach. We first present the
battery model. We then apply the approach to experimental
data and demonstrate the impact of prognostics uncertainty.
We then present a number of simulation experiments to more
systematically explore these issues.

4.1. Modeling

The battery model is based on an electrical circuit equiva-
lent shown in Fig. 2, similar to models presented in (Chen
& Rincon-Mora, 2006; Barsali & Ceraolo, 2002; Ceraolo,
2000). The large capacitance Cb holds the charge qb of the
battery. The RCP -CCP pair captures the major nonlinear
voltage drop due to concentration polarization, Rs captures
the so-called I-R drop, and Rp models the parasitic resistance
that accounts for self-discharge. This simple battery model is
enough to capture the major dynamics of the battery, but ig-
nores temperature effects and other minor battery processes.

The state-of-charge, SOC, is computed as

SOC = 1− qmax − qb
Cmax

,

where qb is the current charge in the battery (related to Cb),
qmax is the maximum possible charge, and Cmax is the max-
imum possible battery capacity (i.e., nominally, its rated ca-
pacity). The concentration polarization resistance is a nonlin-
ear function of SOC:

RCP = RCP0 +RCP1 expRCP2(1− SOC),

where RCP0, RCP1, and RCP1 are empirical parameters.
The resistance, and, hence, the voltage drop, increases ex-
ponentially as SOC decreases (Saha et al., 2012).

Voltage drops across the individual circuit elements are given
by

Vb = qb/Cb

VCP = qCP /CCP

Vp = Vb − VCP ,

where qCP is the charge associated with the capacitance
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Parameter Value
Cb 9844
Rs 0.143014
Rp 500
CCP 70.3767
RCP0 0.019829
RCP1 3.68606× 10−14

RCP2 31.9213
qmax 41400
Cmax 6900

Table 1. Battery Model Parameters
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Figure 3. Battery model comparison with experimental data.

CCP . The terminal voltage of the battery is

V = Vb − VCP −Rsi,

where i is the battery current at the terminals. Currents asso-
ciated with the individual circuit elements are given by

ip = Vp/Rp

ib = ip + i

iCP = ib − VCP /RCP .

The charges are then governed by

q̇b = −ib
q̇CP = iCP

We are interested in predicting end-of-discharge as defined
by a voltage threshold VEOD. So, CEOL consists of only one
constraint:

c1 : V > VEOD.

From experimental data of battery discharges, we have iden-
tified the parameters of the battery model through model fit-
ting, and their values are shown in Table 1. A comparison of
measured and predicted behavior for known current inputs is
shown in Fig. 3. The associated inputs are shown in Fig. 4.
Clearly, the model is not perfect, so prognosis will have to
account for the model uncertainty.
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Figure 4. Battery current inputs.

4.2. Experimental Results

To demonstrate and validate the approach, we apply our prog-
nostics algorithms to the experimental data given in Fig. 3.
For state estimation, we use the unscented Kalman filter
(UKF) (Julier & Uhlmann, 1997; Daigle et al., 2012). Here,
we use the UKF since the model is nonlinear and generally
performs better (and is easier to apply) than the extended
Kalman filter (Julier & Uhlmann, 1997). The model uncer-
tainty is captured through process noise, represented using
normal distributions with zero mean. Sensor noise is gener-
ally very small but is also assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian.

The battery current is viewed as an input to the model, and
its future values must be hypothesized. First, we assume that
the future inputs are known exactly (we use the exact load
profile available from the experimental data shown in Fig. 4),
and that there is no process noise. The RUL predictions ver-
sus time are shown in Fig. 5. The predictions are shown
against the true RUL (denoted as RUL∗) along with an accu-
racy cone defined by α = 0.15. Predictions are made every
100 s. Here, we see that the predictions are quite accurate
and remain within 15% of the true RUL until about 2500 s.
The UKF can partially correct for the model uncertainty, but
towards the end of the discharge the error cannot be fully cor-
rected and the relative accuracy is reduced, due to the high
sensitivity to the final voltage drop. The only uncertainty cap-
tured by these predictions is that in the state estimate, which
is very small (so is not visible in the figure). Clearly, these
predictions do not capture the true uncertainty so would be
incorrect to use for decision-making.

Process noise must be correctly represented in order to yield
usable results. Fig. 6 shows the RUL predictions versus time
in this case, using Nv = 100. Now, we see that the uncer-
tainty represented in the prediction covers the decrease in ac-
curacy observed towards the end of the discharge, i.e., the true
RUL is now contained within the uncertainty bounds.

If the future inputs are not known, then some assumption
must be made about what they look like. First, we assume
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Figure 5. Prediction performance assuming known future in-
put trajectory and no process noise with α = 0.15.
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Figure 6. Prediction performance assuming known future in-
put trajectory and 100 process noise samples with α = 0.15.

just a constant current of 2.25 A, which is the average current
drawn during the actual experiment (shown as the dashed line
in Fig. 4). Here, we assume there is no process noise. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 7. Clearly, assuming the average cur-
rent results in a significant performance degradation. Around
1000 s, the average current until discharge is lower than hy-
pothesized, so RUL is underestimated. Around 2500 s, the
average current until discharge is higher than hypothesized,
so RUL is overestimated. It is apparent that the RUL predic-
tion is very sensitive to the uncertainty in the future inputs.
In this case, the predictions are much more sensitive to input
uncertainty than model uncertainty, since the model itself is
more sensitive to changes in input than to the added process
noise.
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Figure 7. Prediction performance assuming average future
input trajectory and no process noise with α = 0.15.

Instead of assuming a single possible future input trajectory,
we now consider multiple trajectories. At each prediction
step, we assume the future current is drawn from a uniform
distribution between 1 and 4 A and remains constant for the
remainder of the discharge. Looking at Fig. 4, the current
does not remain constant, but serves as a reasonable assump-
tion for prediction purposes, i.e., rather than assuming vari-
able discharge currents we assume constant discharge cur-
rents within the range of possible currents, which is much
easier to sample from and still captures the best- and worst-
case inputs. Fig. 8 shows the results using 10 samples and
Fig. 9 shows the results using 100 samples. The uncertainty
in the RUL predictions now is much more accurately rep-
resented. Clearly, the more samples used, the smoother the
predictions and the better the description of the uncertainty.
It is also clear here that the uncertainty in the future inputs
causes about an order of magnitude more spread in the RUL
predictions than the uncertainty associated with the process
noise, comparing the figures (specifically, relative median ab-
solute deviation averaged 6.2% in Fig. 6 and 27.9% in Fig. 8).
Therefore, it would be acceptable to drop the process noise,
which would save also on the required amount of computa-
tion.

Further improvements in computation can be achieved by us-
ing the unscented transform to select input trajectories. In this
case, the future input trajectories are parameterized by a sin-
gle number, representing the future current draw, taken from a
uniform distribution. Applying the UT to this case yields only
three future input trajectories that need to be simulated. There
is no guidance to choosing a value for κ when the distribution
is uniform, so we use the suggested value of κ for when the
distribution is Gaussian, which, for a one-dimensional input
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Figure 8. Prediction performance with 10 future input tra-
jectories drawn from a uniform distribution and assuming no
process noise with α = 0.15.
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Figure 9. Prediction performance with 100 future input tra-
jectories drawn from a uniform distribution and assuming no
process noise with α = 0.15.

space, is κ = 2.4 With κ = 2, the UT happens to choose the
three points as the mean of the distribution and its two end-
points, thus naturally capturing the input bounds. The results
are shown in Fig. 10. Comparing to the case where 100 ran-
dom input trajectories were generated, using the UT we are
able to capture approximately the same distribution with only
a fraction of the computational effort. The figure shows the
results from the three sigma points directly, but the distribu-
tion can be reconstructed from this minimal set of samples.
We will show in the following subsection that the UT is able
to do this accurately. In this case the UT provides both the

4A smaller value of κwill bring the sigma points closer together, and a larger
value spreads them out.
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Figure 10. Prediction performance with future input trajec-
tories drawn from a uniform distribution using the unscented
transform and assuming no process noise with α = 0.15.

RUL distribution and its bounds deterministically. Note that
for a bounded distribution one may always choose the end-
points to determine the RUL bounds, however, in this case
the UT does this automatically with the added benefit of be-
ing able to reconstruct the RUL distribution from those two
points and the mean.

4.3. Simulation Results

For a more careful analysis, we ran a set of comprehensive
simulation experiments. In these experiments, by using a sim-
ulation model, we eliminate several sources of uncertainty: (i)
the state at the time of prediction is assumed to be known ex-
actly, (ii) the system model is known exactly, (iii) the process
noise distribution is known exactly, and (iv) the future input
trajectory distribution is known exactly. This focuses the re-
sulting uncertainty to only that associated with the process
noise and the future input trajectories. In each experiment,
the true input trajectory is sampled from the known distribu-
tion, while the algorithm knows only the distribution.

To analyze prognostics performance we use the relative ac-
curacy (RA) metric to characterize the accuracy (Saxena,
Celaya, Saha, Saha, & Goebel, 2010). For RA we use the me-
dian as the measure of central tendency since the RUL distri-
butions are skewed. For spread, we use relative median abso-
lute deviation (RMAD). For each experiment we perform 100
iterations, and average the results over these iterations. We
compute also a computation time metric Tcpu which is com-
puted as the fraction of computation time taken for a predic-
tion tcpu over the true RUL, RUL∗, i.e, Tcpu = tcpu/RUL

∗.

Results with process noise but without input uncertainty are
shown in Table 2. In this case process noise has little effect
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Nv RARUL RMADRUL Tcpu

0 99.42 0.00 5.91× 10−4

10 99.28 1.34 6.75× 10−4

50 99.15 1.47 6.97× 10−4

100 99.02 1.39 7.34× 10−4

Table 2. Prognostics Performance with different values ofNv
and no input uncertainty.

on accuracy, so even when ignoring process noise (indicated
by Nv = 0 in the table) accuracy is pretty good, although the
RMAD is 0 so the true spread is being underrepresented by
the RUL prediction. Even with only 10 samples the predic-
tion spread is quite close to the case with 100 samples (with
a difference of only 0.26 in RA and 0.05 in RMAD), so only
having a about 10 samples is acceptable for this level of pro-
cess noise. As process noise increases, more samples will be
needed to properly cover that space.

We now focus on the effect of the uncertainty in future in-
puts, so eliminate process noise from the simulation. The
actual input current is drawn from a uniform distribution be-
tween 0.75 and 2.00 A. If the prediction algorithm always
selects the mean, 1.375 A, as the future input current, then
the relative accuracy of the first prediction point varies from
about 52-97%. RA is high when the actual current is close to
the mean but low when far from the mean. Because no un-
certainty is taken into account, when the actual current is far
from the mean not only will the accuracy be low, but the pre-
dictions will be of high precision and therefore be presented
as predictions with high confidence, which would be incor-
rect and lead to poor decision-making.

If we instead sample randomly from the input distribution,
the relative accuracy on average does not really change from
when assuming only the mean input. This is because RA is
computed based on the median RUL prediction, and when
the input distribution is sampled enough, then we will get the
correct mean of that distribution, which, because the distri-
bution is symmetric, will correspond to the median RUL pre-
diction. The key difference, however, is that now the RUL
spread is more accurately represented by the predicted RUL
distribution. The true RMAD is around 27%. Table 3 shows
the prediction performance for different values of Nu. RA
is about the same and the prediction spread, as computed by
RMAD, approaches the true spread with around 25 samples
(with about 7 times the computation as when predicting with
only one sample). Using the UT (in which only 3 samples are
needed), the performance is similar with only about 2.6 times
as much computation needed compared to using only a single
sample. Using κ = 2 for the UT, it chooses the mean and the
endpoints of the assumed uniform distribution, so naturally
provides the median and best- and worst-case RULs. Using
the weights of the sigma points we can reconstruct the distri-
bution it represents, which is not possible when just choosing
these values in an ad hoc manner.

Nu RARUL RMADRUL Tcpu

1 62.98 0.00 6.31× 10−4

10 74.57 25.96 2.36× 10−3

25 75.90 27.07 5.39× 10−3

50 78.54 27.50 9.61× 10−3

75 74.31 27.55 1.48× 10−2

100 76.71 27.61 2.08× 10−2

UT 76.77 26.72 1.61× 10−3

Table 3. Prognostics Performance with different values ofNu
and no process noise.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we analyzed the sources of uncertainty in prog-
nostics and developed a general model-based prediction al-
gorithm that incorporates this uncertainty to provide EOL and
RUL results that correctly capture the true uncertainty in EOL
and RUL. We also introduced the use of the unscented trans-
form for efficiently sampling from the space of possible fu-
ture input trajectories, which can achieve the same results as
random sampling but at a fraction of the computational effort
(see Table 3).

We applied the approach to both real and simulated lithium-
ion battery data, where end-of-discharge was predicted. Here
it was demonstrated that it is important to realize that for any
source of uncertainty that is ignored in the prediction, even
though in one particular case the result may be accurate, the
actual uncertainty is underrepresented and so is not captur-
ing the right information needed for decision-making. If the
uncertainty is accounted for, on average the accuracy will be
the same as if just average performance is assumed, but the
spread will be correctly represented and the actual system be-
havior will fall within the predicted spread. Since the actual
path the system will take is uncertain, it is best practice to
capture the uncertainty as accurately as possible. It is impor-
tant also not to overestimate the uncertainty. For example,
when defining the space of possible future input trajectories
it is important to constrain these trajectories as much as pos-
sible.

In this paper, we have shown that it is possible, by using the
unscented transform, to estimate the uncertainty in predic-
tions in a deterministic manner and with reduced computa-
tional burden while still keeping the important statistical in-
formation intact. Furthermore, since the uncertainty in future
inputs happens to be uniformly distributed in our example,
the UT method also determines the bounds of the uncertainty,
which can be extremely valuable information in making de-
cisions based on prognostic estimates in order to contain the
risk. Minimizing the computational cost maintains the real-
time application potential of the algorithm without compro-
mising on the quality of prediction. This allows us to move a
step closer towards adapting prediction algorithms, which are
generally inherently stochastic, to meet the needs of current
certification procedures and protocols that require determin-
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istic system outputs. This also lays the foundation to start
investigating other methods that can be used for generalized
situations that do not assume a specific distribution type for
future input uncertainty.

In the future, we will further investigate these issues on other
systems and with additional experimental data. It is also im-
portant to investigate more closely the applicability of the UT
for sampling the input trajectory space in a variety of practical
applications.
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ABSTRACT 

Long term prediction such as multi-step time series 
prediction is a challenging prognostics problem. This paper 
proposes an improved AR time series model called ND-AR 
model (Nonlinear Degradation AutoRegression) for 
Remaining Useful Life (RUL) estimation of lithium-ion 
batteries. The nonlinear degradation feature of the lithium-
ion battery capacity degradation is analyzed and then the 
non-linear accelerated degradation factor is extracted to 
improve the linear AR model. In this model, the nonlinear 
degradation factor can be obtained with curve fitting, and 
then the ND-AR model can be applied as an adaptive data-
driven prognostics method to monitor degradation time 
series data. Experimental results with CALCE battery data 
set show that the proposed nonlinear degradation AR model 
can realize satisfied prognostics for various lithium-ion 
batteries with low computing complexity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With high energy density, high galvanic potential, wide 
temperature range, low self-discharge rate and long lifetime, 
the lithium-ion battery has been widely used in mobile 
communications, electric vehicles, aerospace electronics and 
almost all of the industrial fields with energy supply etc. 
The lithium-ion battery has gradually become the key 
techniques for many important areas and industrial 
applications(Bhaskar Saha & Kai Goebel, 2009) (Jingliang 
Zhang & Jay Lee, 2011) (Wei He, Nicholas Williard, 
Michael Osterman, & Michael Pecht, 2011). Due to the 
safety management, charging and discharging control, 

capacity degradation of the lithium-ion battery, capacity 
fade and remaining useful life(RUL) estimation of lithium-
ion batteries has become a hotspot and challenge problem in 
the fields of reliability, automatic test, power sources, and 
electric vehicles, etc. As a result, lithium-ion battery RUL 
estimation and prediction became the hot issues in 
electronic prognostics and health management (PHM) (K. 
Goebel, B. Saha, A. Saxena, J. R. Celaya, & J. P. 
Christophersen, 2008) (F. Rufus & S. Lee, 2008).  

At present, among the various approaches of battery State of 
Charge(SOC) estimation and RUL prediction, it can be 
generally classified into two categories: data-driven (or 
statistical data-driven) and model based (Jingliang Zhang & 
Jay Lee, 2011) (Xiao-Sheng Si, Wenbin Wang, Chang-Hua 
Hu, & Dong-Hua Zhou, 2011). There are lots of research 
work focusing on performance degradation, SOC/SOH 
assessment, RUL estimation for the lithium-ion battery 
(Bhaskar Saha, Kai Goebel, & Jon Christophersen, 2009) 
(Bhaskar Saha, Kai Goebel, Scott Poll, & Jon 
Christophersen, 2009) (Enrico Zio, & Giovanni Peloni, 
2011) (Achmad Widodo, Min-Chan Shim, Wahyu 
Caesarendra, & Bo-Suk Yang, 2011). Especially for the 
lithium battery prognostics, the prediction uncertainty, and 
the applicability of the model-based (physics based model, 
chemistry model, etc.) and data-driven methods have always 
been the challenge problems in this area.  

Lots of researchers such as Bhaskar Saha and Kai Goebel 
and others researchers in the Prognostics Center of 
Excellence (PCoE) of the NASA AMES Center achieved 
the battery RUL prediction as well as the uncertainty 
representation and management with particle filter(PF) 
algorithm (Bhaskar Saha, Kai Goebel, & Jon Christophersen, 
2009) (Bhaskar Saha, Kai Goebel, Scott Poll, & Jon 
Christophersen, 2009). Moreover, the Artificial Neural 
Networks (ANN) (Jie Liu, Abhinav Saxena, Kai Goebel, 

_____________________ 
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Bhaskar Saha, & Wilson Wang, 2010), Extended Kalman 
Filter (EKF) (Lijun Gao, Shengyi Liu, & Roger A. Dougal, 
2002), Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Bhaskar Saha, Kai 
Goebel, Scott Poll, & Jon Christophersen, 2007), Relevance 
Vector Machine (RVM) (B. Saha, S. Poll, & K. Goebel, 
2007), Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) (Bhaskar Saha, 
Kai Goebel, & Jon Christophersen, 2009) and other machine 
learning and statistical algorithms are applied in lithium-ion 
battery prognostics. At the same time, lots of physical 
model, chemistry model and other related empirical model 
are developed or applied in the battery RUL estimation. 

All of the RUL estimation framework became an effective 
and practical approach for lithium battery degradation 
analysis and estimation. However, in the complicated 
operating conditions, to obtain the model or to identify the 
model parameters is very difficult for physical model or 
chemistry model. The drawback is that it does not consider 
the varied operation condition for on-line application. In the 
other hand, most of the data-driven prognostics algorithm 
are of high computing complexity, it is hard to realize or 
compute for some simple application. 

To develop efficient RUL estimation method for the real-
time prognostics of lithium batteries, this paper proposes an 
improved AR time series prediction model based on 
analyzing the nonlinear degradation of capacity of lithium 
batteries. This paper first introduces the basic principle of 
the AR model, and then with the battery RUL estimation 
experiment, the “accelerated” degradation factor is extracted 
based on the experimental result. The improved so-called 
ND-AR model is described to achieve satisfied long term 
prediction of the status of lithium battery. Experimental 
results with the CALCE battery data set show that the 
algorithms can be effectively applied to RUL prognostics 
for lithium battery capacity degradation with better 
performance in both efficiency and accuracy. 

2. AR TIME SERIES PREDICTION MODEL 

Time series analysis and prediction based on stochastic 
process theory and mathematical statistics has been widely 
applied in signal processing, intelligent information analysis 
and PHM etc. In the engineering field, the AR model is used 
more extensive than the MA model and the ARMA model, 
because the parameter identification of the AR model is 
relatively simple, as well as the computing load is small. 
Furthermore, it has already proved the MA model and 
ARMA model can be equivalent by higher order AR model 
(Jianqing Fan, & Qiwei Yao, 2003). The degradation of 
battery capacity data is based on observations and calculated 
time-series data, it can take advantage of the AR model in 
time series analysis techniques to study. 

2.1. The AR Model 

The AR model is first proposed for time series analysis. 

For time series tx{ } , 
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It is defined as AR model of p order as AR(p). The latter 
three constraints in equation (1) can be omitted. At this time, 
the AR model is described as the time series tx{ } can equals 
to the linear function of the historical value and random 
noise. 

1 1 2 2t t t p t p tx x x x aφ φ φ− − −= + + + +          (2) 
Here the φ is the coefficient of autoregression, p is the 
order of the model. , 0, 1,ta t = ±  is the independent white 
noise sequence with mean zero and variance 2σ . In the 
AR(p) model, the number of the parameters is p+2, the 
parameters are the order p, coefficients 1 2, , pφ φ φ

 and 
2
aσ . 

It can be seen from the equation (2) that the AR model is 
linear prediction function. 

2.2. The Order and Parameters Estimation for AR 
Model 

While the AR model is applied to time series prediction, the 
selection of the order the model is a key factor. Because the 
coefficients pφ{ }  are relevant to the order p, to obtain the 
reasonable coefficients pφ{ } , we should first select the 
suitable order for the AR model.  

In this paper, the AIC (Akaike Information Criterion, AIC) 
method (Akaike H, 1974) is applied for the determination of 
the model order. The AIC method is defined as follows. 

2( ) ln 2pAIC p N pσ= +                       (3) 
Here the p is the determination of the model order, n is the 
number of the data sample, 2

pσ  is the prediction variance of 
p order model. 

The methods for parameters estimation of the AR model 
includes the least square estimation, Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation, Yule-Wallker method (autocorrelation method), 
the Burg method and covariance method, etc. In this paper, 
the Burg algorithm that can directly calculate the parameters 
with the observed time series is applied to realize 
parameters estimation of the AR model. This algorithm can 
avoid the priori estimation of the autocorrelation function, 
as a result, the computing is simple, and the real-time 
performance is excellent. Especially, the Burg algorithm is 
suitable for the parameters estimation of short time series, 
which meets the demand of the battery remaining useful life 
estimation.  
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3. NONLINEAR DEGRADATION AR MODEL FOR BATTERY 
REMAINING USEFUL LIFE ESTIMATION 

In this part, the AR model is applied to achieve the battery 
RUL estimation with the long term time series prediction. 
Based on the prediction result, the unsuitability for the 
nonlinear degradation of lithium battery RUL estimation is 
analyzed. At last, the nonlinear degradation AR model for 
battery RUL estimation is proposed to expect better 
prognostics results. 

3.1. Lithium-ion Battery RUL Estimation based on AR 
Model 

Before the modeling to the Lithium battery capacity data 
with AR model, the order and the parameters of the AR 
model should be determined. From the experience 
perspective, the order value of the AR model should not be 
more than 10. The order p value could be optimized and 
determined using the AIC criterion according to the 
evaluation precision.  

According to equation (3), when the order p increases from 
one gradually, ( )AIC p  will got the minimum value for 
certain p value. The corresponding p is the suitable order of 
the AR model. 

Here we conduct analysis using the NASA battery data set 
(B. Saha, & K. Goebel, 2007), the battery No. 05 is selected 
as modeling data set, the order of the AR model with AIC 
method. Figure 1 and Table 1 shows the AIC value while 
the order p varies from 1 to 10. 

 
Figure 1. the order of the AR model with AIC method for 

NASA battery No. 05 

From the figure 1 and Table 1, we can conclude that the best 
order p value for the battery degradation data is 4 while the 
corresponding AIC obtains the most optimized value. After 
the determination of the order p, if the prediction starting 
point is T cycle, we could realize the parameters estimation 
with Burg algorithm to the observed capacity data Capacity 
(1: T), and then the prediction could be implemented with 
the AR model. 

Order p AIC Value 
1 201.6376 
2 198.5693 
3 200.7816 
4 196.6361 
5 203.1455 
6 205.2109 
7 205.4390 
8 206.8059 
9 207.0218 

10 202.0553 

Table 1. the order of the AR model with AIC method for 
NASA battery No. 05 

Figure 2 shows the battery remaining useful life estimation 
result (the battery No. 05 of NASA PCoE Center) with 
different starting point with 4-order AR model. The detail 
prediction result is shown as Table 2. 

 
Figure 2. the battery RUL estimation at different starting 

point with AR model(NASA battery No. 05) 

Starting 
point 

End of 
Prediction

(cycle) 

RUL 
prediction 

result(cycle) 

prediction 
error(cycle) 

T1=40 154 114 38 
T2=60 140 80 24 
T3=80 122 42 6 

Table 2. Error comparison of long term prediction with AR 
model at different starting point 

In the experiment, the prediction is fulfilled at three 
different starting points respectively: T1 = 40cycle, T2 = 
60cycle and T3 = 80cycle (marked in the figure 2). The EoL 
(End of Life) of the battery No. 05 is about 116 cycle as 
shown in the Fig 2. We defined that when the capacity of 
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the battery degraded to the 70% of its SOC, the battery 
reaches its EoL (in the experiment, while the capacity of the 
battery degraded to 1.42Ah, we define as the End of Life). 
We can see that different prediction results are obtained at 
different prediction starting points. 

3.2. Analysis of Nonlinear Degradation of Lithium-ion 
Battery 

From the Table 2, we can see that, at the early stage (T=40) 
and medium-term (T=60) the RUL prediction results are not 
satisfied. Although the AR model could be applied to realize 
trend prediction in time series analysis, the AR model is still 
a linear method. To analyze the degradation trend of the 
lithium battery, we could find that with the degradation 
process developing, the degradation rate will accelerate with 
the increasing cycle number. 

So we can see that the prediction function could not track 
the “accelerated” degradation process. It means that with the 
development of the degradation with the charging and 
discharging, it shows an accelerated degradation trend from 
the lifetime monitoring data. Especially, at the early stage 
and medium stage, the RUL prediction result could not 
satisfy the real application.  

3.3. Nonlinear Degradation AR Model 

To solve the poor prediction accuracy and improve the RUL 
estimation performance with AR model, the “accelerated” 
degradation factor should be considered. To implement 
more precise degradation trend tracking, an accelerated 
factor could be modify the un-matching of the AR model. 
To check the un-matching phenomenon carefully, we can 
find that with the degradation process develops (the 
degradation cycle increases), the degree of the un-matching 
strengthens.  

The accelerated degradation characteristics above can be 
understood as follows. With the charging and discharging 
cycle, the inner lithium-ion decreases and the resistance 
increases. With this degradation process developed, the 
degradation trend will be accelerated with the increasing of 
the inner resistance. As a result, the power loss will be 
gradually increased leading the accelerated degradation 
process. 

With this accelerated degradation factor, the linear AR time 
series prediction value could be supplemented. Moreover, 
with this idea, the high efficiency of the AR model could be 
kept well. According to the analysis above, we proposed an 
improved battery RUL estimation approach with AR model 
combined with nonlinear degradation process (accelerated 
degradation process with the cycle increasing). We call this 
approach as nonlinear degradation AR model (ND-AR 
model). The ND-AR model is defined as follows. 

An “accelerated” factor is add to the AR model output to 
match the battery degradation process: 

1 1 2 2[ ]t T t t p t p tx K x x x aφ φ φ− − −= × + + + +            (4) 

Here the TK  is the “accelerated” factor. Considering the 
accelerated factor is correlated to the degradation cycle, we 
define the TK  as follows considering the nonlinear 
degradation process analyzed above. 

1
1 *( )TK

a k b
=

+ +
                              (5) 

In equation (5), k is the prediction step, and the TK  become 
the time varied accelerated factor with the prediction 
process. 

While the parameters estimation of the AR model is fulfilled, 
the parameters in equation (5) could be obtained by curve 
fitting or least square estimation. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. Battery Data set 

The battery data set is from the CALCE of University of 
Maryland. The lithium-ion batteries were tested to discover 
the degradation of the capacity. The cycling of the batteries 
was implemented with the Arbin BT2000 battery testing 
system under room temperature. The 1.1Ah rated capacity 
of batteries are adopted in the experiment with the 
discharging current (0.45A that the discharging speeds is 
0.5C) (Wei He, Nicholas Williard, Michael Osterman, & 
Michael Pecht, 2011). The battery capacity degradation of 
different batteries are shown as Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. the capacity degradation of different batteries 

(CALCE battery data) 

4.2. Parameters Estimation 

The parameters of AR model containing the order p and 
other parameters are determined using the same method as 
described in section 3.1. The order p value equals to 4 while 
the model gets best prediction performance.  
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With the curve fitting method, the parameters a and b in the 
ND-AR model are estimated, a=1.5e-7, b=100. 

The other parameters are obtained with Burg algorithm to 
the observed capacity degradation BCm (1: T) with the 
modeling process. 

4.3. Battery RUL estimation with ND-AR model 

Figure 4, Figure5, and Figure 6 show the prediction result 
for various lithium battery capacity degradation data with 
the ND-AR model proposed in this paper. From Fig.4, Fig5, 
and Fig.6, we can conclude that the capacity degradation 
process under different testing and operating condition is 
forecasted precisely with the proposed ND-AR model. The 
prediction and estimation of RUL will be beneficial for the 
process control and maintenance of the lithium batteries. 

 
Figure 4. the battery RUL estimation at different starting 

point with ND-AR model(CALCE battery“Capacity-CS2-
33-0.5C”) 

 
Figure 5. the battery RUL estimation at different starting 

point with ND-AR model(CALCE battery“Capacity-CS2-
08-0.5C”) 

 
Figure 6. the battery RUL estimation at different starting 

point with ND-AR model(CALCE battery“Capacity-CS2-
21-0.5C”) 

4.4. Results analysis and comparison 

To evaluation the proposed ND=AR model, we compare the 
battery RUL estimation results of both AR and ND-AR 
model. The prediction result is shown as figure 6 for one of 
testing battery. 

 
Figure 7.the battery RUL estimation at different starting 

point with ND-AR model(CALCE battery Capacity-CS2-
33-0.5C) 

From the figure 7, we can conclude that compared to the 
basic AR model, the proposed ND-AR model can realize 
more satisfied prediction result at the same starting point.  

To evaluate the comparison result quantitatively, we adopt 
the Mean Absolute Error(MAE) and Root Mean Square 
Error (RMSE) and Error of RUL estimation to analyze the 
prediction results with two methods. 

The definition of MAE: 

1

1 ( ) ( )
=

= −∑
n

i
MAE x i x i

n
                       (6) 
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RMSE: 
2

1

1 ( ) ( )
n

i
RMSE x i x in =

  = −∑            (7) 

Error of RUL: 
RUL real predictionRULE RUL −=              (8) 

Here n the number of prediction data set, ( )x i  is the real 
value of testing and monitoring of battery capacity, )(ix is 
the prediction value. In the experiment, k is the prediction 
steps from the starting point. 

The detail result is shown as Table 3. 

Index of batteries CALCE 
No. 8 

CALCE 
No. 21 

CALCE 
No. 33 

MAE of ND-AR 0.0060 0.0057 0.0066 
MAE of AR 0.0304 0.0287 0.0317 

RMSE of ND-AR 0.0113 0.0105 0.0126 
RMSE of AR 0.0349 0.0316 0.0397 

ERUL of  ND-AR 10 8 7 
ERUL of  AR 34 27 28 

Table 3.Comparison of AR and ND-AR model for battery 
RUL prediction 

From the Table 3, we can find that, the prediction MAE, 
RMSE and Error of RUL of the ND-AR model are superior 
than the AR model for various lithium battery.  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper explores an improved nonlinear degradation AR 
model for battery remaining useful life estimation. The main 
contribution of this research can be concluded that: (1) low 
computing complexity AR time series model is applied for 
battery remaining useful life prediction with the monitoring 
and testing data, the real-time performance of the proposed 
method is high. (2) The “accelerated” nonlinear degradation 
feature of the battery capacity fade is analyzed based on 
experiment. (3) A nonlinear degradation factor is extracted 
to combined with standard AR time series prediction model 
to realize better RUL estimation result and more precisely 
prediction result could be fulfilled. With the experiment we 
can conclude that the improved model is suitable for cycle 
life estimation of the lithium battery as well as low 
computing application. This proposed NA-AR lithium-ion 
battery RUL prognostics method shows better prospective 
in industrial application comparing with RUL prediction 
based on linear AR model or other time series prediction 
methods. 

6. FUTURE WORK 

In future, we will consider the uncertainty representation 
ability of the proposed time series based data-driven method. 
The dynamic parameters training and models fusion for 

battery with complex operating condition should be focused 
in the future research work. 
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ABSTRACT 

Sensor selection in data modeling is an important research 
topic for prognostics. The performance of prediction model 
may vary considerably under different variable subset. 
Hence it is of great important to devise a systematic sensor 
selection method that offers guidance on choosing the most 
representative sensors for prognostics. This paper proposes 
a sensor selection method based on the improved grey 
correlation analysis. From empirical observation, all the 
continuous-value sensors with a consistent monotonic trend 
are firstly selected for data fusion, and a linear regression 
model is used to convert the multi-dimensional sensor 
readings into one-dimensional health factor (HF). The 
correlation between HF and each of the selected sensors is 
evaluated by calculating the grey correlation degree defined 
on two time series. The optimal sensor subset with a 
relatively large correlation degree is selected to execute the 
final fusion. The effectiveness of the proposed method was 
verified experimentally on the turbofan engine simulation 
data supplied by NASA Ames, using instance-based 
learning methodology, and the experimental results showed 
that RUL prediction with fewer sensor inputs can obtain a 
more accurate prognostics performance than using all 
sensors initially considered relevant. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Prognostics and health management (PHM) of complex 
engineered systems has gained increasing attention from the 
research community worldwide. Prognostic builds the 
foundation of PHM, and its outcome directly affects the 
other PHM components such as operations planning, timely 
maintenance, logistics, etc. Hence prognostics can play an 
important part in reducing cost, increasing safety, and 
accomplishing critical missions (Heng et al., 2008). 
Generally, prognostics can be divided into the detection of 
failure precursors and the prediction of remaining useful life 

(RUL). Comparing to the detection of failure precursors, 
RUL prediction is mostly irrelevant to the application. The 
methods for RUL prediction are almost the same to all 
prognostics applications. 

The ultimate aim of most prognostics systems is accurate 
estimation the RUL of individual systems, and the 
prediction accuracy relies not only on the prediction models 
used, but also on the types and number of sensors selected 
(Cheng et al., 2010).  As the performance of system 
degrades, the monitored parameters tend to change 
accordingly. These raw multi-dimensional sensor data or 
features extracted from them may be used to track the 
degradation behavior of system. Typically, these 
degradation data can be used as the inputs of data-driven 
prognostics model to make RUL estimation. Degradation 
data may consist of sensor readings, such as temperature 
and pressure, or inferred features, such as model residuals or 
physics-based model predictions. Commonly, it is beneficial 
to fuse sensor readings and inferred features into a single 
health factor, which is considered as a more robust input to 
the prognostics model (Coble, 2010). However, inclusion of 
irrelevant or redundant variables during the fusion may lead 
to over-fitting or less sensitivity of prognostics model, 
which is adverse to the prediction performance. Hence 
variable selection is critical to make an accurate RUL 
estimation. Typically, sensor selection is left to expert 
knowledge, empirical observation of available data, and 
intimate knowledge of degradation mechanisms. These 
methods are time-consuming, and scale with the number of 
available sensors and possible fault modes (Zhang, 2005). 

For many real-world systems, it is almost impossible to 
fully understand the degradation behavior of the systems 
and employ the first-principle models for prognostics. Since 
Instance-based learning (IBL) approach develops 
prognostics model based on a mass of historical instances, it 
becomes a preferable choice (Xue et al., 2008). As the rapid 
development of communication and sensor technology, 
abundant data collection from complex systems, such as 
aircraft engines, satellite power system, etc, becomes 
possible. These massive life-cycle condition data collected 

_____________________ 
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permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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from various instances of the equipment further promotes 
the application of IBL prognostics approach. 

The current work focuses on improving the RUL prediction 
accuracy of complex systems via sensor selection. In real 
applications, complex system is operated under dynamic 
operating conditions, and k-means clustering algorithm is 
employed to cluster the operational conditions into a finite 
number of operating regimes. According to the empirical 
observation, those sensors with a consistent monotonic trend 
under different operating regimes are selected, and a linear 
regression model is employed to convert the selected 
multivariate sensor readings from individual regimes into a 
one-dimensional HF, then all the HFs are merged to form a 
complete HF time series with the original time stamps. The 
correlation between HF and each of the selected sensors is 
evaluated by calculating the grey correlation degree defined 
on two time series. The optimal sensor subset with a 
relatively large correlation degree is selected to execute the 
final fusion. Finally, the obtained HF time series is 
integrated into an IBL prognostics architecture consisting of 
model recognition, similarity evaluation and RUL prediction. 
Moreover, the performance of the sensor selection strategy 
is verified experimentally on the turbofan engine simulation 
data supplied by NASA Ames, using the integrated IBL 
prognostics architecture. 

The paper is organized into the following sections. In 
section 2, the sensor selection scheme based on improved 
grey correlation analysis is introduced. In section 3, the IBL 
prognostics architecture is summarized. The turbofan engine 
application is elaborated in section 4. The experiment results 
and discussions are presented in section 5. Conclusion is 
drawn in section 6. 

2. SENSOR SELECTION SCHEME 

Sensor selection is mostly relevant to the application, and it 
aims at reducing the unnecessary redundancy while 
maximizing the relevance in the sensor subset (Wang et al, 
2008). According to the characteristics of collected data, the 
sensor selection scheme probably consists of operation 
condition division, empirical observation, data fusion and 
grey correlation analysis.  

2.1. Operation Condition Division 

In real applications, the dynamic operation conditions have 
a great impact on the sensor readings or inferred features 
from the system and complicate the system degradation 
behaviors over time. The sensor time series may show little 
trend. However, if the operation conditions are clustered 
into several operating regimes by the use of certain 
clustering algorithm, the sensor data collected from different 
regimes may exhibit a prominent trend.  

The vector ic represents the operation conditions of the 
system at time it . Suppose the operational conditions c can 
be concentrated into a limited number of operating regimes 

1 2={ , ,..., }PO O OΟ
 
using k-means clustering algorithm f . 

The output of f  is defined as: 

1 2= ( )=( , ,..., )Pf S S SS c                             (1) 

where pS
 
is membership score when pO∈c . 

In case of discrete operation conditions, the output of f  can 
be simplified as: 

=1,...,
( )= arg max kk P

f Sc                                (2) 

2.2. Empirical Observation 

The objective of empirical observation is to eliminate the 
sensors which are obviously not suitable for prognostics 
modeling. The visual inspection procedures of sensor data 
under different operating regimes are as follows: 

1. Some sensors with one or multiple discrete values are 
firstly discarded, from which it is difficult to track the 
degradation trend of the system. 

2. Some other sensors have continuous values, but exhibit 
non-monotonic trend during the life time of the 
instances, should also be discarded. 

3. All the remaining sensors with continuous values 
exhibit a monotonic trend, but some of them show 
inconsistent evolution trend among the different 
instances, which may represent various fault modes of 
the system. As it is hard to quantize or identify the fault 
modes without system relevant information, those 
sensors with inconsistent trend are eliminated. 

4. Only those sensors with a consistent monotonic trend 
under different operating regimes are selected for data 
modeling or other processing.  

2.3. Data Fusion 

In this paper, data fusion refers to convert the selected 
multivariate sensor data from individual regimes into a 
single HF within a normalized range. Therefore, the HFs 
obtained from each regime can be merged to form a new 
one-dimension time series, as described in Fig.1. 

For operating regime pO , one local regression model is 
created: 

z = h (x ; ( ) )pθ                                  (3) 

where x  represents the multivariate sensor data, and ( )pθ
denotes the local model parameters. 
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Sensor data collected under 
dynamic operation conditions                                                  

Operation 
condition division

K-means clustering algorithm

Local regression 
model 1

Local regression 
model 2

Local regression 
model P

HF time series

HF 1 HF PHF 2

Regime 1 Regime 2 Regime P

Figure 1. Data processing for RUL modeling through   
multi-regime health assessment 

To make the HF comparable under different operating 
regime, the obtained HF should be normalized to a range, 
usually between 0 and 1, hence, the learning procedures of a 
local regression model can be followed: 

• For those samples ( , )i ic x collected at early stage, that is 

1<it T , assign the matching output iz = 1; 

• For those samples ( , )i ic x collected at middle stage, that 
is 1 2< <iT t T , will not participate model training; 

• For those samples ( , )i ic x collected at late stage, that is 

2>it T , assign the matching output iz = 0. 

The number and parameters of local models vary with the 
assigned thresholds 1T  and 2T , which can greatly influence 
the model performance. Commonly, the parameters are 
chosen by the rule of thumb, e.g. 1 = *10%ET t  and 

2 = *90%ET t , where Et represents the whole lifespan of the 
instance. Above all, once the sensor data of training 
instances ix  are provided, they will be divided into finite 
groups in accordance with different operating regimes and 
applied to learn different local regression models. 

2.4. Grey Correlation Analysis 

As mentioned, the sensors are preliminary selected by 
empirical observation, and the sensor fusion method is 
provided. One major problem lies in whether the sensor 
subset can be further optimized. Due to large noise and low 
sensitivity, some sensors exhibit an unclear trend compared 
with the others. Including them in the data fusion may lower 
the prediction accuracy. Hence certain analysis method 
should be adopted to further select the sensors. 

Grey correlation analysis is a principle theory of grey 
system theory, which can be applied in grey system analysis 
and random variables processing (Zhang & Zhang, 2007). 
The correlation between factors is represented by the 

similarity level of geometry which is called grey correlation 
degree, and the correlation degree between reference 
sequences and comparison sequences can be quantitatively 
estimated.  Grey correlation degree describes the relative 
change between different factors in the process of system 
evolution, and the larger the correlation degree is, the higher 
the similarity level is. Thus, the correlation degree can 
represent the impact of different sensors on the system 
degradation behaviors. By the calculation of improved 
correlation degree between HF time series and sensor time 
series, the sensors with a relatively large correlation degree 
are selected since they have a larger impact on the HF. The 
calculation steps of grey correlation degree between HF and 
sensors are as follows: 

1. The HF time series which can represent the system 
degradation behaviors is set as the reference sequences 

{ }= ( )| =1,2,...,z k k nZ , and the sensor time series which 
can affect the system degradation behaviors are set as 
the comparison sequences 

{ }= ( )| =1,2,..., , =1,2,...,i iX k k n i mX . 

2. Due to the various units of measurements, the 
dimensions of sensor data are different, which may lead 
to a wrong correlation analysis result. Thus, the data 
should be converted into dimensionless form. There are 
many dimensionless processing methods, such as 
equalization, initialization, etc. In this paper, 
initialization method is applied, and the whole data in 
the original sequences are divided by the initial data, 
which is shown as follows: 

( )
( )= , =1,2,..., ; =1,2,...,

(1)
i

i
i

X k
x k k n i m

X
           (4)  

3. The correlation is substantially the fitting degree of 
geometry between curves, thus the difference between 
curves is considered as the performance indicator of 
correlation. Set ( ) ( ) ( )i ik z k x k∆ = − , the grey 
correlation coefficient between ( )z k  and ( )ix k is: 

min min ( ) max max ( )
( )

( ) max max ( )
i ii k i k

i
i ii k

k k
k

k k

ρ
ξ

ρ

∆ + ∆
=

∆ + ∆
         

(5) 

where (0, )ρ ∈ ∞ , and its effect lies in enhancing the 
significance of difference between the correlation 
coefficients. The value of ρ is commonly set as 0.5. 

4. The correlation coefficient represents the correlation 
between reference sequences and comparison 
sequences at various points, and there is a 
corresponding correlation coefficient at each point. 
However, the decentralized information is inconvenient 
for holistic comparison. To solve the problem, the 
correlation degree is proposed, which can be  
represented by the mean of the correlation coefficients: 
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1

1 ( ), 1, 2,...,
n

i i
k

r k k n
n

ξ
=

= =∑                     (6) 

5. The above-mentioned correlation degree is calculated 
without considering the diversity of correlation 
coefficients at different point. Therefore, the stability of 
correlation coefficient sequences is proposed: 

     

2

1

1( ) ( ( ) )
n

i i i
k

S r k r
n

ξ
=

= −∑
  

                     (7) 

On the basis of the stability, the computing model of 
grey correlation degree is improved: 

* ( )
1 ( )

i

i

r
r i

S r
=

+
                                (8) 

The object of calculating grey correlation degree lies in 
comparing the impact of different sensors on system 
degradation behaviors. If 1 2>r r , the comparison 
sequence 1X  has a greater impact on Z  than 2X . 

3. IBL PROGNOSTICS ARCHITECTURE 

From the above-mentioned sensor selection scheme, an 
optimal sensor subset is selected, and HF time series is 
formed by sensor data fusion, which is integrated into IBL 
prognostics architecture. In this architecture, a number of 
HF time series extracted from the historical monitoring data 
of the training instances with known failure times are used 
to form a library of degradation models. The similarity 
between a test instance and each of the models are evaluated, 
and each model can give an individual RUL estimation to 
the test instance. These RUL estimations can fuse into a 
final RUL prediction by the similarity-weighted sum. The 
architecture consists of model recognition, similarity 
evaluation and RUL prediction. 

3.1. Model Recognition 

The HF time series extracted from one training instance is 
available to establish a model depicting the whole 
performance degradation process of the instance, and the 
model library { }iM  can be constructed based on the 
multiple HF time series extracted from training instances. 

iM  is commonly a deterministic model that can give a 
predicted output at a given time: 

: ( )+ , 0i i iM y m t T tε= − ≤ ≤                        (9) 

where ε  is noisy term, iT  is the lifetime of the training 
instance used to establish the model.  

The selection of model type is application dependent. For 
complex engineered systems, the main consideration is 
commonly focused on the long term degradation trend of the 
system, and the fluctuations in the degradation process can 

be recognized as interference or noise. Hence, a model with 
smoothing function of the time series can be adopted. 

3.2. Similarity Evaluation 

The definition of similarity between different instances has 
a great impact on the performance of IBL prognostics 
method. In this paper, grey correlation degree and Euclidean 
distant are adopted to respectively represent the similarity 
between the test instance { }= ( )| =1,2,...,T z k k rZ

 
and 

degradation model iM . The calculation steps of grey 
correlation degree between different data sequences have 
already been introduced in section 2.4 and will not be 
reiterated here.  

The Euclidean distant between TZ  and iM  is defined as: 

2 2
1

( , , ) ( ( ) ( )) /r
T i i ij

D M z j m r jτ τ σ
=

= − − − +∑Z
       

(10) 

where 0 1iT rτ≤ ≤ − + , τ  represents the time span that the 
time series TZ  is moved away from cycle zero of model 

iM , and 2
iσ  is the prediction variance provided by iM . 

The smaller the distance is, the higher the similarity is. 

Moreover, the similarity degree between TZ  and iM  is 
defined as: 

( , , )T iS Mτ Z = exp ( )( ), ,T iD Mτ− Z           (11) 

3.3. RUL Prediction 

Once the definition of similarity is defined, each model iM
in the library can give an individual RUL estimation to the 
test instance: 

- - arg min ( , , )i i T iRUL T r D M
τ

τ= Z               (12) 

All RUL predictions and corresponding similarity degrees 
form a set ( )( ){ }, , , | 1, 2,...,i T iRUL S M i Iτ =Z , where I  

represents the number of models in the library. The 
similarity-weighted method is applied to fuse all the RUL 
predictions in the set to get a final RUL estimation: 

=1

=1

( , , )

( , , )

I
T i ii

r I
T ii

S M RUL
RUL

S M

τ

τ

⋅
= ∑

∑
Z

Z
                (13) 

4. CASE STUDY 

In this section, the performance of the sensor selection 
scheme will be validated experimentally on the turbofan 
engine simulation data available from NASA Ames 
Prognostic Data Repository (Saxena & Goebel, 2008), using 
the integrated IBL prognostics architecture.  
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  Set 1  Set 2  Set 3  Set 4 
Fault modes 1 1 2 2 
Operation condition 1 6 1 6 
Training units 100 260 100 248 
Testing units 100 259 100 249 

Table 1. Experiment settings of the data sets 

4.1. Data Description 

Four data sets with different simulation settings such as the 
number of operation conditions and fault modes are 
provided by NASA, and these data sets consist of 
multivariate time series from multiple instances of the 
turbofan engine. The collected data for each instance 
consists of a 24-dimensional time series (3 operation 
conditions and 21sensor readings for each flight cycle), and 
these data can represent the condition of engine throughout 
its flight history. The experiment settings of the data sets are 
described in Table 1. 

Furthermore, each data set is divided into training and 
testing subsets. The instances in the training subset have 
complete run-to-failure data, which can be applied to 
develop prognostics model, while the instances in the 
testing subset have up-to-date data and corresponding 
failure time data, which can be applied to validate the 
performance of prognostics model. In this paper, data set 2 
is selected to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed 
sensor selection scheme. Nevertheless, only the training 
subset is applied for validity assessment, for the testing 
instances with incomplete run-to-failure data are not suitable 
for performance evaluation metrics based on successive 
RUL estimations throughout the whole life. Hence, the first 
200 training instances will be applied for training, and 30 
out of the 60 remaining training instances will be selected 
randomly for testing.  

4.2. Performance Metrics 

In the context of prognostics, the traditional accuracy-based 
or robustness-based performance metrics are inadequate to 
fairly assess the performance of prediction algorithms. 
Hence, four performance metrics proposed by Saxena et al. 
(2010) are adopted with minor modification. These metrics 
are on the basis of successive RUL prediction for each 
instance. 

1) Prediction horizon  

Prediction horizon (PH) is defined as the RUL estimation 
that firstly satisfies the α -bound criteria: 

PH= -Et tα                                      
(14) 

where Et  is the end-of-life time stamp, and tα  represents 
the time stamp of the RUL estimation that firstly satisfies 

the α -bound criteria. At each time stamp it , the 
corresponding RUL estimation is ir . tα  is defined as: 

 
* *= min{ | [ , ], - + }i i s f i E i i Et t t t t r t r r tα α α∈ ⋅ ≤ ≤ ⋅        (15) 

where st  is the start time of the RUL estimation, and ft  
denotes the end time of the RUL estimation. 

2) Rate of acceptable predictions 

Rate of acceptable predictions (AP) is defined as the rate of 
predictions that fall into an acceptable cone-shape area 
when  i ht t≥ :  

* *

AP=Mean({ | })

1,  if (1- ) (1- )
=

0,  otherwise

i h i f

i i i
i

t t t

r r r

δ

α α
δ

≤ ≤

 ≤ ≤



               (16) 

where ht  is chose as PH calculated above. Obviously, AP is 
a stricter metric than the prediction errors. 

3) Relative accuracy 

Relative accuracy (RA) is defined as the mean absolute 
percentage errors for all i ht t≥ : 

*

*

-
RA=1-Mean({ | })i i

h i f
i

r r
t t t

r
≤ ≤                  (17) 

RA can give a quantitative metric of the prediction accuracy 
within the specified RUL, comparing with AR. 

4) Convergence 

Convergence (CG) evaluate how fast the prediction 
performance improves when more historical data is 
available: 

2 2
+1=

+1=

1 ( - ) 12CG=1- -
-( - )

f
i i ii s

sf
f si i ii s

t t E
t

t tt t E



⋅
  

∑
∑

             

 (18) 

where performance metric *= -i i iE r r . The value of CG is 
between 0 and 1, CG>0.5 indicates convergence for the 
prediction. 

5) Performance evaluation 

To assess the prediction performance based on multiple 
series from K testing instances, the median of four 
performance metrics is used: 

PH=Median({ PH} )

AP=Median({ AP} )

RA=Median({ RA} )

CG=Median({ CG} )

k
K

k
K

k
K

k
K

                        (19) 
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Within the four metrics, PH represents the size of time 
interval while the others have a value between 0 and 1 (1 
means perfect). 

4.3. Training Stage 

From visual inspection, the sensor data in the training 
instances exhibit no prominent trend, as shown in Fig.2. 
Hence, k-means clustering algorithm is employed to cluster 
the 3 operation conditions of all the 200 training instances, 
and the operation conditions are clustered in 6 discrete 
operating regimes, labeled by an ID from 1 to 6. By this 
way, the sensor data from each regime may exhibit a rising 
trend, as shown in Fig.3 

On the basis of the empirical observation mentioned in 
section 2.2, the 9 sensors with a consistent monotonic 
degradation trend under all of the 6 operating regimes are 
selected for further processing, namely #2, #3, #4, #7, #11, 
#12, #15, # 20 and #21. For instance, the readings of sensor 
#2 from all the training instances under regime 1 are 
illustrated in Fig.4. 

 
Figure 2. Raw data of sensor 2 from one training instance 

under all regimes  

 
Figure 3. Raw data of sensor 2 from one training instance 

under regime 4 only 

 
Figure 4. Raw data of sensor 2 from all the training 

instances under regime 1 

Since the sensors have been preliminary selected, HF time 
series can be obtained through data fusion. It is remarkable 
that the selected sensors exhibit a consistent monotonic 
trend under different operating regimes, and a linear model 
can fit well for data with consistent trend. Hence, a linear 
regression model is adopted to convert the multi-
dimensional sensor data into HF: 

Tz α= + ⋅β 9

1 i ii
xε α β ε

=
+ = + +∑x                 (20) 

where x represents the selected 9-dimension sensor data, z
is the health factor, and ε  is the noise term.  

The sample set Ω ={ , }zx( )  is used to learn the linear model: 

Ω = 2 1{ ,0 } { ,1 }i i i it T t T> ∪ <x x( )| ( )|              (21) 

In this paper, the thresholds are set as 1 =- *90%ET t  and 

2 =- *10%ET t , where Et represents the whole lifespan of the 
instance. Finally, 162 HF time series are extracted from all 
the 200 training instances, one of the time series is showed 
in Fig. 5. 

 
Figure 5. HF time series extracted from one training 

instance 
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Ranking #203 #205 #206 #209 
1 1(1) 1(1) 1(1) 1(1) 

2 0.73636(6) 0.74473(6) 0.76490(8) 0.78437(8) 

3 0.72580(8) 0.74145(8) 0.76392(6) 0.77928(6) 

4 0.72313(3) 0.73965(3) 0.75887(3) 0.77731(2) 

5 0.72121(2) 0.73890(2) 0.75671(2) 0.77700(3) 

6 0.71695(4) 0.73636(4) 0.75041(4) 0.77345(4) 

7 0.55575(10) 0.56147(10) 0.55503(9) 0.66692(9) 

8 0.55283(9) 0.55972(9) 0.55435(10) 0.66538(10) 

9 0.54224(5) 0.55115(5) 0.54571(5) 0.65627(5) 

10 0.54137(7) 0.55020(7) 0.54537(7) 0.65556(7) 

Table 2. Computing results of correlation degrees in the 
selected 4 training instances 

The HF time series and corresponding 9-dimension sensor 
time series are labeled by an ID from 1 to 10. The grey 
correlation degrees between 162 HF time series and their 
corresponding multivariate sensor time series are calculated, 
and the results are sorted in descending order. Among them, 
the computing results of correlation degrees from 4 training 
instances are shown in Table 2. 

From Table 2, the maximal correlation degree equals to 1, 
namely HF time series has a perfect similarity with itself. 
The correlation degrees ranked from 2 to 6 are rather close 
to each other, and so are the correlation degrees ranked from 
7 to 10, but the correlation degrees between these two 
subsets have an obvious difference in value. It means that 
the first 5 sensor time series have a greater impact on the 
system degradation behaviors than the latter 4. By now, the 
first 5 sensors, namely #2, #3, #4, #11 and #15, might be 
selected to further optimize the sensor selection. To verify 
the generality of grey correlation analysis, the statistical 
information related with correlation degrees are given in 
Table 3. 

From Table 3, the correlation degrees of two sensors #15 
and #11, are ranked from 2 to 3 in most cases, the between 
HF and each of the sensors in all training instances 
correlation degrees of the sensors #2 and #3, are always 
ranked from 4 to 5, and the correlation degree of sensor #4 
is ranked as 6 in most cases. Meanwhile, the correlation 
degrees of the first 5 sensors are rather close in value. 
Moreover, the correlation degrees of the remaining 4 
sensors have never featured in the top 6 rankings, and the 
sensors ranked in the top 6 have an obviously higher 
coefficient degree than the sensor ranked in 7. Hence, the 
similarity between HF time series and the sensor time series 
can be well represented by the improved grey correlation 
degree, and the selected sensor subset includes 5 sensors, #2, 
#3, #4, #11 and #15. Furthermore, whether the selected 
optimal sensor subset can be further reduced remains to be 
discussed.  

Ranking #2 #3 #4 #7 #11 #12 #15 #20 #21 

2 0 0 0 0 28 0 134 0 0 
3 9 7 0 0 128 0 18 0 0 
4 89 66 0 0 6 0 1 0 0 
5 64 89 3 0 0 0 6 0 0 
6 0 0 159 0 0 0 3 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 94 68 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 68 94 
9 0 0 0 87 0 75 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 75 0 87 0 0 0 

Table 3. Statistical information of correlation degrees  

As seen in Fig.5, HF time series demonstrate an exponential 
degradation trend. Thus, the exponential regression models 
are adopted to describe the relationship between the HF z
and operating time t : 

= exp ( + )+ +z a b t c d σ⋅ ⋅                           (22) 

where a , b , c , and d are the model parameters to be 
learned from HF time series, and σ is the noise term. The 
equation =0z  indicates the failure of the instance, which is 
equal to the constraint exp ( + )+ =0Ea b t c d⋅ ⋅ . After solving 
the parameter d , the following model form can be achieved: 

= (exp ( + )-exp ( + ))+Ez a b t c b t c σ⋅ ⋅ ⋅                 (23) 

The model library { }iM  can be constructed based on the 
162 HF time series extracted from all the 200 training 
instances.  

4.4. Testing Stage 

The sensor data in the testing instances should be converted 
into HF time series. For each testing instance, the selected 
sensor data will be clustered by operating regimes, and 
transformed by the linear regression models obtained during 
the training stage, and fused to obtain a HF time series.  

In this paper, the similarity between the test instance
 
and 

each of the degradation models are respectively evaluated 
by grey correlation degree and Euclidean distance, using Eq. 
(8) and (11). The final point estimation of RUL is obtained 
using Eq. (13). 

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

For each testing instance, multiple RUL estimations will be 
made at different time stamps along the life of the instance, 
and each RUL prediction is made based on the up-to-date 
data till the corresponding time. In this application, the start 
time of prediction st  is set to 50; the end time of prediction 

ft  is set to -10Et ; the time interval of prediction is set to 5. 
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1) Impact of the sensor selection scheme on prediction 
performance  

By empirical observation, the  sensors with a consistent 
monotonic degradation trend under all of the 6 operating 
regimes are selected, namely #2, #3, #4, #7, #11, #12, #15, # 
20 and #21, which is represented by sensor subset 1. 
Furthermore, based on the grey correlation analysis, the 
optimal sensor subset 2 with a relatively large correlation 
degree is selected, and the subset includes 5 sensors, labeled 
by #2, #3, #4, #11 and #15. In this experiment, Euclidean 
distance is adopted to evaluate the similarity, and the 
thresholds of linear regression models are set as 

1 =- *90%ET t  and 2 =- *10%ET t . 30 testing instances are 
selected randomly to validate the impact of different sensor 
subsets on prediction performance, and the comparison 
results are described in Table 4. 

As seen in Table 4, integrate with the IBL prognostics 
algorithm, the proposed sensor selection scheme improves 
the RUL prediction performance significantly. AP, RA and 
CG are improved by 25.9%, 4.3% and 1.6% while PH is 
nearly 10 cycles larger than before. Hence, the sensor 
selection scheme based on improved grey correlation 
analysis can effectively improve the RUL prediction 
performance. The sensor subset 2 will be adopted for data 
fusion in the subsequent experiments  

2) Impact of different threshold settings for linear 
regression models on prediction performance  

Not all the multivariate sensor data series can be converted 
into corresponding HF time series through linear regression. 
The number and parameters of linear regression models will 
vary with the different threshold settings. In this experiment, 
Euclidean distance is adopted to evaluate the similarity, and 
the thresholds of linear regression models are set to 

1 =- *90%ET t  and 2 =- *10%ET t , 1 =- *95%ET t  and 2 =- *5%ET t , 
and 1 =-240T  and 2 =-20T  respectively. 30 testing instances 
selected here is identical to that of the previous experiment, 
which are used to validate the impact of different threshold 
settings on prediction performance, and the comparison 
results are described in Table 5. 

As seen in Table 5, when 1 =- *90%ET t  and 2 =- *10%ET t , AP, 
RA and CG are much greater than those in the other two 
threshold settings, except that PH is relatively small. 
Moreover, it seems as if the setting of threshold parameters 
using a certain percentage of the total life of the instance can 
lead to a better prediction effect than the threshold 
parameters with fixed value. If hard threshold is applied, All 
the training instances whose lifetime are smaller than 1T , 
cannot be used to train the linear regression models, 
resulting in the decreasing of the model types in the model 
library. 

 

Performance  
Metric  Subset 1  Subset 2 

PH 134 144.5 
AP 0.49515 0.62337 
RA 0.78859 0.82270 
CG 0.67914 0.68985 

Table 4. Prediction performance of IBL prognostics 
algorithm under different sensor subsets 

Performance  
Metric 

1 =- *90%ET t  
2 =- *10%ET t  

1 =- *95%ET t  
2 =- *5%ET t  

1 =-240T  
2 =-20T  

PH 144.5 145 160.5 
AP 0.62337 0.31743 0.29872 
RA 0.82270 0.60669 0.58335 
CG 0.68985 0.56431 0.53223 

Table 5. Prediction performance of IBL prognostics 
algorithm under various thresholds 

3) Impact of different similarity measurements on 
prediction performance  

The definition of similarity between different instances has 
a great impact on the performance of IBL prognostics 
method. The purpose of this experiment is to figure out 
either Euclidean distance or grey correlation degree is a 
preferable similarity measurement. In the experiment, 30 
testing instances which have been selected in the previous 
experiment are used to validate the impact of different 
similarity measures on prediction performance, and the 
comparison results are described in Table 6. RUL 
predictions of certain testing instances using different 
similarity measures are shown in Fig.6. 

As seen in Table 6, combined in the IBL prognostics 
method, Euclidean distance is a preferable similarity 
measurement. AP, RA and CG are respectively improved by 
19.3%, 8.8% and 3.2%, but PH is relatively smaller. 

Above all, when sensor selection is executed based on grey 
correlation analysis, the threshold parameters are set to 

1 =- *90%ET t  and 2 =- *10%ET t , and Euclidean distance is 
chosen as the similarity measurement, the IBL algorithm 
can achieve an optimal RUL prediction performance.  

Performance  
Metric 

Euclidean 
Distance 

Grey Correlation 
Degree 

PH 144.5 161.5 
AP 0.62337 0.52272 
RA 0.82270 0.75639 
CG 0.68985 0.63457 

Table 6. Prediction performance of IBL prognostics 
algorithm under different similarity measurements 
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(a) Instance ID: 218 

 
(b) Instance ID: 235 

 
(c) Instance ID: 247 

 
(d) Instance ID: 260 

Figure 6. RUL predictions for selected instances using 
different similarity measures 

From Fig.6, the selected instances show a desirable 
performance, where the RUL predictions converge to the 
true RUL as time increases. In the final stage, the RUL 
predictions are almost equal to the corresponding true RULs, 
indicating that the IBL algorithm has an excellent 
convergence and prediction effect in this application. 

6. CONCLUSION 

A grey correlation analysis method to selecting the most 
representative sensors for the RUL prediction of complex 
engineered systems is developed. The performance of 
sensor selection scheme integrated with IBL prognostics 
algorithm was evaluated using four performance metrics 
designed in the context of PHM. The addition of other 
sensors not selected by grey correlation analysis to the input 
sensor subset has led to a decreasing in the prediction 
performance, confirming the effectiveness of the sensor 
selection scheme. The scheme presented is expected to gain 
a similar performance for other complex engineered systems.  
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ABSTRACT 

Poor long-term performance and durability combined with 

high production and maintenance costs remain the main 

obstacles for the commercialization of the polymer 

electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). While on-line 

diagnosis and operating condition optimization play an 

important role in addressing the durability issue of the fuel 

cell, health-monitoring and prognosis (or PHM) techniques 

are of equally great significance in terms of scheduling 
condition-based maintenance (CBM) to minimize repair and 

maintenance costs, the associated operational disruptions, 

and also the risk of unscheduled downtime for the fuel cell 

systems.  

In this paper, an unscented Kalman filter (UKF) approach is 

proposed for the purpose of damage tracking and remaining 

useful life (RUL) prediction of a PEMFC. To implement 

this model-based PHM framework, a physics-based, 

prognostic-oriented catalyst degradation model is developed 

to characterize the fuel cell damage that establishes the 

relationship between the operating conditions and the 
degradation rate of the electro-chemical surface area 

(ECSA). The model complexity is kept minimal for on-line 

prognostic purpose. Simulation is carried out for validation 

of the proposed algorithm, using a more detailed catalyst 

degradation model.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

To date long-term performance and durability of the fuel 

cells are difficult to quantify because not all degradation 

mechanisms of the various fuel cell components are 

completely understood. The fuel cell’s performance 

degrades irreversibly throughout its lifetime mainly due to 

the following components’ degradations: 1) catalyst 

degradation (catalyst particle coarsening); 2) carbon support 

degradation (carbon corrosion); and 3) membrane 

degradation (chemical deterioration and dehydration) 

(Okada, 2003; Schmittinger & Vahidi, 2008). Depending on 

the power load among other long-term operating conditions 

of the fuel cell, the extent of performance and durability 

degradation varies. General speaking, the longer the fuel 

cell stack is operated in transient or cycling conditions, or 

detrimental operating conditions such as flooding, the 
stronger is the corrosion and therefore the degradation. 

While on-line diagnosis and operating condition 

optimization play an important role in addressing the 

durability issue of the fuel cell, prognostics and health-

monitoring (PHM) techniques are of equally great 

significance in terms of scheduling condition-based 

maintenance (CBM) to minimize repair and maintenance 

costs, the associated operational disruptions, and also the 

risk of unscheduled downtime for the fuel cell systems. 

However, so far little work has been done in the field of 

prognostics on fuel cell.  

Bayesian based filtering techniques have found more and 

more use in the prognostic area due to their systematic and 

elegant treatment of the uncertainty management problem  

(Daigle, Saha, & Goebel, 2012; Saha & Goebel, 2008; Saha, 

Goebel, Poll, & Christophersen, 2007, 2009). Among these 

techniques, particle filtering (PF) has by far gained the most 

interest for its ability to handle arbitrary distributions and 

nonlinearities, and ease of implementation. Orchard et al. 

(M. E Orchard & Vachtsevanos, 2009; M. Orchard, Wu, & 

Vachtsevanos, 2005; Marcos E. Orchard & Vachtsevanos, 

2007) proposed a novel particle filtering based prognostic 

framework. This approach employs a state dynamic model 
and a measurement model to predict the posterior 

probability density function of the state, that is, to predict 

the time evolution of a fault or fatigue damage. It avoids the 

linearity and Gaussian noise assumption of Kalman filtering 

and provides a robust framework for long-term prognosis 

while accounting effectively for uncertainties. Correction 

_____________________ 

Xian Zhang et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms 

of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which 

permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original author and source are credited. 
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terms are estimated in a learning paradigm to improve the 

accuracy and precision of the algorithm for long-term 

prediction. The approach is applied to a crack fault, and the 

results support its robustness and superiority. 

Unscented Kalman filter (UKF), on the other hand, can also 

deal with nonlinearities in the system dynamics by 
approximating the state probability distribution with 

deterministic sigma points. While Gaussian distribution has 

to be assumed for the states and the noises, the UKF method 

brings great advantages of computational efficiency. In the 

case study provided in (Daigle et al., 2012), the UKF based 

prognostics approach outperforms that based on PF both in 

terms of computational cost and the accuracy measured by 

  metrics, thus is considered to be a promising on-line 

prognostic tool.  

This paper investigates the application of a UKF-based 

PHM scheme on the prognostics of a PEMFC. The paper is 

organized as follows: in Section 2, the UKF based 

framework for PHM is introduced; Section 3 presents a 

prognostic-oriented catalyst degradation model for the fuel 

cell; and in Section 4 we apply the UKF approach to the 

damage variable tracking and long term damage variable 

prediction of the fuel cell, as well as the RUL prediction and 
related performance metrics. The conclusion is presented 

finally in Section 5.   

2. UKF-BASED FRAMEWORK FOR PHM 

2.1. Bayesian Framework for Joint Estimation 

We first consider a general joint estimation problem based 

on the following discrete system. 

 
 

 
k+1 k k k k

k k k k k

x = F x ,u , v ,w

y = H x ,u ,n ,w
 (1) 

where
k

x represent the sates of the system, 
k

y the 

outputs, k
u the inputs , ,

k k
v n the process and measurement 

noises, respectively, and k
w the time-varying system 

parameters.  

Since the parameters w are unknown and time-varying, the 

state and parameter must be simultaneously/jointly 

estimated based on the noisy measured output. On the other 

hand, the dynamics of the time-varying system parameters 

are usually hard to describe, i.e., there is a lack of 

descriptive dynamic equation to characterize the parameters. 

A commonly used method to address this issue is to treat the 

parameter as a stochastic signal driven by a white noise ( k
r ) 

 k+1 k k
w = w +r  (2) 

Then, by concatenating the state and parameter to form an 

augmented state vector 
T

a T T   k k k
x x w , joint state space 

equations (Wan & van der Merwe, 2002) (assuming additive 

noises) can be obtained as follows 

 

 
 

   

a

a

       
         

      

  

k+1 k kk k k

k k

k +1 k kk

k k k k k k k k

x B v B vf x ,u ,w
F x ,u

w r rI w

y = h x ,u ,w n H x ,u n

(3) 

The joint estimation problem of states and parameters based 

on observation can be formulated in an optimal recursive 

estimation framework as given in the following equation 

 ˆ a a aE E    
   k k k k 0, 1, k

x x Y x y y y  (4) 

Two step process (recursively) are involved, the first is the 
measurement correction 

  
   

 
1

1

a a

a
p p

p
p






k k k k

k k

k k

x Y y x
x Y

y Y
 (5) 

And the second is the one-step prediction 

      1 1

a a a a ap p p d  k k k k k k k
x Y x x x Y x  (6) 

Various filtering techniques can be implemented in this 

general recursive estimation framework, including the most 

widely used extended Kalman filter (EKF), particle filtering 

(PF), and unscented Kalman filter (UKF). EKF is difficult 

to tune, and the Jacobian is usually hard to derive, and it can 

only handle limited amount of nonlinearity, while PF can 
handle arbitrary distributions and nonlinearities but is 

computationally very complex. In this paper, we focus on 

UKF since we believe gives the best tradeoff between PF 

and EKF.  

2.2. UKF Implementation 

We assume the additive (zero mean) noise case and follow 

the UKF procedure given in (Wan & van der Merwe, 2002). 

First, the augmented state estimation and covariance matrix 

are initialized with (7).  

 
  

0 0

0 0 0 0 0

ˆ

ˆ ˆ

a a

T
a a a a a

E

E

   

   
  

x x

P x x x x
 (7) 

Then, for each iteration (k=1,2,…), the sigma points for the 

state variables in last step are obtained and combined into a 

matrix as follows 

 1 1 1 1 1 1
ˆ ˆ ˆa a a a a

k k k k k kc c     
   
 

X x x P x P  (8) 

where  2 ,L L c L        , and ,  and  are all 

tunable parameters (in this paper, 
310 , 0, 2     is 

chosen according to (Wan & van der Merwe, 2002)). 
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These sigma points are then fed to the state equation to 

generate a set of new sigma points for the state variables in 

the current step:
    | 1 1

i i

k k k 
k

X F X ,u , where the superscript 

(i) denotes the i-th column of the corresponding matrix, i.e., 

the i-th sigma point.  

The one-step prediction for the augmented state vector in (6)

, when implemented with UKF approach, can now be 

expressed in (9) 
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x X
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 (9) 

where Q is the process noise covariance matrix, and 

,m c

i iw w are the weights for the corresponding sigma points. 

Measurement correction, on the other hand, is given through 

(10) –  (16) 
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where R is the measurement noise covariance matrix. The 

weights typically employed in UKF are given as follows: 
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2.3. UKF Approach for Prediction 

The Bayesian method is an iterative method that involves 

two steps in each iteration, i.e., prediction and measurement 

correction. In the general Bayesian estimation framework, 

the one-step prediction in (6) can be extended to (m+1)-step 

long-term prediction as follows,  
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(17) 

In this case of (m+1)-step long-term prediction, when 

implemented with UKF approach, the equations (9) can be 

written as (18),  
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X F X ,u

x X

P X x X x Q

 (18) 

As can be seen from (18), the long-term prediction utilizes 

only the one-step prediction iteratively without 

measurement correction, since the future measurement is 
unavailable at the current step when prediction is made. 

Equivalently, the standard UKF procedure can be used with 

the Kalman gain in (15) set to 0, i.e., k K 0 . 

Also note that in (18), the system input nu at step n (n > k) is 

required to generate the new set of sigma points at each 

iteration. Generally speaking, the future input can be 

obtained by analyzing its past stochastic feature and then 

projecting into the future, while at the same time including 

the uncertainty of the input itself. For simplicity purpose, in 

this paper, the current input uk is taken as the constant input 

for all future steps during the prediction, and the uncertainty 

issue is not considered. 

3. AGING MODEL FOR CATALYST DEGRADATION 

Aging model is essential to the physics-based prognostic 

and health monitoring approaches. While extensive 

researches have been carried out on control and dynamical 

modeling for fuel cell system, modeling work addressing 

PEMFC degradation and corresponding health-monitoring 

and prognostic system has been much less reported. Many 

of the degradation models have little physical basis, and 

thus have no predictive capability (A.A. Franco & Tembely, 

2007). Franco et al. (A. A. Franco, Schott, Jallut, & 

Maschke, 2007; Alejandro A. Franco et al., 2009; Alejandro 

A. Franco & Gerard, 2008) have done a series of leading 

work on developing a multi-scale mechanistic model of the 
electrochemical aging processes in a PEMFC to describe, in 

particular, the carbon corrosion at the cathode, the cathodic 

oxidation/dissolution of platinum and the carbon supported 

platinum electrochemical ripening. However, its CFD 

modeling approach makes it unsuitable for the on-line 
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prognostic purpose due to the computation burden involved. 

Also, the model needs too many parameters that are hard to 

obtain. Darling and Meyers (R.M. Darling & Meyers, 2003) 

proposed a spatially lumped model that treats a single, 

porous platinum electrode and the ionomeric solution that 

fills the pores of the electrode. The model includes spherical 
platinum particles that can grow and shrink as platinum 

plates and dissolves; a platinum oxide layer; and an ionic 

platinum species in solution (Pt2+). The kinetic expressions 

for platinum oxidation and dissolution developed in this 

work is incorporated by the same authors (Robert M. 

Darling & Meyers, 2005) in a transient, one-dimensional 

mathematical model of the cross section of a PEM fuel cell. 

In this model, each electrode contains two platinum particle 

sizes, enabling a description of electrochemically driven 

transfer of platinum between particles of different sizes. 

That is, platinum can be exchanged between particles by 

dissolution and crystallization, capturing the underlying 
principles of the quasi-Ostwald ripening. Based on their 

work, we proposed a 64-particle catalyst degradation model 

(Xian, 2012)  and, for the prognostic purpose, simplified the 

detailed model to a second order aging model. For 

simplicity of demonstration, in this paper, we further 

simplify that model to a first order dynamic model, as 

shown in (19), by neglecting the dynamics of the platinum 

oxide coverage during the load cycling. The geometric 

catalytic surface area geoA  can then be described as follows 

  
geo geo2 3Pt1 1 1

geo2

Pt PtPt

exp
3

r c

dA AMk F F
A

dt RT RT VV

 
  



 
     

 
(19) 

where k1 is a constant characteristic of the kinetic rate of the 

reaction, and is usually determined by experiments; PtV is 

the total volume of the Pt catalyst; F is the Faraday constant, 
R is the universal gas constant (J/mol·K) and T  the 

absolute temperature (K); r is a system parameter to be 

identified and represents the relative distribution of the 

particles radii; c is the phase potential difference between 

the electrolyte phase and the cathode phase, and   is a 

function; PtM and Pt are the molecular weight and density 

of platinum, respectively; 10

1 1.14 10   . 

Since k1 is extremely small in value, we can scale the above 

equation in time with a scaling coefficient  to denote its 

slowness explicitly. Also note that k1 is an implicit function 
of the temperature T, thus we can write the degradation rate 

of the catalytic surface area as a function of the input 

potential load, the temperature, the parameter r , and the 

catalytic surface area itself. 

  geo

geo , , ,c r

dA
A T

dt
    g  (20) 

Now, by taking into account the uncertain factors as 

additive process noise, the following stochastic degradation 

model can be obtained 
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geo 1

2
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r

dA
A T w t

dt

w t

  



   



g
 (21) 

where the unknown time-varying parameter 
r is taken as a 

state variable, and its derivative as a process noise. 

 

The cell voltage given in (22) is utilized as the measured 

system output, 
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(22) 

where  0 fcE T is the voltage component that only depends 

on the fuel cell temperature for a specific type of fuel cell; 

 is the transfer coefficient of the oxygen reduction 

reaction; i and ileak are the current density and the leak 

current density; 
2 2

* *,H Op p are the hydrogen and oxygen 

partial pressures at the reaction site; and Rohm is the total 

ohmic resistance of the fuel cell. 
geo

cat

geo 0t

A

A




 is the ratio of 

current and initial catalytic geometric (or equivalently 

electrochemical) surface area, the value of which is 1 when 

the fuel cell is at its fresh state.  

4. APPLICATION OF THE UKF APPROACH FOR DAMAGE 

TRACKING AND PROGNOSTICS OF PEMFC 

The performance degradation of the PEMFC, characterized 

by the voltage drop under the same level of current load, 

typically goes through two stages. In the first stage, the 
PEMFC experiences a gradual performance loss caused by 

the slowly decreasing ECSA that can be described by the 

degradation model (21) presented in the last section; in 

contrast, the second stage is characterized by a much more 

abrupt performance drop that leads to the total loss of the 

power output capability of the PEMFC, resulting from the 

mechanical breach (pinholes) formed in the polymer 

membrane. As it may seem obvious that the second stage, if 

detected, can be utilized to determine the end-of-life of the 

PEMFC, the gradual loss of the ECSA in the first stage can 

also lead to serious performance loss to the extent that 
failure of the system can be declared. In (Shimoi, Aoyama, 

& Iiyama, 2009) , actual vehicle tests are carried out to 

collect the PEMFC stack durability data until the 

performance is deemed low. The post-test analysis of the 
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membrane-electrolyte-assembly (MEA) reveals no crack is 

developed in the membrane and suggests that the voltage 

drop is mainly attributed to the reduced ECSA at the 

cathode of the fuel cells. Therefore in this paper, as a first 

step, we only investigate the health monitoring and 

prognostic problem for the catalyst degradation. 

4.1. Data Preprocessing 

From (22), it is obvious that the measured voltage 

(“feature”) is not only a function of the slowly varying 

damage variables, i.e, ileak and 
cat , but also a function of 

the fast varying system variables
2 2

* *,H Op p . To obtain an 

output variable that is solely related to the slowly varying 

damage variables, i.e., the state variables in the aging model 

describing the degradation process, we propose the 
following data preprocessing system, as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 Preprocessing of the output signal for UKF 

Basically, the method above utilizes an aging-free dynamic 

model of the fuel cell system that captures the fast dynamics 

of the FCS in the normal time scale while assuming 

constant, non-degrading damage variables in the long time 

scale. The model output is given in (23).  
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 (23) 

where 0

leaki is the membrane leak current density at the initial 

time, and here we assume that the total ohmic resistance 

Rohm is readily available.  

The difference of the outputs of the actual FCS and the 

aging-free dynamic FCS model can then be calculated and 

written as follows.  
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(24) 

Ideally, given that the model is accurate in capturing the fast 
dynamics of the system and no disturbance is present, we 

have 2 2

2 2

* *

* *
1, 1

ˆ ˆ

H O

H O

p p

p p
  , and the difference in (24) would 

depend only on the slowly varying damage variables. 

However, in practice, the instantaneous voltage degradation 

( ˆ
cell cellV V ) would inevitably be affected by modeling error 

that may result in model prediction deviation especially in 

transition, and by disturbances such as the water content in 

the gas diffusion media that could even result in offset 

between the two outputs at their steady states. By denoting 

the two kinds of sources of mismatches with nd and ns 

respectively, the difference z in Figure 1 can be expressed as 

follows, 
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(25) 

The deviation between the model and the actual plant 

outputs is then fed to the low pass filter in Figure 1 to 

remove the fast dynamics mismatch nd and to obtain the 

filtered deviation zf as in (26).  
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(26) 

To apply the UKF approach introduced in the previous 
section, we need to first discretize the continuous system 

equations. By denoting the fixed sample time as T , the 

state equations can be written as 

 
 geo, 1 geo, , , fc 1,

, 1 , 2,

, , ,k k c k r k k

r k r k k
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g
(27) 

and the output equation is given by (28) 

 
   

leak,fc fc

, cat, ,0

,

ln ln
4 1 4 1

k k

f k k s k

k leak k

i iRT RT
z n

F F i i


 

 
       

(28) 

where the k represents the discretization time step. Note 

that, since the fuel cell catalyst degradation is an extremely 

slow process (the fresh to failure life cycle typically takes 

several hundred hours or longer), the sample time T for the 

discretized model employed by the UKF can be chosen in 

the hour scale, instead of second, to lower the unnecessary 

computational burden. In this paper, we choose 1500T s   

(25 min). Under such a slow time scale, disturbances 
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induced offset between the two voltage outputs
,s kn can then 

be treated reasonably as a white noise. 

As seen in Figure 1, 
,f kz in (28) can be practically obtained 

as 

  , cell, cell,
ˆLPFf k k kz V V   (29) 

where LPF stands for the low pass filter.  

Simulation is carried out where we assume a cyclic load 
profile as given in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Load profile for PHM scheme simulation 

validation 

4.2. Simulation Results 

The simulation result for health monitoring validation is 

presented in Figure 3. It can be seen that the ECSA has been 

tracked satisfactorily, while r varies between the range 

[0.03, 0.04], and gradually settles down after 100 hours. In 

fact, the first 100 hours can be considered as the necessary 

phase for parameter identification. After this phase, the 

parameter r would stay relatively stable around some 

constant value. This characteristic feature can also be 

exploited to perform fault diagnostics for the purpose of 

early detection of the massive gas crossover.  

The parameters used for this simulation are grouped in the 

following table: 

Initial state 

estimate 

0 0

0

ˆ 1.1

ˆ 0.035

Pt Pt

r

A A



   
   

    

 

Initial 

covariance 

matrix 

0 2

0 2

(0.02 ) 0

0 (0.04 0.15)

PtA
P

 
  

 
 

Process noise 

0 6 2
1

6 2
2

0 ( 1 10 )

0 (0.035 2 10 )

Pt
Q A

diag
Q





    
           

 

Measurement 

noise  

66.7 10R    

Table 1 Parameters used in the simulation  
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Figure 3 Simulation result for health monitoring  

The simulation results for prognostics (long-term prediction 

of the damage variable) are presented in Figure 4 and Figure 

5, at two different prediction time points respectively. For 

the purpose of demonstration, and without loss of 

generosity, the threshold for the catalyst failure is set to 63. 
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Figure 4 Simulation result for prognostics at the beginning 
of life (10 hours) 

In Figure 4, prognostic is performed at the beginning of life 

of the fuel cell (10 hours). It can be seen that the 95% error 

is growing larger with increasing prediction step due to lack 
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of measurement correction. 
r is seen to be constant all the 

time with the same reason. Two values for the process noise 

Q1 are compared, i.e., 0 6 2( 1 10 )PtA   and 0 6 2( 4 10 )PtA   . 

As expected, the smaller value of the process noise results in 

narrower 95% bounds, and thus a more accurate prediction.  

Figure 5 shows the simulation results with prognostic 

starting from the middle of the durability test, here at 100 

hours. Due to lack of measurement correction, 
r stops 

updating and is taken as a constant after100 hours. The 95% 

error is also seen growing larger with increasing prediction 

step, but much narrower compared to that in Figure 4. 
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Figure 5 Simulation result for Prognostics at 100h 

4.3. Performance Evaluation 

To apply any prognostics metrics (Saxena et al., 2008; 

Saxena, Celaya, Saha, Saha, & Goebel, 2009) for the 

performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm, it is 

necessary to first obtain the remaining useful life (RUL) 

prediction w.r.t. the prediction time predt based on the 

information contained in the long-term prediction of the 

damage variable. By denoting the threshold for the 

normalized catalytic area to be th , and the RUL (stochastic 

variable at predt ) to be RULT , we can establish the following 

connection between the probability functions of the damage 

variable and the RUL 
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(30) 

where t > tpred is any future time,  RULF t is the cumulative 

probability function of the RUL, with which the RUL 

probability density function can be derived as 

  
 RUL
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F t
f t
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 (31) 

Here we employ a metrics called  performance, which is 

similar to the   performance proposed in (Saxena et al., 

2008) except that the time window is not modified along the 

prediction time axis. The performance basically evaluates 

the probability of the RUL
RULT falling in the time window 

   1 1EOL EOLt t     defined by the parameter . The 

probability can be calculated as follows  
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Figure 6 presents the RUL prediction at selected prediction 

time, with the following process noise (other simulation 

parameters are the same as that in Table 1) assumed for the 

dynamic aging process.  is chosen to be 15% in this case.  
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Figure 6 RUL prediction plot ( = 15%) 

As can be seen from Figure 6, the point estimate of the RUL 

is contained in the time window (the shaded area in the 

figure) for the majority of the prognostic process. The 
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prognostic process is a dynamic process in that the RUL 

prediction is updated dynamically as the prediction time 

proceeds. It can also be seen that, with a constant  time 

window, the probability P  shows an increasing trend along 

with the prognostic process, indicating improved accuracy 

of the prediction.  

It is noted that performance can also be considered as a 

variant of prognostic horizon (PH) metrics (Saxena et al., 

2008) and can be readily converted to it if necessary. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Prognostics problem of the PEMFC is studied in this paper. 

A prognostic-oriented aging model is presented to describe 

the slowly-varying dynamics in the fuel cell that 
characterize the degradation process of the catalyst of the 

fuel cell. An UKF-based framework is proposed for the 

health monitoring and prognostic scheme and applied to 

solve the problems. The outcome of the prognosis scheme 

provides information about the precision and accuracy of 

long-term prediction, RUL expectations and 95% 

confidence intervals. Simulation is carried out for the 

validation of the proposed scheme with relevant prognostics 

metrics. The results show that with measurement correction, 

the health monitoring system can successfully track the 

damage variable throughout the degradation process; while 
at any time during the aging process, the remaining useful 

life can be predicted with satisfactory accuracy given that 

future load input information is precisely known. 
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ABSTRACT 

Monitoring machine runtime health parameters through 

nonintrusive means can greatly reduce the up-front time and 

resource barriers to entry of adding instrumentation to 

existing plant infrastructure. This work presents the design 

and evaluation of three transducers as part of a nonintrusive 

load monitoring system for rotating machinery. Data 

collected using a custom designed, small-scale induction 

motor test stand shows the dependence of a large air core 

RF coil, small RF coil array, and Hall effect sensor outputs 

on applied motor speeds and mechanical loads (estimated 

based on generator power). Analysis indicates that the large 

air core RF coil transducer and the presented method for 

using nonintrusive collection of induction motor speed and 

stray flux can statistically measure the difference between 

any two load points with 95% confidence, if their values 

differ by 6.6% full scale or greater (±2). Additionally, 

areas of further research toward generalization of the 

approach are identified. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Knowing the load profile of rotating machinery is an 

integral part of determining the useful life of motors and for 

predicting when motor parts will break down, and for 

developing maintenance schedules. While many models 

exist for PHM modeling of motors, the instrumentation that 

is necessary to collect data to feed into those models can be 

cumbersome to install and may require machine downtime 

and skilled technicians to install. Fully capable PHM system 

installation is especially expensive if it requires motor 

downtime, but in cases when the application is mission 

critical, downtime is not feasible. Consequently, facilities 

may forego the use of PHM systems completely due to the 

complexity of the install, leaving the benefits of these 

approaches as yet unrealized. 

While hour meters or odometers are widely used, they do 

not provide indications of when the instrumented machine 

ran, for how long, or at what load level. For example, a 

machine may have a low hour count but be highly stressed if 

much of that time was accumulated over short run cycles. 

Direct methods of observing motor load include measuring 

output power by shaft displacement or input power by 

voltage, current, and power factor. Such approaches require 

some form of invasive instrumentation, however, such as 

proximity probes, torque-sensing couplings, and 

voltage/current interconnections, all of which are non-trivial 

to install, and usually constitute permanently installed 

instrumentation. Low-cost, non-invasive methods were 

desired for the present effort to ease integration effort and 

permit deployment on a wide range of assets.  

Nonintrusive load monitoring of rotating machinery can 

offer a middle ground between traditional schedule-based 

maintenance, and fully modern PHM systems. This 

approach makes available an effective albeit simple 

indicator as a proxy for the mechanical output power of the 

motor. Ambient energy emitted by machinery can be 

tracked, analyzed, and classified to develop a motor load 

profile that illustrates how long a machine has run and at 

which load level as a percent of full scale. This type of 

profile can also be used to determine whether machines are 

operated within specifications. Finally, load profiling across 

a fleet of machines can be used to determine whether 

machine capacity is effectively distributed among plant 

loads, and to assist in scheduling plant capacity among 

parallel applications. 

In related efforts on stray flux sensing, Adam, Gulez, and 

Koroglu (2001) provide a strong background on sensing 

stray flux distributions around electric motors with the 

objective of “provid[ing] safety regions for humans in the 

vicinity of these motors". This study documents methods of 

determining stray flux using x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis air 

coils mounted to the exterior of the test motor. Results from 

this paper provide general application rules for stray flux 

measurement, and this finding directed the placement of our 

prototype search coil on the test stand motor. An application 

_____________________ 
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note from the DOE Motor Challenge program (DOE, n.d.) 

documents traditional methods of determining motor 

loading and efficiency, input power or line current 

measurement, and a method based on slip. Additionally, 

Tumanski (2007) is an excellent reference for air core RF 

coil transducer and analog front end electronics design. Bin 

Lu, Habetler, and Harley (2006) provide descriptions of 

more than 20 efficiency estimation methods for in-service 

induction motors, and document the required tests and 

measurements, intrusion level, and average accuracy.  

Our research sought to create a solution that is substantially 

easier to install than alternative approaches, to lower the up-

front time and resource barriers to entry toward 

understanding plant capacity distribution. The broad vision 

of this system is to collect start/stop times and load levels on 

a widely distributed set of plant machinery, so that plant 

maintainers can effectively schedule maintenance resources 

and determine where machine capacity is underused or 

overused. The system presented is also designed to be 

compatible with energy harvesting from a variety of 

available sources which are abundant in the plant 

environment, identifying low power requirements as a factor 

of interest. The scope of this study details the research and 

development of a transducer that can reliably be used to 

estimate load nonintrusively through the monitoring of 

ambient emitted machine energy. Section 2 describes the 

motor test platform that was built for this study, and the 

design and preliminary evaluation of stray flux transducers. 

Section 3 details the characterization of transducer outputs 

over versus motor operating parameters, and describes the 

development of stray flux characterization models. Section 

4 provides an analysis and statistical evaluation of 

experimental results. Section 5 contains conclusions and 

opportunities for further research. 

2. MOTOR PLATFORM AND TRANSDUCERS 

The central parameter of interest to be measured 

nonintrusively within this study was real-time mechanical 

load on an induction motor. As part of system development, 

several different transducers for detecting stray flux were 

selected for evaluation to determine the most reliable 

method. Initially, a motor test stand was built with 

controllable shaft speed and mechanical load, to facilitate 

evaluation of experimental transducers. 

2.1. Motor Test Stand 

A motor test stand diagrammed in Figure 1 was built and 

was used as a basis for transducer evaluations. This stand 

consists of a variable frequency drive (VFD), a 1 HP 240 

VAC three phase AC induction motor, a 110 VDC generator 

mechanically coupled to the drive motor shaft, and a 

switchable resistive load bank of eight light bulbs. The VFD 

accepts an input of single phase 120 VAC and converts it to 

a 240 VAC three phase output. By using the VFD, speed of 

the motor was controlled by varying the three phase output 

frequency. 

To correlate stray flux transducer output to motor load, a 

motor power estimate was obtained by measuring the output 

voltage and current from the DC generator. Although this 

approach does not take into account motor losses, generator 

efficiency, and frictional losses, it achieved sufficient 

accuracy of relative motor load for transducer 

characterization.  

The test stand was instrumented to control motor drive 

speed and electrical load, measure input power, and to 

measure outputs from three different sensors, all 

simultaneously. Two Tamura L10Z050S05 Hall effect 

sensors that output a voltage proportional to the current 

flowing through the center of the sensor enabled acquisition 

of the current from one phase of the VFD output, as well as 

the current produced by the generator. The actual output 

frequency from the VFD was obtained through tonal 

analysis of the signal from the Tamura Hall effect sensor, 

implemented using National Instruments LabVIEW. 

Furthermore, the frequency of the voltage output from any 

installed stray flux transducers was also analyzed to verify if 

those measurements agree with the tone analysis of the 

motor current sensor voltage. These signals, as well as the 

voltage output from the generator, were connected to a 

National Instruments Multifunction Data Acquisition 

(DAQ) platform, which was used to directly sample these 

signals and import them into a LabVIEW development 

environment.  

To provide a visual display of data and a control interface to 

the VFD and the DAQ, a GUI was also developed using 

LabVIEW. This interface allows automatic control of the 

VFD output frequency, load level prompting, signal 

acquisition and processing, and data logging, for semi-

automated automated stimulus and test data collection. 

 

Figure 1. Motor test stand overview, instrumented for 

measurement of input power and output stray flux 
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2.2. Transducer Selection 

The technique employed for nonintrusive load monitoring is 

to utilize the stray magnetic flux emitted from the motor to 

infer its output power. This approach relies on the fact that 

the finite permeability of a motor’s magnetic core cannot 

fully contain the generated flux from the windings, and a 

small portion of the core flux will ultimately stray to the 

surrounding environment. Although significantly reduced in 

scale, the stray flux density correlates with the magnitude of 

the motor core flux density, which is in turn a function of 

motor output power. Therefore, measuring stray flux density 

can provide an indirect, but reliable means of estimating of 

mechanical motor load. The following section details 

evaluation of a COTS Hall effect sensor, a small air core RF 

coil array, and large air core RF coil transducers for this 

purpose.  

2.2.1. COTS Hall Effect Sensor 

Hall effect sensors are predominantly employed to measure 

magnetic flux density for a variety of applications. For the 

present effort, the Allegro A1395 low-power linear Hall 

effect sensor IC was selected due to its small form factor, 

high sensitivity (10 mV/Gauss), and low power 

requirements. An initial survey of the test motor’s external 

magnetic field distribution was performed to determine a 

suitable location to mount the Hall effect sensor for load 

monitoring. The highest response was achieved at the edge 

of the stator core stack, above the endturn windings.  

With the Hall effect sensor in place, the stray flux density 

was characterized over a range of applied motor load at a 

constant operating speed. For each load level, recorded flux 

density readings display a typical AC waveform at operating 

frequency. The peak-to-peak amplitude of this stray flux 

signal is plotted for each motor load level in Figure 2 while 

stepping through loading and unloading cycles. For each 

motor load, the signal falls within a discernible voltage 

band, the amplitude of which decreases steadily as motor 

power increases. Given the rated 10 mV/Gauss sensitivity 

level of this transducer, the stray flux amplitudes range 

between 10 and 20 Gauss, or around 0.1% of the internal 10 

kG flux density level within the motor. 

Interestingly, the low frequency carrier wave of these peak-

to-peak ripples is related to the motor power as well, likely 

due to the increasing rotor slip speed with increasing torque, 

as the induction motor rotor spins slightly slower than the 

alternating stator field with increasing mechanical load. The 

difference in rotational speed inducing current in the rotor 

conductors generate the corresponding torque. The low 

frequency ripple in these signals is established as a beat 

frequency between the non-identical induction rotor and 

stator field rotation speeds. However, this beat frequency 

was detectable only at low load levels, making it difficult to 

use this parameter as an additional indicator of machine 

load. 

Figure 3 shows the average field amplitudes plotted against 

the power load level, which reveals a clear trend in both 

loading and unloading directions. For an induction motor, 

increased torque is produced by increasing rotor conductor 

current, resulting in a lower net current in the ‘transformer’ 

loop and consequently lower core flux. The unloaded 

condition is analogous to a transformer with an open 

secondary winding (i.e. high core flux), whereas the 

maximum power case represents the impedance matched 

condition for the transformer with good coupling between 

the windings, such that the core flux is considerably lower. 

The reduction of stray flux density with increasing motor 

load observed here is the expected result. 

The observed repeatable trend of the Hall effect sensor 

output correlated with mechanical motor load demonstrates 

the ability of this sensor to nonintrusively monitor motor 

load level. Calibration in a field application would be 

required, following a similar surveying procedure as in this 

study. A calibration curve could be generated by exercising 

the motor of the operating range of interest while 

monitoring the output of the sensor. An important caveat 

here is that this calibration between monitored flux and 

Figure 2. Hall Effect sensor amplitude for varying motor 

loads 

 

Figure 3. Relationship between RMS Hall effect sensor 

output and motor load 
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motor power will provide a reliable indication of motor load 

only if the sensor remains in the same mounting location.  

2.2.2. Small Air Core RF Coil Array 

The second transducer chosen for this effort was made up of 

an array of antennas salvaged from COTS RFID tags. The 

antenna on these tags is a small air core inductor made of 30 

gauge wire with 25 mm OD and 15 mm ID and 1 mm 

thickness. As a preliminary survey step, a single inductive 

coil was adhered to the motor casing and its output RMS 

voltage was read with the DAQ. A clear step change was 

seen with each change in motor load. To increase the 

voltage response and measurement area, six of these coils 

were wired in series and bound together side by side. 

Though the absolute voltage output does differ with coil 

circumferential position, longitudinal position, distance 

from the coil to the motor case, and orientation, the relative 

voltage response to change in load did not change 

considerably. 

2.2.3. Large Air Core RF Coil 

Background research led to the choice of a single large air 

core RF coil as a potentially useful transducer for measuring 

stray flux around a motor. The RF coil was selected based 

on its high sensitivity, stability, and passive operation. 

Though an air core coil will have a lower voltage output 

compared to a magnetic core coil of the same dimensions, 

the air core was selected due to its linear response.  

                   (1) 

Equation 1 is the fundamental expression for induction coil 

output voltage in the presence of a changing magnetic field, 

according to Faraday’s Law (Tumanski, 2007). In this 

equation, V is the voltage output, f is the frequency, n is the 

number of turns, D is the mean diameter of the coil, and B is 

the flux density to be measured. 

The design parameters of the coil were chosen based on a 

desired 1 V output at 60 Hz based at an anticipated 

maximum flux density output of 10 G measured during 

experimental testing conducted with the Hall effect sensor. 

The outer diameter of the coil was chosen to be less than 10 

cm to accommodate the size of the motor. The final design 

is a coil of 540 turns wound from 30 gauge magnet wire, 

and the length of the coil is 18 wire diameters. Once the 

parameters for the coil design were chosen, a spool for the 

coil was machined from Type II PVC. The wire was 

manually wound onto the coil, and the outer edge of the coil 

was bound to the spool with Kapton tape. The shape of the 

spool was designed so that the wire coil was held tangent to 

the motor case. 

As with the small coil array, the RMS voltage output from 

the coil was initially surveyed at various locations and 

orientations on the motor. The final location was chosen that 

such that the crosstalk between phases at the output of the 

transducer was minimized. Although the output voltage 

from the coil was of a higher magnitude than the voltage 

from the small array, the relative change in voltage with 

respect to motor load was very similar for nearly all drive 

frequencies compared to the small coil array. 

3. TRANSDUCER CHARACTERIZATION 

Preliminary sensor characterization revealed that the 

amplitude of the stray flux of the test motor varied not only 

with load, but with motor speed as well. Since the ultimate 

nonintrusive load monitoring system must operate under 

uncertain speed conditions, testing was conducted to 

characterize transducers across a wide range of loads and 

speeds. Outputs of the three stray flux transducers were 

characterized over the operational range of the motor test 

stand described in previous sections. 

Table 1 provides the general parameters used for this set of 

experimental procedures. The operational range covers six 

motor speeds and nine power levels, where speed is 

automatically controlled by the LabVIEW application 

according to a user-defined profile and power is controlled 

manually by actuating individual light switches at the 

designated time. The system dwells at each load/speed 

parameter pair for 30 seconds before proceeding to the next 

step.  

To provide an improved basis for statistics calculations, the 

speed and load profiles were replicated four times, and then 

randomized to develop the final profile. Input randomization 

during characterization and calibration minimizes the 

impact of interference, breaks up hysteresis errors, and 

ensures that each application of input values is independent 

from the previous. Generally, such random variation will 

more closely simulate the actual operating conditions 

(“Some Notes on Device Calibration,” n.d.). Figure 4(a) 

illustrates the randomized motor speed parameters generated 

for the test, showing the first 1500 seconds for improved 

visualization.  

Parameter Value 

Motor Speed 
1800, 2400, 2700,  

3000, 3300, 3600 RPM 

Generator Power Range 0-430 Watts (0-8 bulbs) 

Step dwell time 30 seconds 

Replicates 4x (216 total steps) 

Transducers 

Single Induction Coil 

Induction Coil Array 

Hall Effect IC 

Data sampling rate 10 kHz 

Motor Load Metric Generator Output Power 

Table 1. Stray Flux Transducer Characterization Study 

Parameters 
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As stated previously, generator output power was used as 

the means of monitoring motor load. It is notable that 

generator output voltage scales roughly with rotor speed, 

therefore the maximum output power is also speed 

dependent. The data presented in Figure 4(b) are the RMS 

values of the AC waveform for each sensor observed within 

one second windows of time, all showing correlation to the 

generator output power. The single and arrayed induction 

coil outputs trend inversely with power output, whereas the 

Hall effect sensor exhibits the opposite behavior. Relocating 

the Hall effect sensor around the same radius of the motor 

showed an inverse trend in the output, possibly due to the 

small size of the sensor compared to the size of the coil 

windings. The polarity of the outputs of the induction coils 

were not found to be sensitive to their location. 

All of the signal streams were acquired at a rate of 10 kHz at 

one second intervals. The respective resulting 10,000 data 

points for each signal were then processed to provide a 

single RMS value for each one second time step, essentially 

reducing the data logging burden by several orders of 

magnitude. All subsequent analysis is performed using these 

RMS values. After the initial survey to validate that all 

transducer outputs were within expected intervals, a more 

rigorous analysis was performed to develop the sensor 

output trends over the speed and load operating envelope, 

discussed in the following section. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Figure 5 illustrates the dependence of sensor output on the 

applied motor speed and load (based on generator power) 

for the large coil (a), coil array (b), and Hall effect sensor 

(c). The colored dot markers indicate raw sensor data 

collected for each load and speed test point, with the marker 

colors indicating the different motor speeds. Figure 5(d) 

shows the relative response of the three sensors plotted on 

the same scale, highlighting the very high sensitivity of the 

large coil relative to the other two transducers. The raw data 

collected during the experiment described above was post-

processed to provide straightforward visualization of the 

sensor response over the operating envelope, and to develop 

some statistical indicators of each sensor’s ability to 

accurately monitor the motor load. 

In all cases, the trend between the transducer output and 

output power is very linear and repeatable across motor 

speeds, as shown by the linear best-fit lines through the 

data. It is immediately evident, however, that transducer 

outputs vary with motor speed non-linearly. This fact 

warrants the measurement of speed by the nonintrusive 

sensor, in addition to stray flux. In the interest of 

maintaining the nonintrusive nature of sensor, the motor 

speed can be estimated by monitoring the fundamental 

frequency of the AC stray flux, instead of requiring a 

dedicated speed sensor. However, slip in induction motors 

under load may present an issue to the feasibility of this 

method, warranting further study. 

As shown in Figure 5(d), collected data was interpolated to 

form a surface map that fully covers the motor’s operating 

envelope. In practice, however, it is desirable to perform the 

load calibration with a minimum number of load and speed 

inputs given the likely limited ability to effect these changes 

in a plant environment. By inverting the axes so that motor 

power is on the z-axis, this data can be used to assemble a 

transfer function with two inputs (speed, RMS sensor 

output) that can be evaluated using inputs measured from a 

single coil mounted to the exterior of the motor. 

Using the calibration maps established above, it is 

straightforward to determine how well the measured data fit 

 

(a) Motor speed 

 

(b) RMS voltage output of all three transducers 

Figure 4. Representative time domain instrumentation data 
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to this surface and thereby produce an indication of the 

accuracy of the load estimation given the spread in the 

sensor data. The difference between actual measured load 

and the model estimate was calculated, forming a residual 

error for each data point. Figure 6 presents the residual 

errors between the best-fit model and the measured data for 

each motor speed and load parameter pair, relative to the 

full scale load. The standard deviation of these residuals 

provides an indication of how well the data fit the 

calibration map. Assuming the standard deviation of these 

values as 1, the 95% confidence interval around the mean 

is established at ±2. In the case of the large coil, where  = 

3.3% full scale, this analysis indicates that the model can 

statistically determine the difference between any two load 

points with 95% confidence if their values differ by 6.6% 

full scale or greater (±2).  

The Hall effect sensor performs rather well from the 

standpoint that it produces repeatable data, as indicated by 

reasonable standard deviations on the error, despite its very 

low sensitivity relative to the induction coils (10 vs. 400 mV 

full scale output). The coil array was less sensitive than the 

large coil and also produces a greater relative spread in the 

output, indicating a lower relative signal-to-noise ratio. 

From a sensor robustness standpoint, the large coil displays 

higher output, greater noise immunity, and the greatest 

precision among the three transducers. 

Finally, Figure 7 illustrates the large coil response surfaces 

for two independent tests, revealing excellent agreement 

between the two runs. Using the large coil sensor response 

to compare two independent data collection runs provides a 

qualitative evaluation of repeatability of the proposed 

method. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

This work detailed the development of three transducers for 

stray flux detection as part of a system for nonintrusive load 

monitoring of rotating machinery. The large RF coil 

 

(a) Large coil output vs. motor speed, load 

 

(b) Coil array output vs. motor speed, load 

 

(c) Hall effect output vs. motor speed, load; axes reversed 

  

(d) Relative response of the three sensors 

Figure 5. Dependence of sensor output on the applied motor speed and load 
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designed in this study was found to be the most effective 

transducer for measuring stray flux of an induction motor 

for the purpose of nonintrusively determining its mechanical 

load. Additionally, the carrier frequency of the same signal 

was found to be an accurate representation of the drive 

frequency of the motor. This suggests that a single 

transducer could be used to generate inputs to a two input 

(speed, RMS sensor output) transfer function to motor load. 

A statistical analysis of the transfer function showed that the 

calibration model can be used to determine the difference 

between any two load points with 95% confidence if their 

values differ by 6.6% full scale or greater (±2). This 

demonstrates the validity of the approach to be used as a 

model that can predict mechanical motor load without any 

intrusive measurements.  

Calibration of all studied transducers was determined to be 

necessary between placement and orientation cycles. 

However, in an active plant facility, placement and 

orientation of the nonintrusive sensor may be changed 

during maintenance or other activities. For practical 

purposes, it would be very convenient to develop a 

transducer or sensing method that would not require 

calibration between placement, allowing more flexible 

placement options. Further testing should be performed to 

measure the effects of changing position, orientation, and 

distance from the motor case on output voltage with respect 

to load. 

Finally, further effort is warranted toward generalizing the 

method for application to a variety of machine types, 

including synchronous motor architectures. It remains to be 

determined whether the presented method would scale to 

larger motors, which may emit less stray flux due to higher 

efficiencies. Further experimental study will seek to identify 

common stray flux density signatures from different sizes of 

motors and motors based on various operating principles, 

such that these surfaces can be parameterized according to 

its expected characteristics, and require fewer calibration 

points to refine the calibration model once installed in the 

field. Determining similarities of the stray flux signatures 

emitted by various types of machines would facilitate the 

development of a parameterized model that could then be 

configured with motor specifications or a small number of 

calibration points, that would scale the model to fit the 

particular machine of interest. This and other development 

is needed to minimize the calibration effort needed to enable 

this approach to work in a practical setting. 
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Figure 7. Comparing large coil response between two test 
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Figure 6. Normalized load estimation error for large air core 

RF coil, which was the best overall performer 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper introduces a novel reasoning methodology, in 
combination with appropriate models and measurements 
(data) to perform accurately and expeditiously expert 
troubleshooting for complex military and industrial 
processes. This automated troubleshooting tool is designed 
to support the maintainer/ repairman by identifying and 
locating faulty system components. The enabling 
technologies build upon a Model Based Reasoning 
paradigm and a Dynamic Case Based Reasoning method 
acting as the intelligent database. A case study employs a 
helicopter Intermediate Gearbox as the application domain 
to illustrate the efficacy of the approach. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Complex military and industrial systems (machines, aircraft, 
etc.) experience fault/failure modes that must be diagnosed 
accurately and rapidly in order to sustain the operational 
availability of these systems as high as possible. 
Considerable downtime translates into loss of productivity 
and increased maintenance costs. In a manufacturing or 
industrial setting, problems reported by the machine’s 
internal checks (fault indicator) or an operator alert the 
maintainer of possible problem areas that must be 
addressed. Unfortunately, in these situations, the alert or 
advisory does not offer sufficient information to the 

maintainer that may permit the accurate and rapid diagnosis 
of the problem.  

An “expert” observes the faulty system, determines the root 
cause of the problem and composes a work order to 
schedule people, tools/equipment, or materials for repair 
and maintenance. If the problem is not diagnosed correctly 
and corrected, the troubleshooting and repair task is passed 
on to other technical personnel until a successful solution to 
the problem is reached. Early efforts to assist the maintainer 
with troubleshooting and early diagnosis have ranged from 
built-in test (BIT), and built-in test equipment (BITE) to 
interactive electronic technical manuals (IETM’s). More 
recently, several organizations have employed rule-based 
expert systems to provide the maintainer with more 
systematic tools and methods for fault/failure diagnosis. 
Although significant improvements have been reported in 
the troubleshooting arena, the challenge of minimizing the 
diagnosis/repair cycle and returning critical equipment to 
service as soon as possible is still remaining and new 
methods/tools are sought to address it.  

This paper addresses the development, testing and 
evaluation of an intelligent and systematic methodology to 
troubleshooting that aims to improve current practice and 
expedite the diagnosis/repair cycle. An expert decision 
support system is designed to assist the maintainer in 
navigating through complex system interconnections while 
reducing the variability of coupled components/subsystems 
into a well understood series of steps. The enabling 
technologies borrow from the domains of data mining, 
modeling and such reasoning paradigms as Model Based 
Reasoning and Case Based Reasoning. The objective is to 

_____________________ 
Abdul Naveed et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the 
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any 
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integrate trouble-shooting practice with technologies from 
Condition Based Maintenance as many military and 
industrial installations are adopting these new and emerging 
technologies. The vision is the eventual development of a 
rigorous and automated diagnosis and troubleshooting 
architecture that will optimize maintenance, repair, and 
overhaul of complex assets. 

2. THE TROUBLESHOOTING METHODOLOGY 

Diagnostic reasoning algorithms use troubleshooting 

information modeled in a specific way to select the 
appropriate troubleshooting procedure, recommend tests and 
corrective actions as new evidence is acquired, and 
determine the root cause of the system failure. As shown in 
Figure 1, we suggest a novel combination of Model-Based 
Reasoning (MBR), a reasoning tool about fault modes, and 
Dynamic Case Based Reasoning (DCBR), a ‘smart’ 
knowledge-base. We describe each of these two tools and 
their contribution to expert troubleshooting in the following 
sections. 

 
Figure 1. Schematic showing troubleshooting methodology based on reasoners. 

3. DIAGNOSTIC REASONING 

Critical components that are prone to failure are usually 
constituent elements of a larger subsystem or system. For 
example, a gearbox, found on most land, sea and aerial 
vehicles, is an assembly of various components like shafts, 
bearings, gears, etc. Such subsystems are instrumented with 
accelerometers mounted on their frame, which respond to 
vibration signals that might originate from anyone of the 
gearbox components. It is crucial, therefore, to devise 
methodologies that are capable of determining which 
component is defective and, additionally, how specific 
components, faults/failures may propagate from faulty to 
healthy components (the domino effect!) Model-based 
reasoning (MBR) belongs to this methodological category. 
It utilizes all the system sensors to enhance and confirm 
fault isolation. It is an intuitive multi-level modeling 
approach with inherent cross checking for false alarm 
mitigation and multi-level correlation for accurate failure 
isolation (Davis, 1984; De Kleer & Williams, 1987).  

3.1 Model-based Reasoning-The Knowledge Database 

The starting point of this diagnostic reasoning methodology 
is the creation of the a priori knowledge database. In the 
decomposition of a system into its components, often 
satisfactory results can be achieved by looking only as deep 
as the macro level where we have commercially available 

replaceable components whose behaviors have been studied 
in detail.  Once the component units have been identified, 
their behavior is studied and stored in the database in the 
form of functional descriptions aided by a FMECA study. 
The functional description of the system is described in 
terms of these behaviors. Associated with these functions 
the components also exhibit specific fault modes. These 
anomalies, represented in the form of features extracted 
from signals gathered from the system, are called fault 
features or condition indicators (CI’s). The features are also 
stored in the database along with the functional description 
for each component. The basic unit of reasoning here is the 
fault mode j of component i, represented logically as: 

!!" = !!"#
!

                                                                          (1) 

where, f denotes feature threshold being exceeded, k is the 
symptom index and ∧ denotes logical AND. 

3.1.1 System Model Abstraction 

Given a system, we start out by analyzing its structural 
links. The different component parts are identified and their 
specific structural organization is stored in the form of a 
structural model. Information about the location of each 
component and its relative proximity to other neighboring 
components is crucial in predicting how a local failure in 
one component may propagate though the entire system. In 
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logical terms, this information is represented as: 

Set of components, V = {v1, v2, …, vn} 

Interconnection, E = {<va,vb>, …, <vi,vj>, …} 

Structural Model, MS ≡ V∪E.         (2) 

where, ∪ denotes the union of two sets.  

The functional model of the system is constructed by 
traversing the partially connected graph represented by the 
structural model and substituting the corresponding function 
for each component from the database. Any anomaly in the 
system response is then reasoned about and expressed in 
terms of faulty operational mode(s) of one or more 
components. This idea is formalized as: 

!"#$%&'#()  !"#$%,!! ≡ ¬!!"
!!

                        (3) 

i.e., the nominal system behavior is described as the absence 
of all known fault modes. 

3.1.2 The Fault-Symptom Matrix 

The construction of the fault-symptom matrix is the main 
reasoning step regarding overall system behavior. Each unit 
in the functional model is associated with a number of fault 
modes, with each fault mode corresponding to one or more 
condition indicators. A system fault is defined as: 

! ≡ ¬!! = ¬ ¬!!" = !!"
!!!!

                          (4) 

i.e., at least one fault mode has been excited. Here¬ 
denotes logical NOT and ∨ denotes logical OR. 

A matrix tabulating the various fault modes and their 
symptoms is generated by traversing all units of the 
functional model and extracting their features from the 
database. If sufficient data from seeded fault testing is 
available from a FMECA study, then the fault-symptom 
matrix can be enhanced with criticality metrics like severity 
and frequency of occurrence. 

As an example, Table 1 gives the fault-symptom matrix of a 
generic case where we consider 3 symptoms spread over 3 
faults. The fault modes can be written as: 

F1 = S1∧S2 = (S1∧S2∧S3) ∨ (S1∧S2∧¬S3) 

F2 = S1 = (S1∧S2∧S3) ∨ (S1∧S2∧¬S3) ∨ 

 (S1∧¬S2∧¬S3) ∨ (S1∧¬S2∧S3) 

F3 = S3 = (S1∧S2∧S3) ∨ (S1∧¬S2∧S3) ∨ 

( ¬ S1∧ ¬ S2∧S3) ∨ ( ¬ S1∧S2∧S3)       
(5) 

 

Table 1: A generic fault-symptom matrix (X denotes a valid 
fault-symptom relation). 

Using baseline data for the system under study, we calibrate 
this matrix for acceptable levels of the fault mode 
symptoms. The choice of thresholds on these symptoms is 
arbitrary. In the real world, maintenance personnel pick 
these thresholds from operational experience. In the absence 
of such expert knowledge we assume that the data is 
normally distributed (equation 5), and we construct this 
distribution based on the mean µ and standard deviation σ of 
the given baseline data. We use the upper 3-sigma limit as 
our threshold. 

! ! = !
! !!

!!(!!!)! (!!!)                   (6) 

A multi-branched diagnostic tree is then constructed from 
the measurements of the overall system behavior. The nodes 
of the tree represent monitored system variables, whereas 
the leaves denote the components that are fault candidates. 
For the example above, the diagnostic decision tree is 
shown in Figure 2, where HIGH branches correspond to the 
X’s in Table 1.  

 
Figure 2. Diagnostic decision tree for the fault-symptom 
matrix in Table 1. 

The leaf nodes below <Fi, …,Fn> in Figure 2 denote that 
any possible combination of the included faults may occur. 
Thus, <F1,F2,F3> includes the fault modes F1, F2, F3, F1∧
F2, F1∧F3, F2∧F3, and F1∧F2∧F3. 

The overall MBR-derived diagnostic procedure can thus be 
represented by the schematic shown in Figure 3. More 
details of this architecture have been published by Saha & 
Vachtsevanos (2006). 

 Symptom 
1 (S1) 

Symptom 
2 (S2) 

Symptom 
3 (S3) 

Fault Mode 1 (F1) X X  

Fault Mode 2 (F2) X   

Fault Mode 3 (F3)   X 
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Figure 3. Schematic of MBR diagnostic reasoning 
architecture. 

3.2 MBR Enhancements – Confidence Metrics  

In this section we briefly outline an MBR enhancement that 
incorporates confidence metrics in the reasoning procedure. 
The architecture is elaborated by substituting the crisp 
Boolean logic implicitly inherent in the reasoning process, 
with probabilistic values that express the confidence of a 
given symptom. The confidence metric expresses the 
deviation of an observed symptom measurement from an 
expected baseline value.  

The reasoning method is suggested above is a crisp Boolean 
logic. The occurrence of a behavioral anomaly appears as 
the deviation of the feature (or CI) value from a fixed 
threshold. When this deviation becomes distinct, the feature 
f is set from 0 to 1. Unfortunately, such a crisp distinction 
does not reveal the intermediate levels of confidence that 
are associated with the observation of feature values. In 
many cases the certainty of a behavioral anomaly based on 
the observation of a feature value is best described by a 
value within the (0,1) interval. 

In order to insert the concept of confidence in the MBR 
architecture we propose that a Particle Filter (PF) module be 
used to generate the confidence that a feature exhibits 
anomalous behavior. Denote by φi the feature measurement 
that corresponds to the symptom si. The output of the PF 
algorithm is a sequence of pdf’s, denoted by !!!(!). At each 
instant k, the pdf P!!(k)   represents the probability 
distribution of the feature φi. This is a function of the time 
instant k. Historical data are used to determine the baseline 
pdf denoted by !!, which of course remains constant with 
time.  

The confidence that the symptom si exhibits anomalous 
behavior based on the measurements of the feature φi is 
defined by the overlap area of the two pdf’s, !!!(!) and PB. 
This overlap area !!!(!) ∩ !!  of the two pdf’s is the 
confidence that the symptom si indicates healthy behavior 
based on feature φi, given by !!!"#!! !!; ! = !!!(!) ∩ !!. 

Therefore, the confidence that the symptom exhibits 
anomalous behavior is !!"#$!!"#$ !! , ! = 1 − 

!!!"#$!! !! , ! = 1 − !!!(!) ∩ !! 

 
Figure 4. The confidence estimation using PF. 

Figure 4 illustrates how the PF module is used to determine 
the confidence that a feature exhibits anomalous behavior.  

For example, Figure 5 shows the time-series progression of 
Feature 1 denoting the energy in the gear natural frequency 
in dB, in a gearbox diagnostics scenario (explained in detail 
in section 4). The baseline pdf indicates the 3-sigma fault 
threshold at -30dB. From the graph it is clear from the PF 
tracking output (shown in red circles) that the anomalous 
behavior confidence Canomalous(φi ; k) increases with k for this 
feature.  

 
Figure 5: Feature 1 actual and estimated signal from the PF 
algorithm. 

3.3 Dynamic Case-based Reasoning (DCBR)  

Having determined the fault with sufficient confidence, 
DCBR constitutes the main system level reasoning for 
troubleshooting options and incorporates essential elements 
of a learning strategy. Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) was 
founded on the belief that human memory is episodic in 
nature, which comprises human knowledge accumulated 
from past experience. Faced with a new problem, a human 
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often relates the problem to one or more memory episodes 
and composes a solution from these episodes. CBR is a 
computer program to simulate this human recognition 
process and has been applied to a variety of process 
operation support systems. The CBR application domain 
usually involves problem solving, i.e. identify similar cases 
for better understanding, assessing and/or comparing with 
the current situation. The CBR architecture entails five basic 
steps:  
• indexing – given a new situation, generate appropriate 

semantic indices that will allow its classification and 
categorization;  

• retrieval – given a new, indexed problem, retrieve the 
best past cases from memory;  

• adaptation – modify the old solution to conform to the 
new situation, resulting in a proposed solution;  

• testing – determine whether the proposed solution is 
successful; and  

• learning – if the solution fails, explain the failure and 
learn how to avoid repeating it; if the solution succeeds, 
incorporate it into the case memory as a successful 
solution. 

The proposed software framework imposes requirements 
that classical (static) CBR methods are not capable of 
addressing due to the dynamic nature of the systems of 
interest and the temporal dependence of problem solutions 
typically found in troubleshooting. To circumvent such 
issues a new reasoning paradigm called Dynamic Case 
Based Reasoning (DCBR) was introduced in (Saxena, 2007; 
Saxena, Wu, & Vachtsevanos, 2005).  DCBR 
enhances the advantages of conventional CBR systems by 
interpreting from sensor data not only static features but 
also dynamic and composite ones. Instead of one indexing 
path, the DCBR applies two—the abnormal symptom (AS) 
path, i.e. problem situation detected, and the problem 
description (PD) one. Furthermore, it entails functions to 
support case similarity evaluation and situational prediction 
through temporal reasoning and time tagged indexes. The 
remembrance calculation module updates the remembrance 
factors of existing cases. Figure 6 shows the major modules 
of the DCBR architecture. 

 
Figure 6. DCBR system for integrated diagnosis of 

industrial systems (Saxena et al., 2005). 

Here, DCBR module depends on MBR to provide probable 
fault candidates. Once a set of fault candidates are available, 
DCBR carries out a targeted search within the 
knowledgebase to identify if any additional measurements 
are required to confirm the and isolate the fault modes. The 
next step is selection of the cases from the case base on 
which reasoning will be based. In this step the notion of 
similarity between the cases in memory and the new 
episodic evidence is applied and the performance relies on 
the quality of similarity calculation algorithms. Depending 
on the information type contained in the case base the 
similarity function can take various forms. Several 
similarity scoring functions have been suggested in 
literature. As an example we present one such function here. 
Let Ente be a new case presented to the system. A 
“similarity by proximity” notion may be calculated by the 
following scoring function (Bichindaritz, 1995): 
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Where Entj are cases previously presented, Eli is a feature or 
an (attribute, value) pair, ni,pert is a pertinence weighted 
variable associated with the description element Eli, ni,pred is 
a prediction weighted variable associated with each case in 
memory. The similarity measure can be defined as:  
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3.3.1 Learning 
Learning from the performance feedback is the key 
differentiator here with other knowledge based systems. 
Specific learning methods are applied according to the 
troubleshooting data environment and reasoner type. In our 
formulation there are two key learning mechanisms. 

3.3.2 Human in the Loop Learning (HITLL) 
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As originally proposed in (Saxena, 2007) we adopt a 
Human-in-the-Loop Learning (HITLL) framework where 
not only the experts are kept in the loop for continuous 
performance monitoring, but also the system learning 
activity is accelerated. The human operator who actually 
performs the maintenance and repair operations (MRO) has 
the best knowledge about the effectiveness and the 
adjustments that were needed. He closes the loop between 
sensing and decision support and provides an assessment of 
results as well as a confirmation of the success or failure of 
control actions. The operator’s expertise will assist to define 
and verify the completeness and correctness of the selected 
features for a particular problem set. It is then the task of 
system developers to devise appropriate mechanisms in the 
software to invite such feedback and incorporate the 
information by adjusting the weights in the knowledgebase. 

3.3.3 Incremental Learning in DCBR 

Incremental learning occurs whenever a new case is 
processed and its results are identified. Thus, the memory 
keeps track of each of its experiences, whether success or 
failure, in a declarative way; it is then ready to take 
advantage of future experiences. It must be pointed out that 
there is no guarantee that the matching process will lead to 
the most similar case (Kolodner, 1993). Incremental 
learning is pursued using Q-Learning, a popular 
reinforcement learning scheme for agents learning to behave 
in a game-like environment. Q-Learning is highly adaptive 
for on-line learning since it can easily incorporate new data 
as part of its stored database. An attractive feature in a 
game-like situation is that the player is learning to choose 
the best action for each particular game setting. In this 
framework, the expected reward or “cost-to-go” is stated as: 

(9) 

4. A CASE STUDY: THE IGB 

We now discuss how we apply the proposed troubleshooting 
approach to a helicopter intermediate gearbox (IGB).  A 
schematic view of the H-60 IGB is shown in Figure 7 
followed by the functional diagram in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 7. The IGB structure 

 
Figure 8. Functional diagram of the intermediate gearbox. 

The three basic types of fundamental mechanical units of 
the IGB are gears, shafts, and bearings. A collection of 
features that are characteristic of anomalies in the IGBT 
functions provides a reliable platform for diagnostic 
reasoning. 

The fault-symptom matrix (Table 2) shows that other than 
the gear natural frequency the remaining symptoms are 
different for the input and the output sides. To exploit this 
feature two diagnostic decision trees are constructed for 
each of the input and output accelerometer data. Taking 
advantage of the fact that most faults have only a single 
symptom we devise a simpler linear decision tree. This tree 
is traversed in a depth-first manner, visiting all the branches, 
starting from the root. This tree traversal is performed every 
iteration. Each iteration corresponds to a new dataset 
recorded from the sensors. When any one of these nodes 
returns a fault, then the same traversal process is applied to 
the right sub-tree of that node. It is to be noted that the 
search space is not narrowed down after initial diagnosis 
since a fault initiation in one component does not rule out 
the possibility of other components going bad. 
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Table 2. Fault-Symptom Matrix for the IGB (the symptoms 
are represented by associated frequency bands in Hz). 

The IGB has multiple fault modes depending upon which 
components have failed or are failing. For example, a 
bearing may develop a defect in the inner/outer race, a shaft 
or a gear pinion might develop a crack, or even a gear tooth 
may get worn out or chipped. All of these fault modes give 
rise to characteristic vibration signatures. By looking at the 
corresponding frequency bands in the accelerometer 
readings we can classify the fault modes present. Some 
common IGB fault classification heuristics are given below 
(Vance, 1988): 

• Rotor Imbalance – 1 x shaft speed 

• Shaft Misalignment – 2 x shaft speed, high axial 
vibration 

• Mechanical Looseness – higher harmonics of shaft 
speed 

• Excessive Bearing Clearance – sub-synchronous whirl 
instability 

• Bearing Race Defect – (n/2) x shaft speed, n is the 
number of balls 

• Gear Bevel Defect – gear natural freq., sidebands 
spaced at the running speed of the bad gear. 

The fault-symptom matrix can be readily constructed and is 
shown in Table 2. Figure 9 depicts the computer flowchart. 

The choice of thresholds for these symptoms is arbitrary. In 
this application, for all the symptoms, except for the side 
band spacing, the energy thresholds are set at the upper 3 
sigma limit as determined from the baseline data. For the 
sideband spacing feature the symptom can take the value of 
either the input shaft or the output shaft speed. The system 
parameters required, as input to the MBR program for full 
IGB diagnostics, are given as 68.6 Hz input shaft speed, 
25:31 gear ratio, and gear natural frequency around 822 Hz 
for both input and output gears. 

Since the fault symptoms described are primarily energy 
metrics, the energy content of each data sample received is 
used to determine whether the system is in nominal mode or 
not. Once a fault is diagnosed at the system level we 
evaluate the diagnostic decision tree to isolate and identify 
the fault. 

 
Figure 9. MBR Computer Flowchart for the Helicopter IGB 
Application. 

5. RESULTS 

For fatigue crack analysis an IGB pinion gear made of 9310 
steel was used in a cyclic crack 
growth test. It was seeded with 
faults to initiate cracks. These 
faults consisted of notches made by 
an electric discharge machine 
(EDM), and were located at, and 
parallel to, the root of one of the 
gear teeth as shown in Figure 10. The crack growth test 
consisted of rotation in a spin pit, at a constant high speed 
with a varying load cycle, to simulate flight conditions. Data 
collection was done using 2 stud mounted accelerometers at 
the input and the output of the IGB.  

The data consists of 36 sets of accelerometer readings from 
both the input and the output ends of the gearbox. A number 
of features were extracted by frequency domain 

Crack

1 cm

Figure 10. IGB crack. 
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demodulation (the Fourier Transform of the vibration 
signals). The observed behavior from the data was 
compared with the predicted behavior from the functional 
model of the system. Any discrepancy in the two patterns 
was used to detect a fault condition, while the heuristics 
presented above were used to classify the fault.  

A healthy gearbox exhibits certain characteristic 
frequencies. The primary component of the spectrum is the 
gear mesh frequency, which is 1714.5 Hz in our case. The 
harmonics of the mesh frequency are also present but their 
energy content varies with load conditions. When a crack 
initiates in the gear, the power spectrum starts to show a 
clear peak at the natural frequency of the gear. There are 
also characteristic sidebands spaced at the running speed of 
the bad gear. Thus, the major energy component of the 
signal shifts from the mesh frequency to the gear natural 
frequency and its sidebands. 

For the frequency domain analysis of the given data we 
primarily look at the power spectral density. First, we 
eliminate the mesh frequency and its prominent harmonics. 
Then we measure the normalized energy at the gear natural 
frequency (822 Hz). This is a prime indicator of a growing 
fault condition. The spacing between the sidebands is then 
analyzed to see if it matches either the input or the output 
shaft speed. This provides a means of classifying which 
pinion gear is faulty. The photograph of the input pinion 
crack, shown in Figure 10, provides validation for our 
approach. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Current troubleshooting tools rely on fault tree analysis, 
extensive electronic manuals or expert system methods to 
assist the maintainer in identifying faulty system 
components and take corrective action. There is a need to 
expand the technology base with tools and methods that will 
assure the accurate and expedient identification of fault 
modes while providing means to learn from similar cases. 
This paper introduced a framework for an intelligent 
approach to the troubleshooting problem. More work is 
needed to improve the mathematical rigor of the algorithm 
and ascertain through case studies that appropriate 
performance and effectiveness metrics are met.  
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ABSTRACT 

An integrated fatigue damage diagnosis and prognosis 

framework is proposed in this paper. The proposed 

methodology integrates a Lamb wave-based damage 

detection technique and a Bayesian updating method for 

remaining useful life (RUL) prediction. First, a piezoelectric 

sensor network is used to detect the fatigue crack size near 

the rivet holes in fuselage lap joints. Advanced signal 

processing and feature fusion is then used to quantitatively 

estimate the crack size. Following this, a small time scale 

model is introduced and used as the mechanism model to 

predict the crack propagation for a given future loading and 

an estimate of initial crack length. Next, a Bayesian 

updating algorithm is implemented incorporating the 

damage diagnostic result for the fatigue crack growth 

prediction. Probability distributions of model parameters 

and final RUL are updated considering various uncertainties 

in the damage prognosis process. Finally, the proposed 

methodology is demonstrated using data from fatigue 

testing of realistic fuselage lap joints and the model 

predictions are validated using prognostics metrics.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

For aerospace and civil engineering structures, various types 

of damage such as fatigue cracks, delamination, debonding, 

and corrosion have significant impact on service life. To 

reasonably assess their current health condition (Chong 

1999; Masri, Sheng et al. 2004), a sensitive and precise 

diagnostic method is needed. By analyzing continuous 

monitoring data, prognostics can provide valuable 

information for decision making within an effective 

structural health management (SHM) framework. Fatigue is  

the root cause for a variety of failure modes in aircraft and 

rotorcraft. There are many non-destructive evaluation 

(NDE) methods available for fatigue damage diagnostics, 

such as, thermograph (Hung 1996; Koruk 2009), ultrasonics 

(Kazys and Svilainis 1997), X-ray CT (Nicoletto, Anzelotti 

et al.), etc. With the development of Lamb wave based 

damage detection methods, piezoelectric sensors have been 

widely used (Ward and Buttry 1990; Monkhouse, Wilcox et 

al. 1997; Lemistre and Balageas 2001; Giurgiutiu, Zagrai et 

al. 2002; Giurgiutiu 2003; Giurgiutiu 2005; Santoni, Yu et 

al. 2007) for structural health monitoring because of their 

low cost and high efficiency (Constantin, Sorohan et al. 

2011). Lamb waves can propagate in thin plate without too 

much dispersion in certain modes (Scalea, Francesco et al. 

2002). Using a proper mode selection, piezoelectric sensor 

networks have also been widely used for damage inspection 

of composite plate structures (Wang, Rose et al. 2004)   and  

health monitoring of composite lap joints in aircraft wing . 

The built-in piezoelectric sensors are an ideal way to detect 

invisible fatigue crack growth in metal structures (Ihn and 

Chang 2004) and internal  delamination in composite beam 

(JR and Chang 1993). However, most of the existing 

literatures focus on the plate-like components without more 

complex geometrical features. Damage is typically 

investigated away from the specimen boundaries to avoid 

complex wave reflections. Extending these detection 

methods to more complex structural components and 

prognostic enhancements requires further attention. 

_____________________ 

Tishun Peng et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the 

terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any 

medium, provided the original author and source are credited. 
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In order to predict fatigue crack propagation, various 

physics-based models have been developed. Paris’ law 

(Paris and Erdogan 1963) is one of the most acknowledged 

fracture mechanics-based model for fatigue life prediction. 

However, Paris`s law does not take stress ratio effects into 

consideration. Several modified versions of Paris’ law have 

been reported in the literature, such as the modification for 

the near threshold crack growth (Forman 1967; Laird 1979), 

small/short cracks growth (Kitagawa and Takahashi 1979; 

Ritchie and Lank 1996), and crack closure (Elber 1970). 

However, most of these studies employ cycle-based 

methods and their application to randomly varying 

spectrums may be difficult.  A time-based fatigue crack 

growth model (Lu and Liu 2010) was suggested that can 

overcome some of these inherent shortcomings in the 

classical cycle-based fatigue theories.  

Furthermore, fatigue damage accumulation is a stochastic 

process and an appropriate inclusion and management of 

various uncertainties is critical for prognostics and decision-

making. Bayesian updating algorithm has been shown to 

make use of condition monitoring data to improve model 

based prognosis and incorporate effects of different types of 

uncertainties (Guan, Jha et al. 2011). The uncertainty 

bounds for life prediction are contained (reduced) by 

updating the parameter distribution using the detected crack 

length through periodic measurements. Bayesian updating 

method has been used in this paper for integrated 

diagnostics and prognostics under uncertainties for a 

realistic lap joint geometry. 

This paper is organized as follows. First, piezoelectric 

sensor based damage diagnostic method is proposed to 

detect the crack growth in a lap joint structure. Following 

this, A Bayes theorem based prognostic method is proposed 

that makes combined use of the damage detection method 

and crack propagation models. It is shown that uncertainties 

involved in the model parameters and detected measurement 

data are handled through Bayesian updating. Next, 

experimental data from lap joint coupons are used to 

demonstrate the applicability of this integrated method 

followed by model validation through prognostic metrics. 

The paper ends with conclusions and an outline of future 

work based on the current effort. 

2. DAMAGE DIAGNOSIS  USING A PIEZOELECTRIC SENSOR 

NETWORK 

2.1. Experiment Setup 

The experimental setup for damage prognosis of riveted lap 

joint coupons consists of three major modules: sensing and 

data acquisition system, fatigue crack ground truth 

measurement system, and fatigue cycling system (Fig. 1). 

Sensing and data acquisition system generates a 3.5 cycles 

tone burst lamb wave from Piezoelectric (PZT) actuators 

and records the corresponding signal received by PZT 

sensors.  Crack measurement system uses a traveling 

microscope to measure the crack length after a certain 

number of loading cycles at regular intervals. The specimen 

is subjected to tensile cyclic loading using the fatigue 

cycling system. The experiment setup is shown in Fig. 1. 

The coupons were subjected to two types of loading 

spectrums; constant block loading and variable block 

loading as shown in Fig. 2. 

 
 Figure 1.Systematic flow chart for the damage diagnosis 

system for lap joint 

 
Figure 2.Loading spectrum. a), Constant loading. b). 

Variable loading 

2.2. Specimen Geometry and Sensor Layout Design                                                                                                                                                               

The riveted panels are made of 0.063 inch Al 2024-T3 

sheets that were originally provided by NRC, Canada. For 

repeatability, additional coupons were manufactured at 

NASA. Three rows of rivets are embedded in the panels. 

The detailed geometry is shown in Fig. 3 and corresponding 

mechanical properties of the material are shown in Table 1. 

To employ a pitch-catch method (Raghavan and Cesnik 

2007) , PZTs acting as actuators and sensors are glued on 

the two sides of the rivet holes.  

 

The experimental results have shown that the major crack, 

which results in the final failure of the specimen, always 

appears at the countersunk hole in the first row. Therefore, 

the first row is considered as the target region for damage 

detection. In this study, our efforts are focused on detecting 

damage in the target region and accordingly, the actuators 

and the sensors are placed on opposite sides of the first row. 

This ensures the crack would be on the direct wave path of 
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the sensor-actuator pairs whenever it appears. The 

corresponding sensor network configuration is shown in 

Fig. 4.  Red dots represent actuators away from the target 

region and the green dots represent sensors near the target 

region. Each pair of sensors can interrogate the damage 

information on their direct wave path. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.Geometry of the lap joint and detailed dimension 

of the connection part 

 

Material 

Yield 

strength

    ) 

Modulus of 

elasticity

    ) 

   

(   ) 

     

          

Al2024-

T3 
360 72000 490 1.1164 

Table 1.Mechanical properties of Al2024-T3 

 

Figure 4.Sensor network layout for damage detection on 

riveted lap joint 

2.3. Experimental Result and Data Processing  

In this study, a Hamming-windowed sinusoidal tone burst 

with 3.5 cycles was used as the actuating signal. The central 

frequency of this signal was set at 200kHz, as shown in Fig. 

5. After installing the specimen on the hydraulic machine, 

first a baseline signal for normal condition is collected. 

Further data are collected periodically and the traveling 

microscope is used to measure the surface crack length at 

regular intervals. Fig. 6 illustrates a typical signal obtained 

for specimen T11 subjected to constant loading. With 

further signal processing, changes in selected features 

(phase change, correlation coefficient, and amplitude 

change) are calculated. The amplitude change reflects the 

energy dissipation due to the crack. The phase angle change 

is due to the traveling distance change due to the crack. The 

correlation coefficient change reflects the signal 

perturbation due to the new waves generated at the crack 

surfaces (Raghavan and Cesnik 2007). The detailed physical 

explanation of the chosen features is discussed in a 

companion papers and is under preparation. All of these 

feature changes can be obtained by comparing the received 

signals under normal and defect condition. Detailed 

description is given in literatures (Zhao, Gao et al. 2007; SU 

and Ye 2009; Wang and Yuan 2009). The relationship 

between trends in features and crack length is shown in Fig. 

7. 

 

Figure 5.A tone burst signal of 3.5 cycles with 200kHz 

central frequency 

 
 

Figure 6.Received signal for specimen T11 

Cycle# 
Correlation 

coefficient 

Phase 

change 
Amplitude 

55900 1 0 0.0201 

60200 0.9895 0 0.0185 

65001 0.977 0.05 0.017 

67054 0.9481 0.1 0.0149 

70016 0.9233 0.1 0.0139 

71130 0.9058 0.15 0.0109 

73210 0.8717 0.15 0.0093 

75045 0.7762 0.3 0.0055 

Table 2.The corresponding signal interpreting result for T11 

under constant loading 
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Figure 7.The relationship between signal features and crack 

length 

As shown in Table 2. and Fig. 7, all features exhibit 

monotonic relationships with increasing crack length, but it 

is not trivial to predict the crack length using individual 

feature. Therefore, using data from several experiments, a 

multivariable regression is carried out. The corresponding 

formulation is shown in Eq. (1), which is trained using data 

from five different specimens (T1, T2, T3, T5 and T6). 

Table 2 lists the tuned regression coefficients for this 

formulation.   

                           

                                
     

     
  (1) 

where    is the detected crack length,   is the correlation 

coefficient variable,   is the phase change variable, and   is 

the amplitude variable. 

Coefficients Value 

A 7.92 

1  -2.77 

2
 

-2.69 

3  
-9.41 

4  0.529 

5  
-5.19 

6  
10.0 

7  
6.21 

8  0.670 

9  
3.50 

Table 4.Coefficients for second order multivariate 

regression 

Using the diagnostic model described above, detected crack 

length for various specimen can be obtained. Table 3. shows 

experimentally measured crack lengths and the detection 

results for the two specimens (T11 and T9). It can be 

observed that detection results show good agreement with 

ground truth crack length measurements in general. 

However, there are uncertainties in these measurements and 

diagnostic estimation which show up as differences in the 

two estimates. A similar behavior was observed for all other 

specimens. .     

T11 

Constant loading 

T9 

Variable loading 

Measured 

Crack 

length(mm) 

Detected 

Crack 

length(mm) 

Measured 

Crack 

length(mm) 

Detected 

Crack 

length(mm) 

0 0.257 0 0.257 

 

1.61 0.834 1.94 2.77 

2.17 1.71 2.5 3.01 

2.74 2.71 3.71 3.79 

3.13 2.99 3.88 4.40 

4.06 4.38 4.61 4.79 

4.96 4.90 4.96 4.75 

7.24 6.30 5.52 5.01 

 

Table 3.The experimentally measured crack length and 

detected result for the two specimens 

3. DAMAGE PROGNOSIS USING BAYESIAN UPDATING 

Following the development of the damage diagnosis model, 

the detected crack growth data are combined with crack 

propagation law for the predicting remaining life. A small 

time scale model (Lu 2010) is briefly discussed next, which 

was used as the mechanism model for fatigue crack 

propagation. Bayes theorem based prognostic method is 

then employed to incorporate diagnostic estimation and 

fatigue crack growth model.  

3.1. Small Time Scale Model 

This model defines the fatigue crack kinetics at any arbitrary 

time instant (t+dt) within a loading cycle. As shown in Fig. 

8, the crack face will extend by da for a small temporal 

increment dt during the loading cycle (Lu and Liu 2010). 

The crack growth after a given life span (   ) can be 

obtained through direct integration over time.  This model 

was proposed based on the geometric relationship between 

the crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) and the 

instantaneous crack growth kinetics. An illustration of this 

geometric relationship is shown in Fig. 9.  For a given time 

increment, the relationship between the CTOD increment 

   and crack increment    can be expressed as  

  

  
 

    

 

  

  
 (2) 

where   is the crack tip opening angle (CTOA). However, 

this formulation does not consider material property changes 

at the crack tip during previous loading cycles. To 

incorporate that, the relationship between    and    was 

modified by (Zhang and Liu 2012). This model is also 
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applicable to random amplitude loading in general and is 

given as 

  

  
 

       

 √ 

  

  
 (3)  (3) 

where A is a calibration parameter for a given specimen, 

     √    and Y is the geometry correction function. A 

detailed derivation of this formulation can be found in (Lu 

and Liu 2010).  

 

Figure 8.da~dt relationship at a small time scale 

 
Figure 9.A schematic illustration of the geometric 

relationship for crack tip 

3.2. Bayesian updating and uncertainties quantification 

Even though the introduced small time scale model can 

express the fatigue crack growth under variable amplitude 

loading, this deterministic model cannot handle the 

uncertainties involved in the fatigue crack growth. 

Maximum Relative Entropy (MRE) was first applied by 

(Guan, Jha et al. 2009)in fatigue problems to describe the 

stochastic process of the fatigue crack growth mechanism. 

Model parameters are considered as random variables, 

which can be updated using the in-situ measurements. The 

posterior distribution of the parameters can be express as 

          (  | )            (4) 

where      is the prior distribution of the model parameter, 

in which   can be vector,     |   is the likelihood 

function,      is the posterior distribution of model 

parameter,            is the term introduced by the moment 

constraint. The detailed derivation of Eq.(4) can be found in 

al(Guan, Jha et al. 2009). It can be seen that, if there is no 

moment constraint (i.e.,   ), MRE method is identical 

with traditional Bayesian updating. In Bayesian updating, 

model uncertainties and measurements uncertainties are 

incorporated in the construction of the likelihood function. 

Let    be a system measurement,      is the prediction 

value based on physic-model. If there is no measurement 

noise and model parameter uncertainties, the measurement 

would be identical with the model prediction, i.e.    
     . However, this is not the case here. If the 

measurement noise   and model uncertainties   are 

considered, the relationship between    and      can be 

expressed as 

             (5) 

Assume the two error term         are independent zero 

mean normal variables (Bell 2001; Adams 2002), the sum of 

them can be expressed as a new random variable      
  ~N(0,   ). Therefore, the likelihood function     |   can 

be expressed as 

    
    

     
     

 

(√    )
       

 

 
∑ (

   
       

  
)
 

 
     (6) 

Where   is the number of available measurements. 

Substituting Eq.(6)  into Eq.(4), the posterior distribution of 

parameter   is expressed as 

   |  
    

     
    

    
 

(√    )
       

 

 
∑ (

   
       

  
)
 

 
     (7) 

In Eq. (7),      can be replaced by the small time scale 

model introduced earlier. The crack length can be calculated 

using given parameter inputs. It is not easy to get an 

analytical solution for Eq. (7) if the parameter vector is high 

dimension. Therefore, a sample technique, such as Markov 

chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is adopted. Following the 

Bayesian updating, the uncertainties in model parameters 

are reduced and result in improved remaining useful life 

prediction performance.  

4. DEMONSTRATION EXAMPLES  

4.1. Constant Loading Case 

To precisely predict the fatigue life, an estimate of initial 

crack length is needed as input to the crack growth model. 

However, the initial crack length for the lap joint is often 

undetectable initially and therefore an equivalent initial flaw 

size (EIFS) concept (Liu and Mahadevan 2009) is applied to 

calculate the crack length for a given number of load cycles.  
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Ideally EIFS should be properly chosen to match as close as 

possible the true crack growth area. We consider both EIFS 

and A in Eq. (3) as the parameters to be updated. The initial 

guess about A is obtained from training data from other 

specimens (T1, T2, T3, T5 and T6 ) and the initial estimate 

of EIFS is obtained by the model  proposed in (El, Topper et 

al. 1979). The equation estimating the EIFS is given as  

  
 

 
 
    

    
   (8) 

where Y is a geometry correction factor depending on 

specimen geometry and crack configuration,     is fatigue 

limit, and      is the threshold stress intensity factor. For 

lap joints, Y should incorporate the multiple crack 

condition, because of other minor cracks that may appear 

randomly near other holes. Corresponding detailed solution 

for Y is given in (hijazi, Smith et al. 2004).  

Based on the prognostic method described above and 

detected crack length from the diagnosis module in Table 3, 

Bayesian updating is performed to update the prediction 

results and the model parameters. The experimentally 

measured crack length is considered as ground truth data.  

Fig. 10 shows the prior belief and two set of data and Fig. 

11 shows the updated results from the proposed prognosis 

method. Blue solid line is the median prediction using the 

prior distribution. Hollow rectangular points are the 

optically measured crack length and are considered the true 

crack length. Black solid points are the crack estimation 

from the Lamb wave-based damage detection method. It can 

be seen that measurement uncertainties exist and influence 

the estimated crack length, which is different from the true 

crack length. 

 

Figure 10.Prior belief and dataset for T11 

 
a. 

 

 
b. 

 
c. 

 
d. 

Figure 11.Bayesian updating result. a), One detected data.b), 

Two detected data. c),Three detected data. d), Four detected 

data. 

From Fig. 11, it can also be seen that the median prediction 

gets closer to the true crack length with incremental updates 

from detection data. The uncertainty bounds become 

narrower with additional updating, which indicate the 

effectiveness of the Bayesian updating method in reducing 

prognostic uncertainties. This trend can also be observed in 

the updated parameter distribution, shown in Fig. 12. 
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b. 

Figure 12.Parameter updating result. a), Updated EIFS. 

b), Updated A 

4.2. Variable Loading Case 

Following the same procedure as described in Section 4.1, 

the prognosis is carried out for variable amplitude loading. 

Fig. 13 shows the prior belief and two sets of data (i.e., 

crack length measurement from optical microscope and 

those from Lamb wave detection).  Fig. 14 shows the 

updated results using the proposed prognosis method.  

 

Figure 13.Prior belief and dataset for T9 

 

a. 

 

b. 

 

c. 

 

d. 

Figure 14.Bayesian updating results with. a), One detected 

data point. b), Two detected data points. c), Three detected 

data points. d), Four detected data points. 
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is possible to move from inside of 90% to outside of 90% 

due to the variable loading. 

 

 

a. 

 

b. 

Figure 15.Parameter updating result. a), Updated EIFS. 

 b), updated A 

4.3. Prognostic Performance Evaluation 

To evaluate the performance of the prognostic model, 

prognostic metrics are employed. A detailed discussion of 

metrics-based model validation can be found in (Saxena, 

Celaya et al. 2008). Several relevant metrics, such as 

Prognostic Horizon (PH),     Accuracy, Relative 

Accuracy (RA), Cumulative Relative Accuracy (CRA), and 

Convergence are discussed in that publication. In this paper 

here, Prognostic Horizon and     Accuracy are used to 

assess prognostic algorithms performance. The Prognostic 

Horizon describes the length of time before end–of–life 

(EoL) when a prognostic algorithm starts predicting with 

desired accuracy limits. The limit is expressed using an  -

bound given by        . In contrast,     Accuracy 

determines whether prediction accuracy is within desired 

accuracy levels (specified by  ) at a given time. We present 

the results for constant loading and variable loading in the 

next figures. 

 Constant loading prediction performance assessment 

 

Figure 16.Prognostic performance for PH and     

accuracy 

Fig. 16 shows that 99.5% RUL interval prediction enters the 

90% accuracy zone at the third updating, so the proposed 

prognostic method can provide a satisfactory prediction of 

RUL.  

 Variable loading prognostic assessment 

 

Figure 17.Prognostic performance for PH and     

accuracy 
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fourth updating. Satisfactory result is obtained for the 

variable loading case. 
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given more information. Therefore, the updating result can 

provide an informative RUL prediction at earlier stage of 

the whole lifecycle.  

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an integrated fatigue damage diagnostics and 

prognostics methodology is proposed, which combines a 

piezoelectric sensor network-based damage detection 

method, physics-based fatigue crack propagation model, and 
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data.  Based on the results obtained, several conclusions can 

be drawn: 

1. Individual feature is not adequate for accurate 

extrapolation from training data to validation data and 

therefore, feature fusion among different features can 

be used to reduce the uncertainties in the damage 

detection; 

2. By properly interpreting the features changes of the 

received signal, the proposed diagnostic model provides 

a reasonable estimate of the crack length in lap joints. 

There is some uncertainties inherent in the crack length 

detection that must be incorporated in predictions.  

3. The small time scale model can be successfully applied 

to both constant loading and variable amplitude loading 

cases. 

4. Bayesian updating can represent and manage the 

uncertainties introduced by model parameters and 

measurement noise. The accuracy of model prediction 

increases as more data are included in the updating. The 

performance of the proposed prognostic method is 

assessed by the given prognostics metrics and  

satisfactory results are obtained.  

The current work focused on the damage size estimation for 

a known damage location identified based on hot spot 

identification (and consequent sensor placement). Further 

efforts are required to provide capability for more general 

crack location methods and to extend the proposed 

methodology to other structural components. Last but not 

the least, this work assumed presence of a single major 

crack for predictions. Further studies are required to 

consider multiple site cracks and their interactions. 
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ABSTRACT 

Condition-based maintenance (CBM) enables fleet-level 

decisions that increase readiness, increase time between 

overhaul (TBO) and reduce inspections.  Since engines 

account for a significant portion in overall maintenance cost 

drivers, detection of incipient faults is an important element 

of the overall CBM equation.  The last few years have seen 

significant progress in design, development and deployment 

of engine health monitoring.  In order for such potential 

health monitoring solutions to be operationally viable, they 

must integrate with existing engine designs and maintenance 

processes.  That is, technical factors must be balanced 

against economic and operational benefits.  

A Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) is used to provide a 

comparison of alternative solutions that decision-makers can 

use to identify the most cost-effective approach to CBM.  In 

this paper we describe our approach to developing the 

underlying value capture expressions for monetizing cost 

and benefits.  We illustrate the approach to evaluate two 

options for mechanical components health monitoring 

techniques for a gas turbine engine.  We conclude the paper 

with how CBA summary results can be presented to a 

decision maker. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The last few years have seen significant progress in design, 

development and deployment of engine health monitoring 

solutions (Jaw 2005, Mylaraswamy et al. 2009). This 

progress is exemplified both with respect to novel sensor 

development (Uluyol 2010), accurate algorithms and 

increased coverage of engine components being monitored 

(Parthasarathy 2011). In order for such potential health 

monitoring solutions to be operationally viable, they must 

integrate with existing engine designs and maintenance 

processes. The technical factors must be balanced against 

economic and operational benefits. In this paper a Cost-

Benefit Analysis (CBA) analysis approach is used to show 

how competing solutions can be compared to identify the 

most effective engine health monitoring design for a new 

development engine.   

2. THE APPROACH 

At the heart of any CBA is a cost model, with an underlying 

cash flow structure comprised of elements that work 

towards (benefits) or against (costs) the business objectives.  

Commonly there are two approaches to developing a cost 

model: resources based and activity based (Schmidt, 2009). 

For a new engine development program, considering 

condition based maintenance (CBM) capabilities, a 

resources-based approach is appropriate. Similar to a 

component improvement program where a new engine 

component must buy its way onto the platform, a CBM 

system is intended to bring benefits but is also expected to 

have its own useful life, operating and maintenance costs 

that must be compared relative to its benefits. Our analysis 

proceeds by comparing two different scenarios in a cash 

flow model, an ‗as-is‘ engine design e.g. no CBM and the 

‗to-be‘ configuration e.g. a CBM system with a suite of 

capabilities.   

In our analysis the cost elements follow a structure similar 

to that provided in the Report of the OSD CBM+ Action 

Group 2010 Summer Study (Secretary of Defense, 2010). 

At the top level the cost elements include research and 

development, infrastructure investment, operation and 

sustainment of the technology and final disposal.  We 

explicitly track and monetize a cost for the additional weight 

incur for the engine integrated elements of the technology 

solution.   In addition we have made extensive use of a Cost 

_____________________ 

Gordon et al.. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which 

permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 

provided the original author and source are credited. 
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Effectiveness Analysis (CEA) Spreadsheet (US Army 2007) 

to define and evaluate costs. CEA is a standardize tool 

developed by the Joint Propulsion Coordinating Committee 

(JPCC) for evaluating the cost effectiveness of an 

engineering change to aircraft engines.   

The cost is broken down into four categories:  

1. Non-recurring Development Cost.  

 a. A one-time cost to mature the technology from its 

current technology readiness level (TRL) to TRL-7.  

b. A one-time cost to develop the necessary CBM 

infrastructure ground support equipment, CBM 

servers, engine tests, and common software 

development.  

2. Unit cost for deployment.  

a. A PHM technology may require special sensors, 

signal processing units and cables. The unit cost for a 

PHM technology includes the cost to deploy the 

sensor (if applicable) and any specialized software on 

the engine.  

b. In addition there will be a cost for installing the any 

commonly used processing hardware and common 

software to support the Engine PHM functions on the 

aircraft.  

3. Sustainment cost. The sustainment cost is estimated:  

a. One block change per year that includes a major 

software modification.  

b. Software configuration changes to update lookup-

table, threshold and algorithm settings. We estimate 

each change will consume 2 man-hours. In the first 

year of deployment we estimate 48 changes, 24 in the 

second year and 12 in subsequent years.  

4. Added weight was accounted for as a decrease in 

specific fuel consumption.  

More challenging than characterizing the system costs over 

time is the difficulty of effectively characterizing the CBM 

system benefits.  In this case the true value of any new 

technology should be measured against a set of metrics that 

map back to operational and mission effectiveness.  As a 

starting point we used the Army‘s top level CBM objectives 

(US Army 2012):  

1. Decrease Maintenance Burden on the Soldier. 

2. Increase Platform Availability and Readiness 

3. Enhance Safety 

4. Reduce Operations & Support (O&S) Costs 

 

These objectives cover traditionally financial and non-

financial goals.  Despite the fact that these non-financial 

benefits are indeed very important – the Army states that 

―the most compelling and supportable benefits described in 

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) are those associated with 

aviator safety and aviation combat power‖ (Secretary of 

Defense, 2010) – there is often a reluctance to assign 

monetary values to non-financial benefits. But clearly the 

cash flow statement is blind to nonfinancial business 

outcomes so defining an acceptable value is necessary.  

In this paper we focus on monetizing one such objective – 

namely operational availability caused by downtime and 

inefficient operations.  In order to define the underlying 

expressions, key system boundaries and assumptions, which 

can be interpreted as our cost model parameters, need to be 

defined. These are listed in Table 1.  

Model Parameters  

Number of engines and 

aircrafts 

Unit-level maintenance 

man-hour rate 

Year of introduction of 

production engines 

Depot maintenance 

man-hour rate 

Engine introduction rate Average cost of fuel 

Average yearly flying 

hours (FH) 

Density of fuel 

(kerosene) 

Average mission length 

(flight hours) 

Analysis period in years 

Table 1.  Parameters in the cost-benefit analysis 

In addition, our analysis considers the rate at which users 

replace existing maintenance paradigms with new 

technologies. This adoption rate is expressed through a 

constant, α, as shown in Table 2.  

 

Year 

Adopter  

Category 

Cumulative 

Acceptance 

Fraction, α 

1 Innovators 

(2.5% of population)  

0.025 

3 Early Adopters 

(13.5% of population)  

0.16 

4 Early Majority  

(34% of population)  

0.5 

5 Late Majority  

(34% of population)  

0.84 

10 Laggards  

(16% of population)  

1.0 

Table 2.  Adoption rate of maintenance policies due to 

introduction of CBM technologies 

3. QUANTIFYING THE CBM BENEFITS 

The objectives of decreasing the Maintenance Burden on the 

Soldier and reducing Operations & Support (O&S) Costs 

are financial benefits that are relatively easy to account for 

in a cash flow model. For example we model the benefit of 

decreased maintenance burden by considering two sources 

of activities: (a) scheduled preventative maintenance 

activities, and (b) troubleshooting activities arising from 

inconclusive diagnostic indications. Given a frequency of 

occurrence and cost per occurrence these sources can be 

evaluated. However increases in aviator safety and aviation 

combat power (increase platform availability and readiness) 
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are responsible for the majority of a CBM system value. 

These are not direct financial benefits and are more 

challenging to model. But given their significance and 

complexity, this is where we will focus our attention in the 

paper. 

For readiness and availability we monetize the benefits by 

first establishing how the CBM capabilities can influence 

Ao.  From the definition of operational availability we have 

(U.S. Army, 1996),  

Ao = OR =                    (OT+ST)                        ( 

                     (OT+ST) + (TCM+TPM+TALDT)  (1) 

here Ao is operational availability, OR is operational 

readiness, OT is operating time, ST is standby time, TCM is 

total corrective maintenance downtime, TPM is total 

preventative maintenance downtime and TALDT is total 

administrative and logistics delay time. By definition, if a 

CBM capability can reduce TCM, TPM or TALDT, then 

operational availability can be improved. 

To assign a value to the fractional increases in Ao we note 

that increases in Ao are increases in the fractional utility of 

the asset, where the total utility is the total satisfaction that 

the user receives over the life of the asset. Given that the 

total satisfaction must be greater or equal to the total costs 

for acquiring, operating, maintaining and disposing the 

asset, a value can be assigned to Ao based on the flight hour 

costs, FHcost, for the helicopter. The cost per flight hour is 

calculated as follows:  

FH_value ≥ FH_cost  

= AAC_aircraft + DMC_Engine + DMC_Aircraft 

 + Fuel cost per FH (2) 

 

Here AACaircraft is the average acquisition cost per flight 

hour. DMC* is the average direct maintenance cost per flight 

hour. The average acquisition cost AAC is calculated as:  

.  

Avg Acq Cost =   Aircraft average acquisition cost 

Expected aircraft lifetime in FH (3) 

 

From reference sources, e.g. (Katzomis, 1998), for the 

Apache and Blackhawk helicopter  

 

Acquisition CostApache  =  $43M 

Acquisition CostBlackhawk  = $21M  (4) 

 

And assuming an average expected lifetime for helicopters 

of 62,500 flight hours and a fleet mix of 30% Apaches, 70% 

Blackhawks, the acquisition cost for the fleet becomes:  

 

AACAircraft =             0.3 * $43M + 0.7 * $21M              = 441 $/FH 

                       62,500 expected lifetime FH per aircraft 

(5) 

Next we look at two major factors that cause loss of flight 

hours. 

3.1. Unscheduled Event Model 

In our model an unscheduled/unplanned maintenance occurs 

at the unit level in the following two conditions:  

a) A malfunction is not detected until the pre-flight 

inspection rendering the engine and hence the aircraft 

unavailable for the mission.  

b) A malfunction or an alert is generated during the 

mission resulting in mission abort.  

The model associated with these unscheduled events is 

expressed as:  

 

(6) 

We monetize the net impact of these unscheduled 

maintenance events using the following method and 

assumptions:  

1. Administrative and logistics delay for an unscheduled 

event is 8 days. Using the average aircraft utilization 

rate (based on parameters listed in Table 1), we convert 

this to equivalent loss of flight hours, XTALDT  The 

monetary value is given by: FHvalue x XTALDT 

2. A mission-abort decision is made mid-way into 

mission. Using the average aircraft utilization rate 

(based on parameters listed in Table 1), we convert this 

to equivalent loss of flight hours, XMA. The monetary 

value is given by: FHvalue x XMA.  We further multiply 

this number by the probability of occurrence,  

P(engine inflight shutdown|malfunction).  

3. We assume a constant value for a class A accident. Let 

MACC denote this constant value. This number is 

multiplied by  

P(class A accident|inflight engine shutdown). which is 

usually a very small number.  

If a CBM technology can provide an early indication with 

an adoption rate α and prevent nOI such events, the savings 

would be:  

nOI x α x {FHvalue x XTALDT + 

P(engine inflight shutdown|malfunction) x 

FHvalue x XMA + 

P(class A accident|inflight engine shutdown) x 
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M_ACC} (7) 

Next we describe the value capture expression associated 

with the other factor that causes loss of flight hours.  

3.2. Scheduled Event Model 

Scheduled Preventative Maintenance, SPM, is defined as 

activities performed on a periodic basis to keep the aircraft 

ready for operations. A SPM occurs at a fixed interval TSPM, 

may involve more than one maintainer and requires LSPM  

man-hours of activity. TSPM is expected to vary depending 

on OPTEMPO and mission criticality.  

The model associated with a scheduled preventative 

maintenance event is:  

 

Scheduled Mx event 

   leads to Additional burden on maintainer 

Decrease in operational availability 

(8) 

A CBM technology can potentially impact a SPM as 

follows: (1) It can increase the time interval between two 

successive scheduled preventative maintenance activities. 

That is, TSPM,CBM ≥ TSPM.  (2) It can decrease the time it takes 

to perform a scheduled preventative maintenance action. 

That is, LSPM,CBM ≤ LSPM. The expression for reducing the 

cost associated with SPM is given by: 

 

(9) 

 

Here $AVUM is the unit level labor rate and FH is the total 

flight hours over the evaluation period. 

3.3 Economic Impact of an Undetected Fault 

The net impact of undesired effects resulting from an 

inability to detect the initial fault are described in Figure 1.  

 

 

Figure 1.  Impact of an undetected abrupt fault 

As shown in the Figure 1, an abrupt fault happens at time Tf.  

Here we assume that the source of the abrupt fault is 

contained within a line replaceable unit LRU. Since this 

fault is ―abrupt‖, by definition it causes a sudden increase in 

the engine deterioration rate. The deterioration rate 

increases from r0  r1. Since the engine is operating at 

meeting its power requirements, it is operating inefficiently 

after the onset of the abrupt fault. This causes a jump in the 

specific fuel consumption SFC. 

In the ―to-be‖ scenario, we assume that we have a CBM 

technology that can detect the onset of the abrupt fault. This 

detection is done after a period of latency, TL. The resulting 

benefits are expressed as:  

(a) After the replacement action, the engine continues to 

operate at its original deterioration rate r0. This will 

increase its time on wing. This modeled as a net 

reduction in DMCEngine. 

(b) After the replacement action, the engine continues to 

operate at its deterioration rate, which implies lower 

fuel consumption rate. This is modeled as a net 

reduction in net fuel savings  

(c) Secondary damage to other parts. If we can detect the 

abrupt fault earlier and replace it, we can save an 

equivalent amount of secondary damage.  

(d) Transition from an unplanned to a planned 

maintenance.  

4. AN EXAMPLE – MECHANICAL HEALTH MONITORING 

This example discusses how the costs and benefits of a 

technology referred to as Mechanical Health Monitoring 

(MHM) can be estimated.  MHM consists of the sensors and 

algorithms needed to collect and fuse data from Oil Debris 

Monitoring (ODM) and vibration monitoring. The ODM 

system consists of a sensor that counts individual metallic 

particles and the associated signal processing electronics 

and software. The vibration monitoring system consists of 

multiple accelerometers and the hardware and software 

required to generate Condition Indicators (CIs) for advanced 

mechanical diagnostics. The MHM algorithms include a 

progressive on-board indicator and on-ground indications 

that enable maintenance to be planned when an incipient 

fault is detected while the engine continues to be operated.  

In evaluating the costs and benefits of MHM, two different 

options are considered.  In option 1 an ODM system is 

compared to the chip detector (Figure 2). Option-2 includes 

an advanced capability of fusing ODM and vibration 

indicators is compared to a baseline design of a chip 

detector. Figure 3 illustrates the system with the addition of 

vibration monitoring.  This comparison enables an 

evaluation of the additional cost of including vibration 

monitoring and the increased benefits that come from ODM 

and vibration fusion.  
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Figure 2. Option 1: ODM system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Option 2: ODM and vibration fusion 
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The benefits for each option are derived from the following 

value areas: 

1) Reduction in hours spent investigating and 

dispositioning false chip detections 

2) Reduction in mission aborts caused by chip indications 

in flight 

3) Converting unscheduled engine replacements to 

planned maintenance 

4) Increased aircraft availability due to conversion to 

planned maintenance 

5) Minimized secondary damage 

6) Converting unscheduled LRU-related maintenance 

actions to planned maintenance (option 2 only) 

7) Reduction in depot repair costs through fault isolation 

and smart workscoping (option 2 only) 

One of the significant improvements in using these systems 

is the operational benefits of the transition from 

unscheduled to planned maintenance, i.e. being able to 

prepare for maintenance before the aircraft has to be 

removed from service.  This improves availability and 

avoids additional expenses for expediting shipping, 

overtime, etc.  There can be large variation in how 

unscheduled maintenance affects operations.  In some 

scenarios, an aircraft being removed from service can have 

minimal operational impact.  In other scenarios, it can be 

very disruptive.  To quantify the value of avoiding these 

disruptions, we estimate the average additional flight hours 

that an aircraft is down for unscheduled maintenance and 

multiply this by our cost per flight hour rate.  

The key metric that enables maintenance to transition from 

unscheduled to planned is the amount of advanced notice (in 

operating hours) between high confidence detection of the 

incipient fault , and annunciation that the engine should no 

longer be operated.  Option 2 is typically able to reach a 

given levels of detection confidence earlier than option 1.  

This is because an independent vibration indication along 

with a relatively small amount of debris enables higher 

confidence early in the fault progression.  Alternatively, 

with ODM only, the fault must progress farther before there 

is enough debris to reliably distinguish between normal and 

faulted conditions.  To model this in the value equation, an 

engineering estimate is made that Option 1 will provide 

enough advanced notice to enable planned maintenance 

50% of the time.  It is assumed that Option 2 will enable 

planned maintenance 95% of the time.  These assumptions 

are consistent with seeded-fault test data and analysis 

results.  In the instances where there is not enough advanced 

notice to enable fully planned maintenance, the ground 

system is designed to indicate the need for immediate 

maintenance.  This case is considered to be equivalent to a 

present state of the art chip detector operational baseline.  

This difference in advanced notice is one of the primary 

differences between the two options, and leads to significant 

value that justifies the additional cost of the vibration and 

fusion functionality.  

Figure 4 shows how the consolidated cash flow was 

developed for the illustrative CBM functions, MHM-I and 

MHM –II.  The cost elements follow a cost element 

structure echoing the outline provided in Appendix D of the 

Report of the OSD CBM+ Action Group 2010 Summer 

Study (Secretary of Defense, 2010). At the top level, the 

cost elements include research and development, 

infrastructure investment, operation and sustainment of the 

technology and final disposal.  We also explicitly track and 

monetize a cost for the additional weight incurred for the 

engine integrated elements of the technology solution. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND SIGNIFICANCE 

 

Integrating an advanced health monitoring system on a new 

engine platform must exhibit both operational and economic 

benefits. The objectives of decreasing the Maintenance 

Burden on the Soldier and reducing Operations & Support 

(O&S) Costs are financial benefits that are relatively easy to 

account for in a cash flow model. In this paper we presented 

an approach for calculating some of qualitative benefits. 

Specifically, we focused on monetizing the benefits 

associated with increased availability Ao arising from 

reducing downtime and fuel savings arising from reducing 

inefficient engine operations. Key to these value expressions 

is the concept of a simple life-cycle model that estimates the 

minimum cost per aircraft flight hour. The key contribution 

lies in this relatively simple equation that makes minimal 

assumptions and readily calculated using available design 

data such as those used to evaluate a new engine 

procurement option. Since the value must be greater than 

equal to the cost, we use this to calculate the marginal 

benefits that can derived by an increase in Ao.  

The impact of abrupt undetected faults on engine fuel 

consumption forms the basis for monetizing inefficient 

operations. Again we assume a typical engine degradation 

model used to estimate performance-based maintenance 

intervals.   

We illustrated the cost model and its application to evaluate 

two CBM options available for mechanical health 

monitoring. While our intent was not to describe the 

underlying technologies, but illustrate the cost and benefit 

elements that were used to evaluate the two options with 

respect to each other.  
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Figure 4. Summary table for presenting CBA results 
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ABSTRACT

The field of Prognostic Health Management (PHM) has been
undergoing rapid growth in recent years, with development
of increasingly sophisticated techniques for diagnosing faults
in system components and estimating fault progression tra-
jectories. Research efforts on how to utilize prognostic health
information (e.g. for extending the remaining useful life of
the system, increasing safety, or maximizing operational ef-
fectiveness) are mostly in their early stages, however. The
process of using prognostic information to determine a sys-
tem’s actions or its configuration is beginning to be referred
to as Prognostic Decision Making (PDM). In this paper we
propose a formulation of the PDM problem with the attributes
of the aerospace domain in mind, outline some of the key re-
quirements for PDM methods, and explore techniques that
can be used as a foundation of PDM development. The prob-
lem of satisfying the performance goals set for specific objec-
tive functions is discussed next, followed by ideas for possible
solutions. The ideas, termed Dynamic Constraint Redesign
(DCR), have roots in the fields of Multidisciplinary Design
Optimization and Game Theory. Prototype PDM and DCR
algorithms are also described and results of their testing are
presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

As aerospace vehicles become more complex and their mis-
sions more demanding, it is becoming increasingly challeng-
ing for even the most experienced pilots, controllers, and
maintenance personnel to analyze changes in vehicle behav-
ior that can indicate a fault and accurately predict the short-
and long-term effects that the fault can produce. For this
reason, some of the latest vehicle designs begin to incor-
porate automated fault diagnostic and prognostic methods

Edward Balaban et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, pro-
vided the original author and source are credited.

that can assist with these tasks (Janasak & Beshears, 2007;
Benedettini, Baines, Lightfoot, & Greenough, 2009; Reve-
ley, Leone, Briggs, & Withrow, 2010; Delgado, Dempsey, &
Simon, 2012). The research into how to utilize prognostics-
enabled health information in making autonomous or semi-
autonomous decisions on system reconfiguration or mission
replanning is still in its early stages, however.

There are other fields (e.g., operations research, medicine, fi-
nancial analysis, and climatology) where computer-assisted
Prognostic Decision Making (PDM) can play or already plays
a role - even if the terminology used for it is different (see, for
instance, (Räisänen & Palmer, 2001), (Wang & Zhu, 2008),
or (Kasmiran, Zomaya, Mazari, & Garsia, 2010)). While the
fundamentals of PDM methods for these fields are likely to be
similar, we believe that there are important reasons to exam-
ine how such methods should be developed and used specifi-
cally in the context of aerospace.

First, we believe that PDM development needs to be informed
by the unique set of aerospace domain characteristics, where
the operating environment is often harsh and dynamic, sys-
tems are highly complex, and an incorrect decision can lead
to loss of life. Conversely, it would be beneficial to inform ve-
hicle design by the needs and capabilities of PDM algorithms.
This includes computing requirements, sensor suite selection,
component redundancy considerations, operating procedures,
and communication architectures. A capable (and appropri-
ately verified and validated) PDM system can expand both de-
sign and operating options for an aerospace vehicle in much
the same way as a new composite material can do for its struc-
ture or a new type of fuel can do for its propulsion system.

We foresee a number of use cases for PDM in aerospace ap-
plications, with some possibilities listed below:

• Maintenance and supply chain management
• Safety assurance for manned aircraft and spacecraft

1
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• Mission effectiveness maximization for unmanned vehi-
cles

In this paper we propose a set of general properties that prob-
lems of interest to PDM researchers may have and consider
how methods from the fields of mathematical optimization,
multidisciplinary design optimization, and game theory can
be utilized in the development of PDM systems for aerospace.
The discussion will primarily center on certain elements of
mission-, vehicle-, and subsystem-level reasoning, however
we believe that the longer-term goal of PDM development
should be in creating distributed, yet comprehensively inter-
connected systems that support information flow from the
highest, e.g. fleet, levels down to the individual vehicle com-
ponents - and back. To achieve that goal, four main areas will
need to be addressed: (1) approaches for effective system
(problem) decomposition into subproblems; (2) decision-
making problem formulations for different types of sub-
problems; (3) decision-making methods appropriate for the
subproblem types; (4) methods for adjusting problem for-
mulations (such as constraints) in real-time, if necessitated
by prognostic predictions in off-nominal situations.

The paper is organized around the following objectives:

• Provide some motivating examples for considering PDM
in the context of aerospace engineering (Section 2)

• Identify some of the more challenging problems in
aerospace decision-making and outline the requirements
such problems can impose on PDM methods (Section 3)

• Provide the definitions used in this work and formulate
the problem class of interest from a constrained opti-
mization point of view (Section 5)

• Outline some of the potential approaches to solving the
formulated class of problems (Section 6)

• Discuss the type of situations where a problem formu-
lation may need to be adjusted in real-time and suggest
some approaches to doing that (Section 8)

• Describe prototype algorithms for generating PDM so-
lutions and adjusting system constraints (Section 7 and
Section 9, respectively)

• Demonstrate the algorithms on example scenarios in-
volving a planetary rover (Section 11)

Additionally, Section 4 contains a review of related prior ef-
forts, and Section 10 describes the software/hardware testbed
used in the experiments. The paper concludes with a sum-
mary of findings and an outline of potential directions for fu-
ture work.

2. MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

Before we describe the problem class of interest for our cur-
rent work, it may be helpful to consider a few motivating ex-
amples. They are chosen to illustrate the use cases listed in

the Introduction. While only three examples are mentioned
here, the field of aerospace has certainly no shortage of them.

2.1. A surveying UAV

Our first example is an electrically-powered surveying UAV,
such as the SWIFT (Denney & Pai, 2012). The SWIFT is cur-
rently in development at NASA Ames Research Center. This
example is meant to illustrate the first and the third use cases,
that is where PDM could be an integral part of maintenance
and logistics operations, as well used for contingency man-
agement if degradation of one of the components crosses into
the fault region during the mission.

Description

• The UAV performs surveying missions over a defined
area (e.g., earthquake fault zone mapping, pipeline mon-
itoring, or air sampling)

• Maintenance for degrading or damaged components
needs to be scheduled and replacement parts need to be
ordered. Each of the objectives listed below has an im-
portance value associated with it that can change from
mission to mission or even within the same mission (if,
for instance, an in-flight fault or failure occur).

Objectives

• Maximize the number of measurements or area coverage
per mission

• Maximize vehicle availability for missions
• Maximize safety
• Minimize operational costs

Constraints

• Airspace restrictions
• Battery capacity
• Component operating limits
• Return to point of launch (desirable)

2.2. United Airlines Flight 232

The second use case (safety assurance for manned vehicles)
is illustrated with the example of United Airlines Flight 232
from Denver to Chicago in 1989 (NTSB, 1989):

Description

• A fan disk in one of the three engines of the DC-10 air-
craft failed and disintegrated

• Fan disk shrapnel disabled the presumably redundant hy-
draulic controls

• The crew resorted to using differential thrust on the re-
maining two engines to steer the aircraft to an emergency
landing

2
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Objectives
Minimize injuries and fatalities

Constraints

• Component capabilities and safety margins
• Location and configuration of potential emergency land-

ing sites
• Availability of emergency services at the sites

2.3. Hayabusa (MUSES-C) spacecraft

The example of JAXA’s Hayabusa spacecraft (Kawaguchi,
Uesugi, & Fujiwara, 2003) illustrates the third use case and
is interesting for a number of reasons. While it became the
first mission to return samples from an asteroid (Itokawa), it
was, however, primarily a technology development mission,
with engineering goals assigned point values pre-launch (ta-
ble 1 1). Due to long communication delays during certain
phases of the mission, autonomous operation was utilized ex-
tensively. Several problems jeopardized mission objectives,
however, and required numerous changes to the mission plan
and the configuration of the spacecraft.

Table 1. Pre-launch mission goals for Hayabusa

Pre-launch mission goals Points
Operation of ion engines 50
Operation of ion engines for more than 1000
hours

100

Earth gravity assist with ion engines 150
Rendezvous with Itokawa using autonomous
navigation

200

Scientific observations of Itokawa 250
Touch-down and sample collection 275
Capsule recovered 400
Samples obtained for analysis 500

Description

• A large solar flare damaged solar cells en route to the
asteroid

• Reduction in electrical power negatively affected the ef-
ficiency of the ion engines

• Two reaction wheels (X and Y) failed
• Release of MINERVA mini-probe failed

Objectives
Maximize engineering and scientific payoff

Constraints

• Component capabilities and safety margins
• Orbital mechanics
• On-board propellant amount

1reproduced from http://www.isas.jaxa.jp/e/
enterp/missions/hayabusa/today.shtml

3. PROBLEM CLASS OF INTEREST AND REQUIRE-
MENTS

As discussed in the Introduction, we believe that PDM sys-
tems will eventually need to support decomposition of the
overall problem into smaller problems on different levels of
system abstraction. Some of these smaller problems could
potentially be solved with the more traditional decision-
making techniques, such model-predictive control or partial-
order planning. While investigating the use of such tech-
niques in the context of prognostic decision-making would
certainly be worthwhile, in order to narrow down the scope
of this work we focus on the class of problems for which
decision-making methods may not yet be sufficiently devel-
oped. The examples in the previous section (and others like
them) allow us to outline the general attributes of the class:

Attributes of the problem class of interest

• The system under consideration is complex, consisting
of multiple distinct components

• The operating environment is complex and dynamic
• The system may experience degradation processes, due

to either external or internal factors, that lead to faults
that can be considered significant. Fault magnitudes and
secondary effects may evolve over time.

• In case of a fault (or faults), decision on mitigation ac-
tions required in a limited amount of time

Requirements

The following high-level requirements could then be pro-
posed on the PDM methods for solving such problems:

1. Should be general and adaptable
It may not be possible to define even partial solutions a
priory for specific combinations of system state, environ-
mental conditions, constraints, and objectives.

2. Should utilize prognostic information, if available
While offering the benefits of an insight into a fu-
ture system state, incorporation of prognostic capabil-
ity may also result in a substantial increase in compu-
tational complexity. In practice, obtaining prognostic in-
formation could require execution of a computationally-
expensive simulation for each potential solution.

3. Shall accommodate uncertainty and inconsistency in
input data
Input data available in aerospace applications often suf-
fers from noise, drop-outs, uncertainty of accuracy, and
other issues.

4. Should support system decomposition
The ability to account for condition, objectives, and con-
straints of individual subsystems and components can re-
sult in increased solution quality. Carrying out decision-
making in a distributed fashion can also be beneficial
from the performance point of view.
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5. Should not depend on knowing objective function
properties
Objective functions (defined in Section 5) may not be
guaranteed to be convex or differentiable, for example,
thus ’blackbox’ reasoning techniques may need to be uti-
lized.

6. Shall be time-boundable
In most cases a valid solution will be required within a
prescribed period of time. In some circumstances the
system will also be required to be interruptable, i.e. ca-
pable of supplying a valid solution even if the decision
making process is interrupted before the originally spec-
ified time interval has elapsed.

7. Shall support multi-action solution generation
In addition to being able to generate single-action so-
lutions, such as setting controller gain values, the sys-
tem needs to be able to generate multi-action solution
sequences.

8. Should support multiple objectives
This requirement is motivated by scenarios where, for
instance, failure risk is to be minimized while mission
payoff is to be maximized. Also applicable to cases
where the condition of multiple subsystems or compo-
nents needs to be taken into account.

A subset of these requirements (High-dimensional, Expensive
(computationally), Blackbox) is sometimes referred to in the
literature as HEB (Shan & Wang, 2009).

4. PRIOR WORK

Before moving on to describing the initial approach we chose
to take in developing decision-making methods, we will re-
view some of the prior related efforts. The research efforts
described in this section were chosen from several different
fields where prognostic-style information is used for system
action determination and we believe them to be representative
of the current state of the art.

4.1. Prognostics-enhanced control

Pereira et al propose a Model Predictive Control (MPC) ap-
proach for actuators that distributes control effort among sev-
eral redundant units (Pereira, Galvao, & Yoneyama, 2010).
Redistribution is performed based on prognostic information
on their deterioration. A degradation model of the plant is
used that represents damage accumulation to be proportional
to the exerted control effort u and its variation ∆u. Bogdanov
et al (Bogdanov, Chiu, Gokdere, & Vian, 2006) investigate
coupling of a prognostic lifetime model for servo motors with
a family of LQR controllers. External load disturbances on
the servo are assumed to be stochastic.

In (D. W. Brown, Georgoulas, & Bole, 2009) Brown et al
report on prognostics-enhanced fault-tolerant controller that

trades off performance for RUL. The controller is based on
MPC principles, with control boundaries for tRUL corre-
sponding to a particular input uRUL used as soft cost con-
straints. The work is extended with error analysis and esti-
mation of uncertainty bounds for long-term RUL predictions
in (D. W. Brown & Vachtsevanos, 2011). In (Bole, Tang,
Goebel, & Vachtsevanos, 2011) Bole et al also study opti-
mal load allocation given prognostic data about fault magni-
tude growth (including uncertainty bounds on the prediction).
The concept of Value at Risk (VaR), coming from the field
of finance, is used as the key performance metric. The case
study used in the experiments is an unmanned ground vehicle
(UGV) that experiences winding insulation degradation in the
drive motors due to thermal stress.

4.2. Post-prognostic decision support and condition-based
maintenance

Iyer et al use the term post-prognostic decision support to
describe their framework for Pareto set generation and inter-
active expression of user preferences throughout the process
(Iyer, Goebel, & Bonissone, 2006). The approach is illus-
trated with a logistics planning example, where mission assets
need to be allocated based on the estimated state of health of
an asset and the projected availability of replacement parts.
An exhaustive search technique was used as the optimization
method in the experiments, with the intention to replace it
with a genetic algorithm in the future.

In (Haddad, Sandborn, & Pecht, 2011b) and (Haddad, Sand-
born, & Pecht, 2011a) Haddad et al present a prognostics-
enabled optimization model for maximizing availability of an
offshore wind farm. The model is based on Real Options
Analysis (ROA) and stochastic dynamic programming. The
concept of ROA also comes from the field of finance and
refers to analysis over either real, tangible assets or opportuni-
ties for cost avoidance. The method is illustrated with an ex-
ample where an optimum subset of turbines to be maintained
needs to be found, given the information on their degradation,
availability requirements, and cost constraints.

4.3. Automated contingency management

The work done by Tang, Edwards, Orchard, and others on
Automated Contingency Management (ACM) includes ele-
ments of prognostics-enhanced control, but also extends to
prognostic mission replanning (Tang et al., 2007; Edwards,
Orchard, Tang, Goebel, & Vachtsevanos, 2010; Tang, Het-
tler, Zhang, & Decastro, 2011). Diagnostic and prognostic
algorithms for various component types were developed and
integrated into a prototype decision-making framework for an
unmanned ground vehicle (UGV). RUL estimates were used
either as a constraint or as an additional element in the cost
function of the path-planning algorithm. A Field D*-style
search routine was used for receding horizon planning. Meth-
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ods for estimating and managing process uncertainty were
also developed.

5. DEFINITIONS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section we provide the definitions of the concepts used
in the rest of this work and represent the problem class de-
scribed in Section 3 in terms of Partially Observable Markov
Decision Processes. The definitions generally follow the con-
ventions found in the contemporary prognostic health man-
agement, optimization, game-theoretic, and decision-making
literature, with some exceptions as noted. In combining nota-
tion conventions used in several different fields, some of the
terms had to be assigned symbols that may not be typical for
them.

5.1. System

The term system in this set of definitions is used in a simi-
lar sense to the term plant from control theory. It can refer
to a single component or the entire vehicle, depending on
the context. The system is modeled as a constrained, fac-
tored, discrete-time Partially Observable Markov Decision
Process (POMDP). POMDP (or, in some cases, the more
traditional Markov Decision Process), is often used to rep-
resent decision-making under uncertainty and with incom-
plete information about the system (Peek, 1998; Malikopou-
los, 2007; Bryce & Cushing, 2007; Boularias, 2010; Bole,
2012). We define POMDP as a tuple {S, A, Z, b0, T, O, R},
with the components explained below:

S A finite set of par-
tially observable states,
S = {s1, s2, ...s|S|}

A A finite set of possible actions,
A = {a1, a2, ...a|A|}

Z A finite set of observations,
Z = {z1, z2, ...z|Z|}

b0 An initial set of beliefs

T : S ×A → P (S) A state transition function,
for each state and action giv-
ing a probability distribution
over next states, T (s, a, s′) =
p(s′|s, a)

O : A× S → P (Z) An observation probability
function (sensor model),
O(z, a, s′) = p(z′|s, a)

R : S ×A → R A reward function

5.2. State Variables

Additionally, a vector of state variables

X = {x1, x2, ...x|X|}

is defined, along with a set of constraints on them:

C(X) = {c1(X) ≥ 0, c2(X) ≥ 0, ...c|C|(X) ≥ 0}.

5.3. Decision Variables

A set of decision variables U , the values of which can be
controlled, is defined as well:

U = {u1, u2, ...u|U |}
Each ui ∈ U, i = 1, 2, ...|U |, is coupled with a domain Di,
over which it is defined. The following inequality and equal-
ity constraint sets are specified for the decision variables:

G(U) ={g1(U) ≥ 0, g2(U) ≥ 0, ...g|G|(U) ≥ 0},
H(U) ={h1(U) = 0, h2(U) = 0, ...h|H|(U) = 0}.

5.4. Decision Making

A policy π is defined as a function mapping POMDP states to
actions, π : S → A, with Π defined as the set of all possible
policies.

Decision-making in the context of this work is defined as
the process of determining a policy π and/or the values of
decision variables in U . For policies, a decision δ(π) =
{a1, a2, ...an} is defined as the solution to the POMDP (cor-
responding to a policy π) and is described as an ordered set
of actions.

A feasible or satisfactory policy πs is defined as a policy for
which δ(πs) is such that no C(X) are violated in any of the
states achieved. Πf is the set of all feasible policies.

If, additionally, objective functions and an objective vector
are defined:

~f(π) = {f1(π), f2(π), ...f|~f |(π)},
then the optimal policy can be defined as:

π0 , πf : min~f(πf ),

where every objective function is reaching its minimum (best)
value. Note that a general assumption of multiple objectives
and, therefore, multiple objective functions is made.

Finding this strictly optimal (often called ideal or utopian)
policy in practice is usually not possible. Therefore the con-
cept of a compromise policy that achieves good results for
the entire objective vector, while possibly not minimizing any
particular objective function, is utilized. This concept, known
as Pareto optimality, is used widely in economics, operations
research, and engineering.

A Pareto optimal policy is defined as a policy that is
not dominated by any other policy in Π. A vector
~α = {α1, α2, ..., αk} is defined to dominate vector ~β =

{β1, β2, ..., βk} if and only if it is partially less than ~β:

(∀i ∈ [1, 2, ...k], αi ≤ βi) ∧ (∃j ∈ [1, 2, ...k] : αj < βj).
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Dominance of ~α over ~β is conventionally denoted as ~α ≺ ~β.

Policy π∗ ∈ Π is then Pareto optimal if and only if:

(∀i = 1, 2, ...K,¬∃π′ ∈ Π : π′ 6= π∗, fi(π
′) ≤ fi(π

∗))

∧(∃j = 1, 2, ...K : fj(π) < fj(π
∗)).

π∗ is rarely unique, and, therefore, a Pareto set (also known
as Pareto front (or Pareto frontier)) is defined as:

Π∗ , {π ∈ Π|¬∃π′ ∈ Π, π′ ≺ π}.

A representation of a Pareto front for two objective functions
is provided on Figure 1. Note, in particular, that a Pareto front
should not be assumed to be continuous or convex.

Figure 1. Pareto front

5.5. System Degradation and State of Health

Degradation is defined as the process of reduction in system
performance through time with respect to some criterion (Fig-
ure 2). Degradation can be reversible (e.g. through mainte-
nance or self-healing) or irreversible. State of Health (SOH)
is a generalized and normalized way of representing degrada-
tion, usually defined in the [0, 1] domain (SOH = 1 corre-
sponds to full health and SOH = 0 represents an inoperable
system). η is used to denote the SOH (h is used in some of
the references listed, but is reserved for the decision variables
equality constraints in this work). η is uniformly discretized
and included as a component of the state vector.

Fault

Cfault(X) ∈ C(X) is a subset of the state constraints se-
lected to indicate a significant deviation from nominal behav-
ior, i.e. a fault. A fault occurs when any of the constraints
in Cfault(X) is violated. We expect fault constraints to be
defined on SOH in most cases, however this definition allows
for constraints on other state variables to be used to indicate
a fault (such as energy depletion).
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Figure 2. Degradation progression

Failure

Similarly, a Cfailure(X) ∈ C(X) subset is defined to in-
dicate deviations from the nominal behavior that render the
system functionally unusable.

5.6. Prognostics

In this work prognostics is defined as information on pro-
jected change in plant behavior through time, e.g. due to wear
or degradation (Figure 2). In contrast, a commonly used def-
inition states prediction of the Remaining Useful Life (RUL)
and End of Life (EOL) as the goal of prognostics (Daigle &
Goebel, 2010; Saxena et al., 2008). We believe that the latter
definition may prove to be less convenient for the purposes
of PDM, as obtaining intermediate degradation predictions
could be important. Decisions on how to minimize degrada-
tion could then be made based upon such predictions. For
the modeling approach chosen, incorporating prognostic in-
formation into the decision process amounts to populating the
POMDP with state and transition information.

The following assumptions are made for the above definition:

• A prognostic estimate is defined for a specific instance in
time, given the information up to that moment

• Prognosis depends on information regarding the future
operating conditions

• Uncertainty in system modeling, outputs, observations,
and current/future operating conditions is admissible.

6. SELECTING A POLICY GENERATION APPROACH

Having defined the requirements on PDM methods for the
problem class of interest and described our modeling ap-
proach, we now turn to considering the suitable policy gen-
eration techniques. Such techniques are generally classified
into satisficing or optimizing (Simon, 1956), although alter-
native taxonomies exist as well. The goal of the optimiz-
ing techniques is to find solutions on the Pareto frontier or
as close to it as possible. The latter only attempt to find fea-
sible solutions. Satisficing techniques are used extensively in
many types of applications and often have the advantage of
being computationally inexpensive. They also generally lend
themselves well to validation and verification.
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In this work, however, we chose to formulate the decision-
making problem from the optimization point of view - primar-
ily because we believe that this will allow us to take greater
advantage of prognostic information. In the rest of the section
we comment only briefly on the major types of optimization
methods with respect to the requirements in Section 3. As
we do not aim to provide a comprehensive survey of modern
optimization techniques, interested readers can refer to (Das
& Chakrabarti, 2005), (Shan & Wang, 2009), or (Rao, 2009),
to list a few.

Exhaustive search (or brute-force methods) are generally
straightforward to implement and are capable of generating
exact Pareto sets. Scalability is the main issue with this
type of methods, as they quickly become computationally in-
tractable. They can, however, be useful for verifying perfor-
mance of other optimization methods on simple problems.

Gradient Descent, Hill Climbing and similar local search
methods are not guaranteed to find global optima. Gradient
Descent methods also generally require objective functions
to be defined and differentiable over the entire search space.
Linear Programming, Constraint Programming, Newton,
and Quasi-Newton methods require knowledge of objective
function properties as well.

Dynamic Programming (DP) methods are widely used for
policy generation. The main downsides of traditional DP for-
mulations are that for multi-objective problems a single com-
posite objective function needs to be constructed, i.e. a Pareto
set is not produced, and that system decomposition can be
difficult to accomplish. Some DP-based methods have been
developed, however, that attempt to circumvent both of these
issues (see (Hussein & Abo-Sinna, 1993; Driessen & Kwok,
1998; Liao, 2002)). Additionally, with factored state spaces
being exponential in size with the number of state variables,
exact DP methods become unsuitable for large-size problems.
In certain applications, approximate DP methods have been
used (Kveton, Hauskrecht, & Guestrin, 2006).

Stochastic methods (such as Simulated Annealing, Quantum
Annealing, Metropolis-Hastings, Cross-Entropy, or Probabil-
ity Collectives) generally satisfy the requirements we pro-
posed in Section 3. None of them guarantee optimality; they
do, on the other hand, posses the anytime property (can be
interrupted at any time and still return a valid result), can be
used with blackbox objective functions, and can accommo-
date system decomposition.

Genetic algorithms (often classified together with stochas-
tic methods) also satisfy the proposed requirements. In such
algorithms a prototype (candidate) solution is described as
an individual member of a population. Biologically-inspired
operators (selection, reproduction, mutation, and others) are
used, guided by fitness functions. Genetic algorithms produce

a Pareto front approximation in each iteration and, therefore,
are also anytime.

For this phase of the work we, ultimately, chose to develop
a policy generation method based on Probability Collectives.
In the future, we also plan investigate policy generation via
genetic algorithms. A method based on Simulated Annealing
(SA) was used in the prototype constraint redesign framework
(Section 9).

7. POLICY GENERATION ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT

The current policy optimization algorithm is referred to as
Probabilistic Policy Generator (PPG). With its roots in the
work on Probability Collectives (PC) (Wolpert, Strauss, &
Rajnarayan, 2006), it belongs to the class of blackbox opti-
mization methods. Such methods have the goal of finding a
value x ∈ X that minimizes an associated value F (x). X is
an optimization space (not to be mistaken for the X used to
denote POMDP state vectors in other parts of this work) and
F (x) could be an objective or a utility function. The follow-
ing process is repeated iteratively: (1) an x is chosen from X;
(2) statistical information about F (x) is updated; (3) the next
value of x is chosen using the (x, F (x)) pairs found up to that
point.

The main difference between the conventional blackbox ap-
proaches and PC is that while the former operate directly on
the values of x (by constructing a map M from a subset of
{(x, F (x))} to the next sample x), the latter works with prob-
ability distributions over x. That is done by specifying a map
m from a subset of {(x, F (x))} to the next distribution over
X , P (X). That distribution is then sampled to select the next
value of x. The goal of conventional blackbox approaches
is to design M in such a way as to increase the likelihood
of finding values of x corresponding to the small values of
F (x). In the PC case, the goal for designing m is to gen-
erate P (X) peaked around the small values of F (x). This
can be more formally described, for example, in terms of the
expected value:

find min
P

∫
F (x)p(x)dx, s.t.

x ∈ X,

∫
p(x)dx = 1, p(x) ≥ 0 ∀x,

with the integrals are replaced by sums for discrete distribu-
tions.

There are a number of advantages to working with distribu-
tions over X rather than working with X directly. One is that
the same algorithm could, in most cases, be used for different
types of space X without significant modifications. Another
is that P generated by a PC-based algorithm will be peaked in
some dimensions, while being broad in others, thus supplying
sensitivity information on the importance of getting better es-
timates for the values of those dimensions. A PC-based algo-
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rithm can also be used to combine and, ideally, improve upon
solutions produced by other optimization algorithms. To do
that, P is initialized to a set of broad peaks, each centered on a
solution generated by the other algorithm(s). As P is updated,
the shapes of the peaks are defined further and some of them
become merged, producing combined solutions. Finally, the
approach can be extended to multi-component vectors ~x in a
relatively straightforward fashion.

The earlier versions of the PPG algorithm were described
in (Balaban et al., 2011; Narasimhan et al., 2012). It uses
’look-ahead’ sampling to aggregate information about policy
options, gradually increasing the probability of choosing the
more optimal solutions. Its input parameters are the follow-
ing:

A valid actions set
~f(π) objective function vector

~v objective preference vector

Gt inequality constraint set

Ht equality constraint set

l maximum policy length

N1 number of utility function calls allocated to the
first phase of the algorithm

N2 number of utility function calls allocated to the
second phase of the algorithm

M number of stages .

Execution time is controlled by specifying l, N1, N2, and M
(further explained below). The algorithm (see Algorithm 1)
operates in the following manner:

Initialization (lines 2-5)
A set of partial policies, Π′, is initialized with a single mem-
ber, π′

0. For simplicity, a partial policy π′ is defined as the set
actions mapped to the first several states achieved for a deci-
sion δ. For instance, {a1, a2} is a partial policy correspond-
ing to the decision {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5}. The probability of π′

0

achieving maximum utility (p(π
′
0)) is set to 1. Finally, first

phase utility function call quotas are allocated per stage (for a
total of N1), with increasing stage numbers corresponding to
progressively longer policy roots. The allocation is currently
done using a cubic function, with the earlier stages receiving
a greater proportion of the total number.

Partial policy extension (lines 7-15)
The first phase of the algorithm is executed for M number of
stages. In each iteration the partial policies in Π′, generated
during the preceding stages, are extended and the probability
of them resulting in an optimal solution is estimated. In order
to extend the partial policies, sets of feasible follow-on ac-
tions are determined first. In the example problem described
in Section 11, the rover should visit each of its target loca-
tions once at the most. Thus, if a maximum of five locations

maximum is to be visited, partial policy π′ = {a1, a2} (move
to node 1, then to node 2) has Aπ′ = {a3, a4, a5} as the set of
possible follow-on actions. The valid one-action extensions
are then {a1, a2, a3}, {a1, a2, a4}, and {a1, a2, a5}. These
offsping partial policies replace the parent partial policy (π′)
in Π′ and split its probability value evenly.

Partial policy probability estimation (lines 17-22)
The probability of each partial policy in updated Π′ achiev-
ing maximum utility is estimated next. To achieve that, Π′ is
sampled randomly according to the prior distribution. Each
sample π′ is used to obtain a decision of the maximum length
l, with valid completion actions selected from Aπ′ . The pol-
icy pi corresponding to the sample decision is then evalu-
ated with respect to the objective function vector ~f and the
constraint set C(X). Note that in order to satisfy the con-
straints, the extended decision may be truncated short of the
maximum length. For instance, if δ = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5}
does not satisfy one or more of system constraints, while
δ = {a1, a2, a3, a4} does, then the latter is picked. The util-
ity value u(π) is computed (currently by using the preference
vector ~v) and the posterior probability of π′ is adjusted after
the sampling process is complete. A Normalized Root Mean
Squared Error (NRMSE) metric is used to aggregate informa-
tion on how well π′ is performing relative to the maximum
utility value seen so far:

ǫπ′ =

√√√√√
n∑

i=1

(umax − u(π))2

n(umax − umin)2
,

where n is the number of sample decisions constructed for π′,
and umin and umax are the minimum and the maximum val-
ues of the utility function observed so far, respectively. The
metric is the same as a normalized Lp metric (Coello, Lam-
ont, & Veldhuizen, 2007), with p = 2.

Monte Carlo simulation on Π′ (lines 27-32)
Once the probability distribution P (Π′) is shaped, a Monte
Carlo simulation is run for N2 sample policies. Policy roots
are picked according to the distribution, extended to the max-
imum length satisfying C(X) and evaluated with respect to
~f .

Solution set filtering (lines 36-38)
Finally, the solution set Π∗ is reduced using a variant of the
bounded objective method and according to the priority vec-
tor ~v. The objective functions in ~f(π) are sorted in descend-
ing order, based on the values in ~v, |v| = K. Π∗ is then
reduced to Π∗

f1
, where the highest-ranked objective is maxi-

mized. Π∗
f1

is subsequently reduced to Π∗
f2

and so on, until
either |Π∗

fk
| = 1 (k = 1, 2, ...K) or k = K.
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Algorithm 1 PPG

1: procedure PPG(A, ~f(π), ~v, l, N1, N2, M )
2: π′

0 ← {a0} ⊲ null action to assume the initial state
3: Π′ ← {π0} ⊲ set of all policy roots
4: p(π′

0) = 1 ⊲ assign initial probability
5: Ns ← allocateUtilityFunctionCalls(N1)
6: for stage ← 1, M do
7: for all π′

i in Π′ do
8: Aπ′

i
← getV alidActions(π′

i)
9: ⊲ generate all possible one-action extensions

10: Π′
πi
← extendPolicyRoot(π′

i, Aπ′
i
)

11: Π′
new ← {Π′

new, Π′
π′
i
}

12: for all π′
j in Π′

new do
13: p(π′

j) ← p(π′
i)/ |Π′

new|
14: end for
15: end for
16: ⊲ update P (Π′)
17: for i ← 1, Ns(stage) do
18: π′

s ← getRandomSample(Π′, P (Π′))
19: πs ← extendPolicy(π′

s, l)

20: ~f(πs) ← evaluatePolicy(πs, ~f(π), H, G)

21: us ← calculateUtility(~f(πs), ~v)
22: p(π′

s) ← updateRootProbability(π′
s, us)

23: end for
24: end for
25: Π′ ← {Π′

new}
26: Πmc ← ∅
27: ⊲ Monte Carlo simulation on Π′
28: for i ← 1, N2 do
29: π′

mc ← getRandomSample(Π′, P (Π′))
30: πmc ← extendPolicy(π′

s, l)

31: ~f(πs) ← evaluatePolicy(πs, ~f(π), H, G)
32: Πmc ← {Πmc, πs}
33: end for
34: Π∗ ← Πmc
35: ⊲ Filter policy set
36: ~f(π)sorted ← sortDescending(~f(π), ~v)
37: n=1
38: while (|Π∗| ≥ 1)&(k < K) do
39: for all π in Π∗ do
40: Π∗ ← { all π in Π∗|fk(π) is max}
41: end for
42: end while
43: end procedure

8. DYNAMIC CONSTRAINT REDESIGN

The preceding sections of the paper concentrated on the in-
corporation of prognostic information into the decision mak-
ing process and the selection of appropriate policy optimiza-
tion methods. The outcome of a multi-objective optimization
is a Pareto set of policies Π∗. There are three ”goldilocks”
possibilities with respect to the size of Π∗:

1. The size is acceptable, i.e. 1 ≤ |Π∗| ≤ N , where N is
the maximum number of candidate policies that can be
practically down-selected by inspection, using heuristic
methods, or by some other means.

2. The size is too large, i.e. |Π∗| ≥ N . In this case the
set can be reduced either through interaction with a hu-
man expert (as described earlier in (Iyer et al., 2006)) or
through an autonomous process that adds/tightens con-
straints in C(X) and re-runs the optimization until a Π∗

of a desired size is achieved.
3. No feasible solutions exist, i.e. |Π∗| = 0. In this case the

original constraints in C(X) may need to be relaxed or
eliminated.

The second case is an interesting research area that we hope to
explore further in the future. In the current work, however, we
focus on the third case. In addition to the absence of feasible
solutions, however, there could be another reason why Π∗

may not be suitable - which is the subject of the next section.

8.1. Performance goals satisfaction

Consider the case where, in addition to constraints in C(X),
constraints (or, rather, performance goals) were also defined
for some or all of the elements of ~f , as is done in Goal Pro-
gramming (Tamiz, Jones, & Romero, 1998), for instance:

Γ(~f) = {γ1(~f) ≥ 0, γ2(~f) ≥ 0, ...γ|~f)|(
~f) ≥ 0}.

An example of a Pareto set not satisfying some of the perfor-
mance goals in Γ(~f) is illustrated on Figure 3.

Figure 3. An example of a Pareto set not satisfying a perfor-
mance goal (γf1

).

If no acceptable solutions are found during the optimization
process and if the performance goals are considered to be of
high enough importance, then constraints in C(X) may need
to be changed or eliminated.

For convenience, in this paper we refer to the process of mod-
ifying system constraints as Dynamic Constraint Redesign
(DCR). In the context of an aerospace vehicle, DCR could
mean knowingly damaging a component or a subsystem be-
yond repair if that means saving the overall vehicle. Only sys-
tem constraints will be considered for the purpose of this dis-
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cussion, however one can also envision eliminating or relax-
ing external constraints, such as airspace restrictions or flight
separation distances.

DCR can also be thought of as redesigning the vehicle ”on the
fly”, by changing its performance characteristics to the out-
side of the known envelope - while simultaneously searching
for a Pareto optimal policy to best utilize the modifications
in the current mission. Some of the same issues arise as dur-
ing the original design, e.g. subsystem compatibility assur-
ance, choice of design variables, and design variable sensi-
tivity analysis. In the last few decades the field of Multi-
disciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) has been developed
to address these and other issues during the initial design of
complex systems. We believe that some of the techniques
from MDO community could be beneficial in development of
DCR as well.

8.2. Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO)

In this section we briefly review some of the most popular
MDO approaches and comment on their applicability to DCR
(far more extensive descriptions of contemporary MDO ap-
proaches and methods can be found, for instance, in (Agte
et al., 2009; Shan & Wang, 2009; Honda, Ciucci, Lewis, &
Yang, 2010)). First, however, it would be helpful to note some
key differences between MDO and DCR problems:

• Robust validation and verification of a candidate point
design using independent methods may not be possible
for PDM/DCR, unlike in MDO;

• Related to the preceding point, the risk associated with
each potential DCR solution needs to be quantified;

• Achieving real-time performance will, generally, be of
far greater importance to PDM/DCR than to MDO.

One of the ways to classify modern MDO algorithms is into
these two broad categories: All-At-Once (AAO) and decom-
position. All-at-Once algorithms, also referred to as All-In-
One (AIO) or single-level, aim to achieve design decisions
through a single global optimization process (Cramer, Den-
nis, Frank, Shubin, & Lewis, 1993; N. Brown, 2004). While
such formulations have some attractive qualities (for instance,
each iteration produces a discipline-feasible solution and sen-
sitivity analysis on design variables is usually easy to per-
form), they also have significant downsides. A designer us-
ing AAO methods is likely to run into scalability issues when
applying them to large, complex systems. Also, by aggregat-
ing knowledge from the subsystems into a single optimizer,
some of the discipline-specific knowledge may be lost. Fi-
nally, AAO approaches tend to limit the use of well-proven
analysis and optimization techniques at the discipline level.

Decomposition methods break down a design optimization
problem into multiple subproblems, usually along the bound-
aries of disciplines, subsystems, or individual components

(Cramer et al., 1993). Some of the better known methods are
bi-level, such as Collaborative Optimization (CO), Con-
current Subspace Optimization (CSSO), or Bi-Level In-
tegrated System Synthesis (BLISS), and multi-level, such
as Analytical Target Cascading (ATC).

CO (Braun, Gage, Kroo, & Sobiesky, 1996; Roth & Kroo,
2008; Roth, 2008) uses target values of the design and state
variables, specified at the system level, to guide individ-
ual discipline optimizations. Communication between disci-
plines in most CO implementations is limited, which simpli-
fies implementation, but can also result in slow convergence.

The CSSO method (J. E. Renaud & Gabriele, 1993;
Sobieszczanski-Sobieski, Agte, & Sandusky, 1998; Sellar,
Batill, & Renaud, 1996; G. Renaud & Shi, 2002) performs
discipline-specific optimization using local objective func-
tions, variables, and constraints, while approximating effects
on system performance using Global Sensitivity Equations,
Response Surfaces, or other types of system models. Simi-
larly, system-level models of disciplines are used in order to
approximate their behavior. As performance information is
accumulated throughout the process, the models can be up-
dated correspondingly.

In BLISS (Sobieszczanski-Sobieski et al., 1998;
Sobieszczanski-Sobieski, Emiley, Agte, & Sandusky,
2000) each iteration of the procedure improves the design
both on the local (discipline) and system levels. First,
a concurrent local optimization is performed using the
discipline design variables and keeping the system-level
variables constant. Then, a system-level optimization on
shared variables is done. Total derivatives are communicated
among the disciplines to help predict the effects of local
design choices on the other disciplines.

Analytical Target Cascading (ATC) (Kim, 2001; Kim,
Michelena, Papalambros, & Jiang, 2003; Allison, Kokko-
laras, Zawislak, & Papalambros, 2005), is primarily intended
for problem decomposition by subsystems and components,
rather than disciplines. ATC approach is flexible and multi-
level, allowing complex system architectures to be repre-
sented. Other formal MDO methods can potentially be in-
tegrated within an ATC framework (Agte et al., 2009).

Methods founded on the principle of Lagrangian Dual-
ity (LD) may also be of interest for certain elements of
PDM/DCR. Classical LD methods are generally applied
to convex problems and accommodate decomposition into
smaller sub-problems. In order to handle non-convex prob-
lems, Augmented Lagrangian Duality (ALD) theory has been
developed (Hestenes, 1969). ALD algorithms, however, lose
the decomposition capability. In recent years, several re-
search efforts combined LD and ALD approaches to attain
both the ’convexification’ properties of ALD and the de-
composition properties of traditional LD (Blouin, Lassiter,
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Wiecek, & Fadel, 2005; Tosserams, Etman, Papalambros, &
Rooda, 2005).

Finally, MDO methods that have evolved from the field of
Game Theory offer some promising alternatives for design
decomposition architectures. The idea of using game for-
mulations in design problems goes back to the work of Vin-
cent (Vincent, 1983) and Rao and Freiheit (Rao & Freiheit,
1991). Some of the further developments are described in
(Lewis & Mistree, 1997), (Marston, 2000), and (Clarich &
Pediroda, 2004). Games of different forms have been studied
for use in MDO applications, at least to some extent: coop-
erative (Pareto), approximately cooperative, non-cooperative
(Nash), coalition, and leader/follower. While intuitively a co-
operative (Pareto) form game would appear to be the natu-
ral choice when setting up an MDO or a PDM/DCR prob-
lem, the other forms have their place as well. For instance,
the leader/follower (also known as Stackelberg or extensive)
form can be used to set up a sequential analysis problem.
The non-cooperative (Nash) form could be used in situations
when the established communication protocols between sub-
systems prove to be insufficient for a particular situation or
are affected by a system fault. The coalition form can be used
in organizing system analysis by discipline.

For the first DCR prototype we chose to implement a cooper-
ative game-theoretic protocol (described in the next section),
with alternative formulations to be implemented and com-
pared in future work. Similarly to BLISS, the implemented
algorithm passes the derivatives of local objective functions
with respect to shared variables. This is done in order to in-
form subsystems of the effects their choices may have on the
other subsystems.

9. DCR ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT

In the prototyped game-theoretic DCR algorithm the play-
ers (subsystems) cooperate in exploring the, potentially, very
large option space by taking turns in conducting the search
and, when necessary, relaxing some of their constraints. The
current formulation of the algorithm tests the concept for two
subsystems, with extension to larger numbers of subsystems
planned for subsequent work. One constraint per subsystem
is currently chosen as the target for redesign (c1 and c2).

The process (illustrated on Figure 4) starts with one player
randomly picked to go first (let us assume that it is Subsystem
1). Subsystem 1 conducts an iteration of the search, finding
its best guess at the optimal policy π∗. The policy needs to
satisfy constraints in both C and Γ. Also, a maximum of N
utility function calls is allowed per iteration. If no acceptable
policy is found, the target constraint c1 is adjusted (becoming,
for instance, 62−Tmax > 0). Another search iteration is per-
formed and suitability of solutions is evaluated. The process
repeats until a maximum number of search attempts, Nmax,
is reached or a non-empty set Π∗

1 is found. Π∗
1, empty or oth-

erwise, is then sent over to Subsystem 2, along with the neces-
sary gradient information on objective function performance
(in a non-cooperative formulation only Π∗

1, also known as the
Best Reply Correspondence or BRC, would be transmitted).
Note that gradient estimates are shared not only for policies in
Π∗

1, but also for other policies considered during the search.
If there is at least one policy π∗ ∈ Π∗

1 that is also suitable
from the point of view of Subsystem 2, then the process is
stopped. Otherwise Subsystem 2 conducts its own search it-
eration, adjusting c2 as needed, and hands over control of the
search to Subsystem 1 after either Nmax search iterations are
completed or a non-empty Π∗

2 is found. Π∗
2 and the objective

function gradients are then transmitted back to Subsystem 1.
The process continues until a π∗ satisfying both subsystems
is found.

It is important to take a look at how objective functions for
each of the players are designed. In non-cooperative game
formulations (and some of the traditional MDO approaches)
discipline/subsystem objective functions primarily focus on
the needs of that particular discipline or subsystem. In order
to help expedite convergence, in this cooperative formulation
composite objective functions that take into account the effect
a candidate solution may have on global objectives and on the
other players are used. The functions take on the following
form:

f1(π) = w1,1fg(π) + w1,2|∇f2,l|π + w1,3f1,l(π),
f2(π) = w2,1fg(π) + w2,2|∇f1,l|π + w2,3f2,l(π),

where fg is the global objective function (currently a single
one), fi,l is the objective function local to the subsystem, i
is the subsystem number, and wi,j are the weights used to
specify the degree of influence of each of the components of
fi.

Another important feature of the algorithm is that with each
iteration the size of the constraint-adjusting step is increased,
thus encouraging the players to come up with a solution suit-
able from the other subsystems’ (and global) points of view
as quickly as possible.

���������	
 ���������	�

Figure 4. Two-subsystem cooperative game formulation

A variant of Simulated Annealing (Bertsimas & Tsitsiklis,
1993), or SA, is currently utilized for searches of the option
space by the subsystems. In this particular case SA was cho-
sen to take advantage of the gradient information exchanged
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by the subsystems, while also avoiding getting ’stuck’ at the
local minima. The algorithm accomplishes the latter by per-
forming randomized jumps to other promising locations of
the search space. The probability of continuing with the local
search vs. performing a jump is influenced by an annealing
schedule T (t), and is

p[x(t + 1) = xj |x(t) = xi] =

wij exp

[
− 1

T (t)
max{0, f(xj)− f(xi)}

]
,

where

X A finite search space (again, not to be mistaken
for the POMDP state vector).

f A real-valued objective function f defined on X .
X∗ ⊂ X is the set of the global minima of f .

Xi The neighbor set of xi, Xi ⊂ {X − xi}, xi ∈ X .

wij A probabilistic weight for transition from xi to
xj , xj ∈ Xi, s.t.

∑
xj∈Xi

wij = 1, with
xj ∈ Xi ⇐⇒ xi ∈ Xj implied.

T The annealing schedule. T : N → (0,∞) is a
non-increasing function and N is a set of positive
integers, T (t) is the temperature at time t.

The above assumes that xi 6= xj , xj ∈ Xi. If xi 6= xj and
xj /∈ Xi, then p[x(t + 1) = xj |x(t) = xi] = 0.

10. TEST PLATFORM

The testbed being used in the current validation experiments
is the K11 planetary rover prototype and its associated soft-
ware simulator (Balaban et al., 2011). Another testbed tar-
geted for future experiments is the Edge 540 UAV located
at NASA Langley (Hogge, Quach, Vazquez, & Hill, 2011).
While the algorithmic infrastructure is developed to accom-
modate the UAV, that part of the work is, otherwise, in its
early stages.

10.1. K11 overview

The K11 is a large four-wheeled rover platform (approxi-
mately 1.4 m long by 1.1 m wide by 0.63 m tall, weighing
roughly 150 kg). Each wheel is driven by an independent
250 W graphite-brush motor, connected through a bearing
and gearhead system, with each motor controlled by a single-
axis digital motion controller. Four 14.8 V 3.3 Ah lithium-
ion batteries, connected in series, power the vehicle. The
on-board computer runs control and reasoning algorithms, as
well as coordinates data acquisition. Measurements available
on-board are shown in Table 2 and on Figure 5.

In the table F , B, L, R refer to front, back, left, and right,
respectively. Altitude h is determined using λ, φ and a terrain
mapM.
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Figure 5. K11 data flow

Table 2. K11 data

measurement symbol
absolute position (longi-
tude, latitude)

λ, φ

wheel angular velocity ωFL, ωFR, ωBL, ωBR

attitude (yaw, pitch, roll) α, β, γ
battery temperature Tb1, Tb2, Tb3, Tb4

battery voltage Vb1, Vb2, Vb3, Vb4

motor temperature TmFL, TmFR, TmBL, TmBR

motor current IFL, IFR, IBL, IBR

power bus current Ibus

The software simulator reproduces both nominal and off-
nominal behavior of the hardware testbed. The simulator has
a dual purpose: (a) to aid in the development of PDM al-
gorithms as a virtual testbed and (b) to provide ~f estimates
during the decision-making process.

10.2. Fault Modes

Table 3 describes the K11 fault modes, implemented either
in hardware, simulation, or both. Some of the fault modes,
such as sensor faults, are injected primarily for testing diag-
nostic functionality (i.e. such faults have brief fault-to-failure
times), while the others exhibit a more continuous fault pro-
gression behavior and are used for validation of prognostic
algorithms.

10.3. Diagnostic Functionality

Two diagnostic algorithms are currently in use with the K11
testbed. The first one, QED (Qualitative Event-based Di-
agnosis), is described in (Daigle & Roychoudhury, 2010).
It utilizes a qualitative diagnosis methodology that isolates
faults based on the transients they cause in the system behav-
ior, manifesting as deviations in residual values (Daigle &
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Table 3. K11 fault modes.

fault model subsystem
battery capacity degradation Power
parasitic electric load Power
motor failure Propulsion
increased motor friction Propulsion
sensor bias/drift/failure Sensors

Roychoudhury, 2010). The second, Hybrid Diagnosis Engine
(HyDE) is a diagnosis algorithm that uses candidate genera-
tion and consistency checking to diagnose discrete faults in
stochastic hybrid systems (Narasimhan & Brownston, 2007).
’Hybrid’ in this case refers to combined discrete and contin-
uous models used by the algorithm to analyze input data and
deduce the transitions in system state over time, including
changes indicative of faults.

10.4. Prognostic Functionality

Once a fault is detected and diagnosed, a prognostic algo-
rithm appropriate to the type of the fault is invoked. For
battery capacity deterioration, as well as for charge estima-
tion, an algorithm based on the Particle Filter framework is
planned to be used (Saha & Goebel, 2009) and (Saha et al.,
2011). Prognostic estimation of temperature build-up inside
the electric motors - which can lead to winding insulation de-
terioration and eventual failure - will be done using a Gaus-
sian Process Regression algorithm (Balaban et al., 2011). Fi-
nally, work is in progress to implement prognostics for elec-
tronic components of the motor drive units (such as capaci-
tors and power transistors) using Kalman Filter and Extended
Kalman Filter approaches (Celaya, Saxena, & Saha, 2011).

11. VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS

The following section describes the scenarios used for vali-
dating the policy optimization algorithm, PPG, and the con-
straint redesign algorithm, DCR. Subsections 11.1 (Policy
optimization) and 11.2 (Dynamic Constraint Redesign) are
structured in a similar manner: formal scenario formulations
are provided first, followed by descriptions of how the exper-
iments were conducted, with the experimental results sum-
marized last. Both of the algorithms have only been tested in
simulation at this time.

11.1. Policy optimization

Policy optimization experiments were developed around a
scenario (Scenario R1, with ’R’ denoting rover scenarios)
where, for science operations, an unmanned planetary rover
is tasked with visiting a certain number of locations. Each
location has a scientific payoff (reward) value associated with
it. The terrain is of variable elevation and the surface fric-
tion coefficient is considered to be constant. The rover has

a finite amount of energy available to complete the mission.
At some point during the mission a system fault is detected
(e.g., a deteriorating electrical connector) that limits the over-
all remaining useful life of the vehicle. We also assume that
the degradation rate depends on the operating conditions (e.g.
the amount of heat generated in the instrumentation compart-
ment during the drive). Either depletion of energy or com-
plete component failure signify EOL. The goal of the PDM
system is to reassess the original mission plan and find a
suitable (ideally, optimal) compromise between extending the
life of the vehicle and achieving the maximum science payoff
as possible.

11.1.1. Scenario formulation

Given:
ce, cη Inequality constraints

on available energy and
health

~f(π) = {fr(π), fη(π), fe(π)} Objective functions
for cumulative reward,
health degradation, and
energy consumption

~v = {vr, vh, ve}, (vr, vh, ve ∈
[0, 1])

Optimization prefer-
ences vector

N = {n1, n2, ..., n|N |} Nodes (locations) to be
visited

a , {ni, nj}, i ∈
[1, 2, ...|N | − 1], j ∈
[2, ...|N | − 1]

An action constitutes a
move between a pair of
nodes (start and finish)

a1 = {n1, ni}, i 6= 1 The first action of a de-
cision is a special case
(go from the current lo-
cation, labeled n1, to an-
other node

am = {nj , nk}|(am−1 =
{ni, nj}), (i, j, k ∈
[1, 2, ...|N |]), (m ∈
[2, 3, ...|N |])

Any action after the first
one needs to start on the
node where the previous
one finished

Find:
Π∗ Pareto set of policies

11.1.2. Design of experiments

A synthetic terrain map M was generated (Figure 6) and ten
wayponts (nodes) still to be visited by the rover were selected
on it. Each node is associated with a reward value (shown
in parenthesis). The bar on the right side of the map and the
isolines depict the elevation changes.

Test scenarios with increasing numbers of remaining nodes
(6-10) were then created. The nodes were selected in such
a way so as to make it impossible for the vehicle to visit
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Figure 6. Terrain map with scientific target locations (eleva-
tions and distances are in meters)

all of them before either energy depletion or vehicle health
deterioration resulted in EOL. PPG was allocated a limited
number of utility function calls (UFC) to test performance in
resource-constrained conditions. An exhaustive search algo-
rithm (ES), used for verifying PPG results and benchmarking,
was not limited in how many times it could invoke the utility
function. The metric used for evaluating performance was the
cumulative reward for the best path (policy) found by each al-
gorithm. Each scenario was executed 30 times and the mean
and standard deviations were computed. All of the code was
written in MATLAB (R2010b) and executed on an Intel Core
i7 Duo 2.8GHz computer.

11.1.3. Experimental results
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Figure 7. Mean execution times comparison

Table 4 summarizes the cumulative reward results obtained
by ES and PPG. The number of utility function calls used by
ES is provided for comparison. While not quite achieving
scores as high as ES for the larger size problems, PPG still
does relatively well, particularly given that in those scenarios
it uses a small fraction of UFC used by ES (PPG performance
improves, as expected, if more UFC are permitted).

Execution time for each of the algorithms was also recorded
for all of the scenarios, with the data summarized in Table
5. It can be observed that execution times for ES start grow-
ing exponentially with problem size and using this approach
becomes impractical for problems containing more than 10
nodes. While not having the ability to validate the cumulative
reward performance on problems larger than that (in reason-
able time), we still tested PPG with scenarios containing 15,
20, and 25 nodes. The average execution times are presented
on Figure 7 and lead us to believe that the approach adopted
for PPG remains practical for real-time applications even for
policies with large numbers of actions (at least up to 25). The
question of how to evaluate the quality of generated policies
in large-size problems is something we hope to investigate in
subsequent work.

11.2. Dynamic Constraint Redesign

To test the DCR algorithm, a scenario was used (Scenario
R2) where one of the rover motors (FL) has experienced an
Increased Motor Friction fault. This results in increased cur-
rent consumption by the motor and, consequently, a higher
rate of heat build-up both in it and the batteries supplying the
current. For the purposes of this scenario the batteries are
viewed as a single unit, with its temperature denoted by Tb.
Temperature of the affected motor is denoted as Tm. Even
given the fault, the rover is still required to travel a certain
distance in a given amount of time in order to reach a point fa-
vorable for battery recharging and communication with con-
trollers. To accomplish that, the rover needs to alternate pe-
riods of driving with periods of stationarity, in order to not
exceed the maximum temperature limits for both the battery
and the motor. The two components belong to Power (Po)
and Propulsion (Pr) subsystems, respectively. As the com-
ponents heat up and cool at different rates, a suitable sched-
ule for driving and cooling down periods (policy) needs to be
negotiated between the subsystems. As no acceptable poli-
cies may exist that satisfy both the minimum distance and the
maximum time constraints, the two subsystems may need to
negotiate increases in their operating temperature limits. It is
in the interest of each subsystem to keep its limit as low as
possible, in order to reduce the risk of failure. The rover, as
a whole, is also interested in keeping the risk of component
failure as low as possible, while still achieving the destination
in the time alloted.
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Table 4. Maximum cumulative reward values obtained by ES and PPG algorithms (in points)

nodes ES UFC ES result 500 UFC PPG mean (σ) 5000 UFC PPG mean (σ) 10000 UFC PPG mean (σ)
6 720 237 235.60 (05.33) 237.00 (00.00) 237.00 (00.00)
7 5040 311 295.80 (11.29) 305.77 (09.11) 305.77 (09.11)
8 40320 343 329.93 (08.51) 342.57 (02.37) 340.83 (04.93)
9 362880 373 326.27 (11.31) 345.47 (16.50) 348.87 (16.76)

10 3628800 403 347.47 (22.93) 382.73 (18.04) 388.97 (16.47)

Table 5. ES and PPG execution time (in seconds)

nodes ES UFC ES mean (σ) 500 UFC PPG mean (σ) 5000 UFC PPG mean (σ) 10000 UFC PPG mean (σ)
6 720 0.0192 (0.0003) 0.1756 (0.0049) 1.5961 (0.0183) 3.3543 (0.2253)
7 5040 0.1154 (0.0020) 0.2079 (0.0083) 2.2419 (0.1778) 4.5870 (0.4473)
8 40320 0.8385 (0.0105) 0.2212 (0.0114) 3.5883 (0.2132) 9.0177 (0.8424)
9 362880 8.0367 (0.0448) 0.2350 (0.0072) 4.1321 (0.1315) 12.7910 (0.3515)

10 3628800 310.9904 (3.9258) 0.2412 (0.0060) 4.4041 (0.2654) 14.4285 (0.7322)

11.2.1. Scenario formulation

Given:
vc = 0.3m/s the minimum velocity the rover can

maintain without stalling, given the
fault. Also assumed to be best
(cruise) velocity in terms of energy
efficiency

Tb,init = 40◦C the initial operating temperature of
the battery

Tm,init = 35◦C the initial operating temperature of
the motor

Tb,max0
= 60◦C the initial operating temperature

limit for the battery

Tm,max0 = 60◦C the initial operating temperature
limit for the motor

Ta = 30◦C the ambient temperature (constant)

Is = 5A peak current drawn by the affected
motor in order to reach vc from full
stop (start current)

Ic = 2A current drawn by the affected motor
at vc (cruise current)

dmin = 500m the minimum traverse distance

tmax = 3600s the maximum time to reach the des-
tination

ts = 2s the time needed to achieve cruise ve-
locity from a complete stop

A notional current profile for the damaged motor is shown on
Figure 8. For simplicity, current draw by the three healthy
motors was assumed to be constant throughout the motion at
1A each. It is also assumed that prognostic information on
battery and motor EOL is provided.

Find:
td drive period duration

tc cooldown period duration

Tb,maxf
final operating temperature limit for the
battery, Tb,maxf

∈ [Tb,max0
,∞)

Tm,maxf
final operating temperature limit for the
motor, Tm,maxf

∈ [Tm,max0 ,∞)

In this formulation td, tc, Tb,maxf
, Tm,maxf

are the decision
variables.

11.2.2. Design of experiments

Each subsystem was given a maximum of M = 3 search it-
erations before it had to relinquish control of the process. td
and tc could be picked from intervals between 10 and 100s, in
10s increments. A simplified version of the simulator (track-
ing only the distance traveled and the temperature state of the
affected motor and the battery) was used as the utility func-
tion, in order to speed up execution. The following general
thermal state equation was used in the simulator:

dT = 1
Ct

(RI2 + h(Ta− T ))dt,

where T is the component temperature, Ct is the thermal ca-
pacity coefficient, R is the electrical resistance, I is the cur-
rent, h is the heat transfer coefficient, and ta is the ambient
temperature. Model parameters used in the experiments are
provided in Table 7.

Table 7. Model parameters

parameter motor battery units
Ct 11 25 J

K
R 0.5 1.0 Ohm
h 0.03 0.08 W

K
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Figure 8. Current profile for the damaged motor

Table 6. DCR iterations in the example run

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
active subsystem Po Po Po Pr Pr Pr Po Po Po Pr Pr Pr Po Pr Pr

td(s) 50 50 60 30 30 40 70 50 80 40 50 50 80 70 90
tc(s) 80 80 90 90 90 100 100 60 80 90 100 80 80 90 100

Prognostic information was supplied in a differential form as
the probability of reaching EOL:

dpEOL = a
1010 T 3dt,

where a = 1.5 1
K3 for the battery and a = 1.3 1

K3 for the
motor.

The system probability of EOL was calculated as a weighted
sum of the two component EOL probabilities: psystem =
0.8pb + 0.2pm. In this case the battery failure was consid-
ered to be a greater risk than a motor failure, as in the latter
case the possibility of achieving the objective remained by us-
ing the remaining three motors. Minimization of risk of pre-
mature failure was included in both the local and the global
components of the subsystem objective functions.

11.2.3. Experimental results

The output from one of the runs of the algorithm is presented
on Figure 9 and in Table 6. The top subplot of Figure 9 shows
the evolution of temperature constraints for the two subsys-
tems throughout the negotiation process. The middle subplot
shows the maximum distances achievable from each of the
subsystems’ point of view. The process ends when both of the
subsystems are predicted to be capable of achieving dmin, al-
beit with a higher risk of failure while doing so. The bottom
subplot shows the estimated risk of system failure for each
iteration of the algorithm. Table 6 shows which subsystem
had the control of the process during each iteration and the
{td, tc} pair it proposed as the best solution. In the exam-
ple run given here, the final temperature limit for the battery
was found to be at approximately 65.3◦C and the one for the
motor at approximately 75.5◦C.

12. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we outlined our approach to development of
prognostic decision making methods for aerospace applica-

tions. First, definitions for prognostic decision making and
related concepts were suggested, then a few motivating ex-
amples (highlighting potential use cases for PDM) were de-
scribed. The examples also helped to illustrate the general at-
tributes of the problem type we hope to address: (1) complex,
multi-component systems; (2) dynamic operating environ-
ments; (3) degradation/fault modes that evolve in their char-
acteristics over time and have the potential of substantially af-
fecting system performance; and (4) decisions on mitigation
measures required in a finite amount of time. From there we
derived our set of high-level requirements for aerospace PDM
systems. With these requirements in mind, we reviewed re-
lated prior efforts from the areas of prognostics-enabled con-
trol, post-prognostic decision support, condition-based main-
tenance, and automated contingency management. We then
explained our process for selecting suitable policy genera-
tion techniques and presented a prototype algorithm that uses
probabilistic methods and prognostic information in gener-
ation of action policies. The algorithm, PPG, was tested
against an exhaustive search algorithm on scenarios involving
a planetary rover prototype. We also considered the problem
where no feasible policies are found or where feasible poli-
cies in the generated Pareto set are not sufficient for attaining
performance objectives, given the current system constraints.
We proposed that this problem has certain common character-
istics with problems from the field of Multidisciplinary De-
sign Optimization and reviewed some of the modern MDO
approaches for applicability. One of the approaches is based
on game-theoretic principles and served as a foundation for
the second algorithm presented, DCR. This algorithm sets up
a negotiating framework for subsystems to adjust their operat-
ing constraints, if that becomes necessary for achievement of
high-importance system objectives. DCR was demonstrated
on a problem involving two subsystems, power and propul-
sion.
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Figure 9. DCR output example

While it is not possible to cover all of the topics discussed
in sufficient detail in one paper, we hope that it provides a
good foundation for future efforts. The work done so far also
gave us a better appreciation for the challenges ahead. One of
them is developing more efficient multi-objective optimiza-
tion algorithms - given the high computational cost of a utility
function (simulation) call in a typical application. We plan to
continue our development of probabilistic optimization meth-
ods and further investigate applicability of evolutionary algo-
rithms. Use of multi-fidelity models and response surfaces
for utility simulation will be researched as well.

For the problem of DCR, we plan to concentrate on the
following three goals: (1) extend the current, cooperative
game DCR algorithm to greater possible numbers of play-
ers/subsystems; (2) investigate other formulations, possibly
based on ideas in CO, CSSO, and BLISS; (3) develop meth-
ods for selection of those constraints that offer the most sys-
tem benefit if revised (approaches based on Lagrangian Du-

ality appear promising for this purpose). We also hope that
decomposition formulations researched for DCR will also
prove helpful for the prognostic policy generation work. Fi-
nally, identifying and, if necessary, developing suitable per-
formance metrics will become more important as complexity
of test scenarios and algorithms increases.
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ABSTRACT

Diagnosis and prognosis are necessary tasks for system re-
configuration and fault-adaptive control in complex systems.
Diagnosis consists of detection, isolation and identification of
faults, while prognosis consists of prediction of the remain-
ing useful life of systems. This paper presents a novel inte-
grated framework for model-based distributed diagnosis and
prognosis, where system decomposition is used to enable the
diagnosis and prognosis tasks to be performed in a distributed
way. We show how different submodels can be automati-
cally constructed to solve the local diagnosis and prognosis
problems. We illustrate our approach using a simulated four-
wheeled rover for different fault scenarios. Our experiments
show that our approach correctly performs distributed fault
diagnosis and prognosis in an efficient and robust manner.

1. INTRODUCTION

Systems health monitoring is essential to guaranteeing the
safe, efficient, and reliable operation of engineering sys-
tems. Integrated systems health management methodologies
include fault diagnosis and prognosis mechanisms, where di-
agnosis involves detecting when a fault has occurred, isolat-
ing the true fault, and identifying the true damage to the sys-
tem; and prognosis involves predicting how much useful life
remains in the different components, subsystems, or systems
given the diagnosed fault conditions. The information on the
fault size and its expected impact on system life can be used
to initiate recovery and reconfiguration actions that mitigate
the fault or extend system life.

Anibal Bregon et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which per-
mits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

A large body of research exists for both model-based di-
agnosis (Gertler, 1998; Blanke et al., 2006) and prognosis
methods (Luo et al., 2008; Saha & Goebel, 2009; Orchard
& Vachtsevanos, 2009). However, the integration of diag-
nosis and prognosis algorithms is seldom studied. In fact,
many diagnosis methodologies leave out the fault identifica-
tion step, which is necessary to perform a prediction from the
current system state. Recently, we presented an integrated
model-based framework for diagnosis and prognosis of com-
plex systems, in which we made use of a common modeling
framework for modeling both the nominal and faulty system
behavior (Roychoudhury & Daigle, 2011).

In (Roychoudhury & Daigle, 2011), the nominal system be-
havior is estimated using an observer built with the nominal
model. Faults are detected when a statistically significant de-
viation between the nominal estimates and the observed mea-
surements is observed (Biswas et al., 2003). Fault isolation
compares the observed measurement deviations against pre-
dictions of how the measurements would deviate for each
possible fault (Mosterman & Biswas, 1999). Fault identifi-
cation performs joint state-parameter estimation using multi-
ple observers, where, for each fault, the faulty system model
is constructed as the nominal model integrated with a hy-
pothesized fault model (Roychoudhury, 2009). The prog-
nosis module uses, for each fault hypothesis, a prediction
model based on its faulty system model and the identified
fault parameters, to predict the remaining useful life of the
system (Daigle, Saha, & Goebel, 2012). However, this inte-
grated solution performs the diagnosis and prognosis task in a
centralized fashion, which is prone to single points of failure,
and does not scale well as the size of the system increases.

To overcome such problems, in this work, we leverage re-
cent results for distributed diagnosis (Bregon et al., 2011)
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and distributed prognosis (Daigle, Bregon, & Roychoud-
hury, 2012), which make use of structural model decompo-
sition techniques, to provide a systematic approach to dis-
tributing the different diagnosis and prognosis steps presented
in (Roychoudhury & Daigle, 2011).

Distributed diagnosis is achieved by designing local dis-
tributed subsystems based on global diagnosability analysis
of the system, thus computing globally correct distributed
diagnosis results without the use of a centralized coordina-
tor (Bregon et al., 2011). These local distributed subsystems
are then used to construct local event-based distributed diag-
nosers for distributed fault isolation. Distributed fault iden-
tification is achieved by developing independent local state-
parameter estimators for each hypothesized fault. Regarding
distributed prediction, in (Daigle, Bregon, & Roychoudhury,
2012) we developed an architecture that enables a large prog-
nosis problem to be decomposed into several independent lo-
cal subproblems from which local results can be merged into
a global result.

The main contribution of this paper is an integrated frame-
work for distributed model-based diagnosis and prognosis of
single faults based on structural model decomposition. The
proposed framework scales well and the resulting subprob-
lems are typically small and easy to solve, resulting in an ef-
ficient and scalable distributed solution to the combined diag-
nosis and prognosis problem. We perform a number of exper-
iments on a simulated four-wheeled rover testbed (Balaban et
al., 2011) to demonstrate and evaluate our approach.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides the problem formulation for our diagnosis and progno-
sis framework. Section 3 describes the distributed architec-
ture and Section 4 briefly introduces its different components.
Section 5 presents the case study and experimental results.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The nominal system model is represented as follows:

ẋ(t) = f(t,x(t),θ(t),u(t),v(t)),

y(t) = h(t,x(t),θ(t),u(t),n(t)),

where x(t) ∈ Rnx is the state vector, θ(t) ∈ Rnθ is the
parameter vector, u(t) ∈ Rnu is the input vector, v(t) ∈ Rnv
is the process noise vector, f is the state equation, y(t) ∈ Rny
is the output vector, n(t) ∈ Rnn is the measurement noise
vector, and h is the output equation.1

Faults in the system are represented as changes in the above
nominal system model. In this work, we only consider sin-
gle faults occurring as changes in system parameters, θ(t).
We denote a fault, f ∈ F , as a tuple, (θ, gf ), where, θ ∈ θ

1Here, we use bold typeface to denote vectors, and use na to denote the
length of a vector a.

is the fault parameter, and gf denotes the fault progression
function, which models the way fault f is manifested in pa-
rameter θ, i.e.,

θ̇(t) = gf (t,xf (t),θf (t),u(t),mf (t)),

where xf (t) = [x(t), θ(t)]T , θf (t) = [θ(t)\{θ(t)},
φf (t)]T , φf (t) ∈ Rnφf is a vector of fault progression pa-
rameters, and mf (t) ∈ Rnmf is a process noise vector asso-
ciated with the fault progression function.

To develop our integrated diagnosis and prognosis frame-
work, the faulty system model for fault f = (θ, gf ) is con-
structed from the nominal system model by including the pa-
rameter as a state and augmenting the state equation by in-
cluding the fault progression function, i.e.,

ẋf (t) = ff (t,xf (t),θf (t),u(t),v(t)),

y(t) = h(t,x(t),θ(t),u(t),n(t)),

where,

ff (·) =

[
f(t,x(t),θ(t),u(t),v(t))

gf (t,xf (t),θf (t),u(t),m(t))

]
=

[
ẋ(t)

θ̇(t)

]

The goal of diagnosis is to: (i) detect a change in some θ ∈ θ;
(ii) isolate, under the single fault assumption, the true fault
f ∈ F , i.e., both the parameter θ that has changed, and its
fault progression function gf ; and (iii) identify (i.e. estimate)
the fault by computing p(xf (t),θf (t)|y(0 : t)), where y(0 : t)
denotes all measurements observed up to time t.

The goal of prognosis is to determine the end of (use-
ful) life (EOL) of a system, and/or its remaining useful
life (RUL). For a given fault, f , using the fault estimate,
p(xf (t),θf (t)|y(0 : t)), a probability distribution of EOL,
p(EOLf (tP )|y(0 : tP )), and/or RUL, p(RULf (tP )|y(0 : tP ))
is computed at a given time point tP (Daigle, Saha, &
Goebel, 2012). Since the prognosis problem is stochas-
tic, EOL/RUL are random variables and we represent them
by probability distributions. The acceptable behavior of
the system is expressed through a set of nc constraints,
CEOLf = {ci}nci=1, where ci : Rnxf × Rnθf × Rnu → B
maps a given point in the joint state-parameter space given
the current inputs, (xf (t),θf (t),u(t)), to the Boolean do-
main B , [0, 1], where ci(xf (t),θf (t),u(t)) = 1 if the
constraint is satisfied (Daigle, Saha, & Goebel, 2012). If
ci(xf (t),θf (t),u(t)) = 0, then the constraint is not satis-
fied, and the behavior of the system is deemed to be unac-
ceptable. These individual constraints are combined into a
single threshold function TEOLf : Rnxf × Rnθf × Rnu → B,

2
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defined as

TEOLf (xf (t),θf (t),u(t)) =
{

1, 0 ∈ {ci(xf (t),θf (t),u(t))}nci=1

0, otherwise.
.

So, EOLf may be defined as

EOLf (tP ) ,
inf{t ∈ R : t ≥ tP and TEOLf (xf (t),θf (t),u(t)) = 1},

i.e., EOL is the earliest time point at which the threshold is
reached. RUL is expressed given EOL as

RULf (tP ) , EOLf (tP )− tP .

3. DISTRIBUTED ARCHITECTURE

For a large system, both the diagnosis and prognosis prob-
lems are correspondingly large. A centralized approach does
not scale well, can be computationally expensive, and prone
to single points of failure. Therefore, we propose to decom-
pose the global integrated diagnosis and prognosis problem
into independent local subproblems. In this work, we build
on the ideas from structural model decomposition (Blanke et
al., 2006; Pulido & Alonso-González, 2004) to compute lo-
cal independent subproblems, which may be solved in paral-
lel, thus providing scalability and efficiency. Model decom-
position is not a new concept, and several approaches have
been developed for purposes of system identification, estima-
tion, learning, and diagnosis (Staroswiecki & Declerck, 1989;
Pulido & Alonso-González, 2004; Williams & Millar, 1998).
Structural model decomposition allows decomposing a global
model into a set of local submodels for which local diagnosis
and prognosis problems can be directly defined. The global
model of the system, denoted asM, is defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Model). The model of a system,M, is a tuple
M = (X,Θ, U, Y, C), where X is the set of state variables
of x, Θ is the set of unknown parameters of θ, U is the set of
input variables of u, Y is the set of output variables of y, and
C is the set of model constraints of f , h, and EOL constraints
of CEOLf .

The basic idea of the model decomposition problem is to de-
compose the global system model into a set of submodels sat-
isfying given constraints, such that each submodel contains
sufficient analytical redundancy to generate fault hypotheses
from observed measurement deviations. A submodel in our
framework is defined as follows.

Definition 2 (Submodel). A submodelMi of a system model
M = (X,Θ, U, Y, C) is a tupleMi = (Xi,Θi, Ui, Yi, Ci),
where Xi ⊆ X , Θi ⊆ Θ, Ui ⊆ X ∪ U ∪ Y , and Yi ⊆ Y are
the state, parameter, input, and output variables, respectively,

and Ci ⊆ C are the submodel constraints.2

Next, we discuss the fundamental ideas of our model decom-
position approach and show the constraints needed to obtain
the different submodels for distributed diagnosis and progno-
sis. Then, we propose our integrated approach.

3.1. Model Decomposition for Distributed Diagnosis and
Prognosis

Model decomposition in our framework can be accomplished
by using some variables (either measured variables or vari-
ables for which the values are known) as local inputs,Ui, such
that each one of the submodels satisfies a set of constraints
and contains the minimum number of equations to compute
a given set of outputs, Yi. As a result, submodels computed
this way contain only a small subset of the equations of the
model that are decoupled from the rest of the system model
equations. In general, any set of variables in the system can
be chosen as the local inputs to the submodel, Ui. The choice
of Ui and the constraints to fulfill depends on the particular
problem to be solved through model decomposition.

The first model decomposition problem computes minimal
submodels from the nominal system model. For this model
decomposition problem, constraints are that submodels use
the global model inputs and some measured values as local
inputs, i.e., Ui ⊆ U ∪ (Y − Yi). An algorithm for comput-
ing the set of minimal submodels that satisfies these prop-
erties is given in (Daigle et al., 2011), which is based on
the model decomposition algorithms presented in (Pulido &
Alonso-González, 2004; Bregon et al., 2012).

The second model decomposition problem computes sub-
models for residual generation and fault isolation. For this
model decomposition problem, the constraints are that sub-
models are constructed by merging the minimal submodels,
to fulfill global diagnosability conditions as in (Bregon et
al., 2011).3 Once the globally diagnosable subsystems have
been designed, the merged submodels are used for distributed
residual generation and to compute event-based local diag-
nosers for fault isolation. These design and diagnoser com-
putation processes are detailed in (Bregon et al., 2011). Be-
cause the subsystems are designed to be globally diagnosable,
the resulting local diagnosers are independent, and can pro-
vide globally correct diagnosis results without a centralized
coordinator.

The third model decomposition problem computes submod-
els for distributed fault identification. For each consistent
fault hypothesis f , the joint state-parameter estimators are
computed from the minimal submodels of the faulty system
modelM(f) with the constraints thatUi ⊆ U∪(Y −Yi) with

2A faulty submodel for a fault f is denoted asMi(f).
3In this work, a subsystem is globally diagnosable if all faults in the subsys-
tem are distinguishable from every other fault in the system using only local
measurements.

3
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Figure 1. An instantiation of the integrated diagnosis and prognosis architecture.

Yi as a singleton. It will be shown later that the fault identi-
fication module is the central part of our diagnosis-prognosis
integration approach and provides the joint state-parameter
estimations for the prediction module.

Finally, for distributed prediction, the model decomposition
problem starts off from the faulty system model, and, as de-
tailed in (Daigle, Bregon, & Roychoudhury, 2012), it fulfills
the following constraints: (i) the submodels use Ui ⊆ UP ,
where UP ⊆ X ∪ U (here, UP is a set of variables whose
future values can be predicted a priori, which depends on the
hypothesized faults); and (ii) each computed submodel has
at least one c ∈ CEOLf belonging to Ci, and over all sub-
models, all constraints in CEOLf are covered. This ensures
that TEOLf may be computed for the system from the local
constraints.

3.2. Distributed Architecture

Figure 1 illustrates an example architecture for our distributed
diagnosis and prognosis scheme. At each discrete time step,
k, the system takes as input both uk and yk and splits them
into local inputs uik and local outputs yik for the local diag-
nosers. Within eachMi local diagnoser, nominal tracking is
performed, computing estimates of nominal measurements,
ŷik. The fault detector compares the estimated measurements
against the observed measurements, to determine statistically
significant deviations for the residual, rik = yik − ŷik. Qual-
itative values of the deviations in the residuals are used by
the event-based diagnoser to isolate faults. The set of iso-
lated fault candidates Fik together with the estimated nom-

inal states, x̂ik, parameters, θ̂
i

k, and the measurements, yik,
are used as input for the corresponding identification mod-
ule. Identification is performed for each hypothesized fault
in a distributed way, e.g., for the isolated faults f1 and f2 in
Figure 1, we run an instantiation of the identification sub-
model for each one the faults, i.e., M1(f1) and M1(f2).
Fault identification uses the minimal submodels from the
faulty system model, and computes local state-parameter es-

timates p(xif,k,θ
i
f,k|yi0:k). These local estimates are then

used as input to the prediction submodels. In some cases,
the local estimates have to be split or merged with other
estimates according to the prediction submodels. For ex-
ample, in the figure, estimates from M1(f1), are used by
both local prediction submodels M4(f1) and M5(f1), and
those submodels may also need estimates not included within
submodel M1(f1). These estimates are typically obtained
from the local diagnosers or other fault identification blocks.4

Distributed prediction modules compute, for each hypothe-
sized fault, local EOL/RUL predictions, p(EOLif,kP |yi0:kP )

and p(RULif,kP |yi0:kP ), at given prediction time kP based
on the local EOL constraints. Finally, local predictions
are combined into global predictions p(EOLf,kP |y0:kP ) and
p(RULf,kP |y0:kP ) for each hypothesized fault. The next
section describes the details of the different modules of the
distributed integrated diagnosis and prognosis architecture.

4. DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS APPROACH

Figure 1 shows the basic modules of our distributed integrated
approach. In this section we give details on how each mod-
ule is implemented, and establish the integration between the
diagnosis and prognosis tasks.

4.1. Distributed Diagnosis

For distributed diagnosis, each local diagnoser first takes a
subset of the local inputs uik and local outputs yik, to compute
an estimate of its output measurements ŷik. Tracking is per-
formed in discrete time using a robust filtering scheme, e.g.,
the extended or unscented Kalman filter (Julier & Uhlmann,
2004), which provides accurate tracking in the presence of
sensor noise, process noise, and discretization error.

4Since prediction submodels are constructed by using any variable which
value can be hypothesized as input, in some cases, prediction submodels
cannot always be formed by just merging the minimal estimation submod-
els. To indicate this, we named our prediction submodels differently from
the estimation submodels, e.g.,M4(f1) andM5(f1) instead ofM1(f1).

4
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For fault detection, a statistical test is used to look for signif-
icant deviations in the residual signal rik, which is computed
as the difference between ŷik and the yik. In our approach, we
use a Z-test as described in (Biswas et al., 2003).

Fault isolation is performed using local event-based di-
agnosers, constructed as detailed in the previous sec-
tion (Bregon et al., 2011; Daigle et al., 2009). Fault isolation
is triggered when a fault is detected, and it works as follows.
Initially, all event-based local diagnosers start in their initial
state, and the set of faulty candidates is empty. Local residual
deviations cause the local diagnosers to move from one state
to another. These residual deviations are abstracted to a tu-
ple of qualitative symbols (σ1, σ2) for each residual signal,
where σ1 represents magnitude changes and σ2 represents
slope changes. A + (resp. −) value indicates a change above
(resp. below) normal for a measurement residual or a positive
(resp. negative) residual slope. A 0 implies no change in the
measurement value or a flat residual slope. The symbols are
generated using a sliding window technique as described in
detail in (Biswas et al., 2003). If there is a match between
an event from the current state and a tuple of qualitative sym-
bols generated by any residual, the local diagnoser moves to
the next state and remains active. If not, the local diagnoser
blocks. This process continues until a local diagnoser reaches
an accepting state, which corresponds to a unique isolation
result.

In our distributed diagnosis approach, identification submod-
els, Mi(f), are obtained, as explained in the previous sec-
tion, as minimal submodels from the faulty system model. A
local state-parameter estimator is constructed for each iden-
tification submodel Mi(f), and produces a local estimate
p(xif,k,θ

i
f,k|yi0:k) by using an appropriate algorithm. In this

paper, we use an unscented Kalman filter (UKF) (Julier &
Uhlmann, 2004) with a variance control algorithm (Daigle,
Saha, & Goebel, 2012).

4.2. Distributed Prognosis

The local state-parameter estimates for each local distributed
prediction module are constructed from the local estimates of
the distributed fault identification submodels. Each predic-
tion submodel is made up of a set of states Xi and parame-
ters Θi, and constructs a local distribution p(xif,k,θ

i
f,k|yi0:k),

by assuming that the local state-parameter estimates are suf-
ficiently represented by a mean µi and covariance Σi. For
each prediction submodelMi(f), we combine the estimates
of the local identification submodels that estimate states and
parameters in Xi∪Θi into µi and Σi. If two submodels esti-
mate the same state variable or parameter, then many different
techniques can be applied depending on the desired perfor-
mance of the prediction submodels, e.g., taking the estimate
with the smallest variance, or taking an average.

Several approaches can be used to perform prediction for each

Algorithm 1 EOL Prediction

Inputs: {(xi(j)
kP

,θ
i(j)
kP

), w
i(j)
kP
}Nj=1

Outputs: {EOLi(j)
kP

, w
i(j)
kP
}Nj=1

for j = 1 to N do
k ← kP
x
i(j)
k ← x

i(j)
kP

θ
i(j)
k ← θ

i(j)
kP

while T i
EOL(x

i(j)
k ,θ

i(j)
k , ûi

k) = 0 do
Predict ûi

k

θ
i(j)
k+1 ∼ p(θi

k+1|θi(j)
k )

x
i(j)
k+1 ∼ p(xi

k+1|xi(j)
k ,θ

i(j)
k , ûi

k)
k ← k + 1
x
i(j)
k ← x

i(j)
k+1

θ
i(j)
k ← θ

i(j)
k+1

end while
EOL

i(j)
kP
← k

end for

prediction submodel. In this work, given the mean and co-
variance information, we represent the distribution with a set
of sigma points derived using the unscented transform. Then,
each sigma point is simulated forward to EOL, and we re-
cover the statistics of the EOL distribution given by the sigma
points (Daigle & Goebel, 2010).

Algorithm 1 (Daigle, Saha, & Goebel, 2012), shows the
pseudocode for the prediction procedure. The algorithm
is executed for each submodel i, deriving local EOL pre-
dictions using its local threshold function based on the lo-
cal EOL constraints. For a given submodel, each sample
j is propagated forward until T iEOLf (x

i(j)
f,k ,θ

i(j)
f,k ) evaluates

to 1. The algorithm hypothesizes future inputs ûik. Then,
the global EOL/RUL is determined by the minimum of the
local EOL/RUL distributions for each prediction submodel,
i.e., p(EOLif,kP |yi0:kP ) and p(RULif,kP |yi0:kP ). To compute
this, we sample from each local EOL distribution and take
the minimum of the local samples. This is repeated many
times and the statistics of the global EOL distribution are
computed (Daigle, Bregon, & Roychoudhury, 2012).

5. CASE STUDY

In this section, we apply our distributed diagnosis and prog-
nosis approach to a four-wheeled rover testbed developed at
NASA Ames Research Center. We develop a model of the
rover, and demonstrate the approach using simulated scenar-
ios.

5.1. Nominal System Modeling

The rover model was originally presented in (Balaban et al.,
2011). In this section we summarize the main features and
include some extensions to the model.

The rover consists of a symmetric rigid frame with four

5
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independently-driven wheels. The wheel speeds are governed
by

ω̇FL =
1

JFL

`
τmFL − τfFL − τglFL + τgrFL

´
, (c1)

ω̇FR =
1

JFR

`
τmFR − τfFR − τglFR − τgrFR

´
, (c2)

ω̇BL =
1

JBL

`
τmBL − τfBL − τglBL + τgrBL

´
, (c3)

ω̇BR =
1

JBR

`
τmBR − τfBR − τglFR − τgrBR

´
. (c4)

The F , B, L, and R subscripts stand for front, left, back,
and right, respectively. Here, for wheel w, Jw denotes the
wheel inertia; τmw is the motor torque; τfw = µfwωw is
the wheel friction torque, where µfw is a friction coefficient;
τglw = rwµgl(vw − v) is the torque due to slippage, where
rw is the wheel radius, µgl is a friction coefficient, vw is the
translational wheel velocity, and v is the translation velocity
of the rover body; and τgrw = rwµgrwω cos γ is the torque
due to the rotational movement of the rover body, where µgrw
is a friction coefficient, ω is the rotational velocity of the rover
body, and γ = arctan l/b with l being the rover’s length and
b being its width.

The translational velocity v of the rover is described by

v̇ =
1

m

`
FglFL + FglFR + FglBL + FglBR

´
, (c5)

wherem is the rover mass, and for wheelw, Fglw = µgl(vw−
v) is the force due to slippage. The rotational velocity ω is
described by

ω̇ =
1

J
(d cos γFglFR + d cos γFglBR − d cos γFglFL

− d cos γFglBL − dFgrFL − dFgrFR − dFgrBL

− dFgrBR). (c6)

Here, J is the rotational inertia of the rover and d is the dis-
tance from the center of the rover to each wheel.

The wheels are driven by DC motors with PI control that sets
the voltages V applied to the motors. The motor currents i
are governed by

i̇FL =
1

L
(VFL − iFLRFL − kωωFL), (c7)

i̇FR =
1

L
(VFR − iFRRFR − kωωFR), (c8)

i̇BL =
1

L
(VBL − iBLRBL − kωωBL), (c9)

i̇BR =
1

L
(VBR − iBRRBR − kωωBR), (c10)

where L is the motor inductance, R is the motor resistance,
and kω is an energy transformation term. The motor torque
is τmw = kτ iw, where kτ is an energy transformation gain.
The voltages applied to the motors are determined by the con-
trollers, where for wheel w, Vw = P ∗ (uw − ωw) + I ∗ eiw,
where P is a proportional gain, uw is the commanded wheel
speed, I is an integral gain, and eiw is the integral error term.

The integral error terms are governed by

ėiFL = uFL − ωFL, (c11)

ėiFR = uFR − ωFR, (c12)

ėiBL = uBL − ωBL, (c13)

ėiBR = uBR − ωBR. (c14)

The batteries, which are connected in series, are described
by a simple electrical circuit equivalent model that includes a
large capacitanceCb in parallel with a resistanceRp, together
in series with another resistanceRs.5 The battery charge vari-
ables qi are governed by

q̇1 = −V1/Rp1 − (iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL), (c15)

q̇2 = −V2/Rp2 − (iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL), (c16)

q̇3 = −V3/Rp3 − (iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL), (c17)

q̇4 = −V4/Rp4 − (iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL). (c18)

The available sensors measure the voltages of the batteries,

V ∗
1 = q1/Cb1 −Rs1 ∗ (iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL), (c19)

V ∗
2 = q2/Cb2 −Rs2 ∗ (iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL), (c20)

V ∗
3 = q3/Cb3 −Rs3 ∗ (iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL), (c21)

V ∗
4 = q4/Cb4 −Rs4 ∗ (iFL + iFR + iBR + iBL), (c22)

the motor currents,

i∗FL = iFL, (c23)

i∗FR = iFR, (c24)

i∗BL = iBL, (c25)

i∗BR = iBR, (c26)

and the wheel speeds,

ω∗
FL = ωFL, (c27)

ω∗
FR = ωFR, (c28)

ω∗
BL = ωBL, (c29)

ω∗
BR = ωBR. (c30)

Here, the ∗ superscript indicates a measured value.

5.2. Faulty System Modeling
In this work, we consider different faults in the motors and the
batteries. First, we consider friction-based damage progres-
sion in the motors, resulting in an increase in motor friction
over time. For wheel w, the fault progression function is de-
fined as:

µ̇fFL = νfFL µfFL ω
2
FL, (c31)

µ̇fFR = νfFR µfFR ω2
FR, (c32)

µ̇fBL = νfBL µfBL ω
2
BL, (c33)

µ̇fBR = νfBR µfBR ω2
BR, (c34)

5We use a simple model here only for demonstration purposes. More detailed
battery models for prognosis can be found in the literature, e.g., (Saha &
Goebel, 2009).

6
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Submodel Xi Θi Ui Yi Ci

M1 q1 Cb1 i∗FL, i
∗
FR, i

∗
BL, i

∗
BR V ∗

1 c15,c19,c23,c24,c25,c26
M2 q2 Cb2 i∗FL, i

∗
FR, i

∗
BL, i

∗
BR V ∗

2 c16,c20,c23,c24,c25,c26
M3 q3 Cb3 i∗FL, i

∗
FR, i

∗
BL, i

∗
BR V ∗

3 c17,c21,c23,c24,c25,c26
M4 q4 Cb4 i∗FL, i

∗
FR, i

∗
BL, i

∗
BR V ∗

4 c18,c22,c23,c24,c25,c26
M5 iFL, eiFL RFL uFL, ω

∗
FL i∗FL c7,c11,c23,c27

M6 iFR, eiFR RFR uFR, ω
∗
FR i∗FR c8,c12,c24,c28

M7 iBL, eiBL RBL uBL, ω
∗
BL i∗BL c9,c13,c25,c29

M8 iBR, eiBR RBR uBR, ω
∗
BR i∗BR c10,c14,c26,c30

M9 ωFL, v, ω, µfFL νfFL i∗FL, ω
∗
FR, ω

∗
BL, ω

∗
BR ω∗

FL c1,c31,c5,c6,c23,c28,c29,c30
M10 ωFR, v, ω, µfFR νfFR i∗FR, ω

∗
FL, ω

∗
BL, ω

∗
BR ω∗

FR c2,c32,c5,c6,c24,c27,c29,c30
M11 ωBL, v, ω, µfBL νfBL i∗BL, ω

∗
FL, ω

∗
FR, ω

∗
BR ω∗

BL c3,c33,c5,c6,c25,c27,c28,c30
M12 ωBR, v, ω, µfBR νfBR i∗BR, ω

∗
FL, ω

∗
FR, ω

∗
BL ω∗

BR c4,c34,c5,c6,c26,c27,c28,c29

Table 1. Set of minimal submodels for the rover testbed computed from the nominal system model.

Submodel Xi Θi Ui Yi Ci

M5,9 ωFL, v, ω, µfFL, iFL, eiFL νfFL, RFL uFL, ω
∗
FR, ω

∗
BL, ω

∗
BR ω∗

FL, i
∗
FL C5 ∪ C9

M6,10 ωFR, v, ω, µfFR, iFR, eiFR νfFR, RFR uFR, ω
∗
FL, ω

∗
BL, ω

∗
BR ω∗

FR, i
∗
FR C6 ∪ C10

M7,11 ωBL, v, ω, µfBL, iBL, eiBL νfBL, RBL uBL, ω
∗
FL, ω

∗
FR, ω

∗
BR ω∗

BL, i
∗
BL C7 ∪ C11

M8,12 ωBR, v, ω, µfBR, iBR, eiBR νfBR, RBR uBR, ω
∗
FL, ω

∗
FR, ω

∗
BL ω∗

BR, i
∗
BR C8 ∪ C12

M1,2,3,4 q1, q2, q3, q4 Cb1, Cb2, Cb3, Cb4 i∗FL, i
∗
FR, i

∗
BL, i

∗
BR V ∗

1 , V
∗
2 , V

∗
3 , V

∗
4 C1 ∪ C2 ∪ C3 ∪ C4

Table 2. Residual generation and fault isolation submodels.

where µfw is the fault parameter, and νfw is the fault pro-
gression parameter.

We also consider abrupt resistance increases in the motors,
represented as an abrupt change in parameter Rw for wheel
w, with ∆Rw as the fault progression parameter.

For the batteries, we consider abrupt capacitance decreases,
represented as an abrupt change in parameter Cbi for capacity
i. ∆Cbi is the fault progression parameter.

We are interested in predicting when any of the rover batteries
are at their charge threshold, beyond which the batteries will
be damaged. These faults can cause the charge thresholds to
be reached earlier since they will affect current draw. The
constraints are given as

q1 > q−, (c35)

q2 > q−, (c36)

q3 > q−, (c37)

q4 > q−, (c38)

where the charge threshold is given by q− = 2× 104 C. The
rover cannot be operated when any of the constraints c35–c38
are violated.

5.3. Results

To demonstrate the validity of the approach, we describe two
different faulty scenarios of the rover. In the first, friction
damage is progressing on one motor, and in the second, a
capacitance decrease occurs in one battery. In all cases, the
rover travels between various waypoints, moving at an aver-
age speed of 0.5 m/s. Table 1 shows the minimal submodels
for the rover derived by using measured values as local in-
puts. Table 2 shows the submodels for residual generation

Submodel Xi Θi Ui Yi Ci

M17(Cb1) q1, Cb1 ∆Cb1 iFL, iFR, iBL, iBR ∅ c15,c19,c35
M18(Cb2) q2, Cb2 ∆Cb2 iFL, iFR, iBL, iBR ∅ c16,c20,c36
M19(Cb3) q3, Cb3 ∆Cb3 iFL, iFR, iBL, iBR ∅ c17,c21,c37
M20(Cb4) q4, Cb4 ∆Cb4 iFL, iFR, iBL, iBR ∅ c18,c22,c38

Table 4. Prediction submodels for capacitance faults.

and fault isolation. These submodels have been designed to
obtain globally diagnosable subsystems by using the design
algorithm in (Bregon et al., 2011). In this work, we have con-
sidered five subsystems, one for each wheel components and
another one for the batteries. For example, the subsystem for
the front left wheel components is not globally diagnosable if
we only consider submodelM9 (which includes the front left
wheel friction wear parameter, νfFL). The design algorithm
in (Bregon et al., 2011) determines that we need to merge
submodelsM5 andM9 to make the front left wheel subsys-
tem globally diagnosable. The process is similar for the rest
of the subsystems.

Minimal submodels for identification can be computed from
the minimal submodels in Table 1 by defining the fault pro-
gression function (if necessary), and by making the fault pa-
rameter to become a state and the corresponding fault pro-
gression parameter to become the parameter. Regarding pre-
diction, the correct prediction submodels to use depend on the
scenario, as will be shown later.

5.3.1. Friction Damage Progression

We first consider a scenario in which, for the front-left mo-
tor, the friction begins to increase. The friction damage pro-
gression begins at t = 50 s with friction wear parameter
νfFL = 1 × 10−3 s. A fault is detected by the local di-
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Submodel Xi Θi Ui Yi Ci

M13(µfFL) q1, iFL, eiFL, ωFL, µfFL Cb1, νfFL, RFL uFL, v, ω, iFR, iBL, iBR ∅ c1,c31,c7,c11,c15,c35
M14(µfFL) q2, iFL, eiFL, ωFL, µfFL Cb2, νfFL, RFL uFL, v, ω, iFR, iBL, iBR ∅ c1,c31,c7,c11,c16,c36
M15(µfFL) q3, iFL, eiFL, ωFL, µfFL Cb3, νfFL, RFL uFL, v, ω, iFR, iBL, iBR ∅ c1,c31,c7,c11,c17,c37
M16(µfFL) q4, iFL, eiFL, ωFL, µfFL Cb4, νfFL, RFL uFL, v, ω, iFR, iBL, iBR ∅ c1,c31,c7,c11,c18,c38

Table 3. Prediction submodels using commanded wheel speeds and rover velocities as local inputs.
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Figure 2. Estimated νfFL values.
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Figure 3. Current i∗FL increase through time.

agnoser computed from submodel M5,9 at 119.25 s, via an
increase in the motor current iFL. The initial candidate list is
immediately reduced to one candidate, {νfFL}, based on the
signatures and orderings (other faults in the front left wheel,
like RFL, produce different fault signatures). Thus the true
fault is isolated.

Fault identification is initiated once the candidate is isolated.
For the friction damage progression fault, the wear rate νfFL
estimate averages to νfFL = 1 × 10−3 s with very small
output error. Figure 2 shows the wear parameter estimate for
friction damage.

As a result of the continuously increasing friction, the current
drawn by the motor increases as well in order for the motor
controller to maintain the same desired wheel speed (Figure
3 shows this increase in the current through time). Hence, the
total current drawn from the batteries is increased, and EOL
occurs around half an hour. Because iFL is constantly chang-
ing, and in a way that is dependent on the motor state, it is

incorrect to use it as a local input for prediction and to de-
compose the prediction problem into independent local pre-
diction problems for the batteries and motors, i.e., it is not
known a priori. Therefore, we compute submodels using as
local inputs average values for the remaining motor currents,
average commanded wheel speeds, and average rover trans-
lational velocity v and rotational velocity ω. The prediction
submodels for this case are shown in Table 3. EOL for this
fault is computed by merging the local EOL from those sub-
models in the table. Note that the prediction submodels used
in this case do not correspond directly to those used for es-
timation. So, when constructing the estimate for M13, for
example, it takes the estimates fromM1 andM9.

The prediction results are shown in Figure 4. The increased
friction causes the batteries to discharge faster, and EOL oc-
curs around 1650 s. Here, we used the relative accuracy (RA)
as a measure of prediction accuracy, and the relative standard
deviation (RSD) as a measure of spread. Each prediction met-
ric is averaged over multiple prediction points (one every 100
s of usage) (see (Saxena et al., 2010; Daigle, Saha, & Goebel,
2012) for the mathematical definitions of these metrics). For
this experiment, RA averages to 91.63% and RSD averages
to 16.26%.

For the sake of comparison, we also ran this experiment us-
ing the centralized approach. Figure 5 shows the prediction
results obtained. Looking at the prediction metrics, we see
that the centralized approach behaved very similar to the dis-
tributed approach but a little bit worse, with RA averaging
90.90% and RSD averaging 17.72%. However, this is just
a particular example, but, in general, both approaches obtain
equivalent results.

5.3.2. Capacitance Decrease

As a second scenario, we consider a capacitance decrease
fault in battery 3 of the rover, Cb3. The fault begins at t = 50
s with an abrupt decrease from 2000 to 1800 in the capacity
of the battery. The fault is detected immediately by the local
diagnoser computed from submodelM1,2,3,4 at 50.0 s, via an
increase in the voltage V3. The fault candidate is immediately
isolated, {Cb3}, based on the signatures and orderings, thus
starting the fault identification. For the capacitance fault, the
estimated value of the capacitance averaged Cb3 = 1798.6
C with very small output error. As a result of the decrease
in capacitance, the battery discharges at a faster rate, and so
reaches end of discharge more quickly. The prediction sub-
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Figure 4. Predicted RUL of the rover for the distributed ap-
proach. The mean is indicated with a dot and confidence in-
tervals for 5% and 95% by lines. The gray cone depicts an
accuracy requirement of 15%.
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Figure 5. Predicted RUL of the rover for the centralized ap-
proach. The mean is indicated with a dot and confidence in-
tervals for 5% and 95% by lines. The gray cone depicts an
accuracy requirement of 15%.

models for faults in the capacity of the batteries are shown
in Table 4. For this scenario, with a fault in Cb3, we used
submodel M19, obtaining RA average to 98.25% and RSD
average to 10.12%.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a distributed integrated model-based
diagnosis and prognosis framework. Our approach starts
off with a common modeling paradigm to model both the
nominal behavior and fault progression, and then proposes
a framework where the global system model is decomposed
into smaller independent submodels. These submodels are
then used to distribute the different diagnosis and prognosis
tasks. Model decompostion is carried out based on the re-
quirements and constraints of each task. We demonstrated
our approach on a four-wheeled rover testbed, where we di-
agnosed faults and prognosed the EOL/RUL accurately. We
compared results obtained by using our distributed approach
against those obtained using a centralized approach, showing
that both approaches obtain the same results.

Most approaches in the literature focus in either the diagnosis
or the prognosis task. Some works have proposed the inte-
gration of both tasks within a common framework (Patrick
et al., 2007; Orchard & Vachtsevanos, 2009; Roychoudhury
& Daigle, 2011), however, unlike our approach, these ap-
proaches perform the diagnosis and prognosis tasks in a cen-
tralized way, thus suffering from scalability issues due to the
large number of states and parameters in real-world systems.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no approach in the lit-
erature which combines, in a distributed way, the diagnosis
and prognosis tasks. Our approach is limited by the number
and location of the sensors in the system. Since our decom-
position algorithm is guided by the set of available sensors,
the distribution capabilities of the approach is determined by
them.

In future, we will apply this approach to larger systems, to
study the scalability of our diagnosis and prognosis scheme,
and will perform a more detailed comparison against the re-
sults obtained by using a centralized approach. We will also
extend the capability of this approach to hybrid systems, as
well as diagnosis and prognosis of multiple faults.
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ABSTRACT

This article discusses several aspects of uncertainty represen-
tation and management for model-based prognostics method-
ologies based on our experience with Kalman Filters when
applied to prognostics for electronics components. In par-
ticular, it explores the implications of modeling remaining
useful life prediction as a stochastic process and how it re-
lates to uncertainty representation, management, and the role
of prognostics in decision-making. A distinction between the
interpretations of estimated remaining useful life probability
density function and the true remaining useful life probabil-
ity density function is explained and a cautionary argument
is provided against mixing interpretations for the two while
considering prognostics in making critical decisions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Model-based prognostics methodologies in electronics prog-
nostics have been developed based on Bayesian tracking
methods such as Kalman Filter, Extended Kalman Filter, and
Particle Filter. The models used in these methodologies are
mathematical abstractions of the time evolution of the degra-
dation process and the cornerstone for the estimation of re-
maining useful life. The Bayesian tracking framework allows
for estimation of state of health parameters in prognostics
making use of available measurements from the system under
consideration. In this framework, health parameters are re-
garded as random variables for which, in the case of Kalman
and Extended Kalman filters, their distribution are regarded
as Normal and the estimation process focuses on computing
estimates of the expected value and variance as they relate to
the mean and variance that fully parametrize the Normal dis-
tribution. In addition to the health estimation process, fore-

José R. Celaya et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which per-
mits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

casting of the health parameters is required up to a future time
that results in crossing of the pre-established failure condition
threshold. This is ultimately required in order to compute re-
maining useful life.

Previous work applied to electrolytic capacitor and power
MOSFETs (Metal-Oxide Semiconductor Field-Effect Tran-
sistor) has focused on implementation of the previously
described process and has presented remaining useful
life results without any uncertainty measure associated to
them (J. R. Celaya et al., 2011; J. Celaya, Saxena, Kulka-
rni, et al., 2012; J. Celaya et al., 2011; J. Celaya, Kulkarni,
et al., 2012). Other work on prognostics based on particle fil-
tering has been presented regarding remaining useful life as
a random variable and presenting corresponding uncertainty
estimates (Saha et al., 2009; Daigle & Goebel, 2011). This
work focuses on reviewing uncertainty representation tech-
niques used in model-based prognostics and on providing an
interpretation of uncertainty for the electronics prognostics
applications previously presented, and based on Kalman fil-
ter approaches for health state estimation.

The Bayesian tracking framework allows for modeling of
sources of uncertainty in the measurement process and also
on the degradation evolution dynamic model as applied on
the application under consideration. This is done in terms
of an additive noise in the model, which is regarded as zero
mean and normally distributed random variable. This allows
for the aggregation of different sources of uncertainty for the
health state tracking step. Its implications on the uncertainty
estimation for remaining useful life (RUL) including future
state forecasting are discussed in this paper.

1.1. Model-based prognostics background

As mentioned earlier, a model-based prognostics methodol-
ogy based on Bayesian tracking consists of two steps, health
state estimation and RUL prediction. The following is a high
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level description of the process that will help to provide the
appropriate context for the upcoming discussion.

State of health estimation: To initiate the prediction, it is
necessary to first establish a starting point, the current state
of health. A model-based algorithm employs dynamic mod-
els of the physical behavior of the system or component under
consideration, along with dynamic degradation models of key
parameters that represent the degradation over time. Bayesian
tracking algorithms like Kalman filter, extended Kalman fil-
ter, and particle filter are among the algorithms typically em-
ployed in a model-based prognostics methodology (Daigle &
Goebel, 2011; Saha & Goebel, 2009; J. Celaya et al., 2011;
J. Celaya, Saxena, Kulkarni, et al., 2012). In such methodolo-
gies, dynamic models of the nominal system and degradation
models are posed as a discrete state-space system in which
the state variable x(t) consists of physical variables, and in
some cases, it includes degradation model parameters to be
estimated online.

The models consist of a state equation representing the time
evolution of the state as shown in Eq. (1a); where u(t) is
the system input and w(t) is a zero-mean and normally dis-
tributed additive noise representing random model error. In
addition, the measurement equation (Eq. (1b)) relates the
state variable to measurements of the systems y(t). The term
v(t) is a zero-mean and normally distributed additive noise
representing the random measurement error. The measure-
ment and model noise normality assumption could be relaxed
when using computational Bayesian methods like particle fil-
tering.

ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t)) + w(t) (1a)
y(t) = h(x(t)), u(t)) + v(t) (1b)

The state of the system, as it evolves through time, is periodi-
cally estimated by the filter as measurements y(t) of key vari-
ables become available through the life of the system. This
is the health state estimation step of the model-based prog-
nostics algorithm. Typically, in a model-based prognostics
method, a Bayesian tracking algorithm attempts to estimate
the expected value of the joint probability density function of
the state x(tp). Where tp is the time at which a remaining
useful life prediction is computed using only system observa-
tions up to this point in time. Different assumptions about the
probability density function are used depending on the filter
used.

Remaining useful life estimation (prediction): In order to
compute remaining useful life, the state-equation (Eq. (1a))
of the model is used to compute the state evolution in a fore-
casting mode until an end-of-life threshold is reached at time
denoted by tEOL. The last state estimate at time tp in the

health state estimation step is typically used as initial state
value for forecasting x(t) up to tEOL. Remaining useful life
R(tp) at time of prediction tp is defined as

R(tp) = tEOL − tp, (2)

where tp is deterministic and known, and tEOL is a random
variable function of the failure threshold and the state esti-
mate x(tp). This function includes the state forecasting step
and the identification of when the failure threshold is crossed.

1.2. Ideas explored in this paper

In this paper we explore how the state vector variable should
be interpreted during the tracking phase and how it is related
to the process of final RUL prediction. This probability inter-
pretation is often overlooked in the literature by interpreting
the state vector as the health indicator and a threshold is used
on this variable in order to compute EOL (end-of-life) and
RUL.

Here, we discuss how the state estimation process is defined
in the Bayesian framework. We will, in particular, focus
on the output of the estimation process in the Kalman filter
framework. Furthermore, we try to interpret the objective
of the Kalman filter, whether to estimate x(t) as a random
variable or to estimate a parameter of the probability density
function of x(t) –such as expected value or variance– or both.

In addition, we will challenge how we usually think about
RUL and how it has been interpreted using other, similar,
methods. The main objective here is to characterize its impact
on uncertainty representation and management. For instance,
if RUL is considered as a random variable and we assume that
a model-based prognostics framework based on the Kalman
filter generates RUL with a particular variance, then it is in-
correct to arbitrarily expect, assume, or force the variance to
be small. The variance of random variables such as RUL is
not under our control as explained in the next section.

These concepts are discussed in the context of prognostics of
electronics, particularly, the uncertainty propagation in power
MOSFET and capacitor prognostics applications as presented
in J. R. Celaya et al. (2011); J. Celaya, Saxena, Kulkarni, et
al. (2012) and J. Celaya et al. (2011); J. Celaya, Kulkarni, et
al. (2012) respectively. In these applications, uncertainty has
not been explicitly considered in the prediction results and
this paper is an effort towards augmenting the methods used
there with an uncertainty management methodology.

1.3. Background on Uncertainty Management

There are several different types of sources of uncertainty that
must be accounted for in a prognostic system formulation.
These sources may be categorized into following four cat-
egories and accordingly require separate representation and
management methods.
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1. Aleatoric or Statistical Uncertainties: these uncertain-
ties arise from inherent variability in any process and
cannot be eliminated. They can be characterized by mul-
tiple experimental runs but cannot be reduced by im-
proved methods or measurements. Sampling fluctuations
from the characterized probability density function of a
source of aleatoric uncertainty can result in different pre-
dictions every time. Examples of such uncertainties in-
clude manufacturing variations, material properties, etc.

2. Epistemic or Systematic Uncertainties: these uncer-
tainties arise due to unknown details that cannot be iden-
tified and hence are not incorporated into a process. With
improved methods and deeper investigations these uncer-
tainties may be reduced but are rarely eliminated. Mod-
eling uncertainties fall under this category and include
modeling errors due to unmodeled phenomena in both
system model and the fault propagation model.

3. Prejudicial Uncertainties: these uncertainties arise due
to the way a process is set up and is expected to change
if the process is redesigned. Conceptually these can be
considered a type of epistemic uncertainty, except it is
possible to control these to a better extent. Examples for
these uncertainties include sensor noise, sensor coverage,
information loss due to data processing, various approx-
imations and simplifications, numerical errors, etc.

While it is possible to reduce some of these uncertainties, it is
not possible or practically beneficial to eliminate them alto-
gether. However, representing them and accounting for them
in prognostic outputs is extremely important. Uncertainties
in a prognostic estimate directly affect the associated deci-
sion making process, which is typically expressed through the
concept of risk due to unwanted outcomes. Several PHM ap-
proaches quantify risk based on uncertainty quantification in
an algorithm’s output and incorporate it into a corresponding
cost-benefit equation through monetary concepts (Bedford &
Cooke, 2001).

1.3.1. Uncertainty management in prognostics

In the context of prognostics and health management uncer-
tainties are talked about from quantification, representation,
and management points of view (deNeufville, R., 2004; Hast-
ings & McManus, 2004; Ng & Abramson, 1990; Orchard et
al., 2008; Tang et al., 2009). While all three are different
processes they are often confused with each other and inter-
changeably used.

Uncertainty quantification: Deals with characterizing a
source of uncertainty so it can be incorporated into mod-
els and simulations as correctly as possible. A characteri-
zation or quantification step may involve carefully designed
experimentation with actual systems observed in realistic and
relevant environments. An accurate quantification of uncer-
tainties is considered very challenging as also acknowledged

in Engel (2009). Quantification of uncertainty from various
sources in a process has been investigated and a sensitivity
analysis conducted to identify which input uncertainty con-
tributes most to the output uncertainty in prognostics for fa-
tigue crack damage (Sankararaman et al., 2011). This allows
prioritizing and subsequently focusing on more critical uncer-
tainties instead of all.

Uncertainty representation: Next step is the representation
of uncertainty, which is, often times, guided by the choice
of modeling and simulation frameworks. There are several
methods for uncertainty representation that vary in the level
of granularity and detail. Some common theories include
classical set theory, probability theory, fuzzy set theory, fuzzy
measure (plausibility and belief) theory, and rough set (up-
per and lower approximations) theory. However, in the PHM
domain the representation of uncertainties is dominated by
probabilistic measures (DeCastro, 2009; Orchard et al., 2008;
Saha et al., 2009), which offer a mathematically rigorous
approach but assume availability of a statistically sufficient
database. Other approaches, such as possibility theory (Fuzzy
logic) and Dempster-Shafer theory, can be employed when
only scarce or incomplete data are available (Wang, 2011).
Furthermore, the choice of type of probability density func-
tion affects the quality of prognostic outputs. Several ap-
proaches in the literature resorted to assuming Normal proba-
bility density functions, however this choice should be guided
by the results of the uncertainty characterization and quantifi-
cation step.

Uncertainty management: The most loosely used term in
the PHM literature in the context of uncertainty is that of
uncertainty management. Uncertainty management includes
two main functions, to incorporate all relevant and/or sig-
nificant sources of uncertainty into prognostic models and
simulations. Therefore, the problem formulation stage it-
self lays a foundation for an effective uncertainty manage-
ment. Once all relevant sources of uncertainty are identified
and included, the uncertainty propagation is the next com-
ponent towards effective management. Various measures of
uncertainty must be combined in an appropriate manner in
the prognostic model as the input variability filters through a
complex (possibly non-linear) system model.

If, in a perfect situation, all sources of uncertainties are iden-
tified, modeled, and managed correctly, the output probability
density function for random variables like RUL or End-of-life
(EOL) would match the true spread and would not change
from one experiment to another. This is, however, in practice
impossible to achieve because no model is perfect and not all
sources of uncertainties can be characterized. Furthermore,
an exhaustive sampling-based method such as a Monte Carlo
simulation would be computationally, prohibitively expen-
sive. This has inspired the development of intelligent sam-
pling based algorithms (DeCastro, 2009; Orchard et al., 2008;
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Saha et al., 2009) and mathematical transformations, such as
Support vectors (Saha & Goebel, 2008) and Principle Com-
ponent analysis (Usynin & Hines, 2007), that result in minor
approximations but capture most details of the true variability.
It may not be possible to identify and accurately characterize
all sources of uncertainty and hence use of a sensitivity analy-
sis is recommended to isolate the most important factors (Gu
et al., 2007; Sankararaman et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2009).
Through effective uncertainty management practices one can
at most strive towards bringing the predicted estimate close
to the true spread and not arbitrarily reducing the spread of
RUL itself. What can be minimized, is the variability in the
estimate of a given parameter of interest, not the variability in
the parameter of interest itself.

2. REMAINING USEFUL LIFE STOCHASTIC MODELING

Remaining useful life in a prognostics context is defined dif-
ferently than in a reliability context. In prognostics, it is im-
plied that remaining useful life at time tp is a condition-based
estimation of the usage time left until failure, using measure-
ments of key variables and past usage information up to time
tp. This process typically consists of forecasting the future
state of health beyond tp and identifying when the state of
health will cross a failure threshold representative of a func-
tional failure. In addition, RUL in prognostics considers –
implicitly or explicitly– future usage conditions. This is not
the case in the reliability context. Given the many sources
of uncertainty evident from a quick assessment of all that is
involved in computing RUL for a system, it is common to
consider RUL as a non-deterministic quantity. Furthermore,
RUL is also a time evolving process, meaning that RUL at
time tp will be different than RUL for t 6= tp. This can be
well illustrated with the use of the alpha-lambda prognostics
metric (Saxena et al., 2010) as seen in various publications on
prognostics (J. R. Celaya et al., 2011; J. Celaya et al., 2011).

2.1. Remaining useful life as a stochastic process

A random process or stochastic process is defined as a collec-
tion of random variables. Following the definition presented
in Gross and Harris (1998), a stochastic process is a “mathe-
matic abstraction of an empirical process whose development
is governed by probabilistic laws”. Furthermore, it is defined
as a family of random variables {X(t), t ∈ T} where T is the
time range and X(t) is the state of the process at time t. The
time range could be discrete or continuous.

A stochastic process is also used in the signal-processing
context to represent non-deterministic (stochastic) sig-
nals (Oppenheim & Schafer, 1989). From Kalman (1960) we
get the following explanation as it relates to filtering: “Intu-
itively, a random process is simply a set of random variables
which are indexed in such a way as to bring the notion of time
into the picture”.

In several applications, RUL prediction is a process in which
periodic computations of RUL are generated through the life
of the system under consideration. In our previous work on
power MOSFET prognostics (J. R. Celaya et al., 2011), peri-
odic measurements (up to every minute) are available. RUL
is computed periodically and can be considered as a random
processR(t). In contrast, in our previous work on electrolytic
capacitor prognostics (J. Celaya et al., 2011), measurements
are not available at regular time intervals. RUL computations
are made multiple times whenever a measurement is avail-
able. In this case, R(t) can also be considered as a random
process but the set T will contain only the times at which
RUL was computed.

2.2. Implications on uncertainty management

The definition of RUL as a random variable or random pro-
cess has many implications on uncertainty management and
in the representation of uncertainty in a particular model-
based prognostics methodology. If RUL is not modeled
within a probability framework, like a fuzzy variable or just a
deterministic variable, uncertainty management activities will
differ. To illustrate, let us consider a simple point estimate ex-
ample from basic mathematical statistics (Bain & Engelhardt,
1992).

A parameter estimation example: Let us assume that we
can perform a set of run to failure experiments with high level
of control, ensuring same usage and operating conditions. In
addition, remaining useful life at time tp is computed by mea-
suring the elapsed time from tp until failure for all the n sam-
ples (R1, . . . , Rn) on the set of run to failure experiments.
Assuming that these random samples come from a probabil-
ity density function fR(r), with expected value E(R) = µ
and variance V ar(R) = σ2.

Let θ1 be a parameter estimator of the mean µ of fR, with
expected value E(θ1) = µθ1 and variance V (θ1) = σθ1

2.
This estimator will be a function of all the sample values and
will have a probability density function fθ1 . θ1 is a point esti-
mate of the random variable R such as the sample mean, the
median or some other location statistic. Now, from the uncer-
tainty management perspective in prognostics, it is necessary
to judge the ability of the algorithm to properly compute the
point estimate of the process, in this case, to properly esti-
mate µ. So it is expected that this estimate θ1 has the least
variability, the least variance possible, therefore making θ1
less uncertain. As a result, σθ1

2 should be as small as possi-
ble. It is, on the other hand, incorrect to expect the estimation
process to reduce σ2 itself.

This is often misinterpreted for prognostics methodologies
base on computational statistics that do not directly focus on
a point estimate but on generating an approximation of the
distribution of R. Since the variability can be assessed by a
measure of spread like the sample standard deviation com-
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puted directly from the sample distribution of R, again, this
variation should not be arbitrarily decreased by tuning of the
algorithm since it is intended to represent the real statistical
uncertainty of the process.

The previous discussion applies to RUL predictions without
loss of generality as long as they are modeled as random vari-
ables, which is typically the case. The concept can be further
described considering the sample average R̄ as the estimator
(θ1 = R̄). From basic probability theory (Bain & Engelhardt,
1992), one can observe that µθ1 = µ and the σθ1

2 = σ2/n.
This estimator is unbiased, and its variance σθ1

2 can be re-
duced by increasing sample size. But σ2 cannot be reduced
because it is the inherent variability in the random variableR.

2.3. Implications on how RUL is computed by statistical
models

Let us now consider the complete RUL computation algo-
rithm including state estimation and prediction steps, i.e., the
prognostics algorithm is a black box estimation of RUL. This
statistical model can have different focus in providing estima-
tions of R(t). The following situations (although not exhaus-
tive) are considered here:

1. R(t) could be assumed to be a known random variable
with a known probability density or mass function (para-
metric case). Therefore, the statistical model will focus
on providing the best possible estimator of the parame-
ters or key quantities function of the random variable as
the expected value and the variance. For instance, ifR(t)
is presumed Normal, then the statistical model will pro-
vide an estimate of the mean and the standard deviation
since they fully parametrize the Normal random variable.

2. A computational statistics model could be used to avoid
making assumptions about the distribution ofR(t) there-
fore focusing on computing an approximation of the
probability density/mass function of R(t). This will be a
choice for the cases in which there is no knowledge about
the distribution or the non-parametric case is preferred. It
will also be the case for when there is no analytical solu-
tion tractable for the statistical model structure therefore
the use of a computational model, based on Monte Carlo
simulation approaches, is needed.

The uncertainty management focus will differ under the two
situations described above. In case one, where distribution
parameters are estimated, the uncertainty management should
focus on properly estimating the spread parameter θs ofR(t).
A spread parameter θs could be variance or some other esti-
mator focused on representing the variability of the distribu-
tion. This estimator should properly aggregate all the pre-
viously identified sources of uncertainty, like measurement,
model, future input and environment uncertainty. From the
uncertainty management perspective, one should not expect
θs to be small. Instead, one should expect it to be an accu-

rate representation of the real uncertainty in the real RUL of
the system. A similar situation arises in the second case. In
this case an approximation of the distribution of R(t) is com-
puted. Its shape and therefore the spread or variability repre-
sented by this approximation, should be the real uncertainty
of the RUL in the system and should not be made arbitrar-
ily small either by tuning the statistical method to do so or by
any other arbitrary transformation to make this approximation
more crisp around the location parameter.

2.4. Implications on decision-making

Being able to capture the uncertainty correctly is of
paramount importance in prognostics. This might not always
be the case for other applications involving parameter estima-
tion. For instance, in a control application, the frequency of
the compensation loop is generally high enough to be able to
dampen the effects of uncertainty in the parameter estimation
process. For prognostics, this will typically not be the case.
If the prognostics situation under consideration is used for
contingency management, in which safety of operation is at
stake; properly estimating the uncertainty of the true RUL is
necessary. If the uncertainty estimation is incorrect, then this
can lead to risky decision-making, leading to reduced safety
and possibly increasing the change of catastrophic failure. A
similar argument can be made if prognostics is used in a lo-
gistics settings such as condition-based maintenance in man-
ufacturing systems or in military operations.

The previous argument can also be made from the opposite
end by considering the implications of the decision-making
method on how RUL is computed and how uncertainty man-
agement is performed. For the last few years, research in
prognostics and health management (PHM) has mainly fo-
cussed on the prognostics element, which deals with meth-
ods to predict RUL. There have been several methodologies
published and many more under development for a variety
of man-made systems. As a result of the previous effort,
prognostics methodologies have been developed in a sort of
unbounded or unguided way with respect to how the actual
method is going to be used in the decision-making process.
This meas that input from the types of decisions that will use
the prognostics information and from the overall optimization
of system performance have so far not been considered.

The type of decision-making application may dictate the
prognostics methodology as well as the types of estimates to
be generated (recall cases in Section 2.2.3). Consequently,
this will also have an impact on requirements generation.
For instance a fleet based optimization of aircraft mainte-
nance operations considers very different decisions as com-
pared to an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) mission reconfig-
uration based on prognostics indication on power train fail-
ures. Following the same argument, it is clear that different
decision-making methodologies will have different capabili-
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ties in terms of handling the prognostics information. For in-
stance, an optimization of a particular decision process might
not be able to work with random variables, therefore a point
estimate would be provided. This will be different if the opti-
mization itself is able to deal with RUL as a random variable,
in this case, the computation distribution function of R(t)
or the estimators of the parameters that fully parametrize it
would be provided. If the decision-making process, can fur-
ther use information about how reliable the prognostics infor-
mation is, then information about a measure of quality of the
estimators, which is different than just bias, would be pro-
vided.

3. UNCERTAINTY INTERPRETATION AND COMPU-
TATION IN MODEL-BASED PROGNOSTICS WITH
KALMAN FILTER ESTIMATION

Model-based prognostics methodologies for electronics com-
ponents like electrolytic capacitors (J. Celaya et al., 2011;
J. Celaya, Kulkarni, et al., 2012) and power MOS-
FETs (J. R. Celaya et al., 2011; J. Celaya, Saxena, Kulkarni,
et al., 2012) have been previously introduced. The method-
ologies make use of empirical degradation models and a sin-
gle precursor to failure parameter to compute RUL. These
methodologies rely on accelerated aging experiments to iden-
tify degradation behavior and to create time dependent degra-
dation models. The process followed in these methodologies
is presented in the block diagram in Figure 1.

Accelerated 
Aging

Degradation 
Modeling

Training 
Trajectories

Test 
Trajectory

Parameter 
Estimation

State-space 
Representation

Prognostics

Dynamic
System

Realization

Health State 
Estimation

RUL 
Estimation

{α̃i, β̃i}

D

D

Figure 1. Methodology for electronics component prognos-
tics development.

Accelerated aging tests provided measurements throughout
the aging process, including measurements at pristine con-

dition and measurements after failure condition. Empirical
degradation models that are based on the observed degrada-
tion process during the accelerated aging tests are developed.
The objective of the models is to generate a parametrized
model of the time-dependent degradation process for these
components. The time dependent degradation model is trans-
formed into a discrete-time linear dynamic system in order
to be used in a Bayesian tracking setting. The Kalman filter
algorithm is used to track the state of health and the degra-
dation model is used to make predictions of remaining useful
life once no further measurements are available.

3.1. Prognostics methodology

The methodology consists of the three main steps described
below and it is depicted in Figure 2. This is the explanation of
what it is considered inside the prognostics block in Figure 1.

This methodology follows from the general concepts of
model-based prognostics described in Section 1.1.1. In the
electronics component case, the system dynamics consists
only of the degradation process dynamics since the prognos-
tics focuses at the component level only.

1. State tracking (Kalman Filter): The state variable in the
degradation model D is a precursor of failure parameter
represented by Eq. (3a). When the degradation model
uses static parameters (parameters not estimated online
by the filter), then the state variable is a scalar quantity
and the state evolution equation is scalar. The degrada-
tion model is expressed as a discrete time dynamic model
in order to estimate the state as new measurements be-
come available. The simplified Kalman filter model set
up is given as

xk = Axk−1 +Buk−1 + wk−1, (3a)
yk = Hxk + vk. (3b)

The output of this step is the optimal state estimate x̂p.
2. Health state forecasting: It is necessary to forecast the

state variable once there are no more measurements
available at the time of RUL prediction tp. This is done
by evaluating the degradation model (Eq. (3a)) through
time using the state estimate x̂p from the previous step
as the initial state value for forecasting.

3. Remaining life computation: RUL is computed as the
time between time of prediction tp and the time at which
the forecasted state crosses the failure threshold value F .

This process is repeated for different values of tp through the
life of the component under consideration.

3.2. Kalman Filter Background

The Kalman filter framework is based on Bayesian parameter
estimation. A Bayes estimator allows to estimate parameters
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Kalman
Filter

Health State 
Forecasting

RUL
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RUL(tp)

{α̃, β̃}D2

x̂(tp)

{y(t0), . . . , y(tp)}

{x̂(tp+1), . . . , x̂(tp+N )}

Failure
Threshold

Figure 2. Model-based prognostics methodology

based on prior knowledge about the parameter distribution. In
the tracking problem, system measurements serve as a form
of prior knowledge, therefore the objective is to estimate the
state x(t) conditional to all the previous measurements of the
system. The Bayes estimation framework is based on the con-
cepts of risk and loss functions in which the risk is defined
as the expected loss (Bain & Engelhardt, 1992). This back-
ground information is relevant since it helps to understand the
statistical origins of the Kalman filter framework which is the
focal point of the discussions in this paper. Based on the sem-
inal paper for the Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960), the optimal
state estimate is given as x∗(t) = E[x(t)|y(to), · · · , y(t)].
This is the solution that minimizes the risk (expected loss),
for a loss function based on the estimation error. Furthermore,
the random process for the state and for the process noise are
Normal. Additional details on the problem formulation and
assumptions are presented in Kalman (1960).

Implications on Kalman filter for prognostics: Consider-
ing a scalar implementation of the Kalman filter over discrete-
time model as in Eqs. (3). The output of the filter referred
to as the optimal state estimate x∗k is basically given by the
conditional state estimate x̂k = E[xk|yk] and the state condi-
tional probability density function is given by,

p(xk|yk) ∼ N(x̂k, Pk), (4)

where Pk is the filter’s estimate of the error variance.

The output of the filter is the estimate of the expected value
x̂k, and the estimation error covariance Pk. The state random
variable xp is normally distributed with mean x̂k and variance
Pk.

3.3. Uncertainty propagation in prognostics

Based on the previous discussion regarding the interpreta-
tion of the Kalman filter output in terms of probabilities, it
can be observed that the health state estimation output is a
Normal random variable with known parameters considering
the sources of uncertainties derived from modeling error and
measurement error.

Uncertainty in the health state estimation step: We assume

here a scalar case for state estimation, like in the case of the
capacitor prognostics method where the health indicator is a
scalar state variable (J. Celaya et al., 2011). Time index p is
defined as the time of RUL prediction tp, which is also the
time of the last available measurement in the state estimation
step. The state estimate xp is a normally distributed random
variable with mean x̂p and variance Pk.

xp ∼ N(x̂p, Pk) (5)

This variable includes the propagation of measurement un-
certainty and also model error uncertainty as included in the
Kalman filter implementation.

Uncertainty in the health state forecasting step: Forecast-
ing is needed for the state variable to be able to estimate its
value at a future time until it crosses a pre-established failure
threshold F . The forecasting process is carried out using the
state equation (Eq. (3a)) recursively, using the last health state
estimate x̂p as initial value. Let x̃p(l) be the lth step ahead
forecast starting from xp. From the uncertainty propagation
point of view and focusing on a one step ahead forecasting
using Eq. (3a), the forecast value is given by

x̃p(1) = Axp +Bup + wp. (6)

Variables xp andwp are Normal and independent with known
mean and variance. Following from basic probability theory,
the forecast x̃p(1) is also Normal. In general, the lth step
ahead forecast x̃p(l) will have a Normal distribution as well.
It should also be noted that x̃p(l) is a function of the last state
estimate (x̃p(l) = f(xp)). Considering the forecast variables
as random variables and given the analytical properties of the
Normal distribution, the probability density function fx̃p(l)

can be derived analytically and is given by,

x̃p(l) ∼ N(µl, σl
2); (7)

where the mean is given by

µl = Alx̂p +Bup +

l−1∑

i=0

Ai, (8)

and the variance is given by

σl
2 = (A2)lPk +

l−1∑

i=1

(A2)iσw
2 + σw

2. (9)

Uncertainty in RUL: Computing the uncertainty in the RUL
is more complicated from an analytical point of view. Defin-
ing R(tp) as the remaining useful life,

R(tp) = tEOL − tp. (10)

The time at end-of-life (tEOL) is a continuous variable which
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is computed from the forecast x̃p(l).

Let x̃p(j) be the first forecast value to cross the failure thresh-
old F . An interpolation between x̃p(j) and x̃p(j − 1) is used
to compute tEOL. Considering that the forecasts are func-
tions of xp, RUL is also a function of xp.

R(tp) = g(xp). (11)

From the random variable uncertainty propagation point of
view, R(tp) is a function g of a normally distributed ran-
dom variable, therefore, it is also a random variable. It is
nevertheless difficult to derive its probability density func-
tion analytically. There is also no information that suggests
that R(tp) will be Normal. The probability density function
of R(tp) can be approximated using computational statistics
methods. This can be done by taking N samples from xp and
computing R(tp) for each sample. An histogram can be built
from the N computed R(tp) values and a density estimation
method could be used to generate the approximation of the
probability density function.

3.4. Discussion

From the analytical results presented for the first two steps
of the prognostics process (Section 3.3.3), it can be observed
that the variance will be larger after the forecasting process.
In addition, there is no evidence to suggest that R(tp) will
be Normal and further investigation is needed to explore its
dependance on the forecasting process, like number of steps
ahead forecasts and step length. It is also clear, that simply
defining the variance of R(tp) as Pk or σl2 is not an accurate
representation of the uncertainty in the process.

The model-based methodology for electronics prognostics
based on the Kalman filter is able to capture additive degra-
dation model error uncertainty and additive measurement un-
certainty. In order for the approximation of the probability
density function of R(tp) to be a true representation of the
system uncertainty, the variances of the measurement noise
and modeling noise should be properly estimated. If consid-
ered as tuning parameters, then the generated uncertainty in
R(tp) will not be representative of the real process.

4. CONCLUSION

This article presented a discussion on uncertainty represen-
tation and management for model-based prognostics method-
ologies based on the Bayesian tracking framework and specif-
ically for a Kalman filter application to electronics compo-
nents. In particular, it explores the implication of modeling
remaining useful life prediction as a stochastic process and
how it relates to remaining useful life computation by statis-
tical models, to uncertainty representation and management,
and to the role of prognostics in decision-making. A dis-
cussion on how uncertainty propagates from the health state

estimation process through the health state forecasting pro-
cess is provided. Remaining useful life computation steps
under uncertainty are presented and analytical results on un-
certainty quantification are provided under a simplified sce-
nario. A proper propagation of uncertainty through the RUL
prediction step as well as its correct interpretation are key to
developing decision-making methodologies that make use of
the remaining useful life prediction estimates and their cor-
responding uncertainties in order to make actionable choices
that will optimize reliability, operations or safety in view of
the prognostics information.

This work was originally presented in the 2012 AIAA In-
fotech@Aerospace Conference (J. Celaya, Saxena, & Goebel,
2012). It is reproduced here with minor updates and correc-
tions based on suggestions by reviewers.
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NOMENCLATURE

R Remaining useful life random variable
tp Time of remaining useful life prediction
R(tp) Remaining useful life prediction at time tp
x̂k Optimal state estimator from Kalman filter
x̃k(l) lth step ahead forecast from xk
tEOL Time at end-of-life
x(t) Scalar continuous state variable for filter model
x(t) Vector continuous state variable for filter model
xk Scalar discrete-time state variable for filter model
F Failure threshold
N(µ, σ2) Normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2
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ABSTRACT 

A proof-of-concept prognostic solution for certain failure 

modes in the power electronics that drive the flight-critical 

F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) electrohydrostatic actuators 

(EHA) is presented. This program was led by Ridgetop 

Group under U.S. NAVAIR Small Business Innovation 

Research (SBIR) funding, and included Lockheed Martin 

Aeronautics Company (LM), Moog, and Dell Services 

(Netherlands). Degradation of the optocoupler that isolates 

the control electronics from the power electronics was 

simulated in the lab by physically changing resistance 

values to alter the current transfer ratio. It is proposed that 

this degradation would also be indicative of insulated gate 

bipolar transistor (IGBT) wearout. The experimental 

approach, the test facility, the data analysis and the findings 

are discussed. An Off-Board Prognostics Health 

Management (OBPHM) Demonstrator, developed by 

Ridgetop Group and Dell Systems and representative of the 

production OBPHM application currently deployed for the 

F-35 is described. Implementation considerations and 

challenges are also discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The F-35 electrohydrostatic actuators (EHA) were designed 

to be maintenance-free, i.e., there were not going to be 

scheduled maintenance activities for the life of the aircraft. 

The only repair activities would be associated with 

identification of faults via built-in test (BIT) or integrated 

cautions and warnings (ICAW) from system monitors which 

provide coverage for all critical failure modes. Prognostics 

have been proposed for some failure modes of the EHA, but 

not the power electronics unit (EU), which provides the 

power and control to its associated EHA. 

Predicting the future state of health (SOH) of critical 

components in the EHA system (EHAS) could possibly 

prevent some loss of mission availability due to unforeseen 

failures. The objective of this program was to identify the 

feasibility of assessing the SOH of certain critical 

components in the EHA power electronics via a novel 

approach to pre-flight BIT. This approach utilizes 

frequency-shaped actuator commands during BIT to assess 

SOH. The program was led by Ridgetop Group under U.S. 

NAVAIR Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) 

funding, and included Lockheed Martin Aeronautics 

Company (LM), Moog, and Dell Services (Netherlands).  

Ridgetop Group specializes in electronic prognostic 

solutions for critical systems. These include sensor array 

_____________________ 
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detectors, harnesses for “prognostic-enabling” critical 

systems, and analysis software to comprise a complete 

solution.  

As the prime contractor for the F-35 Program, LM’s 

operational experience with the EHA system and flight 

control system BIT design was instrumental in defining the 

data requirements, test plan definition and execution, and 

assessing the feasibility of integrating diagnostic/prognostic 

capabilities into the F-35 EHA and the Autonomic Logistics 

Information System (ALIS).  

Moog leads the F-35 EHA subcontractor team which has 

responsibility for development of the actuators for the 

primary and secondary flight control surfaces (Figure 1). 

Moog’s design expertise with the EHA power electronics 

was utilized to help identify the candidate electronic 

components that could be artificially degraded during the 

experiments, and they also provided the test labs and test 

personnel to conduct the experiments. 

 

Figure 1. F-35 “Power-by-wire” systems  

Dell Services has more than a decade of experience working 

with Lockheed Martin on the design and development of the 

Off-Board Prognostics & Health Management (OBPHM) 

system during the Concept Demonstration and System 

Design & Development phases of the F-35 program (see 

Figure 2). This knowledge and experience was used to 

create a low-cost OBPHM-compatible prognostic 

demonstrator framework that will be used to present the 

viability of prognostic capability for the EHA system. 

The experimental approach, the test facility, the data 

analysis and the findings are discussed in the following 

sections.  

 

Figure 2. Autonomic Logistics Information System (ALIS) 

OBPHM system sketch 

2. EHA SYSTEM PROGNOSTIC EXPERIMENTS 

Various experiments were designed and conducted at 

Moog’s East Aurora Aircraft Controls facility to 

characterize fault-to-failure progression (FFP) signatures of 

the EHA. The original objective was to emulate insulated 

gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) degradation in the motor 

drive H Bridge and assess if this degradation could be 

identified during initiated built-in test (IBIT) by 

examination of the actuator response to an input command. 

However, since the servo drive IGBTs are typically 

packaged as a single hybrid module with DC-link and gate 

drive inputs, along with 3-phase motor drive outputs, it was 

impractical to vary the high-side collector resistance to 

directly emulate IGBT degradation. Hence focus was shifted 

to the more accessible gate driver board and propagation of 

damage from this isolated low-voltage control circuitry to 

the high voltage power electronics circuitry. 

Our fundamental hypothesis is: 

 Degradation or damage to the discrete circuitry 

surrounding the gate drive logic could result in 

measurable drift from nominal switch operation. 

 Decreased dead-time between high- and low-side 

device switching could lead to both high- and low-side 

power transistors in resistive (linear) mode 

momentarily. 

 Excessive power transistor heating accelerates wear and 

ultimately results in premature end of life. 

We then analyzed the gate driver circuitry to identify the 

components that would affect device switching parameters, 

be relatively easy to apply synthetic degradation to, and 

perhaps, be prone to wear. The EHA design utilizes 

optocouplers to isolate the gate drive circuitry from the 

PWM controller. Prior research strengthens our basic 

premise that as damage to the optocoupler accumulates, its 

ability to deliver switch signals to the IGBT on time may be 

inhibited. Additionally, the optocoupler circuit includes a 

series resistor that can easily be modified to synthesize 

.  
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decreased current transfer ratio (CTR) consistent with 

damage to the optocoupler’s crystalline lattice. Therefore, 

the optocoupler was selected. 

Applying our proven servo drive damage propagation 

analysis methodology, shown in Figure 3, entails: 

 Applying various fault conditions to each critical stage 

of the servo drive, starting with the gate driver (D1 in 

Figure 3) and progressing to the power transistors (D2) 

and motor windings (D3) of each phase.  

 Conducting lab experiments to acquire and characterize 

the pertinent multivariate servo drive data associated 

with each fault condition and the resulting stress effect 

on other components in the system.  

 Analyzing the FFP signatures of the acquired 

multivariate data to produce reasoner algorithms that 

effectively detect precursor events that mark incipient 

failure of the servo drive subsystem or damage to its 

individual components.  

 

Figure 3. Damage propagation analysis methodology  

The optocoupler was synthetically aged by changing the 

series resistor value to acquire FFP signatures from no 

degradation to total device failure, under various load 

conditions. Five different resistance values were utilized to 

emulate 25%, 50%, 75%, 95% and100% degradation. The 

100% degradation represented a catastrophic collector-to-

emitter open circuit fault. The acquired data were recorded 

in a database and used to develop analysis algorithms to 

assess the SOH and estimate the remaining useful life 

(RUL) of the actuator servo drive power electronics. 

2.1. EHA System Prognostic Testing 

The IBIT and power-up built-in test (PBIT) requirement is 

that failure detection be designed to detect and isolate 

greater than 99% of all functional failures within the EHA 

system. IBIT is executed in two parts, one to test the 

processing circuitry and the other to verify the drive 

electronics and the EHA, including the bypass solenoids. 

These tests are capable of being invoked separately, with the 

processing circuitry test always engaged prior to the drive 

electronics/EHA test. The purpose of IBIT is to execute a 

series of test steps as a means to detect latent system failures 

that would prevent the system from meeting its reliability 

and availability requirements. IBIT for the EHA system is 

invoked by a signal from the vehicle management computer 

(VMC). IBIT is exited upon a Terminate IBIT command 

from the VMC. 

The particular test that would lend itself to evaluation of the 

frequency response characteristics consistent with the goals 

of the test program would be the EHA rate test. 

The duplex actuators on the flaperon and horizontal tail each 

have dual pumps and motors that are tested. In addition, 

there is triplex redundancy in the control electronics (two 

physical, one model) for each pump/motor. Consequently, 

six maximum rate command tests are run. 

The critical item is the amount of time available for each of 

the six tests. It can be calculated that there is approximately 

a 300 msec time allocation for each of the six max rate 

commands. There is a total maximum time allocation to 

IBIT for the EHAS so any dynamic movement of the 

surfaces should be kept to less than 300 msec as a target 

value for each of the six tests. 

In order to maximize the prognostic signature available 

during IBIT, different types of frequency shaped actuator 

motion profiles were tested. These included: 1) a chirp type 

of sine sweep command, and 2) a sinusoidal input at a 

selected frequency.  The bandwidth for these sinusoids was 

chosen at the upper end of the frequency response capability 

for the actuators in order to maximize the number of 

sinusoids in the motion profile. For the chirp signals, this 

was initially selected to be a 5.5 to 10 Hz frequency sweep. 

The waveforms for a linear chirp for a 300 and 600 msec 

time period are illustrated in Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b), 

respectively. The 600 msec waveforms were utilized in the 

test program to identify any improvements to the prognostic 

signature that could be obtained with more sinusoids in the 

stimulus. 

An exponential chirp waveform for a 5.5 to 10 Hz frequency 

sweep is illustrated in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) for a time 

period of 300 and 600 msec, respectively. For this limited 

frequency sweep and time, there is not a significant 

difference in the waveforms between the linear and 

exponential chirp signal. 
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(a) 300 msec, 5.5 to 10 Hz   

  

(b) 600 msec, 5.5 to 10 Hz 

Figure 4. Linear Chirp Waveforms 

 

(a) 300 msec, 5.5 to 10 Hz 

 

(b) 600 msec, 5.5 to 10 Hz  

Figure 5. Exponential signal waveform 

2.2. Experiments Overview 

The Moog test facility in East Aurora, New York was 

utilized to conduct the experiments. The lab setup is 

illustrated in Figure 6 through Figure 8. This includes the 

flaperon EHA, shown in Figure 6, the power drive 

electronics (PDE) unit shown in Figure 7, and the integrated 

test computer (ITC) in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 6. Flaperon EHA used in experiments 

The PDE shown in Figure 7 is where the fault-seeded gate 

driver circuit is housed. Oscilloscope probes, visible on the 

left side of the PDE, are monitoring the gate driver output.  

 

Figure 7. Power drive electronics (PDE) unit 

The ITC shown in Figure 8 controls the operation of the test 

stand and downloads data from the digital recorder. Motion 

profiles and test stand digi-rec (digital recording) commands 

are configured from this workstation.  

Figure 9 shows a portion of the gate driver circuit 

schematic, which was the source of fault seeding. As 

previously mentioned in Section 2.0, different resistor 

values were placed in the input diode’s cathode branch to 

simulate degradation of the optocoupler. The resistor values 

were changed by physically removing a resistor and 

soldering in a new one with the specified ohmic resistance. 
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Figure 8. Integrated test computer (ITC)  

 

Figure 9. The gate drive circuit with Rgd 

(gate driver resistor) circled in red 

Five different levels of degradation were chosen, simulating 

an even decline in health from nominal degradation to 

terminal failure. Note that the actual degradation 

percentages are slightly different from the previously stated 

values due to the available resistor characteristics. 

 

Table 1. Gate driver configurations 

2.3. Motion Profiles 

It was determined that the best plan of action was to collect 

baseline data for each individual motion, and then string 

them into a composite motion of appropriate length to 

improve test and analysis efficiency. A detailed summary of 

the motion profiles is shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Motion description 

2.4. Monitored Variables 

Several variables were monitored in the test fixture as well 

as hardware test points inside the gate driver circuit. All 

software test points were downloaded and all hardware test 

points were captured with a 2 GS/s oscilloscope.  

Table 3 provides a complete listing of collected data points. 

 

Table 3. Monitored test points 

3. DATA ANALYSIS 

A significant amount of data was collected during the 

testing. Approximately 2.4 gigabytes of data were collected 

through the course of 72 trials. Each motion profile that was 

tested was recorded three times for repeatability analysis. 

The data analysis methodology uses data collected while 

running a composite motion profile with different resistor 

values, as previously shown in Table 1.  

3.1. Analysis Methodology 

Data collected with a resistor value of 440 Ω is used as the 

“golden,” “healthy,” or “reference” data. The goal of this 

data analysis methodology is to create a signature that can 

be used to compute the level of degradation of any future 

test runs. This methodology computes differences from the 

Hardware Config. Actual Degradation Rgd (ohms) 

Baseline 0% 442 

Degradation 25% 25.70% 681 

Degradation 50% 55.10% 953 

Degradation 75% 76.30% 1150 

Degradation 95% 95.70% 1330 

Terminal Degradation 100% 1370 

 

Motion Signal Frequency – Hz Max Velocity (°/sec Duration (msec) Amplitude (In.)  

1 Run 54° / sec 560 3 

2 Step (50% duty) 60° / sec 500 .3 

3 Sinusoid 4 Hz 500 0.227 

4 Sinusoid 6 Hz 500 0.151 

5 Sinusoid 8 Hz 500 0.113 

6 Linear Chirp 5.5 -> 10 -> 5.5 Hz 20 ms dead time 600 -> 300 Max allowable 

7 Geometric Chirp 5.5 -> 10 -> 5.5 Hz 20 ms dead time 600 -> 300 Max allowable 

9 Linear Chirp 5.5 -> 10 -> 5.5 Hz 100 ms dead time 600 -> 300 Max allowable 

10 Geometric Chirp 5.5 -> 10 -> 5.5 Hz 100 ms dead time 600 -> 300 Max allowable 

 

Variable 
Sampling 

Frequency 
Test Point tag // 

270 V internal  8064 Hz Software ITC #i8 A1 

270 V Bus Link Capacitor Voltage 8064 Hz Software ITC #i9 A2 

Phase A Motor Current 8064 Hz Software ITC #i10 A3 

Phase B Motor Current 8064 Hz Software ITC #i11 A4 

Phase C Motor Current 8064 Hz Software ITC #i12 A5 

Commanded Position (inches) 80 Hz Software ITC #i13 A6 

Actuator Position (inches) 560 Hz Software ITC i#17 A7 

Actuator Velocity (rad/sec) 2240 Hz Software ITC #i18 A8 

Local Motor Velocity CMD 560 Hz Software ITC #i19 A9 

Quadrature Axis Current Error 8064 Hz Software ITC #i20 A10 

Phase A Gate Driver Command 
(GATE_DVR_A-_OUT) 

2 Gs/s Hardware O-Scope Scope 1  

Phase A IGBT Gate (G2_A) 2 Gs/s Hardware O-Scope Scope 2  
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golden signature and sums the differences over time. The 

summed differences relate to fault degradation. The fault 

degradation is used to determine a fault-to-failure 

progression. 

The algorithm flow of extracting signatures from a data set 

is described in Figure 10. There is a basic assumption that 

there is both a nominal data set and a fault-seeded or 

degraded data set. There is also an assumption that the 

degraded data sets are ordered in increasing levels of 

degradation. We begin with the “golden” data set. Each data 

set (nominal and degraded) is made up of a certain number 

of measured parameters, recorded at a certain frequency 

over a certain time interval. 

1: For golden data set, 

2:    For each time i, 

3:        

4:        

5:        

6:    End For 

7: End For 

8: For each degraded data set, 

9:    For each time i, 

10:       For j = 1;3, 

11:           

12:       End For 

13:        

14:    End For 

15:    For each windows, T 

16:     

17:    End For 

18:    Compute a minimum gap 

19: Compute the maximum of the minimum gap 

20: End For 

Figure 10. Analysis methodology procedure 

A brief explanation of the analysis methodology to identify 

the actuator motion profile that provided the best prognostic 

signature follows. From Line 1 to Line 6, three amplitude 

values and a middle value mi is calculated from three 

amplitude values for each time in the golden data set. This 

means that the nominal data set produces a total of n middle 

values where n is the number of golden data sets. From Line 

8 to Line 14, a degraded data set is considered, and an 

intermediate distance value, , and the average of the 

three intermediate distance values, , are computed, 

where k refers to the degradation level. Thus a total of n 

average intermediate values are computed for each level of 

degradation. From Line 15 to Line 17, the final average of 

the distances is computed from the data set consisting of n 

time values. A window size is chosen of w time values 

where w is less than or equal to n. This produces T final 

averages for each of the degraded data sets. Last, we find 

the maximum of the minimum gaps. A minimum gap is 

generated by first calculating the difference between the 

final average for successive degradation levels, DT,k – DT,k-1. 

A total of k-1 differences are determined, one less than the 

total number of degradation levels. The minimum gap is the 

minimum of these differences and indicates the distances 

from the nominal relative to degradation. The maximum of 

the minimum gaps provides the right edge of the time 

window T corresponding to the signature. This tells you 

where there is a good separation of the means of the 

measured parameters that correspond with degradation. 

Figure 11 shows the maximum of the minimum gaps in 

green, motion profile in black, and best signature time in 

red. 

 

Figure 11. 300 ms signature search motion profile  

The application of the methodology identified the 

quadrature axis current error (QACE) data signal (see 

Figure 12) as the best failure precursor when combined with 

a simple 6 Hz sinusoidal motion profile.  

 

Figure 12. Quadrature axis current error (QACE) 
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The initial data analysis methodology used all of the data 

collected at 8 kHz. However, since data are written to the 

VMS bus in the aircraft at only 80 Hz, the prognostic 

analysis methodology would need to work at this data rate.  

Consequently, the analysis was performed again with the 

data decimated down to 80 Hz.  The results are illustrated in 

Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13. Total sum_gaps for 80 Hz samples 

After the QACE 8 KHz data from all test runs were 

decimated to 80 Hz, the search for the maximum of 

minimum gaps produced the same signature as shown in 

Figure 11 above. 

The fault-to-failure signature utilizing the analysis 

methodology applied to the QACE data is plotted in Figure 

14 for all resistor values: 440 Ω (⊙), 681 Ω (□), 953 Ω (∎), 

1150 Ω (◊), and 1330 Ω ( ). This plot illustrates the 

increasing prognostic signature as the synthesized 

degradation increases. 

 

Figure 14. Total sum 

SOH assessment is calculated for subsequent tests by 

comparing the subsequent test measurements with recorded 

reference signature values. The subsequent total sum gap is 

compared with totals recorded in the signature file and the 

SOH is derived by interpolating the new total between the 

recorded subgaps and percentage degradation for different 

resistors. 

The RUL is calculated from the SOH assessments acquired 

at various times. A linear RUL estimate is calculated from 

the assessment times and SOH at the two most recent 

assessments. The change in SOH per unit of time is 

assumed to be a constant. The RUL is a linear extrapolation 

of the two most recent states of health and assessment times. 

More accurate RUL is attainable by monitoring SOH 

degradation over real time on a real system. 

4. OFF-BOARD PHM DEMONSTRATOR AND REASONER 

FACTORY 

The work on the PHM Demonstrator consisted of 

establishing the system engineering tasks and activities 

required for the design of a signal parser and OBPHM 

Demonstrator. Dell Services provided domain knowledge, 

software engineering, and business process expertise 

required to design the OBPHM Demonstrator such that 

future integration of algorithms into production systems is 

realistic.  

The flow depicted in Figure 15 represents the path the data 

follow from on-board to off-board systems for processing. 

The data are taken off the aircraft by means of a portable 

memory device. The unclassified PHM and signal data are 

split off from the classified data and transferred to the 

OBPHM system, which calculates, tracks, and visualizes 

RUL of various components. Additionally, maintenance 

work orders can be generated for repair and replace actions 

as needed. The rationale for the approach that was taken to 

minimize costs associated with transferring technology from 

a research and development to a production environment is 

self-explanatory. To achieve the highest possible level of 

compatibility between the concept demonstrator and the 

production OBPHM system, software components were 

developed with functionality similar to that in a production 

environment. Also, the same software development toolset 

that Dell used to support OBPHM development was used 

for this work. 

 

Figure 15. System sketch 
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The tools developed are outlined in Table 4: 

 

Table 4. System design tools 

The Demonstrator Software Prototype and Data Parser 

Software Emulator Prototype runs in a single environment 

for demonstration purposes. A distributed architecture was 

not developed as part of the initial capability. Figure 16 

represents the architecture for the Demonstrator. The EHAS 

architecture consists of components and interfaces and 

supports loose coupling. Each component implements a 

single related set of functionality.  

 

Figure 16. Demonstrator overview 

The EHAS architecture consists of the following 

components: 

 Concept Demonstrator User Interface: This 

component represents the interface to the end user for 

interaction with the Parser component, Algorithm 

Engine component, and the RUL Analyzer component. 

 Parser Component: The Parser component has the 

capability to parse datasets, offers the capability to view 

the parse results, and the ability to delete these results. 

The Parser component has a Parser Interface, which is 

utilized by the Concept Demonstrator UI component. 

 Algorithm Engine Component: The Algorithm 

Engine component has the capability to run algorithms 

and to view the run results. The Algorithm Engine 

component has an Algorithm Interface, which is 

utilized by the Concept Demonstrator UI component. 

The algorithm engine also ensures that parsed data sets 

are processed in chronological sequence. 

 Remaining Useful Life (RUL) Analyzer Component: 

The RUL Analyzer component offers the capability to 

view the RUL analysis and has an Analyzer Interface, 

which is utilized by the Concept Demonstrator UI 

component. 

 EHAS Database: The EHAS Database component 

offers a Data Access Interface to the other components 

to view, create, update, and delete data required by the 

various Concept Demonstrator functions. 

The architecture puts in place the basic framework of being 

able to parse signal data, process parsed data, and display 

RUL. More work is needed to make the system more robust. 

For example, as we learn more of the performance 

characteristics of the air vehicle it may be necessary to 

recalculate remaining life of one or more components. 

Flight/system data are stored starting, in some cases, during 

production. There can be cases where all the flight data need 

to be reprocessed starting from day one or some other point 

in time during the life of the aircraft. 

This basic design principle introduces additional 

complexity. For example, it does not make sense to 

recalculate remaining life for components that have already 

been scrapped. Also, parts may be refurbished, returned to 

the supply chain and end up on a different aircraft from the 

first install; the component may even end up on an aircraft 

belonging to a different country’s air force. Therefore the 

OBPHM system needs to be able to track which component 

was installed on which air vehicle and the period of time 

that it was installed. Additionally, it is essential that 

Performance-Based Logistics contracts are put in place with 

partner nations or we may not be able to feed the system all 

the needed flight and performance data to effectively 

perform prognostics and health management. PHM and 

remaining life data accompany the component throughout 

its life so for each period that a component is “on wing” it is 

known what its start and end RUL characteristics were. 

Finally, as the aircraft matures over time, changes will be 

incorporated. For the PHM demonstrator the signal 

definitions are most important, as this is a configuration-

managed item. So it is not enough to know which part flew 

in which air vehicle for a given flight of the air vehicle. We 

must also be able to determine the correct set of signal 

definitions that are an essential input to the parser function. 

System Design Specific Tools 

 Requirements Tools  

  Starteam  http://www.borland.com/us/produ

cts/starteam/ 

 Modeling Tools  

  Together Control Center 2007  http://www.borland.com/together/   

  XML Spy http://www.xmlspy.com/ 

 Configuration Management Tools  

  Subversion  http://tortoisesvn.tigris.org/ 

 Database Tools  

  Oracle  http://www.oracle.com/  

  Toad Oracle (Tool for Database 

Administrators) 

http://www.toadsoft.com  
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Since we expect to tighten tolerances used in the PHM 

algorithms as the air system matures, it is essential that 

algorithms do not require to be recompiled with version 

updates to the OBPHM system. Many copies of the 

OBPHM system run in multiple locations and countries. 

Version updates of the OBPHM software are therefore not 

trivial and are time-consuming to roll out. Hence the design 

requirement for PHM algorithms to be parameter-driven, 

which in the current version of the demonstrator they are 

not. 

4.1. Reasoner Development 

For the final demonstration, two reasoners were successfully 

developed and integrated with the OBPHM demonstrator, 

using the supplied test run datasets presenting both the SOH 

and RUL. In addition, the system was able to repeatedly 

discover the signatures of interest as the data were 

decimated from 8 kHz down to 80 Hz, proving that the same 

algorithm without change could detect the degradation with 

fewer data points. Figure 17 and Figure 18 show the final 

EHAS concept demonstrator using the datasets at 80 Hz 

with a 300 ms detection window for SOH and RUL. 

 

Figure 17. Results SOH report screen 

 

Figure 18. Results RUL report screen 

5. PROGNOSTIC ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION 

CONSIDERATIONS 

The essential idea of the prognostic methodology presented 

in this paper is to sum the absolute value of the difference 

between a degraded signal and a golden (reference) signal. 

The gaps or differences between different levels of 

degradation are then computed and the running sums again 

calculated to obtain sum_gaps. An average gap is then 

computed to be used as an indicator of the strength of the 

prognostic signal. The implementation of two error 

summations essentially applies a “magnifying glass” to the 

differences between the degraded signals and the reference 

value so that the best failure precursor signal, on a relative 

strength level, can be identified.  

The application of this methodology identified the QACE as 

the data signal that provided the best failure precursor when 

combined with motion profile 4, a 6 Hz sinusoidal motion.  

5.1. Prognostics Architecture Feasibility 

There are two primary factors in going forward with 

technology implementations on the F-35. The first is 

technical feasibility, and the second is return on investment 

(ROI). By ROI, we essentially mean that the technology has 

to earn its way on the aircraft by providing a cost benefit 

that will result in net cost savings over the life of the 

program. 

5.1.1. Technical Feasibility 

The F-35 vehicle systems network (VSN) is the primary 

means for transfer of data between vehicle system 

subsystems and components. This includes transfer of data 

between the VMCs and the EHA EU.  

The lab experiments and data analysis indicated that a 

prognostic algorithm to calculate RUL for a degraded 

optocoupler is feasible for this particular failure mode when 

tested in a lab environment. The key question is how would 

the algorithm perform in an operational environment? Since 

the motion profile would be implemented during IBIT, 

which would provide a somewhat repeatable field 

environment, variability in the EU states and resulting effect 

on the prognostic algorithm would be minimized. The 

concern is then the effects of noise and other environmental 

factors such as temperature on the QACE signal and RUL 

calculations. 

Temperature variations could have a significant effect at the 

extremes of the operational environment. It is highly 

probable that the EU behavior would be significantly 

different at -20 °C than at 23 °C due to lower fluid 

temperatures requiring more power input to the motor. 

Temperature and resulting power variations and their effect 

on the QACE would have to be considered in the prognostic 

algorithm. 
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Variations in signal strength or noise due to other external 

sources such as variability in components would most likely 

have to be compensated for. The strategy computes SOH 

utilizing the sum_gaps obtained from the laboratory testing 

based on field data obtained during IBIT. The RUL could 

then be inferred from the current sum_gap value and its rate 

of change and projected time to reach the 100% degradation 

value. However, since the sum_gap is essentially a “double 

summation” over time of the errors from the golden values, 

variations in noise could produce significant deviations from 

the sum_gaps established in the laboratory testing. This is 

illustrated in Figure 19. Four levels of random, Gaussian, 

zero-mean noise were simulated (with standard deviations 

of 0.1, 1.0, 3.0, and 5.0). Note that the Iq deviation values 

have an amplitude mostly less than 10 A. The chosen noise 

signals thus have standard deviations ranging from 1% to 

50% of the amplitude of the signal. The blue line represents 

the sum gap between the 681 and 440 ohm resistance 

values, the green line between the 953 and 440 resistance 

values, etc. There are two reference levels on the plot, one 

with the reset function (dashed horizontal colored lines), and 

one without (solid colored horizontal lines). The one 

without is the reference value of interest since the reset 

function is neither necessary nor desired for a prognostics 

implementation based on IBIT data. 

 

Figure 19. Effect of noise on Sum_Gap calculations 

Would the QACE signal have much variation due to noise 

or temperature? We do not know the answer to that. But as 

the plot illustrates, even with a standard deviation of 1, 

significant errors in the reference values used to estimate 

RUL would be incurred. Consequently, this would have to 

be monitored. 

5.1.2. Return on Investment (ROI) 

In order to justify implementation of a prognostic algorithm 

for the EHAS EU, it has to address a significant issue that 

could affect the operational costs and mission availability of 

the fleet. Performing prognostics for the optocoupler only 

would most likely not meet those criteria. The question is 

which other failure modes in the EU would also show up in 

the QACE signal? Another question is how would you 

isolate between an IGBT failure mode or optocoupler failure 

mode or any other failure modes that would affect the 

QACE signal? Different failure modes would most likely 

have different sum_gaps associated with their remaining 

useful life calculations. Distinguishing between failure 

modes would most likely require data fusion of different 

signals, and lab data to establish sum_gap levels associated 

with failure. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The laboratory testing at Moog on a simulated optocoupler 

failure proved to be successful with regard to performing 

degraded electronic component testing, identifying a motion 

profile that would fit the severe constraints associated with 

F-35 IBIT and the VMS architecture, and extracting a 

prognostic signal that showed progressive degradation 

commensurate with the induced degradation.  

Distinguishing which failure mode might be showing up in 

the QACE signal is probably a more difficult challenge. 

This would most likely require a detailed circuit and failure 

modes, effects & criticality analysis (FMECA) for the 

power circuitry, and additional degraded component test 

work to identify a prognostic signature associated with a 

particular failure mode. A recommendation would be to 

perform testing on degraded EUs that have been returned 

due to failures so that a prognostic QACE signature could 

be established for a known component failure. EUs with 

failed IGBTs would be a significant opportunity for a test 

program. 

One other strategy for implementation would be to start 

collecting the QACE signal during IBIT and then 

monitoring it as a precursor that something is going wrong 

even if the particular failure mode is unknown. Suggested 

steps in implementing the methodology are shown in Figure 

20. 

 
Figure 20. QACE tasks 
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ABSTRACT 

This present work follows our earlier research efforts on 

fault diagnosis and prognosis solutions considering 

statistical and physics based approaches. In-service 

performance analysis and detection of any malfunctioning in 

an operating small sized gas turbine engine using artificial 

neural network approach is the central theme of this work. 

The measured engine operating and performance parameters 

are used to train two neural network models, namely back 

propagation and generalized regression. Following the 

training and validation of the neural network model, 

simulation results for test data corresponding to various 

engine usage stages are found to be close by two models. 

The analysis identifies an anamoly in the simulated and 

measured data collected 17 months after the engine 

overhauling which may be attributed to deliberate 

adjustments in the operating parameters. A threshold for 

anomaly detection in terms of the probability levels for 

variation of the rated power capacity of the engine is also 

studied. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Gas turbine (GT) configurations typically include single or 

multi-shafts, closed loop, simple or combined cycle, 

combined heat and power etc. and is typically used to 

generate electrical power. In spite of wide variations in the 

design, complexity, applications, operating conditions etc. 

the failure mechanisms are generally experienced to be 

identical. The GT life limiting issues of concern are low 

cycle fatigue (LCF), high cycle fatigue (HCF), creep, 

oxidation, corrosion, foreign object damage, etc. For 

effective and efficient engine health monitoring (EHM), a 

host of parameters are usually monitored in modern GT that 

include speed, power, gas inlet pressure and temperature, 

exhaust and operating pressure and temperature, gearbox, 

journal and thrust bearing vibration and temperature 

(Clifton, 2006; Hoeft et. al., 2003). 

On-line condition based monitoring of plant operation is 

extremely important for plant safety, reliability and 

availability and maximization of the power output and 

lowering life cycle costs. In recent years, with the rapid 

development of condition monitoring and forecasting, 

information processing, fault detection and artificial 

intelligence technology, it has been possible and feasible to 

monitor and forecast equipment condition and assess its 

health in real-time. It is well recognized that optimized 

maintenance practices within an industrial setting require 

the correct blend of condition based maintenance (CBM) 

strategies. (Hoeft et. al, 2003; Sobanska & Szczepaniak, 

2006, Fast, 2010).  

With usage, the health of the GT components deteriorates 

and affects the performance of the engine. The continuous 

degradation in performance and its rate plays a crucial role 

in establishing the time intervals between major overhaul 

(Clifton, 2006; Fast, 2010; Fast & Palme, 2010). The 

sophisticated technologies being incorporated into new gas 

turbines allow operations at higher pressures and 

temperatures with higher efficiencies. The trend of 

preventive maintenance at regular intervals is being replaced 

by CBM techniques to further reduce the maintenance costs. 

This makes intelligent and robust engine health and 

performance monitoring techniques that are sensitive to 

changes in the engine condition important for higher safety, 

reliability and availability of the units (Angeli & 

Chatzinikolaou, 2004). The capability to detect impending 

faults from the current engine conditions and issue early 

warning with minimum false positive is also desirable. 

_____________________ 

Amar Kumar et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the 

terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, 

which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any 

medium, provided the original author and source are credited. 
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The malfunctioning in a GT can occur from component 

physical damage, changes in operational control and 

settings, faults in data monitoring devices, calibration etc. 

Some of the faults will unavoidably occur in an engine due 

to wear and/or malfunction of some components affecting 

system performance, as well as their combinations. Some of 

the malfunctioning can be rectified by taking appropriate 

corrective actions and requires fault diagnosis solution. Due 

to the associated complexity, evolutionary Artificial 

Intelligence techniques (Russel & Norvig, 1995) are being 

increasingly applied for diagnosis in GT.  

Our current research attempts to investigate the feasibility of 

developing performance based GT-EHM system using 

operating data driven artificial neural network (ANN) 

modeling and techniques. The ANN models are developed 

such that it can represent the basic working of a freshly 

rebuilt GT and predict the critical performance metrics like 

the output power or the driven unit load. Anomaly detection 

is performed by comparing the predicted behavior of the 

freshly rebuilt GT obtained through trained ANN, with the 

actual measurements during the operation. The work related 

to the ANN as reported here follows our earlier research 

activities on diagnostic and prognostics solutions using 

statistical and physics based approach (Saxena, et.al., 2011; 

Kumar et.al., 2011). This work using ANN approach is our 

first attempt to look for an alternative solution for anomaly 

detection. 

2. ANN FOR ANOMALY DETECTION 

Anomaly detection methods are traditionally based on limit 

value checking of key measurable parameters without 

simulating the human reasoning activity. Numerous 

methods of anomaly detection leading to fault diagnostics 

have been developed and applied effectively to identify the 

machine/engine faults at an early stage using different 

performance parameters such as current, voltage, speed, 

temperature, and vibrations (Russel & Norvig, 1995; Zhu, 

2009; Kumara et.al., 2012). A brief discussion is made in 

this section on ANN approach for anomaly detection. In the 

case of very complex time-varying and non-linear systems, 

where reliable measurements are very complicated and valid 

mathematical models do not exist, a number of different 

methods have been proposed by researchers. These methods 

come from the area of Artificial Intelligence and allow the 

development of new approaches to anomaly detection in 

dynamic systems like the GT. 

Briefly, artificial neural networks (ANN) are massively 

parallel-interconnected networks that have the ability to 

perform pattern recognition, classification and prediction. A 

wide variety of engineering problems can be solved using 

ANN which is especially useful in situations where the data 

volumes are large and the relationships among variables are 

unclear or hidden. The network is trained to learn from the 

examples and forms an internal representation of the 

problem (Russel & Norvig, 1995). For anomaly detection, it 

is needed to relate the measurement data to the ideal 

performance, and distinguish between normal and abnormal 

states. Input vectors are introduced to the network and the 

weights of the connections are adjusted to achieve specific 

goals. An adaptive algorithm automatically adjusts the 

inputs weightage to minimize the mean square of the error 

between the actual output value and the desired target value. 

A significant feature of neural networks is that an 

approximate model may be adequate to internally map the 

functional relations that represent the process. A recent 

work classified between normal and abnormal vibration data 

for a large turbine (210 MW) in a power plant using 

artificial neural networks (ANN). Self-organization map is 

trained with the normal data and simulated with abnormal 

condition data from a test rig (Patel & Prajapati, 2011; 

Samhouri et. al., 2009). Different unbalanced conditions are 

introduced on test rig at laboratory and vibration data is 

collected to simulate the network.  

The choice of network architecture is dependent on the 

problem. Classification, linear or non-linear problems, with 

or without underlying system dynamics guides the choices 

of network composition and the topology. A single 

feedforward network describes a simple mapping network 

that can be used in classification or for mapping of simple 

input output functionality. It is defined through a single 

layer of neurons (Fast, 2010; Russel & Norvig, 1995). 

Hence, the knowledge storage capacity is restricted and only 

simple logic relations can be mapped. An extension of this 

is the multi-layer feedforward network, also found as multi-

layer perceptron (MLP). This network architecture is 

defined through a minimum of one hidden layer of neurons. 

The number of hidden layers can be increased depending on 

the problem. However, a MLP with three hidden layers is 

sufficient to map every continuous function by adding a 

certain number of neurons to meet required complexity 

(Riad et.al, 2010; Sprecht, 1991; Kaminski, 2010). 

2.1. Model Selection 

Back propagation (BP) algorithm is a steepest descent 

algorithm, in which the performance index is the mean 

square error (Russel & Norvig, 1995; Fast & Palme, 2010). 

It can be used to train multilayer neural networks. Based on 

the previous experience, a three-layer BP network, with tan-

sigmoid activation function in the hidden layer and linear 

activation function in the output layer has been considered 

in this work. The training and simulation work is performed 

using MATLABTM and utilizing its NN toolbox functions. 

As observed by many researchers, the BP model can 

approximate virtually any function to any degree of 

accuracy, provided sufficient hidden units and training sets 

are available. The learning rate and the momentum are two 

important parameters for training the network successfully. 

Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm has been used for 

network training, validation and testing as it finds the best 
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weights by minimizing the function. The ANN model 

consists of three layers of units: a layer of inputs is 

connected to a layer of hidden units, which is connected to a 

layer of output units. The activity of the input units 

represents the raw information that is fed into the network. 

The activity of each hidden unit is determined by the 

activities of the input units and the behavior of the output 

units depends on the activity of the hidden units and the 

weights between the hidden and output units. Due to the 

availability of a large number of training data, the number of 

neurons in the hidden layer is considered as 20 and 10 and 

validation of the model is done with 20 percent of the input 

data. In order to check the consistency of results, a 

generalized regression neural network (GRNN) modeling is 

also implemented. However, the input-output variables are 

kept the same as with the back propagation neural network 

(BPNN).  

For most engineering problems, it is difficult to know 

beforehand how large and complex a neural network should 

be for a specific application. Besides the input-output 

variables, the optimum number of hidden units depends on 

several other factors, like number of training cases, noise in 

the targets, complexity of the function or classification, 

network architecture, type of activation function, training 

algorithm, and regularization. A decent performance of a 

ANN model may be obtained by setting the number of 

hidden layers equals one as more hidden layers are generally 

harder to train. Secondly, the thumb rules available only 

relate the number of neurons (N) in hidden layer with size of 

inputs and output variables, ignoring other factors. (Berry & 

Linoff, 1997, Boger & Guterman, 1997).  These rules are 

generic and provide only a starting guide. Ultimately, the 

selection of architecture for neural network analysis will 

come down to trial and error. Furthermore, a rough 

approximation can also be obtained by the geometric 

pyramid rule. For the simple three layer network as 

considered in our work, the number of neurons in hidden 

layer was first set at square root of m x n with n input and m 

output neurons, then increasing the number of nodes to 

achieve best fit. Most of the engineering analysis suffers 

from limited available data for analysis, thus restricting to 

small number of neurons in the hidden layer as offered by 

thumb rules and pyramidal rule. The risk of over-fitting 

tends to be more in such situations. Over fitting makes the 

network learn well from training data set, but performs 

poorly for test data set. In the present work, number of 

nodes in hidden layers is chosen by trial and error starting 

from the small number of 5. Under fitting occurs when there 

are too few neurons in the hidden layers to adequately detect 

the signals in a complicated data set. Considering all these 

aspects and availability of large 459 training data set in our 

work, several trials found the optimum node size to be 20 in 

the hidden layer with minimum error. This decision is also 

supported by the default neuron number of 20 adopted in 

MatlabTM NN toolbox functions, namely nntool and nftool. 

Larger numbers of neurons adopted here than estimated by 

thumb rule in the hidden layer give the network more 

flexibility because the network has more parameters it can 

optimize. Besides, 10 neurons in a few cases were also 

considered for comparison of results. A few recent works 

considered similar number of nodes for vibration based 

ANN analysis while training was implemented using Matlab 

toolbox (Samhouri et. al, 2009; Massad, 2009). 

2.2. Variable Selection and Data Acquisition 

Variable selection and data acquisition are the two key 

elements for successful modeling of systems behavior and 

analysis. In ANN approach, the training data is crucial for 

creating a good generalization of network covering a broad 

range of the systems behavior. Maintenance and operational 

data from a small size GT engine was collected over three 

years for a large number of operating and maintenance 

parameters. However, for the current work, eight of these 

parameters are used for training and validation of the ANN 

model as well as testing and simulations. The selections of 

the input and output variables of the ANN have been made 

based on the physical significance, working and 

thermodynamic principles of the gas turbine operation. Four 

input variables selected are the gas pressure, two fuel 

control valve angles and air inlet temperature, while the four 

output variables selected are the speed, load, exhaust and 

operating temperatures. This  approach has been based on 

performance monitoring guidelines prescribed by a typical 

turbine OEM (Hoeft et. al., 2003). Figures 1 and 2 show the 

typical data profile for the four input and output variables 

for the GT, respectively. The measured data has been scaled 

with respect to their mean value as shown in the figures. 

3. MODEL TRAINING AND VALIDATION 

As mentioned earlier, LM algorithm is used for the back 

propagation neural network (BPNN) training and model 

validation and results are displayed in Figures 3 and 4 for a 

four input-one output and four input-four output BPNN 

model, respectively. The training data was selected from 

measurements from the freshly rebuilt turbine operation 

immediately after a major overhaul and over the duration of 

the first three months of steady state operation. In the 

absence of any system model and reference data, it is 

assumed that this performance data would represent the 

healthy state of the turbine. In Figure 3, it is observed that 

the four input-one output BPNN model training yields very 

consistent and converging results. The output considered for 

this plot is the power or the driven unit load.  

When compared with Figure 4, it is evident that the number 

of epochs required to reach the goal during training for the 

four input-four output BPNN model is much higher than 

that required for the four inputs-one output BPNN. It is 

possibly because of the numerically redundant input 

parameter of VGV angle (Figure 1) and the output speed 
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Figure 1: Typical data profile of four Input parameters, Air 

inlet temperature, FV Angle, Gas pressure and VGV Angle 

(data scaled) 

 

Figure 2: Typical data profile of four Output parameters, 

namely load, speed, exhaust and operating temperatures 

(data scaled) 

 (Figure 2), that are usually very consistent for industrial gas 

turbines working under steady state conditions. This 

suggests that the four input-four output model is not suitable 

for the current set of training data and model selection. 

3.1. Generalized Regression Model 

The present work is extended to general regression neural 

network (GRNN) model in view of its fast learning and 

optimal regression convergence abilities avoiding iterative 

procedures. The BPNN model needs a large number of 

iterations to converge to the desired solution. GRNN is 

similar to probabilistic neural network (PNN) is an 

 

Figure 3: Training of the four input - one output (unit load) 

BPNN with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 

 

Figure 4: Training of the four input - four output BPNN 

with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 

alternative solution when adequate training data are not 

available in real-time situations. This makes GRNN a very 

useful tool to perform predictions and comparisons of 

system performance in practice. It can be used for 

prediction, modeling, mapping, and interpolating or as a 

controller (Sprecht, 1991; Russel & Norvig, 1995; 

Kaminski, 2010).  

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the measured data (target) 

and simulation results (output) obtained using the GRNN 

during its training with a four input-one output model while 

predicting the used data set. The figure suggests that the 

GRNN model may not be predicting like the BPNN model. 

This can be attributed to the choice of the NN model 

architecture and the values of the input and output 

parameters. The figure shows good correlation between the 

target and output suggesting the effective training of the 

GRNN model with the unit load output. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of measured data and simulation 

results using GRNN model using training data set with four 

inputs and one output model 

4. SIMULATION 

The simulation of the engine performance parameters was 

done using the trained four input-one output BPNN as well 

as GRNN models. The different data sets used for the 

simulation are given below: •••• begin: This corresponds to a group of 100 data points 

collected at the 3rd month since overhauling at the 

beginning of the operation period and represents a freshly 

rebuilt engine state as the data is close to the training set. •••• intermediate: This corresponds to a group of 154 data 

points collected between the 17th-18th month of steady 

operation of the turbine and represents the 'intermediate' 

engine state as the data corresponds to the half-way to the 

end of the operation period.  •••• end: This corresponds to a group of 179 data points 

collected between 35-36th months of steady state 

operation and represents the 'used' engine state as the data 

is close to the end of the turbine design life cycle 

prescribed by the OEM.  

The training data, as discussed earlier corresponds to the 

operating data during the first three months of operation and 

represents the performance of a freshly rebuilt system. The 

aim of the simulation study was to predict the engine 

performance for a freshly rebuilt engine, and compare it 

with the measured data to detect any anomaly and 

inconsistent behavior of the engine performance. The 

simulation output and the observed target data using BPNN 

and GRNN models are compared as displayed in Figures 6 

and 7, respectively. 

In Figure 6, it can be observed that the scatter in the plots 

(for the 'begin' and 'end' data sets) increases with usage. This 

is due to the fact that the trained BPNN model predicts the 

unit load for a freshly rebuilt engine. With usage the 

performance of the engine degrades, and the measured 

performance index in terms of the unit load starts deviating 

from this bench line level simulated by the trained BPNN. 

However the maximum spread is observed for the 

‘intermediate’ data which may suggest potential anomaly.  

 

Figure 6: Comparison of the simulated and measured load 

(scaled) data for different data sets using BPNN model 

In Figure 7, a similar trend is observed in the means of the 

simulated load for different test data sets using the GRNN 

model. This suggests the possible applicability of both 

BPNN and GRNN models for engine performance. Also, 

reducing the number of hidden neurons to 10 does not 

change the test data mean significantly. Consistently, the 

simulation results for the 10 neuron hidden layer exhibits a 

marginally lower value than those obtained with 20 neurons. 

The mean of the intermediate data is observed to be much 

lower than the other data sets and will be discussed later. In 

Figure 8, the comparison of the simulated and simulated 

data points using the trained BPNN for the 'end' data set is 

shown. The low correlation reiterates the observation that 

the deviation between the simulated and measured unit load 

is high for the 'end' data set. 

Under idealistic situations, the simulated and target data 

points, respectively A and T, and so the linear fit and A=T 

line should all lie very close. However, for realistic 

situations, analysis shows that the data points in all cases fit 

linearly with high correlation coefficients (over 0.90) as 

typically shown in Figs. 5 and 8. This confirms the 

modeling - simulation output (A) is consistent with target 

data (T) as desired. Mismatch between the linear fit and 

A=T line are also observed and can be explained by the 

difference in the scattering nature of A and T data. Fig. 8 

shows the simulation results have restricted and suppressed 

scatter band (0.95 to 1.05) when the scaled target load varies 

over 0.78 to 1.14. In other words, the simulation results 

seem to be somewhat conservative as compared to target 

data and tend to lie closely around the mean. This point 

needs to be examined further at a later stage with more trials 

and errors with network structure. 
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Figure 7: Simulation results for load demonstrating the 

variations for mean values for different data set using 

GRNN model 

 
Figure 8: Network simulation output and target data (both 

scaled) for the 'end' data set with four inputs and load output 

BPNN model 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Discussion on the qualitative and quantitative analysis of 

results is made here in the light of engine performance 

based anomaly detection in the gas turbine using BPNN and 

GRNN models. The training of the four input-one output 

BPNN model with 459 data points, resulted in fast and 

adequate numerical convergence, as shown in Figure 3. 

However, attempts to train the four input–four output BPNN 

model using the same training data set did not yield similar 

satisfactory training performance (Figure 4). When tested 

after training, two of the four output parameters, namely 

load and EGT yielded better result compared to the speed 

and operating temperature. Hence, a four input-one output 

GRNN model was trained to predict the unit load for further 

testing and simulation. 

The unit load was simulated using the trained BPNN and 

GRNN models for different test cases represented by 

‘begin’, ‘intermediate’ and ‘end’ engine condition, as 

displayed in Figure 6 and 7, respectively. The Figure 5 

shows that the scatter between the simulated and measured 

data points is increasing steadily with the usage. This is 

because the trained BPNN models are simulated the engine 

performance of a freshly rebuilt system whereas the 

performance continuously deteriorates with usage. The low 

correlation of the simulation and measured data for the 

‘'end'’ data case highlights this deviation in Figure 7. Figure 

7 reiterates the observations made in Figure 6 and suggests 

that the GRNN can also be used for the engine performance 

analysis. The effect of a 10 neuron hidden layer was also 

found to be insignificant. 

Figures 6 and 7 throw meaningful lights on the turbine 

performance when the simulated load data is compared with 

the measured value for three data sets, namely ‘begin’, 

‘intermediate’ and ‘end’ data sets collected after 3, 17 and 

35 months of operating after a major overhaul. Ideally, the 

data points should scatter around one for healthy and normal 

state as simulated by the ANN models. The simulated 

results for different test data sets formed clusters that can be 

further analyzed for anomaly detection. Interestingly, the 

predictions are fairly close around one for all cases except 

‘intermediate’ group (17-18 months data). These data points 

can be seen as widely scattered and seems to represent an 

anomaly and potentially indicating an unhealthy state. This 

can be explained by the fact the seasonal variation in the 

energy requirement and lower gas pressure generates lower 

unit load during this time period. This is confirmed by the 

Figure 9 where it is evident that the gas pressure and unit 

load for this data set are well lower than that used for 

training the models. Hence the ANN models trained at peak 

performance may not be able to predict the consistently for 

lower  performance.  

An alternative way to reassess the simulation results is by 

estimating means as shown in Figure 7. These means are 

based on at least 15 iterations and may be seen to be fairly 

consistent except the intermediate case. The deviation of 

means is around 15 to 25 percent lower than the expected 

values. Figure 7 also includes a few data points that come 

from GRNN model with 10 neurons at the hidden layer. No 

significant effect on the mean output is evident as compared 

to 20 neurons results. 

In order to study the feasibility of anomaly detection using 

the deviation between the measured and simulated unit load, 

a threshold is introduced based on the measured load 

variation. A probabilistic level for the measured load will 

provide the chance of detecting the fault based on the usage 

state of the engine. The probability for the load yielding 

variations of 10, 20 and 30 percent of the measured power 
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Figure 9: Comparison of the measured input gas pressure 

and output unit load data (both scaled) for the training and 

intermediate data set 

of the gas turbine is estimated. Table 1 gives the results of 

the probabilistic analysis supporting our qualitative 

anomaly/no anomaly observations for predictions with 

quantitative (probabilistic) measure of load variations. As 

for example, setting the criterion at 20 percent load 

variation, the intermediate stage will have around 36 percent 

probability for anomaly detection. The two usages namely 

begin and end stages should have almost no chance for 

anomaly detection. Intermediate test data significantly 

contributes to the probability of variation dues to its lower 

magnitude compared to the other data sets and confirm the 

anomaly and under utilization of the GT capabilities even if 

it is deliberate.spacing between paragraphs. All papers 

should use Times Roman 10-point font throughout. 

Load 

variation begin intermediate end training 

10 % 6.0 % 68.5 % 3.9 % 4.8 % 

20 % 0 % 36.5 % 0.83 %  0.33 % 

30 % 0 % 17.5 % 0 % 0 % 

Table 1: Computed probability level for the measured load 

6. CONCLUSION 

Artificial neural network models have been used for the 

performance based anomaly detection of a small sized gas 

turbine. Four independent input variables and output 

variables were selected from the operating and performance 

data. The health monitoring data was collected over the 

entire operational time between two major overhauls and  

used for ANN model training, validation and testing. 

However, the output power was considered as the major 

performance index for this study, as the four output models 

were not effectively trained for the selected data sets. Back 

propagation (BPNN) and generalized regression (GRNN) 

neural network models were implemented with 

MATLAB
TM

 programming for this work. Both the models 

appear to well capture the behavior if the output unit loads. 

The comparison of the test data set collected 17 months 

after engine overhauling and its ANN based simulation 

represent an anomalous situation. The difference in the 

output unit load may be due to the deliberate lower gas 

pressure adjustments made to accommodate seasonal 

variation in the power requirement. Otherwise, the scatter 

between the simulated and measured unit load increases 

with usage suggesting that the trained ANN representing the 

performance of a freshly rebuilt system can be used for 

anomaly detection. A high probability level over 36 percent 

is estimated for variation of the rated power capacity of the 

GT engine. However, samples collected towards the end of 

the entire operation cycle indicate no unhealthy signs. 
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ABSTRACT 

Due to the increasing use of electronics in critical aircraft 

control systems, it has become more and more important in 

the aerospace industry to understand how the degradation 

process of electronic devices occurs. Power supplies are 

devices of special interest since their internal components 

such as diodes, capacitors, MOSFETs (Metal Oxide 

Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor) and IGBTs 

(Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors) operate under 

continuous stress conditions and often present elevated 

failure rates. The aim of this work is to present a 

methodology for detecting the gradual health degradation of 

a COTS (Commercial off-the-shelf) power supply. An 

accelerated aging process for power MOSFETs was 

conducted. During this experiment, power MOSFETs were 

subjected to thermal overstress in order to increase die-

junction temperature above rated value through large current 

from drain to source. Multivariate regression analysis was 

applied to the raw data collected during the tests in order to 

assess the power supply health status. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Health monitoring applications for electronic systems are 

significantly rarer compared to mechanical components. 

Some well known reasons are: complex architecture of 

electronics, interdependency of component functionality, 

and the lack of monitoring sensors (Kumar, Vichare, Dolev, 

& Pecht, 2011). 

Despite the lower availability of electronic health 

monitoring applications, some work can be found regarding 

isolated components such as transistors (Patil, Das, Goebel 

& Pecht, 2008; Celaya, Saxena, Saha & Goebel, 2011), 

capacitors (Gu, Azarian & Pecht, 2008; Kulkarni, Biswas & 

Koutsoukos, 2009) and in some cases, integrated 

components (Kumar et al., 2011; Zhang, Kwan, Xu, Vichare 

& Pecht, 2007). 

Power supplies play an important role in modern electronic 

systems and their high failure rate turned these components 

into great candidates for health monitoring applications. The 

high level of integration and the lack of sensors turn this 

component into a challenging problem for PHM 

applications researchers. 

The following work presents a power supply health 

monitoring application. A real power supply is aged in a 

testbed to generate degraded data. After that, a health 

monitoring methodology is proposed using multivariate 

regression. 

This work is described in more details in the following 

sections. Section 2 presents the system under study. Section 

3 presents the degraded data generation procedure. The 

proposed health monitoring methodology and its results are 

presented in section 4. In section 5, final conclusions are 

drawn. 

2. SYTEM DESCRIPTION 

For the present work a COTS power supply for commercial 

and military applications was used. The chosen power 

supply is produced by Century Electronics and is shown in 

Figure 1. 

 

_____________________ 

Rodrigues, L. R. et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the 

terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, 

which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any 

medium, provided the original author and source are credited. 
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Figure 1. Power supply employed in the present work with 

indication of the power MOSFETs under consideration. 

 

This is a 200W power supply with three outputs channels. 

Its input voltage ranges from 15 to 40Vdc with a nominal 

value of 28Vdc. The electrical specification of each output 

channel is presented in Table 1. 

The chosen power supply was selected for this work due to 

its electrical and assembly features and typical applications. 

The power MOSFETs – highlighted in Figure 1 – are 

located in an accessible position and can be easily 

disconnected and reconnected. This characteristic is 

important to the accelerated aging MOSFET procedure used 

in this work. This procedure will be described in the next 

section. 

 

 

Output 

Channel 
Voltage (Vdc) Current (A) 

1 +5.1 8.0 

2 +15.0 5.0 

3 -15.0 5.5 

Table 1. Output channels electrical specifications 

3. DATA GENERATION 

Many works using testbed experiments in order to collect 

data representing the component lifecycle have been 

published, like (Kappaganthu, Nataraj & Samanta, 2009) 

and (Saha & Goebel, 2009). In these works, an accelerated 

aging procedure is conducted to reduce experiment duration. 

3.1 Testbed 

The testbed used in this work is composed by a power 

supply, a programmable DC supply, a programmable DC 

load and a data acquisition system. The testbed basic 

architecture is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Programmable DC Supply 

The programmable DC supply is responsible for providing 

power to the power supply under test according to a 

predefined profile. As mentioned earlier, the power supply 

used in the test has an input voltage range from 15 to 40Vdc 

with a nominal value of 28Vdc. During the experiment, the 

power supply was submitted to three different input voltage 

levels: low voltage (16Vdc), nominal voltage (28Vdc) and 

high voltage (40Vdc). Input voltage levels were defined 

based on the recommendations obtained from the power 

supply manufacturer. The input voltage profile is illustrated 

in Figure 3. 
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 Figure 2. Testbed architecture
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Figure 3. Input voltage profile 

 

Programmable DC Load 

The programmable DC load emulates the desired DC 

resistance loads for each output channel. For each input 

voltage level considered in the test, a complete load cycling 

was performed. In the defined load cycling profile, each 

output current can assume 5 different values equally distant 

from zero to its nominal value. The load cycling sequence is 

composed by all possible combinations of output currents. 

Since there are three output channels and each channel can 

assume 5 different values, there are 125 possible output 

current combinations. Figure 4 shows the load cycling 

sequence. 

 

 

Figure 4. Load cycling sequence 

 

Data Acquisition System 

The testbed comprises a data acquisition system that is 

responsible for recording the relevant signals during test 

execution. The variables recorded during the tests that will 

be used in the proposed health monitoring method are listed 

below. All variables were recorded with a sample rate of 

1 Hz. 

• Input voltage 

• Input current. 

• Output Voltage of each output channel. 

• Output Current of each output channel. 

3.2 MOSFETs Accelerated Aging Procedure 

ALT (Accelerated Life Testing) and HALT (Highly 

Accelerated Life Testing) methodologies are frequently used 

to assess the reliability of products. These methodologies 

also play an important role in the development of PHM 

(Prognostics and Health Monitoring) solutions for 

electronics components and systems. The typical expected 

lifetime for electronic devices is in the order of thousands of 

hours. In such situations, it is not feasible to wait for devices 

to fail under normal operation in order to collect a dataset 

that is representative of the component lifetime (Celaya, 

Saxena, Wysocki, Saha & Goebel, 2010). 

In this work, the power supply accelerated degradation 

process was obtained by the accelerated aging procedure of 

its power MOSFETs. There are four main semiconductor 

failure mechanisms that contribute to aging tendencies of 

MOSFET devices. These mechanisms are listed below 

(Kalgren, Baybutt, Ginart, Minnella, Roemer & Dabney, 

2007): 

• Thermal cycling 

• Electro-migration 

• Hot carrier injection effects 

• Time-dependent dielectric breakdown 

The accelerated aging process used in this work was based 

on the hot carrier injection effects principle. A more detailed 

description of each MOSFET main failure mechanism is 

provided by Kalgren et al. (2007). 

3.3 Test Sequence 

The power supply test campaign is composed by two main 

phases: Healthy Testing and Degraded Testing. 
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Healthy Testing 

A healthy test was performed in order to characterize the 

baseline response of the power supply. During the healthy 

testing, no MOSFET aging procedure had been conducted. 

All MOSFETs had nominal operational condition. 

The main goal of running a healthy test is to collect datasets 

prior to any seeded fault insertion. These will be the datasets 

upon which all seeded fault datasets can be compared with 

to determine the performance effects of environmental 

conditions and MOSFET degradation. 

Degraded Testing 

After performing a series of healthy tests, a healthy 

MOSFET was replaced by a degraded one. It was decided to 

insert only one degraded MOSFET within the power supply. 

The output channel 2 MOSFET was chosen to be replaced 

since channel 2 is the one with the highest nominal output 

power. 

The purpose of performing a seeded fault testing is to 

collect datasets after a degraded MOSFET has been inserted 

within the power supply. System level effects caused by the 

insertion of a degraded component can be investigated and a 

comparison between a healthy power supply and a degraded 

one can be made. 

4. HEALTH MONITORING METHODOLOGY 

The insertion of a degraded MOSFET in a channel is 

supposed to increase its internal resistance. The main idea 

behind the proposed method is to estimate the internal 

resistance for each channel and check for variations as the 

MOSFET is degraded. 

For the proposed method, it is assumed that only currents 

and voltages for each channel are available. With this 

information, it is possible to equate input and output power 

for each channel, as described in Eq. (1): 

 

LOUTOUTININ TIVIV +⋅=⋅                      (1) 

 

where VIN is the input voltage, IIN is the input current, VOUT 

is the output voltage, IOUT is the output current and TL are the 

total losses involved in the circuit. 

TL can be expanded, resulting in the expression shown in 

Eq. (2): 

 

LIRIRIRPP OUTIN +⋅+⋅+⋅=−
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where PIN is the input power, POUT is the output power, R1, 

R2 and R3 are the equivalent internal resistances for each 

output channel, I1, I2 and I3 are the output currents for each 

output channel and L is an independent loss. Equation (2) 

may be rewritten in a vector form, resulting in: 
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Internal resistances can then be estimated using least squares 

regression according to Eq. (4). 
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4.1 Results 

The internal resistance of each output channel as well as the 

independent losses estimated according to Eq. (4) is 

presented in Figure 5. An estimation of the internal 

resistance of each channel as well as the independent loss is 

made for each test run. During a test run, the power supply 

is submitted to a complete input voltage cycling (as shown 

in Figure 3) and load cycling (as shown in Figure 4). 
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Figure 5. Estimation results 

 

It can be noticed that the estimated internal resistance values 

of all three output channels are stable during the healthy 

stage of power supply lifetime. But when a degraded 

component is inserted into the power supply (approximately 

at the 20th test run) an increase in the estimated value of the 

output channel 2 internal resistance can be observed. It is 

important to remember that the fault was inserted only in the 

output channel 2 MOSFET. No changes were made in other 

two MOSFETs. 

The multivariate regression analysis showed that the power 

supply was operating in a faulty condition and correctly 

identified that the degraded component corresponded to 

channel 2. 

The last point of each curve showed in Figure 5 was 

calculated using the last dataset collected before the actual 

failure of the power supply. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented a methodology for detecting the 

gradual health degradation of a COTS power supply using 

multivariate regression. 

 

 

The proposed method was capable of distinguishing a 

healthy power supply from a degraded one. Also, the results 

obtained showed that it is possible to monitor the health 

condition of electronic devices using a low bandwidth 

signal. 

Many of the efforts to monitor the health condition of 

electronic devices use high bandwidth signals. The reason 

for that is that electronic devices failure modes, once 

present,  tends to lead the device to a failure condition in a 

shorter period of time, when compared to other types of 

failure modes such as hydraulic or mechanical. However, 

the cost of recording and transmitting signals using high 

sample rates in aerospace industry is very high. This fact 

confirms the potential advantages of the proposed 

methodology. 
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ABSTRACT 

Hydraulic systems are an important power source in modern 

aircraft. Most aircraft employ hydraulic power for flight 

control systems and landing gears actuation. Pumps are a 

critical component in hydraulic system and monitoring the 

health of such components may provide economic and 

operational benefits to aircraft operators. This work 

describes the use of Kalman Filter techniques for the 

estimation of remaining useful life of aircraft hydraulic 

pumps. An empirical model of degradation evolution is 

employed for this purpose. Low sampling rate 

measurements of the hydraulic pressure of the aircraft 

hydraulic systems are the only measurements employed. In 

order to illustrate and validate the method, two time series 

of actual run to failure data are analyzed. Results provide 

evidence that the method can be successfully employed for 

actual aircraft hydraulic pump failure prognosis. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Hydraulic power is widely employed in aircraft systems, 

mainly in the actuation of flight control surfaces and landing 

gears. One important reason for this is the fact that hydraulic 

actuators present a high power density, i.e. compact and 

light actuators may withstand large loads (Merrit, 1976). 

This makes hydraulic power very suitable for aircraft 

systems applications. Therefore, hydraulic systems comprise 

an important power source in modern aircraft. 

Although redundancies are employed in the design of 

aircraft systems in order to guarantee high airworthiness 

levels, the failure of a hydraulic system commonly 

represents adverse economic and operational consequences. 

Therefore, the application of prognosis techniques to avoid 

failures in hydraulic system components can potentially 

provide benefits to aircraft operators. Pumps are the heart of 

a hydraulic system, since they are the components which 

transform mechanical power from the engine gearbox or 

from an electric motor into hydraulic power. This work 

describes an innovative application of PHM techniques in 

the estimation of remaining useful life (RUL) of hydraulic 

pumps in aircraft hydraulic systems. In the proposed 

solution, low sampling rate measurements of the hydraulic 

pressure of the hydraulic system fed by the hydraulic pump 

are the only source of information for the estimation of 

component health. This kind of measurement is commonly 

available in modern aircraft. The Kalman Filter (KF) 

technique (Kalman, 1960) is employed for estimating 

current degradation and its trend, based on an empirical 

model of degradation evolution. Such estimates are then 

extrapolated for performing failure prognosis. 

There are previous works in the literature which deal with 

failure prognosis of hydraulic pumps. For industrial pumps, 

various works such as (Hancock and Zhang, 2006) present 

solution. This specific solution is based on vibration 

measurements which are analyzed using wavelet and neuro-

fuzzy techniques. Concerning aircraft hydraulic pumps, 

(Byington, Watson, Edwards, and Dunkin, 2003) describe 

the application of neuro-fuzzy classifiers and a Bayesian 

belief formulation in order to obtain failure prognosis. In 

this case, measurements of pump pressure, case drain flow 

and case drain temperature were employed. (Bechhoefer, 

Clark and He, 2010) presents the use of Kalman Filter for 

performing prognosis of this kind of component. However, 

in such work, the condition indicator (CI) is based on 

vibration measurements, taken from dedicated sensors. The 

proposed method differs from such technique due to the fact 

that in the former only system hydraulic pressure 

measurements are employed, with low sampling rates. Such 

measurement are used for control and safety purposes and 

are therefore usually available in modern aircraft with no 

need for additional sensors or recording capability.  

The remaining sections are organized as follows: section 2 

describes the hydraulic pump considered in this work; 

_____________________ 
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section 3 presents the failure prognosis technique employed; 

section 4 presents the results and section 5 is the conclusion. 

2. COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

The component under study is a variable displacement axial 

piston pump with pressure compensation system to deliver 

constant discharge pressure of 3.000 psi. 

The pressure compensation system comprises a piston and 

valve that controls the swash plate angle. Increased angles 

provide higher flows while lower angles provide lower 

flows. If discharge pressure decreases, the compensation 

piston actuates decreasing the swash plate angle and the 

discharge flow. This brings the discharge pressure back to 

nominal values.  The compensation system is illustrated in 

Figure 1. 

Discharge Pressure
Regulation

 
Figure 1. Pressure compensation system schematic 

 
This component contains a spring actuated hydraulic 

cylinder controlled by a pressure regulator valve. This valve 

contains a spring whose pre load calibration defines the 

pump discharge pressure. 

One common failure of this type of pump is the looseness of 

the regulator valve spring which decreases the pump 

discharge pressure. This failure mode can be sensed by 

pressure transducer data acquired at the pump discharge 

duct at no load condition. For the analysis presented in this 

paper, hydraulic discharge pressure data was acquired for 

different aircraft operating at different conditions for several 

flights.  

3. FAILURE PROGNOSTICS METHODOLOGY 

As presented in section 2 the failure mode considered in this 

work can lead to a reduction in the pressure delivered by the 

pump. This fact is well known and a failure monitor is 

commonly available to detect when pressure drops below a 

given threshold for a certain period of time. Although this 

failure detection system is usually available for aircraft 

hydraulic systems, failure prognosis is not currently found 

in commercial systems. 

The proposed failure prognostics system uses the average of 

measured system pressure as a CI. The idea is to track this 

average pressure and to predict when it will reach a level 

that triggers the designed failure monitor.  

Data employed in the present analysis correspond to field 

data collected from two aircraft that presented pump 

failures. Data ranging from pumps in normal condition up to 

failure monitor triggering are available for both aircraft. 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show normalized hydraulic pump CIs 

calculated for these two aircrafts. 
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Figure 2. CI for Pump 1 
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Figure 3. CI for Pump 2 

For failure prognostics implementation, a Kalman filter was 

employed. Concerning the dynamic model necessary for 

filtering and extrapolation, no first principles model was 

used. The state space representation of a linear degradation 

evolution with unknown slope was used for this purpose. 
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This model was empirically chosen based on the aspect of 

the CI plots. It may be noticed that the degradation rate is 

not constant for different pumps. This may be the case even 

for the same pump under different operating conditions. 

Therefore, it is necessary to estimate the slope – which 

describes the degradation evolution trend – along with the 

degradation estimation itself. The resulting model may be 

defined as follows:      
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where d is the estimated degradation, a is the slope, v1, v2 

and w are gaussian noises, CI is the condition indicator and 

k is the discrete time instant. In this case, k represents 

aircraft cycles. State noise v1 and observation noise w 

represent actual state and observation noises present in the 

data, while v2 is an artificial noise added for the estimation 

of the fixed parameter a. A noise adaptation scheme to adapt 

v2 variance during filtering (Leão, 2011). In Kalman filter, 

the information concerning the variance of the parameter 

estimates at instant k is contained in the covariance matrix 

Pk. Using this information, the variance σ
2

v2k is obtained by : 
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Using the d and a distributions estimated at a given instant 

and the model presented in Eq. (1), Monte Carlo simulations 

were performed until d reaches a failure threshold. Failure 

thresholds were chosen according to the concept of Hazard 

Zone (HZ) (Orchard and Vachtsevanos, 2009).  

The HZ defines a region, modeled by a bounded 

distribution, with high probability of failure occurrence. In 

this work, failure thresholds were sampled according to the 

chosen HZ distribution. The HZ was defined as a normal 

distribution with mean of 70 and standard deviation of 3. 

The HZ definition was performed empirically. A more 

systematic approach to choose it could only be developed as 

more run-to-failure time series are available.  

4. RESULTS 

The proposed method was tested using the two run-to-

failure datasets corresponding to the two mentioned 

hydraulic pumps. For each pump, five predictions were 

made in different time-to-failure (TTF) situations. Chosen 

instants were 250, 200, 150, 100 and 50 cycles before 

failure. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the result for each 

pump. The plots present the real and estimated remaining 

useful life (RUL) for each pump. Bars indicating the 

uncertainty of the corresponding RUL estimate were also 

presented. 

In both cases, uncertainty bars were defined as an interval 

corresponding to 95% of the predicted distribution 

Figures 4 and 5 show promising results: in all prognostics 

attempts, the TTF value was inside the predicted 

distribution. Another desirable characteristic is the fact that 

uncertainty in RUL estimates was reduced as TTF reduces.  
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Figure 4. Prognostics for Pump 1 
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Figure 5. Prognostics for Pump 2 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The present work showed a method for aircraft hydraulic 

pump failure prognostics using Kalman Filter. First 

principles were not used to model the degradation evolution. 

A linear model with uncertain slope was empirically 

employed for this purpose. All calculations were based on a 
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low bandwidth measurement of the hydraulic pressure in the 

system fed by the hydraulic pump. 

Despite the simplicity and wide applicability of the method, 

results obtained from its application to two run-to-failure 

time series of actual aircraft hydraulic pumps showed to be 

promising. More conclusive results may be obtained as long 

as more run-to-failure time series for hydraulic pumps 

become available. 
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ABSTRACT 

Next generation fleet wide asset monitoring solutions are 

incorporating machine failure prediction and prognostics 

technologies.  These technologies build on signal processing 

of vibration time waveforms, process parameters, and 

operating conditions of the machine.  For prognostics 

algorithms to work well, the signal processing algorithms 

need to be applied correctly and the results need to be 

reliable.   This paper provides a survey of signal processing 

techniques as applied to specific machine component with a 

focus on the output and use with prognostics technologies.  

With properly organized outputs, prognostics algorithms 

transform the fleet condition and health management 

challenge into a deployable fleet health management 

solution.   To arrive at the deployable fleet management 

solution, a systematic approach in the design of the 

prognostics system is preferable.  This approach includes 

data and model driven failure patterns, sensory data 

connectivity from deployed assets, prognostics analytical 

applications, and advisory generation outputs which guide 

the asset owners and maintainers.   

1. INTRODUCTION 

As costs decline to collect sensory data from industrial 

assets, it is more practical than before to implement an asset 

health management system for critical and balance of plant 

assets.  Sensory data is available from supervisory control 

systems, and from low cost embedded data acquisition 

systems supporting specialized surveillance such as 

vibration or electrical power monitoring.  To transform this 

abundance of data into actionable scheduling and 

maintenance activities, a systematic approach in design and 

implementation of a prognostics solution is recommended 

(Lee, 2009). 

There are several steps to consider when implementing a 

Fleet-wide health management system, Figure 1.  The first is 

to identify the assets within the fleet for which a business 

case exists that justifies the expense of gathering, analyzing, 

and advising operations and maintenance.  There are many 

sources of business benefit including uptime impacts on 

revenue, safety of workers, productivity, or even 

improvements in asset design (Hollingshaus, 2011).  In the 

case of power generation plants, assets selected for 

advanced monitoring and prognostics include circulator 

water feed pumps, coal pulverizes, gas turbines, steam 

turbines, generators, and transformers.   

 

Figure 1.  Four steps in design of prognostics systems 

A second step in the design and implementation of a fleet-

wide health management system is selection of critical 

components within an asset class that impact the ability of 

the asset to perform its function to acceptable standards.  A 

typical methodology is the Failure Mode and Effects 

Analysis (FMEA) and Failure Modes, Effects, and 

Criticality Analysis (FMECA).  In several industries, the 

process is formalized and includes published standards 

(Reliability 2004). 

For a given asset, there may be several components whose 

failure will prevent the asset from performing its function.  
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Further, within these components, some may warrant 

automated surveillance, while others may warrant periodic 

replacement.  Relating failure modes to business benefit 

helps to refine the selection of the components for 

application of a monitoring and prognostic application.   

The third step in the implementation process is sensor 

selection.  Sensor selection builds on selected asset 

component, expected failure and degradation modes, and 

availability of proven sensory data interpretation algorithms.  

Selection of sensors and sensory data is impacted by 

availability of built-in sensor data from existing systems, 

cost of additional sensors and installation, and impact of 

data storage requirements.  Further, some experimentation 

may be necessary to fully determine whether specific 

sensory data and analytics lead to information that is useful 

in predicting machinery component failure (Lei, 2004).   

A fourth step in the implementation process is selection of 

the prognostic method for the asset class and business 

environment.  Data driven methods require historical 

operational data to use as comparison using statistics and 

probability functions to derive estimates and predictions of 

health and reliability for a given asset.  (CALCE, 2012), 

(NASA, 2012).  Even if failure data patterns are not 

available, data driven methods can be used to compare 

current machinery surveillance data with historical normal 

operation.  Any deviation from the normal, can be 

considered an anomaly and worthy of additional study by 

subject matter experts.  Given a degradation is detected, a 

new pattern can be added to the collection of fault 

signatures for future use.   

Physics driven prognostics often involve a model, or 

accepted standards for surveillance monitoring outputs.  The 

Physics-of-failure (PoF) approach relies on knowledge of 

the assets life cycle and the impact of loading, operational 

conditions, geometry, materials, and failure mechanisims.  

For example, there are a number of standards for 

interpretation of vibration signatures including acceptable 

vibration levels for specific machine components and 

classes of assets.  A bearing vibration analysis incorporates 

geometries of the bearing, speed of the machine (operational 

condition), loading, alignment of the shaft, and perhaps the 

L10 design life of the bearing.  And of course, both data 

drive and physics driven methods can be combined to form 

a hybrid approach to fleet-wide asset monitoring 

applications. 

Finally, most fleet-wide implementations begin with a 

selected few assets in the fleet.  With an initial deployment 

step, costs can be contained and the deployment strategy 

validated.  Many questions or challenges are investigated 

during this pilot phase of implementation.  These include 

the ability to make sensory measurements under consistent 

conditions, ability to reduce sensory data using embedded 

computations, and the ability of analytics on collected and 

historical data to predict patterns and rates of degradation.   

This paper expands on each of these steps, and introduces a 

specific case study in pilot phase implementation.   

2. SIX CLASSES OF MACHINES AND ASSETS 

There are many parameters to evaluate in determining 

whether a collection of assets deserve monitoring for 

degradation and automatic processing of degradation 

indicators.  It is up to the owning organization to determine 

whether financial, safety, or environmental merits exists to 

justify an expense of condition monitoring and prognostics. 

The FMECA methodology mentioned earlier serves as a 

model for making these evaluations.  Given merits for 

monitoring and prognostics, it is desirable classify the asset 

and identify critical components within the asset family.   

There are many types of machines and assets. Assets can 

often be grouped into a class of machinery with similar 

condition monitoring techniques, sensory uses, and 

recommended condition monitoring practices.  In beginning 

the implementation process, it is useful to categorize the 

assets into one of the following classes, Figure 2.   

Figure 2.   Six common classes of machines 

For each class of machine, there are specific commercial 

and experimental techniques for condition monitoring that 

offer methods for predicting mechanical and functional 

degradation.  For example, motor driven machines may 

incorporate electrical power sensors and signature analysis.  

Moving machines may require special load and speed 

sensors to organize sensory data into operational cycles.  

Each class of machine brings with it a traditional approach 

of condition based maintenance and specific and accepted 

sensors and signal processing techniques.    

Within each asset, there are multiple critical components 

common to mechanical function of the machine.  In rotating 

machinery for example, several component failure modes 

are common, Figure 3.   
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Figure 3.   Common mechanical failure sources 

With understanding of the asset type within the fleet, it is 

prudent to identify the key components whose failure 

directly or significantly impacts the function of the asset.  

The classes of assets and common mechanical failures are 

widely used categories for breaking down the asset 

monitoring and prognostics problem in rotating machinery.   

Since most industrial assets have rotating components, it is 

appropriate to consider common sensors and analytics used 

to derive parameters that can indicate machinery 

degradation and failure.   

3. SENSOR SELECTION AND ANALYTICS 

There are many sensors available for monitoring and control 

of machinery assets.  Many exist in the machine as a control 

related sensor, while others are added to the industrial asset 

for performance or mechanical health indicators.  Common 

sensor types are shown in Table 1.   

Sensor Graphic Use 

Temperature  Heat as friction indication 

Flow  Flow of fluids or gas 

Speed 
 

Rotational speed  

Acceleration  Vibration 

Displacement  Shaft movement 

Pressure  Pressure (cylinder) 

Electrical 

Power  
Motor Current  / Machine 

Load 

Table 1.  Common sensors use for asset monitoring 

Other sensory information reported from the control system 

may include error codes, torque, cycle step, and so on.  

These control system parameters are often useful in 

correlating the machine’s work and operating condition with 

measurements from the common sensors in Table 1.  It is 

important to sort measurements into operating modes or 

regimes to improve correlation of on-line measurements to 

historical data patterns.   

Analysis of sensory data allows the fleet asset monitoring 

system to transform data into information useful in 

determining amount and pace of degradation, and therefore 

in predicting a failure of the asset to perform its intended 

function.  The output of analysis algorithms reduces the raw 

sensory data into features which describe the original 

measurement.  These features or descriptors are the numeric 

inputs which prognostic algorithms use to perform 

association of an asset’s current state of health with 

historical machine health patterns, or models of machinery 

health.  Figure 4 offers several analytic techniques and the 

feature results these analysis techniques may produce.   

 

Figure 4.  Analysis with feature and numeric results 

In Figure 4, the top row lists a series of time series trend 

analysis that yield averages, rates of change, and current 

values.  The second row lists several statistical measures of 

a time series vector or trend which indicate shape and 

distribution of a series of sequential measurements from a 

single sensor.  In the case of a roller bearing, frequency 

analysis of a high sample rate vibration snapshot can reduce 

the sensory data to characteristic fault frequency amplitudes 

indicative of defects in the roller bearing.  An advanced 

analytical technique, wavelet analysis, reduces a high 

sample rate snapshot from a dynamic sensor to wavelet 

packet coefficients which indicate presence of transient 

phenomenon in the measured signals.  Transients may be 

indicative of impacts in the case of a roller bearing, 

pulsation anomalies in the case of flow or pressure, and so 

forth. 

Knowing that vibration sensors are common sensory 

measurements used in rotating machinery applications, we 

may consider taking a closer look at frequency analysis of 

vibration signatures recorded by accelerometer or 

displacement probe sensors.  Figure 5, depicts the Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT) of a vibration sensor signature 

from the bearing on the input side of a gearbox.   
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Figure 5.   Fault frequencies of machine vibration 

In fact, many mechanical faults are detectable using 

vibration amplitude analysis or extensions to frequency 

analysis, Table 2 (Jayaswal, 2008).   

 

Table 2.  Typical faults detectable with vibration analysis 

Using the results of the FFT, analytically it is typical to 

measure the amplitude shown in Figure 5 as Velocity in 

inches per second (IPS) and compare the amplitude for 

specific fault modes to historical norms, or to vibration 

severity standards such as the ISO 10816.   When the 

amplitudes of specific vibration frequencies exceed 

historical norms, or a standard recommended warning level, 

the machine component where the vibration sensor is 

located is considered degraded to the extent its vibration 

level has exceeded the historical norm or standard warning 

level.   

However, depending on the indicative features of interest, 

there are a number of signal processing algorithms used to 

alternatively or subsequently analyze the time waveform or 

the results of the FFT.  Some of these are listed in Table 3.  

Advanced analytics build on the FFT creating additional 

numerical features and augment the degradation status of 

the machine.   

Table 3.  Signal processing options for dynamic sensors 

Specific use cases of advanced signal processing include 

time synchronous averaging (TSA) to isolate non-

synchronous signals from synchronous signals.  Additional 

advanced techniques include Cepstrum which is a frequency 

type analysis of the FFT (Zhang, 2008).  Wavelets and order 

analysis are additional examples.  Each of these advanced 

signal processing techniques works to clarify specific 

features found in the original FFT, by removing or isolating 

those specific dynamic signal amplitudes that best indicate 

the asset component’s degradation trend or pattern.   

4. PROGNOSTIC METHOD SELECTION 

There are two general methods of prognostics applications; 

data driven and model based (Sankavaram, 2009). Data 

driven methods work best with historical data sets indicating 

common failure and normal operation of the entire asset as 

well as its individual components.  Model driven methods 

use mathematical models to describe the relationship 

between measurements and expected asset behavior. 

With data driven methods, historical data is pre-processed to 

reduce the sensory data to a set of calculated features that 

describe the normal and various failure conditions.  Once 

this reduction is complete, the data-driven model then relies 

on one or more health assessment algorithms.  These health 

assessment algorithms work to evaluate the fit of current 

measurement data to the normal and failure condition 

feature sets.  Example health assessment algorithms include 

logistic regression, statistical pattern matching, Hidden 

Markov Models, and Gaussian mixture models.   
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With model driven methods, a system model is derived from 

first principle analysis and simulations.  Measured data and 

features, along with system state variables become inputs to 

the model equation where the outputs map to normal 

operation or a failure condition.  To adapt to specific 

machinery or operation conditions, often an adaptive 

learning or model update process is required.  The model is 

derived from system physics and expected behavior.  The 

model then serves as a reference to normal and various 

failure conditions.  Health assessment algorithms then work 

to fit current measurements to model outputs under similar 

operating conditions.   

As a comparison, data driven methods often require run-to 

failure data which may be expensive or impractical to 

obtain.  Model driven methods require accurate modeling 

and the ability to execute and tune the model in real-time 

leading.  Developing models can be expensive from an 

engineering perspective.  Executing models in real-time as 

measured data arrives may require extensive computational 

resources.   

Often, a combination of approaches is desirable.  Test cell 

data from design verification testing or factory acceptance 

testing can provide normal behavior data sets.  Many 

mechanical components have accepted limits on calculated 

features such as vibration severity levels for which a 

simplified model can be inferred.  By combining data 

driven, and macro model driven approaches, a basic 

automated degradation detection and trending system 

becomes possible. 

It is not the intent of the author to imply the prognostics 

process is easy.  Identification of critical assets and selection 

of sensory information to monitor are well established 

practices.  Yet, development of data driven failure 

signatures and physics of failure modes are much more 

difficult.  Many Small Business Innovation Research 

(SBIR) grants are made each year to small prognostic 

domain expert companies to fit a particular prognostic 

method to a specific class of industrial machines.  Much 

research at the university level and in industry continues in 

efforts to formalize algorithms and methodologies for 

prognostics.  One may conclude then, that prognostic is not 

an absolute science, yet one with much interest and activity 

in both research and industry.  Further experimentation and 

case studies promise to document successful approaches to 

make the prognostics system design easier for future 

implementations.   

5.  PILOT IMPLEMENTATION WITHIN A FLEET (CASE 

STUDY) 

Given a solid understanding of the assets in the fleet, 

availability of sensors and operational data, as well as 

historical data sets and any models of asset behavior, it is 

then possible to design a pilot implementation where 

baselines and preliminary prognostic results can be 

evaluated.   

The Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI)  

(Hollingshaus, 2011) continues to sponsor a fleet wide asset 

monitoring project within a special working group, the 

Fleet-Wide Monitoring Interest Group (FWMIG).  This 

program aims to articulate a condition based maintenance 

and prognostics solution for its power generation members.  

The applications framework leverages data available within 

power generation plants, a fault signature database, and 

traditional monitoring and analysis techniques for rotating 

machinery, (Hussey 2006) Figure 6.    

 

Figure 6.   Overview of EPRI  FMWIG pilot 

Acronyms from Figure 6 are defined here:  

 EAM:  Enterpise Asset Management System 

 AFS:  Asset Fault Signature database 

 OLM:  On-Line Monitoring Systems 

 FWM:  Fleet Wide Monitoring 

 FMEA:  Failure Mode and Effects Analysis 

 TPM: Thermal Performance Monitoring 

 SME: Subject Matter Expert (ex: vibration analyst) 

 PM:   Preventative Maintenance records 

Figure 6, outlines EPRI’s vision for Smart Monitoring and 

Diagnostics.  Currently, existing EPRI pilot projects have 

included anomaly detection systems such as General 

Electric’s SmartSignal, and Instep Software’s Prism.  These 

anomaly detection systems operate from plant historian data 

such as an OSI Soft PI database.  These anomaly detection 

systems are able to develop normal trend patterns and 

provide notifications when expected operating parameters 

do not match measured operating parameters.  While these 

trend analyzers provide anomaly detection, it is the technical 

exam data (vibration, motor current signature, etc) which 

leads to specific maintenance actions and schedules.   

To build on the anomaly detection, EPRI and Progress 

Energy (now Duke Energy) have embarked on a project to 
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automate the technical exam, especially vibration.  By 

automating the vibration data collection, the current 

vibration SMEs will move towards 80% of their time 

reviewing vibration analysis, as compared to 80% of their 

time collecting data.  (Johnson, 2012), (Cook 2012).  To 

make this shift from data collection to data analysis, the cost 

of installing permanent vibration monitoring systems had to 

reduce significantly.   

By leveraging high volume commercial off the shelf 

vibration measurement equipment, and competitively priced 

vibration sensors, Progress Energy is able to afford 

installation of over 300 vibration monitoring systems using 

both wired and wireless Ethernet communications 

technologies.  These systems cover the majority of “balance 

of plant” equipment including circulating water pumps, 

pulverizes, fans, transformers, and so forth.    

To provide for remote vibration diagnostics, Progress 

Energy and EPRI are working with vibration analytics 

software providers to develop an on-line and off-line 

vibration analytics, which meet the de-facto industry 

standards for vibration analytics.  With hardware and 

software in place, data storage, aggregation, mining, and 

fault signature association will become future challenges for 

the EPRI/Progress team.    

Both EPRI and Progress Energy have seen millions of lost 

dollars in loss of power generation capabilities.  The belief 

is that broader coverage of on-line monitoring along with 

automated analytics for diagnostics and prognostics will 

predict and prevent future losses.   

As the project moves forward, both data-driven and physics 

of failure prognostics will be employed as part of the EPRI 

diagnostic advisor to extend its capabilities to include 

predictive features.  However, data mining,  fault signature 

association, and related prognostics algorithms must be 

validated to become a universal solution for power 

generation applications.   

The EPRI diagnostic advisor will use the asset fault 

signature database (AFS) along with on-line monitoring 

(OLM), trend analysis, any technical exam results, and 

subject matter experts (SME) to advise plant maintainers 

and operations of any specific next steps.   

As the EPRI project moves forward, with additional pilots, 

the asset fault database (AFS) will grow and the prognostic 

methods will improve.  The on-line monitoring options 

including sensors and embedded data acquisition devices 

will also evolve.  There is much to learn from this pilot, yet 

the opportunity in power generation applications is 

promising.   

In EPRI’s summary, condition based maintenance, 

diagnostic advisories, and prognostics using asset fault 

databases will lead to actionable information in time to 

economically benefit plant operations (Hollingshaus, 2011).  

The current pilots are working to validate the prognostics 

implementation and financial benefits.   

6. CONCLUSION 

The implementation of a fleet wide asset monitoring and 

advisory system combines several disciplines.  These range 

from traditional condition based maintenance practices, to 

development of fault models, to implementation of hybrid 

prognostic systems.  There are potentially many benefits 

derived from a systematically developed prognostic system.  

These benefits may pay well to electrical power generation 

and other industries that employ many mechanical assets of 

similar types and function.   

Similar pilots are occurring in the Oil and Gas industry for 

land based drilling and extraction equipment.  Other pilots 

are just beginning in mining industries, centered on haul 

trucks, swing shovels, and drag lines.  These pilots are 

similarly challenged by the cost of sensors and data 

acquisition hardware, cost effective analysis, cost effective 

data storage, and the development of data driven and 

physics of failure fault signatures.   
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ABSTRACT 

Large complex systems, such as power plants, ships and 

aircraft, are composed of multiple systems, subsystems and 

components. When they are considered as embedded in 

operating systems such as a fleet, mission readiness and 

maintenance management issues are raised. PHM 

(Prognostics and Health Management) plays a key role in 

controlling the performance level of such systems, at least 

on the basis of adapted PHM strategies and system 

developments. Moreover considering a fleet implies to 

provide managers and engineers a relevant synthesis of 

information and to keep this information updated in terms 

of the global health of the fleet as well as the current status 

of their maintenance efforts. In order to achieve PHM at a 

fleet level, it is thus necessary to manage relevant 

knowledge arising from both modeling and monitoring of 

the fleet. In that way, this paper presents a knowledge 

structuring scheme based on ontologies for fleet PHM 

management applied to marine domain, with emphasis on 

prognostics modeling. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, due to the high competitiveness, industrial 

enterprises need to aim at higher performances, i.e. higher 

quality of products/services, lower costs, sustainability, etc.  

(Kleindorfer et al., 2005). In that way, the importance of 

maintenance has increased due to its key role on improving 

system availability, performance efficiency, products 

quality, etc. (Alsyouf, 2007). These requirements promote 

the evolution of maintenance strategies from a “fail and fix” 

to “predict and prevent” approach. This new vision is 

supported by condition-based/Prognostics and Health 

Management (PHM) maintenance. Despite this proactive 

approach, failures still occur. This could be explained since 

prognostics involved the prediction of the future which is 

uncertain (Provan, 2003). Furthermore the whole 

acquisition and treatment algorithms could fail leading 

sometimes to some errors such as false alarms or non-

detections (Barros et al., 2006). 

Implementing a proactive approach at a system level 

requires the consideration of failure rates of different 

equipment built on different technologies (mechanical, 

electrical, electronic or software natures) (Verma et al., 

2010) whosebehaviour can vary all along the different 

phases of their lifecycle (Bonissone and Varma, 2005). 

However to improve PHM processes for large and complex 

systems such as power plants, ships and aircrafts, one 

possible approach is to take advantage of the fleet 

dimension. This dimension can provide knowledge and data 

to improve diagnostic and prognostics models.   

A fleet shall be viewed as a set of systems, sub-systems and 

equipment. In this paper, the naval domain is addressed. 

Hence, in the following an unit of a fleet will be considered 

as a system (e.g. ship), a sub-system (e.g. propulsion or 

electric power generation) or equipment (e.g. diesel engine, 

shaft...) depending on the nature of the study. To be in 

accordance with the need of improving PHM at the fleet 

level, an original methodology is proposed in this paper 

wherein individual knowledge (of each unit) is capitalized 

for reuse purpose in order to improve PHM activities such 

as prognostics. To take advantage of the individual 

knowledge at the fleet level, a semantic model is proposed 

for the PHM activities in the naval domain. Such a semantic 

model enables to reuse particular data, such as maintenance 

history, reliability analysis, failure analysis, data analysis at 

_____________________ 
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a fleet level in order to provide knowledge. As data become 

available, prognostics models could benefit from more 

contextual information.  

2. PHM AT EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEM LEVEL  

PHM activities can give warning about failure events before 

they occur, reduce the life cycle cost of a product by 

decreasing inspection costs, downtime and inventory (Pecht, 

2008), (Vichare and Pecht, 2006). 

The prognostics process consists on treating, via algorithms, 

a set of input information to produce a future estimation. 

Mathematical models are used for the extrapolation of value 

of the degradation indicator. These mathematical models 

need as an input (Voisin et al., 2010): 

 Past data: feedback about past failures on the system, as 

well as historic data about the evolution of degradation 

indicators under different circumstances (mission, 

environment, etc.). This data allows to identify the 

characteristics and parameters of the prognostics 

model.  

 Current data: on-line data in order to provide the values 

in real-time of the monitored indicators (variables). 

This data is captured and must be treated and analyzed. 

This data warn maintenance engineers about the current 

state of the unit and it should be used to feed/adjust the 

current prognostics model. 

 Future data: information and/or hypothesis about the 

future usage of the unit should be provided such as the 

missions, the operational context, future maintenance 

interventions, etc. As mentioned in (Peysson et al., 

2009) the prognostics of a complex systems (S) is 

described by three levels (1):  

  ,,S  (1) 

M is the mission that defines the use of the system 

during a time period; E is the environment that 

represents the area where the mission is accomplished 

and where the process evolves and P is the process that 

gives the necessary means to accomplish the mission. 

The process is decomposed according to different 

resources that are monitored. 

This set of information/data allows to refine  the 

evolution of degradation indicators in different 

situations and simulations.  

While analyzing these inputs, different sources of 

uncertainty will appear such as measurement and sensor 

errors, future load and usage uncertainty, prediction under 

conditions that are different from training data and so on. 

However uncertainty could be reduced when more data 

becomes available (Pecht, 2008). In these cases the notion 

of fleet becomes very interesting. It can provide more 

capitalized data and information coming from other 

members of the fleet. for the improvement/development of 

the prognostics models  

The following section presents a review about the use of the 

fleet notion in the PHM domain. 

3. PHM VS. FLEET-WIDE APPROACH 

3.1. Fleet integrated PHM review 

A fleet generally refers to a gathering of group of ships and 

the term is extended also to any kind of vehicle (e.g. trains, 

aircrafts, or cars). For industrial systems, the term fleet 

designs a set of assets or production lines. In general, a fleet 

refers to the whole assets of an owner’s systems. Hence, the 

fleet here is only an abstract point of view to consider a set 

of objects for a specific purpose (e.g. a unit maintenance 

planning), for a given time (e.g. before the end of the 

current mission). Indeed, the fleet can be viewed as a 

population consisting of a finite set of objects (individuals) 

on which a study is ongoing. In this context, a fleet is 

generally a subset of the real fleet under consideration, i.e. a 

sub fleet related to the aim of the study. Individuals making 

up the fleet/sub fleet may be, as needed, systems themselves 

(Bonissone and Varma, 2005), (Patrick et al., 2010), 

subsystems or equipment (Umiliacchi et al., 2011). In the 

following, systems, sub-systems or equipment constituting 

the fleet, according to the study purpose, will be referred to 

as units.  

In fact, fleet’s units must share some characteristics that 

enable to group them together according to a specific 

purpose. These common characteristics may be of technical, 

operational or contextual nature (Monnin et al. 2011a). 

They allow to put data or information related to all the fleet 

units on the same benchmark in order to bring out pertinent 

results for monitoring, diagnostics, prognostics or 

maintenance decision making. Common characteristics 

among units allow to define three types of fleet 

composition: identical, similar or heterogeneous fleets.  

Based on these three types of fleet, some relevant works are 

reviewed below: 

 Fleet composed of identical units: When considering 

maintenance operator’s point of view, fleet 

management aims at making decisions that affect asset 

life extension and performance, operational costs and 

future planning  (Wheeler et al., 2009), (Bonissone and 

Varma, 2005),(Williams et al., 2008). In (Patrick et al., 

2010), the authors notice that thresholds indicative of 

condition indicators limits could be derived from 

statistical studies of fleet wide behaviors and known 

cases of faults. (Reymonet et al., 2009) propose to 

apply to the failed system the technical solution 

corresponding to a similar incident already solved with 

a comparable asset. (Wang et al., 2008) present a 

similarity-based approach for estimating the Remaining 
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Useful Life (RUL) in prognostics using data from a 

fleet composed by the same type of units. Nevertheless, 

knowledge derived from the fleet arises from the same 

kind of units. In a domain where customized units are 

common, these approaches may give poor results. 

 Fleet composed of similar units: the fact of comparing 

similar units has rarely been addressed as a whole in the 

literature. In that sense, (Umiliacchi et al., 2011) show 

the importance of having a standard format for the 

diagnostic data in order to facilitate their understanding 

across several subsystems and trains within a railway 

fleet.  

 Fleet composed of heterogeneous units: to fully exploit 

the knowledge issue of the fleet dimension, we propose 

in this paper to consider the heterogeneous units that 

compose the fleet level for decision making (e.g. 

prognostics, maintenance purposes). Situations (i.e. 

prognostics results, signal evolution) issued from an 

historical data of a fleet of heterogeneous units are 

searched based on some similar characteristics to the 

units in study (e.g. current situation under 

investigation) (Monnin et al., 2011a), (Monnin et al., 

2011b). The originality of the proposed method is to 

enlarge the search to heterogeneous units (and not 

identical ones) where the similarity will be defined on-

line by the user, according to the results of the search, 

in order to find relevant information to be reused. 

3.2. But how could be used the fleet dimension to 

improve PHM processes? 

One of the industrial realities is the lack of capitalization of 

knowledge and model reuse which represents high costs and 

efforts for the enterprises (Weber et al., 2011) (Medina-

Oliva et al., 2012). In some fields such as the naval one, 

units are very customized leading to heterogeneous units. 

These facts limits mainly:  

 Historical data exploitation for identical units. Due to 

the exposition of industrials systems to different and 

uncertain missions and environmental conditions.  

 Knowledge capitalization about the evolution of the 

degradation trajectory of an unit under an identical 

context (identical mission and environment).  

To tackle this issue the fleet dimension could provide 

enough information and data about diagnostic and 

prognostic models. In that sense, when searching non-

identical units but similar ones a higher volume of data 

becomes available to reduce diagnostic/prognostics models 

uncertainty. This data could be obtained through the 

identification of “similar contexts” or “similar individuals”. 

For example, in the naval field, a technical similarity for 

diesel engines, which are critical equipment for propulsion 

and power generation, could be the membership to “4-

strokes engines” or “high speed engines” features.  

The objective of our proposition is to create an iterative 

investigation process that will allow to define a sub-fleet. 

The sub-fleet is defined by grouping a set of units (i.e. 

systems, sub-systems or equipment) based on “similar 

characteristics”. Figure 1 presents the main steps of this 

process. When prognostics models are implemented on a 

new unit or when the unit is merged in new operational 

conditions, the prognostics must be first characterized. 

Characterization consists on the description of the unit to be 

pronosticated (e.g. type, age, usage, operating environment) 

as well as data on which an analysis will be carried out 

(Figure 1-A). To guide this process, the fleet-wide 

application proposes different criteria based on the technical 

features of units as well as on the mission and on the 

environment description. According to this, a targeted 

population is defined within the whole fleet (Figure 1-B). 

Within the targeted population, the potential similar 

prognostics models and data concerning the evolution of the 

degradation indicators are investigated in order to complete 

current knowledge for prognostics (Figure 1-C). In an 

iterative process of steps B and C, the targeted population 

can be refined if results (i.e. potential similar degradation 

indicator data) are too far from the current situation or 

conversely if targeted fleet points out too many similar 

situations. Then, the prognosticated unit benefits from the 

past analysis results (Figure 1-D) for building the 

corresponding prognostics model. Using this original 

approach could bring several benefits as presented in 

(Monnin et al., 2011a), (Monnin et al., 2011b), (Peysson et 

al., 2012). 

Toward this goal, the knowledge corresponding to the fleet 

domain must be well formalized and structured in order to 

facilitate the manipulation of the multidimensional aspects 

of the fleet and the heterogeneous data among all fleet units’ 

databases 

 

Figure 1. Main steps for fleet case re-use 

3.3. Sub-fleet characterization 

Nowadays, fleet managers/engineers query separately ship 

databases for identical units to obtain data/information. 
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very specific and customized. This fact leads to dispose of 

few identical units. For this reason the proposed 

methodology leads to search non-identical units but similar 

ones. Furthermore, another issue emerges. At a fleet level, 

engineers must treat different databases of different units. 

These databases might be heterogeneous, in the sense that 

the database structure might be different, they might have 

different names for the primary keys and foreign keys, etc.   

To tackle these issues, a common semantic becomes 

necessary (Figure 2). A semantic model provides a high 

level definition of terms that is common to all databases 

allowing to query them. It allows to define characteristics of 

similarities among units and contexts. For instance, to 

define common characteristics in the technical, operational 

and contextual domains. 

In the following sections a semantic model specifying the 

similar characteristics necessary to obtain data/information 

to perform prognostics is presented. The semantic model is 

specified by means of ontologies. 

 

Figure 2. Semantic level to query heterogeneous databases 

4. PROPOSITION OF ONTOLOGY FOR FLEET-WIDE 

SEMANTIC 

4.1.  Ontology for providing semantic  

An ontology explicits formal specifications of knowledge in 

a domain by defining the terms (vocabulary) and relations 

among them (Gruber, 2009). To represent knowledge and to 

explicit semantic (vocabulary and relations), the ontology is 

coded in Web Ontology Language (OWL) supported by 

Protégé
*
 ontology editor.  OWL is composed of classes, 

properties of the classes and instances. These elements are 

explained as follow: 

 Classes describe concepts in the domain. In PHM 

domain, an example of classes could be “equipment” or 

“degradation indicator”.   

 Properties of the classes describe the attributes of the 

concepts. For example, the class equipment has a 

property “is monitored by” the class degradation 

                                                           
*
 http://protege.stanford.edu/ 

indicator. The property “is monitored by” link the class 

“equipment” with the class “degradation indicator”.  

 Subclasses represent concepts that are more specific 

than the superclass (mother class). When a superclass 

has a subclass, it means that they are linked by a 

subsumption relation, i.e. “is a” relation, allowing a 

taxonomy to be defined. Hence, a hierarchy of classes 

is established, from general classes to specific ones.  

 Instances are the set of specific individuals of classes. 

For example, the engine Baudouin 12M26.2P2-002 is a 

specific individual that is part of the class “equipment”. 

OWL allows to establish taxonomies. This capability  is a 

useful for example to represent systems, subsystems and 

equipment. Moreover, OWL provides inference capabilities 

with plugged reasoners. Inference is based on open-world 

reasoning. Explicit and manually constructed classes that 

belong to taxonomy constitute an asserted hierarchy. But 

thanks to OWL reasoners, an inferred hierarchy is 

automatically computed allowing to emerge new 

knowledge. For example if an engine has an internal 

electrical degradation, the ontology could induce that it is an 

electrical engine. Moreover, OWL reasoners shall 

performed consistency checking. Hence,  one shall 

guarantee that the ontology has been built correctly in the 

sense that no syntactic and inconsistency remain in the 

ontology. For example, if a fuel-engine is associated to an 

electrical degradation, an inconsistency will be point out by 

the reasoner. 

Ontologies seem to be a suitable modeling method to 

provide common semantic and to query heterogeneous 

databases.  Some of the capabilities provided consist on: 

sharing common understanding of the structure of 

information among people or software agents, making 

domain assumptions explicit, defining concepts and 

knowledge (i.e. a high speed engine 1000rpm, subjectivity 

is limited) and making domain inferences to obtain non-

explicit knowledge (Noy and McGuinness, 2001). 

 

Figure 3: Typical architecture of Fleet-wide PHM system, 

(Monnin, 2011a) 

Common Semantic level

Heterogeneous data-

bases of units
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The proposed approach based on PHM ontology is not a 

goal itself. This ontology is a support for PHM software 

applications through the KASEM software platform (Leger, 

2004), (Monnin, 2011c) Figure 3. 

In the next section, the formalization of an ontology to 

support prognostics activities in the naval domain is 

proposed. 

4.2. Ontology-based PHM assessment 

Ontology-based fleet-wide PHM  

In the section 2.1. key elements to perform prognostics were 

identified. These elements are technical characteristics of 

the system/sub-system/equipment, degradation modes, 

degradation indicators, the mission and the environment. 

A semantic model to these elements will be provided in 

order to obtain formalized knowledge that allows the 

definition of “similarities” among these units. Based on 

(Monnin, 2011a) different contexts are defined: a technical 

context (e.g. characteristics of the system/sub-

system/equipment), a dysfunctional context (e.g. 

degradation modes), an operational context (e.g. mission 

and environment), a service context (e.g. usage of units) and 

an application context (e.g. degradation indicators). For a 

graphical representation of the ontology for these contexts, 

classes are represented as ovals and relations are 

represented as links between the classes. Once the ontology 

model is formalized comparisons of heterogeneous units 

shall be performed on the basis of context similarity.  

 Technical context 

One might think that the definition of every model of 

equipment could be enough to take advantage of the fleet 

dimension. But this modeling choice narrows the 

manageability to strictly identical units. For this reason, a 

technical context is proposed. The technical context 

integrates the technical features and characteristics of the 

system/sub-system/equipment. This model allows the 

comparison of heterogeneous units for instance when 

seeking relevant characteristics such as “4-strokes engines” 

or “direct injection engines”.  

  

Figure 4: Part of the equipment taxonomy 

 

Figure 5: Part of the equipment properties 

To model the technical context, “Equipment” (Figure 4) 

classes are specified as well as “Properties” classes (Figure 

5) which define all their features. Hence, units with similar 

technical properties could be clustered according to their 

technical properties such as the power output, the rotation 

speed, the number of cylinders, etc. (Figure 5) in order to 

retrieve data/information. 

Dysfunctional context 

The dysfunctional context takes into account the 

information about the degradation modes on the units. It 

considers the generic degradation modes. Generic 

degradation modes are taken from the standard (IEC 60812, 

2006). Classes include electrical degradation modes, 

mechanical degradation modes, hydraulic degradation 

modes, etc. Degradation modes are linked to units (Figure 

6).  

Furthermore, in this context, it is considered that one 

degradation mode could be caused by another degradation 

mode. In that sense, this context allows to describe 

information about the causality chain of degradation modes 

that produced an undesirable event. This knowledge is very 

valuable to retrieve information/data for troubleshooting 

and corrective maintenance issues. This modeling choice 

allows to explore the main causes of similar degradation 

modes. For example to explore common causes of pumps 

failures regardless of the use of the pumps.  

 

Figure 6: Part of the dysfunctional analysis on units  
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Figure 7: Part of the operational context 

 Operational context 

Even if units are identical, the operational conditions lead to 

different units’ behaviors. For this reason, one could need to 

cluster information/data according the operational and 

service contexts.  

The operational context integrates the operational 

conditions to which the units are exposed to. As explained 

in section 2, for prognostics the mission (M) and the 

environment (E) are considered. The operational conditions 

are given by the mission to be performed for units as well as 

the environment that surround them (Figure 7). In the naval 

domain, the mission is a sequence of dated tasks in a 

geographical area (e.g. Port of call mission) (Peysson et al., 

2009). Hence, similar missions on similar units could be 

compared (Figure 7). On the other side, the environment 

takes into account the weather conditions, the chemical 

composition of water (pH, salinity…), the pressure, water 

turbulence, etc. (Figure 7) which might impact degradation 

mechanisms and units’ functioning behavior. 

The mission and the environment could affect equipment, 

sub-system and system performances. For this reason the 

mission was formalized at different abstraction levels 

(system, sub-system, equipment). 

Service context 

The service context deals with the usage of units. Even 

when units are similar they are exposed to different usages 

according to the corresponding mission tasks. Hence a 

service context is formalized in order to differentiate 

behaviors of the evolution of degradation indicators. In that 

sense, usage could be divided according to the operating 

steps, operating phases and the configuration of units 

(Figure 8).  

In order words, degradation behavior can be analyzed 

according to different abstraction levels.  

 

Figure 8: Part of the service context  

Application context 

The application context is related to the needs of PHM 

optimization. Within the application context, the 

optimization aims the capitalization of knowledge to 

perform health assessment. Health assessment deals with 

the definition of indicators such as functional, dysfunctional 

and environmental indicators at different levels as well as 

the treatment (processing) of these indicators, etc (Figure 9). 

This context enables data/model retrieval of the monitored 

unit with its corresponding context defined in the ontology.   

The ontology-based knowledge formalization provides the 

basis to capitalize knowledge with contextual information. 

In that sense, one might define similar units, i.e. high speed 

engines with similar missions and under similar context in 

order to compare signal evolution of indicators. The next 

section illustrates the benefits of the proposed methodology 

within the PHM context.  

 

Figure 9: Part of the application context 
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Table 1: Extract of engine fleet technical features stored in the data bases 

Prognostic-model retrieval from fleets composed of 

heterogeneous units  

The proposed approach could be very useful for PHM 

processes for new units. In the case of new equipment 

there’s neither degradation indicators defined nor 

historical data about their evolution. But when 

disposing of an ontology-based approach, knowledge 

and data could be gathered from heterogeneous units 

and contexts. To illustrate the proposed methodology, 

let’s consider finding a prognostics model for the 

degradation trajectory of a diesel engine within a costal 

surveillance mission in the south Atlantic for a new 

ship. In this example, we suppose the new ship is 

propelled by a diesel engine Baudouin 8M26SRP. 

For the purpose of this example, the fleet is limited to 

diesel engines. Ten engines are considered and briefly 

presented in Table 1. The table shows an extract of the 

technical features of the engines. 

To tackle the fleet dimension three possibilities are 

shown:  

1. Consideration of identical fuel engines to the 

Baudouin 8M26SRP engine 

2. Consideration of all fuel engines composing the 

fleet 

3. Consideration of the heterogeneous units 

composing the fleet using the ontology-based 

approach  

1. Consideration of identical fuel engines to 

Baudouin 8M26SRP 

The first step to capitalize data from the fleet dimension 

would be to consider identical units to Baudouin 

8M26SRP. Nevertheless, if the same kind of units is 

considered, then any unit would match to the results as 

shown in Table 1. For these reason, other approaches 

should be investigated. 

2. Consideration of all fuel engines composing the 

fleet 

Another approach to take advantage of the fleet 

dimension would be to consider all the fuel engines 

composing the fleet. This approach allows the 

capitalization of data. However, the fleet is composed 

of a wide variety of different engines. If one take a look 

to Table 1, it is possible to notice the fleet is composed 

of big size, high power, two-stroke engines such as the. 

Wärtsilä RT-FLEX82T engine and of other engines 

with lower output power and four-stroke cycles such as 

the Wärtsilä 12V38 engine. These units are very 

different and thus their degradation behavior is very 

different as well. For this reason considering all the fuel 

engines might not be appropriated to study the 

degradation behavior of the Baudouin 8M26SRP 

engine. 

3. Consideration of the heterogeneous units 

composing the fleet using the ontology-based 

approach  

As mentioned previously, the developed application 

based on ontologies guides the definition of “similar 

characteristics” in order to define the sub-fleet of units 

to be used for prognostics purposes (Figure 1-A). To 

guide the sub-fleet definition some questions will be 

asked, automatically by the application, based on the 

relations between the different contexts defined in the 

ontology. One question concerns the application 

context, if one seeks a degradation indicator, a 

treatment or mainly a prognostics model. For this 

example, a prognostics model is searched. Then another 

question deals with the technical context. The 

application poses questions about the type of unit (i.e. 

engine, thruster, pump…), the application domain (i.e. 

marine, land, aeronautics, etc.) and the subsystem (i.e. 

ID Engine Ref
Output 

power (kW)

Nb. of 

Cylinder

Confi-

guration

Engine 

Speed (rpm)
Type of cooling system Engine cycle

Tag related to the 

ontology

Eqpt1 Wärtsilä 12V38 8 700 12 V 600 Dry water cooling system Four-stroke engine Fuel engine

Eqpt2 Wärtsilä 12V38 8 700 12 V 600 Dry water cooling system Four-stroke engine Fuel engine

Eqpt3 Baudouin 6M26SRP1 331 6 L 1800 Sea water cooling Four-stroke engine Fuel engine

Eqpt4 Man V8-1200 883 8 V 2300 Desalination systems Four-stroke engine Fuel engine

Eqpt5 Man V8-1200 883 8 V 2300 Desalination systems Four-stroke engine Fuel engine

Eqpt6 Wärtsilä RT-flex50 13 960 8 L 124  Sea water cooling system Two-stroke engine Fuel engine

Eqpt7
Wärtsilä RT-

FLEX82T
40 680 9 L 80 Sea water cooling system Two-stroke engine Fuel engine

Eqpt8 Wärtsilä 12V64 23280 12  V 400
High and low temperature 

separated circuits
Four-stroke engine Fuel engine

Eqpt9 ISOTTA vl1716hpcr 2750 16 V 2100
High and low temperature 

separated circuits
Four-stroke engine Fuel engine

Eqpt10 Baudoin 12M26P1FR 357.94 12 V 1800
High and low temperature 

separated circuits
Four-stroke engine Fuel engine
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propulsion and power generation). For this example, an 

engine located on a ship (marine) for propulsion 

purposes is sought.  

In the ontology the definition and relations of 

prognostics have been established. For this reason, 

another question is asked about the mission and the 

environment of the engine (operational context). The 

mission in this example is costal surveillance mission 

(Figure 1-B). One can start searching data found in the 

sub-fleet definition (Figure 1-C).  

Afterward, the application proposes to keep finding 

other similarities criteria for example those related to 

the geographical area (Figure 1-A).  It proposes several 

choices such as the south Atlantic, north Atlantic, 

Indian, south Pacific oceans, etc. For this example the 

environment is located in the south Atlantic. The sub-

fleet evolves automatically when other criteria are 

chosen.  

The ontology embeds that hot oceans impact the 

performances of the cooling systems. For this reason, 

another question is asked about the type of cooling 

system such as high and low temperature separated 

circuits, sea water cooling, dry water cooling system or 

desalination systems (technical context). The answer, in 

this case, for the Baudouin 8M26SRP engine is a high 

and low temperature separated circuits. The sub-fleet is 

shown automatically. Three similar equipment with 

similar contexts are found: Baudouin 12M26P1FR, 

Wärtsilä 12V64 engine and ISOTTA vl1716hpcr 

(Figure 1-D).  

Figure 10 shows the updated degradation prognostics 

models of these three engines. The time horizon 

represents the mission that the engines have already 

experienced. Capitalizing this information allows to 

build a prognostics model for the Baudouin 8M26SRP 

engine (Figure 13-orange line). To build the estimated 

degradation trajectory, histograms for each monitored 

time issues from retrieved trajectories are built. Then 

the estimated trajectory is computed as the mean on 

each of the histograms. The orange line shows the 

estimate of the degradation trajectory of the Baudouin 

8M26SRP engine for the given mission. However, 

more sophisticated methods could be used to estimate 

the degradation trajectory such as proposed by (Liu et 

al., 2007) and (Wang et al., 2012). 

 

Figure 10. Degradation trajectory estimation for the Baudouin 8M26SRP engine based on similar units behaviors for 

a costal surveillance mission 

5. CONCLUSION 

Fleet-wide PHM requires knowledge-based system that is 

able to handle contextual information. Prognosis and 

maintenance decision making processes are improved by 

means of semantic modeling that deals with concepts 

definition and description. In this paper, a knowledge model 

based on ontologies is proposed. Contextual information is 

structured by means of specific contexts. These contexts 

allow to consider fleet unit similarities and heterogeneities. 

Data of the monitored unit are considered within their 

context and enhance the identification of the corresponding 

health condition.  

From a prognosis point of view, the analysis of a 

degradation variable evolution could improve the 

prognostics model and precision can be improved through 

the capitalized data.  

The fleet knowledge model has been structured for a marine 

application. The resulting ontology has been integrated in 

the KASEM industrial PHM platform. Some 

experimentation has already been done however; other 

time
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experimentations should be tested to show the feasibility 

and the added value of this methodology. This paper arises 

some perspectives related to the manipulation of the 

uncertainty of prognosis (Petch, 2008), as well as the 

definition of the trajectory model based on retrieved models 

(Liu et al., 2007) and (Wang et al., 2012). 
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